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THE NEW DELL i486'" 
13 MHz AND 25 MHz 
EISA SYSTEMS. 

The best salue in high pertimmance 
Its. combining 1486 performance, 
32-bu EISA I/0 bus. and the industry's 
top rated sen-we and support. 

STANDARD FEATURES: 
• i486 microprocessor running at 
33 MHz or 25 MHz. 
• 32-bis EISA bus architecture (down-
want compatible with 1SA ). 
• Standard 4 MFlof RAM! expindable 
to 16 MB on system biord, using 
optional I MB and 2 MB SIMMs. 
• VGA systems video adapter. 
• Integrated 387 ounpanHe math 
coprocessor. 
• 5.25" 1.2 MBor 3.5'1.44 MB 
diskette drive. 
• 5 half-height drive Ion. 
• Dual diskette and hard drive 
controller. 
• Six EISA ( ISA 
pl. two 16-bit ISA expansion slots. 
• High-perfomonce IDE (80 MB. 
100 MB, 190 MB), and ESDI 
(330 MB. 650 MB) hard disk dnves. 
• Enhanced 10I-key keyboard. 
• I parallel and 2 senal ports. 
• 230-matt power supply. 
• 12-month On-Site Service 
Ginstici provided by Xenw. 

«Commercial Lease Plan. 
Lease for an lomean $286Insonth 
(433E)and$232/trianth(425E-). 
• Xen.tx Extended Service Plan 

pricing starts at $617 (425E) and 
$672 (433E)-

80 MB VGA 
Monochrome 
System $7,899 $6,399 

190 MB VGA Color 
Fite System $8,699 $7,199 

330 MB Super VGA 
Color System 
(800 x 600) $9,599 $8,099 

650 MB Super VGA 
Color System 
(800 too) $10.799 $9,299 

Prices listed include 4 MB of RAM. 
100 MB hard Lime configuration, 
also mailaNe. 

433E 425E 

461 
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, I THE .DELL SYSTEM 
- 325o 386 
AND [)ELL SYSTEM 

310 20 MHz 386. 
The best combination 
ot performance and 

E.9  value mailable in their 

STANDARD 
FEATURES: 

• Intel. 80386 misto-
processor running at 

4(311 25 Mliz ( Dell 325) 
or 20 MHz ( Dell 
310). 

• 8randard I NAB of RAM, optional 
2 13 or 4 MB of RAMA expandable 
to 16 MB (using a dedicated high-
speed 32-hr memory slot). 
• Adv. id : nrel 82385 Cache 
Mon. 4. L et raller wIth 32 KB of 
loch-ived wane RAM cache. 
• l'age m yle 'merle-And memory 
architecnue. 
• Socket for Intel 80387 or WEITEK 
3167 math coprocessor. 
• 5.25.1.2 MBor 3.5' 1.44 MB 
diskette drive. 
• Enhanced 101-key keyhiard. 
• 1 parallel and 2 serial ports. 
• 2C0-autt power supply. 
• 8 industry standard expansion skits 
(6 available). 
• 12-month On-Site Sen-ice Gam-tact 
provided by Xerox: 

..Corronerrial Lease Plan. Lease for 
as lea as $ 131/manth (325) and 
$112/month (310). 
• Xerox atended Service Plan 
pricing stœu al $ 370 (325) and 
$251 (310). 

325 310 
40MB VGA 

Monochrome 
System $3,599 $2,999 

80 MB VGA Color 
Plus System $4.099 $3.499 

80 MB Super VGA 
Color System 
(800 x 600) $4,199 $3,599 

190 MB Super VGA 
Color System 
(800 x 600) $4,699 $4.099 

Prices listed include 1 Mho( RAM. 
100. 330 and 650 MB hard &me 
contiguranom also .nailable. 

THE NEW DELL SYSTEM 
320LX 20 MHz 3865X. 

One or the fastest SX's around. 

STANDARD FEATURES: 
• Intel 80386SX microprocessor 
running at 20 MHz. 
• Standard 1 MB of RAW' ornimal 
2 MB or 4 MB expandaNe to 16 NIB 
(8 MB on the system Kurd) 
• VGA systems include a high. 
perfomonce video adapter. 
• LIM 4.0 support tot memory over 
1 MB. 
• Socket kir Intel 20 MHz 80387SX 
math coprocessor. 
• 5.25" 1.2 MB or 3.5" 1.44 MB 
diskette drive. 
• Integrated high-pertIemance had 
disk interface and diskette controller 
ors nuern Kurd (ESDI-bmed suerss 
include a hard disk controller). 
• 1 parallel and 2 serial ports. 
• Enhanced 10I- key keybiord. 
• 200-wan power supply. 
• 8 industry standard citron...ion slots 
(7 available). 
• 12-month On-Site Service Contract 
provided k Xenix: 
«Commercial Lease Plan. Lease for 
as heu-an $98Month. 
Xerox Extended Service Plan 

pricing starts ut $261. 

40 MB VGA Monochrome 
System 

40 MB VGA Gilts. Plus 
System 

80 MB Super VGA Gil.. 
System (800 x 600) $3.199 

100 MB Super VGA Color System 
(8047sy00) $3,399 

Pnces lunNI include 1 MB of RAM. 
190, 330 and 650 MB hard dnve 
configurations also mailable. 

320LX 

$2.599 

$2.899 

Ill my THE DELL SYSTEM 
3I6SX 16 MHz 386SX 

  and DELL SYSTEM 
210 12.5 MHz 286. 
The perfect kew 

2.1.90 profile mainstream 
competen. 

STANDARD FEATURES: 
• Intel 80386SX micror‘ixessor 
running at 16 MHz ( Dell 316SX) 
or 80286 microprocessor running 
at 12.5 MHz ( Dell 210). 
• Standard 512 KB of RAM, optional 
me KB, 1 MB or 2 MB of RAM. 
expandable tol6MB (8 MB1316SX1 
and 6 MB 12101 on system ( oard). 
• Page mode interleaved memory 
architecrure. 
• LIM 4.0 support for memory over 
640 KB. 
• Socket for Intel 80387SX ( 316SX) 
and 80287 ( 210) math coprocessor. 
• 5.25" 1.2 MB or 3.5" 1.44 MB 
diskette drive. 
• Enhanced 101-key keyboard. 
• 1 parallel and 2 serial ports. 
• 3 full-sued 16-bit AT expansion skits 
available. 
• 12-month On-Site Service Ginn., 
provided by Xenix:.• 
«Commercial Lease Plan. Lease for 
as low as $ 73/manth (316800) and 
$6211nonth (210). 
Xena Extended Service Plan 

pricing starts at $196 (3I6SX) and 
81513 (210). 

3I6SX 210 
20 MB VGA 
Monochrome 
System $1.949 $ 1.649 

40 MB VGA Color 
Plus System $2.149 $2,149 

40 MB Super VGA 
Color System 
(800 x 600) $2.549 $2,249 

80 MB Super VGA 
Color System 
(800 x 600) $2.749 $2,449 

Prices listed include I M130( RAM. 
2 MB versions of the above systems 
are available for an additional $100. 
100 and 190 MB hard time configura-
tions also available. 

THE DELL SYSTEM®3 
This full-featured, battery-powered 386SX 

STANDARD FEATURES: 
..4ÉB • Intel 80386SX microprocessor running at 

16 MHz. 
• Standard 1 MB of RAM, optional 2 MB of 

  RAM* expandable to 8 MB (on the system 
board using 1 MB SIMMs). 
• LIM 4.0 support for memory over 1 MB. ....lei._ • Adjustable and detachable 640 x 480 VGA 
Liquid Crystal Display. 
• One industry standard half-size 8-bit 
expansion slot. 
• Socket for 16 MHz Intel 80387SX math 
coprocessor. 
• 3.5" 1.44 MB diskette drive. 
• 83-key keyboard with embedded numeric 
keypad and separate cursor control keys. 
• 1 parallel, 1 serial, and external VGA 
monitor port. 

16LT 16 MHz 386SX. 
laptop costs less than most 286 laptops. 
• Connector for 101-key keyboard or numeric 
keypad. 
• Connector for external 5.25"1.2 MB diskette 
drive. 
• Two removable and rechargeable NiCad 
battery packs utilizing Dell's "Continuous 
Power Battery System" (patent pending). 
• AC Adapter. 
• 12-month On-Site Service Contract provided 
by Xerox° 
'Commercial Lease Plan. Lease for us Lou' 

as $120/month. 
°Xerox Extended Service Plan pricing starts 
at $303. 
20MB, 1 MBRAM 
20 MB, 2 MB RAM 
40MB, 1 MBRAM 
40MB, 2 MBRAM 

$3,199 
$3,399 
$3,499 
$3,699 

The Dell Systems 433E and 425E ore FCC Goss A devices som for use in commercial environments only 'Performance Enhonr.errerds widierthe Rest megabyte of rmmosy 1113 KB (316SX, 316U 
and 2101 or 384 KB (320LX-310,375.425E and 433E) of memory Is reserved fox use by the syeem to enhance performonce.Gan be ophonally deckled on 3165X ond 210.A11 systems ore phorogroulled mth cphonol 
eercs All aces and specAcahons subect re change w4hout notce Dell conne be responsIble lor errors In typography or photography • *Ebyraent bosed no 36-mceth. open-end leose Leoseg arranged by 
Leasong Group, Inc In Canada. configurotans ond prises may dory DELL SYSTEM Is a regreerecl trademark ond Dell and 425E ore hodernarks of Dell Computer Corporoton Intel rs orrg,srr,esl trademark ond 
r486. 486 and 386 ore trodemorks of ratel Corporahon ESouce D3loguest Inc (SpecOwck Spnsg IWO) UNIX rs a regmered trademark of AT&T e the United Stales ond other countnes Other uodemorks 
sod trade names ore used to edenh'y the enhhes clormeg the marks and narnes or thew products. Dell Canputer Corporaton declarms any propnetory Initrons trodemorks sod node names other thon its 
own On-srte servce may not be wadable In cerme locohons Sheppng, handing and applcable soles tus not included In the pise For 'Mammon on and u copy ol  Dell's 30-day Total Sahslochon 
Goorontee.krated warranty, ond Xefox's Serece Contract, please wrLe to Dell Computer Corpornhon,9505 Arboretum Boulevard, Aushn. Texas 78759.7299, ATTN Warranty 
C1990 Dell Computer Corporatan All nghts reserved AD CODE 11E29  
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YOU'D NAVE HAVE TO 
BE CRAZY TO BUY 
ONE OF THESE 

AWARD WINNERS. 



AN OPEN AND SHI 
CASE FOR DELL. 

Not only does our laptop cost $2,500 less than their 

laptop, it also happens to give you a great deal more for 

your money. 

Like a choice of 20 MB (which brings the price down 

to $3,199) and 40 MB hard drives. 

Dell's unique "Continuous Power Battery System" 

that allows you to maintain your screen and save your 

data, even while you're changing batteries. 

An industry standard half-card 8-bit slot that 

can be used for a network card or other advanced 

communications. And a dedicated slot for a Dell 

Data/Fax modem. 

Illustrated documentation that's easy to read and 

understand, and is complete with Tutorial, Diagnostics 

and Utilities diskettes. 

And last, but by no means least, the kind of award-

winning service and support that has earned Dell the 

#1 rating in 6 out of 6 PC Week customer satisfaction 

polls for PC's. A no questions asked 30-day money-back 

guarantee and one-year limited warm 

technical support. And a full year of t 

on-site service from the Xerox Corpol 

get that service nearly anywhere in th 

even if you're a thousand miles from y 

means you'll never have to take anythil 

for service. Because when you buy fro 

comes to you. 

Give us a call and we'll show you 

how easy it is to own the Dell 316LT 

through many purchase and 

lease plans that are available. 

So, when it comes rime to 

buy a laptop, you should 

think of all the crazy 

things you can do with 

the $2,500 you'll 

save by choosing 

a Dell 316LT. 
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The laptop above is ours.The Dell- 316LT. It 

comes with an Intel' 386-SX CPU running at 16 MHz. 

1 MB of RAM, expandable to 8 MB, and a backlit 

VGA display. With a 40 MB hard drive it weighs 

15 lbs. It won the InfoWorld Exceptional Value 

Award, and was one of only two 386SX laptops 

to win the PC Magazine Editor's Choice Award. 

The one with the reddish screen on the opposite 

page is theirs.The Toshiba T3100SX.With the same 

configuration as our laptop. It diddt win the same award 

from InfoWorld. But it did tie with Dell for PC 

Magazine Editor's Choice Award. 

Which is where the similarities stop. 
TO ORDER, CALL NOW 

800-365-1460 
HOURS: 7 AM-7 PM CT M-F 9AM-4 PM CT SAT 

DELL 
COMPU TER 

CORPORATION 

ABO\.,E AND 
BEYOND THE CALL 

In Canada 1,7-5752. In 'hell Orkl'4145 35 In irne 0(1103001a In France ( II 57_60.e8.0e.InSwelen0760.713.•,e 

Cir:le 53 on Reader Service Card 



Operate your own BBS 
with the world's most popular, expandable, flexible 

Multi-User Online Bulletin Board System 
JI 
..R8 RboCLEclI.: 
rtatrOn /210 ( 1,1/ 

I 17,17,88 RAN CLEANUP 
_1:EL Zyer.a. Kr , 0/ 
cc CP./.17,18 KEN CONSOLE 

1:J.-113 Pertyuser IC,: D) 
II:21 0217/613 El IL If 
fJ 10E33 Stryker-MI.1.ra 
ICE 02,17/88 HAIN COIGOLE 
uairaJlerd 363:10 (FREE) 
113C 32 ,17438 MIN CONSOLE 

%no', anin 
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SIDE 
Elite 

The Major BBS' 
starter system: 

A complete BBS software package for your 
PC, PS/2, XT, AT. 386, 486, or compatible. 
Includes electronic mail with binary and 

ASCII file "attachments", SIG conferencing 
or "forum" areas with configurable security 

level access control, file upload/download, 

message keyword searching, "quickscans" for 
fast access to new messages, message and file 

"threading", real-time multi-user "chat" and 

teleconferencing, "classified ad" and "user 
registry" databases, etc. Also includes ac-
counting, Audit 'Rail, and timed usage-meter-
ing features, and hundreds of convenience 
features for the Sysop (System Operator), 

such as a full-screen configuration editor, the 
ability to import/export files to/from floppy 

without system shuldown, "SIG-Op" privi-
lege delegation, and much more. Supports up 
to 2 simultaneous users (from a database of 
thousands) on a single CPU. Works with stan-
dard Hayes-compatible COM1/2/3/4 internal 
or external modems, or with serial ports up to 
38,400 bps. Minimum RAM requirement 

512K. Minimum disk requirement 20MB. Re-
quires PC-DOS or MS-DOS 3.1 or later. 

The Major BBS Standard Edition   $ 59 

When you're ready to expand: 

No LAN or multi-tasking OS necessary! Dou-

ble the number of simultaneous users that 
your system can support, from 2 to 4, or 4 to 
8, or any number up to 64 simultaneous users 

on a single CPU, for a flat $300 software 
license fee per doubling. The upgrade process 

is quick, automatic, and fully upward-compat-

ible — i.e. you can install an update or upgrade 
onto your existing system without disrupting 
any of your user account files, E-Mail mes-

sages, configuration variables, or any other 

aspect of your system. For up to 16 users, 
640K RAM is sufficient; above 16 users, more 

than 640K may be necessary. Prerequisite: 
The Major BBS (any edition). 

Users, per doubling (up to 64)   5 300 

If you need multi-modem hardware:  

Our Model 2408 consists of up to 8 Hayes-

compatible modems on a single circuit card, 
for the PC/XT/AT/386/486 family. Each 

modem operates independently at 

300/1200/2400 bps (automatically switching 
to match the caller's bps rate). Built-in serial 

ports are not COM-port based, so this card can 

co-exist with other COM port hardware in the 

sanie machine (drivers for software other than 

The Major BBS are not included but may be 

written). RJ-11 telephone cables are included. 
MNP Class 4 (error correction) modems are 

available as an option. 

2408 wI2 modems   

2408 wI4 modems 

2408 wI6 modems 

2408 wI8 modems 

non-MNP 

$ 1536 

  $ 2090 

  $ 2644 

  $ 3198 

MNP 
Class 4 

$ 1696 

$ 2388 

$ 3080 

$ 3772 

When you're ready for source code:  

With the C source code to The Major BBS, you 
can add 3rd-party software, such as The Major 

Database (a general-purpose, configurable 
database manager), various multi-player real-
time adventure games, dial-out utilities, global 
command utilities, accounting enhancements, 
and much more. Also, you can maintain your 

own copy of the BBS, or you can modify it to 

suit your own unique requirements. The Major 
BBS C source code package is fully docu-

mented, and it includes the Galacticomm Soft-

ware Breakthrough Library, plus all of the 

utility object libraries, linker control files, and 
DOS "batch" files you will need, along with a 

detailed Programmer's Guide. Works with 
Turbo C 1.5, 2.0, or 2.01, liirbo C++, or 
Microsoft C 4.0, 5.1, or 6.0. Prerequisite: The 

Major BBS Standard Edition. 

Standard Edition C source code   $ 285 

For the ultimate in 

file transfer flexibility:  

The File Library Edition of The Major BBS 

has everything that the starter system does, 
plus built-in ZMODEM, KERMIT, Super-

KERMIT, YMODEM-g, and YMODEM 

(batch) file transfer protocols. Also, it offers 
super-fast pre-indexed keyword file searches, 
library-wide searches as well as constrained 
searches, special file upload/download ac-
counting options, alternate DOS "paths" per 
sub-library, split paths for CD-ROM support, 
a transparent "DOS-only" sub-library option, 

and much more. This package is for you if the 
focus of your system will be the upload and 

download of large amounts of files. You can 

easily upgrade from the starter system to the 

File Library Edition, without losing any of 

your data files or configuration work you have 

already done. Prerequisite: The Major BBS 

Standard Edition. 

File Library extensions   $ 199 

File Library C source extensions* $ 159 
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If you decide to offer 
online games and amusements:  

The Entertainment Edition of The Major BBS 
has everything that the starter system does, 
plus Quest for Magic (a multi-player interac-

tive text adventure game), Androids! (a multi-

player arcade-style ANSI-graphics game), 
Flash Attack (a futuristic tank and laser battle 
for multiple players with IBM PC's), and the 

Action Teleconference Link-Up, which in-

cludes private "chambers", action verbs (grin, 

wink, nudge, etc.), the ability to link to other 

systems for huge multi- system tele-
conferences, custom entry/exit strings, user-

configurable profiles, and much more. This 
Edition supports the Flash"' Protocol (where 
most of the game functionality is on the user's 



end of the phone line), for which dozens of 
incredible new multi-user games are now 
being developed. Upgrading from the starter 
system to the Entertainment Edition is quick 

n 

711 

and easy and involves no loss of data or func-

tion. Prerequisite: The Major BBS Standard 

Edition. 

Entertainment extensions   $ 149 

Entertainment C source extensions*   $ 129 

If your requirements include 

order entry and catalog sales:  

The Shopping Mall Edition of The Major BBS 
has everything that the starter system does, 

plus online shopping. Your online mall can 
have multiple "stores", each run by its own 
separate "merchant", if desired. Each mer-
chant has control over his or her own product 
line, pricing, discount structure, store wel-
come message, sales tax handling, etc. Also, 

each merchant may create up to 6 different 
payment methods (e.g. VISA, MC, AMEX, 
C.O.D., "bill me", etc.), and up to 6 different 

shipping methods (e.g. UPS, FedEx, US Mail, 
etc.), each with its own rates (flat rate, percent 
of sale, 1st-ounce/adcfl-ounce, or 1st-pound! 

add' I-pound). Users may browse product cat-

alogs at no obligation, or order products and 

services directly online! Orders generate in-

voices that are posted to the individual mei - 
chant as attachments to E-Mail. To upgrade 

from the starter system to the Shopping Mall 

Edition takes only a few minutes. Prerequisite: 
The Major BBS Standard Edition. 

Shopping Mall extensions   $ 249 

Shopping Mall C source e.xtensionsTM.   $ 189 
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For super-flexibility of 

menu trees and ANSI screens: 

The MenuMan Edition of The Major BBS can 
do everything that the starter system does, and 
in addition you as Sysop can create your own 

menu trees, with menus leading to menus lead-
ing to menus, as deeply "nested" as you like. 

The "leaves" of your menu trees can be ordi-

nary ASCII or ANSI files, which are simply 
dumped to the user's display (with or without 
automatic screen breaks), or they can be any 
of the built-in functions of the BBS such as 

scanning the user's incoming E-Mail or firing 

up a SIG quickscan. Includes commands like 

GO <pagename>, FIND <topic>, USERS, 
and for the Sysop, the equivalent of the DOS 
commands DIR, RENAME, COPY, DEL, 

MKD1R, and RMDIR, as well as a set of priv-

ileged commands for editing and extending 
the menu trees, remotely, while the BBS re-
mains fully online. Upgrading from the starter 

system to the MenuMan Edition takes only 
minutes. Prerequisite: The Major BBS Stan-
dard Edition. 

MenuMan extensions   $ 149 

MenuMan C source extensions* . . .   $ 129 
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As your system grows larger... 

The GalactiBox TM is our 16-slot "expansion 
chassis", for large-scale systems. It has the 

unique ability to address individual modems 
by slot number rather than just COM port 

address, so you can use up to 16 standard 
internal modems in it, side by side, without 

conflict. Includes built-in 150W power sup-
ply, interface card for your XT/AT/386/486, 
cables, and full documentation. Up to 4 boxes 

may be attached to one CPU, for a total of up 
to 64-channel expansion capacity. Prices 
shown below are for standard 300/1200/2400 
bps Hayes-compatible internal modems. We 

also have 9600 bps V.32/V.42 MNP Class 5 

modems available, call for prices. 

GalactiBox (unpopulated)   $ 1992 

GalactiBox wI4 moderns   $ 2416 

GalactiBox wI8 modems   $ 2840 

GalactiBox w116 modems   $ 3688 

...and that's not all! For advanced applica-
tions, we also offer an X.25 direct-connect 

software option, a protected-mode develop-
ment toolkit, and special licensing arrange-

ments for up to 256 simultaneous users! And 

don't forget the smorgasbord of 3rd-party 
add-ons available, such as The Major Data-
base from Galactic Innovations. Custom pro-
gramming and integration services are also 

available. Your system can grow in power and 
sophistication, far into the future, with The 
Major BBS. 

Here's How To Order: 

Just dial (305) 583-5990 and say, "I'd like 
to place an order!" We can generally ship your 

order within 48 hours. We accept major credit 
cards, or we can ship C.O.D. Prices shown do 
not include shipping or insurance. 

For more information, you may either call 
the main order number and ask for a sales 

engineer, or dial ( 305) 583-7808 with your 
modem (8-N-1) foi a free demo of most of our 

products. This demo system also contains an 
online Shopping Mall with many of the 3rd-

party add-ons available for The Major BBS, 

operated by the 3rd-party vendors themselves. 

Give us a call today! 

6.11GRN  
EXPRESS 

The Major BBS, Flash Protocol, and GalactiBox are trademarks of 
Gidacticomm, Inc. PC, PS/2 XI AT, and PC-DOS are trademarks of 
International Business Machines Corp. Hayes is a trademark of Hayes 
Microcomputer Products, Inc The Major Database is a trademark of 
Galactic Innovations, Inc. hobo C and hubo ca,  are trademarks of 
Borland International. Inc. MS-DOS and Microsoft C are trademarks of 
Microsoft Corp. UPS is a trademark of United Parcel Service. Fella is a 
trademark of Federal Express Corp. MbIP is a trademark of Microcom, Inc. 

*The C source code extensions are necessary, if 
you wish to combine multiple extended Editions 
together, or add 3rd-party software or develop 
your own modifications. Prerequisites, in each 
case, are the Standard Edition C source code, and 
the corresponding extended Edition. 

GALACTICOMM 
Galacticomm, Inc. 4101 S.W. 47 Ave. 
Suite 101, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33314 

Modem: (305) 583-7808 

Fax: (305) 583-7846 

Voice: (305) 583-5990 

Circle 83 on Reader Service Card 



IBM presents an offer on a 
truly grand scale. 

Now your IBM Authorized 
Dealer has an offer that carries 
a lot of weight. When you buN 
selected IBM PS/2®s and an. 
operating system during our 
"Grand Scale Sale," hes 
offering big rebates, over 
$600 worth of free soft-
ware, even quick credit and 
deferred payments? 

CASH REBATES. 

Buy selected IBM 4 11161 
Personal System/2 ' s, 

includine the 
industry s best-
selling personal 
computer, 
the Model 55SX, 

and you could get up to $300 
back. Buy any qualifying 
model and you 
could also get up 
to $150 in rebates 
on selected 
IBM desktop 
printers like our 
high-speed IBM 
LaserPrinter. 

FREE SOFTWARE. 

Buy selected PS/2s, from 
Model 25 to 65SX, and you'll 
get over $600 worth of free soft-
ware designed to help increase 
your productivity. For work 
at the office or at home, 
there's LotusWorks, a 
powerful program that 
integrates spreadsheets, 
graphics, communica-
tions, word processing, 
spell checking and a 

data base. PFS:First Publisher; 
a popular desktop publishing 
package, lets you create top-quality 
reports, newsletters and more. 
With Quicken? rated Best of 1989 
by PC Magazine, you'll save hours 

of time and effort 
managing your 
business and 
personal 
finances. 'lb 
keep track of 
meetings, dead-

e 
• 

lines and birthdays, and to man-
age multiple schedules, Calendar 

Creator Plus- lets you create 
customized calendars. Just for 
fun, you can play on the 
courses the pros play on with 
PGA TOUR® Golf. And Lotus® 
Magellan® ties all this free soft-
ware together, which helps 
make it easy to install and use. 

QUICK CREDIT. 

The IBM credit card provides 
quick credit to all qualified buyers, 
so you can buy a PS/2 without using 
cash or any of your own credit cards. 

NO PAYMENTS UNTIL 
FEBRUARY 1991. 

When you purchase your 
PS/2 with an IBM 

credit card you 
can walk away 
from payments 
until next year. 

TIPTHE 
SCALES IN 
YOUR FAVOR. 

If you want to take advan-
tage of all these great deals, see 
your participating IBM dealer 
now. Offer expires January 15, 
1991. For the name of the nearest 
IBM dealer, call 1 800 232-2300. 

How're you 
going to do it? 
PS/2 it! 

= = 

= =7= 
Ir 

= 7 = 

"Purchase ol an IBM PS/2 and a DOS, OS/2 . or AIX " IBM operating system required Software value used on manufacturers suggested retail price Offer limited to the USA while supplies last See your IBM Authorired Dealer for 
details IBM. Personal System/2. PS/2 and OS/2 are registered trademarks and AIX is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation PFS First Publisher is a trademark ol Software Publishing Corp. Quicken a registered 
trademark of Intuit. Calendar Creator Plus a trademark of Power Up Software Corp PGA TOUR, a reg stered trademark of PGA TOUR, INC, Lotus and Magellan, registered trademarks of Lotus Development Corp i 1990 IBM Corp 
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To see all its advantages, 

NEC PowerMate 386/33E 

Combining great power and speed with the enhanced compati-

bility of EISA architecture, the PowerMate® 386/33E is just what 
.....r po',.. 

farsighted businesses need. For CAD/CAM. Financial modeling. 

CaC 
Computers and Communications 



you'll need powerful specs. 

CPU 

Intel 386." microprocessor 

33 MHz processing speed 

(zero wait states) 

8 MHz compatibility mode 

(1 wait state) 

Optional Weitek WTL 3167 

or Intel 387 math coprocessor 

Calendar/clock (with battery backup) 

MEMORY 

4 MB or 8 MB (80 os) 

memory standard 

Dedicated 32- bit high-speed 

Concurrent Memory Bus 

architecture (33 MHz) 

Total high-speed memory 

expandable to 32 MB 

64 KB (20 os) SRAM cache 

INTERFACES 

Parallel printer port 

Two RS- 232C serial ports 

PS/2"-style mouse port 

PS/2-style keyboard port 

EXPANSION SLOTS 

One 32- bit full-size memory slot 

Five 8/16/32-bit ISA/EISA 

full-size slots 

One 8/16- bit full-size ISA slot 

One 8/16- bit half-size ISA slot 

STORAGE SLOTS 

Five 51/4 " half- height 

Support for alternate two 

full- height 51/4 " and one 

half- height configuration 

KEYBOARD 

101- key mechanical keyboard 

Separate numeric and cursor 

control pads 

SYSTEM SECURITY 

Power-on password 

Keyboard password 

Network password 

System cover lock ( optional) 

SOFTWARE/NATIVE MODE 

SUPPORT 

MS-DOS' 

Windows' 3.0 

NEC-enhanced OS/2'. (optional) 

SCCI'' UNIX' System V (optional) 

NEC-enhanced EISA 

configuration utility 

DATA STORAGE 

Floppy disk drives 

—1.2 MB 51/4 " 

—1.44 MB 3 1/4 " (5 1/4 " form factor) 

Hard disk drives 

—100 MB 3 ve ESDI 
( < 23ms, 5 ve form factor) 

—118 MB 3 Vu" SCSI 

( < 20ms, 5 ve form factor) 
—140 MB 5 ve ESDI ( < 18ms) 

—300 MB 5 1/4 " SCSI ( < 18ms) 

—300 MB 5 ve ESDI ( < 18ms) 

—600 MB 51/4 " SCSI ( < 16ms) 

Tape drives 

—40 MB 51/4 " 

—150 MB high-speed 51/4 " 

DISK SUBSYSTEMS 

EISA SCSI host adaptor (optional) 

—EISA bus master capability 

—support for 7 SCSI devices 

—32-bit EISA bus interface 

—33 MB/second burst rate 

—scatter-gather transfer 

—SCSI command queuing 

—auto configuration 

ESDI controller (optional) 

NEC DISPLAY OPTIONS•  

—MultiSync 2A 

—MultiSync 3D 

—MultiSync 4D 

—MultiSync 5D 

NEC GRAPHICS OPTIONS'  

MultiSync' Graphics Engine ." 

—intelligent 50 MHz 

TMS34010 processor 

—VGA compatible (640x480, 

16 colors) 

—Super VGA (8000600, 16 colors) 

—1024x768 (interlaced) 

—1024x768 ( non- interlaced) 

—256-color version available 

DIMENSIONS 

Width: 21.2" (538 mm) 

Depth: 17.7" (450 mm) 

Height: 6.3" (160 mm) 

Weight 51 lbs (23 kg) 

OPERATING ENVIRONMENT 

Temperature- 50° to 95°F 

Relative humidity 

—20% to 80% (non-condensing) 

Power supply 

—universal 115V/230V 

—auto sensing 

—325 watt maximum rated output 

Multi-media. Presentation graphics. In short, for virtually any corn-

plex application requiring the ultimate in 386 computing, it's a 
5C0 • • We.*s Ilte Lee Cmu Carona UM • • "plume in...« AM 

perfect fit. For more details, call 1- 800-NEC-INFO. 

NEC 
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We'll point out the 
grand vistas as well as 
the intriguing side trips 

1
 t's hard to believe that this is the 
seventh annual IBM Special Edi-
tion. But IBM, its worthy competi-
tors, and third-party suppliers have 

been such a force in this complex indus-
try that we are again offering a bonus 
edition of BYTE to provide you with 
some direction and guideposts along the 
way. 

You'll find an eclectic mix of articles 
in this issue, ranging from general-inter-
est updates on important industry seg-
ments to more-detailed technical pieces 
on a wide variety of topics. 
And a wide variety it is. Just as the mi-

crocomputing industry's boundaries are 
expanding and overlapping—what with 
DOS and its extensions, OS/2, Windows, 
Unix, mountains of compatibles, new 
microprocessors, networking, the Mac, 
and other hardware and software con-
tenders—so, too, are the demands on 
BYTE readers to understand the "big 
picture." 

That's why there's such diversity in 
this year's IBM Special Edition, includ-
ing information on the Mac and micro-
to-mainframe communications. 

The Big Picture 
"IBM in the Nineties" is an overview of 
where the IBM world is heading. This ar-
ticle touches on key issues that will influ-
ence the way we work. 

If you are wallowing in system manu-
facturers' endless claims about their 
hardware being fastest, "Benchmarks at 
a Glance: 1990" is for you. The BYTE 
benchmarks rank the top PCs, Macs, and 
Unix platforms, using comprehensive, 
unbiased testing from the pros in the 
BYTE Lab. 

EDITORIAL U Gene Smarte 

GUIDEPOSTS 
With all the hoopla and volumes of 

material being written about OS/2 and 
Windows 3.0, just what are the crucial 
differences to users? The graphical pre-
sentation of these two graphical user in-
terfaces found in "PC GUIs Go Head to 
Head" makes it easy to compare their 
approaches. 
Although once completely isolated 

from the IBM world, today the Mac fits 
in quite nicely, part of the expanding 
idea of communications among dissimi-
lar platforms. If you work with Macs and 
PCs, the practical information provided 
in "Stranger in a Strange Land" will 
help you smooth out the data sharing. 
And speaking of cooperative efforts, 

we also have " Making the Micro-to-
Mainframe Connection" and " Don't 
Worry, Use HLLAPI," a language that 
helps you work out shared processing 
tasks among PCs and mainframes. 
Along with those, " Adding Value to 
Your Data" delves into hardware and 
software approaches for moving data. 

Finally, our man in London, Colin 
Barker, senior editor, surveys the Euro-
pean computing scene with particular 
emphasis on IBM in "Continental Com-
puting." He concludes that things are 
different from the U.S. when it comes to 
computing perceptions and expectations 
for both buyers and sellers. 

Software Development 
Microsoft's OS/2 2.0 Software Develop-
ment Kit is going to affect future OS/2 
software development that we'll all use. 
"Programming 32-bit OS/2" digs deep 
into this developing environment. 
Maybe you need to run other operating 

systems within an operating system? 
"Creating Virtual PCs on the 386" by 
Matt Trask shows you how to do that and 
lots more. If you are curious about what 
32-bit DOS means, Andrew Schulman's 
"DOS Unbound: Uses of Protected 
Mode" is a hands-on C tutorial for pro-
ducing 32-bit protected-mode applica-
tions that run under our old friend, DOS! 

Optical Report 
Optical devices continue to climb onto 
the microcomputing juggernaut. In "Op-
tical Storage Primer," find out about dif-
ferent devices and how they and the 
available applications software per-
formed. Also, the tremendous potential 
of digital video interactive is explored in 
"Multimedia: DVI Arrives." 

Desktop Publishing and Printing 
First-hand business experiences and a 
desktop publishing wish list make up 
"Laying Out the Future," which profiles 
the state of DTP today. For the DTP of 
the future, a deep look at color printing 
technology, its capabilities, and its costs, 
appears in "Color for the Desktop." 

Trends and Standards 
In "Notebook PCs Set the Portable Stan-
dard," you can find out where all this 
miniaturization is taking us, and when 
we will get there. 

If you're interested in the world of 
graphics, " Looking at the Graphical 
User Interface" by Bill Nicholls covers 
hardware, software, and GUIs for today 
and tomorrow. Ever wonder why Struc-
tured Query Language hasn't caught on? 
Read about an emerging specification in 
"Data to the Desktop: The SQL Advan-
tage." 

SCSI contributes widely to device 
compatibility. The latest incarnation 
emerges in " SCSI: The I/O Standard 
Evolves," along with a hint at SCSI-3. 
"DPMI: The DOS Protected Mode Inter-
face" is a revised Virtual Control Pro-
gram Interface that tries to provide 
binary compatibility in software applica-
tions across many different platforms. 

Despite the deserved attention to Win-
dows 3.0, another windowing scheme is 
quietly growing in Unix-land and headed 
our way: "The Migration of the X Win-
dow System." 

—Gene Smarte 
Special Projects Senior Editor 

(BIX name "gsmarte") 
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our customers expect software that works. 
All the time. The key to software quality is 
exhaustive testing. It's also an engineer's 
worst nightmare. But it doesn't have to be. 
Because now you can automate your soft-
ware testing. 

Introducing the Atron Evaluator. The first and 
only non-intrusive automated PC-based software 
testing tool. 

The Atron Evaluator automatically runs your soft-
ware regression testing programs. All of them. All 
day. All night. Giving you thoroughly tested, higher 
quality software. 

The Atron Evaluator is hardware-based. And since 
it's non-intrusive, software behavior is tested with-
out the risk of alteration. Once your tests have run, 
you can refer to automatically generated test reports 
to double-check test results. 

The Atron Evaluator saves time. And time makes 
you money. Development cycles are shortened, so 
your software gets to market sooner. And while your 
test programs are running, you can be more produc-
tive. Start a new project. Or go home. 

For more information about the Atron Evaluator, 
call us at (401) 351-2273. And put an end to your 
worst nightmares. Automatically. 

CADRE 
Cadre Technologies 
19545 NW. Von Neumann Dr 
Suite 200 
Beaverton, OR 97006 
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INTRODUCING 
THE 4860® 

MOTHERBOA D. 
YOUR ULTIMATE 
BUILDING BLOCK. 

The Dynamic Duo. The 4860 is an industry-first Mother-
Board that packs the power of the Intel 80486 CPU with the 
Intel 80860 RISC processor (i486 + i860 = 4860). With it, 
you can build mainframe power into PC's for 
applications including CAD, LAN and desktop 
publishing. Equally impressive, our 4860 pumps 
up performance in your UNIX workstations. 

A PC Revolution. In the PC environment, 
the 4860 is a 486-based MotherBoard which 
runs over 2 times faster than 386 computers. 
It's fully compatible with DOS, IBM's OS/2. 
Novell Netware and UNIX. What's more, 
Hauppauge's 4860 supports up to 64 MBytes 
of memory without a RAM expansion board! 

RISC-Y Business. Thanks to the 4860's 
symmetrical architecture, both the i486 and 
the i860 processors can access the full range of memory, I/O 
system, and the 64-bit expansion bus. The result? Unprece-
dented dual processor performance. 

You'll find that the i860 processor is ideal in graphics appli-
cations, performing up to 25 million floating-point operations 
per second. That's more than 10 times faster than the i486 
processor alone! There's even an optional 64- bit frame 

buffer card for ultra high-performance workstation graphics. 
For UNIX Workstations, Too. The 4860 board makes 
a great foundation for high-performance RISC workstations 

that run advanced UNIX applications. Many 
workstation vendors are choosing the i860 
processor as a standardized vehicle for CAD and 
simulation systems, and the 4860 is perfectly 
compatible with these applications. 

Technical Features: • 4 Megabytes of high 
speed RAM expandable to 64 MBytes shared 
between i486 and i860 processors • Socket for 
optional 128K static RAM cache module for 
the i486 • Full size PC/AT form factor. Eight 
EISA I/O slots. 64- bit expansion slot. 1 parallel, 
2 serial ports. 

The 4860 MotherBoard. Built with the world's 
highest performing microprocessors. So you can build the 
world's highest performing PC's and workstations. 

Hauppauge Computer Works, Inc 
91 Cabot Court 
Hauppauge, New York 11788 Hauppauge! 
Toll Free: 1-800-443-62M 
In NewYork: 516-434-1600 
In Europe: (49) 2161-17063 

Trademarks: IBM AT and Otit 2: IBM. Intel 386. i486 and i864): Intel Corp. DOS and XENIX: Micmsoft Corp. 4860 NlotherBoard: Hauppauge ( nuter%nrLs. Inc. 
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A great plot begins with a great idea easily translated through 
every phase of design with Generic CADD 5.0. 

Exchange your DXF"files with other CAD systems or insert designs 
into desktop publishing programs to create technical illustrations. 

WHAT MAKES 
A BEST 

QPER4TING GUIDE F100 flee fi TECHNICAL REFERENCE 
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No matter the complexity. symbols keep your woricjlowing uninter-
rupted. 'Rip our professional libraries or create your own symbols. 

Need loft a conventional design in a nonconventional space? Revise 
and improvise in less time with Generic CADD's one-stop convenience. 

A GREAT 
Ask any of over 250,000 users of 

Generic CADD 7 They've discovered CADD 
that's powerful without being complicated. 
And professional without being pricey. 

Our latest version, Generic CADD 5.0, 
is just $395. It's a complete design and 
drafting program backed by a support team 
that's drawing rave reviews. 



A BEST SELLER 
SELLER? 

“0111111111111A 

Whether its millimeters or miles. count on Generic CADDfor 
floating point precision at any scale. 

081~111,0 

Generic CADD 5.0 supports plotters as well as dot matrix and 
laser printers. Including PostScript. printers. 

PLOT. 
Call us at 1-800-228-3601 for our free 

CADDalog and portfolio of 
ADD drawings. 

You'll see every plot has a great ending. 

Deadline pressure is a thing of the past. Designs can be quickly 
edited and annotated to producejinal working drawings. 

Any way you look at it. CADD is a natural toolfor bringing clarity to 
complex ideas and designs. 

Generic-
Ili TIVA 

UAn Autodesk Company 

IT DOESN'T GET 
ANT EASIER. 
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HONORABLE 
MENTION 

SEPT. 11, 1990 
TRI- STAR 
486/25 

The 486 Champ 
"...THIS COMPUTER DESERVES YOUR ATTENTION." 

PC MAGAZINE - SEPTEMBER 11,1990 

on the September 11, 1990, 24 of 

the industry's hottest 486 powerhouses 

went head to head for the honor of win-

ning PC Magazine's coveted Editor's 

Choice Award. Tri-Star delivered knock-

out punches in speed, price and virtually 
every other important category. 

Once again the choice is clear. If you 

or your company demands the most 

performance for the money, the highest 

quality components and unrivaled 486 

power, Tri-Star is more than the right 

decision — it's the only decision. 

"...probably has the best mix of support, 
service, and customer satisfaction policies of 

all the computers in this review" 
PC MAGAZINE - July, 1990 

"Support Policies - Excellent." 
INFOWORLD - MAY 7, 1990 

FLASH CACHE 
486/25 
$5295 

Complete with Intel's 80486 CPU, 64K RAM Cache, 

4MB RAM, 1.2MB Floppy, 1.44MB Floppy, 200MB Hard 
Drive, 1024 x 768 SVGA Color Combo, Paeallel & 

Serial Ports, and 101 Keyboard. 

FLASH CACHE 
386/33 
153695 

Coreplete with Intel's 80386 CPU, 64K RAM Cache, 
4MB RAM, 1.2MB Floppy, 1.44MB Floppy, 200MB 

Hard Drive, 1024 x 768 SVGA Color Combo, 
Parallel & Serial Ports, and 101 Keyboard. 

FLASH CACHE 
386/25 
$2995 

Complete with Intel's 80386 CPU, 64K RAM Cache, 
4MB RAM, 1.2MB Floppy, 1.44MB Floppy, 104MB 

Hard Drive, 1024 x 768 SVGA Color Combo, 
Parallel & Serial Ports, and 101 Keyboard. 

CAD WORKSTATIONS 

All Tri-Cad Systems ihclude 
the Flash Cache 386/486 
complete with Math Co-
processor, Nanao 16" 

non-interlaced display and a 
12 x 12 Digitizer. 

TRI-CAD PROFESSIONAL 
325 

$4695 

TRI-CAD ADVANCED 
333 

$5495 

TRI-CAD EXERT 
425 

$6495 

UPGRADES: 

RENDITION 11/256 V 
$695 

20" HITACHI MONITOR 
$995 

"...THOSE OF YOU WHO 

WORK IN THE CAD 
ENVIRONMENT SHOULD 

INQUIRE ABOUT ITS 

(TRI-STAR'S) 
BUNDLED SYSTEMS." 

PC MAGAZINE 
Tr. 

¡ ; 

r 

I-.E... 
•.• 

ALL FLASH CACHE COMPUTER 
SYSTEMS INCLUDE 

• 60 Day Money Back Guarantee • 2 Year Warranty 
Parts & Labor • 12 Month TRW On- Site Service 

• Lifetime Toll- Free Technical Support 
• Air Express Parts Replacement 

Circle 207 on Reader Service Card 
All once, and spwifications subiect io change without notke Money Back guaeantee deg, not 

incliele shipping charges. Al systemerave been venfied or certified to comply with part k el the 
FCC rules to a Class A Of Class B computing device. 

TRI STAR 
COMPUTER CORPORATION 

1.800.678-2799 
707 West Geneva, Tempe, Arizona 85282 

Tech Support 1.800.688-TECH 
Telephone 602.829-0584 

Fax 602.345-0110 

Monday - Friday 7:00am-7:00pm MST 
Saturday 9:00am-4:00pm MST 



EXPERT ADVICE 

COMPUTING AT CHAOS MANOR II Jerry Pournelle 

Linking all the computers 

at Chaos Manor 

is a daunting task 

I
think this is a first. Certainly I 
don't usually make shareware my 
lead item, but this time it's appro-
priate, since I usually look at some 

aspect of the state of the art in the annual 
IBM issue, and this is certainly state-of-
the-art shareware. 

If you happened to see The Hunt for 
Red October, you may have noticed a pe-
culiar display on the wall behind the ad-
miral: a Mercator world chart, with an 
odd curved shape of light and shadow 
splashed across it. It is, in fact, a clock, 
and quite authentic; just about every se-
nior CIA officer has one. What it shows 
is which areas of the world are in light 
and darkness just at the moment. Natu-
rally, those responsible for controlling 
the U.S. spy satellites find this inter-
esting. 
The odd curved shape, representing 

the parts of the world that are in sunlight, 
changes over the course of the year, be-
ing concave southward when it's summer 
in the northern hemisphere, and concave 
northward when the sun travels south. 

There was a clock like this in the sci-
ence room of the Los Angeles Public Li-
brary. That clock was electromechani-
cal, and it worked by moving the Mer-
cator map on a continuous strip. I don't 
know how accurate it was. I always 
wanted one, but I found that the cost was 
higher than I cared to pay. 
Now I have one, and it's better than the 

original. 

Geoclock 
Geoclock is a computer simulation of the 
mechanical clock. I have seen only the 
EGA and VGA versions, but I understand 
there's a CGA version as well. In EGA 
it's plain gorgeous, and I often put it up 
on the 19-inch Electrohome monitor just 
to have it as eye candy in the Great Hall. 
The shareware version is plenty good 

enough, but when you send in your $30 
registration, you get a new version with a 
whole raft of extra features. Some, such 
as city names, I don't much care for, but 

CASTING A 
CHAOTIC NETWORK 

most of that can be turned off. One warn-
ing: the program needs to be installed, 
since it comes with compressed files; 
but, unfortunately, it won't install from 
the B drive. It happens that I got 5 '4 -inch 
floppy disks, and the A drive of the Ze-
nith 386/33 that drives the Electrohome 
monitor is a 31/2 -inch drive, so I had to 
copy the 5 '4 -inch floppy disks over to 
31/2 -inch floppy disks. That worked fine. 

I'll have a downloadable copy of the 
shareware version in my BIX conference, 
but my advice is not to bother with it; 
send the $30 and be done with it. It's in-
conceivable that you won't like this pro-
gram. The graphics are great; every 
check I can make on the accuracy of the 
sunlight shape indicates that the pro-
grammer has it spot on; and there's even 
a little circle to indicate the exact spot 
that the sun is over at any given time. 

Try Geoclock; you'll like it. It defi-
nitely gets a User's Choice Award. High-
ly recommended. 

High End and Low End 
It's understandable that most writers like 
to talk about high-end stuff. I know I do, 
because that's where the fun is. My latest 
toys are a Cheetah Gold 486, with a Per-
ceptive Solutions disk drive controller 
and 15 megabytes of memory. It's so 
fast, it scares me. If that weren't enough, 
there's the Premier 9000 and an Arche 
Rival 33-MHz 386 system with a 300-
MB hard disk drive and a tape backup 
unit. These machines rival anything on 
the market, and they're fun. 

There's a point to writing about high-
end equipment: we help drive the indus-
try. Brit Hume, in a recent essay, says 
this is a conflict of interest. I don't see it 
that way; what possible conflict of inter-
est have I? I don't own high-tech stocks, 
and I already have more computer equip-
ment than I need. More than I want. 
Nearly more than I can endure. There's 
not room for much more. I can't sell the 

continued 
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CHAOS MANOR 

On The Road. 
See us at COMDEX/Fag Booth #N4438 

Remember when sending a fax meant leaving 
your desk? Or when faxing on the road was 
almost impossible? 

Those days are over. Introducing the 
WorldPort 2496" portable fax and data 
modem. 

Since it's external to your computer, it's easily 
shared around the office. And since it's battery 
powered and uses Rills or optional acoustic 
couplers, it connects to public phones and 
PBXs anywhere. Via Bell and CCITT standards 
worldwide. It even sends and receives fax and 

stuff, and returning it or giving it to 
schools or institutions takes time away 
from writing. What I can do is use it, de-
termine what I like and dislike, and tell 
everyone in the hopes that the next mod-
els will be even easier to use. Today's 
Chaos Manor Dream Machine is tomor-
row's mail-order special. I paid $ 12,000 
in 1977 for Ezekial, my friend who hap-
pened to be a microcomputer; think what 
that would buy today! 

True, most of the PCs out there are not 
ultrafast 386s, or even 386SX machines. 
The number of XTs is steadily falling, 
but there are a fair number of them left, 
while the majority of PCs are 286 AT sys-
tems. However, nearly all the really neat 
new software is designed for the 386 ma-
chines; if we're to have an influence on 
where the industry goes, we've little 
choice on what to write about. The new 
software may work on a 286, but it w ill 
be slow and clunky. 

Take Windows 3.0. This is pretty nif-
ty on a fast 386 with a big hard disk and 
lots of extra memory. It's acceptable (but 
just barely) on a very fast 286. It's im-
possible on a standard 286. 
Then there's Word for Windows. On 

something like the 33-MHz Prem ier 
9000 with Windows 3.0, Word for Win-
dows screams along. It has a different 
philosophy from my current word pro-
cessor and more features than I have any 
need for—my writing needs are pretty 
simple—but some people need the ability 
to print out text in fancy ways, w hile 
others figure they may need to do that 
some day. What Word for Windows w ill 
not do is run acceptably on a 286—or, for 
that matter, on a slow 386. 

If you don't like Word, there's Am i 
Professional for Windows. It's an excel-
lent word processor, with good feel, and 
I like it; but, once again, you need a fast 
386 and adequate memory to run it. Put 
it on a clunky old 286, and I guarantee 
you'll hate it. 

Moreover, despite the number of older 
and slower 286 machines out there, 
there's not going to be much in the way of 
new software for them. Just about all the 
development resources of the industry 
and by far most of the talent are aimed at 
software for the 386. Windows 3.0 has 
attracted the largest single block of that 
effort. Microsoft has come out with a 
winner, and there's a scramble to get on 

the bandwagon. But you can't write off 
Quarterdeck, which makes both Desq-
view, which lets you do task switching 
and some multitasking, and the QEMM-
386 memory management package, 
which is in many ways superior to both 
the Microsoft and Digital Research 
memory managers. 

Desqview is not a graphical user inter-
face; for that, Quarterdeck is working on 
a version of the X Window System. I've 
seen it at the company's annual Desq-
view seminar, and it looks pretty good. 
The company is shipping a toolkit for de-
velopers, but it won't be out for a few 
months. X was developed for Unix, but 
Desqview X is a program that runs under 
Desqview under DOS. However, I don't 
need a GUI, and some people don't much 
like them. I don't find the DOS C: \ 
prompt all that intimidating, and I sus-
pect most of my readers don't; and there 
are plenty of programs being written for 
plain old DOS. Just about all of them 
work fine on a 386 running QEMM and 
Desqview; in fact, that's what I'm using 
as I write this. I like Windows 3.0 well 
enough, but I find I'm more productive 
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This Should Go On Your Desk 
For The Same Reasons It Goes 

data messages 
unattended or 
while you run 
applications. 

But best of all, from your desktop or laptop, 
you can instantly connect with practically 
anyone anywhere who owns a fax or modem. 

Unless, of course, they've ventured out on the 
road without one. 

Call us today at 800-541-0345 (in New York, 

516-261-0423) for more on the WorldPort line 
and the dealer nearest you. 

11,04,ezepo 
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Touchbase Systems, Inc. 
160 Laurel Avenue 
Northport, NY 11768 
(516) 261-0423 
Fax (516) 754-3491 
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Solutions For Today And Tomorrow. 

V. 
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D OEM and Standard Products 

0 386/486 Motherboards 
E Data/Fax, V.32 modems 

El VGA/Super VGA Adapters 

1 (800) OMNITEL 
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OdiniTet. 
3500 W. Warren Avenue 
Fremont, CA 94538 

(415) 490-2202 
(415) 657-4079 
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Finally, a fast, powerful text 
editor that integrates your 

favorite 
programming 
tools and uses 
no memory! 

VEDIT pLUS 

I I 
lop, I p - lade e if 
Tile 1 sIIIT1111.1.01,f.l: 
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E.I I., • 

• Mouse support 
• Pull-down menus 
• Columnar blocks 
• 1000 Level Undo 
• Regular Expressions 
• Small 70K, super fast 
• DOS, UNIX/XENIX, FlexOS 
• Also VEDIT $69, VEDIT Jr. $29 

FREE Evaluation Copy 
Call 1-800-45-VEDIT  
The new VEDIT PLUS is the productivity 
breakthrough programmers have been 
looking tor. Run not only popular com-
pilers, but all of your favorite tools from 
within the editor. When shelling to DOS, 
VEDIT swaps itself and any desired TSRs 
out of memory to give you more memory 
than when you entered VEDIT. 

Only VEDIT gives you the advantages of 
a powerful and flexible editor without 
g'ving up the convenience of an integrated 
environment. 

VEDIT offers stunning performance, ver-
satility and ease of use. Completely writ-
ten in assembly language, it's small and 
lightning fast Edit text and binary files of 
any size, even 100+ megabytes. Installa-
tion is trivial; VEDIT.EXE and an optional 
help file are all you need - no overlays, no 
configuration files. 

Other features include multiple file editing, 
windows. unlimited keystroke macros, 
"hot keys", context sensitive help, word 
processing, automatic indenting and total 
configurability. VEDIT has been the 
choice of 100,000 programmers, writers 
and engineers since 1980. 

VEDIT PLUS adds a powerful "off the cuff" 
macro programming language, complete 
with source level debugging. 

VEDIT PLUS - $185 for DOS, $285 for 
UNIX/XENIX. Call for a free demo today. 

Green view 
P.O. Box 1586, Ann Arbor, MI 48106 
(313) 996-1299 Fax (313) 996-1308 
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when I'm running Desqview. 
Desqview will also run many plain-

DOS programs on a 286. You don't get 
real multitasking on a 286, but then, you 
don't get very good multitasking on a 
386 either. Multitasking DOS programs 
is somewhat better with Desqview than it 
is with Windows 3.0, but neither is all 
that great. On the other hand, most of 
us don't really want true multitasking. 
What we want is rapid task switching, 
and you can get fairly rapid task switch-
ing on a 286, particularly if you have a 
fair amount of extended memory to swap 
the programs in and out of. Desqview 
will also swap to a RAM disk, or to your 
hard disk. 

SemiDisk 
One way to update a 286 is to add mem-
ory. I've elsewhere discussed the differ-
ence between expanded memory, which 
follows the EMS memory standard and 
can be used by programs written to use it 
(but only by them), and extended mem-
ory, which is extremely useful in a 386 
but has limited utility in a 286. Desqview 
can make use of extended memory as an 
area into which it can swap programs, 
and if you have a 286 machine with ex-
tended memory, this is a good thing to do 
with that memory. You can also turn ex-
tended memory into a RAM disk. 
The advantage of a RAM disk, espe-

cially on an older machine that is likely 
to have a slow hard disk drive and an even 
slower floppy disk drive, is that it is fast. 
The problem with a RAM disk is that it's 
not really a disk, and thus isn't perma-
nent: any power-down, including a mi-
nor power failure, will cause everything 
in the RAM disk to go away. 

There are a couple of ways out of that 
dilemma. One, of course, is an uninter-
ruptable power supply; these are getting 
cheaper every year, and they save not 
only what's on a RAM disk, but anything 
you're currently working on. I'm on rec-
ord as saying that anyone who does seri-
ous creative work on a computer is mad 
not to have a UPS, but then I'm known to 
be a bit monomaniacal on the subject. 
The other solution is SemiDisk from 

SemiDisk Systems. Very longtime read-
ers will recall that I used to use SemiDisk 
cards in Old Zeke, my S-100 computer. 
SemiDisk's great rival in S-100 times 
was Bill Godbout's M-Drive H, which 
did much the same job. The difference 
was that SemiDisk had a connection for 
an external battery backup. 

SemiDisk Systems has retained that 
feature with its PCompatible cards. 
What this means is that if you have a 
power failure, you'll lose what's in mem-

ory, but, provided that your power is re-
stored within a matter of hours, you'll be 
able to save what's on the SemiDisk. 

SemiDisk is fast, a lot faster than the 
hard disk drives you'll find on a 286 sys-
tem. It's pretty speedy on a 386, too, but 
there it's up against much faster hard disk 
drives. The SemiDisk can hold up to 8 
MB and can transfer all that data in a few 
seconds, one-half to one-quarter the time 
required by a good hard disk drive. Of 
course, a fast 386 system can turn ex-
tended memory into a RAM disk, so the 
only real advantage of SemiDisk over ex-
tended memory on a 386 is the battery 
backup. 

What to Do? 
A year ago, I advocated that 286 owners 
try to sell their systems for as much as 
they could get, and buy a 386. It's too 
late for that now. You can't get much for 
a 286 computer. 

This year, my recommendation is that 
you keep your old machine. 

First, it may be good enough for a 
while. There's not a lot of new software 
being written for it, and I predict that 
you'll get tired of hearing about all the 
neat new stuff you won't be able to play 
with, but, in fact, a 286 AT with the soft-
ware available at present is more machine 
than most of us had for the most critical 
years of the computer revolution. It ain't 
all that fancy, but for a while it may well 
be good enough. 

Second, I don't recommend that you 
spend a lot upgrading it. Instead, save 
that money for the 386 you'll buy. Inci-
dentally, I have no strong advice on the 
386 versus the 486; I don't think there 
will be any great differences except for 
price. Think of the 486 as a combination 
386/80387. Many think they don't need 
the 80387, but if you do any number 
crunching at all—as in simulations, cel-
lular life experiments, playing with frac-
tals, CAD, or big spreadsheets—you'll 
definitely want a math chip. 

Third, when you get your 386, use the 
286 as a network server where you can 
hang all your peripheral equipment. 
Give it the CD-ROM, voice mail, a mo-
dem, a fax if you use a computer for fax, 
a tape backup unit, and possibly even a 
WORM (write once, read many times) 
drive. 

Here's how. 

LANtastic 
Artisoft's LANtastic is not the network 
you need if you have to connect a number 
of minicomputers, big workstations, and 
suchlike. But it is more than adequate for 
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8/90 review of Tangent, Compaq, and AST). 

486/25 
'4,860 

• Intel 80486,25 MHz, 4MB 

• l28K SRAM cache 

"Without a doubt, the Tangent is the overall price/ 
• Fastest Super VGA 

adaptor in the industry 

• 1024 x 768 VGA monitor 

• 80 MB (19ms), w/cache 

• 1.2 MB or 1.44 MB Teac 

• 1 parallel & 2 serial ports; 
Enhanced 101 keyboard 

performance winner of the group, and perhaps even 

386 SVGA Systems 

2MB, 42MB HD): 

0386SX, 20 MHz $1995 

80386, 25 MHz $2295 

• 80386, 33 MHz $2995 
w/cache 

of 486 systems in general': (Personal Workstation, 

For a Quote or to Order, 

Call 800-223-6677 

415-342-9388 

FAX 415-342-9380 

Corporate P.O.s accepted 

In Personal Workstations review, the Tangent 486/25 clearly outperformed both Compaq and AST. 
And Tangent was priced as much as 67% less! Get breathtaking graphics and unparalleled 
hard disk perfbrmance. Plus a 30-day unconditional money-back guarantee, and a lifetime, 
toà free technical support hotline. Call today, for this a k  

and other Tangent review reprints, and for a quote TANGENT 
on a wide choice of EISA and ISA configurations. COMP U T ER 

Tangent Computer, Inc., 197 Airport Blvd., Burlingame, CA 94010. 
Copyright 1990 Tangent Computer, Ire. 
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Introducing OS/RAM32 

8 Mbytes of fast 32 bit memory. 

Works in all Micro Channel ''' computers. 

Fast LIM 4.0 driver included. 

Provides extended and expanded memory. 

Easy switchless installation. 

Automatic configuration for DOS, OS/2 or UNIX. - 

Risk free guarantee. Two year warranty. 

IBM approved ID. Fast delivery. 

From $299 to $1249 with 8 Megabytes. 

PC Magazine "Hot Prospect" 1/16/90. 

Call today 617-273-1818 or 1-800-234-4CEC 111111.11 

Capital Equipment Corp. 

Burlington, MA. 01803 

111111111•1 
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1.1611.11111Milfflial and Micro Channel are trademarks of IBM 
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People like MKS Tools, 

but they love ours . . . 

The Berkeley Utilities 
UNIX COMMANDS FOR MS• DOS 

• 33 UNIX commands 
with all System V and 
BSD 4.3 options plus a 
number of DOS-specific 
enhancements 

• Includes awk, cp, diff, 
ech, ed, find, make, mv, 
rm, sed, and sort 

• Each utility is stand-
alone, uses video 
attributes, and has a 
built-in Help screen 

• Demos available on our 
BBS or on disk 

Requires 256K and DOS 3.0 or t1gher. 
A hard disk is recommended. 

Order Now 
$200 

800•542•0938 
MasterCard or 

VISA accepted 

30- Day Money-back 

Guarantee 

----à"etwork 
POWER TOOLS FOR POWER USERS 

215 Berkeley Place, Brooklyn, New York 11217 
Voice: 718398-3838 BBS: 718.638.2239 
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a surprising number of jobs. In particu-
lar, it's plenty good enough to give you a 
lot of use out of your old 286. 
The simplest network involves only 

two machines. Setting that up is fairly 
simple. I say " fairly"; but do understand 
that all network setups are more difficult 
than you think they are, and even a sim-
ple two-station LANtastic network will 
take you all afternoon before it's done 
satisfactorily. 

Moreover, I strongly recommend that 
before you begin work, you take an hour 
or two off to read the LANtastic docu-
ments—not only the installation sec-
tions, but those on network management. 
Mind you, I understand that's not how 
you generally work. It's not how I work. 
We have, in the past few years, become 
accustomed to just mucking about when 
it comes to new software and hardware; 
we don't need no stinking documents, 
except as reference works when some-
thing goes wrong. Alas, that's exceed-
ingly unlikely to work here. Networks 
are complicated. 

That's the bad news. The good news is 
that if you're diligent, LANtastic will 
eventually work to give you some real 
power capabilities; and once you under-
stand how it operates, it's very easy to re-
configure the network. 

Decisions 
The first thing you must decide is wheth-
er you are going for speed or memory 
savings. LANtastic comes in two flavors: 
Ethernet, and the company's older pro-
prietary twisted-pair system. (Twisted-
pair refers to the cable, which is actually 
nine-wire cable terminating in DB-9 con-
nectors.) The decision is a nontrivial 
one, involving quite different hardware 
and software; while Ethernet LANtastic 
looks to the user much the same as the 
older LANtastic, the user interface is 
about all the two have in common. 
The advantages of Ethernet are speed 

and a thin, standard, coaxial cable. Eth-
ernet communications are about five 
times faster than twisted-pair. If you ac-
cess a remote system's hard disk drive 
via Ethernet, you may not notice that 
you're working over a network at all. 
With twisted-pair you might, depending 
on the disk speeds you're used to. 
The advantage of twisted-pair is mem-

ory savings: the twisted-pair LANtastic 
network software is installed in dual-
ported RAM and runs on a Z180, which 
are both right on the network board. 
Ethernet software must be installed as a 
TSR program in your computer, where it 
eats 16K bytes of memory. 
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Unchartable Performance 
Sun workstations...move over. 

The Micronics 80486-33 EISA board is here. 

• Landmark 148+ 
• 14 MIPS 
• 64MB On-board 
SIMM Capacity 

Fast. Micronics' 486 system 
board is designed for true 33MHz 
operation. The 
Micronics design also supports 
both the 80486 CPU burst mode 
and EISA burst mode for maxi-
mum CPU performance. It has 
write-through cache, which is es-
sential for EISA bus 
architecture where DMA is 
frequently used. The write-
through cache continually 
updates both cache memory and 
RAM memory so that after a 
DMA operation, the cache 
memory is always validated. 

Powerful. Performing with 
32-bit processing power, the 
Micronics 80486-33 EISA 
"machine" provides RISC-like 
performance in a CISC 
architecture. An ideal platform 
for UNIX/XENIX time sharing 
systems, high performance CAD/ 
CAE and file servers. The 80486 
EISA is also perfect for OS-2 
Presentation Manager and X-
Windows applications. 

Solid. The 80486-33 EISA 
features 8 expansion slots with 6 
EISA bus master slots, all of 
which allow for seamless 
integration of 16-bit and 8-bit 
AT/ISA I/O cards. Additionally, 
you'll have no more worries 
when your memory needs 
intensify. The 80486-33 EISA 
provides over ten various 
memory capacity choices from 1 
to 64MB on-board! These 
memory configurations utilbe 
256K, 1MB or 4MB SIMM 
memory concurrently. 

Micronics offers a complete 
line of advanced quality 
engineered 80386 and 80486 

system boards. 

Watch us run 
Landmark off the scale. 

232 E. Warren Avenue, Fremont, CA 94539 
(415) 651-2300 Fax (415) 651-5666 
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Now, slow and fast are relative: the 
twisted-pair network can run at over 1 
megabit per second. It is faster than mo-
dem communications. It is faster than 
CD-ROM or WORM drives. It's about as 
fast as some of the older hard disk drives 
in 286 machines. Thus, if your intention 
is to use LANtastic to network CD-ROM 
and WORM drives, and you don't care 
that remote hard disk drive access might 
be a bit slower, you will probably want 
the twisted-pair arrangement, which will 

save you 16K bytes in each of the ma-
chines you use it in. 

IRQ, Anyone? 
LANtastic boards are well designed, but 
they come set up wrong. 

PCompatible machines are " interrupt-
driven," meaning that any device—key-
board, hard disk drive, communications 
ports, floppy disk drive—that has a task 
to perform must first get the computer's 
attention. That is done by interrupts. 

BY HAND. OR BY NOON. 

Announcing Flow Charting 3 
Now, even complex flowcharts that 

once took days to perfect can be presentation-
perfect— in no time! 

Quick to master and a snap to use, 
Patton & Patton's flowcharting software is the 
standard of both large and small businesses 
around the world— and is available through 
all major software dealers. 

See your dealer today! Or, for a 
"live interactive demo disk, call: 

800-525-0082, ext. BY35. 
International: 408-778-6557, ext. BY35. 

PATTON &PATTON  
Software Corporation 

Excellence in charting the flow of ideas! 

Works on IBM & 100% compatible PC's, supports CGA/EGA/VGA and over 150 dot matrix and laser printers, 
with multiple print densities and 10 font sizes. Creates multi-page charts, portrait or landscape, on 
most standard paper sizes. Mouse or keyboard controlled 

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. 

What's important here is that each de-
vice—including LANtastic—must have 
its own unique hardware interrupt chan-
nel, called IRQ (for interrupt request). 
This is a physical channel on the bus, and 
it connects to computer boards, such as 
disk drive controllers, through the bus 
connector. Original PC (and XT) com-
puters made use of, I think, six IRQ 
channels, and no more than that were 
carried on the old 8088 bus. 

However, when the AT came along, 
the bus was extended, and additional 
IRQs were made available. Alas, most 
hardware boards still make use of only 
the original group, and that crowds 
things a lot. However, some companies 
have got smart and added the capability 
to use additional IRQs. LANtastic is one 
of these: the company has physically con-
nected IRQ 7, 10, and 15, as well as the 
original group. Which IRQ your board 
uses is set by a jumper on the LANtastic 
card. Unfortunately, the factory setting 
is IRQ 3, which is recognized by DOS as 
the COM2 interrupt. Thus, if you want to 
have more than one serial port on your 
machine—as in a modem and a serial 
mouse—you can't use IRQ 3. Fortunate-
ly, it's easy enough to set the board to use 
IRQ 10, which is what we've done. 

Next, if you're using LANtastic to net-
work a remote system hung with periph-
erals like CD-ROMs, WORM drives, 
and Bernoulli Boxes, it's likely that the 
LANtastic I/O port address will have to 
be changed, because two devices cannot 
use the same I/O port address settings. 
The factory default setting is 300 hexa-
decimal, but there's a provision for set-
ting it to 320h, 340h, or 360h. 
I now have a dilemma: for some read-

ers, the above is old hat and boring. For 
others, it's incomprehensible; worse, 
while the Artisoft manual is remarkably 
clear in explaining how to set the IRQ 
and I/O port address, it has almost noth-
ing to say about why you'd want to do 
that. My dilemma is that if I go into a 
long explanation, I'll lose two-thirds of 
my readers, and I hate it when that hap-
pens. Thus, a blanket statement: have 
faith. Even if all the above means very 
little to you, you can set up a LANtastic 
network. Just be prepared to spend a day 
at it, and understand that there'll be a lot 
of trial and error. 
On that score: before you start, make 

up a "panic" floppy boot disk for your 
machine. Get it right, so that your system 
comes up recognizing all your periph-
erals. Test it. Now make a copy of that 
floppy disk, and use that copy to experi-
ment with changes in CONFIG.SYS and 

continued 
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Everything You Ever Wanted In UNIX. 
And Less. $99.95.* 

OK. We know it's hard to 
believe. So just consider this. 
Coherent- is a virtual clone of 
UNIX. But it was developed 
independently by Mark 
Williams Company. 
Which means we 
don't pay hundreds of 
dollars per copy in 
licensing fees. 

What's more, 
Coherent embodies 
the original tenet of 
UNIX: small is beautiful. This 
simple fact leads to a whole host of 
both cost and performance advan-
tages for Coherent. So read on, 
because there's a lot more to 
Coherent than its price. 

SMALLER, FASTER...BETTER. 
Everybody appreciates a good 

deal. But what is it that makes small 
so great? 

For one thing, Coherent gives 
you UNIX capabilities on a machine 
you can actually afford. Requiring 
only 10 megabytes of disk space, 

LESS 
IS MORE! 

Coherent For Santa Cruz 
the IBM-PC/AT Operation's 
and compatible XENIX 286, 
286 or 386 Version 2.3.2 

based machines. 

No. of Manuals 

No. of Disks 

Kernel Size 

Install Time 

Suggested Disk Space 

Min. Memory Required 

Performance' 

Price 

1 

4 

64K 

20-30 min. 

10 meg 

640K 

38.7 sec 

$99.95 

8 

21 

198K 

3-4 hours 

30 meg 

1-2 meg 

1003 sec 

$1495.00 

'Byte Exed benchmark,1000 iterations on 20 MHZ 386. 
Hardware requirements: 1.2 meg sue or 1.4 meg 31/2  floppy, and 
hard disk. SCSI device driver available soon. Does not run on 
Microchannel machines. 

Coherent can reside with DOS. So 
you can keep all your DOS applica-
tions and move up to Coherent. You 
can also have it running faster, learn it 
faster and get faster overall perform-
ance. All because Coherent is small. 
Sounds beautiful, doesn't it? 

But small wouldn't be so great if 
it didn't do the job it was meant to do. 

EVERYTHING UNIX 
WAS MEANT TO DO.  
Like the original UNIX, 

Coherent is a powerful multi-user, 
multi-tasking development system. 
With a complete UNIX-compatible 
kernel which makes a vast world of 
UNIX software available including 
over a gigabyte of public domain 
software. 

Coherent also comes with Lex 
and Yacc, a complete C compiler and 
a full set of nearly 200 UNIX com-
mands including text processing, 
program development, administrative 
and maintenance commands. 

And with UUCP, the UNIX to 

UNIX Communication Pro-
gram that connects you to a 

world-wide network of free soft-
ware, news and millions of users. 
All for the cost of a phone call. 

We could go on, but stop 
we must to get in a few more very 
important points. 

EXPERIENCE, SUPPORT 
AND GUARANTEES. 

Wondering how something as 
good as Coherent could come from 
nowhere? Well it didn't. It came from 
Mark Williams Company, people 
who've developed C compilers for 
DEC, Intel, Wang and thousands of 
professional programmers. 

We make all this experience avail-
able to users through complete techni-
cal support via telephone. And from 
the original system developers, too! 

Yes, we know $99.95 may still 
be hard to believe. But we've made it 
fool-proof to find out for yourself. 
With a 60-day money-back no-hassles 
guarantee. 

You have to be more than just a 
little curious about Coherent by now. 
So why not just do it? Pick up that 
phone and order today. 

You'll be on your way to having 
everything you ever wanted in UNIX. 
And for a lot less than you ever 
expected. 

1-800-MARK WMS 
(1-800-627-5967 or 1-708-291-6700) 
60-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! 

Mark Williams 
Company 
60 Revere Drive 
Northbrook, IL 60062 

'Plus shipping and handling. Coherent is a trademark of Mark 
Williams Company. UNIX is a trademark of AT&T XENIX is a 
trademark of Microsoft. 
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AUTOEXEC.BAT. It will take longer for 
your machine to boot up those experi-
ments from a floppy disk, but you won't 
be worried that you've done something 
awful to your machine—and you will 
worry about that. Installing a network 
takes patience, great gobs of patience. 
And when you've locked up your system 
so thoroughly that only complete power-
down will restore it to life, the rule is, 
Don't Panic. 

Workstations and Servers 
LANtastic is a "peer" network, but that 
doesn't mean that every machine in the 
network is equal. What "peer network" 
means is that any node on the network 
can be either a workstation or a server. 
Moreover, that status can be changed at 
any time. For the network to operate, at 
least one machine must be designated as 
a server, but it doesn't matter which one 
it is. Moreover, the server needn't be 
confined to being just a server, although 
in my own network it is. 
What distinguishes a workstation from 

a server is that a server makes designated 
assets available to the network, while a 
workstation does not. Thus, a worksta-

tion may send to or take files from any 
device, including the hard disk, of a suit-
ably configured server, but the server 
can neither send to nor access files of that 
workstation. This can have important se-
curity implications for businesses. In my 
own case, for example, I can set up the 
network so that I can send files to my 
children's machine, but no one can ac-
cess my machine from theirs. Even more 
important for our present discussion, 
though, is that the workstation isn't run-
ning as much memory-resident network 
software as the server, and better yet, 
every bit of the workstation software can 
(on a 386) be stuffed up into high mem-
ory, either with QEMM.SYS, LOAD-
HI.SYS for running with Desqview, or 
HIMEM.SYS for running with Win-
dows. 

Thus, what I have is Big Cheetah set 
up as a workstation, networked to the Ze-
nith 386/25 as a server. The Zenith has a 
150-MB hard disk drive, which I can use 
to store files, and as a place for backing 
up anything I write on the Cheetah. It has 
a pair of daisy-chained Denon CD-ROM 
drives, both completely accessible over 
the network. There's no reason why I 

can't add other peripherals, like a scan-
ner, a Bernoulli Box, and a Complete PC 
Phone System, all available over the net-
work, and none of them taking up mem-
ory in the primary machine. 

Setting Things Up 
I don't have room to describe everything 
I had to do to get the network working. 
Devices conflict with each other and 
with the network. Desqview (which I run 
only on the Cheetah workstation, not on 
the Zenith server) adds complications; 
so does Windows. Seemingly minor 
changes have crashed the system, leaving 
me totally baffled for an hour as I tried to 
figure out why. A complete account of 
my experiences would fill this column 
and more. 
I can assure you that it's worth it. You 

can, given time and patience, set up a 
bulletproof network. The results are well 
worth the effort, because you'll end up 
with much larger windows—Desqview or 
Windows 3.0—while still having access 
to CD-ROM and other memory-eating 
peripherals. I won't pretend that getting 
there won't be a frustrating experience. 

continued 

SAVE 30 MINUTES 
EVERY TIME YOU 
HAVE A PC PROBLEM! 
By using Check./It to find out if the problem is 
Hardware or Software 

The second you suspect a problem with your PC, you should reach for Checks/lt, 
the world's most popular PC diagnostic software. Running Checks/It should be the 
first thing you do -- because confirming or eliminating your PC's hardware as the 
source of the problem can save you time, money, and unnecessary repair calls. 

Checks/It will test your PC's main system board, memory, hard disk drive and 
floppy disk drives, video subsystem, communication ports, printer, keyboard, 
mouse, or joystick. Checks/It will also display key software and setup data, 
including your PC's exact equipment configuration, current IRQ assignments, 
memory allocation, device drivers, and CMOS table. 
Take a minute to run Checks/It the next time you have a PC problem. Then 

you'll know the answer to these key questions: Should you back it up, pack it up, 
and send it out for repair? Should you fix a hardware problem yourself? Or, 
should you concentrate on the software and configuration problems that you can 
correct? 
The moment you suspect a PC problem, run Checks/It. 

It's about time!  

Look for CheckVIt at leading 
retail stores everywhere. 
Or call TouchStone TODAY' 

(714) 969-7746 or (800) 531-0450 

TouchStone 

Checirt 

Software Corporation 
2130 Main Street, Suite 250.Huntington Beach, CA 92648 

Check.' It rs a registered trademark of TouchStone Software Corporafton Copynght , 990 TouchStone Software CorporatIon ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

NEW 
"Basic 

PC Maintenance" 
Hands-On Video 

Ask for it 
TODAY! 
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!OMIT 
UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPUES 

TOTAL POWER PROTECTION 
* BLACKOUTS * UNDERVOLTAGE 

* BROWNOUTS * SURGES 

* OVERVOLTAGE * SPIKES 

* EMIIRFI 

STANDBY UPS MODELS 
• 250 VA To 2300 VA 

• Sinewave output - 1 millisecond 
transfer time 

• Communications interface and 
external battery packs available 
for extended run times 

ON-LINE UPS MODELS 
• 500 VA To 5,000 VA 

• Static By-pass Standard 

• True On-Line - Sinewave outputs 

• Communications Interface and 
external battery packs available LISTED 
for extended run time 

NETWORK MANAGER 
• Shutdown software for 
unattended operation 

• Only software to communicate 
with LANs and WANs 

• Novell 286 VAP and 386 NLM 

• SCO Xenix 

SLIMLINE & UPRIGHT MODELS 

PARA SYSTEMS, INC. 

1455 LeMaY Drive .N Li ller Telephoner 
Carrollton, TX 75007 (214) 446-7363 

TAX: ( 214) 446-9011 TELEX, 1 40275 OMEGA 

1-800-238-7272 

UNICATIONS 
INTERFACE 

For Unattended 

System Shutdown 

COMPATIBLE WITH: 

NN, èml 

AC FAULT FUSE BREA? ER 

"Distributed in over eighty countries" 

• Novell 

• LAN 
Manager 

• ALTOS 

• BANYAN 

• VINES 

• System V 
UNIX 

• Custom 
Configuration 
Any 
System 

NOVELL 
Monitor 

Boards 

Available 

FOR L A N 

NOVELL LABS 

TESTEDAND 
APPROVED 
NetWore CornpatIble 
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File 
'Manage 

Or 

C Programmers choose db FILE 

because it's fast and flexible. 

The combination of relational B-tree indexing 
and network model database technology 
delivers better performance than file manag-
ers using relational technology alone. Build 
simple B-tree/ISAM applications or complex 
database applications. You decide how to 
optimize runtime performance. 

SQL Support included. 

db_RETRIEVE — the SQL-based relational 
Query and Report Writer is now included in 
this special offer. 

Applications completely portable. 

Free lifetime phone support. 

C source code is now included! 

No royalties. 

SPECIAL LIMITED OFFER 
db_FILE, db_RETRIEVE and source code 
for each — at one low price! 

Single-User Package $295.00 
A $ 1780 value. 

Multi-User Package $595.00 
A $2890 value. 

File Manager 2.2 
File Structure: Relational B-tree indexing and 
network database model. Use independently or 
in combination for real power. 

Transaction processing supported 
Not RAM resident 
Operating Systems: MS-DOS, UNIX, XENIX 
C Compilers: UNIX, XENIX, Microsoft, 
Lattice, TurboC 

Major LANs Supported 

For your nearest distributor call: 
1-800-db RAIMA ( I-800-327-2462). 

eRAIMATM 
CORPORATION 

•Ranna reerve, the ngla to ,fisconnnue 1116 prornouon al any nme wahola noo.. n, please 
check pnong when you ea IL 

Rahn Corporation 3245 146th Place S.E., Bellevue, WA 98007 USA 
(206)747.5570 Telex: 6503018237 MCI UW FAX: (206)747-1991 
International Dietributon: Autraliat 61 2 419 7177 Bradit 55 11 829 1687 
Central Ararerka: 506 28 07 61 Remark: 45 42 887249 France 33 I 
46092784 Italy: 39 45 584711 Jaw: 81 3 173 7432 Meako: 52 83 49 53 00 
The Netherlands: 31 02159 46 814 Norway: 47 244 8855 Sweden: 46013 
124780 Switzerland: 41 60 517475: Taiwan: 886 2 552 3277 Turkey: 90 1 152 
0516 United Kingdom: 44 0992 500919 Uruguay: 598 2.92 0959 USSR: 01 32 
359907: 812 292 19 65: 0142 437952 West Germany: 49 07127 5244 
Copyright 0990 Rama Corporation. All rights reserved. 
dh_ a regittered ;a the US Patent and Trademark Office 
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With that caution, here are some tips 
and principles. 

First, please make sure that you have 
"panic" boot-up floppy disks for each 
machine that you'll be working with. 
Moreover, as you learn how to make 
things work, make updated boot floppy 
disks, but keep a copy of whatever 
worked last. There's nothing so frustrat-
ing as having to go back three steps be-

Erst, 

make sure you have 

"panic" boot-up floppy 

disks for each machine 

that you'll be working 
with. Second, proceed 

systematically. 

cause you forgot how you made some-
thing work. 

Second, be sure to proceed systemati-
cally. When I was in the aerospace indus-
try, I acquired a hefty reputation as a 
troubleshooter, even though much of the 
time I was working with technology I 
didn't understand very well. My secret 
was what I called "the relentless applica-
tion of logic." I never assumed anything 
was working until I'd tested it, and if I 
ran into trouble, I'd go back to a config-
uration that worked and add features until 
it failed; that way, I knew precisely what 
had caused the problem. From there, it 
was no great trick to find a solution. 
My advice for setting up a network is 

to do much the same thing: reduce both 
computers to bare bones, and get the net-
work working between them. Then add 
assets to the server, and fancy stuff like 
QEMM and Desqview to the worksta-
tion. When something crashes—and it 
will—go back a step and proceed a dif-
ferent way. Make use of Quarterdeck's 
Manifest, or System Sleuth, to look at 
what is going on in system memory. 
Eventually, you'll figure it all out. Many 
have. Retiring Science Fiction Writers of 
America president Greg Bear knows al-
most nothing about computers, but he 
was willing to experiment until he got 
things right. He now uses Microsoft 
Bookshelf inside WordPerfect 5.0, and 

he loves it. Have faith. 
Finally, if you're connecting up CD-

ROM assets, you should read the entire 
CD-ROM section in the LANtastic man-
ual. Even then, the manual won't make it 
clear that you do not need to run any CD-
ROM software whatsoever—including 
MSCDEX . EX E—i n the workstation. 
The only machine that is required to run 
MSCDEX is the server on which the CD-
ROM is located. You must tell the net-
work software (on the server) that the as-
set in question is a CD-ROM; if you 
don't, there's no way it will work. How 
to do this is explained in the manual, but 
not very well. 

Net WORM 
One thing that doesn't work very well 
over the network is the Maximum Stor-
age WORM drive. 
The first big problem is getting the 

WORM drive to work with the Denon 
CD-ROM drives. That can be done, but 
since the DENON drives are true SCSI, 
while the Maximum Storage WORM is 
"almost scuzzy," it's a bit tricky ad-
dressing each properly. That, however, 
is a minor detail. LANtastic and the 
Maximum Storage WORM drive won't 
work together even if the WORM drive is 
the only asset on the server. 
When you set up a LANtastic network, 

you use the network manager software to 
tell the server what devices it will make 
available to remote workstations. That's 
when you tell the system if the asset is a 
CD-ROM. Of course, a WORM isn't a 
CD-ROM, so in my first attempt I didn't 
describe it as one. 
The network appeared to work fine. 

The WORM worked fine when accessed 
on its own machine. The network soft-
ware at the workstation told me I could 
access all the assets on the server, and I 
could, all but one; but when I asked for a 
directory of files on the WORM drive, I 
got nonsense. I then went back to the net-
work manager software and designated 
the WORM as a CD-ROM; the next time 
I tried to get a WORM directory from the 
workstation, I still got garbage, although 
not as unintelligible as before. Frustrat-
ingly, it almost worked. 
Almost isn't good enough. As I under-

stand it, Artisoft and Maximum Storage 
are working together to correct the diffi-
culty, but so far they haven't done it. 
However, I do have a way to use the 
WORM drive on the network. Alas, it's a 
kludge. 

Recall that the WORM drive works 
fine when run from the machine that it's 
on. That is, if I bring the Premier 9000 

continued 



"The best 1024x768 monitor you can buy 
until Tatung makes something else." 

The chart says it all. 
Both the new Super VGA Tatung 98X 

Omniscan monitor and NEC's Multisync 3D" 
monitor offer up to 1024x768 resolution,* 
superior 0.28mm dot pitch, and compatibility 
with IBM's newest monitor, the 85151' 
But the remarkable Tatung 98X Omniscan 

actually costs $250 less than the NEC 3D. 
Today, Tatung performance and value lead 

the industry. 
In a recent comparison of 26 monitors from 

twenty manufacturers, Byte Magazine ranked 
another Tatung monitor first in performance. 
"A rose among the thorns," said Byte. 
"Best buy," confirmed PC World. 

1024x768 Max Resolution 
8514/A Compatible 

Super VGA ( 800x600) 

Dot Pitch 

Price t 

NEC 
Multisync 

2A 

No 

Yes 

0.31mm 

NEC 
Multisync 

30 

Yes 

Yes 

0 28mm 

Tatung 
Omniscan 
CM•14960 

Yes 

Yes 

0.31mm 

Tatung 
Omniscan 
CM-1498X 

Yes 

Yes 

0 28mm 

$799 

* ntet,acett resolutIon avedole wIth the All VGA Wonder'." Genoa Super VGA 6400:" PatelIse VGA 
1024' and other leading IBM 8514/e— standard graphics adaptors. Suggested retail price and 
features February 1,1990. All trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 

But compare for yourself. Call Tatung at 
1 (800) 827-2850, ext. 213. Tatung Company 
of America, Inc., 2850 El Presidio Street, 
Long Beach, CA 90810. 
Because Tatung monitors are something else. 

C.. TATUNG® 
Circle 188 on Reader Service Card Engineering at its best. 
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with its APX-5200 WORM drive into the 
network as a server, the Premier doesn't 
lose the WORM drive. Thus, if I run 
server software on Big Cheetah, making 
his hard disk drive accessible by the Pre-
mier, I can then walk over to the Premier 
9000 and from there send files from the 
WORM to the Cheetah and copy files 
from the Cheetah to the WORM. Big 
Cheetah cannot find the Premier's 
WORM, but the Premier can. I hope 
that's all clear. If not, read it again, be-
cause the next step is where the real 
kludge comes in. 

The Network Eye 
Artisoft has another program, Network 
Eye, that works across LANtastic, and 
apparently any other network, to let you 
control one computer from another. That 
sounds simpler than it is, or at least I 
found myself confused when I first 
thought about it. 

Let's drop back a step. Suppose I log 
onto the network, using Big Cheetah as a 
workstation, and through the network in-
voke Geoclock, which is on the Zenith's 
hard disk drive but not on Big Cheetah's. 
Big Cheetah reaches out through the net-

work; the network software accesses the 
Zenith's hard disk drive; and the Geo-
clock file is peeled off the Zenith's disk 
and brought into Big Cheetah, which 
runs it. Take another example: suppose I 
access MicroProse Railroad Tycoon 
across the network. Once again, the 
workstation is running the program; but 
this time, since Railroad Tycoon needs 
continuous access to disk files, from time 
to time the workstation will ask the net-
work, and the network will ask the serv-
er, for disk information. Since the server 
has to provide that disk access, there's a 
sense in which the server is being re-
motely controlled; but the important 
thing to remember is that the only control 
you have over the remote machine is to 
order it to access its various assets. You 
can't tell it to run a particular program. 

With Network Eye, you can tell the re-
mote machine to run another program. 
A second point of confusion: Network 

Eye designates machines as masters and 
slaves, and these terms have nothing to 
do with whether a machine is a worksta-
tion or a server. Thus, a server machine 
can be a master, and through Network 
Eye, that server can control a worksta-

tion. A server can't demand files from a 
workstation, but a server that's desig-
nated as a master can order the worksta-
tion to send files that the server could not 
itself access. 

Sounds like Big Brother, doesn't it? 
Actually, a machine cannot become a 
slave without its own permission; you 
cannot remotely order a machine to run 
the slave software. That task must be 
done from the machine's own keyboard. 
Moreover, when you configure LANtas-
tic and Network Eye, you can set up pass-
words for either or both (i.e., the pass-
word for logging onto the network may 
be one thing, and that for accessing a 
slave machine may be another). 

Thus, the kludge: I bring up the Pre-
mier with the WORM drive and other 
peripherals and run the LANtastic soft-
ware—for remote WORM access, it 
doesn't matter whether as workstation or 
server. The Premier also runs Network 
Eye and designates itself as a slave. Now 
I set up Big Cheetah as a LANtastic 
server and run the Network Eye master 
program. Then, as master, I access the 
Premier and tell it to do whatever I want 

continued 

All DDI ExecuTower Systems Run 
MS-DOS®, OS/2®, UNIX®, XENIX® 

Standard Systems Include: 
• ExecuTower System Unit 
• VGA Video Card 1024x768, 

512K Video RAM 
II Super VGA 14" 1024x768, 

.28mm Color Monitor 
• 85 MB SCSI Hard Disk 
II 1.2 MB 51/4 " AND 
la 1.44 MB 31/2 " Floppies 
II 2 Serial, 1 Parallel Ports 
• 101-Key Enhanced Keyboard 
• Mouse 
• 30-day Money-back Guarantee 
• 1 Year Warranty Parts & Labor 
• 24-hour Parts Replacement 
• Toll-free Technical Support 

All systems delivered 
with MS-DOS installed, 
configured and ready 
to run! 

Full Line of DDI ExecuTower Systems: 

• 486/33 MHz EISA Systems $ 5,495 to $ 14,995 
• 486"/25 MHz ISA Systems $4,295 to $ 14,495 
• 386"/33 MHz ISA Systems $ 3,495 to $ 3,995 
• 386SX"/16 & 20 MHz ISA Systems $ 1,995 to $2,495 
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Complete 
VGA Color, 
85 MB 

System Prices 
Start At 

$2,195! 

Call Us 
TOLL FREE 
Call 1-800-331-1090 
FAX 1-401-884-0770 
In California Call 
(213) 371-7568 

Digital Distributing, Inc. 
20 Cavalier Drive, E. Greenwich, RI 02818 (401) 885-6697 

486 and 386 are trademarks of Intel Corporation. 
MS-DOS and XENIX are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. 
OS/2 is a registered trademark of IBM. UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T 
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We slash interface 
development time. 

(and we can prove it!) 
C-PROGRAMMERS: 
See for yourself how 
Vermont Views' 

can help you create 
user interfaces 
the easy way. 

If you want to start saving a tre-
mendous amount of time and 
effort, call for your free Vermont 
Views demo 
kit and put us 
to the test. 
Vermont Views 
is a powerful, 
menu - driven 
screen design-
er that comes 
with a C li-
brary of over 
550 functions. Which means you 
can create user interfaces in just 
a fraction of the time it takes to 
write the code yourself! 

Why try to reinvent the 
wheel when Vermont Views lets 
you interactively create pull-down 
menus, window-based data-entry 
forms (with tickertape and memo 
fields), scrollable form regions, 
choice lists, context sensitive 
help, and a host of other interface 
objects. 

Vermont Views combines the 
convenience of a fourth genera-
tion language with the power, 
flexibility, and blinding execution 
speed of native C code. 

Turn your prototype 

into the application. 

Let's face it. With most systems, 
you have to throw away your proto-
type when coding begins. Which 
means you waste precious time 

and effort. With Vermont Views, 
things are a lot different. In fact, 
the prototype actually becomes 
the application. So menus and 
data-entry forms are usable in the 
final application without change. 
Names of functions for retrieving, 
processing, and storing data 
can all be specified as the proto-
type is created. And that's just 
for starters. 

Here's a truly 
universal solution. 
When you create an inter-
face with Vermont Views, 
you can port it among 
PC-DOS, OS/2, UNIX, 
XENIX, and VMS. 

Vermont Views can be 
used with any database 
that has a C-language in-

terface (most do), and will create 
interfaces for any roman-based 
language. Our form-locking ver-
sion lets you develop quickly and 
safely on networks and multi-
user operating systems, too. 

If you need DOS graphics in 
your applications, we also have 
the answer. Vermont Views' 
GraphEx allows all Vermont 
Views' windows, menus, and 
forms to work in CGA, EGA, VGA, 
and Hercules graphics modes. 
So you can use your 
favorite graphics package 
to create charts, graphs, 
and other images to enhance 
text displays. 
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Vermont 
Creative 
Software 

Pinnacle Meadows, 
Richford, VT 05476 
Phone: (802) 848-7731 
FAX: (802) 848-3502 

WE GUARANTEE 
YOUR SATISFACTION. 

FOREVER. 

Were so sure you'll 
love Vermont Views that 
we make this iron-clad, 
money-back guarantee. If 
you're ever dissatisfied 
with Vermont Views, for 
any reason, return it for a 
prompt, no-questions-
asked refund. (All you 
have to do is certify that 
you haven't incorporated 
our code into any ap-
plication.) 

************* 

Call for your FREE 
demo kit! 

800-848-1248 
(Please mention "Offer 073") 

Don't take our word for it. Put 
Vermont Views to the test by 
calling for your personal, free 
demonstration kit. Or fax us at 
(802) 848-3502. 

o Copyright 1990 
Vermont Creative Software 



"IMPEL is so much fun, it's almost a shame 
that it's useful too." —New York Times 

CHAOS MANOR 

is Works with 
all IBM graphic 

hardware: 

VGA, EGA, CGA, 
including 256 

color and high 

resolution. 

• Use IMPEL's 

embedded paint 
program or 

import graphes 

in .PCX, . IBM, 
.CUT, and Targa 

file formats. 
• Optional 

compiler makes 

fast go faster. 

up to 70 Hz 

trame rates. 

Desktop 
Animation 
IMPEL system 

Use IMPEL to make fully 
animated presentations without 

programming. 
It's perfect for 
demo disks, trade 
shows, point of 
sale, and business 
presentations. 
With IMPEL you 

make animation 
by intuitively 
picking and 
placing graphics 
on the screen. 
Click the shutter 
to record a 
frame. Instant 
playback and 
editing helps get 

the job done faster— 
including revisions! 
IMPEL REQUIRES: 
IBMe PC-STANDARD 

COMPUTER, 640K 

11 GRAPHICS ADAPTER 

11 MS-DOS 2.0 (OR 

LATER VERSION) 

11 MOUSE OPTIONAL, 

BUT RECOMMENDED 

SYSTEM INCLUDES: 

11 ANIMATION EDITOR 

11 PLAYBACK PROGRAM 

11 DEMONSTRATION DISKS 

11 ILLUSTRATED MANUAL 

IMPEL 
IMPEL ir a trademark of Eastridge Technology. IBM à a regained 
trademark of International Hartnett Machines Corporearon. 

IMPEL system (5.25" or 3.5")  $195 
IMPC animation compiler (optional).  $ I00 
Visa. MasterCard accepted. 

E ASTRIDGE 

TECHNOLOGY 

37 Murray Street, New York, NY 10007 
Phone (212) 267-7980 Fax (212) 608-5679 

done with the WORM. Since Big Chee-
tah is at the moment a server, the Pre-
mier can access Cheetah's disk; but 
while Cheetah can't access the Premier's 
WORM, the Premier can, and thus can 
send and receive from it. Except, of 
course, I'm using Network Eye to have 
the Cheetah tell the Premier what to 
make the Cheetah send and receive. 

If you read that about three times, it 

S  ystat 
has become the 

standard statistics tool 
for everything from 

law-enforcement 

agencies to economics 
shops to psychology 

labs. 

will make sense. 
As I said, it's a kludge, and not one I 

like; but it does illustrate the power of 
LANtastic and Network Eye. 
The bottom line is that with LANtas-

tic, you can use your old machine to add 
significantly to the power of your new 
machine. 

Systat 
Back in 1986, I got a letter from Leland 
Wilkinson of the Department of Psychol-
ogy at the University of Illinois at Chi-
cago. It accompanied a copy of Systat for 
the IBM PC. I set letter and program 
aside to be looked at later, and they fell 
into the chaos stream and disappeared 
from view. Then a couple of weeks ago, I 
was talking with Milt Stevens, who co-
chaired the First Annual Space Develop-
ment Conference with me many years 
ago. Milt works for the L.A. Police De-
partment as a civilian analyst. "Well," 
he told me, "your microcomputers are fi-
nally having an effect on law enforce-
ment. We're getting some PC compat-
ibles in, and I've been learning Systat. 
Got some other people in the department 
looking at it, too." 
I nodded sagely, and I dimly remem-

bered that I had a copy of Systat some-
where, and I ought to look at it. In fact, it 

wasn't hard to find, since it had gravitat-
ed to a high shelf in (nearly) plain view. 
It was also easy to see why this program 
has become the standard statistics tool 
for everything from law-enforcement 
agencies to economics shops to psycholo-
gy labs. Even in the version I have, Systat 
is fast, accurate, and relatively simple to 
use. More than that, it's complete: it in-
cludes everything from the simplest pos-
sible statistics to factor analysis with ro-
tations, stationary time series, cluster 
analysis, and a whole raft of stuff I would 
have lusted for back in the days when I 
ran an operations research shop. 
The manual is complete, too: it varies 

in approach from simple conversational 
to academic with references and foot-
notes, but in all cases the approach is to 
get you to use the stuff and see what hap-
pens. I can see why Stevens and his asso-
ciates find this package attractive. It's 
powerful enough to do anything they're 
likely to need, but well enough explained 
to let you, with effort, learn complex sta-
tistical analysis. I must say I found the 
manual a better course on the subject 
than some of the ones I took as a graduate 
student. 

Wilkinson's letter from 1986 was in-
teresting: he tells me that the original 
Systat was written on a CompuPro CP/M 
system remarkably similar to Old Zeke. 
He also asks that I not quote him, be-
cause many nonstatistician customers are 
frightened away when they discover that 
Systat was largely written by one person, 
while "a CP/M heritage can be a handi-
cap." Now it can be told, since Systat has 
become darned near the standard in both 
academia and the business world. This is 
one I should have written about long ago. 
If you need a statistics package, the 1986 
version I have here will more than do; 
I'm sure that it has been much improved 
since. 

Short Shrift for Three Models 
It's always a dilemma: I'm running out of 
space, and there's a huge stack of nifty 
stuff I want to tell people about. Now 
what? If I give it a brief paragraph, it 
looks as if! am slighting it, but it's worse 
if I don't mention it at all. Therefore, as-
sume that I wish I could have written 
more about everything in this section. 

First, CellMaster from Sintar Soft-
ware is an instructive game that lets you 
set up cellular automata on your PC. 
Ever wonder what would happen in Con-
way's Game of Life if you could change 
one of the rules? This will let you do it. 
Simulate electronic circuits. Invent arti-
ficial life forms. It's not as addicting as 

continued 
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Elers How-We Protect 
Your Software And Profits Better. 

... the world how we protect your hard work 
But then, why should we? It's not that we're hard 

to get along with. On the contrary We'll show you 
how our unwordy approach to software protection can 

actually work better for you. We'll deliver the best balance 
of guaranteed copy control and cost-effective installation. 

Unlike other manufacturers, our hardware is uniquely 
custom-wired for each developer and supplied with a specific 
encrypted interrogation routine for maximum security 
The precise routines assume responsibility for all hardware, 

software and timing issues so your time and money isn't 
wasted engineering protection schemes. 

U MICROPHAR 
In EUROPE: 
MICROPHAIL 122 Ave. Ch. De Gaulle 92200, 
Neuilly Sur-Seine FRANCE Tel: 33-1-47-38-21-21 Fax: 33-1-46-24-76-91 

For distributors in: 
• BELGIUM/NETHERLANDS. E2S (091 21 11 17) • SPAIN, ( 343 237 31 05) 
• IRELAND, TMC (021 87 37 11) • GERMAN% Microphar Deutschland (06223 737 30) 
• PORTUGAL, HCR (1 56 18 65) • UNITED KINGDOM, Clearsoh (091-3789393) 
• SWITZERLAND, SAFE (024 21 53 86) • ITAI% Siosisterni ( 030 24 21 074) 

The Products That Protect Your Revenues 
PROTECH KEY 
Identically reproduced packages. 

MEMORY KEY 
MACINTOSH MEMORY KEY 
NEC MEMORY KEY 
Active protection, modular packages, customized packages, 
serialization, demo control, access control. 

I> MEMORY-ONE KEY 
Customized packages, modular packages 

MICROPROCESSOR KEY 
Non-operating system specific protection based on RS232C 

communications for minicomputers, workstations, etc. 

MARKETING. INC. 

1-800-843-0413 
In the U.S., the AMERICAS & the PACIFIC: 
PROTECH, 9600-J Southern Pine Blvd., 
Charlotte, NC 28217 Se Habla Español 
Tel: 704-523-9500 Fax: 704-523-7651 
HOUTS: Mon-Thurs: 8:30-7:00 ET, Fri: 8:30-5:30 ET 

FOR A DEMONSTRATION PACKAGE OR ADDITIONAL *Maceliosh Is e regelered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc 

INFORMATION, PLEASE WRITE OR CALL. *NEC is a registered trademark of NEC Intormareo Elikterns Inc 

For Europe Circle 155 on Reader Service Card For Americas & Pacific Circle 156 on Reader Service Can! 
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ITEMS DISCUSSED 

CellMaster  
Sintar Software 
1001 Fourth Ave., Suite 3200 
Seattle, WA 98154 
(206) 625-1213 
Inquiry 1105. 

Crescent QuickPak 
Professional Library 
(QuickBASIC version)  $169 
Crescent Software 
32 Seventy Acres 
West Redding, CT 06896 
(203) 438-5300 
Inquiry 1106. 

Desktop Molecular Modeler  $495 
Oxford Electronic Publishing 
Oxford University Press 
200 Madison Ave. 
New York, NY 10016 
(212) 679-7300 
or 
Oxford Electronic Publishing 
Oxford University Press 
Walton St. 
Oxford OX2 6DP, UK 
011-44-865-56767 
Inquiry 1107. 

DOS Systat 5.0 $895 
Systat 
1800 Sherman Ave., Suite 801 
Evanston, IL 60201 
(708) 864-5670 
Inquiry 1108. 

$45 Geoclock 4.2 
5 Vs-inch floppy disk  $30 
31/2 -inch floppy disk  $35 

Geoclock 
2218 North Tuckahoe St. 
Arlington, VA 22205 
(703) 241-7980 (BBS) 
Inquiry 1109. 

LANtastic LAN 
2-Mbps Starter Kit  $525 (2 nodes) 
10-Mbps Ethernet Starter 
Kit $725 (2 nodes) 

2-Mbps Adapter Card $249 
10-Mbps Adapter Card $349 
Network Eye $295 
Artisoft 
Artisoft Plaza 
575 East River Rd. 
Tucson, AZ 85704 
(602) 293-6363 
Inquiry 1110. 

Olmsted Brain Simulation Series 
Generic Reticular Formation $35 
Generic Tectum $50 
MVL Expert System $150 
MVL Talk  $100 
MVL Template-1  $75 
MVL Template-2  $125 
Olmsted Brain Simulation Software 
411 Briargrove St. 
Slidell, LA 70458 
(504) 649-7174 
Inquiry 1111. 

SemiDisk Blue Flame II 
1-MB $420 
2-MB $590 
3-MB $803 
4-MB $1015 
5-MB $1185 
6-MB $1355 
7-MB $1525 
8-MB $1695 

SemiDisk Systems 
Box GO 
Beaverton, OR 97075 
(503) 626-3104 
Inquiry 1112. 

Video ChalkBoard $225 
Video Titler EGA and VGA $495 
Entropy Engineering 
12317 Village Square Terrace, 
Suite 202 
Rockville, MD 20852 
(301) 770-6886 
Inquiry 1113. 

MicroProse Railroad Tycoon, but you'll 
learn more. Recommended. 

Next up the scale is the Olmsted Brain 
Simulation Series. This is an odd but in-
teresting software simulation of multi-
valued logic and neural networks that 
will let you build and manipulate simple 
brain models. Your first impression of 
this package is that it's a bit disorga-
nized. Then, on reflection, you realize 
that the subject matter itself is disorga-
nized. It's strictly for learning purposes, 
but there's a lot here worth learning. I 
enjoyed fooling around with it, and I 
learned something about brain models 
and multivalued logic. 

Finally, we have a full-fledged profes-
sional program, Desktop Molecular 
Modeler from Oxford University Press. 
This program is largely for chemists, 
student and professional, and it runs on 
CGA and better PCompatible systems. 
You use it to build molecules on-screen, 
atom by atom: the program makes the at-
oms available. Once you have a mol-

ecule, you may validate its possibility 
and save it, or optionally output your 
molecule on a Hewlett-Packard plotter. 
Rotate and rescale, substitute different 
kinds of atoms, create new bonds, or 
alter bond lengths; what you have here is 
a sort of ultimate Tinkertoy set for play-
ing with chemical models. It's not as 
much fun as my old chemistry set was, 
but it's a lot safer. 

Winding Down 
I'd meant to say some good words about 
Crescent Software's QuickPak Profes-
sional Library of routines, which you can 
graft into Microsoft QuickBASIC pro-
grams. This kit has saved me many hours 
of time. No one ever describes the com-
pany's software as being for amateurs; 
but while QuickPak Professional Library 
lives up to its name, it has certainly made 
life a lot easier for this amateur pro-
grammer. 
I also need to talk about both Willow 

and US Video boards, which let you com-

bine video images (as from a camcorder) 
with what comes out of a computer pro-
gram; and the Video ChalkBoard and 
Video Titler programs from Entropy En-
gineering, which mix in titles and free-
hand drawings. 

It has been a good year for microcom-
puters. Next year may be even better: 
maybe we'll get software that can chal-
lenge the new capabilities of our hard-
ware. We'll see. In 

Jerry Pournelle holds a doctorate in psy-
chology and is a science-fiction writer 
who also earns a comfortable living writ-
ing about computers present and future. 
Jerry welcomes readers' comments and 
opinions. Send a self-addressed, stamped 
envelope to Jerry Pournelle, do BYTE, 
One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, 
NH 03458. Please put your address on 
the letter as well as on the envelope. Due 
to the high volume of letters, Jerry cannot 
guarantee a personal reply. You can also 
contact him on BIX as "jerryp." 
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CARRY-I The World's First & Original 
Book-Size Desktop Computer 

SAVES YOUR ENVIRONMENT 

BETTER 
Wt. (Monitor, CPU, Keyboard) = 13 lb. 

Footprint (W/Keyboard)=1 sq. ft. 

:ARRY-I 8088 CARRY-I 80286 
DMHZ XT/AMI BIOS 1256K RAM expandable to 640k/One to two 
?OKB 3.5" FDD/ Serial/Parallel/Game/CGA/MGA/Standard keyboard 

)nnector/16Watt Power adapter 

mension: 240mm x 185mm x 45mm Weight: 1.9kg 

ARRY-I KEYBOARD 
Key/XT-AT Autoswitch 

mension: 310mm x 145mm x 27mm Weight: 0.7kg 

YIECH TECHNOLOGY CO.. LTD. 

EAD OFFICE) 
'L NO 8. LANE se SEC a. 
N-KANG RD, TAIPEI. TAIWAN. R OC 

L (021795.2558 FAX 10a,asse77. 781.29,0 
LEA 22233 FLTCO 

YTECH TECHNOLOGY (USA). INC. 
)8 SCOTT BLVD SANTA CLARA CA 95044 U S 

L 14081727-7373. 727-7374 FAX 14081,27-73'5 

YTECH TECHNOLOGY HANDELS-GMBH 
:NDELSSOHNSTRASSE 53 

)0 FRANKFURT AM MAIN 1. WEST GERMANY 

L M6917.6-081 746-453 FAA .0691 48-375 

YTECH TECHNOLOGY (ILK.) LTD. 
2. 8 FL BLOC« a TONIC INDUSTRIAL CENTRE. 

LAMBING ST . KOWLOON BAY KCILIM.00N 

NG KONG 

L 30$-1288 FAX 796-8427 

Exclusive Distributors: 

CANADA: 

BUDGETRON INC. 
1320 SHOWSON DRIVE. UNIT 1 

MISSISS..UGA, ONTARIO. LOW ,C3 

TEL 7.48.584.7800 

FAX 14.6584-2679 

FRANCE: 

M3C LINFORMATIGUE DU SUCCES 
54 AVENUE CHARLES DE GAULLE 95.80 

MONTMDRENCY 

TEL 33- .-34175382 

FAX 31.42355916 

HONG KONG: 
PARKLY TECHNOLOGY LTD. 
812, BFL. BLOCK B. TONIC INDUSTRIAL 

CENTRE 19 LAMMING ST . KOWLOON BAY 

KOWLOON 

TEL 852-3051268 

FAX 852 7968427 

Good 
Wt. (Monitor, CPU, Keyboard)= 59 lb. 

Footprint (W/Keyboard)= 4 sq. ft. 

12MHZ, 0 Wait State AT/AMI BIOS with Diagnostic/1MB RAM/20MB, 40MB HDD 

optional/One to two 1.44MB 3.5" FDD/2 Serial/1 Parallel/CGA/MGA/Standard 

keyboard connector/30Watt Power adapter 

Dimension: 240mm x 185mm x 45mm Weight: 2.1kg 

CARRY-I MONITOR 
9' , Dual Frequency Weight: 3.4kg 

ISRA.EL, 

MU. COMPUTERS SYSTEMS LTD. 
9 HABONILI ST, RAMAT SAN FOB 5195 

TEL 972-3-7515511 

FAX 972-47518615 

ITALY: 

PRIMA COMPUTER TRADING ITALIA 
VIA UMBRÍA. 7655-42700 REGGIO EM 

TEL 39-522-518599 

FAX 39-522-5.8599 

NETHERLAND: 

KN 
SCHIPHOLWEG 343..17. PL BADHOEVEDORP 

TEL 31-2968-8474. FAX 31-2968.97436 

NORWAY: 

SECUS DATA AIS 
GRENSEVN 88 0663 OSLO 6 NORGE 

TEL 47-2-722510 FAX 47-2-722515 

AT ELECTRONIC, S.A. 
NUNEZ DE BALBOA 

.14 OFICINA 7.7 28086 MADRID 

TEL 34-1 584-5434 

FAX 3414114)689 

See us at 

COMDMFall '90 
Nov 12-16, 1990. Las Vegas, NV 

Sands Hotel, Booth: N4028 

CENTF-RPRISE INTEFNATIONAL LIMITED 
HAMPSHIRE INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS PARK. 

CROCKFORD LANE. CHINEHAM BASINGSTOKE, 

HAMPSHIRE RG24 OGO 

"EL 44-256463754 

5AX 44-256843174 

WEST GERMANY: 
MACROTRON AG 
STAHLGRUBERRING 96 (18000 MÜNCHEN 82 

TEL 49-894208-0 

LAX 49-89-423879 

Authorized: 

BELGIUM, 
CELFJA S.A. 
BOULEVARD DE L OURTHE 29 

134920 EMBOURG 

TEL 3241-878434 

FAX 3241-876515 

BELGIUM: 

DATATECH MICROSYSTEMS S.P.R.L. 
CHAUSSEE DE VLEURGAT 184 

B-1050 BRUSSELS 

TEL 32-2-6462290 

FAX 322-8480937 
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The Joneses. 

Check out the benchmarks, When it 
comes to speed, pure and simple, main-
frames are no longer the main attraction. 

Introducing the Everex STEP 486/33 
and STEP 486/25. Along with the STEP 
4861s, they give you desktop perform-
ance that was previously unheard of. 

There are two reasons, The first, of course, is 
the 486Tuchip.The other is AMMA T: Everex's 
proprietary Advanced Memory Management 
Architecture. 

AMMA uses "write-back" cache technology 
instead of the "write-through" technologies used 
in most PC's. The write-back cache was developed 

for mainframes. Everex was the 
pioneer in developing it for the PC. 
And in doing so, opened a whole new 
dimension in desktop performance. 

With AMMA, you can write directly to the 
STEP 486's cache in nearly all cases. With write-
through techniques, on the other hand, you lose 
most of the performance benefit of the cache. 

STEP 486/33 

CRAY,X-MP/48 

1131.1 3083 

34.000 Onrystones119.4 MIPS/ 

17,857 Dhrystunes 

16,666 Dhrystones 

'Inquiries from outside the U.S. call 415-498-1111. EVER for EXcellence is a registered trademark and Everex, STEP, STEP 486is, AMMA and PDS are trademarks of Everex Systems, Inc. 486 is a trademark of Intel Corp. 



And how to keep up 
with them. 

î 

_ 
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That's because write-through forces you to write 
to main memory much more often. And main 
memory is slower than the cache. 

This is especially important in 486 computing, 
where the CPU performs as many as four times the 
write operations as in 386. Which makes AMMA's 
write-back architecture, combined with the 486's 
embedded cache, a powerful combination indeed. 

But the STEP 486 machines give you more 
than just speed. They come with Programmable 
Drive Select. If your drive isn't listed on the set-

1111111111111111 

up table, PDST" lets you custom-configure the BIOS. 
It's good for virtually any hard drive. 

What's more, all STEP systems come with a one-
year extendable warranty and a one year renewable 
on-site service contract that also covers all Everex 
peripherals in the system. 

To find out more, call 1-800-334-4552* for the 
name of your nearest Authorized Everex Reseller— 
every one a high performance expert. 
Then you can let the Joneses try keeping up 

for a change.   EVERE31-
EVER . EX* 

01990 Everex Systems, Inc. For more information on how the above benchmarks were derived, please write the Everex Performance Test Center, 48431 Milmont Drive, Fremont,CA 94538. 
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Altec's Guarantee: 
• 30 day money-back guarantee 
• 1 year warranty for parts and labor 
• Free 4 months on-site service 
• Lifetime toll-free technical support 

Ile 

Now you can nave the power and performance of Altec's fully loaded 486 EISA 
Tower delivered to your door! Check out these outstanding features: 

486 EISA TOWER CALL for more information 
Intel 486-25 CPU 04 Meg RAM 0 1.2 MB 5.25"drive 0 1.44 MB 3.5" drive 0 150 MB 18ms ESDI hard drive 
O ESDI controller w/32K cache 0 16-bit VGA card 0 14" VGA monitor ( 1024 x 768) 02 serial, 1 parallel & 
1 game ports D 101-key Keyboard 0 Genius Mouse 0 MS-DOS 3.3 or 4.01 0 Eight 32-bits EISA slots 

"AltecZip 586s are solid machines featuring 
brand-name parts. A good buy, 
they are clearly affordable" 

PC Vagavne May 30, nee 

"Computer users should find Altec machine 
an excellent value with good performance." 

Pt' Magattne Joy 

Altec sets the standard for the highest quality design and 
manufacturing of all our products. Were fast, friendly, and 
ready to help you select the right features for your needs. 
Take a look at some of our other great systems: 

386/33 VGA $3,595 
Intel 386-33 CPU 0 32K Cache 04 Meg RAM 0 1.2 MB 5.25"drive 0 1.44 
MB 3.5" drive 0 150 MB 18ms ESDI hard drive CI ESDI controller w/32K 
cache 0 16-bit VGA card 0 14" VGA monitor ( 1024 x 768) 0 2 serial, 1 
parallel & 1 game ports 0 101-key Keyboard 0 Genius Mouse 0 MS-
DOS 3.3 or 4.01 

(25 Mhz Cache System deduct $400) 

386/25 VGA $2,795 
Intel 386-25 CPU 04 Meg RAM 0 1.2 MB 5.25"drive 0 1.44 MB 3.5" drive 
0 105 MB 18ms IDE hard drive 0 16-bit VGA card 0 14" VGA monitor 
(1024 x 768) 02 serial, 1 parallel & 1 game ports 0 101-key Keyboard 0 
Genius Mouse D MS-DOS 3.3 or 4.01 

386/SX VGA $1,895 
Intel 386SX-16 CPU 02 Meg RAM 0 1.2 MB 5.25"drive D 1 44 MB 3.5" 
drive D 66 MB 25ms hard drive 0 16-bit VGA card 0 14" VGA monitor 
(640 x 480) 02 serial, 1 parallel & 1 game ports 0 101-key Keyboard 0 
Genius Mouse 0 MS-DOS 3.3 or 4.01 

(20 Mhz 386/SX version add $150) 

286/12/66 MB VGA COMBO 

1 Meg RAM 1.2 MB 5.25" drive 1.44 MB 3.5" drive t 66 MB hard drive 
16-bit VGA card ri 14" VGA monitor (640 x 480) ri 2 serial, 1 parallel 

& 1 game ports n 101-key Keyboard Genius Mouse'i MS DOS a3 or 4.01 
• Panasonic 1180 printer witable Surge Protector 

$1,795 

286/12 VGA STAR 

1 Meg RAM 1.2 M or 1.44 M drive 40 MB hard drive 16-bd VGA 
card 14" VGA monitor (640 x 480, .41 mm) 2 serial/1 parallel & 1 game 
ports 101-key Keyboard . MS-DOS 3.3 

Var us hard drive capacity available. 

$1,295 NEW 

ALTEC 
Technology Corp. 

1-800-255-9971 
Policy. Same day shipping with standard configurations for orders before 3 PM EST. 

Shipping and handling extra. Personal and company checks require 10 days to clear Prices 
are subject to change, and all items are subject to availability. All returns must be shipped 

prepaid, insured, in original condition and complete with documentation. All returns must 
have AMA number. 30-day money back guarantee does not include shipping. No surcharge 
for Visa d MasterCard, 2% for American Express, 

Altec T chnology Corporation • 18555 East Gale Avenue • Industry, CA 91748 • 818/912-8688* FAX: 818/912-8048 
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EXPERT ADVICE 

BEYOND DOS: WINDOWS AND OS/2 • Mark J. Minasi 

A few OS/2 products 

let your spreadsheet 

talk SQL 

A
client (a bank) approached my 
company for help with some-
thing called " SQL" that it had 
heard would solve all its data-

sharing problems. "We've got a little 
problem, and we're wondering if you can 
help us." 

There were, it turned out, a few stum-
bling blocks. 

Like many firms, this bank relies 
heavily on Lotus 1-2-3. And, again like 
many firms, it has data at a centralized 
point (originally a mainframe, but it's 
moving to a LAN with a souped-up PC 
server) that it needs to get into 1-2-3. 

Finally, like too many firms, it al-
ready has a kludgy solution: Download 
some data, run it through a program to 
massage it, and import it into 1-2-3. The 
bank had heard that Structured Query 
Language could help. That's where I 
came in, to determine which SQL-based 
product to buy and how to get 1-2-3 to 
talk to it. 
One approach is to use a client pro-

gram written in C, Pascal, COBOL, or 
any other language that can communi-
cate with the SQL server by way of a 
SQL support library. (Generally, the 
database lives on the server machine, 
and the program that accesses it lives on 
the client machine.) 

But my client (the human kind), like 
most PC users, is decidedly not inter-
ested in hiring C programmers. So to 
make a spreadsheet use the SQL-based 
server, I must make the spreadsheet a cli-
ent process or somehow attach a client 
(the computer variety) process to the 
spreadsheet. 

Furthermore, the client must be com-
patible with the server. Not every SQL 
client can talk to every SQL server. 
Given that SQL is billed as the lingua 
franca of the database world, this is sur-
prising, but it's true. One of the leading 
SQL vendors, Gupta Technologies, 
counts among one of its greatest features 
the wide variety of SQL server products 
that it supports besides its own SQLBase 

MONEY, SQL, 
AND SPREADSHEETS 

— --- • 

iy almalfw Mime 

, 

server. (That's what its SQLNetwork 
gateways do.) In general, you're best off 
getting your spreadsheet client code from 
the same folks who wrote your SQL 
server code. 

In general, you've got to worry about 
three things: 

• What spreadsheet does the client 
talk to, and is it DOS- or OS/2-
based? 
• What SQL server does the client 

talk to? 
• What network/communications 

link do the client and server share? 

I'll now look at these in a bit more 
detail. 

Making Your 
Spreadsheet Speak SQL 
There isn't, at least not yet, a "OSQLO" 
function in 1-2-3. So what's out there to 
solve the problems? There are three ways 

to do this: Use an add-in or patch, rede-
sign the spreadsheet to support SQL di-
rectly, or use a language that the spread-
sheet already understands and a trans-
lator program to handle SQL. 
The most direct method is a patch or, 

in the case of 1-2-3, an add-in. Releases 
2.x and 3.0 don't directly support SQL. 
But two products—Gupta Technologies' 
SQLVision and Oracle's SQL Add-In for 
1-2-3—can extend 1-2-3 to accommodate 
SQL. 

Gupta's SQLVision works straightfor-
wardly. You just type SQL commands 
into a range in your spreadsheet, load 
your add-in, and go. Users of 1-2-3 will 
like the fact that it also offers a /Data 
Query-like mode. SQLBase also comes 
with an interactive front end called 
SQLTalk, which I have found quite nice 
for trying out SQL. So the bank's techies 
just stuff some SQL into the 1-2-3 mac-
ros that get distributed to the users, and 

continued 
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BEYOND DOS 

their problem is solved. 
These Gupta products support only 

1-2-3 release 2.x and Windows Excel, 
however, so you're going to end up leav-
ing your workstations under DOS using 
this system. 

SQLVision can talk to servers that are 
not Gupta products (including Extended 
Edition soon), so presumably your net-
work could be LAN Manager-based, but 
having to stay in a networked DOS envi-
ronment may make you gag. 

Gupta, then, gets onions for offering 
only DOS clients for DOS spreadsheets. 
But it earns orchids for supporting a vari-
ety of networks (e.g., LAN Manager and 
NetWare) and a large range of servers, 
from its own SQLBase to IBM OS/2 Ex-
tended Edition, DB2, and Oracle. 

Oracle's Add-In is basically the same 
story: No support for 1-2-3 release 3.0 
yet, but it's coming, and no OS/2 support 
except, of course, on the server side. 

WingZ-DataLink Skips the Clients 
The second answer is to find another 
spreadsheet, one that supports SQL di-
rectly. Informix has been building SQL 
databases for a while, so it's no surprise 

that its WingZ spreadsheet comes with 
SQL hooks. For those who haven't seen 
it, WingZ is fantastic: the usual spread-
sheet stuff, nice statistical and matrix ca-
pabilities, more graphics awareness than 
Excel, and its HyperScript command 
language. I used HyperScript to put to-
gether a hexadecimal calculator for Pre-
sentation Manager (PM) in less than an 
hour. 

If my client had more time, WingZ 
could be the answer. But the folks at the 
bank are leery of WingZ's newness, and 
since Informix doesn't provide for 1-2-3 
clients, the SQL linkage won't do the 
bank any good. Moreover, it's limited in 
terms of the servers it can talk to. Too 
bad, because WingZ-DataLink—it's part 
of HyperScript—is a nifty tool. You can 
either punch straight SQL into your Hy-
perScript program or direct HyperScript 
to put a query box on the screen. Data-
Link puts up query boxes, your users fill 
them in, and DataLink converts the que-
ries to SQL. 

Again, HyperScript is a pretty neat 
language, tons better than 1-2-3 macro 
language. It supports any TCP/IP net-
work for server connection, and most of 

the big network vendors support TCP/IP 
in some way, so that's good. But there's 
bad news on the server front. WingZ 
links PCs only to Informix SQL servers. 
And there's no SQL-to-Lotus link from 
Informix. 

DDE Links Excel to SQL 
The final approach is to avoid major sur-
gery on the spreadsheet and instead use a 
built-in data exchange language that the 
spreadsheet already knows. 
The best example here (in the Win-

dows and OS/2 world) is the Dynamic 
Data Exchange facility. Microsoft's Ex-
cel supports DDE. A database client pro-
cess running in the same machine as Ex-
cel can transmit SQL requests to the 
server via DDE; when the server returns 
the data, it is forwarded to Excel, again 
via DDE. 

In fact, Gupta's SQLVision for Excel 
works like this, although I did not look at 
that specific product. Unfortunately, it's 
offered only for Windows Excel. Alter-
natively, Microsoft's OS/2 SQL Server 
talks DDE and thus has been massaged 
into talking to Excel. There is no turnkey 

continued 

Mail smarter and save money on your PC using the 

One-T o Pomr Punch 
ArcList —your first punch— 
lets you professionally manage your 
list on your [BM or compatible PC 
with 640K RAM and a hard disk. 
SAVE MONEY: 
Ill eliminate duplicates from dBase: 
ASCII or ArcList files; 
• take advantage of postal discounts by 
presorting according to USPS regulations 

ACCUMitirtyour second punch—lets you: 
• easily knockout undeliverables with 
automatic address correction features;.—-----
• quickly knock down postal costs by 
inserting carrier route and ZIP+4 Codes 
into your existing ciFlase, ASCII or ArcList tiks. --

Find out more about ArcList and AccuMaill For a FREE copy of 
"How to Manage Your Mailing List" call 1-800-368-5806 or write: 
Group 1 Software, Inc. 
Washington Capital Office Park 
6404 Ivy Lane, Dept. P-BR70 
Greenbelt, Maryland 20770-1400 

GROUP 

11 Please rush me a FREE copy of 
"How to Manage Your Mailing List." 

I'm ready to see ArcList and AccuMail 
in action. Please contact me at once. 

Name  

Title  

Organization   

Street  

City  

State  Zip  

Telephone (  
GROUP 1 SOFTWARE 01989 Group I Software., Inc. 

L_ The Direct Marketing Software Company 
P-BY00 

Call for the dealer nearest von. 
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db VISTA III for Windows 3.OTM 
•1443.-

AIL 

DBMS hat 
Opens WindowsTM 

Get High Performance 
Under Microsoft 
Windows 3.0" With 

db VISTA III DBMS. 
DeTelop Windows applications 
that are better, faster, and more 
profitable. db_VISTA III 
combines speed, flexibility, and 
productivity into one DBMS tool 
for C and Windows programmers. 
Add db_VISTA III's high-speed 
SQL retrieval to your application 
and watch your users enjoy power 
they've never experienced before. 

Built For Windows. 
db_VISTA III for Windows 3.0 
follows all of the Microsoft 

db VISTA III 
Database Management System 

guidelines for memory use. 
Dynamic linked libraries (DLL). 
multi-tasking, and multi-user 
environments are all supported. 
For even faster development, use 
db_VISTA ifi with products like 
ToolBook®, Windowcraft©, or 
Actor®. 

No Other DBMS Opens 
Windows Like db VISTA III! 

• Speed. Benchmarks show 
db_VISTA Ill significantly 
outperforms any DBMS under 
Windows. 

• No Royalties. Increase your 
profits; decrease your overhead. 

• C Source Code Available. 
For total programming flexibility. 

• Portability. db_VISTA III 
supports most environments. 

Specifications: Single & Multi-user. Automatic recovey. Automatic referential integrity. Relational and Network 
data models supported. Relational SQL query and report writer. Complete revision capability. C source code is available. 
No royalties. Supports: SIS Windows, MS-DOS, OS/2, VMS, UNIX, BSD, QNX. SunOS. 

MICROSOFT. 
WINDCWS. 

Special $195 Developer's Edition 
For a limited time only, you can get 
your hands on db_VISTA for 
Windows for only $ 195. Call today 
and ask about our Developer's Edition 
and experience how db_VISTA 
can open Windows for you. 
k'srfil,,T license 0111 \ : 1101 r«W llislrlhulllrc 

Call 1-800-db-RAIMA 
(1-800-327-2462) 

In Washington state call: ( 206) 747-5570 

Full Raima Support Services - 
Including Training. Develop 
your applications even faster with 
Raima Training Classes: 
Oct. 1-5, 1990 - Bellevue, WA 
Oct. 1-5, 1990 - Germany 
Oct. 15-19, 1990 - Switzerland 
Oct. 19, 1990 - Taiwan 
Oct. 29-Nov. 2, 1990 - Chicago, IL 
Nov. 1-2, 1990 - United Kingdom 

II CORPORATION g 

RAIIVIAm 
Bairn,' Corporation 3245 146th Place S.F.. Bellevue, WA 98007 SA ( 206)747-5570 Telex: 6503018237 MCI UW FAX: ( 206)747-1991 
lafir Imliii 11,fidmiors: Australia: fi 1 2 419 7177 Braid: 55 11 529 1(187 Central America: .50fi 28 U7 64 Denmark: 45 42 887249 France: 33 1 46092784 Italy: 39 45 584711 Japan: 81 3 473 7432 
S1,•,fi fi • - • l'he Netherlands t I 02159 4), • Norway: 47 244 tifi55 Sweden: 46 013 124780 Switzerland: 41 64 517475: Taiwan: 886 2 552 3277 Turkey: 90 1 152 0516 

t tilted kintmma 1 s11211.: I Stilt: 01 32 35 9907; 812 292 19 65; 0142 437952 West Germany: 49 07127 5244 Copyright 01990 Raima Corporation. All rights reserved 
dh_is I aollierak. Window« re« and Arun are trademarks of thrir pective « empanies. 
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OS/2 Excel-to-SQL server product that 
I'm aware of, however, so that looked to 
be quite a bit of work. 

In the long run, though, this could be 
the best answer. The client talks to the 
PM application through DDE, a docu-
mented (and supported) interface. DDE, 
in turn, communicates through either a 
DOS-based SMB (Server Message 
Block) protocol or a named pipes inter-
face (the preferred application-to-appli-
cation method in LAN Manager). That 

would open the door to either Micro-
soft's SQL Server or, by DDE and APPC 
(Advanced Program to Program Com-
munication, IBM's alternative to named 
pipes), to OS/2 Extended Edition's Data-
base Manager. 

What Did I Do? 
I was disappointed. WingZ would have 
been a nice answer, but the people at the 
bank know 1-2-3 and are loath to change. 
I can't blame them. Also, they're a True 

Instantly Switch 
Between up to 
100 Programs 
& Files. 

OS/2'' FEATURES 
Witheur Armor, Alt. lime F.Drue Software. 

Pop Up Programs and Files 

Switch-It automatically lists up to 100 of 
your commonly-used programs in a menu 
customized for your IBM PC. Start your 
programs by simply pointing to them on 
the menu. Then, whether 
you're in the middle of 
1-2-3, Word Perfect or 
dBase, a key-stroke 
moves you instantly to 
another program or 
file. Then back, or 
switch to another. 
And another. 

Forget save/exit/load/ 
restore. Forget wasted 
time staring at a blank 
screen. Easily move data 
between previously 
incompatible programs 
without retyping. 
Give your PC OS/2 

features, today! 

Free TSR Memory, Share Data 

Switch-It uses your hard disk or EMS 
memory for swapping. You have full 
memory (up to 600K) available for every 
program, even if you have only 640K of 

RAM, and your memory-
resident programs run 
free, in zero RAM! No 
more TSR conflicts or 
crashes. That's why 
PC Magazine stated 
"Switch-It proved to 
be remarkably free of 
glitches." 
• Scans your hard disk 
and builds a menu of 

P Switch- It um: 
,..c)1989 Better Sot 

LIe, in 3.0 
tware Technolc, 

1 Ocis Command Processoi J 
2 Lotus 1-2-3 Spreadsheet J 
3 nose Ill Plus 320 
4 Lotus Metro J 256 
5 Lotus Agenda J 450 
6 Multi Plan Spreadsheet 320 
7 Procomm Plus 192 ; 

IIMZEMIC11•111111111MED 
3 Uentura Publisher 550 j 
10 Switch- It Configuration 255 
11 Microsoft Excel FA' ' 
IZ Cross Talk XVI  
13 Sidekick Plus 

'1 = Select, 4-1 = Run, Bel = 
<F12> . Switch 

In Canada call: 800-663-6157 

Order Toll Free: 800-8e-0286 
Visa/MasterCard accepted. Include $5 s/h (overseas $15). Technical Info: 508-879-0744 

prog rarns 
• Cut & paste functions 
• TSR manager & com-
mand line editor 
• Network, mouse & 
graphics support 
• Requires only 26K RAM 

Switch-IC $99.95 
Free ET-Phone with Switch-It Purchase. 

Every imaginable phone directory and dialing function for your PC, 
including 2000 built-in phone numbers. $79 if purchased separately. 

Better Software Technology, Inc., 55 New York Ave., Framingham, MA 01701 

Blue shop and would prefer to use IBM 
OS/2 Extended Edition or something like 
it as the SQL server. They suspect that 
they may end up keeping the data on an 
AS/400; WingZ talks only to Informix 
servers. 
DDE and PM look good, too, but there 

are no turnkey systems yet (I'm sure 
there will be in a year or so, however), 
and I've learned all the DDE I want to for 
the moment. Some vendors raised an ob-
jection to DDE, however. They suggest 
that it can hamper performance. 

It looks like they're going to put OS/2 
SQLBase or Extended Edition Database 
Manager on an OS/2-based database 
server and have the 55 SX workstations 
run 1-2-3 release 2.2 under DOS 3.3 and 
Windows 3.0. It's not OS/2, but it's 
close. And I'll look at it again in about a 
year. 

Choosing Your Own Path 
How do you choose a spreadsheet/SQL 
client interface product? Consider these 
issues. 
Does it support your spreadsheet? If 

you haven't picked a spreadsheet yet, this 
is irrelevant. Is it, like Gupta, limited to 
DOS spreadsheets? 

Does it support your SQL server? In 
many cases, you won't presently have a 
SQL server, so there's no problem—you 
just buy the SQL client and server as a 
pair. 

Alternatively, you may be forced to 
support an existing SQL server (0S/2 
Extended Edition, in the case of the 
bank). Then a system like Gupta's would 
be attractive, because it supports Ex-
tended Edition, Oracle, Gupta, DB2, and 
more. 

Does the client support your commu-
nications system? It may support only 
LANs, not Systems Network Architec-
ture (SNA) or asynchronous links. 
Do you have to write SQL code on the 

spreadsheet side, or is there a simplified 
user interface? If you're doing the same 
kind of queries all the time ("get cus-
tomer X's balance"), there's no point at 
all in spending a lot of money on query 
by example—you should just have your 
systems people code the common queries 
into SQL. • 

Mark J. Minasi is a managing partner at 
Moulton, Minasi & Company, a Colum-
bia, Maryland, firm specializing in tech-
nical seminars. He can be reached on 
BIX as "mjminasi." 

Your questions and comments are wel-
come. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One 
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 
03458. 
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In Redondo Beach, 
California... 

You'll find breathtaking ocean views, 

sensational surfers and Gateway 2000 

computers. 

Dive 'N Surf, famous for Body Glove® 

fashions and watersports equipment, is a 

Graham Pask, Computer Systems Manager for Dive 'N Surf, and 
his Gateway 2000 25 MHZ 386 network server. 

member of the growing family of Gateway 2000 

customers in California. Dive 'N Surf 

Computer Systems Manager Graham Pask 

chose a Gateway 25 MHZ 386 machine for his 

network server. The system runs point-of-sale, 

inventory control, word processing and desktop 

publishing software. 

"I decided to buy a Gateway 2000 system 

because they had everything I wanted for a 

good price," said Graham. "But what really 

impressed me was the service. I had a problem 

with my 3 1/2 inch drive so they sent me a new 

drive the very next day." 

Graham said he was so happy with his 

Gateway system at work that he bought a 

Gateway 2000 25 MHZ 386 Cache machine for 

his home. 

Until well after sunset, surfers ride the big waves on the 
Pacific Ocean near Redondo Beach. California. 



And In Barrow, 
Alaska... 
Over 300 miles north of the Arctic Circle, 

you'll find polar bears, seals, whales, walrus. 

lemmings, snowy owls and what appear to be the 

largest mosquitoes in existence. On a summer 

afternoon you'll also see parka-clad tourists 

walking among local 

residents in shorts. And 

of course you'll find a 

good Mexican restaurant 

and Gateway 2000 

computers. 

Cape Smythe Air 

Service, a regional 

commuter airline serving 

Barrow, Kotzebue, Nome 

and remote villages in 

Alaska, has one of several 

Gateway 2000 computers 

operating in Barrow. Jeff 

Frier, Cape Smythe's 

accountant, chose a 

Gateway 2000 386SX to 

run spreadsheet, data base and accounting 

applications. 

"I was trying to decide between Gateway 

2000 and a competitor," Jeff commented, "so I 

talked to a person who owns the competitor's 

system. He was disgruntled about the service 

he received from them. Then I talked to another 

person in Barrow who has a Gateway and she 

was happy with the product and service. The 

choice was pretty obvious -- when you're doing 

business in a remote area, the most important 

things a vendor can offer are reliability and 

good service." 

Jeff said he also appreciated Gateway's 

features and price. "When you have to pay $6 a 

gallon for milk, it's nice to find a bargain 

somewhere." Jeff plans to buy another Gateway 

2000 computer in a few months. 

Jeff Frier, Cape Smythe Air Service, with 
his Gateway 2000 386SX. 

On a mid-July day in Barrow, Alaska, fishing boars weave 
in and out of icebergs on the Chukchi Sea. 



In Bradford, 
Pennsylvania... 

You'll find a charming small city nestled in 

the Allegheny National Forest. The city's most 

prominent local business is the Zippo 

Manufacturing Company, where you'll find 18 

Gateway 2000 computers in use. 

Fred Gronemeyer, Zippo Manufacturing Company, and his 
Gateway 2000 20 MHZ 386 system. 

Zippo is known around the world for its 

windproof lighter made famous during the 

second World War, although today the 

company's product line includes many other 

specialty advertising items. Fred Gronemeyer, 

Systems Analyst for Zippo, chose Gateway 

2000 as the company's standard PC. 

"We needed to set standards for PC's and 

software to make the most efficient use of these 

tools," Fred remarked. "We started out with 

PC's from different manufacturers, but once I 

tried Gateway I was convinced we could get the 

highest quality, most reliable machines at the 

best price from Gateway 2000. I was also 

impressed by my salesman and the tech support 

people I've dealt with at Gateway." 

Fred said by the end of the year Zippo will 

be running every system Gateway 2000 makes, 

from 286's up to a 486 and everything in 

between. 

Main Street. U.S.A., is located in Bradford. Pennsylvania. 



And In New York 
City... 

You'll find your senses overwhelmed by the 

countless sights and sounds of this one-of-a-

kind city. And of course you'll find thousands 

of Gateway 2000 computers here. 

One New York City Gateway 2000 owner is 

Jim Rondinelli, independent record producer and engineer, with 
his Gateway 2000 386SX. 

independent record producer and engineer Jim 

Rondinelli. Jim uses his Gateway 2000 386SX 

with a sophisticated player piano sequencer to 

compose music. 

"The software I use is written for the Mac and 

for IBM compatibles," Jim said, "but it runs 

much better on IBM compatibles. And it runs 

best of all on my Gateway. I travel often and 

I've used my software on a lot of other 

machines. They don't even compare with my 

Gateway 2000." 

Jim said he bought his Gateway 2000 because 

it was equipped for the real world with ample 

hard drive capacity and RAM, both sizes of disk 

drives and color VGA graphics. 

"It's the fastest file transfer computer I've 

ever used," continued Jim, "plus it ran right out 

of the box. One afternoon and I was fully 

functional on a brand new system." 

The streets of Manhattan are a constant blur of activity. 



Lam, Mahan, rodeo star, and his 
Gateway 2000 20 MHZ 386 system. 

Near Camp Verde, 
Texas... 

You'll find the magnificent Hill Country of 

Texas with rattlesnakes, prickly pear cactus and 

huge cattle ranches. You'll also find Larry 

Mahan and his Gateway 2000 computer. 

Larry Mahan is to rodeo what Jack Nicklaus 

is to golf. He is Six 

Times World Champion 

All-Around Cowboy and 

is a member of the 

Cowboy Hall of Fame. 

But Larry also runs 

a cattle and horse ranch 

and is involved in a 

western apparel 

manufacturing company 

and a new Southwestern 

foods company. His 

Gateway 2000 20 MHZ 

386 system is an integral 

part of his business 

operations. "We run 

cow and calf software for 

our Longhorn cattle herd," Larry said. "You 

can't really manage a livestock business 

efficiently without it. Plus we do accounting, 

spreadsheets and word processing on our 

Gateway 2000 computer." 

Asked why he chose Gateway 2000, Larry 

said, "They had the best features and price — and 

I thought a computer company that puts pictures 

of cattle in their ads had to be my kind of 

people. And I was right. The people I've talked 

with at Gateway 2000 are honest-to-goodness 

nice folks. It's a pleasure doing business with 

them." 

Larry Mahan raises registered Texas Longhorn cattle. 
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ACROSS THE COUNTRY 
YOU'LL FIND 

You'll find so many Gateway 2000 computers in so many places 
today because people everywhere know a good value when they see 
one. In all 50 states and in over 70 foreign countries, thousands of 
people are comparing prices, quality and service — and choosing 
Gateway 2000. 

But value alone doesn't explain how a little company in the Midwest, 
started just five years ago, managed to outdistance hundreds of other 
companies, selling more systems through the direct market channel 
today than any other PC manufacturer in the country. 
The explanation is that the company has always maintained a small 

company attitude. With Gateway 2000, you still get the little things 
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you'd expect only from a small firm. 
Little things like a positive technical support department. When 

EMS SOL D Graham Pask told his Gateway 

2000 tech rep that his 3 1/2" 
drive didn't work, he received 
a new drive the very next day. 

Little things like the way 
Gateway 2000 systems are 
fully loaded with all the 

— — features you want. Jim 
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Rondinelli bought a Gateway 
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AND AROUND THE WORLD, 
GATEWAY 2000 

2000 computer because they're "equipped for 
the real world." 

Little things like the way Gateway 2000 sales 
people develop excellent business relationships with 
their customers. Fred Gronemeyer tried his first Gateway because he 
was impressed by his sales person. Eighteen systems later, Fred is still 
impressed by his sales person. 
And the biggest little thing of all is the feeling you get when you 

deal with the people at Gateway 2000. As Larry Mahan said, "they're 
honest-to-goodness nice folks." 
Compare prices, quality and service. Then add up the little things 

Gateway 2000 New Customers From 
October 1989 Mmugh July 1990 

D OVER 5.coo 
• 2,500 TO 5,000 
111 1,000 TO 2,499 

•  500 TO 999 

D 15010 499 
COUNTRIES WHERE 
GATEWAY 2000 
SYSTEMS ARE IN USE 

you get from small town people running an old-fashioned, high-tech 
business. What you get is everything you're looking for. 
Whether you're from Indiana or Switzerland, Georgia or Nova 

Scotia, you've got a friend in the business at Gateway 2000. 

"You've got a friend in the business." 

8 0 0 - 5 2 3 - 2 0 0 0 
610 Gateway Drive • N. Sioux City, SD 57049 • 605-232-2000 • Fax 605-232-2023 



GATEWAY 2000 SYSTEMS 
12MHZ 286 VGA 
• 80286-12 Processor 
▪ 2 Megs RAM 
MI 1.2 Meg 5.25" Drive 
II 1.44 Meg 3.5" Drive 
la 40 Meg 28ms IDE Drive 
• 16 Bit VGA with 512K 
• 14" 1024 x 768 Color Monitor 
la 1 Parallel & 2 Serial Ports 
• 101 Key Keyboard 
• MS DOS 3.3 or 4.01 

$1695.00 

15MHZ 386 CACHE 
If 64K Cache RAM 
• 4 Megs RAM 
II 1.2 Meg 5.25" Drive 
II 1.44 Meg 3.5" Drive 
al 110 Meg ESDI Drive 
• ESDI Cache Controller 
II 16 Bit VGA with 512K 
• 14" 1024 x 768 Color Monitor 
• 1 Parallel & 2 Serial Ports 
II 101 Key Keyboard 
• MS DOS 3.3 or 4.01 
• MS WINDOWS 3.0 

PC 
MAGAZINE 

EDITORS' 
CHOICE 

'no 

$3395.00 

CACHE SPECIAL 
Same features as our PC Mag 

Editor's Choice 25 MHZ 386 
Cache system except this 
machine has an 80 Meg 17ms 
Drive instead of the 110 Meg 
EDSI Drive. 

$2995.00 

GATEWAY 386SX  
▪ 2 Megs RAM 
• 1.2 Meg 5.25" Drive 
I 1.44 Meg 3.5" Drive 
II 40 Meg 17ms IDE Drive 
• 16 Bit VGA with 512K 
11 14" 1024 x 768 Color Monitor 
II 1 Parallel & 2 Serial Ports 
II 101 Key Keyboard 
III MS DOS 3.3 or 4.01 
• MS WINDOWS 3.0 

$1995.00 

WORLD 

33MHZ 386 VGA  
_ 64K Cache RAM 
II 4 Megs RAM 
II 1.2 Meg 5.25" Drive 
▪ 1.44 Meg 3.5" Drive 
II 150 Meg ESDI Drive 
• ESDI Cache Controller 
II 16 Bit VGA with 512K 
II 14" 1024 x 768 Color Monitor 
II 1 Parallel & 2 Serial Ports 
SI 101 Key Keyboard 
II MS DOS 3.3 or 4.01 
• MS WINDOWS 3.0 

$3695.00 

20MHZ 386 VGA  
4 Megs RAM 
1.2 Meg 5.25" Drive 

• 1.44 Meg 3.5" Drive 
Ill 80 Meg 17ms IDE Drive 
III 16 Bit VGA with 512K 

14" 1024 x 768 Color Monitor 
III 1 Parallel & 2 Serial Ports 
• 101 Key Keyboard 
• MS DOS 3.3 or 4.01 
MS WINDOWS 3.0 

$2595.00 
25 MHZ 386 VGA 

$2695.00 

I' 
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d 
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25MHZ 486 VGA 
v.k 64K Cache RAM 
▪ 4 Megs RAM 
NI 1.2 Meg 5.25" Drive 
• 1.44 Meg 3.5" Drive 
• 150 Meg ESDI Drive 
• ESDI Cache Controller 
II 16 Bit VGA with 512K 
la 14" 1024 x 768 Color Monitor 
Ill 1 Parallel & 2 Serial Ports 
II 101 Key Keyboard 
MI MS DOS 3.3 or 4.01 
II MS WINDOWS 3.0 

$5295.00 

STANDARD FEATURES AND SERVICES 
• Microsoft® WINDOWS with all 386 and 486 systems 
• 30-day money-back guarantee 
• One-year warranty on parts and labor 
• New leasing options now available 
• Toll-free technical support for the life of the machine 
• Free on-site service to most locations in the nation 
• Free overnight shipment of replacement parts 
• Free bulletin board technical support 

If our standard configurations don: fit your needs, we'll be happy to custom configure a system just for you. 
Due to the volatility of the DRAM market, all prices are subject to change. 

"You've got a fnénd in the business." 

8 0 0 - 5 2 3 - 2 0 0 0 
610 Gateway Drive • N. Sioux City, SD 57049 • 605-232-2000 • Fax 605-232-2023 



EXPERT ADVICE 

MACINATIONS U Don Crabb 

New software makes it 

easier to develop 

HyperCard-like 

applications on the PC 

1
 have done a fair amount of cross-
platform development in my time, 
and it has never been very easy. I 
can recall trying to convert some 

complicated economic forecasting pro-
grams back in 1978. I brought these 
FORTRAN IV programs with me when I 
moved from Ohio State University to the 
University of Chicago. They were cru-
cial for my historical research at the 
time, but I had written them using the 
FORTRAN IV compiler on an IBM 370 
mainframe at OSU. Chicago's IBM 
mainframe ran a different version of 
FORTRAN, so I spent a couple of 
months converting my old source code to 
work on the new machine and then re-
compiling and linking. Not a fun pro-
cess, I can tell you, even with a good de-
bugger and line editor. 
As much of a pain as that was, cross-

platform development is more difficult. I 
need to develop instructional software 
that will run under the Mac OS, Win-
dows 3.0, and the Unix X Window Sys-
tem, yet take full advantage of each sys-
tem's inherent graphical user interface 
(GUI). So far, I haven't been able to find 
anything that successfully crosses all 
three operating-system boundaries nice-
ly, but there is hope. Over the last couple 
of months, I have been working with a 
development system called Plus, which is 
published by Spinnaker Software. Plus 
runs on the Mac, OS/2 Presentation 
Manager (PM), and Windows 3.0 on the 
PC. Although the PC version should be 
shipping by the time you read this, this 
column is based on my work with beta 
software, which was done mostly 
without the benefit of printed Plus docu-
mentation for the IBM PC. 

A Plus for Porting 
Plus lets you port existing HyperCard or 
Plus stacks from the Mac to IBM PCs 
and compatibles running OS/2 PM 1.2 or 
Windows 3.0. Plus is essentially a super-
set of HyperCard with improved object-
oriented programming (00P) features, a 

CROSSING OVER 

much better editor, and real development 
utilities. 

Plus has been around for a while, first 
sold by Format Software of Germany, 
then Olduvai Software of Miami, and 
now Spinnaker. It seems that Plus has 
really found a home at Spinnaker, since 
it has been revised to include the OS/2 
PM and Windows 3.0 versions. Before 
Spinnaker took it over, Plus was strictly 
a Mac product. While the Mac version is 
shipping, the PC version is still beta (al-
though it's due out by the time you read 
this), so keep that caveat in mind. 

Plus is Spinnaker's idea of what Hy-
perCard could be with the programming 
interface extended and improved and 
with a wish list of extensible features 
(e.g., color support, resizable and scroll-
able windows, resource editing and im-
plementation, additional object types, 
and improved data typing) added. But 
Plus is still not true 00P, so don't expect 
to find niceties like polymorphism, true 

inheritance, or a class browser. Plus also 
locks you into the same card metaphor as 
HyperCard, which may be unsuitable for 
your work. For mine, though, where I 
use HyperCard daily for instructional 
examples, Plus is just the ticket for sim-
ple cross-platform development and 
multiple system work. 
The real beauty of Plus is that it's 

nearly identical on the Mac and PC. The 
only real differences are those nuances 
dictated by the underlying GUI. This 
means that Mac programmers should be 
able to port Plus stacks over to the PC 
without much PC experience, while PC 
programmers knowledgeable about PM 
or Windows will find their commute 
equally straightforward. 

According to the Script 
Spinnaker built Plus's script editor into 
the system, as is the case with Hyper-
Card's. In fact, Plus works much like 

continued 
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You can't be 
too rich, too thin 

or too smart 

RICH 
in features like a replace battery 
indicator, internal control language, 
site diagnostics, and full-time surge 
and noise suppression 

Some 

people also 

say you 

can't be too powerful. But to 

a computer too much or too 

little power can be disastrous. 

Protect your desk space and 

your data with APC's new 

Smart-UPS- 400, designed 

The industry's leading UPS systems 

PC 
.'AGAZftiE 
EDITORS' 
CHOICE 

ZEMZ 
MSS 

I • • 

WPM CILIO 
BISI It MO 
Pi1001111 

THIN 
to fit easily under the monitors of 
desktop servers and workstations 

specifically for servers or 

workstations such as the IBM 

PS-2/80 and the Compaq 

DeskPro 386. With Power-

Doctor- software, you can 

even monitor your site's 

power quality and export the 

data directly to popular 

spreadsheets. So even if 

"All Around 
Reliable 
Choice" 
PC WEEK 

,di. 071 0:•-. 8)1 
LAN M EE 

CO-DEVELOPER 

Smart-UPS 400 

SMART 
with an intelligent interface to 
allow automatic shutdown of 
network operating systems such as 
Novell, Lan Manager, Lan Server, 
SCO Unix, Banyan and more 

you're finding it hard to get 

rich or thin, protecting your 

data with an APC UPS will 

always make you look smart. 

Call 800-541-8896, Dept. 

A2 to receive your free 

Power Protection Hand-

book. Resellers ask about our 

extensive support programs. 

Ana - -
American Power Conversion 

/ 10'111W 

Lan's Best Friend TM 

18 1990, APC, 132 Fairgrounds Rd., West Kingston, RI 02892 USA. Intl headquarters at 2 bis rue P.H. Spaak, Esplanade Parc d'Enterprises, Saint Thibault des Vignes. 77462 Lagny sur Mame, 
Cedes, France,01 I -33-1-64-021158. Products carry a two year warranty.1-an's Best Friend, Smart-UPS, PowerDoctor are trademarks of APC. All other trademarks are the propeny of their owners. 
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EXPERT ADVICE 

DOWN TO BUSINESS • Wayne Rash Jr. 

Microsoft's answer to 

multitasking hasn't lived 

up to its claims, but 

there are other choices 

F
, or years now, we've been told 

that OS/2's Presentation Man-
ager (PM) is the answer to the 
business user's requirements for 

productivity. In a fit not to be outdone by 
Apple with its Macintosh interface, IBM 
and Microsoft created this super win-
dowing software package that is sup-
posed to let us use a mouse to switch be-
tween applications as easily as we change 
channels on our TVs. The problem is, 
there aren't enough applications to make 
switching necessary. 

Then, earlier this year, we were told 
that the new version of Windows would 
do the same thing for the DOS world. All 
of a sudden, we would be able to engage 
in real multitasking—running communi-
cations software in one window while 
using a word processor in another. Once 
again, the answer to the business user's 
need for productivity was at hand with 
Microsoft's graphical user interface. Of 
course, the fact that Quarterdeck had 
been doing this for years with Desqview 
(albeit without the GUI) was ignored. 
Now, business users find themselves 

with two choices, each of which the 
heavy hitters say is the right GUI. One, 
OS/2, is supported by the heaviest hitter 
of them all, IBM. The other, Windows 
3.0, is supported by Microsoft, which 
also wrote OS/2. OS/2 treats all your 
computer's memory as a big contiguous 
space in which to run programs. Win-
dows 3.0 lets you load several DOS pro-
grams, each into its own 640K-byte seg-
ment. OS/2 also lets you have a DOS 
segment, but you can have only one, and 
not everything runs in it. 

An Embarrassment of Riches? 
Confronted with such choices, many 
business users might simply decide to ig-
nore the whole thing and keep using plain 
old MS-DOS just as they always have. 
But can you afford to ignore either one of 
these? Can you afford to ignore both of 
them? Does either of Microsoft's GUIs 
have a place in your business? 

THROUGH A 
WINDOW, DARKLY 

To be useful in a business setting, a 
software package must do something to 
enhance the value of an employee. The 
employee must become more productive, 
more accurate, or more capable than be-
fore; otherwise, the software is just a 
waste of money. In addition, the software 
must not require resources that outstrip 
the value to be gained. If you have to 
spend $ 10,000 on computer hardware 
and software to realize a productivity 
gain of $5000 over the economic life of 
the computer, you have just thrown away 
the money you invested. 

Accordingly, Windows and PM must 
do something worthwhile if they are to 
play a role in business, and, in addition, 
users should be able to justify them eco-
nomically. I looked at Windows 3.0 and 
PM in a variety of environments to see if 
either of them makes sense. While I was 
at it, I checked out Desqview 386. 
To make sure that I looked at ma-

chines similar to what most businesses 

use, I tried Windows 3.0 and PM on an 
old 8-MHz, 286-based Zenith Z-248. I 
also sized up more modern equipment— 
a Zenith 386/33, a Cheetah 386/25, and 
a Gateway 2000 386/25. I did not test 
Windows 3.0 on an 8088-based machine, 
even though it will allegedly run on one, 
because of reports that the operation is so 
slow as to be ludicrous. 
PM and Windows 3.0 seem to be very 

similar at first glance. (For more infor-
mation on the user interfaces, see " PC 
GUIs Go Head to Head" on page 82.) 
There are some significant differences in 
the software, however, and they can have 
a major effect on whether or not the 
packages will be useful to you and your 
business. 

Is OS/2 the Answer? 
OS/2's most important difference is that 
it's not MS-DOS. This statement may 
sound silly, but remember that most of 

continued 
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DOWN TO BUSINESS 

ITEMS DISCUSSED 

Desqview 386 $220 
Quarterdeck Office Systems 
150 Pico Blvd. 
Santa Monica, CA 90405 
(213) 392-9701 
Inquiry 1221. 

OS/2 1.2 
(with Presentation Manager) 
Standard Edition  $340 
Extended Edition $830 

Windows 3.0 $149 
Microsoft Corp. 
1 Microsoft Way 
Redmond, WA 98052 
(206) 882-8080 
Inquiry 1222. 

the software currently in use requires 
MS-DOS. While OS/2 does provide for a 
single MS-DOS session (some people 
call this the DOS "box"), that may not 
be what you are looking for. 

There are some programs that don't 
run in the DOS session that OS/2 pro-
vides, including the standard DOS shell 
for Novell NetWare. This means you 
may not be able to use networked applica-
tions with OS/2 unless they recognize the 
OS/2 NetWare requester. In addition, 
some applications and utilities, including 
Procomm Plus, seem to run in fits and 
starts in the DOS session. 

Also, to run at all, OS/2 requires a 
computer to have significant resources. 
You need several free megabytes on the 
hard disk and about 4 MB in system 
memory. Finally, you need an IBM Pro-
printer, since OS/2 doesn't recognize 
other printers. Neither VGA Video nor a 
mouse is required, but you should use 
both if you actually plan to make the GUI 
productive. If you plan to use OS/2's 
multitasking capabilities, you will need 
more memory than 4 MB. 

Virtually all the software available for 
OS/2 is available for DOS. In addition, 
OS/2 seems to be the target of choice for 
applications being ported from the main-
frame world to microcomputers. For ex-
ample, in "Moving Down to Micros" 
(September BYTE), I wrote about SPSS 
for OS/2. This massive package requires 
OS/2 and uses PM as its interface for 
building user queries. If you plan to use 
software like this, you'll need OS/2. 

Looking Through Windows 
Windows 3.0, on the other hand, is a 
creature of the DOS world. It supports 
software designed for plain MS-DOS, as 
well as for earlier versions of Windows. 

It does, however, have some major short-
comings. For everything to work as ad-
vertised, an application must be written 
specifically for Windows 3.0. Non-Win-
dows applications and Windows applica-
tions written for earlier versions may not 
work as expected when run from Win-
dows 3.0 unless you run them in what's 
called " real mode"—the bottom 640K 
bytes. The extra memory does you no 
good whatsoever. 

While Windows 3.0-specific applica-
tions apparently aren't difficult to write, 
right now they aren't ubiquitous. It is 
likely, though, that they will become 
available more quickly than applications 
for OS/2. In the meantime, you have to 
be careful of software that doesn't like 
Windows. Novell's workstation shell, 
for example, will run on a workstation 
that's using Windows, but you must 
either use it in real mode or get a special 
version of the workstation software. You 
also can't use Novell's IBM 3270 gate-
way with Windows on the workstation, 
or the gateway will crash. 
On the other hand, applications for 

Windows seem to be easy to create. I 
asked a programmer to look at the Win-
dows Software Development Kit, and he 
reports that it's a significant improve-
ment over earlier versions. Thus, you can 
expect applications converted for use 
with Windows 3.0 to show up more 
quickly than those for OS/2, which is 
still very difficult to write for. 

A Multiple Look 
Unfortunately, neither PM nor Windows 
3.0 seems to handle multitasking very ef-
fectively, at least not with current soft-
ware. PM will do fine with OS/2 applica-
tions, but the chance of finding more 
than one application that you need at any 
given time is pretty slim. 
Windows 3.0 will switch any DOS 

program into the background, but it may 
need to be in real mode to work with 
some applications. And once switched 
into the background, it seems to go into 
suspended animation. A DOS applica-
tion operating in the background with 
PM also seems to run very slowly. 
As a result, without applications writ-

ten specifically for the environment in 
use, you don't really get a productivity 
gain. You do get context switching, but 
you can't download from an on-line data-
base in one session while doing word pro-
cessing in another. In other words, the 
hype for OS/2 and Windows 3.0 prom-
ised a lot, but they didn't reaily deliver 
much except a pretty interface. If you 
want multitasking, you'll have to look 
elsewhere. 

Real Multitasking 
The best solution to multitasking that 
I've used is Desqview from Quarterdeck 
Office Systems. While it's not a GUI, 
Desqview works with Novell NetWare 
and does windows, and its multitasking 
works quite well. It really does give you 
the productivity boost promised but not 
delivered by the others. Of course, this 
solution is neither brand-new nor heavily 
hyped, so it may appear to be low-tech to 
your power users. But Desqview does 
have the distinction of working where the 
others do not. 

Eventually, perhaps by Fall Comdex, 
you will begin to see a number of applica-
tions that will work with Windows 3.0. 
Several manufacturers have announced 
versions of their packages for Windows 
3.0, and as more computer manufac-
turers begin shipping Windows as part of 
their bundled software, you can expect 
more software manufacturers to follow 
suit. Meanwhile, though, your use of 
Windows 3.0 will be limited. You might 
as well wait until you really need it— 
either because an application you need 
requires Windows, or because it is in-
cluded with a computer you just bought. 

It's unlikely that you will ever see a 
great rush to PM. It seems to have missed 
its window of opportunity, and now it 
probably will find its niche supporting 
network servers and software packages 
that migrate from mainframes. The only 
real reason to buy OS/2 is because a spe-
cific application requires it. Otherwise, 
it's a waste of money. 
The promise of a productivity increase 

based on multitasking remains unful-
filled, at least by Microsoft. Whether or 
not its GUI enhances your productivity is 
an open question. Meanwhile, right now 
you can get the next best thing by calling 
Quarterdeck. If you must decide be-
tween the Microsoft offerings, then the 
choice is clear. Unless a specific applica-
tion drives you to OS/2, choose Windows 
3.0. At least with Windows, the chances 
are good that you'll eventually be able to 
obtain some software. • 

Wayne Rash Jr. is a contributing editor 
for BYTE and technical director of the 
Network Integration Group of American 
Management Systems, Inc. (Arlington, 
VA). He consults with the federal govern-
ment on microcomputers and communi-
cations. You can contact him on BIX as 
"waynerash," or in the to.wayne con-
ference. 

Your questions and comments are wel-
come. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One 
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 
03458. 
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How to see the B' 
thro a 

'lake a look at the DigiCHANNEL C/X System. 
You'll see up to 64 users working on 64 different jobs. All 
at the same time. All through a single expansion slot. 

The C/X Adapter Card, with its own processor, 
slips into that slot. From there, it connects with up to 
four DigiCHANNEL C/CON-16 concentrator boxes. Each 
concentrator comes with a 16 MHz 80186 processor and 
128K of zero wait-state RAM to handle I/O processing for 
16 terminals. All of which is available 
for EISA, Micro Channel and ISA 

Digi 

,•••" 

Picture 
e slot. 

buses, with support for most UNIX operating systems. 
So you can configure up to four workgroups, each 

located up to 1000 feet from your CPU. Yet when all 64 
users are on line, each one will be able to communicate 
at 38.4 KB. That's nearly twice as fast as anyone claiming 
to be competitive. 

If you're looking for a better view of the Big 
Picture, give us a call. Ask about our NO-RISK 30-DAY 

TRIAL OFFER. We think you'll like 

= 
7 = 

e. • 
%wog you Into tomorrow 

what you see. 

6751 Oxford Street, Minneapolis, MN 55426 1-800-344-4273 In MN, 612-922-8055 

01990 Dolioard. Inc 
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hirCom Servtir 
Stirvn 

• Designed with developers in 
mind — you can incorporate the 
FairCom Servers directly into your 
applications. Something Oracle 
and MS/SQL Server won't let 

you dol 
• No other server can match 

the speed, flexibility or concur-
rency of FairCom Servers. 
• Multi-threaden design 

increases performance — the 
server utilizes all the previously 
unused time spent waiting for 
locks or I/O operations. 
• Industrial quality transaction 

processing, including full commit 
and roll-back, intermediate save 
points and complete logging. 
• Compatible with c-tree plus, 

ANSI-standard SQL QBE, "Just 
Ask"- natural language query 
tool, and other interfaces. 
• Two configurations (FairCom 

Server or FairCom SQL Server) — 
each comes with a complete 
c-tree plus file handler, FairCom 
SQL Server also includes an ANSI-
standard SQL engine. 

The hied Servers 
The developer's 
elientiserver techndog,y 

FairCom introduced the first portable 
server to the developer community in 1988. 
Since then developers have been demanding 
increased user response time, faster server 
performance, more flexible interface options 
and industrial-quality transaction processing. 

The kind of server technology that devel-
opers can incorporate into their applications 
to create more sophisticated, flexible and 
dependable DBMS products. 

FairCom Servers. The server technology 
developers have been waiting for. 

The FairCom Servers utilize high perfor-
mance design features: 
• Multi-threaded design 
• I/O minimization. Sophisticated pro-

prietary caching and compression algorithms 
reduces I/O functions 
• Key locks. Minimizes interference 

between users while maintaining maximum 
data availability 

Transaction Processing — The heart of 
the FairCom Servers. 

FairCom provides industrial quality on-line 
transaction processing (OLTP) and fully auto-
matic recovery, including full commit and roll-
back intermediate, save points and complete 
logging. No other server can match the speed, 
flexibility or concurrency of FairCom Servers. 

Complete interface flexibility. 
FairCom Servers offer developers two con-

figurations. The FairCom Server is an ultra-
high performance server utilizing the widely 
accepted c-tree- and c-tree plus- Application 
Programmers Interface (API). The FairCom 
SQL Server includes c-tree plus and a full 
ANSI-standard SQL, serving both SQL and 
non-SQL clients simultaneously. 

The FairCom Server can also be used in a 
stand-alone (vs. a network) configuration — 
it can be tightly coupled with a developers 
application. 

FairCom —A decade of performance 
and quality. 

This new client/server technology break-
through will come as no surprise to the U.S. 
and international software developers who 
have been utilizing FairCom products during 
the past decade. Our file handling technology 
is incorporated in the products of many lead-
ing companies including 3Com, Hewlett 
Packard, NCR, Cray, Informix, Sharp, Digital 
Research, IBM and others. 

Call (800)234-8180 to get a LJmplete 
technical overview of the latest generation of 
servers — FairCom Servers. 

The developer's client/server. 
Circle 74 on Reader Service Card 
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THE UNIX /bin U David Fiedler 

New Unix-specific 

machines from IBM 

indicate a new attitude 

toward Unix 

E
veryone knows that AT&T wrote 
Unix. But that hasn't stopped 
IBM from developing products 
that have changed the face of the 

Unix industry and will continue to do so 
for some time. You could even say that 
IBM has been responsible for several of 
the more important de facto standards in 
Unix—and until recently, the products 
that have set these standards weren't even 
Unix products! 
Look at the venerable IBM AT. Based 

on the Intel 286 CPU, the AT started to 
create interest in a modest way when 
firms such as Microport and The Santa 
Cruz Operation (SCO) ported Unix and 
Xenix for it. When multiport serial 
boards appeared on the market, the AT 
thus became a moderately priced, stan-
dardized base for multiuser applications. 

In many ways, this was the true begin-
ning of the low-end Unix market. Before 
the AT, low-priced Unix machines had 
been mostly 68000-based computers, 
with widely differing and incompatible 
architectures. The AT was a known enti-
ty with well-defined characteristics, and 
it had gotten into many developers' 
hands. So it was logical that it was a pop-
ular destination for DOS developers 
wishing to port their programs to Xenix 
and Unix: They already had the hard-
ware, and so did their customers. 

This is also how Xenix became so 
popular, since it was one of the first " se-
rious" versions of Unix intended for 
small computers that had some of the ex-
tensions needed for business. SCO ag-
gressively marketed Xenix to developers 
through direct sales and channels such as 
Tandy, which made its own series of 
Xenix-compatible computers (some of 
which were also based on Intel CPUs). 

Chips Ahoy 
The introduction of the Intel 386 CPU 
probably did more for this segment of the 
Unix market than any move AT&T ever 
made. The 386 was an instant success, 
but not quite the way IBM had planned. 

IBM AND UNIX: 
PERFECT TOGETHER? 

While IBM's sole 386 machine belonged 
to its new line of Micro Channel archi-
tecture machines, everyone else started 
dropping 386 chips into reworked AT 
motherboards. Suddenly, the most-
wanted personal computer in the IBM 
world was something that IBM didn't 
make (and still doesn't): a 386-based 
version of the AT. 

In addition, although many DOS-
based PC users looked at their 386 ma-
chines as an expensive status symbol 
(which was true in some cases where 
people weren't doing serious graphics 
and CAD work), Unix users knew just 
what to do with all that power. It was des-
perately needed for the multiuser appli-
cations that had been stretching the 286-
based AT computers to their limit. 386 
PCs running Unix could now become a 
major force in the market. 

There were technical, not just market-
driven, reasons for this. The 386 is a 
much more powerful processor, is faster 

internally than the 286 while being up-
wardly compatible with it, and can run at 
clock speeds of up to 33 MHz. It has a 
fully separate supervisor mode, so a 386 
Unix kernel can be run completely pro-
tected from the vagaries of user pro-
grams. Perhaps most important, the 
"virtual 8086" mode of the 386 CPU en-
abled software companies such as Locus 
Computing and Interactive Systems (to-
gether with Phoenix Technologies) to 
write emulators for MS-DOS that allow 
an entire DOS system to be run as a task 
under 386 Unix. This support of an IBM 
standard allowed more DOS users to see 
the potentials of Unix. 

For the first time, Unix users could 
have a powerful processor at a reason-
able price, on a totally standard hard-
ware platform that was compatible with 
MS-DOS. Md to this the standard Unix 
ports available from AT&T, Interactive 
Systems, Intel, SCO, and others, and it's 

continued 
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obvious why the 386 has redefined the 
lower end of the Unix market. Of course, 
the i486 is an even more powerful plat-
form for Unix, although the ramifica-
tions of the battle between the Extended 
Industry Standard Architecture and 
Micro Channel architecture buses are 
too complex to be discussed here. Again, 
it was IBM's lead in the business arena 
that helped this standard come about (in 
comparison, Motorola 680x0-based 
computers are generally no longer in the 
high-volume low-end market). 

Software Solutions 
But there's more. For every user who has 
moved to Unix from DOS, there are still 
probably 80 who haven't. Even so, DOS 
users are using Unix, albeit often trans-
parently or as a back-end server. The 
programs that make this possible are 
things like PC XSight from Locus, PC-
Connect from VisionWare, and PC-In-
terconnect from Motorola. 

All these programs allow DOS users 
to access both Unix and DOS programs 
more or less (depending on the product) 
transparently. The Unix programs are 
expected to reside and run on a different 

DOS users 

are using Unix, albeit 

often transparently or 

as a back-end server. 

machine, generally connected to the PC 
via Ethernet. The DOS side may look 
like an ordinary DOS screen, or like an 
X Window System terminal, or even like 
Microsoft Windows. The better pro-
grams even allow cutting and pasting be-
tween DOS and Unix programs. The re-
sult is that you can keep your IBM PC 
running DOS, while getting the benefit 
of the departmental or companywide 
Unix machine (see "DOS and Unix: On 
Speaking Terms," June BYTE). 

IBM and Workstations 
IBM has not been ignoring the mush-
rooming workstation market, either. 

IBM took early steps a few years ago 
with its RT computer, which was sup-
posed to become a hot entry in the scien-
tific market due to its use of RISC tech-
nology and Unix. In an attempt to ensure 
software availability, IBM went out of its 
way to make RT machines available at 
extremely good prices to software devel-
opers and porting houses. Although IBM 
was the originator of RISC technology in 
the first place, the scientific community 
didn't seem to find the RT very interest-
ing. The original RT was underpowered 
compared to its competition, and the ver-
sion of Unix that finally came out of IBM 
was simply nonstandard enough to cause 
problems. 

All those software developers did play 
an important role, however. Once the 
initial cachet of working with IBM wore 
off, developers needed a way of recover-
ing some of the costs involved in buying 
their RTs and porting their software. By 
selling both the IBM hardware and soft-
ware to the business market, they were 
able to accomplish this, while introduc-
ing many executives to the idea of work-
stations in general. 

continued 
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Our Hostess multiuser serial controllers are an 
excellent choice for up to eight occasional users. 
The Hostess 550 provides buffering for even 
higher performance. And for truly high perfor-
mance, choose the Ultra 8. 

Expand up to 16 users with the Ultra 16 high 
performance intelligent serial controller. But if 
your multiuser requirements are more modest a 
16 port Hostess 550 controller makes an equally 
intelligent choice. 

Our Ultra Cluster gives you the flexibility and 
power for virtually limitless growth. Starting 
with an Ultra 8 base board, you can expand 16 
users at a time, while maintaining current levels 
of performance every step of the way. 



MULTIPLY YOUR CHOICES 
At Comtrol we pioneered multiuser 
technology. And we know that there 

are no single 
solutions to 
multiuser en-
vironments. 
That'swhywe 
offer more 

choices than any 
other company...from text to graph-
ics...for modest users to over 64 users 
supported by a single PC. And we've 
notonlymultipliedyourchoices, we've 
multiplied performance, allowing you 

to expand without the high cost of adding computers. 

MULTIPLIED PERFORMANCE 
No company offers you more perfor-
mance than Comtrol. In fact, our new 
DT Express driver transforms our Ultra 

Series into the high-
est performing con-
trollers available 

today. DT Express 
dramatically 
reduces host 
utilization and 
significantly in-
creases throughput by managing 
all data transmission and data 
transform functions on the con-
troller. So now as you add users, 
no one gets caught in a wait state. 

IIIPetformance 
remains high as 
you add users. 

•  Host utilization 
decreases. 

Mum VISION. FOR CHOICES BEYOND WORDS 

When graphics enter the equation, MultiVision enters the 
picture. A fully functional multiuser system for up to 16 users, 
MultiVision speeds images to the screen at a blistering 100 
megabits per second. As a result, you'll experience near 
instantaneous trans-
mission of your 
graphics. 

With software that 
enhances standard 
operating system 
graphics drivers, 
MultiVision is 
compat- ise 
ible with 
virtually any ail 
monitor, keyboard, mouse or VGA controller supported by the 
operating system. MultiVision can also run applications de-

signed for the "X" environment. But unlike a LAN-based "X" 
terminal, MultiVision is a multiuser system that transfers 

data up to 100 times faster. When you compare that 
performance with the cost of an "X" terminal... 

MultiVision's advantages really compute. 

MULTIPLIED PROTECTION 
We back our products with an uncom-
promising 30-day satisfaction guarantee, 
a *5 year warranty, complete technical 
support, and most importandy...a com-
pany that's easy to do business with. It 
all adds up to the best protection plan 
available. And if you're a VAR, call us 
about our Reseller Program that provides you with options 
designed exclusively for your needs. '1 yr. Multi Vision 

See us at 

COMM/Fall '90 for Multi, November 12-16, 1990 

Use In Bosoth B540 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
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Options 

Our products offer serial port and memory 
options that are field wpgradable; compatibility 
with ISA (AT), MicroChannel and EISA buses; 
RS232, 422,485 and Current Loop interfaces and 
DB 9. DB 25 and RJ 45 connectors. 

Graphics 
When your needs move beyond text, MultiVision 
moves into view--a high speed (100 megabits 
per second) communications controller that 
offers near instantaneous multiuser graphics 
like you've never seen before. 

> 

Comtrol 
A Control Systems Company 

Multiply your choices. Call Comtrol today. 

1-800-926-6876 conimi Corp., 2675 Patton Rood, P.O. Box 64750 St Paul, MN 55164 
01990 COMTROL CORPORATION JI tights reserved. All other brand names and 
product namcs are trademarks or registered trademarks a their respective hoklers. 
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It seems that some businesspeople 
weren't ready to deal with upstart com-
panies like Sun Microsystems and con-
cepts like workstations and networks, 
but of course, they would always buy 
hardware with the IBM name on it. So 
the IBM RT workstations found a niche 
in business, which became a bit larger 
when the RI was redesigned to make it 
even faster. Even so, the market share of 
the RI was microscopic compared to the 
rest of the workstation market. 

The New IBM RISC Line 
IBM's recent announcement of the pow-
erful RS/6000 line of RISC workstations 
and servers (see "Sizzling RISC Systems 
from IBM," April BYTE) overshadowed 
what is probably more important: IBM's 
major new commitment to Unix. After 
talking to several top IBM executives, I 
am convinced that IBM is now absolutely 
serious about Unix and considers it as 
much a part of its strategy as AT&T does. 
The RS/6000 line, in particular, will 

Instant Embedded Controller 
. . . Just Add Software 

High-level integration makes 
the MicroFrame 386S the perfect 
embedded controller. All you have 
to do is add software and expansion 
boards specific to your application. 
All basic system components and 
peripheral controllers are already 
on-hoard: 

• 80386SX processor 
• 80387SX math 

coprocessor socket 
• Super VGA controller 
• IDE hard disk interface 
• Dual floppy disk controller 
• Two serial ports 
• One parallel port 
• PS/2 compatible mouse port 
• 512KB to 4MB of RAM 
• Four AT expansion slots 

Building with the 
MicroFrame 386S greatly reduces 
your design time. We've engineer-
ed in compatibility and reliability 
using industry-accepted standards. 
You can concentrate your develop-
ment efforts on software. 
Down time is reduced, too. 
Time-consuming trouble-
shooting is eliminated. One 
spare is all you need. 
Backed by a five-year limited 

warranty, and Made in America, 
the MicroFrame 386S is in control. 

Call or write today! 
1-800-525-7661 

Monolitkic 
fufterrif ayp. 

play a large role at IBM for the forseeable 
future. And IBM will be supporting the 
RS/6000s the way you might expect it to 
take care of its mainframe customers, in-
cluding 24-hour hot-line support. 

Whatever the competition may think 
about the speed of the RS/6000, one 
thing is certain: These machines have a 
great deal of power. Even if you were to 
assume that IBM's own benchmark fig-
ures are greatly exaggerated, the slowest 
machine in the RS/6000 line would still 
be one of the fastest computers in its 
class. And since this entry-level work-
station, the Powerstation 320, costs less 
than $ 13,000 (including AIX, 8 mega-
bytes of RAM, a 120-MB hard disk 
drive, and a 19-inch monochrome dis-
play), you can expect that IBM will be 
tough competition for traditional work-
station manufacturers. IBM itself thinks 
it will be a leading player in the worksta-
tion market by 1992. 
The software delivered with the RS/ 

6000 line sets a few standards, too. AIX 
3 is a Posix-compliant, security-minded, 
and significantly enhanced version of 
Unix (although rumor has it that pro-
grammers may have to work around a 
few nonstandard features). AIX 3 will 
eventually be the standard Unix available 
for the IBM PS/2s and 370 mainframes, 
as well. 

Along with the standard C compiler 
and development package, AIX users on 
the RS/6000 receive OSF/Motif and X 
under the name AIXwindows. The Next-
Step development system will also be 
available, meaning that developers will 
have two state-of-the-art development 
environments to work with. Naturally, 
both IBM and NeXT are hoping that 
NextStep becomes a standard the way X 
is and Motif is rapidly becoming. And 
IBM took care to ensure that many high-
end applications were available for the 
RS/6000 line of machines at the time of 
its announcement. 
IBM has not only played an important 

part in setting standards that have af-
fected everyone in the Unix industry but 
is also creating new products that will 
themselves set the standards to come. It 
will be an exciting future. 11 

David Fiedler is executive producer of 
Unix Video Quarterly and coauthor of 
the book Unix System Administration. 
He has helped start several Unix-related 
publications. You can reach him on BIX 
as `fiedler." 

Your questions and comments are wel-
come. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One 
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 
03458. 

Monolithic Systems Corp. 7050 South Tucson Way, Englewood, CO 80112. (303) 790-7400 
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All the features of 
HP BASIC, and more. 

For less. 
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II I Basic BASIC FEATURES: HP BASIC 

YES IEEE-488 GPIli ( IIP-Ili), RS- 232 Instrument Control YES 

YES Integrated Environment: Mouse, Editor, Debugger, Calculator YES 

YES Supports 16 Megabytes of Memory (breaks DOS 640K barrier) YES 

YES Engineering Math: Matrix Math, Complex Numbers YES 

YES High Level Graphics: Screen, Plotter, Printer YES 

YES Structured Programming with Independent Subprograms YES 

YES Runs on Industry Standard Personal Computers NO* 

YES Industry Standard Graphic Printer Support: Epson, IBM, lasers, etc. NO 

YES Industry Standard Network Support: Novell, IBM, Microsoft, NFS, etc. NO 

YES Industry Standard IEEE-488 Support: National Instruments, lOtech, etc. NO 

YES Exchange data files with Industry Standard PC applications NO* 

YES No-charge Ulephone Technical Support NO 

YES Instant on-line HELP system NO 

A Costly Situation. Every engineer needs the power and features of a "Rocky Mountain" BASIC workstation, but not everyone can 
have one. They simply cost too much. Fewer workstations, less productivity The Best Way. liansEra HTBasic software provides the 
only way for serious technical computer users to turn their PC into a workstation without having to add costly hardware. Powerful 
workstations for everyone means greater productivity Extraordinary Versatility. In addition, ltansEra HTBasic works with the 
Industry Standard Personal Computer hardware, software, and networks. It even allows you to easily exchange data between your 
favorite DOS programs and the files you create in the BASIC workstation environment All at a fraction of the cost of other 
solutions. 

More compatibility More versatility More possibilities. 
Less expense. Less hassle. 

To find out more, call 1-801-224-6550. Engineering Excellence for 15 Years" 
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Introducing the high speed modems from U.S. Robotics 
Now with V.42bis 

Until now, high speed modem users had the best of 
one world. They either had speed or compatibility. 
U.S. Robotics just changed all that. 

THE BEST BEST OF ALL WORLDS... 
With the new line of high speed modems from 
U.S. Robotics — the Courier HST, the Courier HST Dual 
Standard and the Courier V.32 — you can now have both 
the highest speeds and the most compatibility. 

For speed — its the Courier HST which delivers 
throughput up to 35,500 bits per second with MNP® level 
1-5 error control and V.42bis. And it still costs less than 
$1,000. 

For Compatibility — the Courier V.32 provides CCITT 
standard modulations from 300 bps to 9600 bps for under 
$995. And with MNP levels 1-5 and V.42bis you will get 
complete data integrity plus throughputs approaching 
24,000 bps. 

For the best of all worlds — it's the Courier HST Dual 
Standard, combining the blinding speed of the Courier 
HST with the compatibility of the V.32. At $ 1,295, it 
costs less than some featureless V.32-only modems. 

U.S. ROBOTICS — THE EXPERTS CHOICE 
You would expect the broadest high speed modem line 
from U.S. Robotics. We manufactured our first HST 
in 1987, and it quickly became the standard on over 
8,000 bulletin boards and for over 40,000 users. Rated #1 
by Data Communications magazine, it confirmed what 
our customers knew all along — U.S. Robotics delivers 
the best modem value. And we've been doing that for 13 
years — for over 1,000,000 customers. 

When you look for high speed modems, don't settle for 
half a solution. Look to U.S. Robotics. Call today for 
details on the high speed modems that give you the best 
of all worlds. 

Call 1-800-Dial USA. (1-800-342-5877) 

Ul4llobotîes® 
The Intelligent Choice in Data Communications 

8100 North McCormick Boulevard, Skokie, Illinois 60076 
U.S. Robotics, Courier and HST are trademarks of U.S. Robotics, Inc. Other computer 

and software names identified by or are trademarks of their respective 
manufacturers. Prices are suggested retail prices in U.S. Dollars. 

For sales in the United Kingdom, please call Miracom, Ltd., Ipswich, England. 
Telephone: 0473 233888. For Canadian sees, call 1-800-553-3560. 
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NETWORKS U Mark L. Van Name and Bill Catchings 

Can Netware and 

LAN Manager learn 

to get along? 

A
ny carpenter can tell you which 
tool is the right one for a given 
task. The same thing is true of 
LAN administrators selecting 

a LAN operating system; in both cases, 
you choose the one that best meets your 
requirements. 

But it's not that simple. That strategy 
works when you choose your first LAN 
operating system, but what about the next 
time? Do you go with the LAN operating 
system you bought earlier, or do you 
choose the one that's right for your sec-
ond job? They aren't always the same. 

If you stick with a single LAN operat-
ing system, making your LANs work to-
gether is fairly simple; most vendors do a 
decent job of ensuring that their own 
products integrate reasonably. Choose 
two different LAN operating systems, 
however, and it's a whole different story. 

We're faced with that situation in our 
lab, where NetWare and LAN Manager 
servers sit on the same Ethernet wire. 
And we are not alone. LAN Manager 
(as offered by such vendors as IBM, 
3Com, and Microsoft) and NetWare are 
the two biggest PC LAN operating sys-
tems. More and more large organizations 
are in the awkward position of trying to 
let their network users work with both 
NetWare and LAN Manager servers. 

What You Want 
What's so frustrating about that situation 
is that the ideal answer is obvious: You 
want all your client PCs to be able to 
work with both types of servers simulta-
neously. Each client PC should be able to 
take advantage of the file, printing, and 
other services of both the LAN Manager 
and NetWare servers. Even more frus-
trating is that this solution is technically 
possible—but not likely. To see both how 
this solution could work and why it's not 
likely to happen, let's look closer at a sin-
gle server function: file services. 
NetWare and LAN Manager client 

PCs have the same three basic types of 
file-service software: a device driver, a 

NETWORK 
PERESTROIKA 

protocol stack, and a redirector. The de-
vice driver lets the higher-level software 
talk to the network adapter card, such as 
the Ethernet cards we use in our lab. The 
redirector intercepts server file requests 
and makes them happen. Between the de-
vice driver and the redirector sits a proto-
col stack that sets up and manages com-
munication sessions with the server. 

Thus, to let a single client PC use both 
NetWare and LAN Manager servers, we 
need one device driver, one protocol 
stack, and two redirectors—one for the 
NetWare requests and one for the LAN 
Manager requests. Put another way, all 
we need is for Microsoft and Novell to 
agree to use the same device drivers and 
protocol stack, and we're in business. 

Not a chance. At least, not yet. Both 
vendors have their own device driver 
standards and their own protocol stacks. 
Both are even working on their own stan-
dards for those parts. Novell's Open 
Link Interface defines a standard inter-

face between device drivers and the pro-
tocol stack. The Microsoft/3Com LAN 
Manager equivalent is the Network 
Driver Interface Specification. 

Unfortunately, the two standards are 
different. Worse, they're likely to re-
main that way. It's like the old joke: How 
many psychiatrists does it take to change 
a light bulb? Only one, but first the bulb 
must want to change. Microsoft and No-
vell don't want to use the same protocol 
stacks, so they won't. 

What You Need 
Because Microsoft and Novell won't 
change, we can't get the ideal solution 
that we want. We might, however, be 
able to get what we need. 

For example, if we can't have a single 
standard software set, how about a way 
to run two sets at once? All we need is 
two device drivers, two protocol stacks, 
and two redirectors—and the redirectors 

continued 
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have to be smart enough to pass on any 
requests not destined for them. 
We saw such a product at the Fall 1989 

Comdex. Schneider & Koch & Co., a 
West German company, showed a single 
PC using the file services of a NetWare 
and a 3 +Open server simultaneously. 
The second thing we did upon seeing this 
product (the first was to verify that it was 
working) was to run CHKDSK on the 
demo client. About 300K bytes of the 
PC's precious 640K bytes was gone, con-
sumed by the protocol stacks. It's bad 
enough squeezing many applications into 
the memory left over after NetWare or 
LAN Manager loads; now double the 
memory loss—not a pretty sight on a 
standard 640K-byte DOS PC. 

Still, there's hope for this approach. 
3Com has announced (and should have 
shipped by now) 3 +Open Connection 
for NetWare. This product, in conjunc-
tion with 3Com's Demand Protocol Ar-
chitecture, lets a single PC run multiple 
protocol stacks with a single device 
driver and network board. 3Com's Net-
BIOS stays in memory constantly, while 
you load NetWare's SPX/IPX protocol 
stack in and out of memory as you re-

Racal 
InterLan's LMN Server 

supports two 

protocol stacks. 

quire. The swapping is manual, so you 
must issue explicit commands to use a 
NetWare server. Furthermore, when you 
connect to a NetWare server, you pay the 
substantial memory overhead of having 
both the NetBIOS and SPX/IPX protocol 
stacks in memory at once. Consequent-
ly, while this product is a useful way to 
work with NetWare servers occasion-
ally, its memory overhead is still too 
high for constant use of both servers. 

Another possibility is to work in a PC 
environment, such as OS/2 or Windows 
3.0, where 640K bytes is no longer a 
limit. OS/2 doesn't help the vast majority 
of DOS users, but Windows 3.0 might. 

Unfortunately, Microsoft didn't think 

about this problem when it designed 
Windows 3.0. You can load two protocol 
stacks, but only if you do so before Win-
dows starts. Once Windows is running, it 
knows how to mount network disks—but 
only for a single network. With just a lit-
tle work from Microsoft, however, Win-
dows could "learn" to work with more 
than one protocol stack at a time. Micro-
soft, are you listening? 

Let the Server Do It 
Another option is to stop making the cli-
ents do all the work and shift the burden 
to the server: Make the server support 
both protocol stacks. Racal InterLan's 
LMN Server does just that. LMN Server 
runs on a LAN Manager server, where it 
intercepts NetWare-format requests des-
tined for that server and translates them 
into requests that LAN Manager can 
understand. NetWare clients then can 
treat that LAN Manager server just as 
they would any NetWare server. 
Of course, LMN Server is only half of 

the answer; it doesn't help LAN Man-
ager clients get to NetWare servers. For 
that, we'd need a Value Added Process 
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MetaMedia presents .... 
• 

CD-ROM Subsystem Kits for the IBM PC XT/AT, PS/2 . 

These complete kits are now available through a 
cooperative hardware agreement between IBM and 
MetaMedia Systems, Inc. 

The PCD Series Subsystem kits include the Toshiba® 
industry-leading, high performance XM-3201 CD-ROM 
drive for complete plug-and-play capability! 

Contact MetaMedia or your local IBM Marketing 
Representative for additional information. Refer to 
announcement #190-098. 

Models 25, 30 and 30-286 only. 

MetaMedia 
Systems,Inc. 1 4turxedoel 

Cape.* 
Solnure 
Su* I 

20251 Century Boulevard Germantown, Maryland 20874 (301) 601-2224 FAX (301) 601-2449 

IBM, XT, AT and PS/2 are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. Toshiba is a registered trademark of Toshiba Corporation. 
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Up to32 
Silmiltaneous 

PC-to-Mainframe 
Connections 

with 
No Impact 

on Your DOS or 
UNIX Applications! 

Your applications shouldn't 
have to compete with 3270 
communications for your PC's 
scarce resources. 

That's why we deliver our 

Supports NetView, IILLAPI 
3.0, and CLEO'S own APL 

DataTalker 3270 high-perfor-
mance PC-to-mainframe con-
nectivity software on powerful 

co-processor boards with on-
board memory. 

With DataTalker 3270, you 
can offload all communica-
tions processing and screen 
storage to the co-processor, 
freeing your DOS or UNIX 
system for applications 
processing. As a result, 
users can perform up 
to 32 simultaneous 
mainframe sessions 

without affecting performance. 
DataTalker 3270 provides 

full emulation of IBM 3278 
terminals and 3274 controllers, 

along with 32 LUs, 512K 
RAM, file transfer 
(IND$F1LE), BSC or 
SNA support, and 
IBM 3287 printer em-

ulation. Line speeds 
of up to 56K baud 

are supported. 

Adds only 1K to DOS appli-
cations, 40K to UNIX 

To learn more, call us today 
at 1-800-233-2536. Or write 
to us at 3796 Plaza Drive, 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48108. 
FAX: 313/662-1965 

CLEO 
CLEO Communications 
A Division of Interface System •, Im.. 

AVAILABLE WORLDWIDE! 
In Europe, call Sintec Peripherals Ltd. in Slough, England, at 0753-811888 (FAX: 0753-811666). 



NETWORKS 

(for NetWare 286) or a NetWare Load-
able Module (for NetWare 386). Given 
those components, however, we'd have a 
reasonable way for the two worlds to co-
exist—and the added benefit of affecting 
only the servers, not all the clients. 

Applications, Anyone? 
All the solutions we've discussed so far 
are for general file services. In many 
cases, a general answer isn't crucial; all 
that's necessary is some way to make 

specific applications work on both 
LANs. (If those applications work with 
whole files, however, then direct file 
access is still critical, and we're back 
where we started.) 

Client/server applications are natural 
starting points for this approach. In fact, 
one of the first applications that led to an 
interesting LAN Manager/NetWare link 
was the Microsoft/Sybase SQL Server. 
SQL Server is a database server that runs 
on an OS/2 workstation. It receives client 

CD-ROM Publishing 
onYourIBMR Mainframe / 

OPI offers you the 
choice of developing 
your commercial 
database on CD-ROM 
using: 

OPI IBM Mainframe 
Software Products 
• Optical Image Build — OPI's 

pre-mastering package 
• Optical Convert— OPI's data conversion package 
• Optical Prep — OPI's key pull package 
• CD/ACCESS/370— OPI's CD emulation package 

OPI Consulting Services 
• Database Design 
• Retrieval Specifications 
• Data Conversion 
• Pre-Mastering 

CD-Simulator' 
• A powerful system to design, simulate, debug, and 

optimize CD-ROMs in the PC environment. 

Call today for information 
1-800-869-7989 x119 

e'ee 
IBM is a reg stered trademark 
of International Business 
Machines Corporation 

CD-Simulator is a registered 
trademark of Elektroson. B V 

OPTICAL 
PUBLISHING 

INC. 
155 West Harvard Street 

Fort Collins, Colorado 80525 
(303) 226-3466 FAX (303) 226-3464 

requests via Microsoft's Named Pipes (a 
Microsoft standard interface between 
applications and the network protocol 
stack). The SQL Server client software 
on a DOS or OS/2 PC hands request mes-
sages to the client Named Pipes soft-
ware, which in turn hands it down to that 
system's network protocol stack. When 
the requests arrive on the server, they 
flow back up through the server's net-
work protocol stack, to the Named Pipes 
software on the server, and then to the 
actual SQL Server database software. 

Note the use of the Named Pipes stan-
dard interface on both the client and the 
server; Novell did, and the result was its 
NetWare Requester for OS/2 software. 
That software gives OS/2 server pack-
ages a Named Pipes interface to Net-
Ware's protocol stacks—so NetWare cli-
ents can talk to those applications. It's 
not an answer to all the problems we've 
presented, but it is, at least, a potentially 
good way to let LAN Manager and Net-
Ware clients use some of the same client/ 
server applications. 

The Bigger Picture 
We've intentionally cheated a bit so far 
by restricting the playing field to Net-
Ware and LAN Manager. The same 
problems also exist for those who use two 
or more other LAN operating systems. 
We have, for example, omitted Banyan's 
Vines. Banyan is clearly aware of the 
need to work with other LAN operating 
systems, and the company is working 
with Microsoft to find ways to let Vines 
and LAN Manager work together. Other 
vendors are hashing out their own deals. 
While all those deals are cooking, 

those of us who want to have client PCs 
using two or more LAN operating sys-
tems at the same time are out of luck. 
We'd love to see the major vendors stan-
dardize the client software and leave 
their innovations to the server side, but 
we doubt that it will happen. In the ab-
sence of such standards, let's hope that 
some of the approaches we covered above 
mature enough to become common and 
reliable ways to make different LAN op-
erating systems coexist. • 

Mark L. Van Name and Bill Catchings are 
BYTE contributing editors. Both are also 
independent computer consultants and 
freelance writers based in Raleigh, North 
Carolina. You can reach them on BIX 
as "mvanname" and "wbc3," respec-
tively. 

Your questions and comments are wel-
come. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One 
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 
03458. 
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Our Printer Sharing Unit 
Does Networking! 

An Integrated Solution 

Take our Master Switch"' , a sophisticateo 

sharing device, combine it with MasterNet - 

networking software for PCs, and you've 

got an integrated solution for printer and 

plotter shalng, file transfer, electronic mail, 

and a lot more. Of course you can also 

share modems, minis, and mainframes or 

access the network remotely. Installation 

and operation is very simple. 

Versatile 

Or you can use the Master Switch to 

link any computer or peripheral with a serial 

or parallel interface. The switch accepts 

over 20 commands for controlling the flow 

of data. It may be operated automatically, 

by command, or with interactive menus. Its 

buffer is expandable to one megabyte and 

holds up to 64 simultaneous jobs. The 

MasterLink - utility diskette for PCs 

comes with every unit and unleashes the 

power of the switch with its memory-resident 

access to the commands and menus. 

Other Products 

We have a full line of connectivity solutions. 

If you just want printer sharing, we've got 

re> ROSE 
ELECTRONICS 

 qicie a Zect£ te *ewe cesquetet 

P.O. Box 742571 • Houston, Texas 77274 • Tel (713) 933-7673 • FAX (713) 933-0044 • Telex 4948886 
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it. We also have automatic switches, code • 

activated switches. buffers, converters, 

cables, protocol converters, multiplexers, 

line drivers, and other products. 

Commitment to Excellence 

At Rose Electronics, we're not satisfied 

until you're satisfied. That's why we have 

thousands of customers around the world 

including large, medium, and small 

businesses, factories, stores, educational 

institutions, and Federal, state, and local 

governments. We back our products with 

full technical support, a one-year warranty, 

and a thirty-day money-back guarantee. 

Call now for literature or 
more information. 

(800) 333-9343 
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IBM SPECIAL ISSUE 

IBM 
IN THE NINETIES 

A look at what lies ahead for Big Blue 
in the coming decade 

Nick Baran 

owadays, when you hear talk of IBM, it's no 
longer just the company that's being referred 
to, but an entire industry. Personal computer 
owners who say they have an "IBM" may very 
well be referring to a PC clone from Korea or 

Taiwan. Virtually every new technology in the microcomputer 
industry finds its way into IBM-compatible machines. 

The Personal Computer Coup 
As IBM enters the 1990s, the company faces a drastically dif-
ferent set of challenges than it faced a decade ago. When IBM 
introduced the PC in 1981, the personal computer was sort of a 
special project for IBM—an experiment. In spite of its unex-
pectedly enormous success, the PC in those early years ac-
counted for only about 5 percent of IBM's gross revenues. To-
day, "the personal systems business," as IBM's James Canna-
vino calls it, accounts for about 16 percent of IBM's revenues, 
about 10 billion dollars' worth in 1989, according to figures 
given by Cannavino at a speech in New York last April. 

Nevertheless, IBM enjoyed a much more comfortable situa-
tion in the early 1980s. Its main business consisted of main-
frames and minicomputers, which yielded large profit margins 
and guaranteed additional future income in the form of mainte-
nance contracts and leased software. Little did IBM know that 
its PC experiment would unleash a revolution in computing that 
would forever change IBM's standing in the marketplace— 
from a position of dominance to that of having to keep up with 
relentless competition and technical innovation. 
IBM's dependence on its personal systems business will un-

doubtedly continue to grow as desktop computers based on In-
tel's 386 and i486 processors replace older minicomputer sys-
tems like the IBM System/38 as database and file servers for 
networks of personal computers. In addition, IBM has aggres-
sively entered the Unix workstation market with its RISC-
based System/6000 line of machines, which must also be clas-
sified as personal systems. Note that IBM now refers to "per-
sonal systems" rather than "personal computers," empha-

sizing the concept of a complete office system rather than a 
stand-alone computer for individual users. 

In fact, personal computing on an individual basis is no 
longer the driving force behind the personal computer industry. 
The driving forces now are workgroups and organizations that 
share information and resources on a network. Initially, the 
personal computer was popular because it let you work inde-
pendently on your own computer, away from the controls of sys-
tem administrators, endless print queues, and the unpredictable 
performance fluctuations of mainframe or minicomputer sys-
tems. Now, the trend is back to organizational computing. But 
instead of centralized minicomputer and mainframe hosts, we 
now have distributed computing; each node on the network has 
its own processor, as well as access to the other processors and 
peripherals on the network. 

Another trend has been toward computers with graphical 
user interfaces, which require graphics-based displays rather 
than character-based or alphanumeric displays. GUIs, along 
with the organizational computing model, have forced personal 
computer designers to make changes in the basic design of 
small computers. 

New Hardware for Networks and Graphics 
The trends toward GUIs and "workgroup" computing have led 
PC designers to adapt the basic model of a single processor— 
with a single, buffered I/O bus—to the more demanding re-
quirements of multitasking, networking, and high-speed 
graphics. Recently, several vendors, including IBM, Hewlett-
Packard, and Compaq, have introduced powerful extensions to 
the basic IBM PC architecture to provide the additional horse-
power required by the networked and graphical environment. 

For example, IBM introduced a new version of its Micro 
Channel architecture that supports data transfer rates of up to 
40 megabytes per second, about twice as fast as the maximum 
performance of the original Micro Channel architecture bus. 
Compaq included dual-processor capability in its Systempro to 

continued 
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... to your data collection and 

data entry problems! 

The Psion Organiser II 
dCAPP 

Psion Gives You the Answers! 
With eight different Organiser II models to choose from, Psion lets 
you select the Organiser II that best meets your needs. Standard 
configurations are available with or without built-in software pro-
grams, and provide the options of either two or four lines of LCD 

display, several different 
keyboard designs, and from 32K 
to 96K of internal RAM memory. 
All Organiser units can use our 
removable and interchangeable 
memory modules, allowing the 
Organiser II to be configured to 
meet your unique data and 
program memory require-
ments. 

POWER 
The Organiser II is a powerful 
hand held computer capable of 
running a broad range of pre-
written programs. When an off 
the shelf program just won'tdue, 
you can custom program the 
Organiser II to the unique 
requirements of your 
application. From inventory 
control to remote sales order 
entry, the Organiser II has the 
power to do the job. 

PERIPHERALS 
For jobs ranging from simple 
data collection to an RS-485 
factory floor network, the 
Organiser II has the right tools 
for the job. Peripherals include 
Bar Code Wands, Laser 
Scanners, Mag Card Readers, 
Portable Modems and Printers, 
Carrying Cases, all the way to a 
broad range of interfaces which 
include serial, parallel and 
multiple types of SPC devices. 

dCAPP Gives You the Solution!! 
• dCAPP data collection software is completely user configurable 
allowing even non-programmers the ability to create their own 
custom data collection program for the Organiser II in a matter 
of minutes, including its own operating instructions manual. • 
dCAPP data collection software is completely user configurable. 
Keyboard, Magnetic Card, or BAR CODE input. • Direct Interface 
to most Database and Spreadsheet programs; (dBASE 3, dBASE 
4, Lotus 123, D.I.F., and many others). 

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS: Inventory Control; Stock Taking; 
Tools and Equipment Control; Sales Route Accounting; Quality 
Control and Inspection Reporting; Tank Farm Gauging; Stores 
Accounting; Plant Inspection; and More . . 

For more information, contact: 
XEC Products 

13630 58th Street North, Suite #103 
Clearwater, Florida 34620 

(813) 531-1422 IBM.PC ,s reg.ster. traaerna. 
GI .nternabonal Busoless Macnmes Co, 
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provide the additional horsepower required of a high-perfor-
mance network server. Hewlett-Packard provided a high-speed 
graphics bus (40 to 60 MBps) in its Vectra 486 computer to 
accommodate the demands of high-performance CAD and 
graphics-intensive tasks. And NetFrame introduced an Intel-
based network server that provides multiple I/O channels, each 
with its own microprocessor. 
The demand for high-speed buses and multiple processors 

has not gone unnoticed by chip-set manufacturers, either. A 
new company called S3, founded by engineers and marketers 
from several established Silicon Valley companies, has intro-
duced a modular chip-set architecture that includes a high-
speed bus called the Advanced Chip Interconnect. Using the 
concept of modular and scalable building blocks, the ACI ar-
chitecture lets you design anything from a standard 386 or 486 
PC with a single CPU and bus, to multiprocessing systems with 
multiple CPUs and buses. You simply add chip modules and 
address lines to the ACI. The ACI supports cache coherency, 
distributed interrupts, and interprocess communications, al-
lowing PC manufacturers great design flexibility. Depending 
on the bandwidth of the address lines to the ACI bus ( 16, 32, or 
64 bytes) and the clock speed of the host system (25 or 33 
MHz), data transfer rates ranging from 60 to 120 MBps can be 
achieved. 

While S3's approach may not appeal to manufacturers like 
IBM or Hewlett-Packard, which can fabricate their own chips 
and circuits, many of the so-called clone manufacturers will be 
able to compete at the high-performance end using off-the-shelf 
components based on the ACI architecture. And you can expect 
other chip-set vendors, such as Chips & Technologies and 
Headland Technology, to provide similar solutions at the sys-
tem-board level for high-performance network and graphics 
computing. 

A Better Way: Data Compression 
High-speed buses and multiple processors are powerful but 
very expensive solutions to the problem of manipulating the 
enormous amounts of data that graphics applications require. 
Another approach, which is ultimately much more elegant and 
economical, is to use data compression to reduce the size of 
those data files representing graphics images. Such a technique 
is the objective of the Joint Photographic Experts Group 
(JPEG) standard compression algorithm, which is supported by 
IBM, Digital Equipment, and NEC. 
A new company called C-Cube Microsystems has imple-

mented the JPEG algorithm in an application-specific IC that 
can perform data compression at ratios of up to 60 to 1 in real 
time. The basic compression technique involves discarding 
data in the graphics image that describes frequencies that are 
not visible to the human eye. Thus, with compression ratios of 
10 to 1 for screen images and 25 to 1 for print images, the dif-
ference in visual quality is hardly noticeable, although much of 
the high-frequency content of the image has been discarded by 
the compression algorithm. The key here is that the data is dis-
carded, not restored at the other end of the transmission path. 
For example, a full-color 81/2 - by 11-inch image at 300 dots per 
inch requires 25 MB of storage. The ability to cut these storage 
requirements by as much as a factor of 25 means faster trans-
mission rates and much smaller memory, storage, and bus 
bandwidth requirements, and it will eventually make 24-bit 
color available on low-end PCs. 

You can expect to see data compression processors like the 
C-Cube start to appear as add-in boards or even directly on the 
system board in the personal computers of the 1990s. 

continued 
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TimeWands - The Obvious Choice 
You have specific bar coding requirements. 

That's why we give you a choice! 

The TimeWand II is a ruggedized bar code 
reader ready for heavy-duty use. Its 
programmability allows your custom applications 
to be pre-set with prompts and cross-reference 
files. The large internal memory sizes of 32, 64, 
and 128K easily hold a day's worth of 
transactions along with the date and time of 
each entry. 

If your data collection needs are 
simpler, the original TimeWand 
offers a cost effective 
alternative. The TimeWand 
date and time stamps each 
bar code scan, like the 
TimeWand II, but is 
contained in a smaller and 
lighter package. Even though it 
is compact, the TimeWand can still 
gather an impressive 2000 scans. 

Both TimeWands transfer their data through the 
host computer's serial port where the data is 
stored in an ASCII text file. This allows the data 
to be easily combined with a wide variety of 
software packages. 

Choosing either the original TimeWand or 
TimeWand II provides you with a quality bar code 
reader at an affordable price. Call Videx at 503-
758-0521 and ask for your free information kit. 

TimeWand (8K) $248.00 
TimeWand II (32K) $698.00 

1105 NE Circle Blvd. 
Corvallis, OR 97330-4285 

503-758-0521 * FAX 503-752-5285 

See us at COMDEX, November 12-16, Las Vegas, 
BOOTHS #2998 and #N457I 

Vides and TimeWand are registered trademarks of Videx, Inc. 
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FT- 1000 Precision Light Pen 

Draw, point, click, drag, 

position--FTG's light pen 

does all this faster, easier 

and quicker than a mouse 

and does it without using 

your valuable desk space. 

Take a look at a sensible 

input alternative with 

FTG's 30-day trial offer. 

10801 Dale Street 
Stanton, CA 90680 
714-995-3900 801)-962-3900 
FAX 714-995-3989 

MU, 
WIMXMS 

atepstone 
The Leader in Object-Oriented Technology 

Objective -C 
The Single object-oriented solution 

for IBM environments 

fr• 

PS/2 AIX 

PS/2 OS/2 

e  PS/2 MS-DOS 

Objective—C solutions 
available on 

IBM 

PC-AT MS-DOS 

RISC System/6000 AIX 

PS/2 SCO UNIX SYS V 

75 Glen Road, Sandy Hook CT 06482 

1-203-426-1875 1-800-289-6253 FAX 203-270-0106 
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Some Folks Are Going Wireless 
Another important trend that the IBM world will see in the 
1990s is wireless LANs, in which PCs on the network are 
linked by radio waves rather than by hard-wired coaxial or 
twisted-pair cable. A leader in this area is a small start-up com-
pany called Agilis, which makes hand-held workstations as 
well as wireless network components for Ethernet-based net-
works. 
The Agilis wireless network is based on spread-spectrum 

technology, which allows signals in a narrow frequency band 
to be spread and transmitted over a broad range of frequencies 
with a lower energy content (e.g., a collection of weak signals), 
thus minimizing noise and interference with other radio de-
vices. The signal is then collapsed back to its original narrow 
frequency band at the receiving end of the transmission. Agilis 
uses a technique for spreading and collapsing the data signals 
called direct sequencing, which involves a sequencing algo-
rithm that is set at both the transmitting and receiving ends to 
selectively pick up the desired signals. The Agilis system 
works at distances of up to 100 meters indoors and up to 1 km 
outdoors. 

While the Agilis system in its present form is geared primar-
ily toward "mobile networking" and exchanging data or E-mail 
in warehouses and retail facilities, manufacturing facilities, 
and service centers, and on trade- or convention-show floors, to 
name a few applications, the technology will also begin to ap-
pear in wireless office LANs. Obviously, wireless networks of-
fer the major benefit of eliminating the installation of cabling 
throughout an office building, often a cumbersome and expen-
sive task. The biggest limitation is the current maximum trans-
mission rate of 236,000 bps (hard-wired Ethernet transfers data 
at 10 megabits per second). Advances in radio transmission 
technology should allow higher transmission rates in the near 
future, according to engineers at Agilis. 

Going After Unix 
So far, IBM's forays into the Unix workstation market have had 
limited success. The IBM RT was overpriced and had serious 
performance limitations as well as limited support from third-
party software vendors. But IBM's new System/6000 worksta-
tion line is a different story. The System/6000 is based on a 
second generation of IBM's RISC architecture, which includes 
separate fixed-point, floating-point, and instruction/branch 
units that can operate in parallel. The System/6000 offers stun-
ning performance (27 million integer instructions per second 
and 7.4 million floating-point operations per second) for a 
price that is competitive with those of workstation offerings 
from Sun and Hewlett-Packard. When IBM introduced the Sys-
tem/6000, over 70 software vendors showed products (primari-
ly engineering and scientific applications) running on IBM's 
latest version of AIX, its own version of Unix. 

In spite of the impressive performance of the System/6000, 
IBM faces intense competition in the Unix market, particularly 
on the software side. In an attempt to cover all bases, IBM is 
supporting the OSF/Motif GUI from the Open Software Foun-
dation (a consortium of Unix vendors, including Hewlett-Pack-
ard, IBM, DEC, and several others), as well as the NextStep 
interface developed by NeXT and licensed to IBM. NextStep 
will probably be available on the System/6000 before Motif, 
since it is already a commercial product, whereas Motif is still 
under development and is not expected to be ready until some-
time in 1991. Meanwhile, the Open Look GUI from Sun and 
AT&T is starting to appear in third-party applications for Sun 
workstations, giving Sun a head start in the Unix GUI battle. 

continued 
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Taking DB2 data 
to the desktop 

ORACLE gives PC and Macintosh users direct access to mainframe data. 

Many large companies are wasting 
millions of dollars worth of vital business 
information. Data critical to their 
operation is isolated from the employees 
who can really use it, locked away in 
the mainframe database. 
ORACLE. provides a direct link 

between the data users need and the PC 
and Macintosh applications they already 
know how to use. 

Users can query and update DB2, or 
other databases such as IBM's SQL/DS or 
DEC's RMS and then manipulate the data 
using PC and Mac applications such as 

Oracle makes 
accessing corporate 
information from the 
mainframe as easy as 

getting gum from 
a machine. 

Lotus 1-2-3, Hypercard, 4th Dimension, 
ORACLE for DBASE and Professional 
ORACLE. 

And while users put the data to work, 
MIS departments still have total control 
over security and passwords because 
they determine access issues at the 
mainframe. 
Oracle backs all of its products with 

the largest database service and support 

SUN 

ri 

L. IBM PC 

ORACLE 

Compatibility • Portability • Connectability 

group in the world. If not satisfied, users 
can return ORACLE in 30 days for a full 
refund. 
Professional ORACLE Tools and 

Database cost $1299.The ORACLE Tools 
alone are $799. ORACLE for 1-2-3 and 
ORACLE for DBASE are just $299. And 
ORACLE for Macintosh is $699. All come 
with full phone installation support 
and the 30-day guarantee. 

Call 1-800-ORACLE I ext. 4901 and 
turn your company's most valuable 
commodity into its most productive 
asset. 

IBM PS/2 lip 

Users can update the 
mainframe from the PC 
just as easily. To learn 
more, call now. 

1-800-ORACLE1 
Ext. 4901. 
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TCP/IP for Windows 
Network Windows•, Software Development Kit 

Features: 
J Support for TCP/IP and UDP/IP 
communication protocols. 

J A client implementation 
of NFS utilizing RPC/XDR as 
a dynamic-link library for 
Microsoft Windows. 

U Small 40K memory resident 
socket interface. 

U Conforms to FTP Packet Driver 
Specifications. 

J Support for virtually all 
Ethernet boards including 
3COM and Western Digital. 

J Windows 3.0 compatible. 

U Supports any host system 
running TCP/IP and/or NFS: 
among them: 

• SunOS 
• DEC Ultrix and VMS 
• IBM AIX, VM and MVS 
• Interactive 386/ix 
• SCO Unix, others 

Distinct Corp. 
P.O. Box 3410 

Saratoga, CA 95070 

Benefits to you: 
J No networking experience 

required. Our library is a 
network replacement for 
the Microsoft C run-time 
library. 

Only one version to 
maintain, support and 
market. Same code 
supports network and 
stand alone. 

Ul Minimal investment 
required. No host system 
is required to test your 
Network Windows 
application. 

J Little time needed for 
network adaptation. Existing 
Windows applications can 
be converted in a few hours. 

Ul Instant access to the rich 
Fortune 1000 PC-to-Host 
connectivity market. 

(408) 741-0781 

$495.00 

Socket and NFS Toolkit 

Do 
Your Own 
Windows! 
Write Windows' 3.0 Applications 

Quickly and Easily with Software Engineer'''. 
é A complete LISP programming environment 

including a LISP-aware program editor. 
• Supports Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) at a 

higher level than the SDK. Create both client 
and server applications. 

O Supports GDI, the clipboard, dialog boxes and 
menus. 

o Sample programs supplied include DDE 
sessions with MicrosofteExcel and Micrograix® 
Charisme! 

é Requires 386-based or fast 286-based machine 
and WindowsTm3.0. 

$249.95 
To order Software Engineer 
or for more Information, 

Call (214)234-2611 
or FAX (214)234-2674 

é 
RAP 

SéFIWARE 
845 Arapaho Road • Suite 105 • Ricihirdson • Texas • 75081 
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But with the System/6000, IBM has made a strong statement 
that it's in the Unix market for the long haul. Undoubtedly, 
IBM will be a formidable competitor in the Unix arena in this 
decade. 

IBM Has Seen the Future, and It's SCSI 
SCSI has become the standard interface in Unix workstations 
and Macintosh computers for connecting to peripherals such as 
disk and tape drives, CD-ROM drives, and scanners. Until a 
few months ago, however, IBM did not support SCSI on its PC 
and PS/2 machines. Now, IBM has announced new versions of 
its PS/2 Models 70 and 80 that include SCSI adapters. And 
SCSI is the standard interface on the System/6000 worksta-
tions, which feature a blazingly fast 320-MB hard disk drive 
with 12.5-millisecond access time. 
While IBM won't publicly admit it, it appears that SCSI will 

become the new standard on IBM hardware, marking the grad-
ual demise of the ESDI and ST506 disk interfaces that IBM has 
used in its high-performance and low-end PCs, respectively, as 
well as the Centronics parallel port used for PC-compatible 
printers. But IBM obviously sees the writing on the wall. In 
this age of connectivity and office environments with multiple 
platforms and operating systems, SCSI is the de facto standard 
for peripheral interfaces. SCSI also offers the major advantage 
of allowing daisy chaining of as many as seven devices off a 
single SCSI port. 
IBM's adoption of SCSI is good news for the rest of the indus-

try and for end users as well. Vendors of Unix workstation and 
Macintosh peripherals will now have another substantial mar-
ket for their products, thus increasing competition and presum-
ably forcing prices to come down, particularly on optical and 
CD-ROM drives, which remain overpriced in the current mar-
ket due to small demand. 

The Belated Marriage of OS/2 and Windows 
Microsoft's and IBM's crusade to make OS/2 the dominant op-
erating system for Intel-based machines has so far been a dis-
mal failure. Most MS-DOS users would rather fight than 
switch, and those who are ready to make a change find Unix an 
attractive alternative to OS/2. From a developer's standpoint, 
Unix is easier to work with, offering a full 32-bit paged mem-
ory model rather than the 16-bit segmented memory model of 
OS/2. And from an end user's standpoint, Unix is beginning to 
develop a strong library of applications, particularly on Sun 
workstations and Intel-based machines running on The Santa 
Cruz Operation's Xenix. 

But OS/2's 16-bit limitations will go away this year when 
Microsoft introduces OS/2 2.0, which is a full 32-bit imple-
mentation with paged memory. In addition, OS/2 2.0 offers nu-
merous other improvements in file and disk management func-
tions, as well as greatly improved support for MS-DOS running 
as a subtask (see "Programming 32-bit OS/2" on page 97). 
Most analysts agree that 2.0 is the version of OS/2 that Micro-
soft should have come out with in the first place. 

Nevertheless, OS/2 may end up taking a backseat to Win-
dows 3.0, Microsoft's latest release of its MS-DOS-based win-
dows product. Although the new version requires a minimum 
of 1 MB of memory, it is an excellent compromise between the 
high memory and performance overhead of OS/2 and the lack 
of a GUI in MS-DOS. In fact, Microsoft appears headed toward 
a merging of OS/2 and Windows. Microsoft executive Steve 
Ballmer recently referred to OS/2 as "Windows Plus." To 
strengthen the ties between Windows and OS/2, Microsoft has 
introduced a Software Migration Kit that will make porting 

continued 
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Go Beyond 
640K DOS 

Build multi-megabyte 
programs with Phar Lap's 
386 DOS-Extender. 

li the DOS 640K limit is driving you nuts, 
get all the memory you want with 
3861DOS-Extender from Phar Lap, 

Large-scale benefits. By turning DOS 
into a true 32-bit operating system, 
386 IDOS-Extender shatters the 640K 
barrier It lets you create protected mode 
applications that use all the memory in 
the machine — up to 4 gigabytes. You work 
within a flat, 32-bit address space. No more 
suffering with overlays, bank-switched 
EMS, or segmentation. 
With full 32-bit memory and power, you 

can finally build workstation-classapplica-
tions for the PC. Your Extended-DOS 
programs will run considerably faster, have 
room for more features, and be more re-
sponsive than those in 16-bit DOS. 

And if that's not enough, add Phar Lap's 
3861VMM virtual memory manager. With 
true demand-paging, 3861VMM enables 
your application to grow bigger than availa-
ble RAM. Both code and data are automati-
cally swapped to disk as needed. 

Total compatibility Because 3861DOS-
Extender is embedded into your program, 
it is invisible to the end-user Your program 
looks exactly like any other DOS applica-
tion. There's no new operating environment 
for your end-users to buy or learn. 

Every 80386 PC that can run MS-DOS or 
PC-DOS can run 3861DOS-Extender It is 
completely compatible with all DOS-based 
software, including TSRs and network 
managers. 

3861DOS-Extender is backed by a full 
complement of 32-bit languages. Choose 
your favorite from among C, Fortran, Pas-
cal, Ada, Assembler, and others. And with 

Phar Lap, you'll be using the finest, most 
widely used 386 software development 
tools in the world. 

Proven success. AutoCAD 386, IBM 
Interleaf Publisher, and Paradox 386 are just 
a few of the hundreds of Extended-DOS 
applications already being shipped with 
3861DOS-Extender. Utilizing this exciting 
new technology, industry leaders are keep-
ing their competitiveedge by delivering the 
speed and power that 386 users have been 
waiting fot 
So if DOS is looking smaller than ever, 

call Phar Lap today. 
And see what it's like beyond 640K. 

Phar Lap 3861 DOS-Extender. 
We open a world of memory 

Phar Lap Software, Inc. 
60 Aberdeen Avenue 
Cambridge, MA 02138 
617-661-1510 
FAX 617-876-2972 

Trademark holders: 3861 DOS-Extender- and 386 I VMW" - Phar Lap Software, Inc.; Interleaf Publisher - Interleaf, Inc.; Paradox - - Borland International. Registered tradenurk holders: Phar Lap® - Phar Lap 
Software, Inc.; Ada® - U.S. Dept. of Defense; MS-DOS® - Microsoft Corp.; AutoCAD® - Autodesk, Inc.; IBM® - IBM Capuration. © 16661Phar Lap Software, Inc. 
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GET SUPERSOFT's 
SERVICE DIAGNOSTICS 

All the software, alignment diskettes, parallel/serial wrap-around 
plugs, ROM POSTs and extensive, professional documentation to 
provide the most comprehensive testing available for IBM PCs, 
XTs,ATs and all compatibles under DOS or Stand Alone. No other 
diagnostics offers such in-depth testing on as many different types of 
equipment by isolating problems to the board and chip level. 

NEW: SuperSoft's ROM POST performs the most advanced 
Power-on-Self-Test available for system boards that are compatible 
with the IBM ROM BIOS. It works even in circumstances when the 
Service Diagnostics diskette cannot be loaded. 

NEW: 386 diagnostics for hybrids and PS/2s! 
For over nine years, major manufacturers have been relying on 
SuperSoft's diagnostics software to help them and their customers 
repair microcomputers. End users have been relying on SuperSoft's 
Diagnostics II for the most thorough hardware error isolation 
available. Now versions of Service Diagnostics are available to save 
everyone (including every serious repair technician) time, money, 
and headaches in fixing their computers, even non-IBM equipment. 
All CPUs & Numeric Co-processors 

System Expansion & Extended Memory 

Floppy, Fixed & Non-standard Disk Drives 
Standard & Non-standard Printers 

System Board: DMA, Timers, Interrupt, 
Real-time Clock & CMOS config. RAM 

All Color Graphics & Monochrome 

Monitors 

Parallel & Serial Ports 

Mono, CGA, Hercules & EGA 

Adapters 

All Keyboards & the 8042 Controller 

"EDITOR'S CHOICE" — PC MAGAZINE August 1990 

Service Diagnostics for PC, PC/XT and compatibles only $169 
Alignment Diskette for PC, PC/XT and compatibles (48 tpi drives) $ 60 

Wrap-around Plug for PC, PC/XT and compatibles (parallel and serial) $ 30 

Service Diagnostics for AT and compatibles only $169 

Alignment Diskette for AT and compatibles (96 tpi drives) $ 60 
Wrap-around Plug for AT (serial) $ 15 

ROM POST for PC, PC/XT and compatibles only $245 

ROM POST for AT and compatibles only $245 

Service Diagnostics: The KIT (includes all of the above—save $502) $495 
Service Diagnostics for PS/2 models 25/30 50/60 or 70/80 and compatibles 

(please specify)  $195 

Service Diagnostics for 386 or W, 1/30, or Harris, etc. (please specify) $195 
Diagnostics II is the solution to the service problems of users of all 

CP/M-80. CP/M-86 and MS-DOS computers  $125 

Alignment Diskette for PS/2 and compatibles (3.5 inch)  $ 60 

To order, call 800-678-3600 or 408-745-0234 
FAX 408-745-0231, or write SuperSoft. 

$uelece**-1 etez4 " 144e4-

FIRST IN SOFTY/ME TECHNOLOGY RO . Box 4178, Mountain View, CA 94040.0178 
(4081 745-0234 Telex 270365 

SUPERSOFT is a registered trademark of SuperSoft. Inc. CDC of Control Data Corp. IBM PC. AT & XT of 
Internahonal Business Machines Corp . MS-DOS of MicroSott Corp. NEC of NEC Information Systems. Inc 
PRIME of PRIME INC • Sony of Sony Corp 

IBM IN THE NINETIES 

Windows applications to OS/2 a straightforward procedure for 
software developers. Microsoft has also announced its inten-
tions to provide binary compatibility between Windows and a 
future release of OS/2, allowing Windows applications to run 
under Presentation Manager with no modification. 

In the long run, OS/2 will run on network servers with the 
PC nodes all running Microsoft Windows. Corporate users 
will get the benefits of OS/2, while individuals will get essen-
tially the same interface but with less power in Microsoft Win-
dows. There are also moves afoot to provide protected-mode 
operation of MS-DOS with a product called DOS Protected 
Mode Interface. Who knows—OS/2 may be obsolete before it 
ever gets a chance to prove itself. 

Then There's That Other Three-Letter Word: SQL 
Structured Query Language has been talked about in the press 
for the last two years, but very few products actually imple-
mented the SQL interface to networked database servers. How-
ever, 1990 looks like the year when the hype is turning into 
reality. First of all, some of the vendors who promoted their 
SQL products two years ago but had nothing to deliver are fi-
nally introducing SQL interfaces this year. These companies 
include Lotus with its DataLens product; Borland with a SQL 
interface for Paradox; Software Publishing, which has quietly 
been working on an OS/2-based SQL interface for a couple of 
years; and, of course, Microsoft SQL Server, which is actually 
commercially available. Look for Gupta's SQL Windows to be 
a big success with Windows 3.0 running on networks with OS/2 
servers. 

But more important, SQL products are becoming a reality 
because connectivity to database servers is becoming a reality. 
Network operating systems like Novell's NetWare and Micro-
soft's LAN Manager are making big inroads into corporate 
America. With the proliferation of networks will come a prolif-
eration of relational database servers. Of course, IBM is also 
heavily promoting its Extended Edition database server for 
OS/2 and connectivity to its mainframe and minicomputer sys-
tems running DB2. You can expect many more organizations to 
adopt SQL-based interfaces for their corporate databases. 

The High Road and the Low Road 
Not everything in the 1990s will involve networks, high-speed 
graphics, paged memory, and other high-end applications. 
There will also be major changes in the low end of the market— 
the 286 and 8088 markets. You can expect to see ever-more-
compact laptops featuring minimal power consumption and 
higher-resolution displays. While chip-set manufacturers are 
focused on developing workstation capabilities with high-speed 
bus and multiprocessor architectures, there is also a continuing 
trend toward greater and greater chip integration, with more 
and more functions being placed on a single chip. Soon there 
will be complete 286 computers on a couple of chips. These 
integration levels will make possible the power consumption 
and size and weight improvements that you can expect in laptop 
computers. 

In addition, IBM has recently proclaimed its intention to 
launch another attack on the laptop and home computer mar-
kets. You can expect to see a new line of 286-based machines 
from IBM, running Microsoft Windows and using SCSI drives. 
Also look for a good-quality laptop from IBM. And don't for-
get to start saving up for that notebook computer with handwrit-
ing recognition. It's all coming down the pike. • 

Nick Baran is a consulting editor for BYTE. He can be reached 
on BIX as "nickbaran." 
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Cool, Quiet, Reliable Power. 

STANDARD 150 $69 STANDARD 220 $99 CPI60 S169 

Economical This UL approved, fully tested 
unit is one of the best generic 150s available. 
Ideal for basic »stems. 

SILENCER 150 $129 

Ultra-Quiet Stop that irritating noise with 
the Silencer 150. Its large, low speed, German 
fan keeps your system 5° to 15° cooler and 84% 
quieter. Virtually inaudible! Great in the 
executive suite or home office. 

TURBO-COOL 150 

Economical This UL approved, fully tested 
unit is one of the best generic 220s available. 
Ideal for basic systems. 

SILENCER 220 $149 

Ultra-Quiet Unrattle your nerves with the 
Silencer 220. Its high-e.fficiency, adjustable-
speed fan offers 69% less noise with standard 
cooling. Quieter than most hard drives. Great 
in the executive suite or home office. 

$149 TURBO-COOL 300 $189 

High Performance Upgrade your PC/XT 
with our popular, UL approved Turbo-Cool 
150. Its patented twin fan, sloped-cover design 
keeps your system 25° to 40° cooler and 50% 
quieter. Prevents intermittent data errors and 
other heat-related problems. Meets the 
demands of a fully loaded system. 

TURBO-COOL 200 

High Performance Protect your investment! 
Upgrade your AT/386 with our powerful, 
wide-input Turbo-Cool 300. Its high-capacity, 
adjustable-speed fan keeps expansion cards, 
hard drives, and other valuable components 20° 
to 35° cooler for up to three times longer life. 
Perfect for a fully loaded system. 

$189 TURBO 450 $349 

Maximum Performance Put AT power and 
200% more cooling under the hood of your 
PC/XT with our UL approved Turbo-Cool 
200. Its twin fans keep your system 30° to 45° 
cooler for maximum expandibility. Perfect for 
hot rod PCs and Mini ATs! 

&lower, Inrbo-Gaol, Turf° 4.. end Innerti,urec are trademarin of. PC Power & Cohn g. 
Inc. Compaq and Deakpro are :epastered ic,n du of Compaq Comm= Corporation. 

Maximum Performance The choice of PC 
professionals, our Turbo 450 features built-in 
line conditioning, autoselect input, independent 
regulation, external DC voltage adjustment, 
triple-stage output filter, remote switch option, 
50cfm cooling fan, UL/CSA/TUV approval, 
48 Hr. burn-in and 2 year warranty! Ideal for 
workstations and network file servers. 

Most orders shipped same day. We accept Visa, MC, COD or PO on approved credit. 

Original Portable Upgrade Give your 
Portable greater reliability and 100% more 
power with our direct replacement CP160. 
Allows 286, 386, and hard disk upgrades. 

CD270 $249 

Deskpro Upgrade The power user's power 
supply! Our direct replacement CD270 gives 
your 8086/286/386 Deskpro up to 70% more 
power and the reliability it deserves. Prevents 
nuisance rebooting. Advanced design includes 
autoselect 110V/220V. 2-year warranty. 

INTERNAL UPS! 

Our new InnerSource 2210 is the first 
AT/386 power supply with a built-in UPS. 
Its auto-recharge battery provides 5 — 10 
minutes of reliable backup power for both 
your PC and monitor. This complete 
protection costs less than an equivalent 
550VA external UPS and it doesn't take 
up any space. $449 

PO POWER & ODOUR& INC. 
31510 Mountain Way, Bonsai!. CA 92003 • (619) 723-9513 • FAX (619) 723-0075 
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Can you stomach spending an extra $10,000 for a PC 

network or UNIX.workgroup server with dubious service? 

We cal*. Wodcgroups are too critical to leave in the hands 

of amateurs. 

So Dell has gone overboard in servicing 

servers. In fact, we just won the PC Week Poll 

for Corporate Satisfaction for servers, where our 

reliability and service were rated far above our 

competitors. 

Which brings us back to our question: 

Would you spend an extra $10,000 for iffy 

service? 

We think it a no-bramer. 

We have two new 486' EISA servers. Dell 

10 ORDER, CALL 

800-365-8811 
HOURS: 6 AM-9 PM CT M-F 8 AM-4 PM CT ON SAT. 

FOR NETWOftKING/UNIX INFO. 

800- 678-UNIX 
IN CANADA, CALL 800-387-5752 

gives you a 

choice of the 25 

MHz Dell' 425Th 

and the 33 MHz 

Dell 433TE. 

The 25 MHz Dell Systere425TE has up to 

64 MB of RAM capacity, 11 storage bays, and a 

whisper-quiet 300 watt power supply. We've also 

built in features such as password protection, a 

software controlled reset switch, and an efficient 

cooling system to protect component life. 

What's more, both the 433TE and the 425-11 have the 

Dell designed SmartVd" diagnostic display built in. This 

ingenious innovation helps identify problems even if the 

monitor goes down. 

For even more performance, the 33 MHz Dell System 

433TE is everything our 42 5Th is, with 32% more speed. The 

Dell exclusive memory design with a 128 KB external cache 

gives it maximum throughput. 

UNBELIEVABLE 
PRICES. 

Dell System 425TE 
Lease: $359/mop' 

THE NEW DELL SYSTEM 4331E 31 MHz EISA 1486' AND 
THE NEW DELL SYSTEM 4251E 25 MHz EISA i486. 

• Intel* 40486 nucrtmmcessor running at 33 MN( 
1433TE. or 25 MN: (4251E) with 8 KB internal cache. 
• leia3extemal cache ( 43 FIT). 
• Scandad 4 MB RAW' expandable to 64 MB 
(o,o inmmal SIMM sockem. each accepting a I MB, 
2 MR 4.M13. or 8 MB SIMM. installable in matched 
pairs.. 
• Sod, lo, WEITEK 4167 math copmcessor. 
• II intent.; half-hew> dnee ha». 
• Eight 32-••rt EISA earansion slots ( sot EISA master 
slots and mu EISA slave slots). 
• High-gedmmance IDE (80 MF3,100 MB. ;90 MB) and 
ESN t3 3C MB. 650 MB) hard disk drives. 

650 MB VGA Cobt Ph. System 4331E 4251E 
Using 2 MB SIMMs $11.799 89.599 
Using 4 MB FAMMs 812.199 89.999 
Prices listed irclude 8 MB of RAM. 

AD CODE 11E31 



UNBELIEVABLE. 
course, they're completely compatible with all major network 

operating systems, including Novell, 3COM and Banyan. 

In a UNIX environment, the 425Th and 433TE are perfect 

for workgroups supporting either traditional multiuser or 

high-speed client/server environments. 

You can buy Dell servers preloaded with 

UNIX System V, making them literally 

plug and play. Even more impressive is the 

fact that UNIX system administration can 

be done by Dell, remotely. 

Servicing servers is beyond most 

Compaq dealers. If a server happens to 

go down, your whole company can go 

down with it. 

Would you trust some unknown 

technician to bring it back up? 

We woulddt. 

That's why we have a special advanced 

systems hotline so you can call us direct. 

Dell is an AT&T UNIX source code licensee 

and an authorized Novell Network Reseller. 

On those rare occasions we cart fix 

it over the phone, Xerox technicians will 

come to your office with the solution or 

part in hand° 

$24,698 
Compaq SystemPro -Itits ; 

"Server problems? Just 

ship 'em back, okay?" 

"I know those babies like a cat 

knows her kittens:" 

"Where's the power switch?" 

"My UNIX guy actually 

talked to the factory once? 

"But he's on vacation for two 

weeks. Sorry." 

• From this foundation, create u powerful PC network 

or UNIX workgroup. Dell's new systems have more than 

enough performance to function as a LAN Server and WAN 

or intemetworking gateway. So they're capable of supporting 

the most demanding server use —a multi-function network. Of 
The Del Sygern 43371 ond 42511 Ckes A deaos• told fery camera° amassment area Pesionsysseenhorcemere win I..first 
enegebsee al armory 384 KB renseedfar tea by Ihe syslerebenlanse paclormance.All gammons pholagraphed sm. cohonal evens NI 
penes ond spook... are Arkseu sodsonge mahout nolece.Dell connol be respcouble for wears nlypogropla, or ploeagrophy Fb 
meal hated an 36-eardh,openersod lease Lerseing arranged by Lease. Group,Inc Canoda,confasuratens and moes may may DELL 
5T911M es a ragsgered trademarb01 and 5rnortVo are trademarks of Deg Compuéer Corporal., Dell UNIX Sagen V 3 2 ts based co 
INTERACTEn EashensCorporanons 386/nC freed regrearadeodemark and 486 and 486 are trade...ohs of Intel Corporator, }From 
Canpap July 231990 press release UNIX rs a rears:tend trademark d AT&T es A. limed 5.s. and caber comm. Other rrodernorks 
and trade names are used o oenaly X mfr.'s clown, do mocks rend names or lhar prodous Dell Compeer Cm po-ahon elixir:erns 
any propocaary 'merest m trod...arks and trade non. Ott.., thon on man °amt. seems. may not be asolloble ceoarn remote 
lomerons Slappo ng, handIrngLnd opplAable sol. roe nor mcl.deat n the pose For ea°, mohon on and o copy al Dell's 30-day Tosal 
Satalosten Gaarontea, I armed wear r onne, and Xeros s' ervKe Contract please mom to Dell Compmer Coporcoon, 9505 Arboretum 
Facoleamd, Aushn, Texas 787597799, ATTN Wonon,, .1990 Del Goa,* CargOrahon, AfirONs reser`red 

There's u lot more to know before you buy a server. 

When you call Dell, our experts will give you the help you 

need to buy an advanced PC or UNIX server. 

Then we'll send it off with a 30-day no questions asked 

money back guarantee, and a one year limited warranty. 

Call us. 

Well like to make believers out of you. 

Above and beyond the 

DELL 
COMPUTER 
CORPORATION 
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Chinese characters translate as "Great Will." 

Times Change. 
The Need To Protect Doesn't. 

( di RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES 
9292 Jeronimo Road, Irvine, CA 92718 
TEL: (714) 454-2100 • (800) 852-8569 (Outside CA) 
FAX: (714) 454-8557 • AppleLink: D3058 
Rainbow Technologies, Ltd., Shirley Lodge, 470 London Read 
Slough, Berkshire SL3 8QY, TEL: 0753-41512 • FAX: 0753-43610 

hether you're protecting 
frontiers and temples in 
Manchuria, or software 
and data on the PC or 

Mac, the Great Wall is a lesson 
Rainbow Technologies has learned 
very well. 

Software developers must deal 
daily with the consequences of 

unauthorized 
copies and millions 
of dollars in lost 
revenue. At the 
same time, both 
individual and 
corporate users 

must be able to make and distribute 
copies within legal guidelines. 

Today's information-driven 
companies must secure their data 
files against theft and unauthorized 
access. No less than protecting 
personal wealth and 
tangible property, 
guarding data files is 
a necessary invest-
ment in competitiv 
survival. 

Protecting 
"intellectual 
property" 
is the 
security 
challenge for 
the '90s. Which 
is why Rainbow 
Technologies builds a 
little of the Great Wall into 
every key it makes. 

For developers, the Software 
Sentinel- family of 
keys protects IBM, 
PS/2 and compatible 
software, while Eve' 
guards software for 
the Mac. Rainbow's 
DataSentry- is the 
solution for PC data 
protection. 

Software and data protection from Rainbow 
Technologies. Information on how you can have a 
little piece of the Great Wall to protect your software 
and data worldwide is as dose as a toll-free call. 

Copyright C1990 Rainbow Technologies, Inc. 

• 
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IBM SPECIAL ISSUE 

BENCHMARKS 
ATA GLANCE: 1990 

BYTE 's performance rankings of popular 
IBM PC compatibles, Unix systems, and Macs 

Compiled by Stanford Diehl 

e've just about run out of adjectives to describe 
the steady supply of new machines arriving at 
the BYTE Lab for benchmarking: smoking, 
screaming, blazing, barn-burning.... Each 
time we think "they can't get much faster than 

this," a new system proves us wrong. Speeds for 386-based sys-
tems steadily rose from 20 to 25 to 33 MHz, and then when the 
processor speed topped out, we started receiving high-perfor-
mance file servers stocked with megabytes of hard disk cach-
ing. Now the i486 has arrived, setting a new performance stan-
dard. Intel's latest processor, already available in 25- and 33-
MHz flavors, will soon reach 50 MHz and beyond. One day 
soon, we expect a sonic boom to blast from one of these boxes. 

continued 

Compaq Systempro 
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Table 1: The SIA 386/33 file server, packed with an optional (and expensive) 4.5-megabyte hard disk cache, 
tops the final listing of BYTE 's version 1.0 benchmarks. All systems were tested with a math coprocessor installed. 
All indexes are based on an 8-MHz IBM PC AT Longer bars indicate better performance. 

Low-level 

Computer 
Month CPU FPU Disk Video 

appeared OI 

SIA 386/33, 
Mylex 486/EISA2.3 
Micro Express ME 386/33, 
Dyna Micro AIR486-C 
AST Premium 486/25 
National Micro Systems Flash 386/33, 
FiveStar Model 33/D (386/33), 
Dolch-P.A.C. 486-25 
Spear Super 486/25U 
Compaq Deskpro 386/33 
Dyna Cache 386/33 
ALR FlexCache 33/386 
Blackship 386/33 
Compaq Systempro 
Fortron NetSet 333 (386/33) 
AST Premium 386/33 
Everex Step 386/33 
PC Link 386/33 
ALR FlexCache 25386 
Tangent 333 (38633) 
Acer 1100/33 
Zenith Z-386/33 
Matrix MDP 386/33 
ALR PowerFlex i486 
AST Premium 386/252 
Dell System 310 (386/20) 
Compaq Deskpro 38620 
Toshiba T5200/100 (386/20) 
ALR MicroFlex 7000 (386/25) 
Compaq 386/20e2 
IBM PS/2 Model 70-A21 (386/25) 
Dolch-P.A.C. 386-25 
Micro Express Regal II (386/20) 
FiveStar Model 320 (386/20) 
Tandy 5000 MC (386/20) 
Tandon 386 (386/20) 
Compaq Portable 386 (386/20) 
IBM PS/2 Model 80-111 (386/20)2 
IBM PS/2 Model P70 386 (386/20) 
IBM PS/2 Model 70-121 (386/20) 
NEC ProSpeed 386 (386/16) 
AST Premium 386SX 
Compaq 386s (386SX/16) 
ADC Powerlite 386 SX 
PC Brand 386/SX-16 
Toshiba T5100 (386/16) 
Swan 386SX (386SX/16) 
Zenith TurbosPort 386 (386/12) 
Gateway 386SX 
ALR PowerFlex 386SX 
IBM PS/2 Model 70-E61 (386/16) 
Mitac 2386 (386/16) 
GridCase 1530 (386/12.5) 
IBM PS/2 Model 55 SX 
GridCase 1535 EXP (386/12.5) 
Wedge Turbo 286 (286/24) 
ALR PowerFlex 286 
Compaq LTE/286 
AST Bravo/286 (286/8) 
IBM PC AT (286/8)2 
IBM PC XT (8086/4.7)2 

IBM Spcl. 89 6.27 14.97 8.99 3.27 
6.21 27.44 15.44 2.98 

IBM Spcl. 89 5.66 15.06 7.02 2.97 
July 90 6.21 28.79 2.19 1.75 
June 90 6.75 28.46 1.78 2.77 

IBM Spcl. 89 6.06 15.07 6.48 2.01 
IBM Spcl. 89 5.74 15.75 7.14 2.22 

May 90 6.20 28.20 2.48 1.81 
July 90 6.20 27.78 2.21 2.56 

IBM Spcl. 89 6.09 15.50 2.90 4.53 
IBM Spcl. 89 5.67 14.86 2.56 3.85 
IBM Spcl. 89 6.74 15.66 2.60 2.83 
IBM Spcl. 89 6.03 13.71 2.37 3.61 
Mar. 90 Fl 6.63 15.21 2.65 4.70 
Jan. 90 5.65 14.85 2.45 3.76 

IBM Spcl. 89 4.80 14.21 2.32 3.89 
IBM Spcl. 89 6.84 15.48 2.45 4.26 
IBM Spcl. 89 5.10 14.87 2.83 2.11 

Nov. 88 5.07 10.55 2.74 2.57 
IBM Spcl. 89 5.73 14.83 2.28 1.79 

Dec. 89 6.60 14.84 2.29 2.01 
IBM Spcl. 89 4.79 15.10 2.96 5.05 
IBM Spcl. 89 5.75 15.07 1.93 5.73 
June 90 4.25 25.47 1.88 3.87 

3.78 9.92 2.49 2.34 
Oct. 88 3.91 8.38 3.21 2.45 
Feb. 88 3.61 8.34 2.23 2.54 
Aug. 89 3.96 8.27 2.22 2.16 
Sept. 89 4.99 10.29 2.41 2.97 

3.62 8.19 1.89 3.03 
July 89 4.71 10.23 1.64 2.96 
Aug. 89 3.84 8.77 2.12 2.64 
Aug. 89 3.30 8.08 2.51 2.50 
June 89 3.31 7.99 1.66 2.11 
Feb. 89 3.71 7.91 1.25 2.26 
June 89 3.30 8.02 1.49 1.71 
Aug. 89 2.82 7.34 1.60 2.46 

2.68 6.97 1.53 2.31 
Aug. 89 2.66 6.98 1.62 2.16 
Jan. 89 2.66 6.84 1.74 2.34 
Aug. 89 2.41 6.00 2.15 1.59 
June 90 2.36 5.17 1.70 2.06 
Nov. 88 1.86 5.03 1.78 1.87 
Dec. 89 1.92 4.88 2.64 1.37 
Mar. 90 2.44 5.04 1.50 1.92 
Aug. 89 2.38 5.90 1.34 1.32 
Nov. 89 1.90 3.06 2.07 1.23 
Aug. 89 1.96 2.36 1.48 1.91 
Mar. 90 2.43 5.07 1.37 1.81 
June 90 1.80 5.14 1.63 1.79 
Jan. 89 2.11 5.50 1.55 1.93 
Oct. 89 2.04 4.41 1.38 1.57 3111111M 
Aug. 89 1.76 2.69 1.55 1.24 31E11 
Oct. 89 1.78 4.02 1.36 2.42 311111M 
Aug. 89 1.76 2.68 1.55 1.20 ail• 
Nov. 89 1.58 1.60 1.40 1.07 
June 90 1.66 1.88 1.38 1.51 AM 
Dec. 89 Fl 1.59 1.99 1.39 1.40 _ha 
Sept. 89 1.48 1.03 1.12 1.18 J. 

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 ill 
0.22 0.71 0.32 0.25 I 

10 20 30 40 50 60 

311111M 
771111111 

' Optional hardware disk cache installed. 
2 Systems listed for reference only. 
3 Not a commercial system: technology demonstration unit. 
FI - First Impression, not a full review. 
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Applications 

Computer 
WP SS DB Sci./Eng. Cmplr. 0 

SIA 386/33, 5.49 4.32 8.09 7.42 7.32 
Mylex 486/EISA2.3 6.53 5.25 5.30 6.04 8.68 
Micro Express ME 386/33, 4.76 4.32 5.83 7.12 5.55 
Dyna Micro AIR486-C 5.14 5.30 2.92 9.07 5.11 
AST Premium 486/25 5.93 5.58 2.21 9.81 3.83 
National Micro Systems Flash 386/33, 5.08 4.35 5.77 6.00 5.37 
FiveStar Model 33/D (386/33), 4.82 4.31 5.91 5.90 5.53 
Dolch-P.A.C. 486-25 5.18 5.35 2.68 8.15 4.94 
Spear Super 486/25U 5.22 4.67 1.75 9.18 4.25 
Compaq Deskpro 386/33 4.28 5.01 3.00 7.86 4.46 
Dyna Cache 386/33 5.02 4.27 2.91 7.51 4.42 
ALR FlexCache 33/386 4.61 4.50 2.88 7.18 4.86 
Blackship 386/33 4.69 4.45 2.89 7.30 4.44 
Compaq Systempro 4.45 4.59 2.85 7.80 4.00 
Fortron NetSet 333 (386/33) 4.37 4.27 2.88 7.57 4.04 
AST Premium 386/33 4.11 4.22 3.01 7.23 4.11 
Everex Step 386/33 4.43 3.93 1.96 8.05 4.25 
PC Link 386/33 5.03 4.43 2.68 5.51 4.36 
ALR FlexCache 25386 4.41 4.13 2.83 5.80 4.08 
Tangent 333 (38633) 4.57 4.45 2.45 5.43 4.27 
Acer 1100/33 4.10 4.16 2.33 6.03 3.69 
Zenith Z-386/33 3.91 3.97 1.87 6.59 3.85 
Matrix MDP 386/33 3.95 3.90 1.74 7.09 3.43 
ALA PowerFlex i486 3.90 4.97 1.81 5.89 2.69 
AST Premium 386/252 3.62 3.93 2.60 5.36 3.68 
Dell System 310 (386/20) 3.45 3.56 2.84 4.98 3.41 
Compaq Deskpro 38620 3.20 3.51 3.09 4.67 3.45 
Toshiba T5200/100 (386/20) 3.34 3.66 2.57 4.89 3.40 
ALA MicroFlex 7000 (386/25) 3.54 3.82 1.50 5.45 3.30 
Compaq 386/20e2 3.26 3.64 2.62 4.68 3.07 
IBM PS/2 Model 70-A21 (386/25) 3.42 3.75 1.52 5.33 2.62 
Dolch-P.A.C. 386-25 3.16 3.14 2.37 4.67 3.11 
Micro Express Regal II (386/20) 2.93 3.18 2.22 4.29 3.14 
FiveStar Model 320 (386/20) 3.07 3.21 1.49 4.31 2.59 
Tandy 5000 MC (386/20) 2.97 3.23 1.50 4.35 2.23 
Tandon 386 (386/20) 2.91 3.19 1.52 3.97 2.41 
Compaq Portable 386 (386/20) 2.68 3.11 1.49 3.73 2.32 
IBM PS/2 Model 80-111 (386/20)2 2.81 3.07 1.45 3.63 2.21 
IBM PS/2 Model P70386 (386/20) 2.99 2.88 1.35 3.58 2.22 
IBM PS/2 Model 70-121 (386/20) 2.63 2.74 1.46 3.75 2.15 
NEC ProSpeed 386 (386/16) 2.34 2.33 2.14 3.11 2.37 
AST Premium 386SX 2.36 2.47 1.85 3.21 2.14 
Compaq 386s (386SX/16) 2.24 2.15 2.06 3.01 2.05 
ADC Powerlite 386 SX 2.38 2.25 2.48 2.24 2.13 
PC Brand 386/SX-16 2.21 2.17 1.77 3.00 2.01 
Toshiba 75100 (386/16) 2.25 2.48 1.69 2.64 1.97 
Swan 386SX (386SX/16) 2.25 2.23 2.01 2.38 2.14 
Zenith TurbosPort 386 (386/12) 1.93 2.22 2.00 2.73 1.97 
Gateway 386SX 2.24 2.11 1.32 3.06 1.89 
ALA PowerFlex 386SX 2.09 2.27 1.60 2.93 1.65 
IBM PS/2 Model 70-E61 (386/16) 2.28 2.18 1.35 2.94 1.78 
Mitac 2386 (386/16) 2.08 1.82 1.36 2.76 1.67 
GridCase 1530 (386/12.5) 1.78 2.01 1.81 2.17 1.82 
IBM PS/2 Model 55 SX 2.07 1.97 1.21 2.61 1.67 
GridCase 1535 EXP (386/12.5) 1.69 2.04 1.78 2.13 1.80 
Wedge Turbo 286 (286/24) 1.92 2.02 1.40 1.82 1.62 
ALA PowerFlex 286 1.83 1.73 1.52 2.14 1.43 
Compaq LTE/286 1.77 1.66 1.52 1.93 1.61 
AST Bravo/286 (286/8) 1.57 1.30 1.22 1.53 1.27 
IBM PC AT (286/8)2 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
IBM PC XT (8086/4.7)2 0.33 0.28 0.22 0.35 0.29 

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 

32.64 
31.80 
27.58 
27.54 
27.36 
26.58 
26.47 
26.31 
25.06 
24.61 
24.13 
24.02 
23.77 
23.69 
23.13 
22.69 
22.62 
22.01 
21.24 
21.17 
20.32 
20.19 
20.11 
19.26 
19.20 
18.24 
17.93 
17.86 
17.61 
17.26 
16.64 
16.45 
15.76 
14.67 
14.27 
14.01 
13.33 
13.16 
13.02 
12.72 
12.29 
12.03 
11.51 
11.47 
11.16 
11.04 
11.02 
10.84 
10.62 
10.55 
10.52 
9.70 
9.58 
9.53 
9.44 
8.78 
8.65 
8.50 
6.89 
5.00 
1.47 

Optional hardware disk cache installed. 
2 Systems listed for reference only. 
3 Not a commercial system; technology demonstration unit. 
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BYTE BENCHMARK INDEXES (VERSION 1.0) WITHOUT MATH COPROCESSOR 

Table 2: Zenith's EISA offering posted the best version 1.0 indexes for those systems tested without a math coprocessor 
installed. All indexes are based on an 8-MHz IBM PC AT. Longer bars indicate better performance. 

Low-level 

Computer 
Month 

appeared 
CPU Disk Video 
0 0 1111 

Zenith Z-386/33E 
Everex/SDI FileMaster II 
Acma 386/201 
Northgate 386/201 
Bitwise 386/201 
Tandon LT/386 
Zenith SupersPort SX 
Dell 316LT 
Compaq SLT/286 (286/12) 
NCR 386SX (386SX/16)1 
Toshiba T3100SX 
Ogivar 286 Laptop (286/12.5) 
Zenith SupersPort 286 (286/12) 
Mitsubishi MP-286L (286/12) 
NEC UltraLite (V30/9.83) 
Sharp PC-4641 
GridCase 140 XT 
Zenith MinisPort 

July 90 
July 90 

May 90 
May 90 
May 90 
Mar. 89 

May 90 
Mar. 89 
Feb. 89 
Feb. 89 
Aug. 89 
Jan. 90 
Jan. 90 

Aug. 89 Fl 

5.41 
6.88 
3.07 
2.68 
2.38 
1.90 
1.93 
1.82 
1.59 
1.87 
1.88 
1.70 
1.55 
1.62 
0.93 
0.68 
0.53 
0.40 

3.46 
2.92 
1.73 
1.60 
1.51 
1.76 
2.12 
2.05 
1.77 
1.34 
1.50 
1.19 
1.06 
0.92 
1.42 
0.83 
0.49 
2.86 

3.85 
5.42 
2.08 
2.27 
2.23 
1.56 
1.81 
1.77 
1.43 
1.11 
1.63 
1.38 
1.38 
1.29 
0.80 
0.65 
0.47 
0.49 

5 10 15 20 

I  

1 I 1 
I 1 
I 1 I 
I. I 

I 
1 I 

MI 
I 1 
I 1 I 

e40111 

' Systems listed for reference only. 
Fl - First Impression, not a full review. 
N/A- Not applicable. 

BYTE BENCHMARK INDEXES (VERSION 2.0) WITH MATH COPROCESSOR 

Table 3: Version 2 of the BYTE benchmarks tests four low-level components and seven application categories. All indexes 
are based on an 8-MHz IBM PC AT. All systems were tested with a math coprocessor installed (or with an integrated FPU). 
Longer bars indicate better performance. 

Computer 
Month 

appeared 

Low-level 

CPU FPU Disk Video 
0 0 0 0 

Club 386/331 
Dell System 3251 
Compaq Deskpro 386/25e 
Compaq 386/201 
Compaq 386/20 SX1 
Micro Express ME 386SX 
Dell System 320LX 
Everex Step 386is 
AT&T 6386/SX 
Zeos 386/SX 
Tatung TCS-8800 
Hewlett-Packard Vectra QS/16S 
Acer 1100/SX 
Epson Equity 386SX 
Club American 316/SX 
NEC PowerMate SX Plus 
CPI Goupil Golf 
Acma 386 SX 
Arche Rival SX 
CSR 386/SX-16 
0Th Peer \ 1660 
Samsung SD700 
Tandy 4016SX 
Wang PC350/16S 
Dell 316SX 
Ultra-Comp Ultra 386SX Appeal 
Hyundai Super-386s 
Zenith Z-386SX 
CompuAdd 316S 
IBM PC AP 

Aug. 90 

Aug. 90 
Aug. 90 
Aug. 90 
Aug. 90 
Aug. 90 
Aug. 90 
Aug. 90 
Aug. 90 
Aug. 90 
Aug. 90 
Aug. 90 
Aug. 90 
Aug. 90 
Aug. 90 
Aug. 90 
Aug. 90 
Aug. 90 
Aug. 90 
Aug. 90 
Aug. 90 
Aug. 90 
Aug. 90 
Aug. 90 
Aug. 90 

4.71 
3.37 
2.97 
2.58 
1.76 
2.67 
2.19 
2.52 
2.30 
2.35 
2.29 
1.77 
1.97 
2.13 
2.08 
1.97 
2.18 
2.29 
2.12 
1.78 
1.78 
1.80 
1.95 
1.77 
2.10 
1.78 
1.81 
1.49 
1.51 
1.00 

14.42 
8.91 
8.91 
7.15 
6.59 
3.30 
6.11 
5.22 
5.06 
3.15 
5.05 
4.94 
5.18 
4.92 
5.15 
4.76 
5.18 
5.06 
5.12 
3.89 
4.91 
5.05 
4.73 
4.91 
4.88 
3.85 
5.08 
5.02 
4.78 
1.00 

2.91 
2.44 
2.22 
1.72 
2.17 
2.61 
1.86 
2.82 
2.41 
2.06 
1.84 
2.58 
1.77 
1.82 
1.68 
1.93 
1.86 
1.81 
1.96 
1.20 
1.89 
1.69 
1.51 
1.82 
1.95 
1.73 
1.24 
1.67 
1.90 
1.00 

4.83 
4.94 
9.90 
8.21 
8.34 
6.04 
7.10 
4.06 
3.02 
5.52 
3.27 
3.67 
6.01 
3.98 
2.06 
4.52 
3.46 
4.33 
3.07 
5.69 
5.34 
2.61 
2.77 
4.40 
3.50 
4.12 
5.61 
5.09 
3.92 
1.00 

5 10 15 20 

I I I 
25 

r--. 

(  
I I  

I k• 1 
I I I 1 

1 1 1 
I I 
II 
I I 

I I  
I 

I I  
l I 

I I 
1 I  

I I 
I I 1 

1 1  
I 1 1 
I I_ 

1 - 1 
1 1 1 1 

30 

Listed for reference only. 
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**nett/AYH COPROCCINION  

Applications 

Computer 
WP SS DB Sci./Eng. Cmpir. 
0 0 0 01 

Zenith Z-386/33E 4.73 4.17 4.38 2.23 4.91 
Everex/SDI FileMaster II 5.32 3.93 1.80 2.28 3.96 
Acma 386/201 2.64 2.55 2.14 1.15 2.67 
Northgate 386/201 2.73 2.65 1.87 1.16 2.54 
Bitwise 386/201 2.53 2.46 1.68 1.08 2.24 
Tandon LT/386 2.10 1.96 2.72 0.84 2.17 
Zenith SupersPort SX 2.17 2.14 2.05 0.83 2.13 
Dell 316LT 2.09 1.97 1.94 0.83 2.13 
Compaq SLT/286 (286/12) 1.77 1.67 1.95 0.61 1.69 
NCR 386SX (386SX/16)1 2.11 1.70 1.28 0.72 1.71 
Toshiba T3100SX 1.94 1.91 1.02 0.78 1.62 
Ogivar 286 Laptop (286/12.5) 1.75 1.63 1.34 0.62 1.45 
Zenith SupersPort 286 (286/12) 1.59 1.53 1.28 0.64 1.40 
Mitsubishi MP-286L (286/12) 1.45 1.41 1.05 0.59 1.13 
NEC UltraLite (V30/9.83) N/A 0.90 N/A 0.35 0.99 
Sharp PC-4641 0.82 0.67 0.72 0.24 0.64 
GridCase 140 XT 0.61 0.51 0.55 0.18 0.49 
Zenith MinisPort N/A 0.47 N/A N/A 0.63 

5 10 15 20 25 

 1 
___111111L,ALI 
am ▪ I 

20.42 
17.29 
11.14 
10.95 
9.99 
9.79 
9.32 
8.95 
7.70 
7.52 
7.28 
6.79 
6.43 
5.64 
N/A 
3.10 
2.34 
N/A 

Systems listed for reference only. 
N/A- Not applicable. 

Applications 

WP DTP DB Cmplr. CAD Sci./Eng. SS 0 
Computer 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Club 386/331 4.02 3.79 3.29 4.34 6.61 6.07 4.70 
Dell System 3251 2.92 3.76 3.37 3.81 5.23 5.63 4.37 
Compaq Deskpro 386/25e 2.60 2.94 3.14 3.63 5.26 5.84 4.44 
Compaq 386/201 2.20 2.92 2.87 3.03 4.63 4.67 3.24 
Compaq 386/20 SX1 2.14 2.57 2.59 2.92 3.78 4.35 3.10 
Micro Express ME 386SX 2.17 2.84 2.41 2.61 2.71 3.20 2.61 
Dell System 320LX 1.90 1.99 2.05 2.30 3.23 3.53 2.36 
Everex Step 386is 1.95 2.31 2.06 2.44 2.96 3.10 2.35 
AT&T 6386/SX 1.85 2.08 2.15 2.28 2.63 2.92 2.15 
Zeos 386/SX 1.90 1.81 2.11 2.31 2.58 2.53 2.45 
Tatung TCS-8800 1.79 2.05 1.95 2.06 2.60 2.94 2.24 
Hewlett-Packard Vectra OS/16S 1.65 1.95 2.15 2.21 2.61 2.89 2.12 
Acer 1100/SX 1.68 1.54 2.02 2.06 2.74 3.12 2.31 
Epson Equity 386SX 1.67 2.00 1.89 2.02 2.64 2.89 2.24 
Club American 316/SX 1.72 1.89 1.88 2.05 2.73 2.86 2.14 
NEC PowerMate SX Plus 1.61 1.98 2.09 2.06 2.51 2.87 2.15 
CPI Goupil Golf 1.70 1.94 1.90 1.93 2.66 2.85 2.16 
Acma 386 SX 1.93 1.87 1.69 1.99 2.58 2.57 2.05 
Arche Rival SX 1.64 1.64 1.90 1.98 2.54 2.91 2.05 
CSR 386/SX-16 1.63 1.99 1.91 1.91 2.36 2.54 2.11 
DTK Peer \ 1660 1.24 1.61 1.78 1.87 2.57 3.18 2.06 
Samsung SD700 1.49 1.96 1.74 1.94 2.45 2.64 2.03 
Tandy 4016SX 1.59 1.79 1.89 1.89 2.48 2.67 1.95 
Wang PC350/16S 1.62 1.84 1.71 1.97 2.37 2.75 1.92 
Dell 316SX 1.66 1.76 1.73 1.83 2.42 2.66 1.78 
Ultra-Cornp Ultra 386SX Appeal 1.65 1.74 1.73 1.96 2.38 2.44 1.94 
Hyundai Super-386s 1.55 1.79 1.54 1.75 2.47 2.55 1.92 
Zenith Z-386SX 1.34 1.48 1.78 1.77 2.33 2.90 1.60 
CompuAdd 316S 1.30 1.55 1.65 1.62 2.35 2.62 1.80 
IBM PC AT1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 

32.82 
29.09 
27.85 
23.56 
21.45 
18.55 
17.35 
17.16 
16.05 
15.69 
15.63 
15.58 
15.47 
15.34 
15.29 
15.28 
15.14 
14.67 
14.67 
14.45 
14.31 
14.25 
14.25 
14.17 
13.86 
13.84 
13.56 
13.20 
12.89 
7.00 

Listed for reference only 
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BENCHMARKS AT A GLANCE: 1990 

BYTE BENCHMARK INDEXES-MACINTOSH FAMILY 

Table 4: The Mac Ilfx dominates the field of Macintosh systems. The FPU index is based on the Mac II. All other indexes 
are based on the Mac SE. Longer bars indicate better performance. 

Low-level 

Month CPU FPUI Disk Video 
Computer appeared 1- 1 0 0 0 

Mac I lfx Sept. 90 12.36 3.83 3.82 6.73 
Mac IIci Oct. 89 Fl 7.27 1.87 3.83 4.49 
Dynamac Sept. 90 4.62 1.16 4.20 2.53 
Mac Ilcx Sept. 89 4.61 1.15 3.65 2.58 
Mac SE/30 June 89 4.61 1.16 3.01 2.33 
Mac Ilx Dec. 88 4.57 1.16 3.02 2.59 
Mac II Oct. 87 3.81 1.00 2.56 2.35 
Mac Portable Oct. 89 Fl 1.96 N/A 2.51 1.43 
Mac SE Aug. 87 1.00 N/A 1.00 1.00 
Mac Plus Nov. 86 0.81 N/A 0.75 0.91 
Outbound2 Sept. 90 2.07 0.29 N/A 1.52 

5 10 15 20 25 30 

The FPU index is based on the Mac II. All other indexes are based on the Mac SE. 
2 The Outbound could not run the Scientific/Engineering suite of tests; therefore, it did not post a cumulative application index. 
N/A Not applicable. 

Table 5: Most of the workstations the BYTE Lab tested outperformed the baseline Everex Step 386/33 running Xenix 2.3.1. 

C DC Tower System Loading Dhrystone Floating 
Compiler Arithmetic of Hanoi (8 concurrent tasks) 2 Point 
0 0 0 CI] O CI 

Silicon Graphics Personal Iris Turbo 
Opus 8140-PM 
DECstation 3100 
Opus 8110-PM 
Everex Step 386/33 
NeXT Computer 

0.95 
0.83 
0.58 
0.62 
1.00 
0.37 

3.00 
2.52 
1.31 
2.10 
1.00 
0.97 

1.87 
2.00 
1.33 
1.51 
1.00 
0.34 

1.50 
1.38 
1.33 
1.08 
1.00 
0.52 

0.97 
3.64 
1.67 
2.98 
1.00 
0.43 

5.90 
3.11 
4.91 
2.48 
1.00 
0.92 

Note: Indexes show relative performance. For all indexes, an Everex Step 386/33 running Xenix 2.3.1=1. Longer bars indicate better performance. 

To meet the challenge of the hardware vendors, the BYTE 
Lab introduced a new generation of system benchmarks in the 
August BYTE. Exercising the latest versions of PC software, 
the new benchmarks test four low-level components (CPU, 
FPU, disk, and video) as well as seven application categories 
(word processing, desktop publishing, database management, 
code compilation, CAD, scientific/engineering, and spread-
sheets). The changes are significant enough that the new bench-
mark indexes should not be compared to the old indexes. With 
that in mind, this update offers a final listing of the old bench-
mark indexes (see tables 1 and 2) as well as a glimpse ahead at 
the new indexes (see table 3). 
Our low-level suite tests a machine at the component level. If 

you are looking for a machine with a fast disk drive or strong 
video performance, the low-level indexes will give you a means 
of comparison. On the other hand, if you have specific applica-
tions in mind, consult the application indexes. They will give 
you a good idea of how a system will perform when running a 
broad range of application categories. If your work load in-
volves heavy database use, word processing chores, or CAD ap-
plications, you should compare machines using the specific in-
dex corresponding to your specialized needs. 
The BYTE benchmark indexes are relative. The PC indexes, 

old and new, are referenced to an 8-MHz IBM AT with an 
80287 math coprocessor. The baseline AT registers a 1.00 on 

4.LLLAILL104.14.1JUL131 

g eLlàirri‘if›Lirri 

Silicon Graphics Personal Iris Turbo 
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BENCHMARKS AT A GLANCE: 1990 

BYTE BENCHMARK INDEXES-MACINTOSH FAMILY 

Applications 

Computer 
DB Sci./Eng. Cmplr. 

O 

Mac Ilfx 
MacIla 
Dynamac 
Mac Ilcx 
Mac SE/30 
Mac Ilx 
Mac Il 
Mac Portable 
Mac SE 
Mac Plus 
Outboundl 

6.54 
5.12 
3.87 
2.72 
2.68 
2.60 
2.00 
1.53 
1.00 
0.80 
2.61 

6.88 
4.67 
3.25 
3.25 
3.53 
3.20 
2.72 
1.88 
1.00 
0.88 
1.94 

5.31 
4.08 
2.33 
3.07 
2.99 
3.15 
2.53 
1.51 
1.00 
0.93 
2.48 

25.34 5.72 
9.97 3.07 
6.43 3.84 
6.13 2.79 
5.23 2.60 
5.32 2.53 
4.24 2.16 
2.49 1.85 
1.00 1.00 
0.91 0.84 
N/A 3.12 

o 10 20 30 40 50 

49.79 
26.91 
19.71 
17.97 
17.04 
16.81 
13.66 
9.26 
5.00 
4.36 
N/A 

The Outbound could not run the Scientific/Engineering suite of tests; therefore, it did not post a cumulative application index. 

N/A= Not applicable. 

o 3 6 9 12 15 

UMM» OMO IMM. 

11111111161M IIIIICIIC 

1111.11111MI »OMM e 

anima -AM 

14.2 
13.5 
11.1 
10.8 
6.0 
3.5 

all tests. The cumulative application index represents an overall 
score based on the seven application categories, so the AT posts 
a 7.00. 
We tried to test the machines as configured by the vendor, 

with some exceptions. We disabled any software caching and, 
for the new benchmarks, installed extended-memory drivers. 
Machines tested without a coprocessor are listed separately. 
Every system tested with the new benchmarks has a copro-
cessor installed (or, as is the case with the i486, includes an 
integrated FPU). 
We discouraged vendors from sending us systems with op-

tional caching disk drive controllers installed, as that inflated 
the disk I/O and cumulative application indexes. Those ma-
chines that have been benchmarked with caching controllers 
are marked in table 1 with a footnote. 
The 40-MHz Mac IIf x leads the march of Mac boxes (see 

table 4). The 68000 processor inside the Mac SE, the Mac Plus, 
and the Mac Portable doesn't support an integrated math copro-
cessor, so those machines could not generate an FPU index. 
For the same reason, the Mac FPU indexes are referenced to the 
Mac II, while all other indexes are based on the Mac SE. The 
Mac indexes should not be compared to the PC indexes. 
New for this benchmark roundup are the Unix indexes. Table 

5 provides a broad means of comparison among several Unix 
boxes and Intel-based PCs running SCO Xenix. 

Comparing speed indexes is fun, and it can be valuable when 
deciding among the varieties of CPUs and clock speeds. But 
speed should not be the sole criterion by which you judge a PC. 
Construction quality, customer support, compatibility, and 
price are just as important-perhaps more so, if your applica-
tion does not require a great deal of performance from the hard-
ware. In the tables, we've referenced the BYTE issue in which 
the review of each system appeared. If you're using this listing 
to shop for a PC, please read the full review for the whole 
picture. 

So now we're ready for the latest stream of speed demons. 
We have the two things we needed most: new benchmarks and a 
bigger thesaurus. • 

Stanford Diehl is a BYTE Lab testing editor/engineer. You can 
reach him on B1X as "sdiehl." 
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IBM SPECIAL ISSUE 

PC GUIs 
Go HEAD TO HEAD 

A user's view of Windows 3.0 and OS/2 reveals 
inconsistency within the consistency 

Stan Miastkowski 

o 
ver the past several 
months, tens of thou-
sands ( perhaps hun-
dreds of thousands) of 
words have been writ-

ten about the relative technical merits 
of Microsoft Windows 3.0 versus the 

current version ( 1.2) of OS/2. That's 
the problem: The words have concen-
trated on the technical merits, largely 
ignoring what's ultimately one of the 
most important factors in the equa-
tion: how you use them. While the 
technical intricacies of the two pack-

ages have a crucial role in the ultimate 
acceptance of both packages, and 
which environment (or both) develop-
ers opt for, the ultimate test of both 
Windows 3.0 and OS/2 are how they 
play in Peoria, or—more important— 

continued 

BASIC OPENING SCREENS 

The basic opening screens of 
both Windows 3.0 and OS/2 
look very different at first 
glance, but they share Common 
User Access traits, including 
three-dimensional buttons and 
pull-down menus. The 
screens shown here are what 
you see the first time you start 
the systems; you can customize 
them to fit your own prefer-
ences and work habits. 

What Windows 3.0 calls the 
Program Manager and OS/2 
calls the Desktop Manager are 
both essentially on-screen 
starting points. As you can 
see, Windows 3.0 has a more 
eye-catching look and feel 
and relies more on the visual 
metaphors of carefully de-
signed and finely sculpted 
icons. 

de Options Window Help 

CorvtolPeel PwoMnj,, 

à WINDOWS 3 0 

o Chytx.,1 pm P. 
OS/2 

Desktop Manager ' 1 ' 1 
Group Virw Ile,klop Ilelp 

Group - Main 

Utilities program View Help 

13 Lotus Ap 252112:ni 

sideick Introducing OS/2 

OS/2 Window 

osr2 Full Screen 

Print Manager 

lei OS/2 System hill,,, 

SideKzA Tnie 
Rome. 
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FILE MANAGERS 

The File Managers of Win-
dows 3.0 and OS/2 are nearly 
identical at first glance—with 
Windows again showing the 
more finely detailed icons. On 
start-up, Windows 3.0 shows 
only the top-level subdirector-
ies, while OS/2 displays all di-
rectories and subdirectories. 
(As with other options, every 
time you start the File Man-
ager, you can easily customize 
what it shows.) 

Note that OS/2 is missing a 
Disk pull-down menu in its File 
Manager. In the Windows 3.0 
file manager, this menu con-
tains the necessary copy and 
formatting commands for floppy 
disks. Of course, these are 
available in OS/2, but they're 
hidden in the Utilities Group. 
OS/2 also contains a Fixed Disk 
utility that lets you create and 
modify hard disk partitions. 
While useful, it can be dan-
gerous in inexperienced hands 
(which is evidently why it's 
missing in Windows 3.0). 

FILE MENUS 

You'll spend a great deal of 
time in the main file pull-down 
menus of both Windows 3.0 
and OS/2. The choices here are 
nearly identical, with a few no-
table exceptions. OS/2 contains 
a Properties option that lets 
you view extended information 
on your files (e.g., the icon, 
the subject, the date, and the 
time last changed). Also pecu-
liar are the Change Attributes 
option in Windows 3.0 and the 
Change flags option in OS/2. 
Although they have different 
names, they do the same 
thing—they let you change 
the file type (e.g., hidden, 
system). 

One thing that's still missing 
from both Windows 3.0 and 
OS/2 is the ubiquitous Trash-
can that Macintosh users have 
grown to know and love. In 
both the Windows 3.0 and OS/2 
environments, the Delete key 
does the job, although not as 
elegantly ( if you can call a 
Trashcan elegant). 

Z 
He i vp.w Options Window 31cIP 

File Manager 

Directory Tree 

-n3411111011 

—moos 
—trim 
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— TIFFANY 
— WINDOWS 
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WINDOWS 3.0 
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Search... 
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Program Manager 

I de lotion, Win.Inw Help 

Setting:. Ilelp 

IO AA 

• J 

Wort L‘ d 

WINDOWS 3.0 

CONTROL PANEL 

Windows 3.0 puts the many 
(necessary) options of the Con-
trol Panel in one child window 
using easy-to-grasp icons. 

OS/2, on the other hand, puts 
a very limited selection on the 
first screen. All the options are 
available in OS/2, but, as shown 
in the second OS/2 screen, 
they're arranged in a pull-down 
menu that lacks icons. 

_1E1, 

OS/2 
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WINDOWS 3.0 OS/2 

PRINTER SETUP 

Printer setup and options is one 
area in which Windows 3.0 
shines. A wide range of printer 
drivers comes with Windows, and 
they're easy to install and set up. 

The lack of printer drivers in 
OS/2 has been (and remains) a 
sore point with users. OS/2 in-
cludes a very limited number of 
drivers, and installing them is far 
from an intuitive task. It requires 
numerous steps, and the drivers 
themselves must be on floppy 
disks. 
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PC GUIS GO HEAD TO HEAD 

DESKTOP DESIGN 

(a) In Windows 3.0, Microsoft 
has created nearly limitless op-
tions for customizing the look 
and feel of the desktop. Besides 
being able to choose basic 
colors for desktop elements, 
you can also fine-tune them 
through a virtually unlimited 
palette. 

(b) Hidden farther down in the 
menus are options for "wallpa-
per" (the screen background) 
and even the patterns that show 
on the background of individ-
ual windows. 

(c) Windows' concentration on 
bright windows and icons al-
most makes you feel like an 
interior decorator. 

(d) OS/2 offers a severely 
limited choice of colors for indi-
vidual screen elements, and 
no choice at all for screen back-
ground patterns. What you 
see is what you get. 
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APPLICATION SCREENS 

Because it's a DOS add-on in-
stead of a full-fledged operating 
system, Windows 3.0 offers an 
easy way to modify system set-
tings and to set up applica-
tions. It will also automatically 
search the disk for application 
files, create icons for both Win-
dows and non-Windows appli-
cations, and place the icons in 
the correct groups. 

There's no comparable 
screen shown for OS/2 because 
it doesn't have one. Making 
major changes in OS/2's setup 
requires reinstallation of the 
entire operating system. On the 
application side, OS/2 appli-
cations create their own appli-
cations and ( usually) let you 
choose where to put them. The 
OS/2 screen shown is one of 
the screens necessary for in-
stalling a new program. 

THE BASIC GUI 

One of the biggest differences 
between Windows 3.0 and OS/2 
is that Windows 3.0 makes 
much more extensive use of the 
graphical user interface and 
relies heavily on detailed icons. 
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Circle 51 on Reader Service Card (RESELLERS: 52) 

PC GUIS GO HEAD TO HEAD 

with your screen, mouse, and key-
board. 

Even though Windows 3.0 and 
OS/2 come essentially from the 
same parentage (i.e., the program-
ming gnomes at Microsoft), there 
are some differences. Although at 
the most basic level, both are Com-
mon User Access-compliant--part 
of IBM's omnibus Systems Appli-
cation Architecture specification, 
both packages represent an evolu-
tion, with Windows 3.0 the latest 
incarnation in the march toward 
the ultimate graphical user inter-
face (GUI) design. 

Fair Comparisons 
One thing that people seldom men-
tion in the "Great Windows 3.0 
versus OS/2 Debate" is that in cer-
tain ways, comparing the two is 
like comparing apples and or-
anges. After all, Windows 3.0—at 
its heart—is simply a graphical 
DOS shell (albeit a very sophisti-
cated one). OS/2, on the other 
hand, is much more a full-fledged 
multitasking, multithreading op-
erating system. That crucial dif-
ference is the reason that you inter-
act with Windows 3.0 and OS/2 
differently. 
What follows is a gallery of 

comparisons that show some of the 
key user interface differences (and 
consistencies) between Windows 
3.0 and OS/2. Like a gallery own-
er setting up an art show, We've 
chosen the best—the highlights of 
what have become (for better or 
worse) the leading GUIs of the PC 
world. Not only do both environ-
ments have hundreds of screens 
and pull-down menus, they're also 
highly customizable to fit your 
own preferences and graphical 
prejudices. 

Your ultimate choice of an oper-
ating environment depends on a 
wide range of factors, including 
your needs and the size of your 
wallet. But like choosing a car, 
when you have to live with a sys-
tem from day to day, the ultimate 
question is: "How well does it 
drive?" 
What of the future? OS/2 2.0 

(for 386- and i486-based systems 
only) will probably have many of 
the graphical elements of Windows 
3.0. OS/2 2.0 is due at the end of 
the year. Time will tell. • 

Stan Miastkowski is a BYTE senior 
editor. He can be reached on BIX 
as "stanm." 

Save an amazing 60% of the desk or counter space now taken by a standard keyboard 
and enjoy improved functionWity at the same time. Actual size is 10.75" x 6.0" 
(273 x 152mm). The new MICROTYPE keyboard is rapey gaining acceptance as a truly 

advanced alternative to the original IBM layout for many applications. Reliability of the 
MICROTYPE has been amply proven through extensive use in trading areas of the NYSE, The 
New York and Chicago Mercantile Exchanges as well as in many banks, brokerages, stores and 
at factory work stations. 

Space is saved by compressing rows (not columns) and eliminating wide borders. 
Re-arranging and elevating the auxiliary key clusters also saves space while improving accessi-
bility with reduced eyescan and head movement. Keys have full travel with a light tactually 
responsive touch. All standard features such as auto-repeat, caps, num and scroll lock are 
included on the MICROTYPE. 

PC XT/AT, PS/2 IBM and clone compatibility. Available in US and most European language 
versions. Made in USA with 1 year warranty. 

...beautifully sensitive and handles both typists with light touch and those who really bang away. -I 

COMPUTER BUYERS GUIDE 

...This could be the perfect layout far an enhanced keyboard that must fit into a small area 

COMPUMAG 

Order direct from stock with IS day full return privileges. VISA, MasterCard, Eurocard charges accepted. 

USA 
CANADA 
EUFtOPE 

L 

1-800-DATALUX 
514-694-0870 
44 + 306-76718 

Fax 703-6h2-1682 
Fax 514-694-0871 
Fax 44 + 306-76742 

Normal size of 101 
key enhanced keyboard 

$124.50 + 6.00 sib Extra charges for P5/2 adapters. 
S189.00Cdn air shipments. OEM and reseller 
£99.110 + VAT P&P volume discounts available. 

When it comes to saving space, there's no comparison. 

/IV 
MAW eel-TWO-1r 
DATALUX CORPORATION 2836 Cessna Drive, winchester; Virginia 22601 
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*Translation: 

Gadzoolcs! Wow! Many other expletives! orces of reality have converged upon 
my enlightened mind, and have filled it onder at the subtleties, complexities and 
(once in a great while) seriously solid hardware values that the Universe has to offer. I 
have seen THE SUNBURST, and it is good. I shall offer it to the marketplace, and they w ill 
exclaim (as one): "WHOA, DUDE!" 

It's not often anymore that a great product is introduced into the marketplace; but, once in a great w hile, a product is 

brought to market that no one con ignore . . announcing The Sunburst 8514/A Graphics Card. The new standard in personal computi ng. 

The fastest graphic card on the market .. including 34010 based cards. Supports up to 1280x1024 in 256 colors. 512K. 

1MB & 2MB configurations using 256Kx4 dual ported VRAM. Vector intensive for CAD/CAM applications. 

Graphic computation is offloaded from the CPU. Chip count is just eight, to 

ensure highest reliability, Scissoring, line drawing, patterning, color mixing, bit 

block transfer. Supports interlaced and non- interlaced display modes. The Sunburst 

is hardware accelerated to support hi -res 8514/A monitors and compatibles 

(pixel clock runs up to 80 MHz). Runs any register level compatible or true Al 

driver, such as Windows & Presentation Manager. 7 year warranty. 

An incredibly strong price/performance ratio ... guaranteed to "enlighten' 

you and your customers as to what real graphics value is all about. Groundhog 

offers you complete dealer support, including an intense advertising campaign. 

Coll now for details on becoming on authorized Groundhog dealer. 
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STRANGER IN 
A STRANGE LAND 
It's easier than you might imagine to share information 
among the Macintosh and other personal computers 

Tom Thompson 

ust a few years ago, it 
was an uphill battle to get 
an Apple Macintosh 
computer through a cor-
poration's doors. Now, 

they can be found peppering desktops in 
offices everywhere. No, they haven't 
taken over: Many tasks are better han-
dled by PCs. But the Mac earned its spot 
on a desk, simply because its superior 
graphics capabilities pro-
duced professional artwork 
(e.g., charts, figures, and 
logos) better and faster than 
your garden-variety PC. 

But as the Mac uniquely 
solves some business prob-
lems, it also adds some com-
plications. You might, for ex-
ample, want a Mac program 
to draw a chart that uses num-
bers computed on a Compaq 
Deskpro. Ideally, this should 
not be a problem. Practically, 
however, the disparate file for-
mats that exist between PCs 
and Macs—and even among 
programs on the same comput-
er—can make achieving this 
ideal a major headache. Sud-
denly, the Mac appears like a 
stranger, speaking in an un-
known tongue. 

But information sharing 
between PCs and Macs is not 
impossible. How the Mac 
handles data isn't that much 

different from how a PC handles it, al-
though it may seem that way when you 
hear Mac folks talking about a file's 
data fork and resource fork. If you under-
stand how the Mac handles data, you can 
convert a file's contents into something 
that any machine can use. Furthermore, 
a number of vendors (e.g., Microsoft, 
Aldus, and WordPerfect) have written 
programs that operate on both Macs and 

PCs while using the same file format. 
I'll start by showing how to exchange 

files between Macs and PCs. I'll gloss 
over networking solutions, since imple-
menting these is an article in itself. I'll 
discuss ways to make use of the file's in-
formation, whether you're using it on a 
Mac or sending it to a PC. Along the 
way, I'll provide hints on potential prob-
lems, even if you're using a vendor solu-

tion like Microsoft Word. 

Dealing with Disks 
Trying to move a file from a 
PC floppy disk onto a Mac 
floppy disk used to be a major 
chore, even though both ma-
chines use the same 3'h-inch 
floppy disks. That's because 
each computer uses a differ-
ent data-encoding method to 
record information. 
The PC uses MFM for its 

floppy disks, while the Mac 
uses group-code recording 
(GCR). The end result is that 
neither computer reads the 
other's disks. In a large of-
fice, a network (e.g., Novell 
NetWare or Dayna Communi-
cation's DaynaNET) that 
links both computers bypass-
es this problem, but for a 
small office there used to be 
no easy solution. 
The need for data exchange 

continued 
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STRANGER IN A STRANGE LAND 
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Photo 1: The Apple File Exchange program copying a file from an MS-DOS disk. 

was so acute that vendors devised solu-
tions that do not require a network. 
MatchMalcer from Micro Solutions Com-
puter Products is an Industry Standard 
Architecture (ISA) board for the PC that 
connects to an external Mac floppy disk 
drive. Using special DOS commands, 
you can examine Mac floppy disks and 
copy files. 

Apple addressed the problem with its 
FDHD drive, dubbed the SuperDrive, 
which was first introduced on the Mac 
Hx. A SuperDrive can format, read, and 
write to double-sided or high-density 
3 1/2 -inch 1.44-megabyte floppy disks, 
using either MFM or GCR encoding. 
With the exception of the Mac Plus, 
every Mac from the Portable to the IIf x is 
shipped with a SuperDrive. (The 68020-
based Mac II, which had only a double-
sided floppy disk drive, has been discon-
tinued. Since September 1989, the Mac 
SE has been equipped with a SuperDrive 
instead of the double-sided floppy disk 
drive.) 
By itself, the SuperDrive isn't enough 

to deal with an MS-DOS or OS/2 disk: 
The Mac Finder won't recognize the for-
eign file format and will ask to format 
the floppy disk for you. Instead, you 
must launch the Apple File Exchange 
(AFE) program, which assumes control 
of the SuperDrive and lets you copy files 
to or from a PC floppy disk (see photo 1). 
AFE has a modular structure that lets 

you add extra procedures called filters, 
which translate the file as you copy it. 
Third-party vendors offer filters that 
perform conversions between a variety of 
PC and Mac file formats. 

For example, DataViz offers MacLink 
Plus/Translators, a package that features 
an extensive library of filters that can 
translate, say, an MS-DOS WordPerfect 
file into a Mac Microsoft Word file while 
retaining the document's typefaces and 
styles. Even if your PCs and Macs are 
networked, you can use the DataViz 
translators with AFE to convert data-
base, spreadsheet, and word processing 
files. DataViz also provides a stand-
alone program to operate its filters if the 
AFE program isn't available. 

The Serial Solution 
OK, so maybe you've got a vintage Mac 
that doesn't have a SuperDrive, or your 
PC uses a 5 'A -inch floppy disk drive. 
And still no network. What then? The 
answer is simple: Use the computers' 
serial ports. By connecting the serial 
ports of both machines with the appro-
priate cable, you can use terminal pro-
grams to transfer files. 

Moving files this way can be frustrat-
ing, since there are many little details to 
get right before the transfer works. Tele-
communications experience is a plus, be-
cause the file transfers are identical to 
downloading and uploading files to a 
BBS or on-line systems like BIX or GE-
nie. The difference is that the source ma-
chine is the PC rather than a mainframe. 
The most crucial component in this 

operation is having the right cable. If the 
computers can't send signals to one an-
other, they won't be sending files, either. 
You'll need a null modem cable whose 
connectors match the serial ports on both 
computers. The cable's name is couched 

in data communications jargon, but what 
it means is that the cable's transmit and 
receive data lines are switched between 
the two connectors. Or, put another way, 
the cable arranges the signals so that 
each computer's serial transmitter is 
sending to the other computer's serial re-
ceiver—precisely what's required for the 
two machines to exchange data. 
The best ready-made null modem ca-

ble was the original ImageWriter printer 
cable. It was properly wired, and the 
male DB-25 serial connector for the 
printer made it ideal for hooking into 
most PCs' 25-pin serial ports. If you can-
not find one of these cables (plus an 
adapter cable to convert the original 
Mac's DB-9 serial connector to the cur-
rent mini-DIN-8 connector), you could 
try a computer store that specializes in 
custom cables. 
While on the subject of adapters, if 

you have an AT-class machine, you've 
probably got a DB-9 serial port, which 
requires a 25-pin-to-9-pin adapter plug 
to complete the connection. For those 
who want to roll their own, the schematic 
in figure 1 shows the connections you 
need to make. 
With the cable in place, you start the 

terminal programs on both computers. 
Both programs must be configured for 
the appropriate serial port, and settings 
like baud rate, number of bits, and stop 
bits must match exactly. A good starting 
point is full duplex, 19,200 bps, 8 bits, 
and no parity. If everything is set right, 
you should be able to type text on the 
Mac's keyboard and see the same text on 
the PC's screen. If this doesn't happen, 
the machines aren't communicating, so 
double-check everything. Once all prob-
lems are fixed, you're ready to transfer 
files. 

Since many of the files you'll be mov-
ing contain binary data (e.g., formatting 
information), you need to use a protocol 
transfer (i.e., XMODEM, YMODEM, 
ZMODEM, or Kermit) to do the job—not 
ASCII capture. Using one of these proto-
cols, select the file to send from the PC. 
Then have the Mac receive the file, using 
the same protocol. 
An important point: On Mac terminal 

programs, disable the MacBinary con-
version feature (if it has it), which either 
strips or adds a header of Mac-specific 
information to the file. MacBinary is re-
quired for serial file transfer from one 
Mac to another, but the unintentional 
modification to a PC file can make its 
contents unusable. (For more informa-
tion, see the text box "The Fork in the 
File" on page 92.) 
As a general rule, XMODEM, YMO-
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DEM, and ZMODEM transfers usually 
want the sending machine ready to go be-
fore the receiving machine starts. There 
might be a delay as the computers syn-
chronize the transfer, but the file should 
then be transmitted rapidly. It might take 
you several attempts to get the hang of 
this, but once you do, you'll be able to 
move files easily from one system to 
another. 

If all this sounds daunting, a variety of 
packages on the market can assist you 
with serial transfers. Both DataViz and 
Traveling Software offer packages (Mac-
Link Plus/PC and LapLink Mac III, re-
spectively) that include both software 
and a special serial cable. 

Same Data, Different Machine 
Now that you've got that PC file on a Mac 
(or vice versa), it's time to make use of it. 
You'll have little difficulty if you use a 
program like PageMaker, which runs on 
both machines. For other programs, 
some preparation might be necessary. I 
used a Compaq Deskpro 386/20 running 
Windows 2.11 to generate PC files that I 
transferred to either a Mac II or Mac IIfx 
to evaluate just how difficult it is to use 
data generated on a different platform. 
As long you work within the limits of 
both machines, sharing information can 
be surprisingly easy. 
I just mentioned PageMaker, and for 

good reason. Its interface is consistent on 
both computers, and there has never been 
a problem with exchanging its files. 
While there are other page-layout pro-
grams, PageMaker's reliable perfor-
mance across diverse machines is an as-
set. It runs faster on an equivalent PC 
than on a Mac II, which means that for 
some page-layout work you're better off 
using PageMaker on a PC. 
Be certain to use the same version of 

PageMaker on both computers: The file 
format differs slightly from version to 
version. That is, you can exchange files 
between a Mac and a PC if they're both 
running PageMaker 3.0. But if you're 
using PageMaker 1.0 on a PC and Page-
Maker 3.0 on a Mac, a file exchange 
won't work. You'll have to upgrade the 
PC version of PageMaker to ensure file 
compatibility. 

If you're using PageMaker on the Mac 
to incorporate different PC files (e.g., 
scanned images or PostScript figures), 
you'll have to modify the file's type so 
that PageMaker recognizes the file's 
data format. See the text box "A Matter 
of Type" on page 92 for details. 
The PC version of Autodesk's Auto-

CAD (release 10c2) had no difficulty 
reading Mac AutoCAD files, nor did the 

MAKING MAC-PC CONNECTIONS 

Macintosh signal 

Output handshake 
input handshake 

Transmit data (TxD-) 
Ground 
Receive date (RxD-) 
Transmit data (TxD+) 
No connection 
Receive data (RxD+), ground 
for RS-232C emulation 

Mini DIN-8pin 

1 
2 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

RS-232C pin 

No connection 
20 for ImageWriter, not 
connected for PC 
3 
7 
2 
No connection 
No connection 
7 

Figure 1: The schematic for a null modem cable to connect the serial ports 
of a Macintosh and an IBM PC. You can order an Image Writer II extension cable 
and cut it in half to obtain the male DIN-8 connector. The DB-25 connector is 
available from most electronics stores. 

Mac version (release 10c5) with PC files. 
WingZ for OS/2 and Windows 3.0 shares 
the same files with the Mac version. The 
same is true for Microsoft Excel: Its files 
are completely interchangeable between 
Excel 2.1 (PC) and Excel 2.2 (Mac). No 
file conversions were necessary, and the 
transfers were painless. 

However, Microsoft complicated the 
situation with its word processors. First, 
there are two PC versions: Word 5.0, for 
a command-line interface (CLI) environ-
ment, and Word for Windows 1.0, for a 
graphical user interface (GUI) environ-
ment. On the Mac, there's Word 4.0. The 
different version numbers aren't so bad. 
However, if you misstep with the file for-
mat when saving the document, you wind 
up with a file that can't be used else-
where. 
The Word 5.0 file can be opened di-

rectly by Word 4.0 on the Mac. But if 
you're using Word for Windows 1.0 for 
its WYSIWYG display, be sure to save 
the file not in its default format (Nor-
mal), but as Word for DOS. On the Mac, 
you should configure Word 4.0 for Full 
Menus. When you save the file, click on 
the File Format button in the Standard 
File dialog box. Select the MS-DOS— 
not Normal—format and then save the 
file. Both Word 5.0 and Word for Win-
dows 1.0 will read this Mac file and re-
store the formatting. 

It sounds more complicated than it 

actually is, but as long as you remember 
to save the files in MS-DOS Word for-
mat, you will have no problems exchang-
ing files. WordPerfect's word processors 
(5.1 for the PC and 1.0.4 for the Mac) 
have a similar gotcha: Save both as Word-
Perfect 5.0 documents. 
Adobe Illustrator also has its share of 

quirks when it comes to file exchange. Il-
lustrator 1.9.3 on the Mac readily ac-
cepts files from its PC cousin, Illustrator 
1.0. However, when you save an Illustra-
tor file for export to the PC, you first 
need to save it as a version 1.1 file (there 
is a version format problem similar to 
PageMaker's). Also, don't save the file 
with a preview (i.e., a bit-mapped image 
used to help place the graphic in a page-
layout program). 
Be aware of some differences between 

the two programs. On a Mac, you can 
add color to your artwork and view it (see 
photo 2) and have access to a blend tool 
(for blending colors). 
On the PC, you can add color to the 

artwork, but your results will be guess-
work, since you can preview the artwork 
only in shades of gray (see photo 3). And 
there is no blend tool. Also, you lose 
some information in a Mac Illustrator 
file when you convert it to transport to 
the PC. 
A lock function, which is used to pre-

vent the selection of overlapping objects, 
continued 
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The Fork in the File 

AMacintosh file is basically a col-
lection of bytes on a disk—the 

same as a PC file. However, the Mac OS 
makes some significant distinctions 
when it deals with those bytes. 
A Mac file is composed of two parts, 

calledforks. A file's data fork is used to 
store a program's data, such as text 
from a word processor or numbers from 
a spreadsheet. The program is free to 
write anything it chooses into a file's 
data fork. 
A file's resource fork contains spe-

cial objects that are called—appropri-
ately enough—resources. Much of what 
the Mac is and how it runs is accom-
plished through these resources. They 
store the operating-system code and its 
patches and a program's executable 
code. Other resources describe the ap-
pearance of a program's windows, the 
dialog boxes, menu contents, and possi-
ble alert sounds. The resource fork is 
accessed by a collection of Mac Toolbox 
routines termed the Resource Manager. 
The formats of certain resources (e.g., 
the window and sound resources) are 
precisely defined. It's possible to create 
custom resources for special purposes 
by using the Resource Manager. 

A Mac file can have both a data fork 
and a resource fork, or only one. Docu-
ment files, created by programs, have 
only a data fork, while Mac programs 
have only a resource fork. There are ex-
ceptions, of course. Some programs 
store user information (e.g., the own-
er's name and registration number) in 
their data fork, while a document's re-
source fork might hold special informa-
tion (e.g., the color palette for an 8-bit 
color image). 
The important thing to remember is 

that a resource fork typically contains 
Mac-specific information that's of no 
value to a PC. When you prepare to send 
files to a PC, take a moment to find out 
where this information is stored. CE 
Software's DiskTop is an excellent file-
utility desk accessory that you can con-
figure to show the size of a file's forks. 
If there's little or no information in the 
data fork, check to see that you saved 
the document in the proper format. 

What Is MaeBinary, Anyway? 
By now, you might be wondering how a 
Mac handles a file download. Out of 
that stream of bytes marching into the 
serial port, how can it tell which bytes 

go to a file's data fork, and which to the 
resource fork? Mac terminal programs 
use a MacBinary standard that supplies 
this crucial information. 
When a Mac file is uploaded to a BBS 

or an on-line system, the terminal pro-
gram supplies a 128-byte header inside 
the first packet that is transmitted. This 
header provides the actual filename (an 
MS-DOS or Unix system can't deal with 
lengthy Mac filenames, including em-
bedded blanks), Finder attributes (i.e., 
the file's creator and type, plus bits de-
scribing certain file characteristics), 
and the size of the file's two forks. 
When a Mac terminal program 

downloads the file, it strips this header 
off, while using the information in it to 
reconstruct the file. The terminal pro-
gram does this by copying the stated 
number of bytes into the data fork and 
then into the resource fork, setting the 
file's type and creator, and finally re-
naming the file. 
When sending files to a PC, it's im-

portant to disable this feature in Mac 
terminal programs. Otherwise, a Mac-
Binary header gets tacked onto the front 
of the file. Its presence will confound a 
PC program trying to read the data. 

On PCs and the NeXT Computer, a 
file's contents are described by the 

filename's extension (e.g., .TXT is a 
file containing ASCII text, . AI is an Il-
lustrator file, and .DOC is a Word file). 
On the Mac, the file system saves 

extra information describing the file's 
creator (i.e., what Mac program made 
the file) and its type (or contents). 
When you double-click on a data-file 
icon on the Mac, the Mac OS uses the 
creator information to determine what 
program to start. The program uses the 
file type information to deal with the 
file's data. 
These maneuvers by the Mac OS 

spare you from figuring out what pro-

A Matter of Type 

gram to use and how the programs deal 
with the file. However, when you trans-
port files from a PC, you can throw a 
wrench in the works. That's because a 
Mac terminal program typically as-
sumes a default creator (MacWrite) and 
type (TEXT) when receiving foreign 
data. 
When receiving files from a PC, give 

the Mac file a descriptive name (Auto-
CAD file) or an extension (. DWG). This 
will help you keep track of the file until 
you need it. Next, start the desired pro-
gram and try opening the file. If you can 
open it, immediately save it into another 
file so that the program writes the ap-
propriate creator and type information 

along with the data. 
Some programs look only for files of 

a specific type. If your file is of the 
wrong type, its name won't appear in 
the program's Standard File dialog box. 
To get the program to recognize the 
file, you'll have to modify its type in-
formation. A number of utilities let you 
modify the file's type and creator. The 
DiskTop desk accessory does this, and 
you don't have to exit the program to fix 
the file. 
Some useful file types to know are 

TEXT (the file contains ASCII text), 
TIFF (the file has a TIFF image), EPSF 
(it's a PostScript file), and EPSP (it's an 
Encapsulated PostScript file). 

is absent in the PC version of the pro-
gram. Mac documents with locked ob-
jects lose this characteristic if the file is 
sent to the PC and back. Illustrator is a 
graphics-intensive program that brings 
out the best in a Mac: It performs faster 
and better on a 16-MHz 68020-based Mac 
II than on a 20-MHz 386-based Compaq. 

Tailoring the Data to Fit 
What happens if you're not using Excel 
or you're using a word processor other 
than Word on the Mac? With some care, 
you can still swap information. Some 
data formats serve as a common ground 
for data exchange. Be aware that you 
might have to tinker with files to make 

the data palatable to certain programs. 
What follows are some useful data for-
mats, along with some guidelines to help 
you. 
ASCII text is still the most reliable 

means of moving bulk text across differ-
ent machines. No, there is no fancy 

continued 
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They Left out Features.... 

We Left out the COMMA!! 
The only thing missing... 

is the comma in the price. If you 
look at the chart on the right you 
will see prices charged by our com-
petition. All but one contain a 
comma. DesignCAD 3D sells for 
$399.00. Period. No Comma! 

In order to draw the complex pic-
tures shown below it is desirable to 
have the following 3D features: 

• Interactive design with 3D 

CUrSOr 

• Blending of surfaces 

4, Boolean operations such as 

add, subtract, and 

intersection 

• Complex extrusions 

• Cross sectioning 
• Block scaling 

• On screen shading 

• Shaded output to printers and 

plotters 

All of these competitors left out one 
or more of these desirable features 
in their standard package. They 
didn't forget the most horrible fea-
ture - the comma. 

DesignCAD 3D offers ALL the listed 
features plus many more! 

If DesignCAD 3D has the power to 
create the 3D objects shown below, 
imagine how it could help with your 
design project! 

DesignCAD 3D sells for $399. We left 
out the comma. We didn't think you 
would mind! 

PC MAGAZINE SAYS... 

DesignCAD 3D, the latest feature. 
packed, low-cost CADD package from 
American Small Business Computers, 
delivers more bang per buck than any 
of its low-cost competitors and threat-
ens programs costing ten times as 
much. For a low-cost, self-contained 
3D package... DesignCAD's range of 
features steals the show." 

$39 

IAutoCAD rel. 10 
CADKEY 3.12 

DataCAD with DC Modeler 

$3 000 00 

$ 3 195 00 

$3,990.00 

AutoCAD AEC $ 1,000.00 AutoShade $500.00 

Solids 9995 00 IGES translator 91.995 00 

DataCAD Velocity $2,000.00 

DesIgnCAD3Dver.2.0 $ 399.00 No expensiveoptions! IG ES Free, Shading Frda 

MaxxiCAD 1.02 

Mega Model 

MicroStation PC 3.0 

ModelMate Plus 2.8 

VersaCAD Design 5.4 

$ 1,895.00 

$995.00 

$ 3 300 00 

$ 1 495 00 

$ 2,995.00 

BYTE MAGAZINE SAYS... 

"At $399, DesignCAD 3D was the least 
expensive package we saw, yet it was 
one of the more powerful. .. Don't be 
fooled by the remarkably low price, this 
program can really perform. • 

May 1988 page 178 

MegaDraw $195, List $295, MegaShade $395 

Customer Support Libraries $ 1,000.00 

N/A 

N/A 
Source: Byte Magazine 

Complete 3-Dimensional design fea-
tures make it easy for you to construct 
realistic 3-D models. With full solid-
object modeling capabilities you can 
analyze your drawing to determine 
the volume, surface area or even 
center of gravity! DesignCAD 3-D even 
permits you to check for interference 
between objects! Aeronautical Engi-
neers can now find tne center of grav-
ity for a new airplane design with a 
couple of keystrokes. The Architect 
can determine the surface area of a 
roof for decking in a matter of minutes. 
The Civil Engineer can calculate the 
volume of a lake or dam in seconds. 
The Mechanical Engineer will know for 
sure if certain parts fit together without 
interference. The uses for DesignCAD 
3-D are only limited by YOUR imagina-
tion! 

HOW DO I GET ONE? 

DesignCAD 3-D and Desig-ICAD 2D are 
available from most retail computer 
stores, or you may order directly from 
us. If you have questions about which 
program to purchase please give us a 
call. All you need to rur DesignCAD 
3-D is an IBM PC or compatible com-
puter with 640 K RAM memory and a 
hard disk. Both products support most 
graphics cards, printers, plotters and 
digitizers. Free Information and a demo 
disk are available by faxing (918) 825-
6359 or telephoning: 

1-(918) 825-4844 
74361 U.S.A. American Small Business Computers • 327 South Mill Street • Pryor, OK 
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STRANGER IN A STRANGE LAND 

Photo 2: Adobe Illustrator 1.9.3 on a Mac II in the preview 
mode. (File courtesy of Adobe Systems) 

Adobe Illustrator(A) 

11/1o. 

f 
III ,. I dgi fir 11..p. 
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Photo 3: The PostScript file from photo 2 on a Compaq 
Deskpro 386/20 running Adobe Illustrator 1.0 in the preview 
mode. Note the absence of the measure and blend tools. 

ITEMS DISCUSSED 

Adobe Photoshop 
Illustrator 
Adobe Systems, Inc. 
1585 Charleston Rd. 
P.O. Box 7900 
Mountain View, CA 94039 
(800) 922-3623 
(415) 961-4400 
Inquiry 1146. 

AutoCAD 
Autodesk, Inc. 
2320 Marinship Way 
Sausalito, CA 94965 
(800) 445-5415 
Inquiry 1147. 

ColorLab 100 
Computer Presentations, Inc. 
1117 Cypress St. 
Cincinnati, OH 45206 
(513) 281-3222 
Inquiry 1148. 

DaynaNET 
Dayna Communications 
50 South Main St., Fifth Floor 
Salt Lake City, UT 84144 
(801) 531-0600 
Inquiry 1149. 

DiskTop 
CE Software, Inc. 
1854 Fuller Rd. 
P.O. Box 65580 
West Des Moines, IA 50265 
(800) 523-7638 
Inquiry 1150. 

FDHD (SuperDrive) 
Apple Computer, Inc. 
20525 Mariani Ave. 
Cupertino, CA 95014 
(800) 282-2732 
(408) 996-1010 
Inquiry 1151. 

ix-100 
Sharp Electronics Corp. 
Systems Division 
Sharp Plaza 
Mahwah, NJ 07430 
(201) 529-9500 
Inquiry 1152. 

LapLink Mac III 
Traveling Software, Inc. 
18702 North Creek Pkwy. 
Bothell, WA 98011 
(800) 343-8080 
(206) 483-8088 
Inquiry 1153. 

MacLink Plus/PC 
MacLink Plus/Translators 
DataViz, Inc. 
35 Corporate Dr. 
Trumbull, CT 06611 
(203) 268-0030 
Inquiry 1154. 

MatchMaker 
Micro Solutions Computer Products 
132 West Lincoln Hwy. 
DeKalb, IL 60115 
(815) 756-3411 
Inquiry 1155. 

NetWare 
NetWare for Macintosh 
Novell, Inc. 
122 East 1700 South 
Provo, UT 84606 
(801) 379-5900 
Inquiry 1156. 

PageMaker 
Aldus Corp. 
411 First Ave. S, Suite 200 
Seattle, WA 98104 
(206) 622-5500 
Inquiry 1157. 

Spectrum/24 Series III 
SuperMac Technology 
485 Potrero Ave. 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
(408) 245-2202 
Inquiry 1158. 

Word 
Word for Windows 
Microsoft Corp. 
1 Microsoft Way 
Redmond, WA 98052 
(800) 426-9400 
(206) 882-8080 
Inquiry 1159. 

WordPerfect 
WordPerfect Corp. 
1555 North Technology Way 
Orem, UT 84057 
(800) 321-4566 
(801) 225-5000 
Inquiry 1160. 
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Photo 4: An image scan on a Sharp JX-100 scanner using 
ColorLab 100 scanning software on a Compaq Deskpro 
386/20. 

Photo 5: The image in photo 4 was saved as a 24-bit TIFF file 
and transported to a Mac II. The image is being viewed with 
Adobe Photoshop using a 24-bit color SuperMac video board. 

formatting information, but quite often 
text transfers are done so that the receiv-
ing computer can merge the text into one 
document. You then add the typefaces, 
style, and graphics to this combined doc-
ument. Where and with what program 
you finish the document doesn't matter: 
It could be PageMaker on either ma-
chine, Quark XPress on the Mac, or Ven-
tura Publisher on the PC. 

Also, tab-delimited text (i.e., ASCII 
numbers separated by tab characters) is 
useful for shipping tables of numbers. 
For example, those Compaq numbers 
mentioned at the start of this article can 
be saved as a tab-delimited table, which 
you send to a Mac. Cricket Graph can 
read tabular data in this format and pro-
duce a graph of the information in a mat-
ter of minutes. 
When moving files from the PC, re-

member that its ASCII text files nor-
mally end with a carriage return/linefeed 
pair. On the Mac, text files end with just 
carriage returns. So remember to strip or 
add the linefeeds as you move raw text 
from one machine to the other. 

PostScript is a fairly reliable means of 
exchanging graphics. Here at BYTE, we 
have moved graphics between Unix sys-
tems, PCs, and Macs using PostScript. 
Since PostScript commands are text-
based, you can use ASCII file capture to 
move files around in a pinch. 

However, Illustrator gets downright 
cranky when you try to get it to read 
PostScript files not made in Illustrator. 
The same goes for Encapsulated Post-
Script files: Some programs will read 
them; others won't. Since there's no reli-
able way to determine beforehand what 
files cause problems, you'll just have to 

experiment until you hit on a working 
combination of programs and settings. 
Or, stick with Illustrator exclusively. 

TIFF was originally developed by Al-
dus to transport bit-mapped images 
across different computers. The specifi-
cation is now in the public domain and is 
maintained by a number of vendors. It's 
also a reliable exchange medium. I've 
scanned images on a PC using a Sharp 
1X-100 scanner (see photo 4) and Com-
puter Presentations ColorLab 100 soft-
ware. I had ColorLab 100 save the im-
ages as 24-bit TIFF files and then 
transmitted the files to the Mac. On a 
Mac II equipped with a SuperMac Tech-
nology 24-bit color video board, the re-
sults—created on a PC—can be spectacu-
lar (see photo 5). 
The biggest problem with TIFF files is 

how well vendors implement the specifi-
cation. Some programs handle only 1- or 
8-bit TIFF files, so that a 4-bit TIFF file 
(from a NeXT Computer) or a 24-bit 
TIFF file (from either a Mac or a PC) 
causes them to crash and burn. 

Other potential problem areas in the 
specification are data compression and 
how the image is stored. In the latter 
case, the Motorola processor organizes 
its data in the reverse from how an Intel 
processor handles data storage. This po-
tential problem is dealt with by informa-
tion in the TIFF file that describes its 
data organization. A decent TIFF reader 
can read this information and reorganize 
the data as it accesses the file. Some pro-
grams don't. As is the case with Post-
Script, you'll have to experiment with 
various programs to see what works. 

Finally, check to see what formats 
your target program can accept. Data 

compatibility might be just a matter of 
looking in the manual. For example, 
many Mac spreadsheet programs can 
read PC files saved in the SYLK format. 
Word and Word for Windows can save 
Rich Text Format files that describe the 
document's typeface and style informa-
tion as text commands. These RTF files 
can be read by WriteNow or MacWrite II 
on the Mac, via filters. 

Medium of Exchange 
As you have seen, the Mac no longer 
works in isolation from its PC and work-
station counterparts. Programs are avail-
able that let office workers use the same 
set of keystrokes and mouse actions to do 
the job, no matter what type of micro-
computer they're using. Furthermore, 
copying files back and forth is no longer 
a nightmare. Instead, it's a convenient 
way to move the information from one 
user to the next. Even if you don't use 
WordPerfect, Illustrator, PageMaker, or 
the like, exchanging data is now more a 
science than an art. 
Macs and PCs give today's office the 

best of both worlds. PCs can be used to 
their best advantage, and so can Macs. 
The ability to easily exchange informa-
tion between the two creates a synergism 
resulting in work that's better than any-
thing done by a single type of computer. 
Because information is easily shared 
nowadays, the Mac isn't a stranger in the 
office. Rather, it is an important ally in 
dealing with the Information Age. • 

Tom Thompson is a BYTE senior editor at 
large with a B. S. E. E. degree from Mem-
phis State University. He can be reached 
on BIX as "tom_thompson." 
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IBM SPECIAL ISSUE 

PROGRAMMING 
32-BIT OS/2 

Working with 
the OS/2 2.0 SDK 

Martin Heller 

A 
s the next generation of 
operating system for per-
sonal computers, OS/2 
2.0 has generated more 
than its share of media at-

tention. What I'd like to do here is to 
strip away the hype and speculation and 
get down to the bare facts. I am working 
with the OS/2 2.0 Software Development 
Kit (SDK). This is a $2600 product that 
allows developers to use early 
versions of the operating sys-
tem and development tools to 
prepare their applications. 

Just the Facts, Ma'am 
OS/2 2.0, a multitasking, sin-
gle-user operating system for 
PCs, is based on the Intel 386 
and i486 CPUs. It builds on 
the technologies found in ear-
lier versions of OS/2 and in 
Windows/386. OS/2 2.0 of-
fers many features: 

• linear or " flat" 32-bit 
memory model 

• paged virtual memory 
• full use of the 386 

instruction set 
• support for existing 
DOS and OS/2 1.2 16-
bit applications 
• multiple virtual DOS 
machines (MVDMs) 

• High Performance File 
System (HPFS) 

• extended file attributes 
• long filenames 
• greatly expanded system limits 
• support for Windows applications 
through the SMK 

C Programming Models 
OS/2 2.0 supports multiple program-
ming models. Applications written for 
the Presentation Manager and built with 

the 32-bit tools have full access to the 
PM's user interface and graphical pro-
gramming services. These applications 
will run only under OS/2 2.0 (although 
you can build 16-bit versions from the 
same sources to run under OS/2 1.2). 

Character-mode applications don't 
need to use the PM to get the advantages 
of the flat 32-bit memory model. These 
programs are written using the C run-

time library facilities and 
built with the 32-bit tools; 
they can also use the OS/2 2.0 
application programming in-
terface. Character-mode 32-
bit applications (e.g., 32-bit 
PM applications) will run 
only under OS/2 2.0. Again, 
you can build 16-bit applica-
tions from the same source 
code—but if you use OS/2 2.0 
APIs, you will need to make 
some adjustments so that they 
will be compatible with the 
OS/2 1.2 APIs. 
The 32-bit model paves the 

way for a lot of Unix pro-
grams that haven't yet been 
ported to OS/2. That's main-
ly because Unix code as-
sumes that pointers can look 
anywhere in memory, where-
as OS/2 1.x programs target 
an architecture made up of 
many small, protected seg-
ments. OS/2 2.0 eliminates 

continued 
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Listing 1: OS/2 I.x supports memory objects larger than 64K bytes, but not 
very efficiently. 

SEL sell, sel2; 
PCH pabObJectl, pabObJect2; 
USHORT offselector; 
/* Method 1 — allocate two selectors */ 
DosAllocSeg ((USHORT) 0, &sell, SEG_NONSHARED); 
DosAllocSeg ((USHORT) 4096, &se12, SEG_NONSHARED); 
pabObJectl = MAKEP(sell, 0); 
pab0Jbect2 = MAIŒP(se12, 0); 
/* Code must use pab0Jbect2 for memory references 
above 64K bytes */ 
/* Method 2 — use DosAllocHuge */ 
DosGetHugeShift (&usShiftCount); 
offselector = 2 < < usShiftCount; 
DosAllocHuge (( USHORT) 1, (USHORT) 4096, 

&sell, ( USHORT) 2, SEG_NONSHARED); 
pabObJectl = MAKEP(sell, 0); 
pabObJect2 = MAKEP(sell + offselector, 0); 

/* 
Code can use pabObJectl and pabObJect2 as above, or take 
advantage of the arrangement of the huge selectors by using 
pointers of the type: 
pch = MAKEP ( sell + offset > > 16, offset/ 16) 
*/ 

that architectural mismatch. 
In addition to the new 32-bit character-

mode and 32-bit PM application models, 
OS/2 2.0 supports all OS/2 1.2, DOS, 
and (with a conversion) Windows mod-
els. Complicated? Yes. But for the user, 
the result is an operating system that runs 
existing applications with confidence. 

Developers now need to choose their 
models carefully, balancing portability, 
performance, and development effort. 
One strategy might be to write a 16-bit 
PM application but include conditional 
386 code that will run if the 386 instruc-
tions are available. This approach gains 
transparent portability between OS/2 1.2 
and OS/2 2.0, but it doesn't take advan-
tage of flat memory. 

Another strategy is to write a PM ap-
plication with conditional source code 
for 16- and 32-bit versions. The result 
here would be two separate executable 
images generated from a single set of 
sources. You can then choose the pro-
gram file that is appropriate for your 
computer when installing the applica-
tion. This approach takes maximum ad-
vantage of the new features of OS/2 2.0, 
but the developer will have to maintain 
complicated conditional code. 
One "gotcha": If you have existing 

OS/2 programs written to the character-
mode 16-bit API using OS/2 video, 
mouse, or keyboard functions, you will 
have difficulty converting them to 32-bit 
applications. The 16-bit video, mouse, 
and keyboard functions have no 32-bit 
analogs; you can either maintain these 
16-bit applications as they are, rewrite 
the unsupported API calls as C function 
calls to convert to 32-bit character mode, 
or rewrite heavily to convert to PM. 

Status of the SDK 
The first release of the OS/2 2.0 SDK had 
a few problems. To begin with, the in-
stallation procedure took over the whole 
machine rather than coexisting with old-
er versions of OS/2. The system was not 
totally stable. It provided only the debug-
ging kernels, and these were slow, occu-
pied a lot of memory, and monopolized a 
serial port. The on-line documentation 
was incomplete; the printed documenta-
tion consisted of a manual for the MEP 
editor and an eight-page letter. A few 
rather important things were broken; for 
example, the system would refuse to in-
stall if you had a numeric coprocessor in 
your computer. There were only three 
sample programs: one to demonstrate the 
new semaphore APIs, one to demonstrate 
the new memory management APIs, and 
one to serve as a 32-bit PM application 
template. 
On the other hand, the system, toolkit, 

samples, and virtual DOS support all 
worked moderately well. Anyone who 
was willing to dedicate a machine to the 
OS/2 2.0 SDK was able to start develop-
ing 32-bit applications. 
As of this writing, the second release 

of the OS/2 2.0 SDK is about to ship. It 
should fix most of the problems of the 
first release and include a LAN Manager 
redirector, substantial printed documen-
tation, complete help files, better 
MVDMs, and a floppy disk boot option 
(so that it can coexist with other versions 
of OS/2). 

OS/2 2.0's 32-bit API 
The OS/2 2.0 kernel API is largely com-
patible with the OS/2 1.2 kernel API. 
The biggest difference is that OS/2 2.0 

allocates memory by object, not by seg-
ment. This happens because the 2.0 
memory manager uses demand-paged 
virtual memory rather than segment 
compaction and swapping. Another im-
portant change has to do with sema-
phores: The 32-bit semaphore functions 
are completely incompatible with the 16-
bit versions. There are minor changes in 
some of the tasking functions, queues, 
and anonymous pipes. 

Paged memory in OS/2 2.0 is similar 
to that in Phar Lap's 3861VMM DOS ex-
tender, Berkeley Unix, and VAX/VMS. 
The application asks for memory as 
needed, and the system manages the 
mapping of 4K-byte pages of memory to 
and from disk. The fixed size of memory 
pages simplifies allocation (compared to 
the allocation for the variable size of seg-
ments) but requires hardware support for 
"page faults"—that is, the attempt to 
read or write a page that is not currently 
in memory. The 386 chip supports paged 
virtual memory; the 286 chip does not. 
OS/2 2.0 is unusual in the way that it 

differentiates between allocation and 
commitment of memory, and in the use 
of guard pages. The new DosAllocMem 
function in OS/2 2.0 replaces calls to 
both DosialoeSeg and DosAllocHuge 
and allows control of memory commit-
ment—independent of memory alloca-
tion. The new DosSetMem function can 
selectively commit memory and change 
the access type of committed pages of 
memory. There are four access types: 
read, write, execute, and guard page. 
The guard page access type causes an ex-
ception to be raised in a process that at-
tempts to access the memory. An excep-
tion handler could respond to the guard 
page signal by committing more pages. 

Under OS/2 1.2, you could allocate a 
large memory area by using multiple se-
lectors or by using DosAllocHuge (see 
listing 1); either way, using multiple seg-
ments is inefficient. Under 2.0, you sim-
ply allocate a single memory object by 
typing the following: 

PCH pabObject; 
DosAllocMem (&pabObject, ( ULONG) 

69632, PAG_COMIT I PAG_READ 
PAG_WRITE); 

This gain in simplicity comes at a cost. 
In OS/2 1.x, you can find common mem-
ory allocation errors by relying on the 
protection mechanisms—but in OS/2 
2.0, protection violations are raised only 
when the program addresses an invalid 
4K-byte page. You may want to keep a 
copy of OS/2 1.2 for debugging purposes 
even after you have switched to OS/2 2.0 
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for your day-to-day development. 
Note that in the example of DosAlloc-

Mem I used the PAG_COMMIT flag to com-
mit all the memory allocated. To allo-
cate sparse memory, you would leave out 
the PAG_COMMIT flag and change the ac-
cess of selected pieces of the allocated 
object with DosSetMem. You can decom-
mit memory in the same manner. For ex-
ample, you may want to allocate and fill 
a large memory buffer for print spooling 
and then decommit pages once you have 
printed the contents. 

Another effect of the change from seg-
ment-based memory management to ob-
ject-based memory management is the 
need to modify device drivers. In prac-
tice, you must revise base device drivers 
(e.g., disk drivers) to use 32-bit DevH1ps 
(operating system services made avail-
able to drivers), but mouse drivers from 
OS/2 1.2 should work properly. Screen 
drivers from version 1.2 will most likely 
work under version 2.0, but they won't 
support EGA or VGA graphics in virtual 
DOS machines until you update them. It 
should not take long for you to update 
screen drivers for OS/2 2.0. Printer 
drivers from OS/2 1.2 may or may not 
work in version 2.0, depending on how 
they do their memory management. 

Semaphores 
Semaphores are system "flags" used to 
coordinate multiple tasks. There were 
several problems with the design of 
semaphores in OS/2 1.x. Many of the 
problems in OS/2 1.x occurred because a 
single type of semaphore was being used 
for multiple purposes. The 32-bit sema-
phore functions in OS/2 2.0 use a differ-
ent design that should solve these prob-
lems, although the 16-bit semaphore 
functions are unchanged for compatibil-
ity. In addition to the new semaphore 
APIs, the total number of system sema-
phores was increased greatly, to 64 
shared plus 64 private per process. OS/2 
2.0 has three separate types of system 
semaphores: mutual exclusion (mutex), 
event, and multiple wait. 

Mutex semaphores are designed to be 
used by several threads within a process, 
or by several processes, to protect access 
to a critical region. A typical use would 
be to prevent more than one thread at a 
time from updating a file on disk. Only 
one thread at a time can own a mutex 
semaphore. The OS/2 kernel blocks 
threads that are waiting for an owned 
mutex semaphore and queues multiple 
requests for a single semaphore. This 
grants ownership on a first-come, first-
served basis. 

Event semaphores have two states: re-

M  utex 
semaphores are 
designed to 

protect access to 

a critical region. 

set and posted. They provide a signaling 
mechanism among threads or among 
several processes. You might typically 
use them to manage shared memory: 
Process 1 writes into the shared region 
and then uses a signal semaphore so that 
processes 2 and 3 can proceed to access 
the shared data. A little thought will con-
vince you that what is fail-safe behavior 
for an event semaphore is unsafe for a 
mutex semaphore, and vice versa. 

Multiple-wait semaphores are de-
signed to allow a thread to wait on sev-
eral mutex or event semaphores at once 
(although all the semaphores in the 
multiple wait must be of the same type). 
A typical use would be a thread that re-
quires access to several shared regions of 
memory at once. By using a multiple-
wait semaphore, the thread can block 
until the system has gathered ownership 
of all the regions. The thread can then 
proceed to process the data, while being 
assured that the critical resource is pro-
tected from all other threads. 
The multiple-wait mechanism is im-

portant because it avoids deadlock situa-
tions. Suppose, for instance, that a mul-
tiprocess transaction-processing system 
needs simultaneous access to both the 
debit and credit ledgers. Transaction A 
may gain access to the debit ledger, while 
transaction B gains access to the credit 
ledger. Neither transaction will be able 
to complete, and neither will yield. How-
ever, if you use multiple-wait sema-
phores, and the transactions block until 
both ledgers are available, each transac-
tion can proceed in turn. 

Threads and Processes 
The OS/2 2.0 DosCreateThread is more 
convenient than its 1.2 counterpart. To 
begin with, you can now pass a single 
doubleword argument to the thread— 
which can be the address of an argument 
list. You can start the thread in either the 
active or the suspended state. Best of all, 
the system automatically allocates stack 
for the thread. 

The automatic stack allocation is not 
initially committed beyond the first 4K-
byte page, so the application can ask for a 
large stack without a performance penal-
ty. When the stack grows down to the 
guard page, the system will automati-
cally create more stack space by commit-
ting the guard page and moving it down. 
A few other minor problems have been 

cleared up. A new error code to Dos-
KillProcess, "Process is Zombie," re-
flects the situation of a process that is 
dead but hasn't been reaped by its parent. 
And a new function, DosWaitThread, 
allows one thread to wait for another 
to die. 

Queues and Anonymous Pipes 
The 32-bit queues in OS/2 2.0 look very 
similar to 16-bit queues—at least on the 
functional level. However, the system re-
sources that they create are not the same. 
32-bit queues are completely incompati-
ble with 16-bit queues. You cannot read 
or write 32-bit queues with 16-bit func-
tions, nor 16-bit queues with 32-bit func-
tions. In practice, this is not likely to be a 
severe restriction, since you could write a 
32-bit "bridge" task that could connect a 
given 32-bit queue to a 16-bit queue. 
The OS/2 1.2 function DosMakePipe 

is called DosCreatePipe in version 2.0. 
These two functions do the same thing. 
The 64K-byte restriction on the advisory 
size is removed in the 32-bit version; this 
can be a benefit if you really need to 
create a large pipe (e.g., if you want to 
pipe a fast stream of real-time data into a 
process to analyze and save the data). In 
this case, you wouldn't want the real-
time process to block just because a pipe 
filled up, because that would mean los-
ing data. 

MVDMs 
One of the major enhancements in OS/2 
2.0 is support for MVDMs. An MVDM 
tries to make a user's transition from 
DOS to OS/2 relatively painless: It sup-
ports major DOS applications, protects 
the system from the cavalier way DOS 
programs sometimes act, and provides 
performance that is as good as or better 
than that of DOS. 
DOS programs typically assume that 

they are all alone in your computer and 
can use whatever resources they can 
find. For instance, a DOS program will 
typically look at the ROM data area to 
determine the computer's configuration 
and then stuff bytes directly into video 
memory to write on the screen. DOS pro-
grams don't have to worry about refresh-
ing their displays on demand—they 
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assume that nothing can overwrite their 
displays. 
The screen is not the only system re-

source that OS/2 programs need to share. 
They also need to share the mouse, key-
board, CPU, and peripherals such as 
printers and floppy disk drives. The key-
board polling issue can be serious; how-
ever, the MVDM code detects keyboard 
idle loops (on interrupt 28) and reduces 
the idle application's CPU time by a 
user-adjustable amount. Applications 
can help by explicitly yielding the CPU 
during their idle loop; this is done by an 
INT 2F with 1680H loaded into the AX 
register. (The same "yield" mechanism 
can help applications that are running 
under Windows 3.0.) 

The "sharing" problem was partially 
solved in OS/2 1.2—but only for a single 
DOS box running in real mode in the ac-
tual lower 640K bytes of RAM. Under 
OS/2 1.2, a DOS application would have 
access to perhaps 510K bytes of RAM, 
and no EMS or Extended Memory Speci-
fication (XMS) memory. With OS/2 2.0, 
each MVDM—running in the 386 chip's 
virtual 8086 (V86) mode—has over 
600K bytes of RAM available to it, as 
well as XMS and EMS memory. Even 
memory-hungry CAD and database pro-
grams that couldn't start in the OS/2 1.2 
DOS box run well in the MVDM. 

Is the MVDM a Better DOS 
Than DOS? 
There is a friendly rivalry between the 
DOS and OS/2 groups at Microsoft—and 
one of the taunts that's tossed over the 
schoolyard fence is that OS/2's MVDM 
is a better DOS than DOS. In terms of the 
amount of RAM available to an applica-
tion, MVDM can actually be better than 
DOS. In terms of performance, it may 
not be as good. 
You really can't expect a computer 

that is running multiple DOS and OS/2 
sessions to run any individual session as 
quickly as it could if that session was by 
itself in the machine. There is a certain 
amount of overhead from the virtual de-
vice drivers, some more from the OS/2 
kernel, and more yet from the time-slic-
ing that is done to support multiple ses-
sions. 

Yet, in special circumstances, a few 
DOS applications will run better under 
MVDM than under DOS. If DOS appli-
cations are constrained by memory 
under DOS and tend to be disk-bound, 
the increased memory available with 
MVDM and the increased disk speed that 
HPFS supplies can actually allow them 
to run better under OS/2 2.0. 
On the other hand, the keyboard and 

there 

is a friendly rivalry 

between the DOS 

and OS/2 groups 

at Microsoft. 

mouse response in an MVDM is not as 
smooth as under DOS. You can run VGA 
arcade games in an MVDM, but the 
mouse may be jerky and the screen might 
show occasional hash. (But you didn't 
want OS/2 for shoot-em-ups, did you?) 

How They Do It 
The 386 chip's V86 mode traps sensitive 
instructions and I/O attempts. Using a 
lookup table called the I/O permission 
map, the CPU can tell if the current task 
is allowed to use a given peripheral di-
rectly or whether the I/O attempt needs 
to be passed to a virtual device driver. 
The CPU redirects some instructions to 
software that maps, or "virtualizes," 
them. These include instructions to turn 
interrupts on and off, to push and pop the 
state flags, and to use and respond to 
software interrupts. 

Under OS/2 1.x, the space in the DOS 
box was limited because the DOS kernel 
and all device drivers had to go into real 
memory. In V86 environments under 
DOS (e.g., Desqview), both DOS and 
the environment take up space. This 
leaves even less room for applications. In 
OS/2 2.0's MVDM architecture, there is 
no need to use real mode at all—the OS/2 
kernel, file system, and device drivers 
all run in protected mode. As many as 16 
MVDMs can run as if they each had 
640K bytes of low memory, 32 MB of 
EMS memory, and XMS memory. Of 
course, much of this "memory" may 
turn out to be disk space—but OS/2 2.0 
handles the overcommitment by using its 
demand-paging mechanism. 
MVDMs can run in text windows on 

the PM screen, in the background as an 
icon, or on a full screen. They have full 
access to HPFS files (except for long file-
names) and have cut-and-paste facilities: 
You can copy screen text and graphics 
from a DOS application to the PM clip-
board and then paste text into the DOS 
program. The MVDM emulates DOS 
4.0; it supports serial communications at 
up to 9600 bps without losing characters. 

The High Performance File System 
HPFS was introduced in OS/2 1.2 and 
OS/2 Lan Manager. OS/2 2.0 continues 
to support HPFS but uses 32-bit assem-
bly code for its implementation, as op-
posed to the 16-bit C code that OS/2 1.2 
uses. 
HPFS is considerably more robust 

than the file allocation table (FAT) sys-
tem that DOS (and OS/2) use. HPFS im-
plements long mixed-case filenames 
with embedded blanks and multiple "." 
characters, extended file attributes, and 
several features to increase file access 
speed, reduce disk fragmentation, and 
ensure that files are not lost. 

Long filenames can make it much eas-
ier for users to identify file contents. 
Likewise, extended attributes can make 
it easier for programs to identify their 
data files. 
HPFS gains performance by using so-

phisticated disk data structures, multiple 
levels of caching, asynchronous read-
ahead and write-behind, and strategic 
file allocation algorithms. 

HPFS Implementation Details 
When HPFS allocates a file, the data im-
mediately follows the file control struc-
ture. This cuts down on unnecessary 
head motion. Data space is pre-allocated 
to reduce the amount of updating needed 
when writing the file. HPFS allocates si-
multaneously open files apart from each 
other on the disk, reducing the probabil-
ity of their data areas interleaving. HPFS 
deals with the disk in sectors (generally 
512 bytes) as opposed to the clusters 
(generally 2048 bytes or four sectors) 
that the FAT file system uses. Allocating 
sectors reduces wasted space on the 
disk—a significant problem when there 
are many small files. 
HPFS organizes the disk using a B+ 

tree approach. This approach guarantees 
that a file will be found in three seeks to 
the disk. The root of the tree is the super 
block, which points to the spare block 
and the root FNODE. All the directories 
and files on a disk partition depend on 
the root FNODE. Directory FNODEs are 
the branches of the tree; file FNODEs 
are the leaves. Directory FNODEs can 
point to other directory FNODEs or to 
file FNODEs; file FNODEs point to the 
file allocation information. 
The B + trees are inherently efficient 

structures. On any given level of tree, 
either all entries have down pointers or 
none do; this simplifies the algorithms 
for searching. Tree traversal to any given 
file takes on the order of the log of the 
total number of files. For 13-character 

continued 
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filenames, a single-level tree can handle 
45 entries, a two-level tree just under 
2000 entries, and a three-level tree al-
most 80,000 entries. 
HPFS uses three separate cache areas: 

one for disk sectors, one for directories, 
and one for paths. The disk sector cache, 
whose size is controlled by the -C:x.x 
option to the IFS command in CON-
FIG.SYS, allocates up to 1000 blocks of 
2K bytes each; it uses a least-recently-
used algorithm. The directory cache 
block holds directory entries; this speeds 
file accesses within a directory. Path 
caching employs a "directory lookaside" 
algorithm to speed up multidirectory 
searching. 

HPFS disk access is faster than FAT 
access in almost all cases. It may take a 
little more time to open a file, and the 
improvement on random reads may be in-
significant. But file creation and deletion 
are much faster under HPFS. Sequential 
reads and both sequential and random 
writes are anywhere from 20 percent to 
30 percent faster. 
When the HPFS system starts, it auto-

matically checks each HPFS partition 
for integrity, repairs the tree, and recov-
ers lost files if necessary. The repair pro-
cess is aided by signatures on disk data 
structures, duplication of filenames in 
the FNODEs, and "hot fixing" of the 
tree. HPFS doesn't support the Norton 
Utilities--but it doesn't really need it. 

The TrueType Saga 

Desktop publishers have been asking for 
high-quality scalable printer and screen 
fonts for DOS, Windows, and OS/2. The 
current technology in Windows requires 
bit-mapped screen fonts—a less-than-
ideal situation. What is really needed is a 
unified imaging method—or rasterizer— 
that works fast enough to be used on-
screen and well enough to be used on 
high-quality laser printers. 
The two major candidate technologies 

for this role are Adobe's Type Manager 
and Apple's TrueType. While IBM has 
licensed ATM, Microsoft has licensed 
TrueType—leading to market confusion. 
Nevertheless, TrueType is scheduled to 
ship in Windows 3.1, OS/2 2.0, and 
Macintosh System 7.0. TrueImage, an 
embedded printer implementation of 
TrueType, is also in the works. How-
ever, it is not clear which printer manu-
facturers (besides Apple) will actually 
ship TrueImage printers. 
Adobe designed its fonts with Bézier 

curves and "hints" for drawing small 
point sizes without losing the character 
of the outlines. TrueType fonts have qua-
dratic B-splines. The practical differ-

Desktop 
publishers have been 

asking for high-quality 

scalable printer 

and screen fonts. 

ence between the two types of curves is 
that Bézier outlines require fewer points 
for definition but more CPU time for ras-
terizing; B-spline outlines need more 
points for definition—making the out-
line files bigger—but rasterize more 
quickly. Apple benchmarks imply that 
TrueType may have a speed advantage of 
a factor of 2 over Adobe's technology, 
but at a cost of a 25 percent enlargement 
in the font outline files. 

Part of why TrueType appeals to im-
plementers is that it is a full type descrip-
tion language. A TrueType font file con-
tains the TrueType code to draw each 
letter in the font. To display the letter A, 
the rasterizer interprets the TrueType 
code for the letter A. 

But what about the installed base? 
TrueType will coexist with Hewlett-
Packard, Bitstream, and Adobe fonts; 
with most current word processing soft-
ware; and with existing printers. Most of 
the major DOS word processors will li-
cense it; Windows and OS/2 will include 
it; and all the major digital-type found-
ries have announced support for it. A 
TrueType font cartridge will be available 
for HP LaserJet printers, and you'll be 
able to download TrueType to existing 
PostScript printers. 
On the other hand, TrueType may not 

really be necessary now that the Micro-
soft-Apple alliance has forced Adobe 
into opening up the PostScript specifica-
tions. And while TrueType's speed and 
quality appear to be superior to Adobe's 
Type 1 PostScript and Type Manager 
technology, Adobe's fonts are good 
enough for all practical purposes. 

The 32-bit Toolkit 
Experienced PM developers will find 
that they can convert their PM applica-
tions to 32-bit PM with very little effort. 
Generally, applications that follow the 
guidelines for the use of integer types 
(e.g., USHORT rather than int) convert 
almost automatically. You can debug 
converted applications fairly mechani-

cally—you run the application until it 
faults, fix the line in error, rebuild, and 
continue testing. 

In OS/2 2.0, the familiar Compile and 
Link (CL), Macro Assembler (MASM), 
and related compilation tools have been 
replaced with CL386, MASM386, 
LINK386, and CV386; obviously, you 
don't want a name conflict between your 
16-bit tools and your 32-bit tools. The 
compiler apparently branches from 
Microsoft C Compiler 5.2; the tools are 
intermediate between Microsoft C Com-
piler 5.1 and 6.0, with the required 
changes for 32-bit code. 

However, RC, NMAKE, LIB, ICON-
EDIT, FONTEDIT, DLGBOX, IPFC, 
MEP, and H2INC have not been re-
named. Some tools (e.g., LINK386) are 
backward compatible with OS/2 1.2; 
others (e.g., RC) aren't. RC, in particu-
lar, now exists in versions for OS/2 2.0, 
OS/2 1.2, Windows 3.0, and Windows 
2.1; developers need to be careful to use 
the correct version for the target being 
built. 

The System Migration Kit 
Until recently, OS/2 has suffered badly 
from a lack of true PM applications. At 
the same time, Windows has attracted 
hundreds of applications. Microsoft's 
System Migration Kit (SMK)—like Mi-
crografx's Mirrors—is intended to allow 
developers to port "clean" Windows ap-
plications to OS/2 PM. 
By "clean," I mean code that runs 

correctly in protected mode. Most Win-
dows developers have clean code simply 
to support Windows 3.0; it shouldn't be 
much of an effort to relink these applica-
tions to the SMK libraries. Voilà! A PM 
application. 

The SMK won't take Windows appli-
cations to 32-bit code—Microsoft sug-
gests using the SMK as a stopgap to help 
ship 16-bit PM applications while work-
ing on 32-bit PM versions. If you build 
applications with the SMK, they will run 
under OS/2 1.2 and OS/2 2.0. 

But an even easier alternative will 
exist for OS/2 2.x users: Microsoft plans 
to release a binary-compatibility layer 
for OS/2 2.0 or 2.1 that will allow Win-
dows executables to run under PM. This 
layer will not be available for OS/2 1.2. 
The dynamic link libraries for Windows 
binary compatibility will be another en-
hancement available only in OS/2 2.x. 

Final Testimony 
You could certainly fault Microsoft and 
IBM for setting the price of the SDK so 
high. $2600 is more than most small 

continued 
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developers can afford to pay for an early 
look at OS/2 2.0. On the other hand, it is 
understandable that Microsoft and IBM 
would want to limit the distribution of al-
pha-level code to a relatively small group 
of developers—for support reasons, as 
well as to minimize the impact of design 
changes during the development of the 
system. 

Still, the OS/2 2.0 SDK seems to be 
coming along well. Compared to the 
OS/2 1.0 SDK and the Windows 1.0 SDK 
at similar points in their development, 
the OS/2 2.0 SDK has more of the pro-
jected features already implemented, 
and fewer ways to crash. Once OS/2 2.0 
stabilizes a bit more, I'll try to find de-
vice drivers that will give it the same 
1024- by 768-pixel screen resolution that 
I have in Windows and OS/2 1.2. Then 
I'll try to get drivers for my CD-ROM 
drive and printers. 
Once I've got all that installed, the 

only reasons I would boot DOS would be 
to run extended-DOS programs with no 
OS/2 2.0 equivalent; to run Windows 
programs that haven't yet been converted 
to PM; and to do final compatibility tests 
of software that is targeted for DOS or 
Windows. The only reasons I would boot 
OS/2 1.2 would be to debug subtle mem-
ory-access problems and to do final com-
patibility tests of software targeted for 
16-bit OS/2. 

In short, I fully expect OS/2 2.0 to be 
my standard operating system by 1991, 
and I expect many other software devel-
opers to make the same choice. I also ex-
pect many Unix, CMS, VMS, and MVS 
developers to start thinking about OS/2 
ports to their software once a moderately 
priced OS/2 2.0 toolkit is available. 

It will be some time before most users 
replace DOS with OS/2, simply because 
of the huge installed base of 8088- and 
286-based PCs. But I expect that the 
shipment of OS/2 2.0 late this year, and 
the perpetual trend toward faster com-
puters with more storage for less money, 
will help that transition happen by the 
mid-1990s. 
The bad news is that until the DOS-to-

OS/2 transition is complete, PC software 
developers will have to deal with the 
complexities of developing for DOS, ex-
tended DOS, Windows, 16-bit OS/2, 32-
bit OS/2, and Unix. The good news is 
that developers will be able to do over 90 
percent of that work on an OS/2 2.x 
platform. • 

Martin Heller (Andover, MA) develops 
software and writes about technical com-
puter applications. He can be reached on 
BIX as "mheller." 
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MULTIMEDIA: 
DVI ARRIVES 

The promise of DVI is becoming realized with commercial products 
by IBM, Intel, and third-party developers 

Greg Loveria and Don Kinstler 

he Mayans flourished for 
more than 1000 years on 
the Yucatan Peninsula in 
Mexico before their cul-
ture crumbled in the six-

teenth century. Now, thanks to Digital 
Video Interactive (DVI) technology and 
New York City's Bank Street College, 
the Mayan civilization can return to life 
with a single keystroke. 
Bank Street College's CD-

ROM program, called the Pa-
lenque Museum DVI applica-
tion, provides just one ex-
ample of how DVI is being 
developed today: in this case, 
for surrogate travel. For ex-
ample, if you select the Palen-
que application's Rain Forest 
Room icon, the exotic flora 
and fauna of the Yucatan Pen-
insula move across your VGA 
screen. If you click on an ant 
icon (appropriately located on 
a tree's leaf), you'll see a 30-
second video and audio expla-
nation of leaf-cutting ants at 
work. 

Other sequences take you 
up the steps of a Mayan ruin. 
From there, you can look 360 
degrees around, up, or down, 
just as if you were actually 
there. 
While some computer vet-

erans scoff at the publicity 
that currently surrounds mul-

timedia, the melding of digital video and 
audio is producing concrete results for 
many areas (e.g., armchair travel, edu-
cation, industrial training, and business 
presentations). According to Kathy Wil-
son, the Palenque project's director, a 
consumer version of the application will 
be available in the second quarter of next 
year. 
Bank Street College is also working 

with the Metropolitan Museum of Art 
and the Chicago Art Institute to develop 
similar applications for the fine arts. The 
first implementations of these art data-
bases will appear in interactive touch-
screen kiosks for museum visitors. 
The kiosks will use a combination of 

DVI technology, videodisk players, 
larga boards, and hard disks. These ap-
plications may later be ported down to 

consumer DVI software re 
leases on CD-ROM. 

R&D Roots 
While IBM, Intel, and others 
champion DVI, there are 
other technologies for meld-
ing digital sight and sound 
(see "The Four Multimedia 
Gospels," February BYTE). 
Proponents of other plat-
forms, including those of the 
Amiga and the Macintosh, 
believe that those approaches 
may better exploit the multi-
media market. 

Nevertheless, DVI's roots 
are firmly established. They 
reach back to 1982 when RCA 
and General Electric engi-
neers began their R&D ef-
forts. Intel announced its 
commitment to the technol-
ogy in 1987. 
DVI technology is now 

owned by Intel and is under 
continued 
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Photo 1: With Bank Street College's Palenque Museum DVI application, 
surrogate travelers can climb Mayan ruins and view a 360-degree panorama 
as the compressed digital image is unwrapped in real time. 

the control of its Princeton Operation Di-
vision. Commercial DVI products are a 
blend of Intel/IBM add-in boards, soft-
ware, system products, and third-party 
software. 
The first of IBM's commercial DVI 

products include two ActionMedia 750 
boards for Micro Channel architecture 
machines. The $1995 "delivery" board 
displays DVI-compressed video and 
audio data files from CD-ROMs, optical 
disks, or standard hard disk drives. A 
$2150 "capture" board enables users to 
produce digitized audio and video. Both 
products were announced last February 
and began shipping last spring. Intel dis-
tributes the ActionMedia board for In-
dustry Standard Architecture (ISA)-bus 
computers. 

After their joint-venture announce-
ment early last year, Intel and IBM's 
first priority was to scale down the un-
wieldy seven-board DVI developer's 
platform to a two-board end-user ver-
sion, aimed at training, point-of-sale, 
and desktop computer applications. 
DVI merges TV and computer tech-

nologies that enable VGA-equipped com-
puters to display full-motion video sig-

nals. The American TV format, NTSC, 
transmits and displays video signals 
on our TVs at 30 frames per second. 
Frames move in rapid succession at a 
512-pixel (horizontal) by 482-pixel (ver-
tical) resolution. Each frame of NTSC 
video can display as many as 16 million 
colors. By comparison, the standard 
VGA output from a PS/2-class machine 
can display only 16 colors at 640- by 480-
pixel resolution, or 256 colors in 320- by 
200-pixel mode. 
To produce portions of the Palenque 

application, a photographic slide of ac-
tual ruins was shot with a 13-inch fish-
eye lens, producing a distorted circular 
image. The slide was then input to the 
computer with a color scanner and con-
verted to a DVI-encoded graphic. The 
resulting single frame of DVI is un-
wrapped mathematically in real time as 
the user looks around the panorama (see 
photo 1). 
A single color frame of NTSC video 

requires from 500K bytes to 2 megabytes 
as a computer data image file. One sec-
ond's worth of full-motion video data 
(30 NTSC frames) can be as large as 60 
MB. Intel's i750 video processing chip 

set, a primary component of the Intel and 
IBM boards, digitally compresses and 
expands full-motion video and audio 
files (sometimes called data streams) in 
real time. This ability to compress, 
store, and expand video signals in real 
time, with full-motion playback, con-
tributes to the commercial promise of 
DVI. 
Two main chips make up the i750 chip 

set: the 82750PA Pixel Processor (run-
ning at 12.5 million instructions per sec-
ond) and the 82750DA Output Display 
Processor. The ODP chip can display 
digital video at varying resolutions of 
from 256 by 200 pixels to 1024 by 512 
pixels, in 8-, 9-, or 16-bit colors. (At 
press time, the vendors were developing 
24-bit color.) The technology can display 
full motion, digital-image output with a 
multitude of special effects (e.g., 
shrink, mirror, and wrap) because the 
i750 chip set's microcode can be repro-
grammed at full operation speeds. 

Blending Digital and Analog 
Working in conjunction with an existing 
640- by 480-pixel by 16-color VGA dis-
play adapter, the ActionMedia 750 
boards blend 16-million-color digital 
video with the VGA analog output. In-
tel's ISA delivery board connects to 
the VGA card via the VGA feature bus. 
IBM's PS/2 version mixes digital video 
through the Micro Channel bus to the 
VGA circuitry on the PS/2 motherboard. 
You can then merge the digital video out-
put within a DVI application using the 
analog VGA output for generating graph-
ical overlays (e.g., icons or text) on or in 
the DVI video window. Since all the 
video generated is digital, you can move, 
shrink, stretch, and position the DVI 
window anywhere on the VGA screen. 
The delivery board requires that you 

input video data in the DVI encoded for-
mat from an existing software file origi-
nating from a hard disk drive, a CD-
ROM, or other optical storage device. 
This provides finite frame-accurate dis-
play control over each frame of the com-
pressed video and audio data. DVI appli-
cation programs let you search and dis-
play video pictures in the same way that 
you would manipulate a database. Like 
DOS, DVI can converse with a computer 
like a hardware/software operating sys-
tem, but in the digital video dialect of 
DVI. 

According to Intel, the motion-video 
file compression and decompression ra-
tio is almost 160 to 1. That is, a com-
pressed 4.5K-byte, single-motion frame 
of video/audio information can be ex-
panded for viewing on the fly, back to its 
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original file size of 720K bytes. This 
allows a typical CD-ROM disk to store 72 
minutes of DVI-compressed motion vid-
eo and stereo audio information. (The 
same CD-ROM disk could store only 28 
seconds' worth of uncompressed data.) 
However, CD-ROM access speeds are 
slower than hard disk data-retrieval 
speeds (approximately 1 second versus 
20 milliseconds, respectively). DVI's 
4.5K-byte compressed frame files can be 
streamed off the CD-ROM fast enough 
for real-time decompression and display. 

Saving Changes 
In addition to motion video, the DVI for-
mat can compress big collections of still 
images (e.g., photographs or artwork). 
Resolution and antialiasing (often re-
ferred to as the jaggies) for still images 
is more critical than for motion video. 
Therefore, DVI compression ratios are 
generally only 25 to 1 for stills (versus 
the 160 to 1 possible for moving pic-
tures). 

This noticeable difference in compres-
sion ratios is due to the way DVI stores 
full-motion images. In several succes-
sive frames of motion video, very little of 
the picture may change from one frame 
to the next. Since storing all this redun-
dant information over and over serves no 
purpose, the DVI system only stores the 
changes in each successive frame to keep 
the video file size to a minimum. For ex-
ample, the DVI system would update a 
dancer twirling onstage but would not 
update the motionless stage background. 
The DVI system is smart enough to know 
when the scene has changed too radically 
for this method to work (e.g., panning 
the camera) and will store another " ref-
erence frame" from which successive 
mini-frames can again be interpolated. 

Another phenomenon that helps to re-
duce motion-video file size is the human 
eye's inability to focus accurately on a 
moving object's edges (versus the focus-
ing ease and closer scrutiny of viewing a 
still image). Because of this, antialiasing 
requirements can be lower for motion 
video than for still frames. Combined 
with the motion compensation tech-
nique—and other algorithms like it— 
these algorithms allow the huge com-
pression ratios possible under DVI. 

At present, DVI motion video has 
around 200 lines of resolution, which is 
less than VCR quality. Users who re-
quire higher DVI quality can use Produc-
tion Level Video (PLV), which is VCR 
quality. For PLV quality, you must send 
your audio/video master tape to Intel's 
DVI/PLV production service, where a 
powerful mainframe compression sys-

Calcium Chorvnel Mockers 

ouncis w rec n tend to the passage of oallokam ion$ 
to the :ntereor of smooth muscle cells, thereby Inhibtflog 
vosoconstrictk,n. 

Photo 2: Anderson Consulting 's DVI-based medical application trains medical 
workers about the effects of prescription drugs on the heart. If a technician 
encounters an unfamiliar medical term, a click on an icon displays information 
about the subject. 

tem generates DVI files. The PLV ser-
vice creates CD-ROM masters used for 
duplicating application disks for mass 
distribution. The average cost for PLV 
service is about $250 per running minute 
of final videotape. Both the PLV and 
Real Time Video (RTV) lose some fo-
cus, and colors tend to smear somewhat 
during playback. 
As high-definition TV looms on the 

horizon, Intel's goal is to have RTV meet 
near-TV standards and PLV to meet TV-
quality levels (512 scan lines) or even 
HDTV quality by 1992. HDTV offers 
resolutions of 1050 lines (consumer 
grade) or 1125 lines (broadcast produc-
tion equipment). Since DVI is digital, 
you can theoretically scale it to almost 
any resolution factor. Some observers 
believe that HDTV screens may well be 
lurking behind present-day VGA moni-
tors, with technologies like DVI evolving 
to leapfrog HDTV's line resolutions. 

Standards committees, such as the 
Moving Pictures Expert Group, coordi-
nate and implement video standards. 
One MPEG member mentioned that the 
group is targeting video compression/de-
compression quality levels to exceed the 
current resolution of motion picture 
film—around 4000 lines. Instead of re-
ceiving two to three large reels of 35mm 
motion picture film, movie theaters 
would be able to receive the latest box 

office hit from Hollywood on a DVI en-
coded CD-ROM. 
As communities meld existing tele-

phone networks to fiber-optic links, 
cable companies will broadcast com-
pressed video data. Instead of visiting 
the local video store, you'll download 
your choice of movie titles over the fiber-
optic network. 

Commercial and Educational 
DVI Applications 
In addition to the Palenque tour, many 
other commercial and educational DVI 
applications are out. Applied Optical 
Media Corp.'s truck-driving safety sim-
ulation consists of an enclosed truck cab 
kiosk with a brake pedal, steering wheel, 
accelerator, and dashboard controls. Stu-
dents face various DVI-based driving se-
quences similar to what they might see 
from the cab of an 18-wheeler, including 
full-motion video running in rearview 
side mirrors. AOMC is scheduled to ship 
about 27 of the simulations by 1991. In-
terestingly, the DVI boards in last year's 
simulations cost $9500, while the DVI 
technology going into the 1990 units 
costs just $2500. This is a price reduction 
of more than two-thirds in 12 months. 
AOMC's Photobase and MediaSource 

disks are databases containing over 2000 
DVI format images on CD-ROM. These 

continued 
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WORKSTATIONS 

AND NETWORK SERVERS 
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Some of our recent award‘. 

aim] 

"Blackship 386XS-I6 ... High-speed, 
excellent price, and great expandability. 
This system is one of the best bargains 

in the round-up." 
PC World, August 1990 

"Of our seven contenders, the 
Blackship 486-25 earned the top value." 

InfoWorld, March 12, 1990 

"With its winning combination of 
quality off-the-shelf parts, the Blackship 
386-33 offers solid performance at an 

affordable price." 
PC Magazine, February 13, 1990 

"Blackship 386125: Reliability at a 
Good Price.. . the only machine tested 

that was entirely trouble-free." 
PC World, August 1989 

"The Blackship 386-33 offers low price 
33-MHz performance . . . we rate it a 

very good value." 
InfoWorld, July 1989 

We have a complete range of 286 to 
486 systems. Make Blackship your 

single source for all your system and 
networking needs. 

* BLACKSHIP 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

Call Toll-Free 
1-800-877-6249  
4031 Clipper Court • Fremont, CA 94538 
Tel: 415-770-9300 • Fax: 415-770-8674 
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optical disks provide multimedia re-
source material for DVI developers. 
Photobase's 512- by 480-pixel resolution 
images are categorized by photo-term 
topics, by photo ID numbers, or by a hy-
pertext search feature called Lateral 
Browse. Both Photobase and Media-
Source incorporate file format image 
conversions to paint packages (e.g., Lu-
mena from Time Art) and are accessed 
from pull-down menus. The Media-
Source disk includes digitized sound ef-
fects and background music for use in 
constructing actual TV-style program 
presentations. The Uniphoto Picture 
Agency of Washington, D.C., distributes 
Photobase images. 

Orleans, also from AOMC, is a visual 
database that manipulates high-quality 
still images in DVI format. It targets real 
estate brokers who wish to show homes 
to prospective buyers. Buyers may click 
on different portions of the home to show 
explicit views of individual rooms or of 
the surrounding landscape. 

Business Applications 
Bethlehem Steel's DVI training applica-
tion shows machine operators the com-
plex workings of a steel mill. A graphical 
layout, which details the complete steel 
manufacturing procedure, shows ma-
chine icons at their positions in the 
manufacturing process. Selecting a spe-
cific machine icon displays a still of the 
machine, overlaid by a small motion 
video window of an instructor, who de-
tails the correct operation procedure for 
that machine. Selecting a button or hand-
lever icon on the machine opens another 
motion video window that shows the spe-
cific machine action for the icon that was 
selected. This DVI application quickly 
educates new operators not only on spe-
cific machines but also on exactly how 
each machine fits into the overall manu-
facturing process. 

Anderson Consulting of Dallas devel-
ops and implements specialized DVI ap-
plications for medicine, geography, and 
manufacturing. Its Process Analysis 
Workbench application creates working 
DVI applications similar to Bethlehem 
Steel's training application. Its DVI 
medical applications include a video 
study on Cardizem, a prescription drug, 
and its effects on the heart. You can 
select the Coronary Blood Flow option 
and watch a motion video on the topic or 
test your knowledge by answering multi-
ple choice questions. If a medical term or 
phrase, such as " calcium channel 
blockers," sounds unfamiliar, you can 
click on an icon to get further informa-
tion on the subject (see photo 2). 

Authoring programs allow creation of 
simple DVI slide presentations to almost 
full-blown TV productions. Authol-
ogy:Multimedia, from CEIT Systems, is 
a DVI program development tool that 
uses a mouse and standard windowing 
interface with pull-down menus. Devel-
opers create menus and graphical icons 
that future users will select for branch-
ing through the finished DVI applica-
tion. After a user selects more informa-
tion on a specific topic, motion video or 
graphical still images are displayed with-
in rescalable windows. 

Authoring packages let the DVI devel-
oper become a desktop TV producer. 
Just as the producer of a TV show de-
cides which sequences of videotape will 
be displayed at certain times in the show, 
a DVI developer also decides where mo-
tion video and graphical stills will fade 
in or be cued at certain edit points in the 
script. Stereo digital audio for narrative 
or background music to accompany ap-
propriate portions of the program can 
also be edited. Unlike a TV show viewer, 
however, the DVI end user has complete 
control over the finished production and 
can browse at will through specific 
topics of interest. (At last you can side-
step the commercials!) 

Authology is expensive. At $4500 it is 
targeted toward developers who want to 
market and create commercial DVI ap-
plications. For playback of applications, 
CEIT Systems offers its Authology: 
MultiMedia Presenter, a $300 run-time 
software package for end-user systems. 
As the prices of the DVI boards them-
selves come down (Intel sources expect 
$1000 boards by 1991, $500 boards by 
1992), you can expect DVI authoring 
system software prices to decrease, too, 
bringing them into the consumer mass 
market. 
As entry-level prices of DVI products 

decrease, new applications may emerge. 
Computer users might generate their own 
DVI-TV productions and distribute them 
via BBSes, circumventing traditional dis-
tribution methods. New and exciting TV 
fare will be as close as dialing out with 
your modem and downloading the latest 
shareware video releases. The real ques-
tion to ponder is, "What will the reruns 
look like in the year 2015?" • 

Greg Loveria is a technical writer, ani-
mator, and DTP computer graphics con-
sultant. Don Kinstler is a freelance tech-
nical writer, avid C programmer, and 
computer applications instructor. Both 
reside in Binghamton, NY. You can reach 
them on BIX c/o "editors" or as 
"dkinstler," respectively. 
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Guide® puts an end to 
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Hyperbabble 
Hypernavigate. hyperlinking. hypersource... who can keep up with what's fact 
and what's fiction in multimedia software? 

Behind the hype and confusion there really is a valuable technology. As the 
first company to introduce a hypertext product for the PC. we've helped hundreds 
of companies create practical working applications for hypermedia and we can 
help you cut through the hyperbabble. 

Let's get serious about hypermedia. 
With Guide, you can assemble and manage vast amounts of information. You 
create multilevel electronic documents with extensive cross referencing so that 
people accessing your data can quickly find what they're looking for. 

Guide enables you to combine media such as text, data, graphics, audio, and 
video into a dynamic presentation on your screen. You communicate information 
in a more powerful and compelling way than was ever possible on paper. 

Communicate any information more effectively. 
Anyone can create simple text- based electronic documents or complex hyper-
media presentations. Because Guide runs under Microsoft Windows"' you can 
exchange data with other Windows applications. 

Do your job better. 
Guide is perfect for corporate trainers who combine pictures, video and text 
to add vitality to training sessions...teachers who create interactive lessons 
that catch and hold the attention of students...business people who take vol-
umes of paper documents out of files and make them available electronically 
to people throughout their company. 

We're ready if you're ready. 
Don't wait. The first 5,000 callers will receive 
a FREE demonstration video of Guide along 
with a demo diskette and hypermedia Cl&A 
workbook. And, if you purchase Guide before 
December 31. you'll receive a set of authoring 
templates (a $200 value) that will get you up 
and running fast. 

To take advantage of this exciting offer or to receive more information 
call 1-800-344-9737, Ext. 701. In Europe call (+ 44) 31-557-5720. Ext. 206. or 
FAX (+44) 31-557-5721. 

Guide is covered by a 30-day money-back guarantee. 

OWL International, Inc. 
Bellevue, WA 98007 USA 
Telephone (206) 747-3203 
FAX (206) 641-9367 

Guide is a registered trademark of OWL International. Inc. Microsoft is a registered trademark and Windots is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. 
()Copyright 1990 OWL International. Inc. • Subsidiary of Matsushita Electric Industrial Co Ltd 
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TOLL FREE 

I.S.C. Power Systems 1-800-955-48..5.8., 

HEWLETT 

PACKARD 

PRINTERS 

HEWLETT PACKARD 

Laser Jet III  PRICE MATCH! 
Laser Jet II P  PRICE MATCH! 
Laser Jet II D  CALL 
Desk Jet/Desk Jet Plus  CALL 
Laser Jet Toners  $ 79. 
250 Sheet Paper/Letter Tray  $ 59. 

KENSINGTON 

100% HP Compatible Memory Boards 

1 MG Upgrade   CALL 
2 MG Upgrade   CALL 
4 MG Upgrade   CALL 

PANASONIC 
KKP 1180 192 cps, 80 col. 9-pin  $ 164. 
KKP 1124 192 cps, 24-pin  $ 275. 
KKP 1624 192 cps, 132 col. 24-pin  CALL 
KKP 1695 330 cps, 132 col, 9-pin  CALL 
KKP 4420 Laser, 8 page per minute  CALL 

EPSON 
LX810 180/30, 9-pin  $ 175. 
FX850 330/88, 9-pin  $ 325. 
LQ850 330/88, 24-pin  $ 515. 
LQ950 264/88, 24-pin  CALL 
LQ510 180/60, 24-pin  $ 314. 
FX1050 264/54, 9-pin  $ 429. 
LQ1050 330/88, 9-pin  $ 699. 
LQ2550 400/108. 24-pin  cAu_ 
LAPTOPS 

TOSHIBA 
Toshiba T1C00  $ 575. 
T1000 SE CALL 
T1000 XE WALL 
T1200 XE CALL 
T 1600 286 20MB  $2350. 
T 1600 286 40MB  $2650. 
T3100 E 286 40MB  $2550. 
T3100 SX 40MB  $3550. 
T3200 SX 40MB  $3700. 
T5100 386 100MB  $4250. 
T5200 386 40MB  $4500. 
T5200 386 100MB  $4900. 

COMPAQ 
Deskpro 286E 20mb/40MB   $ 2050/2350. 
Deskpro 386S  CALL 
Deskpro 386/20E 40MB  $4225. 
Deskpro 386/20E 110MB  $4750. 
Deskpro 386/25E 84MB  $5450. 
Deskpro 386/25E 110MB  $6150. 
Deskpro 386/25E 300MB  $8450. 
Deskpro 386/33 84MB  $7200. 

MODEL 486/25N 
120MB/320MB/650MB  WALL 
Portable Ill 20MB/40MB   $ 3350/3950. 
Portable 386 40MB/100MB   $ 4750/5550. 

43 SAMSUNG 

MONITORS 

SAMSUNG 

1257 Amber (12' 720x350)  $ 74. 
1464 RGB (14' 640x200)  $ 205. 
1453 EGA (14' 690x350)  $ 319. 
VGA ( 14' 720x580)  $ 349. 

NEC 
Multisync 2A 14' (800x600) VGA  $ 460. 
Multisync GS 14' Mono  CALL 
Multisync 3D 14' (1024x768) EGANGA  $ 580. 
Multisync 4D 16' (1024x768) .28DP  CALL 
Muttisync 5D 20' (1280x1024) .31DP  CALL 

PACKARD BELL/PGSISONY 

Mono 12' Amber 720x350  $ 74. 
PGS Ultrasync 14' VGA  CALL 
Sony 1302 / 1304  SCALL 

VIDEO CARDS 

PARADISE 
VGA 1024x768 with 512K  CALL 

PC BRAND 
Mono Graphics w/Printer Port   $ 34. 
Color Graphics w/Printer Port   $ 34. 
EGA (640x480) Autoswitch  $ 85. 
VGA 16 Bit   $ 149. 

HARDWARE 

AT 12 MHZ (exp. 4 meg 0 wait)   $ 165. 
XT 10 MHZ Turbo (exp. 0 wait)  $ 69. 
Power Supply 200 Watt  $ 49. 
Power Supply 150 Watt  $ 39. 
XT Case (w/hardware)  $ 34. 
Baby AT Case (w/hardware)  $ 52. 
AT Case (Full Size)  $ 59. 
Keyboard 84 Key (tactile touch)   $ 40. 
Keyboard 101 key (tactile touch)   $ 54. 
Multi vo Card  $ 34. 
Floppy Controller Card  $ 21. 
FHDC (1.44/1.2/720K/360K)  $ 45. 
AT I/0  $ 32. 
Serial Card  $ 20. 
Parallel Card  $ 20. 
Game Card  $ 20. 

LAPTOPS - continued 

ZENITH LAPTOPS 
Minisport 2MB RAM NOTE BOOK  CALL 
Supersport 184   $1150. 
Supersport 184-2   $1650. 
Supersport 286 20MB  $2450. 
Supersport 286 40MB  $2650. 
386SX 40MB  $3850. 

NEC LAPTOPS 

Prospeed 286 20MB  $1650 
Prospeed 286 40MB  $2425. 
Prospeed 386SX  $2650. 
Prospeed 386 40MB  $3550. 

cSS9 Seagate 

HARD DISK DRIVES 

SEAGATE 

20MB 65MS ST225 w/)cT Controller   $ 229. 
20MB 35MS ST125 w/XT Controller   $ 299. 
30MB 65MS ST238 w/XT Controller   $ 239. 
30MB 35MS ST138 w(XT Controller   $ 345. 
40MB 28MS ST251-1  $ 339. 
80MB 28MS ST4096 Full Height  $ 535. 

HARD DRIVE CARDS 

XT MFM (20mg Controller)   $ 55. 
XT RLL 27x(30mg Controller)   $ 59. 
AT MFM 2:1 Controller   $ 79. 
AT MFM 1:1 Controller   $ 105. 
AT RLL 1:1 Controller   $ 110. 

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 

TOSHIBA 
360K 5.25' HH Black  $ 59. 
720K 3.5" HH w/5.25" Mount  $ 64. 
1.2MB 5.25' HH Grey  $ 69. 
1.44MB 3.5' HH Grey w/5.25" Mount  $ 75. 

TEAC 
360K 5.25' HH Black  $ 59. 
720K 3.5' HH w/5.25' Mount  $ 64. 
1.2MB 5.25" HH Grey  $ 69. 
1.44MB 3.5" HH Grey w/5.25" Mount  $ 75. 

FUJITSU 
360K 5.25  $ 59. 
1.2, 5.25   $ 69. 

SONY 
720K 3.5  $ 64. 
1.44, 3.5   $ 75. 

MODEMS 

Mastercom - 12008 (internal)   $ 44. 
Mastercom - 2400B (internal)   $ 75. 
US Robotics, Courier HST/9600B  $ 615. 

SOFTWARE 

Word perfect 5.1  $CALL 
Lotus 1-2-3 2.2/3  0  CALL 
Microsoft ALL  CALL 
MOUSE 

Genius Mouse, GM6X  $ 35. 
Genius Mouse F301  $ 50. 
Logitech Mouse C9  CALL 

INTEL 

ALL CO-PROCESSORS  semi 



Day After Day More Corporations, Businesses and People just like you ... 

Choose I.S.C. for Outstanding Service, Quality & Pricing! 

• 6/12 MHz Motherboard 
• 80286 CPU 

• Norton Si Rating 15.3 

• C Wait State 

• 1.2MB High Capacity Floppy 

• 1 Meg RAM Expandable to 4 MB 

• Serial Port/Parallel Port 

• 1.2MB Floppy Controller 

• 8 Expansion Slots 

• 6-16 Bit, 2-8 Bit Slots 

• 200 Watt Power Supply 

• AT Style Keyboard 

• Mono Card/Parallel Port 

• Monochrome Amber Monitor 

$ 675. 
XT Power System 

• 4.77/10 MHz Motherboard 
• 8088-10 CPU 

• 11) 360K Floppy Drive 

• 640/K RAM/Floppy Controller 

• 8 Expansion Slots 

• 150 Watt P.S./AT Style Keyboard 

• Serial/Parallel/Clock & Game Port 

• Mono Card/Parallel Port 

• Monochrome Amber Monitor 

$ 459. 

1111111111111M1011111011 

386SX Power System 

• 16 MHz Motherboard 

• 80386SX CPU 

• 1 Meg RAM (80 nsec.) Installed 

• 1.2MB or 1.44MB Floppy Drive 

• 2 Serial Ports 

• 1 Parallel Port 

• 80387SX Co-processor Socket 

• Floppy Drive Controller 

• Hard Drive Controller 

• 8 Expansion Slots 

• 5-16 Bit, 3-8 Bit 

• RAM Upgradable to 8 Meg 

• 200 Watt Power Supply 

• 101 Key Enhanced Keyboard 

• Clock/Calendar w/ Battery Backup 

• Mono Card/Parallel Port 

• Monochrome Amber Monitor 

• AC Power Pad 

$ 849. 

386 Power System 

• 20/25 MHz Motherboard 

• 80386 CPU 

• AMI Bios 

• 1 Meg RAM/Upgrade to 8 Meg 

• 1.2MB/1.44 High Capacity Drives 

• 2 Serial Ports/1 Parallel Port 

• 80387 Co-processor Socket 

• Floppy/Hard Drive Controller 

• 8 Expansion Slots 

• 2-32 Bit, 5-16 Bit, 1-8 Bit 

• 230 Watt Power Supply 

• 101 Key Enhanced Keyboard 

• Clock/Calendar w/ Battery Backup 

• Mono Card/Parallel Port 

• Monochrome Amber Monitor 

• AC Power Pad 

$ 1,275. 20MHz 

$ 1,375. 25MHz 

386 Power System 

• 33 MHz Motherboard 

• 64K Cache Memory 

• 80386 CPU 

• AMI Bios 

• 1 Meg RAM (80 nsec) Installed 

• 1.2MB/1.44 High Capacity Drives 

• 2 Serial Ports / 1 Parallel Port 

• 80387 Co-processor Socket 

• Floppy/Hard Drive Controller 

• 8 Expansion Slots 

• 2-32 Bit, 5-16 Bit, 1-8 Bit 

• RAM Upgradable to 8 Meg 

• 230 Watt Power Supply 

• 101 Key Enhanced Keyboard 

• Clock/Calendar w/ Battery Backup 

• Mono Card/Parallel Port 

• Monochrome Amber Monitor 

• AC Power Pad 

$ 1,749. 
HARD DRIVE OPTIONS MONITOR OPTIONS 

• 20MB Seagate Hard Drive 

• 30MB Seagate Hard Drive 

• 40MB Seagate Hard Drive 

• 80MB Seagate Hard Drive 

$175 

. . . $ 185 

• • • • $339 

• . . . $525 

• Monochrome Amber Monitor 
Mono Card/Parallel Port   $108. 
• EGA Monitor 
EGA Card   $419. 
• VGA Monitor 
VGA+16 Card +512K   $436. 

486 Power System 

• 25 MHz Motherboard 

• 80486 CPU 

• AMI Bios 

• 4 Meg RAM 

• 1.2MB/1.44 High Capacity Drives 

• 2 Serial Ports 

• 1 Parallel Port 

• 80487 Co-processor Socket 

• Floppy/liard Drive Controller 

• 8 Expansion Slots 

• 2-32 Bit, 5-16 Bit, 1-8 Bit 

• RAM Upgradable to 16 Meg 

• 230 Watt Power Supply 

• 101 Key Enhanced Keyboard 

• Reset Button / Keyboard Lock 

• LED Power & Turbo Indicators 

• Clock/Calendar w/ Battery Backup 

• AC Power Pad 

$ 3,900. 
All System Parts can he 

purchased separately. 

We also CalTV 

HP, EpS011, 

SaIlltillilg. NEC.. Software 

and N10121.:... 

90 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE - 3 YEARS PARTS 1? LABOR 
QUICK SHIPMENTS TO US/OVERSEAS 

C.O.D. AVAILABLE 

HOURS: MON - FRI 8AM to 5PM 

CUSTOMERTTECH SUPPORT: 9:30AM to 4:30PM 

Prices subject to change without notice 

VISA 

ORDERS ONLY - 800-955-4858 

Customer Service Only - 800-933-5161 

Technical Support: 213-379-9209 - FAX: 213-318-0555 
2629 Manhattan Avenue #235 - Hermosa Beach, CA 90254 
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More Box 
For  The Buck.  

See us at Sands #N3242 

COM DiN/F all 190 
November 12-16, 1990 
Las Vegas, Nevada 

DTK 386 systems 
deliver superior per-
formance at prices 
that are hard to beat. 
33M Hz Cache. 
Take our KEEN-3300 
Series for example. 
Its innovative high 
speed writeback cache mem-
ory and 80386-33 microproc-
essor combine to deliver zero 
wait state performance and a 
MIPS rating of 8.2. 

PC Magazine said: "The excel-
lent processor performance 
and expansion capability of 
the KEEN-3304 make it a very 
good network file server:' 
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Fi :atures 
KEEN-3300 KEEN-2500 KEEN-2530 PEER-1630 

Series Series Series Series 

Processor 80386-33 80386-25 80386-25 80386SX-16 

Configurations 
Tower Model 
Desktop Model 
Mini-AT Model 

KEEN-3304 KEEN-2503 
KEEN-3302 KEEN-2500 — 

— KEEN-2530 PEER-1630 

DRAM on Motherboard Up to 8MB Up to 8MB Up to 4MB Up to 5MB 
32-bit DRAM (max.) 16MB 16MB 16MB 5MB 

Cache Memory 64/256KB 64/256KB 

Landmark Rating 59MHz 44MHz 32MHz 20MHz 

25M Hz Cache. The KEEN-2500 
Series has the same lightning fast 
cache memory as the 33MHz and 
delivers 6.2 MIPS. It's Novell NetWare 
and XXCAL Labs certified for com-

patibility with a 
long list of hard-
ware, operating 
systems and 
software. 

e 

Personal Workstation said: "The 
caching strategy and overall cache 
and board design undoubtedly affect 
system performance, boosting the 
DTK (KEEN-2500) to one of our top 
performers... one of the best high-
performance bargains we've seen:" 

Non-Cache. DTK 
also offers you a choice 
of dependable, high 
performance, non-

cache 25MHz 386 and 
16MHz 386SX models. 
They're among the fastest 
and most flexible systems in 
their class. 

All systems are backed 
with DTK's one year parts 
and labor warranty. 

So when you are looking 
for a top-rated 386 with 
"take it to the bank" depend-
ability and savings to match, 
look to DTK. 

Call or write 
DTK Computer Inc., 
15711E. Valley Blvd., City 
of Industry, CA 91744. Tel: 

(818) 333-7533 Fax: (818) 333-5429 
BBS: (818) 333-6548 

Branch Offices: 
City oÍ Industry, CA 
(818) 333-7533 

Miami, FL 
(305) 477-7440 

Elk Grove Village, IL 
(708) 593-3080 

Edison, NJ 
(201) 417-0300 

Houston, TX 
(713) 568-6688 

Clearly superior. DTK, Intel 386, Novell, NetWare and XXCAL are registered trademarks of Datatech Enterprises Co., 
Ltd.; Intel Corporation. Novell, Inc. and XXCAL, Inc. respectively. 
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IBM SPECIAL ISSUE 

DPMI: THE DOS 
PROTECTED MODE 
INTERFACE 

A new standard provides binary compatibility 
for protected-mode applications 

L. Brett Glass 

n the April installment of 
Under the Hood, I de-
scribed the way DOS ex-
tenders surmount the 
limitations of DOS by al-

lowing programs to run in protected 
mode. I limited my discussion to situa-
tions where an extended DOS application 
could safely take complete control of the 
machine—that is, I assumed that no 
multitasking or protected-
mode environment was run-
ning. This, of course, is not 
the case in many real-life situ-
ations. When you fire up 
Desqview, OS/2, or Windows 
(in standard or extended 386 
mode), you don't want to lose 
the ability to run extended ap-
plications. By the same token, 
you don't want to give an ex-
tended application the ability 
to destroy other applications' 
data structures, stop applica-
tions from multitasking, or 
crash the whole system. 
The Virtual Control Pro-

gram Interface was developed 
by Quarterdeck Office Sys-
tems (developer of Desq-
view), Phar Lap, and other 
vendors of multitaskers and 
DOS extenders (see " Stretch-
ing DOS to the Limit," IBM 
Special Edition, Fall 1989). 
VCPI is a set of conventions 
that allow extended DOS ap-

plications to run in the presence of multi-
tasking environments and memory man-
agers (such as QEMM) that put the 386 
into virtual 8086 mode. It works well for 
its intended purpose; however, VCPI 
does not prevent the extended application 
from exhibiting destructive behavior. 
An application that uses VCPI runs at 

ring 0, the most privileged level of the 
Intel protection scheme. It has access to 

all of the machine's resources and can 
take over at will, potentially causing data 
in other sessions to be lost. Microsoft 
correctly noted that extended-DOS ap-
plications should really run in ring 3— 
the least privileged level—if they are to 
coexist with other programs and work 
with multitasking environments. It's also 
appropriate for extended-DOS applica-
tions to ask for the use of system re-

sources rather than simply 
commandeer them. The au-
thors of "DOS boxes" for 
Unix concurred. On Unix 
systems, which can serve 
many users, it's especially 
important that the kernel re-
tain full control over the ma-
chine's resources. Thus, the 
DOS Protected Mode Inter-
face was born. 
Some DOS-extender ven-

dors grumbled when Microsoft 
told them about DPMI. They 
feared, with some justifica-
tion, that Microsoft might use 
it to stifle environments that 
could compete with Windows 
or OS/2. However, a series of 
DPMI summit meetings—at-
tended by Borland, Eclipse, 
IGC, Intel, Locus, Microsoft, 
Phar Lap, Phoenix, Quarter-
deck, and Rational—produced 
a published standard to which 
all members agreed. This was 

continued 
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DPMI: THE DOS PROTECTED MODE INTERFACE 

THE EXTENDED DOS PUZZLE 

Application code 

Direct 
DPMI 
support 

DOS extender API 

DPMI client VCPI client XMS client Stand-alone 
DOS extender 

DPMI VCPI XMS 

DOS-OS/2-Windows- Unix DOS-BIOS 

Services provided by 
host software 

Protection, interrupt reflection, 
operating-system independence 

Mode switching, EMS 

Memory management 

No special services 

Many combinations and configurations of software run extended DOS applications. Here are all the services provided by 
the host environment, atop which runs the application. 

DPMI 0.9, and it first became available 
to the general public in May 1990. 

The Specs 
DPMI 0.9 specifies a set of calls that an 
extended-DOS application program can 
make to set itself up, enter protected 
mode, and—once there—manage mem-
ory and interrupts. Microsoft's original 
version of the standard went further; it 
defined the subset of real-mode DOS and 
BIOS calls that would be available to an 
extended-DOS program running in pro-
tected mode. In other words, it was a 
complete specification for a DOS extend-
er. As I mentioned in my earlier column, 
each DOS-extender vendor supports its 
own unique repertoire of DOS and BIOS 
functions. Some of them, for instance, 
save code space by not implementing the 
antiquated DOS calls involving file con-
trol blocks (FCBs), a relic of CP/M. 
Others limit the sizes of memory blocks 
that programs can use as parameters to 
DOS calls. And all offer unique memory 
and interrupt management services. 

Because conforming to Microsoft's 
specification might have "broken" the 
code now in use by each vendor's cus-
tomers, the committee members opted to 
remove all information regarding sup-
ported DOS and BIOS calls from the 

specification. Thus, DPMI 0.9 does not 
mention which (if any) DOS and BIOS 
functions are available to the extended 
application; the use of those functions is, 
at least for now, the province of the indi-
vidual DOS extender's manual. Still, 
since Windows 3.0 and future versions of 
OS/2 are expected to support the func-
tions Microsoft originally documented, 
DOS-extender makers may choose to 
gravitate toward that set—and more spe-
cifics may appear in DPMI 1.0. 

The Protected-Mode Puzzle 
The environment seen by an extended-
DOS application may be very different 
each time it's run. If the program is run-
ning under POD (plain old DOS), or a 
pseudoPOD (such as DR-DOS), the DOS 
extender must provide all mode-switch-
ing and memory management services. 
If an Extended Memory Specification 
driver is present, it's best to let XMS 
manage extended RAM, but the DOS ex-
tender will still have to switch the CPU in 
and out of protected mode. 

If a 386 extended-memory manager 
with VCPI, such as QEMM or 386Max, 
is loaded, VCPI will handle switches be-
tween protected mode and virtual 8086 
mode (the mode in which DOS and BIOS 
calls are processed). However, the DOS 

extender must still take responsibility for 
fielding each DOS or BIOS call, asking 
VCPI to do a mode switch and reissuing 
the call in virtual 8086 mode. 

If DPMI is present, it can handle the 
job of " reflecting" software interrupts to 
real mode on behalf of the DOS extend-
er. In fact, in some cases, DPMI may de-
cide it's faster not to perform a mode 
switch at all. For example, if a DOS ex-
tender asks DPMI to make a real-mode 
DOS call to open a file, and the underly-
ing environment is OS/2, DPMI might 
route the request directly to OS/2's file 
system, which runs in protected mode. 
However, DPMI does provide low-level, 
or " raw," mode-switch functions for 
DOS extenders that wish to handle nearly 
everything on their own. 
The figure puts all these scenarios in 

perspective. The bottom piece of the 
puzzle represents services provided by 
the host environment—from unenhanced 
DOS (which provides the fewest ser-
vices) to a host with DPMI (which pro-
vides the most). The top piece shows the 
application program, which will, in most 
cases, have a DOS extender bound to it. 
Note that the DOS extender must be 
adaptable; it must " fill in" any services 
the host doesn't supply. 

continued 
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INSTANT MAINFRAME. JUST ADD SCO. 
Mot too long ago, a few dozen people sharing the same pro-
ni grams, resources, and information on a single computer at 
the same time meant only one thing—a mainframe. 

Powerful, big, expensive, and proprietary. 

More recently, the same people could be found doing exactly the 
same things—simultaneously sharing programs, resources, and 
information—on a minicomputer. 

A lot cheaper, a lot smaller, yet powerful enough to do the same 
jobs. And just as proprietary. 

Then along came the latest generation of advanced personal 
computers. And now, the same people are more and more likely 

to be found doing exactly the same things—simultaneously shar-
ing programs, resources, and information—on a PC. 

And not a whole officeful of PCs networked together, either, but 
a single PC powering the whole office at once. 

A lot cheaper, a lot smaller, yet still easily powerful enough to do 
the same jobs. Built :o non-proprietary, open system standards 
that allow complete freedom of choice in hardware and software. 

And running the industry-choice multiuser, multitasking UNIX€ 
System V platform that gives millions of 286- and 386-based PC 
users mainframe power every business day. 

The UNIX System standard for PCs—SCO 

Today, SCO UNIX System solutions are installed on more than 
one in ten of all leading 386 computers in operation worldwide. 

Running thousands of off-the-shelf XENIX!' and UNIX System-based 
applications on powerful standard business systems supporting 32 
or even more workstations— a: an unbelievably low cost pe:- user. 

Running electronic mail across the office— or around the world 
in seconds. 

Running multiuser PC communications to minis and mainframes 
through TCP/IP and SNA network& 

Running the most compute-intensive jobs on advanced multiproces-
sor PCs that are actually more powerful than many mainframes.* 

nd doing some things that no mainframe—or even DOS- or 
nOS/2°"-based PC—ever thought about, such as running multiple 
DOS applications. Or networking DOS, OS/2, XENIX and UNIX 
Systems together. Or running UNIX System versions and workalikes 
of popular DOS applications such as Microsoft e Word, I-2-r, and 
dBASE Ill PLUS? 

Or even letting users integrate full-featured, multiuser productivity 
packages of their choice under a standard, friendly menu interface. 

Today's personal computer isn't just a " PC" anymore, and you can 
unleash its incredible mainframe-plus power for yourself— today. 

Just add SCO. 

The SCO famib, of UNIX System software solutions is available for all 80286. 80386. and 80486-based industry standard and Micro Channel' computers 

'Using SCO MPX,' the multiprocessor extension to SCO UNIX System V/386 Release 3.2. 

SCO the SCO logo. and Open Desktop are reedsneed nademarks of re Santa Cod Operation. Inc in the 11 S A and ether comma. SCh MPX o 
trade/nark of Toe Santa Cruz Operation, Inc eN.7( is a registered nodo mark of AT&T in the LS A. and oMer manila Microsoft and XENIX an 
registered tradenairs of Microsoft Comma. OS/2 and Micro Channel art Pedernales of hnematronal Baines Machines Caporanon 1T.3 
O teemed trademark of loon Development Corporatim dBASE Ill PUS Is a registero trademak of AshuaTme 7/90 
4.1990 The Sama Cod Openoon, Inc , 400 4nc nal Street PO Box 1900, Santa Crux, California 95061 USA 
The Santa Crux Operauon, 104 , Conde,' Crony. dears Lme. Wadoreedel BM Great Sour., + 44 (0)923 816344, FAX + 44 (0)923 817701, 
Tan 917372 Ma" 

SCO 
THE SANTA CRUZ OPERAHON 

(800) SCO-UNIX (726-8649) 
(408) 42S-7222 

FAX: ( 408) 458-4227 

E-MAIL: ... uunet!sco ! info infoCilsco.COM 
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FAMOUS MAKER DPMI: THE DOS PROTECTED MODE INTERFACE 

286 AT COMPUTER WITH 14" 
HIGH RESOLUTION 

VGA COLOR MONITOR and 
30 MB HARD DRIVE 

• 80286 microprocessor, 12.5/6.25MHz switchabie 
• One MB RAM on motherboard, expandable to 
four MB. 
• 30 MB hard drive. 
• One 5.25 1.22MB floppy drive. 
• High resolution VGA monitor: 640 x 480. 
• Socket for 80287 math co-processor. 
• 16- bit VGA card; 800 X 600 resolution. 
• IBM compatible. 
• Three expansion slots—two 16-bit and one 8-bit. 
• One serial port. 
• One parallel port. 
• PS/2 compatible 6-pin mouse port. 
• Real time clock/ 
calendar. 
• Phoenix 286 ROM 
BIOS. 
• AT style 101-key 
enhanced keyboard. 
• Includes MS-DOS 4.01 
with DOS Shell utilities 
and GW BASIC... 
• PC dim.: 4-1/4"H x 
15"W x 15-1/2"D. 
• Monitor dim.: 13.9W 
x 14.7"D x 14.1H. 
• One Year 
Manufacturer's 
Warranty! 
• Factory New! 
Factory Perfect! 

FREE BONUS SOFTWARE: 
Spinnaker "Easy Writer" word 
processing, "Ace2" interaction 
game 8 "Splash" demo 
program. Also includes 
coupon to buy "Splash" at 
great savings, 

Mfr. Sugg. Retail: 

$2,293.00 

DAMARK PRICE: 

$ 999" 
Item No. B-2358-149047 

Insured Ship/Hand.: $49.00 

FOR FASTEST SERVICE 
CALL TOLL FREE 

1 -800-729-9000 
VISA 

- ---------. 
DAMARK INTERNATIONAL, INC. 7101 Winnetka Ave N 
Minneapolis, MN 55428-1619 

Customer Service 
612-531 0082 

Please rush me: Famous Maker Computerisi 
@ $999.99 each, plus $49.00 s/h each. 

Item No B-2358-149047 
MN res. add 6% sales tax. 

Name  

Address   

City.State Zip  

13 Check/MO O VISA 13 Master Card D Discover 

Card No   

Exp. Date  Ph. # )  

Signature   

Copyright 1990 DAMARK International. Inc. 
All rights reserved. 

DELIVERY TO 48 U.S. STATES ONLY 

The scenario on the far left is the one 
DOS-extender vendors may not want to 
contemplate. It is also the scenario that 
applications vendors, who don't want to 
pay royalties to the DOS-extender suppli-
ers, are eyeing carefully. It's possible to-
day to write applications that, because 
they interface with DPMI directly, don't 
need DOS extenders to run. Two things 
are required to make this approach prac-
tical for the average developer: DPMI 
drivers for all the major host operating 
systems, and development tools that help 
build the applications. Both of these re-
quirements may be met very soon. 
Windows already has DPMI built in, 

as will OS/2. DOS boxes on Unix ma-
chines, multitaslcers such as Desqview 
and VM/386, and multitasking DOS re-
placements such as PC-MOS will follow. 
Third-party DPMI drivers for plain old 
DOS are a logical product offering. Fi-
nally, it's not inconceivable that Micro-
soft will put DPMI into future versions 
of MS-DOS (Digital Research may get it 
into DR-DOS first). And as for develop-
ment tools: No announcements have been 
made at this writing; however, there are 
four language vendors on the committee 
that's charting the future direction of 
DPMI, and lots of other companies that 
may want to get in on the action. 

Hello, Protected-Mode World! 
How does a DPMI client application start 
running? DPMI takes a straightforward 
(and downward-compatible) approach to 
this problem: The program begins exe-
cution in real mode and switches to pro-
tected mode once it has made sure that 
DPMI is present. Unfortunately, since 
the DPMI standard does not specify a 
file format, every DPMI application 
must carry with it a loader that performs 
fix-ups on the protected-mode portion of 
the code. (See "Gateways to Protected 
Mode," April BYTE.) 
To detect the presence of DPMI, the 

application executes an ¡NT 2Fh (the 
multiplex interrupt) with the value 1687h 
in the AX register. If DPMI is present, 
the AX register is cleared and system in-
formation is returned in the other regis-
ters. A flag in BX indicates whether 32-
bit programs are supported; a code in CL 
gives the processor type (286, 386, or 
i486). DX contains the DPMI version 
number, and SI contains the amount of 
DOS memory, in paragraphs, that the 
application should allocate for DPMI's 
private use. Finally, the register pair 
ES:DI contains the address of a proce-
dure to call to enter protected mode. 

After allocating any required DOS 
RAM, the application calls the proce-

dure at ES:DI. Hopefully, when the call 
returns, the program finds itself in pro-
tected mode. It's possible for the mode 
switch to fail, so the code immediately 
after the call must be executable in either 
mode. All the DPMI function calls, most 
of which the program can access via INT 
31h, are available immediately after a 
successful switch to protected mode. 

DPMI Services 
The DPMI services fall into 14 distinct 
groups, some of which—at least for the 
moment—contain only one function: 
The program termination function 

ends the program. This is the only INT 
21h function that is officially defined by 
DPMI. The program executes the soft-
ware interrupt with 4Ch in AH, just as it 
would in DOS, but it must be in protected 
mode at the time. 
The mode detection function tells the 

program if it is running in protected 
mode under DPMI. If either of these con-
ditions is not met, the caller receives a 
negative answer. Because this function 
has to work in either protected or real 
mode, programs access it through the 
DOS multiplex interrupt (2Fh). 
The LDT managment services let the 

program allocate, deallocate, and ma-
nipulate LDT (local descriptor table) de-
scriptors. (For security reasons, the pro-
gram cannot gain access to the global 
descriptor table.) It's possible to allocate 
several descriptors for a "huge array" at 
one time. When this is done, the descrip-
tors appear evenly spaced in the LDT so 
that the arithmetic the program will need 
to perform on the descriptors is less cum-
bersome than it might have been. 
The DOS memory management ser-

vices shepherd precious real-mode mem-
ory. Blocks of memory in this area may 
be necessary when your program is mak-
ing calls to software that runs in real 
mode and cannot reach beyond the 1-
megabyte limit (NetBIOS is an example 
of such software). 
The interrupt services let a program 

field interrupts and exceptions generated 
in both real and protected mode. 
The translation services let protected-

mode programs make calls to real-mode 
software, and vice versa. When a pro-
tected-mode program calls a real-mode 
procedure or software interrupt, the 
translation services can set up a stack 
that's reachable by the real-mode stack 
pointer and load appropriate values into 
all the registers. Another function of the 
translation services lets a real-mode pro-
gram call a protected-mode program, 
necessary in cases such as network and 
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PC-MOS 
The Multi-User Solution For The 
Multi-Dimensional Company 

Odds are, you're part of a multi-faceted organization, 
one that's involved in many different projects and 
activities. Every day you juggle dozens of tasks. So 
why are your PCs still doing one thing at a time — 
for one person at a time? 
Today's 286 and 386-based PCs provide the power 

to do much more. PC-MOS is the multi-user, multi-
tasking software that unleashes that power, making 
your PCs as multi-dimensional as your business. 

Minicomputer Power For The Cost Of A PC! 

PC-MOS lets several users simultaneously run dif-
ferent programs on a single, high-performance PC. 
One user can run a spreadsheet, while another uses 
the word processor and several others access a data-
base — all at the same time! So instead of replicating 
expensive PCs, each user has an inexpensive monitor 
or terminal. The benefits are lower cost, more control, 
better security and consistency across applications. 
And at $595 for a 5-user version, you can afford to 
get started today! 

DOS Compatibility, NetWare Connectivity 
PC-MOS lets users run the popular DOS programs 

they use now — even Microsoft® Windows 286. Our 
gateway to NetWare lets you expand your Novell 

GSA Schedule/GSOOK 89 AGS6448 
PC-MOS is a trademark of The Software Link. All other products referenced are trademarks 

of their respective companies. Prices and policies subject to change without notice. 

network inexpensively and easily. And PC-MOS 
requires no expensive wiring, and no network man-
agement headaches. 

Proven Reliable With 100,000+ Users 
Because PC-MOS was the first DOS-compatible 

multi-user operating system, it offers broad compati-
bility and the reliability of time-tested software. More 
than 100,000 satisfied users trust their work to PC-
MOS each day. Our latest version features an easy-
to-use install program, lets you re-boot individual 
workstations, and supports high-resolution, bit-
mapped color graphics. 

Call us today. We'll show you how to add multiple 
dimensions to your PC. 

THE SOFTWARE LINK 

3577 Parkway Lane, Norcross, GA 30092 
1-800-451-LINK, (404) 448-5465 

FAX: (404) 263-6474 TELEX: 4996147 SWLINK 
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mouse drivers that run in real mode but 
must use interrupt completion routines to 
signal an event to code running in pro-
tected mode. Yet another function pro-
vides the address of a routine that does a 
"raw" mode switch (for compatibility 
with the code of DOS-extender vendors). 
The memory management services al-

locate linear (as opposed to virtual or 
physical) address space. 
The page locking services, which work 

on systems with virtual memory, allow 
the application to lock pages into mem-
ory. Locked pages cannot be swapped 
out as the system attempts to grant a 
memory request. The demand paging 
performance tuning services do the oppo-
site; they let the application mark a page 
as a good candidate for swapping, or tell 
the memory management software that 
the contents of a page need not be saved 
(i.e., discarded rather than swapped). 
The physical address mapping func-

tion maps a range of physical addresses to 
linear addresses by creating entries in the 
386 or 1486 page table. This is useful 
when software needs to access memory-
mapped peripherals. 
The virtual interrupt state services let 

a task ignore interrupts it has "hooked." 
In a protected-mode operating system, 
individual tasks cannot execute the CLI 
instruction and really turn off interrupts; 
it might hang the entire system. There-
fore, DPMI, like many protected-mode 
operating systems, provides these func-
tions, which let a task ignore hardware 
interrupts during a critical section of 
code. 
The get vendor-specific API entry 

point function allows vendors of DOS ex-
tenders and implementors of DPMI to 
add their own extensions. This function 
does what amounts to a dictionary look-
up: Your program can call it with a null-
terminated string containing the name of 
the extended function. On return, your 
program receives an address it can call to 
access the extended function. 

Finally, the debug register support 
functions allow an application to set and 
clear debugging watchpoints. Because 
the built-in debugging registers of the 
386 and 486 can only be accessed from 
ring 0, and DPMI applications run at ring 
3, these functions are necessary to let a 
program such as a debugger manipulate 
the debug registers. 

Putting It All Together 
Using DPMI' s array of services, it's sim-
ple to build an extended-DOS applica-
tion. The hardest part will most likely be 
creating a protected-mode loader; hope-
fully, these will be available from tool 
vendors by the time you read this. Since 
the specification doesn't give many hints 
on how to fit everything together, you 
may wish to bone up on protected-mode 
programming techniques and DOS-ex-
tender principles before getting started. 
DPMI shows great promise as a stan-

dard for extended-DOS applications— 
and not just because it affords better pro-
tection from system crashes. DPMI real-
izes an ideal not yet achieved in any other 
environment: binary compatibility 
across dozens of vastly different operat-
ing systems. If you're concerned about 
paying again for all your software as you 
move to the operating systems of the fu-
ture, DPMI applications might be the 
soundest investment you can make. • 

L. Brett Glass is a freelance program-
mer, author, and hardware designer re-
siding in Palo Alto, California. He can be 
reached on BIX as "glass." 

Customize Your IBM® Keyboard 
See us at FALL COMDEX 
Sands Booth N2293 Customize your keyboard with a total line of keyboard enhancements from 

Hooleon, including: 

• Custom Key Imprinting—All IBM and most compatibles supported. 

II IBM Key Kits—Supporting WordPerfect®, 5250 Emulation, Do-It-Yourself! 
Individual IBM Replacement Key Caps Available! 

al Custom Adhesive Label Kits and Services—Self-adhesive keytop label kits 
supporting DisplayWrite'; WordPerfect; languages; large print; 5250, 3270, or 
5520 emulation; Data Entry, APL; many more. Or custom made to your specs! 

• Northgater" Keyboards—The finest IBM-compatible keyboard available. 

• Mextel AutoKer 20/20—Store up to 400 macros at your fingertips! 

• Chameleon' Keyboard Customizers—Remap your keyboard to any config-
uration, set up macros, change key repeat rates while using no host memory. 

• FlexShield" Keyboard Protectors—Protects from dirt and liquids without 
restricting use. 

• KeyStopper —Patent Pending. Individual key lockouts. 

Call for your 
FREE CATALOG! 

from the Leader in Keytop Innovation 

Custom Hotline 800-937-1337 

7L-71, aOn 
i, CORPORATION 
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%wig:woof 25 Cartridge in Ones. coovaible with HP Lawrie' Series 11.11P, IID and IL 
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We put 25 font cartridges in one 
because the perfect printer is just a dream. 

Lees face it. There hasn't been 
a printer built that has all the fonts 
you need. Which is why we created 
25 Cartridges in One! 

It has fonts from 25 Hewlett-
Packard cartridges, saving you hun-
dreds of dollars. You get 172 fonts and 
symbol sets such as Prestige Elite, 
Tms Rmn style and Helv style types. 
And our 3.6 pt AFS typeface so you 
can print full Lotus and Excel work-
sheets. Plus 69 international fonts. 

Just plug 25 Cartridges in One! 
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What you need to know to take advantage of the most significant 
advance in computer storage since the floppy disk 

David A. Harvey 

O 
nce considered little 
more than a fringe tech-
nology, optical storage 
devices for personal 
computers have hit the 

mainstream with a vengeance. They en-
able you to store—at a minimum—hun-
dreds of megabytes of data. In fact, de-
vices that store over a gigabyte are not 
uncommon, and even terabyte storage is 
available through disk-chang-
ing systems (the so-called 
"jukebox" systems). The 
question is: What do you do 
with all this storage space? 
When the only storage de-

vices available for your PC 
were single-sided 5%-inch 
floppy disk drives, you used 
disk storage for programs and 
discrete data files. Optical 
technology enables you to 
view data storage in a new 
light. In conjunction with 
your computer, it offers far 
more than a dumping ground 
for data. 

Data into Information 
Computer storage lets you 
sort, search, and manipulate 
information in ways that were 
never before possible. For ex-
ample, in just minutes, a busi-
ness executive can sort—and 
group by region—the total 
sales for his or her company 

for a decade; a doctor can retrieve a con-
cise and diagramed summary of a partic-
ular ailment and information about treat-
ment; and a programmer can trace every 
instance of a particular variable in an 
enormous program. 
The ability to instantly recall large 

amounts of data in a multitude of formats 
lets you look at that data from many dif-
ferent perspectives. This lets you better 

use that information—to find solutions 
that may have eluded you, or to see pat-
terns that may have been previously 
hidden. 

Visible Benefits 
Along with the benefits of storing infor-
mation come a series of nightmares. Tra-
ditional magnetic storage devices ( in 
which an electromagnetic head flies just 

microns above the surface of 
the medium) are susceptible 
to errors, head crashes, and 
corruption of data. Indexing 
and keeping track of files and 
backups on a gigabyte-plus 
system can become a major 
headache. When the hard disk 
is full, it's full—and there 
isn't much else to do but buy 
bigger, faster drives. 

Optical technologies offer 
the beginnings of a solution to 
all these problems: 

• They are interchangeable: 
When the disk is full, you can 
just slap in a new one. 
• The media are generally far 
more stable—either (as in the 
case of WORM [write once, 
read many times] and CD-
ROM) there isn't any magne-
tization involved, or, as in the 
case of magneto- optical 
drives, the drive employs a 
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medium that (at standard temperatures) 
is resistant to change. 
• You can put documentation on CD-
ROMs and keep it on-line—this makes 
finding solutions or troubleshooting code 
a nearly instantaneous activity. 

Inner Workings 
Optical storage devices use a source of 
coherent light—usually a semiconductor 
laser—to read and write data. There are 
three big advantages to using a laser: 
size, safety, and portability. Because 
you can focus a laser onto an area that is 
approximately 1 micron in size—a far 
smaller area for encoding a bit of data 
than conventional magnetic drives—you 
can fit more data into the same area than 
you could if you were using magnetic 
storage. 

Optical media are also far more stable 
than metal-oxide disks. They aren't af-
fected by light, normal temperatures, or 
electromagnetic fields, and the read/ 
write head never gets as close to the me-
dium as it does in conventional disk 
drives. Because optical disks are inter-
changeable, you can remove them and 
take them off-site far more easily than 
hard disk drives. 
Some manufacturers of magneto-opti-

cal and WORM drives use proprietary 
file systems. Some of these vendors build 
an almost-universal system within their 
system. As long as all your components 
are from one manufacturer, you can use 
the cartridges under just about any oper-
ating system with no special modifica-
tions. Given the right software, most op-
erating systems can read almost all CD-
ROM databases on the market today. 
While it provides many advantages, 

the technology still has growing pains. 
Optical storage comes in three basic fla-
vors: CD-ROM, WORM, and erasable. 
The differences in the technologies de-
termine the applications that are best 
suited for each. 

WORM at Work 
WORM drives offer you a permanent 
and virtually incorruptible storage medi-
um. They are ideal for applications that 
require a lot of data security. Not only is 
your data safe from disaster, but because 
the medium is removable, you can safely 
lock it away from prying eyes. 

Most vendors use their own propri-
etary file format for their WORM sub-
systems. Thus, a WORM disk created on 
one manufacturer's drive will likely not 
be readable by a drive from another ven-
dor. In other words, the WORM medium 
is not universal. On the other hand, the 
proprietary nature of the file systems 

means that you can probably use the 
same manufacturer's drive and medium 
under multiple operating systems. 
Of all optical technologies, WORM 

drives will probably come to occupy the 
most specialized niches. Although a 
WORM drive is ideal for backup pur-
poses, it isn't terribly cost-effective un-
less you have large amounts of data and 
need file-tracking features. Most 
WORM drives can keep an audit trail of 

Optical 
media are also far more 

stable than metal-oxide 

disks. They aren't 
affected by light, 

normal temperatures, 

or electromagnetic 
fields. 

different versions of a file. 
If you need to keep a record of every 

version of a file and need to be able to 
easily access and compare those ver-
sions, WORM technology is for you. If 
you measure the size of your backups in 
gigabytes—particularly if you want to ac-
cess those backups randomly—you'll 
also want a WORM drive. 

WORM Guts 
WORM media consist of either a poly-
carbonate or hardened glass substrate 
and a recording layer made of a highly 
reflective substance—either a dye-poly-
mer or a tellurium alloy. The recording 
layer is covered by clear plastic to protect 
the recording medium. 
WORM systems use a laser beam to 

record data sequentially. A write beam 
burns a hole—usually called a pit—in the 
recording medium. This produces either 
a change in the reflectivity or a change in 
the phase of a lower-powered read beam. 
The result depends on the composition of 
the recording layer. Photosensors pick up 
the reflection of the read beam. Special 
electronics translate the information in 
the beam into binary information. 

Most WORM drives use SCSI and pro-
prietary device drivers. While some ven-

dors use the DOS file system, others use 
a TSR interrupt 21 hexadecimal inter-
ceptor, which mediates between DOS 
and the device driver. The interrupt-han-
dler software usually does not support 
all normal DOS file operations, and you 
have to invoke the TSR to access the 
WORM. The advantage of the interrupt-
handling strategy is that it maximizes the 
version-tracking abilities of the WORM; 
this can result in better performance. 

Using a proprietary file structure also 
means greater portability of data. For 
example, if you had a WORM drive that 
used a straight DOS file structure, you 
couldn't hook it up to a Mac or Unix box 
to get at your data. With a proprietary 
file structure—assuming the vendor sup-
ports those other operating systems—all 
you'd need would be the device and file 
system drivers. 
WORMs are not a universal solution. 

With access times of 90 milliseconds and 
more, and data transfer rates in the 
600,000-bps range, they are too slow to 
use as a replacement for a hard disk 
drive. And if you run a program from a 
WORM drive, you'll need to direct any 
temporary files that the program creates 
to a conventional hard disk drive. If you 
need permanent data storage and exten-
sive file tracking, a WORM drive is 
indispensable. 

Write and Rewrite 
The fastest moving optical technology is 
erasable or rewritable technology, which 
is best represented by magneto-optical 
drives. Magneto-optical technology is 
fast approaching the point where its ac-
cess and transfer times will be equivalent 
to those of current conventional magnetic 
media (the performance of magnetic 
media technology, of course, also con-
tinues to evolve). Magneto-optical drives 
offer huge storage potential on a medium 
that is far more stable than the one that is 
used in hard disk drives. In many situa-
tions it has the potential to displace mag-
netic media. 

Conventional mass storage media are 
extremely susceptible to magnetic fluxes 
and mechanical disruption. Because the 
recording material in magneto-optical 
disks is encased in plastic, there is little 
chance of encountering the type of head 
crash you often see with conventional 
media. Because it is rewritable, you can 
use magneto-optical drives as you would 
conventional hard disk drives. 

Hot Point 
The magneto-optical medium makes use 
of a recording material that, at room 
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temperature, is resistant to changes in 
magnetization. The measure of this resis-
tance is called coercivity. The coercivity 
of the material used in magneto-optical 
drives can be altered only at a high tem-
perature—the so-called Curie point. At 
high temperatures—around 150°C—the 
coercivity of the recording material be-
comes 0, and the material can be magne-
tized. 

This is where the laser comes in. The 
heat of the laser brings the recording ma-
terial to the Curie point. Then, a bias 
magnet reverses the magnetic field of the 
heated area (which represents 1 bit). Be-
cause the laser beam is approximately 1 
micron in diameter, it does not affect 
nearby data areas. 
One problem with magneto-optical 

drives is that you can't change a bit di-
rectly from one magnetic orientation to 
another. Initially, the medium has a uni-
form magnetic orientation. Once the 
magnetic field has been changed, you 
can't simply write new data to it like a 
conventional hard disk drive. Thus, mag-
neto-optical drives need to make an erase 
pass prior to every write. The first 
(erase) pass shifts the magnetization of a 

bit back to its original state. The second 
(write) pass actually encodes the data. 
You use a low-power laser beam to 

read the data on a magneto-optical disk. 
The polarization of the read beam as it 
reflects off an area of the recording me-
dium changes, depending on the magne-
tization of that area. 

This polarization difference is known 
as the Kerr effect. The read beam is 
bounced off the disk, directed through a 
polarized beam splitter, and picked up 
by one of two detectors. One detector 
finds areas of positive polarization; the 
other detects negative polarization. 
These areas correspond to the on and off 
bits of the disk. 

Magneto-optical disks consist of a 
polycarbonate substrate with pressed 
guide grooves and address pits. The 
guide grooves operate like the grooves on 
a record album-they keep the magneto-
optical drive's laser where it belongs. 
Address pits are basically the same as the 
pits used to encode data on WORM and 
CD-ROM drives. They are laid down at 
the beginning of each sector. The magne-
to-optical layer is made up of several 
layers, including the magnetic alloy. It is 

sputter-plated onto the substrate and cov-
ered with a plastic coating. 

DOS Considerations 
Almost all magneto-optical drives are 
completely transparent in terms of oper-
ating system. You don't need to load a de-
vice driver or any TSR software to be 
able to use the drive. You simply parti-
tion it with FDISK and format it. 

Without a driver, however, the drive 
will be treated as a fixed hard disk. In 
order to use an optical drive as a remov-
able medium, you'll need to load a device 
driver that lets DOS treat the drive as an 
enormous floppy disk. Even with the 
driver loaded, though, the volume will 
be completely DOS-compatible. This is 
fine if you are using the device in a DOS 
or networked environment. However, if 
you need portability between operating 
systems, see a vendor who offers a pro-
prietary file structure and supports all 
the platforms you'll be working with. 

Magneto-Optical Gets Small 
One of the more exciting developments 
on the horizon is the 31/2-inch rewritable 
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drive. When the International Standards 
Organization wrote the standard for 51% 
inch drives, there were already a number 
of drives on the market. Consequently, 
the standard was written loosely in an ef-
fort to encompass all these drives. To 
avoid this problem with 31/2 -inch media, 
manufacturers are waiting until the ISO 
standard is complete before moving for-
ward with their 31/2 -inch drives—this 
will help to ensure that all manufac-
turers' drives are interchangeable. 

According to Sharp's Greg Peel, the 
31/2 -inch magneto-optical drive will use a 
single- sided 128-MB medium. Sharp, 
Sony, and other manufacturers are devel-
oping 31/2 -inch drives. Sharp expects to 
introduce some models early next year. 
The 31/2 -inch drive may provide signifi-
cant performance enhancements. For ex-
ample, Sharp's preliminary specifica-
tions call for a 45-ms access time and a 
640,000-bps data transfer rate. By using 
the SCSI-2 interface standard, Sharp ex-
pects to provide a 2-MB burst transfer 
rate. The improved access time and data 
transfer rate come from the smaller me-
dium size and the medium's ability to 
spin at 3000 revolutions per minute 
(compared to 2400 rpm for 5 V4 -inch 
models). 

Rewritable optical disk drives are fast 
approaching a price and performance 
level that will make them a viable alter-
native to hard disk drives. Although the 
overall costs for a magneto-optical drive 
are high—in the $5000 range—the cost 
per megabyte of storage is lower than that 
for hard disk drives (once you factor in 
the comparative costs of buying a whole 
new drive versus picking up a new car-
tridge). 

Speed is the critical factor. Until the 
drive can erase and record data in one 
pass, and until the optical head is made 
smaller and faster, optical disk drives 
aren't going to be able to compete with 
hard disk drives. Panasonic has an-
nounced a read/write optical disk drive 
that uses phase-change technology to 
feature one-pass writes. Whether the 
medium is durable enough for continuous 
use remain§ to be seen. 

CD-ROM 
Unlike rewritable and WORM media, 
CD-ROM is a publishing tool. Although 
it's possible to produce a CD-ROM disk 
in-house, the time and expense that it re-
quires makes this a cost-effective solu-
tion only if you need many copies of the 
same data, and if that data is unlikely to 
change over time. Even then, unless the 
data has special indexing requirements, 
you would probably be better off hanging 

a WORM drive off a network. 
The best way to envision CD-ROM is 

as an alternative way of accessing infor-
mation that's traditionally printed on 
paper. The advantage to CD-ROM is that 
you can instantly—or almost instantly— 
access information from the comfort of 
your desk. You don't have to leaf through 
the large volumes of information on your 
bookshelf or at a library. 

In the real world, CD-ROM is being 
used for everything from medical diag-
noses to troubleshooting telecommunica-
tions switches. A pathologist can use 
CMC's Cancer Abstracts to take a pre-
pared slide, compare it to an image on 
the CD-ROM, and make a diagnosis. 
Many manufacturers are putting their 
documentation on CD-ROM. Boeing, 
DEC, Mac Trucks, and Compaq (to 
name a few) already offer their docu-
mentation on compact disk—and other 
companies are following suit. 

Strengths and Limitations 
Too often, the charges that are levied 
against CD-ROM fail to take into ac-
count what the technology is designed to 
do. Sure, compared to even the lowest of 
the low end in hard disk drives, CD-
ROM is dog-slow. But compared to the 
time it would take to perform the same 
tasks with paper media—well, you're 
talking "warp drive" here. And yes, 
there is no killer application for CD-
ROM, but then again, the form and shape 
of a book hasn't exactly been revolution-
ized in the last 500-odd years. You need 
to view CD-ROM technology through a 
different pair of glasses. 
As CD-ROM technology improves, 

the speed differences between it and tra-
ditional media will begin to evaporate. 
For now, you need to realize the unique 
advantages of CD-ROM to make the full-
est use of this technology. Before CD-
ROM can really blossom, display tech-
nology needs to improve. Until a screen 
can duplicate the clarity and resolution of 
the printed page, reading large amounts 
of text on a monitor is not going to be 
comfortable or practical. Even so, CD-
ROM will be used increasingly as a refer-
ence tool. I can easily envision using a 
dual-monitor setup—one dedicated to 
CD-ROM, and the other a standard com-
puter display. 

Making It Go 
Left to its own devices, DOS cannot rec-
ognize the file structure of a CD-ROM. 
(DOS versions 3.3 and lower are also un-
able to deal with the size of the CD-ROM 
volume, which can be up to 660 MB.) To 
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get a CD-ROM to run under DOS, you 
need a hardware-specific device driver 
and the Microsoft CD-ROM extensions. 
The extensions are installable file system 
drivers that utilize the network interrupt 
2F hexadecimal. 
A CD-ROM volume name looks like a 

network volume. Therefore, when DOS 
gets a file I/O request, it generates the 
network interrupt. The extensions then 
look at the volume name; if it really is a 
CD-ROM device, the extensions pass 
control to the device driver. To support 
the extensions and the device driver, 
you'll need at least 34K bytes of memory 
(the extensions use 23K bytes). 

Fortunately, you can load both the ex-
tensions and the driver into high mem-
ory; this saves RAM in that precious 
lower 640K bytes. I had no problems 
loading the extensions into high memory 
with Quarterdeck's QEMM or loading 
them into individual Desqview windows. 
As a result, I can have two CD-ROM 
disks on-line at all times. You can also 
save RAM by telling the extensions to 
load part of themselves into expanded 
memory. 

Version 2.2 of the extensions should be 

out by the time you read this. Microsoft 
says that it has been working closely with 
its licensees for this upgrade; the exten-
sions will provide fixes for problems en-
countered in multitasking environments 
and for unclear error messages. Another 
enhancement will let you load 12K bytes 
more of the extensions into memory. 

Although the extensions seem to work 
seamlessly with DOS and I had no major 
problems getting them to handle more 
than one drive at a time, the extensions 
are really only a fix—not a solution. 
Microsoft would not comment on what it 
plans for the forthcoming version of DOS 
(except to say that it's exploring various 
approaches). Hopefully, CD-ROM ex-
tensions will become a permanent part of 
DOS. 

For OS/2, the problem of getting a 
CD-ROM to talk to the operating system 
is greatly simplified by OS/2's install-
able file system. Microsoft says it is cur-
rently working closely with device ven-
dors who are helping to write installable 
file system drivers for OS/2. Sony and 
others have already announced IFS driv-
ers—expect to see them later this year or 
early next year. 

In the Marketplace 
The CD-ROM player market is growing 
quickly, and prices are falling. Today, 
you can purchase a player for as little as 
$600. Players come in a range of shapes 
and sizes, from single-drive units (inter-
nal or external) to jukebox-style multi-
disk players to daisy-chained units that 
are housed in one enclosure. 
Which route you take depends on your 

needs. If you're a home user, you could 
probably make do with a single unit—al-
though if you plan on accessing more 
than one database at a time, you may 
want to get two or three. If you're in a 
business or government environment, 
you may want to get either a multidrive 
system or a jukebox-style unit. 
The major manufacturers in the CD-

ROM player market are Sony, Hitachi, 
NEC, and Philips. Most companies offer 
both a proprietary and a standard SCSI; 
most claim that their proprietary inter-
face offers additional features not avail-
able through a standard SCSI. 
The CD-ROM market needs to stan-

dardize its hardware. It looks like SCSI is 
going to take over in the long run, and 

continued 
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Island Systems 

7 Mountain Road 
Burlington MA 01803 
VOICE (617) 273-0421 
FAX (617) 933-1152 

velLeBLE 

FAST SCSI STORAGE 
Compatible with 286/386/Laptop, Apple!!, Atari, Amiga, 
Sun, Macintosh, Silicon Graphics, Next 
A-Hive & Jr.(3.5") - Enclosure for SCSI Drives 
•Room for 2-HH or 1-FH drive 40 Watts $ 119. 
•Incl. all internal cables 65 Watts $ 169. 

Half Shell-Compact Hard Drive (1.4"x5.5"x7.5") 
low power 40MB $599 

Hermit Crab-Portable Hard Drive (2.8"x5.5"x7.5“) 

32MB to 200MB 28mstol2ms $399 
Laptop SCSI Drive 32MB-1 SGB $595 

SCSI Hard/Floppy Drive 2MBtol.5GB $289 

Cartridge Hard Drive 44MB $499 
SCSI Tape Drive 50MB-155MB $389 

2HD/4Floppy 286/386 Controller 
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Announcing the end of the 
SCSI compatibility crisis: 

The SCSI disk controller from DPT 
that's so intelligent, it doesn't 
need special software drivers! 

See DPT at Booth F115 

OCO MrIDEMFall '90 
November 12-16, 1990 
Las Vegas. Nevada 

,ffiakts rct,c(c_ 
are_ driver.s 

SCSI connectivity hassles are a thing of the past! SmartConnex 
makes it possible for the first time to run SCSI disk drives without 
special software drivers or BIOS ROMS that cause compatibility 
problems. Just plug in SmartConnex and you're all set— exactly as 
though you were using a standard 51506 drive. And, you'll enjoy 
optional connectivity to hundreds of other peripherals with 
appropriate software, including tape and optical drives. 

71)..> eornpa itf 
SmartConnex is compatible with all PC ATs and operating sys-
tems, and is guaranteed to work with all existing AT applications. 
So it isn't necessary to buy new programs or make any changes 
to system software. No matter what operating system or SCSI 
disk drive you use, you won't have to worry about controller 
compatibility. 

4 d„ goo° ofl.bocuYi 
SmartConnex's on-board 68000 processor and custom-designed 
ASIC chips make it the highest-performance controller on the 
market. Its unique design pushes the fastest SCSI disk drives to 
their top performance limits! 

1<niii CL-Kircto.6.;h 
SmartConnex costs less and performs better an other prod-
ucts— it's that simple. When you consider cost along with Smart-
Connex's other great advantages, there's no smarter move! 

3acked DP -1-
Distributed Processing Technology was the first to develop 
caching disk controllers and hardware disk mirroring for micro-
computers, and is the recognized leader in the industry. Our 
products have been at work for over a decade, speeding up minis 
and mainframes. We offer a 1-year warranty, clear documenta-
tion, and outstanding technical support. 

Put ,_ frzcir-ILCIÓarzex -&$-6 
Call today and find out more about the end of the SCSI compati-
bi ity crisis— with SmartConnex, from DPI. 

DPT 
Distributed 
Processing 
Technology 

132 Candace Drive 
Maitland, FL 32751 
Phone: (407) 830-5522 
FAX: (407) 260-5366 
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OPTICAL STORAGE PRIMER 

this seems like a very good thing. You 
can interface a standard SCSI drive with 
both IBM and Macintosh platforms. The 
SCSI bus lets you daisy chain up to seven 
SCSI peripherals, including other ven-
dor's CD-ROM drives, hard disk drives, 
magneto-optical drives, and WORMs. 
With the advent of SCSI-2 and the in-
creased focus by manufacturers on stan-
dardizing this technology, you should 
see a whole host of drives with better per-
formance and compatibility. 

In the future, you may see CD-ROM 
readers integrated into magneto-optical 
drives (à la NeXT), but that shouldn't de-
ter you now. Of all the optical technol-
ogies available, this is the most stable and 
developed platform. Literally thousands 
of databases are now available, and it 
isn't going to cost you a great deal to get 
started. 

Standard Questions 
Optical drives are here to stay. With con-
tinued improvements in interfaces and 
hardware, coupled with falling prices, 
there will be a lot more of them on desk-
tops. At the same time, there is no ques-
tion that you will continue to use hard 

disk drives. Hard disk drive technology 
has been around longer and is more de-
veloped. Although the cost per megabyte 
for optical drives is lower than for hard 
disk drives, the start-up costs are far 
greater. 

With the introduction of SCSI-2, the 
next year will see a general move toward 
standard SCSIs. This will result in faster 
data transfer rates and make it far easier 
to have multiple optical units hanging off 
the same controller. This may result in 
standardized interface cards and inter-
changeable device drivers. This year 
should also bring many OS/2 installable 
file system drivers for both WORM and 
CD-ROM technologies. 

You're also likely to see more vendors 
offering file structures for both erasable 
and WORM media; this will allow porta-
bility between operating systems. The 
31/2 -inch rewritable magneto-optical disk 
will allow greater use of read/write opti-
cal drives in transportables. 

Overall, standardization is the next 
necessary step for optical storage. When 
drivers, file structures, and hardware 
can be mixed and matched, optical stor-
age will be as convenient as floppy disk 

and hard disk storage. In the long term, 
you're likely to see greater compatibility 
between the different optical technol-
ogies (e.g., drives that can create both 
write-once and read/write disks and can 
read ISO-9660 and High Sierra CD-
ROM disks). 

Optical Future 
Whether the optical disk will ever fully 
replace conventional magnetic media is 
impossible to predict. I think that it's un-
likely within the next five years. One 
thing's for sure: Optical technologies, 
led by CD-ROM, are going to find their 
way into a great many computers in the 
very near future. Already, Tandy and 
Headstart sell systems with CD-ROM 
drives as standard equipment, and IBM 
has introduced a CD-ROM drive for its 
PS/2 line. 

Although the information age has been 
around for over a decade, it will be opti-
cal technologies that finally make it 
fly. • 

David A. Harvey (Houston, TX) is a free-
lance computer journalist. You can reach 
him on BIX as "daharvey." 

HASP-Hardware for 
Software Protection 
Since 1984, HASP has enabled thousands of 
software developers in more than 30 countries/ — 
to protect their software. HASP-3 and 
MemoHASP offer you: 

▪ Asic-based technology providing the 
highest level of transparency and 
compatibility. 
• Full software support, includin 
access passwords, antidebu-
gging, encryption and virus 
detection options. 
• Interfaces for dozens of languages, 
under MS DOS, OS/2, SCO XENIX, 
UNIX and MS WINDOWS. 
• MemoHASP has 1K or 4K bits of memory 
which can be read and written without any 
special equipment. 

HASP - Because there are certain risks 
you just can't take. 

We are seeking 

DISTRIBUTORS 
in North America. 
Come meet us at 
the Israeli stand 
in COMDEX Fall. 

LADD1N 
KNOWLEDGE 
SYSTEMS LTD. 

15 Beit Oved St . Tel-Aviv. Israel 
P.O.Box,11141 Tel-Aviv 61110. 
Tel: 972-3-5375795 
Fax 972-3-53757% 

USE YOUR PC'S MORE 
EFFECTIVELY! 

Amanmir 

• Extend the distance between Keyboard/Monitor 
and CPU up to 600 feet with: 

Extender 

• Connect 2 or 3 Keyboards and Monitors to 
1 CPU with: c (≥) rippele 

• Control 2 to 96 PC Rie Servers with a single 
Keyboard and Monitor with: 

COMMANDER 

• Boot up your PC by phone with: 
PhoneBoot 

• Reboot your PC Rie Servers by phone with: 
REBOOT 

These Quality Products from CYBEX are guaranteed 
to your satisfaction, or your money beck. 

Cybex Corporation 
2800H Bob Welece Ave. • Huntsville, AL 35805 

(205) 534-0011 • FAX (205) 534-0010 
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Now you can build more in a day. 
HyperPAD® 2.0, a powerful software 
construction set for MS-DOS® systems, 
dramatically increases your productivity. 
Applications that might take months to 
build with tools like Pascal, C, or BASIC 
now take only minutes. 
PC Week calls HyperPAD "the first 

PC program that can compare with 
HyperCard:" HyperPAD 2.0, now 
updated with over 100 new features 
and improvements, has almost limitless 
potential for creating and customizing 
tutorials, help systems, software proto-
types, front ends to databases, networks, 
or CD-ROM devices, executive informa-
tion systems, and dozens of other 
applications. 

It's easy. HyperPAD's object-oriented 
environment gives you all the building 
blocks you need for maximum produc-
tivity. Its English-like scripting language 
is easy to use and learn, with dozens of 
samples to get you started. 

It's flexible. HyperPAD will take you into 
the 90's with a full set of development 
tools. Its open architecture lets you easily 
use data stored in dBASE and ASCII files. 
If you need to, you can even write C or 
assembly language extensions. 

- 

Lvy vArsro 

It works on your PC. HyperPAD 2.0 is 
compatible with almost all PCs. You don't 
need a high-performance processor, 
multiple megabytes of memory, a graphics 
card, or a mouse. You get the benefits of 
a graphical user interface without invest-
ing in Microsoft®WindOWSTM or OS/2. 

And now it's only $59.95 for Pascal and 
BASIC users. Order before December 31, 
1990, to get HyperPAD 2.0 for only $59.95 
directly from Brightbill-Roberts (suggested 
list $149.95). Mention this ad and receive 
a royalty-free runtime module. 60-day 
money-back guarantee. VISA, MasterCard, 
American Express, or C.O.D. 

Call 1-800-444-3490 today. 
Try HyperPAD 2.0 on your next project. 

No one will ever know how much time 
you didn't spend. 

'T. 

41111111S 
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Brightbill4kbert 

120 E. Washington St., Syracuse, N.Y. 13202 

HyperPAD is a registered trademark of Brightbill-Roberts & Company, Lid. All other trademarks and registered trademarks are he property or their respective holders. Crll for upgrade inlormation. © 1990 Brightbill-Roben, & Company. Ltd. 
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One Word About Your 
Hard Disk Controller 

One Word About the PSI 
hyperSTORE Controllers 

4.0 

Intelligent Mass Storage Controllers 
Virtually all applications are disk 

bound. Today's PCs have over 60 

times the power of their ancestors 

of just ten years ago, while hard 

disk performance has only just 

tripled. This makes mass storage 

the PC's worst bottleneck. PSI has 
eliminated this bottleneck with 

the hyperSTORE Caching Disk 

Controller, a sort of mass storage 

co-processor. The hyperSTORE 

does for disk-intensive programs 
what a math co-processor does 

for number-crunching software. 

Databases, fileservers, multiuser 

systems, and other disk-hungry 

applications start screaming ... 

frustrated users stop screaming! 

Call (800)486-FAST now to find 

out more about PSI's line of 
intelligent controllers. All you 

have to gain is time. 

Perceptive Solutions, Inc. 
2700 Flora Street - Dallas, Texas 75201 

800-486-FAST • 214-954-1774 • Fax: 953-1774 

European Inquiries: 415-284-9505 

hyperSTORE FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS 

• Works in any 286, 386, or i486 system 

• Simultaneous support for any interface: 

MFM, RLL, ESO!. SCSI, or AT/IDE 

• Can control up to 28 physical disk drives 

• OKB to 20MB of SIMM-based cache memory 

• Supports all standard operating systems: 

DOS, Windows, UNIX/Xenix, Netware, etc. 

• Data mirroring option for fault tolerance 

• No device drivers are required 

"This thing is literally faster at disk access than the original PC was at 
memory access." 

-Jerry Pournelle, Info World, lune 11, 1990 

"PSI has created the power user's ultimate Lego set for disk 

controllers: the hyperST01: 17 /1600" 
-Alfred Poor, PC Magazine, lune 12, 1990 

"The real-world result will be blazing record handling from within a 

data file as well as unstoppably fast program loads." 
-Bill O'Brien, PC Magazine, February 13,1990 

Cl 990 by PSI. AN ngMs reserved. hyperSTORE and Me PSI logo are trademarks of Perceptive Solutions. Inc Other brand and product 

names are trademarks or metered trademarks of ther respective carman. SPedindaIidds sobtod fo change Ad Code SYS009 
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IBM SPECIAL ISSUE 

CONTINENTAL 
COMPUTING 

Despite IBM's success there, Europe is a diversified marketplace 
for computer companies foreign and national 

Colin Barker 

f I had to pick out the 
most important month in 
the history of personal 
computing in Europe, 
the choice would be easy: 

January 1983. That month I attended two 
press events and saw products that have 
completely reshaped the European per-
sonal computer market and decimated 
the indigenous U.K. microcomputer in-
dustry. 

The Beginnings 
The first event was a " hands-
on" demonstration of a new 
Apple computer. It was a se-
cret meeting at Apple's Euro-
pean headquarters in Hemel 
Hempstead in England. After 
solemnly signing nondisclo-
sure agreements, I sat down in 
front of a funny-looking com-
puter called the Lisa and was 
amazed at what I saw. This 
was probably the easiest-to-
use computer ever invented, 
shown in all its glory, albeit 
not in its final form—we had a 
year to wait for the Mac—and 
I left the demonstration con-
vinced that I had seen the fu-
ture of personal computing, 
and it was good. 
Two weeks later, I pressed 

into a room with around 150 
other U.K. computer journal-
ists and waited with bated 

breath for the "big news" from IBM. It 
was the belated launch of the IBM PC in 
Europe, a full 18 months after its U.S. 
debut. What I saw was a basic, and not 
particularly well-designed, 8-bit com-
puter dressed up in semi- 16-bit clothes. 
It had a new operating system that looked 
a lot like CP/M, a keyboard that had im-
portant keys in the wrong places, a noisy 
fan, and slow and noisy disk drives. The 

monitor was poor: It was big and clunky, 
you couldn't tilt it, the poor phosphor 
quality hurt your eyes, and it had a weak 
character set. (For ergonomic reasons, it 
was not legal in Sweden and Germany.) 
The PC had nothing special to offer over 
existing systems. Compared to the state-
ly elegance of the Lisa, it stank. But the 
price was a lot better. 

At the time that these two systems 
were being launched, Europe 
had a thriving microcomputer 
industry. In fact, it had many 
different industries that all 
contributed to the "new tech-
nology" boom. The IBM PC 
and, to a lesser but still im-
portant extent, the Macin-
tosh, changed all that. In the 
next four years, the U.S. 
computer industry would 
come to dominate the Euro-
pean microcomputer market. 
Why was this so? 

Europe Is Different 
"One of the biggest mistakes 
you can make when you 
launch a European subsidiary 
is to assume there is some 
kind of United States of Eu-
rope," says Don Taylor, an 
American with considerable 
experience establishing Euro-
pean subsidiaries for U.S. 
computer companies. He is 

continued 
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right. The U.S. is a land of over 200 mil-
lion people with widely varying ethnic 
backgrounds, united by a common lan-
guage, a Constitution, and a belief in 
"American values." Europe is a land of 
over 300 million people of widely vary-
ing ethnic backgrounds, with no com-
mon language (there are at least 40 major 
European languages), no constitution, 
and very few common beliefs. 

Three separate trade groupings give 
some areas of Europe a semblance of 
uniformity. The European Community 
(EC), formerly the nations of Europe, in-
cludes West Germany, France, Italy, the 
U.K., Ireland, Denmark, Belgium, The 
Netherlands, Luxembourg, Spain, Por-
tugal, and Greece. The Eastern bloc is a 
rough grouping of Soviet satellites and 
includes East Germany, Hungary, Bul-
garia, Poland, Romania, Czechoslova-
kia, and Russia (that part of Russia that 
lies to the west of the Ural Mountains is 
considered to be geographically and cul-
turally part of Europe). The third group-
ing is the European Free Trade Area 
(EFTA). This is a loose association of the 
non-aligned states and includes Norway, 
Sweden, Finland, Austria, and Switzer-
land. Outside of these groupings are 
some independent countries (e.g., Yugo-
slavia and Albania) and a network of 
semi-independent or completely inde-
pendent principalities, bailiwicks, and 
tax havens. 
The biggest and most important eco-

nomic unit is the EC. The idea for the EC 
was developed in 1952, and the Treaty of 
Rome established it in 1957. Its aim is 
"to lay the foundations for a closer union 
between the peoples of Europe on the 
basis of a common internal market, the 
gradual approximation of member states' 
economic policies, and a framework of 
common debate." 

Within the EC there are no internal 
tariffs or trade barriers; any citizen of an 
EC country is free to visit, work, or live 
in any other EC country. There is a com-
mon sales tax (value-added tax, or VAT), 
and common rules govern agriculture, 
the sale and packaging of goods, taxes, 
pollution control, and human rights. But 
none of this means that there is a "United 
States of Europe." 
By the end of 1992, there will be much 

closer trade ties between the EC coun-
tries; many barriers that exist today will 
come down. There is talk of introducing 
a common currency before the end of the 
century, and some would like to see a 
full political union follow that. But this 
all seems to be a long way off. 

For now, Europe is a collection of sep-
arate countries and separate markets, 

each with its own characteristics. The 
microcomputer revolution is affecting 
each country differently. As far as PCs 
are concerned, there is a lot of common 
ground, but there are also some interest-
ing discrepancies. 

The Players 
There are some strong computer compa-
nies within Europe, but few of them have 
made any impact in the U.S. One of the 
exceptions is Groupe Bull. This French 
company entered the computer industry 
by signing a deal with Honeywell to set 
up a jointly owned computer company, 
Cii Honeywell Bull, in France. While 
Honeywell Information Systems set up 
subsidiaries in the rest of Europe, CiiHB 
prospered, and eventually Bull took over 
Honeywell's systems interests. Bull is a 
major player in the systems market (with 
around $5.5 billion in revenues last 
year), and its purchase of Zenith Data 
Systems earlier this year has strength-
ened its presence in the PC market. 
The Siemens group has dominated the 

German computer industry. This con-
glomerate is involved in many areas of 
manufacturing, from heavy engineering 
to computer systems to consumer goods. 
Siemens Information Systems' revenues 
were around $6 billion last year. Like 
Bull, the company has produced primar-
ily mainframe and minicomputer sys-
tems. Earlier this year, Siemens took 
over Nixdorf, the second largest German 
computer company, with annual reve-
nues of around $3 million. Nixdorf is a 
general systems supplier, but in recent 
years it has been most successful in sup-
plying electronic point-of-sale termi-
nals. 

In the Netherlands, Philips (with an-
nual revenues of around $3 billion) is the 
leading computing and electronics manu-
facturer. Based in Eindhoven, it is a lead-
ing company in home electronics and 
communications. 
The U.K. is the home of International 

Computers Ltd., now owned by Standard 
Telephone and Cable. ICL traces its ge-
nealogy back to some of the first compa-
nies that built electronic computers. The 
going got tough in the 1980s, but the 
company is now stable. ICL has system-
atically bought technology from other 
countries. It uses Fujitsu processors in its 
mainframes, Sun's SPARC processors in 
its departmental servers, and a variety of 
suppliers for its low-end products. The 
joint STC/ICL group has annual revenues 
of around $2.5 billion. 

Italy has Olivetti. This company was a 
late entrant to the computer market. It 
started with office products, but it is 

probably the most successful supplier of 
midrange systems and microcomputers 
in Europe. With annual revenues of 
around $5.5 billion, it is the second larg-
est supplier in Europe (Siemens is first). 
It sells Unix minicomputer systems and a 
wide variety of PC compatibles. Digital 
Equipment relabels Olivetti PCs in the 
European market. 

Who Is Number One? 
Although these companies represent the 
top six indigenous technology companies 
in Europe, they are not the biggest. IBM 
Europe's revenue last year was more than 
50 percent of the combined revenue of 
these six companies. There is no doubt, 
in Europe or the world, about who is 
number one. 

If you talk to the average European 
IBM executive, you'll find that the IBM 
corporate culture is the same there as it is 
in the U.S. But European executives will 
point out that they do not work for a U.S. 
company. The / in IBM stands for "Inter-
national," and the belief among Euro-
pean IBM employees is that their com-
pany is a truly international one that just 
happens to be based in the U.S. For ex-
ample, if you go to the Hannover Faire in 
Germany, you will find that IBM GmbH 
carries all the appearance of a German 
data-processing company. And IBM 
(U.K.) Ltd. proudly boasts that it is the 
largest computer-industry employer in 
the U.K. 

In the 18 months between the launch of 
the first IBM PC in the U.S. and its 
European debut, IBM did not waste any 
time. The initial success of the PC in the 
U.S. had caught the company by sur-
prise, and it could sell as many of the ma-
chines as it could make. Many of the ear-
liest models found their way to Europe, 
especially the U.K., as so-called "gray 
imports." IBM anticipated great success 
in Europe and set up a manufacturing fa-
cility in Greenock, Scotland. This facil-
ity builds virtually all the PCs and PS/2s 
sold in Europe today. IBM found the 
competition in Europe to be stiffer than it 
was in the U.S. Before the PC arrived in 
Europe, almost all the major hardware 
vendors in Europe and the U.S.—from 
Philips to DEC to ICL to Data General— 
had launched their own personal com-
puters. 

In addition, many suppliers had built 
up a loyal customer base for their own 
products. The Commodore Pet and the 
Apple II were successful in Europe, as 
were the Tandy TRS computers and the 
ACT Sirius (a 16-bit microcomputer that 
was also known as the Victor). While 
Pets and TRS-80s were considered to be 
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home or hobbyist computers in the U.S., 
they were used by both small and large 
businesses in Europe. 

But none of this stopped IBM. With a 
corporate steamroller approach, IBM 
launched a blanket marketing campaign 
and went after its traditional customer, 
the corporate data-processing manager. 
It took IBM longer to get the PC off the 
ground in Europe than it did in the U.S., 
but it succeeded. 
The control that IBM holds over the 

market is not absolute, however, and 
there are some notable exceptions to it. 
And while the big names in the PC soft-
ware, hardware, and networking busi-
ness in the U.S.—Lotus, Ashton-Tate, 
Borland, AST, and Novell—are big in 
Europe as well, the market is not a re-
flection of that of the U.S. In Germany 
and Denmark, the Commodore Amiga is 
popular as a business system; the Ger-
mans like the Atari systems as well. If 
you thought that Digital Research's Con-
current DOS and GEM were "dead" 
packages, you'll be surprised to find that 
they sell well across Europe. Multiplan 
is the most popular spreadsheet in 
France, where they love the Macintosh. 
A PC database called DataE,ase outsells 
both dBASE III and IV in the U.K. 

Timing and Attitude 
Two major factors that help determine if 
a company will succeed in a particular 
country are timing and attitude: the tim-
ing of the move to Europe and its attitude 
toward Europe. 
The classic—and mistaken—way for a 

U.S. company to approach the European 
market is to set up a subsidiary in the 
U.K. or Ireland, launch products there, 
and (if successful) try to extrapolate the 
reasons for that success across Europe. 

This is an understandable course of ac-
tion, since it gives the company a chance 
to try to understand the European men-
tality, market, and culture while dealing 
in a common language. The problem is 
that the U.K. is atypical of Europe. Of 
all the European PC software and hard-
ware markets, the U.K.'s is the closest to 
the U.S.'s. A "top 10" of PCs, software, 
and hardware would be more like the 
U.S.'s top 10 than any other market's in 
Europe. 
Some companies began early with Eu-

rope and learned quickly. One such com-
pany is Digital Research. It opened its 
European offices in the U.K. in the days 
when CP/M was virtually the only mi-
crocomputer operating system available 
on more than one type of machine. It li-
censed the system to many local hard-
ware suppliers, first in the U.K. and then 

all over Europe. While Microsoft was 
sweeping the boards in the U.S. after the 
launch of the PC, Digital Research 
plugged away first with CP/M-86 and 
then with Concurrent DOS and GEM. 
Microsoft arrived in Europe, via the 
U.K., soon after the PC was launched in 
the U.S. Microsoft did well, but Digital 
Research had done enough work to en-
sure that it had a future in Europe. 
On the hardware side, it is a similar 

story. IBM cut a swathe through the sup-
pliers of microcomputers, and now the 
IBM PC standard dominates—with some 
exceptions. 

Two 
major factors that help 

determine if a company 
will succeed in a 

particular country are 

timing and attitude. 

Of Apricots and Acorns 
Before the PC arrived, the U.K. boasted 
more than 20 domestic manufacturers of 
microcomputers, all different, with dif-
ferent operating systems and no stan-
dards. Most have long since vanished. 
One supplier that held out longer than 
most is Apricot. This company came out 
of a systems house called ACT. ACT first 
became involved with microcomputers 
when it won the rights to sell the Sirius 
microcomputer in the U.K. From there it 
was a short step for the company to set up 
its own manufacturing arm to make the 
Apricot computer. 

This was an interesting system: It was 
one of the first to use 31/2-inch floppy 
disks as standard, which meant that al-
though it was based on the 8086 proces-
sor and could run MS-DOS, it was not 
IBM PC-compatible. A neat design with 
an excellent screen made it a system that 
disparaged the IBM PC. It was semipor-
table—in the same way that the early 
Macintoshes were—and packed more 
power than an IBM XT into a very small 
box. 

Its success was helped by the fact that 
many data-processing managers (the big-
gest PC customers) were familiar with 

the ACT. It was like buying from IBM; 
the Apricot came from a company people 
thought they could trust. But, like every-
body else, Apricot had to fall into line, 
and, in recent years, the only personal 
computer products coming out of the 
company have been been PC compat-
ibles. This year, ACT sold the Apricot 
portion of its business to Mitsubishi. 

Acorn is the only other major personal 
computer supplier to survive the last six 
years in the U.K. This company pro-
duced an 8-bit computer that, thanks to 
generous government support, became 
the standard for use in British schools. It 
was also successful as a home computer. 
As times got tough in the home-computer 
marketplace, Acorn diversified into 
Unix systems. The company produced 
the excellent Archimedes computer for 
the home/educational market and the 
R100 series of Unix workstations based 
on its own RISC technology. This was 
not enough, though, and Acorn is now 
owned by Olivetti. 

Survivors 
Look around Europe, and you'll see sim-
ilar tales of manufacturers struggling to 
come to terms with IBM and either going 
out of business, finding a benefactor, or 
falling into line and producing PC com-
patibles. Olivetti has been the most con-
spicuously successful company. 
With a solid background in office sys-

tems, Olivetti first moved into the PC 
market with the M24. This PC compat-
ible was stylish, performed better than 
anything IBM offered (although tweak-
ing the system gave it some compatibility 
problems), and was very well designed. 
It took up just over half the desk space 
that the IBM PC required, but it still had 
the same number of slots and a much bet-
ter screen. In fact, Olivetti tried to repeat 
the success of Compaq by offering com-
patibles with added value and Italian 
élan. It was hugely successful in Europe; 
it was also Europe's last great shout in 
the PC market. 
Over the last four years, the European 

market, like the U.S. market, has be-
come a commodity market and is much 
more price-driven than before. Suppliers 
from Japan and Taiwan have moved in 
and have been very successful. But the 
European suppliers will not lie down; 
they still add variety and interest that you 
will not see anywhere else. Olivetti still 
produces the prettiest and most elegantly 
designed PCs. Victor of Sweden pro-
duces PCs with lots of power in a small 
box. Schneider of Germany produces PC 
compatibles that are to the PC industry 

continued 
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CONTINENTAL COMPUTING 

what Volvos are to the car industry—not 
the prettiest devices in the world, but 
ones that you know will last. 

Apricot invests a lot of money in R&D 
in its bid to stay one step ahead of the Jap-
anese. Other companies, such as Tulip of 
Holland, Mission of the U.K., and Phil-
ips, are all trying to get an edge through 
technology or price and are adding vari-
ety to the market. 
Then there is Amstrad. This home-

electronics company is run by Alan Sug-
ar, who decided five years ago he could 
produce a fully functioning business 
computer with monitor, drives, printer, 
and software for less than £500 (about 
$900). He was spectacularly successful. 
His completely non-IBM-compatible sys-
tem sold by the millions. (He eventually 
moved to IBM compatibles as well, with 
slightly less success.) He is one Euro-
pean who realized very quickly that, like 
soap, cars, and bicycles, computers are 
commodities. If your expectations are 
big and your pockets are small, then Sug-
ar is your man. 

Sugar established that a target price-
point in the U.K. for a complete com-
puter system for home use was £500. 
This is a trend that other companies have 
followed. But that is at the lowest end of 
performance and cost; in concentrating 
on that end of the market, Sugar is a spe-
cialist and also an exception in Europe. 
His is one company that can enjoy some 
success by competing price-wise in the 
PC market with the Eastern suppliers. 
The rest of the European PC manufac-

turers are looking elsewhere for growth 
and profit. The two key areas that they 
are concentrating on are high-end i486-
based PC systems and the Unix or Open 
Systems market. 

Analysts believe that the Unix market 
is growing more quicky in Europe than 
anywhere else in the world. Workstations 
are beginning to take business away from 
the PC in the general computing market. 
European suppliers are desperately hop-
ing that this will continue, because Unix 
systems mean big file servers, complex 
networks and terminal connections, ex-
pensive software, and the opportunity to 
sell personal computer systems the way 
minicomputers used to be sold: with high 
margins and big profits. European com-
panies find it difficult to compete with 
the rest of the world on price and quality. 
The European suppliers hope that the 
tastes of PC users will continue to 
change. • 

Colin Barker is a BYTE senior news edi-
tor in London. He can be contacted on 
BIX as "colin.b." 
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IBM SPECIAL ISSUE 

CREATING 
VIRTUAL PCs 
ON THE 386 

They said it could be done but never told how; 
here is how! 

Matt Trask 

ith the introduction of the 
Intel 386 microproces-
sor, it became possible to 
create virtual machines 
with a desktop personal 

computer. Although there has been a 
long tradition of VMs in larger computer 
systems, such as the Wang VS series and 
the IBM 360 with CP/CMS, this is the 
first time this kind of capability has been 
available to the small-com-
puter user. OS/2 2.0, Alloy's 
386/MultiWare, Microsoft 
Windows/386, and the Bor-
land Turbo Debugger all use 
this new operating mode. 

Even if you are not trying to 
create the next great hyper-
visor for MS-DOS, the emu-
lation techniques discussed 
here will show you how to use 
the 386's virtual 8086 (V86) 
mode to virtualize an IBM 
PC compatible in your favor-
ite 386 operating system. 

Although the Intel litera-
ture makes the statement that 
"the 80386 can switch rapidly 
between its protected mode 
and V86 mode, giving it the 
ability to multiprogram 8086 
programs," there is very little 
information available for the 
programmer on how to imple-
ment such a system. I will 
draw on my experiences with 
Phoenix's VP/ix and Control/ 

386 projects, as well as the Stellar "MS-
DOS in an X Window" project, to de-
scribe the various methods used in creat-
ing a virtual PC (VPC). 

A Historical Perspective 
For the purpose of this discussion, I'll 
define a VM as any combination of hard-
ware and/or software that creates an en-
vironment in which a piece of software 

can be fooled into believing that some 
hardware feature or operating-system ca-
pability exists when it really doesn't. A 
good example of this is the familiar 
RAM disk programs that are used on 
many PCs. This combination of RAM 
and software creates the illusion of a very 
fast disk drive that an application pro-
gram cannot distinguish from the real 
thing. 

VMs have traditionally 
been offered as a way of main-
taining backward compatibil-
ity with an existing software 
base when a computer manu-
facturer introduces newer, in-
compatible hardware or oper-
ating systems. In this way, 
vendors can offer newer tech-
nologies while leaving their 
customers with that warm 
fuzzy feeling as they continue 
to use all that expensive soft-
ware and data they accumu-
lated with older systems. 
IBM's System 370 with VM/ 
370 is a good example of this, 
because it can actually run 
OS/370 batch jobs faster in in-
dividual VMs than if the jobs 
are all multitasked under 
OS/370. 

Although VMs may seem 
to be the sole province of large 
computer systems, the PC 
community also has a long 

continued 
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VIRTUAL MACHINE AND X WINDOW SYSTEM 

X server 
reads key 

and puts it in 
event queue 

Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) 

Disassemble trapping 
instruction and dispatch 

interrupt exception 
handler code 

Interrupt exception code 
determines that it was 
INT 16h and reads an 
X input event 

from input queue 

The X scancode 
is translated into a PC 
keyboard scancode 
by table lookup 

Resulting scancode/ 
ASCII pair is loaded 
into the virtual AX 

register for return to 
the VPC's application 

CS:IP registers of the 
VPC are modified to 

restart at the instruction 
following INT 16h 

Virtual PC (VPC) 

An application that is 
running in a VPC issues 
an INT 16h with AH=0, 
which traps to the VMM 

Application is blocked 

Application sees keycode 

A virtual machine using an X window for its user environment. The X client is 
running separately on the host. The X server is wherever the user may be. 

tradition of such necromancy. Products 
such as MultiLink from The Software 
Link and DoubleDOS by SoftLogic Solu-
tions allow more than one DOS applica-
tion to run concurrently on a PC by pro-
viding each program with the illusion of 
its own PC operating environment, albeit 
with limited memory for each program. 
Another example is the hardware co-
processors created by Phoenix Technol-
ogies for Unix workstation companies 
like Sun and Apollo—these allow DOS 
applications to run in systems that do not 
have Intel-family CPUs or PC-compat-
ible expansion buses. 
One VM system that failed in the PC 

marketplace is the NEC V20 micropro-
cessor. Although this CPU is capable of 
executing the 8080 instruction set and 

this ability can be used to virtualize the 
CP/M 2.2 operating system, it was never 
a smashing success. I attribute this to the 
lack of a widespread, large investment in 
CP/M applications software. Computers 
with 8088 processors were capable of 
running most of the same applications as 
CP/M (e.g., WordStar, dBASE II, and 
Crosstalk) under a very similar operat-
ing environment, MS-DOS. With no 
64K-byte limit, there was no incentive to 
develop virtual CP/M systems. 
The 386 arrived at a time when large 

corporations had tremendous invest-
ments in DOS software, such as Lotus 1-
2-3 and Microsoft Word, none of which 
can execute directly in the 386's native 
protect mode or be easily ported to run in 
such an environment. This large soft-

ware base will ensure the success of VM 
products that are based on the 386. 

It is important to note that although the 
V86 capability of the 386 can be used to 
emulate operating systems such as MS-
DOS, greater success comes from emu-
lating the PC itself, because its large base 
of installed software is heavily depen-
dent on the vagaries of PC hardware. 

Current Products That Use 386 VMs 
Before digging into the hows and whys of 
emulation, here's a look at some of the 
products that use the V86 mode of the 
386 and where they fit in. I'll divide 
these products into three groups: hy-
pervisors, applications, and control pro-
grams. 
A hypervisor is a multitasking envi-

ronment that allows concurrent execution 
of more than one VM. Each VM may be 
running a copy of DOS or some other PC 
operating environment, such as CP/M-
86. Windows/386, Alloy's 386/Multi-
Ware, and Intelligent Graphics' V M/386 
are good examples of hypervisors be-
cause they all use V86 mode to run 
multiple copies of MS-DOS, each with 
real-mode DOS applications. I'll also put 
The Software Link's PC-MOS under this 
category, although there is a fine line be-
yond which it would have to be called an 
operating system instead of a hypervisor 
because it also provides a native execu-
tion environment for new software devel-
opment. 

VP/ix from Phoenix Technologies/In-
teractive Systems and Merge 386 from 
Locus Computing are both examples of 
what I'll call applications. Rather than 
providing the multitasking environment 
of a hypervisor, they provide the ability 
to execute DOS in VMs while running as 
an application under various 386 Unix 
operating systems. They get their multi-
tasking ability as a result of the environ-
ment that they run in. The Sun386i work-
station demonstrates this "DOS under 
Unix" technology—older Sun systems 
require the addition of emulation hard-
ware in order to run DOS, but the 386i 
comes with DOS built in because of the 
V86 capability of its 386 CPU. 
The last group of 386 VM products is 

the control programs. These use the new 
capabilities of the 386 to enhance the use 
of the system but do not attempt to be op-
erating systems in their own right. Com-
paq's CEMM program allows DOS to 
run in V86 mode while using the CPU's 
page-translation hardware to emulate the 
operation of an AboveBoard. Qualitas's 
386Max provides similar functionality 
for 386-based machines. Phoenix Tech-
nologies provides Control/386 to OEMs 
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for more specialized uses, such as back-
filling DOS memory to 640K bytes in 
machines that are capable of adding only 
512K bytes below the 1-megabyte bound-
ary. Debuggers such as Nu-Mega Tech-
nologies' Soft-Ice/386 and the Borland 
Turbo Debugger are among the more in-
teresting applications that can be found 
in the control-program genre. These 
products operate on real-mode DOS ap-
plications and run them in 640K-byte 
VMs. By keeping their own code outside 
of the DOS address space and using the 
CPU's hardware debug registers, they 
can provide functionality similar to that 
of much more expensive in-circuit emu-
lators. 
My own Stellar MS-DOS project falls 

into the control-program category. Its 
primary function is to run a 386-based 
service processor built into the Stellar 
Model GS1000 Graphic Supercomputer. 
In this capacity, it boots the big CPU and 
handles low-speed I/O devices, such as 
mouse, keyboard, and serial lines, on be-
half of the GS1000's native Stellix oper-
ating system. Because this places little 
demand on the 386 CPU, all extra cycles 
are used to run MS-DOS in a VM that 
displays its output through the Stellix X 
Window System display manager as if it 
were a native Stellix application. 

How to Virtualize 
Emulation is the technique of gaining 
control of the CPU from a program that 
is executing and passing the program's 
execution to some sort of a monitor or 
supervisor program. This monitor then 
determines what the original program 
was trying to do, causes the desired re-
sult, and restarts the original program at 
the place at which it would have normally 
arrived if it was not in an emulated envi-
ronment. This taking of control is re-
ferred to as trapping and usually requires 
hardware support. On the 386, trapping 
generally takes the form of a general pro-
tection (GP) interrupt. An example of 
software-based trapping would be a vir-
tual disk device driver that is chained 
onto the Int 13h vector so that it gets con-
trol every time a disk request is made. 
The 386's V86 mode provides many 

trapping mechanisms you can use to sup-
port emulation of PC-compatible hard-
ware. It is possible for a VM monitor 
(VMM) to set up trapping on accesses to 
I/O ports, interrupts, operations that af-
fect the interrupt flag (IF), and attempts 
to execute privileged operating-system 
instructions, such as those that enter and 
leave protected mode. 
The figure describes the flow of con-

trol in a keyboard emulation. PC-based 

Address Translation 

The 8086 and 8088 CPUs generate 
linear memory addresses from two 

components—a segment and an offset. 
The segment address is shifted left by 4 
bits, and the offset is added to the result, 
giving a 20-bit linear address. A 286 or 
386 in real mode generates addresses in 
the same fashion. 
The segment component is renamed 

to selector when running in protected 
mode. Instead of being a value that can 
be used directly to compute an address, 
a selector is an index into a table of seg-
ment descriptors. Each descriptor con-
tains information about the location, 

size, and protection attributes of an area 
of memory. When a selector is loaded 
into one of the segment registers, its as-
sociated descriptor is used to calculate 
linear memory addresses instead of the 
older shift-and-add method. 
When the 386 CPU is run in virtual 

8086 mode, address translation is done 
as if it were an 8086 CPU. This means 
that all virtual PC address space must 
begin at an offset address of zero. Pro-
tection in a multitasking system must be 
provided by the memory management 
unit because segment descriptors are 
not used. 

application programs typically get key-
strokes by using Int 16h to read them 
from a ring buffer. The data objects in 
the ring buffer are a combination of an 
ASCII value and the scancode of the key 
that was pressed. In the Stellar MS-DOS 
implementation, all keystrokes are re-
ceived from an X window and must be 
translated into a form that is useful to PC 
applications. If a trap is taken every time 
an Int 16h is issued, the VMM can read 
an X keyboard event, translate it into an 
ASCII/scancode pair, load this value 
into the AX register, and resume execu-
tion at the instruction following the Int 
16h. 
Other examples of emulation are the 

so-called limulators—products that pro-
vide the same functionality as an Intel 
AboveBoard by trapping all use of Int 
67h and using the 386's page-translation 
hardware to remap extended memory in 
the same way that the AboveBoard's 
hardware remaps extended memory. 

Why Virtualize? 
By supporting VMs, an operating system 
can execute other operating systems as if 
they were applications, or perhaps just 
execute applications that would normally 
run under some other operating system. 
An example of the latter would be a ver-
sion of Unix that has been extended to di-
rectly execute OS/2 binary programs. 
One primary reason for virtualizing 

an operating environment is to provide 
the illusion of hardware support for pe-
ripheral devices that do not really exist. 
Often the host system will have periph-
eral devices such as floppy disk drive 
controllers or video controllers that are 
not compatible with the NEC 765 and 
Motorola 6845 used in the PC; in this 

case, the emulation software can trans-
late I/O requests into a format that is 
meaningful to the native devices. An 
equally important reason for virtualiz-
ing an operating environment is to pro-
vide for the sharing of devices like serial 
lines and floppy disk drives in multitask-
ing environments. 

Although it is possible to create an en-
vironment that directly virtualizes MS-
DOS by trapping at Int 21h and virtualiz-
ing the individual DOS calls, I believe 
that a more thorough and compatible job 
can be done by emulating the hardware of 
the PC itself. In the past, operating sys-
tems like Concurrent DOS (also known 
as Concurrent CP/M) provided less-
than-complete emulations via the use of 
filter programs and case-by-case excep-
tion handling to run only the most popu-
lar applications software. 

386 Support for VMs 
The 386 has many advanced features that 
support the creation of VPCs. These in-
clude multitasking, virtual memory, 
memory protection, and I/O protection. 
The 386 multitasking model provides for 
hardware-based task switches in which 
the registers associated with an outgoing 
task are dumped by the CPU into an area 
of memory called a task state segment, 
and the registers for the incoming task 
are restored from its TSS. V86 mode is a 
special kind of task—when bit 17 of the 
EFLAGS register is set, address transla-
tion for the associated task is done as it 
would be on an 8088 (see the text box 
"Address Translation" above). There are 
also changes to the way that I/O protec-
tion is handled that make it easier to do 
device emulations. 

continued 
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Virtual memory is the ability to remap 
memory resources as needed to locations 
other than the physical addresses associ-
ated with them. You can use this to create 
the illusion of greater system memory 
than actually exists because some of a 
process's memory can be stored on disk 

when it is not needed. In addition to 286-
compatible segment-based address trans-
lation, the 386 is capable of doing page-
based address translation. With its built-
in memory management unit (MMU), 
the 386 can map any 4K-byte page of 
physical memory to any virtual address 

Listing 1: The UART defined as a state machine with a (7 structure. 

struct uart 
u_char lob; /* Tx/Rx buffer */ 
u_char dll; /* divisor latch ISB */ 
u_char dim; / a divisor latch MSS */ 
u_char ler; /* interrupt enable register */ 
u_char iir; /* interrupt ID register */ 
u_char lcr; /* line control register */ 
u_char mcr; /* modem control register */ 
u_char lsr; /* line status register */ 
u_char mar; /* modem status register */ 
u_char scr; /* scratch register */ 

}; 

Listing 2: Flow of control during reflected interrupt and IRET trap. 

/* 
* REFLECT() - cycle a VPC interrupt service routine. 
*/ 

reflect(regs, intnum) 
regs_v86_err_t * regs; 
u_char intnum; 

u_short * mem_ptr; 
u_short flags; 

/* calculate flags image from virtual flags */ 
flags = regs-> FLAGS; 
if (*VIRTUAL_FLAGS & IF) /* is virtual IF set? */ 

flags 1= IF; /* yes, set it here */ 

1 

/* "PUSH" FLAGS, CS, and IP registers */ 
mem_ptr = (u_short*)((regs->SS « 4) + regs-> SP); 
*--mem_ptr = flags; 
*--mem_ptr = regs->CS; 
*--mem_ptr = regs->IP + 2; /* fixup for restart */ 
regs->SP -= 6; /* fixup SP */ 

/a calculate new CS and IP from interrupt number */ 
mem_ptr = (u_short*) ( intnum * 4); 
regs->IP = *mem_ptr++; 
regs->CS = *mem_ptr; 

1 

/* 
* IRET_HANDLER() - VPC trapped on an IRET instruction. 
*/ 

iret_handler(regs) 
regs_v86_err_t * regs; 

u_short * stk_ptr; 

/* 

* " POP" CS, IP, and FLAGS registers, force IOPL to zero 
* and clear the interrupt flag in case v86 code modified 
* the flags image on the stack 
*/ 

stk_ptr = (u_short*)((regs->SS << 4) + regs->SP); 
regs->IP = *stk_ptr++; 
regs->CS = *stk_ptr++; 
*VIRTUAL_FLAGS = *stk_ptr;* save virtual IF */ 

regs->FLAGS = *stk_ptr & OxOdff; /* IOPL=0, CLI */ 

/* fixup stack after 3 "POPs" */ 
regs->SP += 6; 

within the CPU's 4-gigabyte linear ad-
dress space. Virtual memory is particu-
larly important when emulating a PC 
because all VPC memory maps must 
originate at logical address 0:0. 
Memory protection is a fundamental 

requirement of a multitasking system; if 
a task could arbitrarily alter another 
task's memory, the system could crash at 
any time. The 386 provides two types of 
memory protection: descriptor-based 
and page-based. Descriptor-based pro-
tection is the technique used by OS/2 1.x 
to protect an application's memory seg-
ments. This method is not appropriate 
for a V86-mode task because segment 
descriptors are not used. Page-based pro-
tection uses the MMU to create a unique 
address space on a per-task basis by 
changing the memory map on each task 
switch. You can obtain additional protec-
tion on a per-page basis by defining su-
pervisor (kernel) and user (V86 task) 
page attributes. Later I will show how 
page-based memory protection can be 
exploited to emulate a memory-mapped 
video system. 
The 386 CPU provides for I/O protec-

tion to trap any or all accesses to I/O port 
addresses. The 386 version of the I/O 
privilege level (IOPL) mechanism is an 
extension of the 286 that includes a selec-
tive trapping mechanism. The 386 uses 
an I/O permission bit map for each V86 
task with a bit corresponding to each 
byte-wide port. By setting and clearing 
these bits, a VMM can take traps on de-
vices that need to be emulated or shared 
while allowing direct access to selected 
hardware by VM application programs. 

Emulation Techniques 
Once the VMM has gained control of the 
VM due to a general-protection trap, 
there are many different techniques that 
you can use to perform an emulation. For 
the purpose of discussion I'll assume that 
the GP trap handler is entered by a task 
switch so that the VM's TSS will contain 
a snapshot of the VPC's registers. By 
using the stored CS and IP values from 
the TSS, the VMM can build a pointer to 
the instruction that caused the trap; by 
disassembling the instruction, it can de-
termine what type of emulation is appro-
priate. After the required result is ob-
tained, the VMM "fixes up" the TSS so 
that when the VPC task restarts, it begins 
execution at the first instruction after the 
one that was trapped. 

I/O trapping is the most straightfor-
ward method of emulating PC peripheral 
devices. This emulation is simplified 
by the register-based interfaces to VLSI 

continued 
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peripheral devices such as the interrupt 
controller, floppy disk drive controller, 
universal asynchronous receivers/trans-
mitters, and video controller. The 8250 
UART is a good example of a device that 
is easy to emulate directly. I start by de-
fining a state machine as a standard C 
structure (see listing 1). 
Whenever an application outputs to the 

COM I address range of 3f8h through 
3ffh, the VMM fills in this structure 
with the data byte that is being written. 
An input trap at one of these ports will 
return the value that is stored in the 
structure. A VMM armed with this in-
formation can do emulation in a few dif-
ferent ways. One way is to translate 8250 
UART I/O to commands that are mean-
ingful to some other UART—like an 
8251 or 8530—that is available in the 
system. 

If the VMM is hosted by an operating 
system such as Unix, the emulation code 
would use control outputs that set the 
data transfer rate, raise DTR, and so on 
to do ioctl 0 calls to the standard Unix 
serial device driver. In this case, the 
VMM stores the status returned by the 
driver in the structure's status registers 
until an input trap is taken. The VMM 
makes the translation between the inputs 
and outputs at the virtual Tx/Rx buffer 
port, and the reads and writes of a file 
descriptor associated with the Unix seri-
al driver. 

Interrupt Reflection 
Interrupt reflection is a technique where-
by the VMM takes a trap on an INTnn 
instruction but does not immediately at-
tempt to do any emulation. Instead, it 
fixes up the V86 task's TSS to the inter-
rupt state. The VMM uses the SS:SP reg-
isters to build a pointer to where the CS, 
IP, and FLAGS registers would be writ-
ten with the three PUSHes used to save 
them. SP is modified as if these three 
PUSHes had been done, and the register 
values are written at the address pointed 
to by SP. Next, the VMM gets the inter-
rupt handler's address from the table in 
low memory and writes it as CS:IP in the 
TSS. When the VPC is restarted, it exe-
cutes the interrupt service routine that 
the vector table pointed to. The IRET in-
struction at the end of the ISR is trapped. 
The VPC reverses the situation by re-
trieving CS, IP, and FLAGS from the 
place where it synthetically PUSHed 
them. The SP register is restored to its 
original values. 

Listing 2 shows code fragments from 
the Stellar MS-DOS VMM code that re-
flect interrupts and handle the IRET in-
struction used to return from a reflec-

tion. This technique is most useful with 
BIOS interrupts where it is desirable to 
wait for the BIOS port accesses and use 
the I/O trap as the entry point into emula-
tion code. 

In my task-switching GP trap model, 
reflection is not very useful as a way to 
handle real hardware interrupts because 
of the latency of 538 clock ticks associ-
ated with doing a task switch on every ex-
ternal interrupt. Even if this were not a 
problem, a multitasking system that is 
running more than one VPC might have 
the task with the proper interrupt handler 
idle or swapped out at the time the inter-
rupt occurs. This means that the kernel 
must be able to participate in interrupt 
handling on behalf of the VM. Device 
drivers with intimate knowledge of the 
interrupting hardware can field the ac-
tual interrupt and save the data or other 
interrupt event information in a queue 
for later delivery to the VPC's ISR. A 
signal is then sent to the VMM indicating 
that an interrupt reflection is required for 
the VPC to process the interrupt as if it 
were an asynchronous event. 

Memory Translation 
Memory translation and protection can 
also be used for device emulation. Mem-
ory pages that have been mapped to the 
video regeneration buffer addresses of 
B000h and B800h can be marked as 
read-only, which causes a page-fault trap 
whenever an application attempts to 
write directly to video memory. The 
page-fault handler can then dispatch to 
video emulation code, which determines 
what the application was trying to do and 
causes the same effect on the computer's 
display. 

In the Stellar MS-DOS project, I used 
a hardware assist in video emulation— 
there is a block of shared memory that is 
used for interprocess communication be-
tween the 386 kernel and Stellix. This 
memory is doubly mapped so that it can 
be accessed either as ordinary RAM or 
as first-in/first-out RAM. When pages 
are mapped from the FIFO address range 
into video buffer locations, all writes by 
PC applications to this RAM have their 
addresses encached in the associated 
FIFO. The video emulation code that is 
running under Stellix can retrieve these 
addresses and use them as indexes into 
the shared memory array to obtain video 
updates rather than using the less effi-
cient method of comparing the whole 
video buffer with a local copy. You can 
also use memory translation to solve the 
infamous A20 wrap problem by aliasing 
the first 64K bytes of memory to the 1-
MB boundary. 

How to Emulate a PC 
Now that I've illustrated some emulation 
techniques, I'll create a working defini-
tion of what it takes to virtualize a PC-
compatible system. Remember that you 
are emulating the hardware of a PC 
rather than just the MS-DOS operating 
system, so every standard PC peripheral 
device must be accounted for. Of the sub-
systems that I'm about to describe, most 
are best emulated by I/O trapping when 
the BIOS or an application attempts to di-
rectly access the device. 
The keyboard is both simple and com-

plex to emulate. In its simplest form, you 
can emulate the keyboard by trapping Int 
16h, reading data from the keyboard or 
device driver, and returning this input 
data to the VPC in the TSS register 
image. The complexity occurs when you 
consider the other functions of the key-
board controller and the real devices that 
you can use to emulate the keyboard. The 
8042 keyboard controller chip is also re-
sponsible for software CPU resets and 
gating the A20 line to cause megabyte 
wraps on AT-type systems. A PC key-
board generates scancodes that identify 
which key you've pressed and whether it 
was a downstroke or an upstroke (i:e., 
make or break codes). If you are using 
an ordinary ASCII terminal (e.g., a 
VT100) as the VPC's console, some 
translation must be done from ASCII to 
scancode, and break codes must be syn-
thesized. Stellar MS-DOS uses X as the 
source for input, so the translation is 
pretty easy; X input events include a 
scancode equivalent and press/release 
information, so it is just a matter of doing 
a table lookup to find the corresponding 
PC-compatible scancode. 

Console emulation must provide a PC-
compatible display, such as MDA, CGA, 
or Hercules, in addition to being a source 
of keyboard input. You can use serial ter-
minals as VPC consoles by emulating PC 
video attributes (e.g., inverse video, un-
derlining, and flashing) with whatever 
capabilities exist in the terminal. You can 
simplify this task by using terminals like 
the Wyse 60 and the Kimtron, which 
have PC-compatible display attributes 
and can be programmed to generate 
scancodes. 

Video emulation is usually a combina-
tion of memory-based protection (as 
mentioned above) and I/O trapping on 
ports associated with the 6845 CRT con-
troller. Lotus 1-2-3 is one of the main 
reasons for this combination— it uses 
BIOS and direct video memory accesses 
for most of its work, but goes directly to 
the 6845 when entering a graphics dis-
play mode. Because of this, an interrupt 
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trap on the video BIOS alone would be in-
adequate to emulate all 1-2-3 output. The 
consensus among many 386 VM devel-
opers is that EGA graphics emulation is 
too difficult to perform in software. The 
complex architecture, combined with 
many write-only control registers, would 
consume too much compute power in re-
turn for a very-low-performance emula-
tion. VGA, on the other hand, may pro-
vide new opportunities, because a simple 
hardware assist can intercept the video 
data at the auxiliary video connector 
after the VGA has done all the hard work 
but while the output data is still in a digi-
tal form. 

Emulating Disks and Drives 
Floppy disk emulation is a challenge be-
cause of the secretive nature of the copy-
protection industry. You can emulate 
normal disk operations, such as sector 
reads or writes, by trapping Int 13h and 
reading from or writing to a 360K-byte 
file containing the image of a disk. This 
facilitates device sharing by allowing 
each user to have his or her own floppy 
disk image. 
When dealing with copy-protected ap-

plications, it is usually easiest to disable 
trapping in the VPC I/O permission bit 
map so that direct access to the floppy 
disk drive controller chip is possible. Of 
course, this will work only if an NEC 
765 or compatible FDC chip exists in the 
system at addresses 3f0h through 3f7h. 
The real floppy disk drive can be shared 
among multiple VPC users when you im-
plement a trap on the first access algo-
rithm; this releases I/O trapping when a 
VPC first attempts use, and reenables 
trapping when the application has com-
pleted its use of the floppy disk drive. 

Hard disk drive emulation is similar to 
floppy disk drive emulation with one no-
table exception—it would not be desirable 
to keep a 30-MB emulation file hanging 
around waiting to be filled just because 
a type-3 drive is being emulated. The 
VP/ix emulation uses a minimal-size file 
that is extended as needed when files are 
written to it. This is most useful for boot-
ing MS-DOS and for programs that can 
install their copy protection on a hard 
disk. 
A better way to emulate large mass 

storage devices is a file redirector that 
translates requests (e.g., open, close, 
read, write, and find first) into requests 
for the native file system on the host op-
erating system. Stellar MS-DOS uses 
this method because it has the additional 
benefit of allowing DOS and Stellix files 
to be shared transparently from either 
environment. 

Clocks and Interrupts 
The battery-backed real-time clock chip 
(also known as the CMOS) must also be 
emulated, because it provides informa-
tion to the VM about memory size and 
device configuration. It would be inap-
propriate to allow direct access to the 
real CMOS (if any), because it is used to 
boot the host operating system and must 
be protected from capricious changes. A 
64-byte data file containing the image of 
a CMOS can be maintained for each 
VPC, allowing all users to have their 

0  ne 

interesting fact 
about the MS-DOS 

operating system is that 

it does not need a 
real clock in order to 

function correctly. 

own configuration and concept of time 
and date. 
Many PC applications make direct ac-

cesses to the 8254 counter/timer chip in 
order to generate unusal sounds, measure 
real-time events, or provide a periodic 
timer tick interrupt at a higher rate than 
the PC-standard 18.2 Hz. A state-ma-
chine timer emulation needs to receive 
periodic signals from the host operating 
system to keep track of the passage of 
time. An interesting fact about the MS-
DOS operating system is that it does not 
need a real clock in order to function cor-
rectly. One way to take advantage of this 
and improve VPC performance might be 
to give just one or two timer signals per 
second to the VMM and adjust the tick 
count in the VPC's low memory every 15 
seconds or so to the correct value. This 
would allow time to pass for file-system 
time stamps and applications, such as the 
Brief editor, that have on-screen clock 
displays. 
An emulation of the 8259 programma-

ble interrupt controller (PIC) chip plays a 
role in many of the other emulations. Be-
fore acting on a queued interrupt signal 
for a timer tick or an incoming serial line 
character, the VMM must examine the 
state of the PIC emulation to determine 

whether this interrupt level is enabled 
and not masked. Similarly, the state of 
the virtual IF in the VPC's FLAGS regis-
ter must be checked to ensure that an ap-
plication has not issued the CLI instruc-
tion to disable external interrupts. 

Other Devices 
Sound emulation can be a particular 
challenge because of the diverse uses 
placed on this seemingly unimportant 
subsystem. You can emulate the standard 
beep tone that is generated by the ASCII 
BEL character ( G) on just about any-
thing, even on a serial terminal console 
device, but you can emulate the more 
complex sounds that are used with game 
programs only if there is adequate hard-
ware support. 

You can support serial communica-
tions using the example I gave earlier for 
emulation techniques. One copy of the 
UART structure would be required for 
each emulated port. This is a place where 
the VMM must use interrupt queuing 
and signals, because incoming data and 
UART status might be lost if the VPC 
task is not running when the real hard-
ware interrupt occurs. 

Sharing a printer is not a problem that 
most PC applications are concerned 
with, since each PC usually has its own. 
But in a multiuser system or a system in 
which a 386-based VPC is hosted under 
an operating system like Unix, printer 
control is managed by a spooler program 
rather than directly. The VPC can trap 
BIOS outputs that use Int 17h. When the 
VPC receives the interrupt message, it 
can direct the outgoing characters to a 
disk file. When the print job is done, the 
VPC can then send the file to the print 
spooler. Spooling is a major problem in 
the PC environment because there is no 
real concept of job end or end of file 
when printing. There are three strategies 
that the VMM can use to detect this con-
dition and submit a print job: time-out, 
program termination, and direct user in-
teraction. A time-out would close the file 
and send it to the spooler after some du-
ration since the last character output. The 
VMM would detect the termination of a 
program by a trap on Int 20h and the 
DOS Int 21h subfunctions 00h, 31h, and 
4ch. Direct user interaction is the sim-
plest and least elegant method—the user 
would have to run a short program or 
make a selection from a system menu 
with a mouse to start the printing job. 
Mouse emulation is the one type of 

emulation where the least amount of slop 
can be tolerated—since the mouse is a 
high-performance component of many 

continued 
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user interfaces, any noticeable delay be-
tween mouse movement and mouse cur-
sor movement could affect its useful-
ness. This is a particular challenge in 
multiuser time-sharing systems such as 
VP/ix, where the DOS application is 
drawing the mouse cursor but the Unix 
serial driver is taking the mouse inter-
rupts. If the DOS task is sleeping or 
swapped out when the mouse is moved, 
the jerky motion could be intolerable. 

Network emulation can usually be ac-
complished by the file-system redirector 
(mentioned earlier in the discussion of 
hard disk drive emulation). This allows 
the VPC to take a free ride using what-
ever network services are provided for 
remote file systems in the host environ-
ment. If desired, you can emulate Net-
BIOS by trapping its entry point, or you 
can emulate individual network cards 
(like the 3Com 3C501 and the SMC 
ARCnet adapter) by I/O trapping. 
The last remaining emulation is an 

EMS expanded memory manager that 
provides over 640K bytes of RAM to 
DOS applications. Although this emula-
tion is not required for PC compatibility, 
the 386's MMU makes it easy because 
you can use page translation to map 
memory in much the same way that a real 
expanded memory manager does hard-
ware-based memory mapping on an 
AboveBoard. You can emulate this de-
vice by trapping Int 67h and letting the 
VMM do the emulation, or by running a 
real expanded memory manager (like the 
one Intel provides) and trapping on the 
I/O port accesses when it tries to manip-
ulate its AboveBoard-control registers. 

Problems of Emulation: 
Civilizing MS-DOS 
While all the above descriptions may 
make you think that the creation of a 
VPC is a fairly simple task, there are 
problems with emulation, performance, 
and system security that must be ad-
dressed. It is not possible to emulate a na-
tive 286 operating system, such as OS/2, 
on the 386. A number of the privileged 
system programming op codes (e.g., 
LMSW, ARPL, CLTS, and LLDT) that 
the 286 operating system would use can-
not be emulated because the 386 kernel 
uses them. (For more insight into what 
would be required for 286 emulation, see 
"Emulating the 386" in the May/June 
1988 issue of Programmer's Journal.) 
Peformance is probably the single big-

gest issue in VPC creation. In the good 
old days, end users had lower expecta-
tions for their PCs—an emulation that 
ran as fast as a 4.77-MHz XT would have 
been considered acceptable. Nowadays, 

Prformance 

is probably the 

single biggest issue 

in VPC creation. 

most typical users have been exposed to 
MS-DOS running on 20- to 33-MHz 386 
AT clones. A VPC with anything less 
than 6-MHz AT performance would 
probably be considered unacceptable. 
MS-DOS exhibits a behavior consid-

ered antisocial in larger multitasking 
systems such as OS/2 or Unix—it "busy-
waits." What this means is that when 
there is no work to do, DOS soaks up all 
available CPU cycles by polling the key-
board and network (if any) in an idle 
loop. If it were allowed to do this when 
running as an application in a VP/ix sys-
tem, all other programs running concur-
rently would be penalized. Another con-
tributing factor to VPC inefficiency is 
the overhead associated with trapping to 
the VMM. Unlike a slow 8088, where 
saving every CPU cycle improves the 
performance of an application, the 386 
shows a speedup only when major algo-
rithmic changes are made. If you can 
minimize the number of task switches 
that must be made in order to do an emu-
lation, the overall speed of the VPC 
improves. 
VP/ix addresses the DOS busywait 

problem by detecting idle loops—DOS 
and applications will exhibit characteris-
tic behaviors such as polling the key-
board without getting input when idling. 
This is used to lower the task's priority or 
even to put the task to sleep. Another im-
provement can be made by "short-cir-
cuiting" the entry into an emulation. For 
example, a trap on the Int 10h write-tele-
type function can do simple output faster 
than a reflected interrupt that must take 
multiple traps as the Int 10h BIOS access-
es the 6845 video-controller registers. 
The address-caching FIFO described 
earlier for the Stellar video emulation is 
an example of how a simple hardware as-
sist can improve emulation performance. 
An improvement that is more difficult 

to implement is changing the trapping 
model from a task switch to a level 
switch. Instead of using a task gate for 
the GP interrupt handler, you can use a 
trap gate to cause a change in Current 
Privilege Level from application (level 3) 

to kernel (level 0). This is not as simple 
as a task switch, because the GP handler 
doesn't get a nice snapshot of the VPC in 
a TSS. It must do its own register preser-
vation and work from the state that is 
saved on the stack in order to dispatch a 
proper emulation. But this complexity 
can save 317 clock ticks round-trip on 
each trap—a task-switch INT/IRET se-
quence takes 538 clock ticks, while a 
level-change INT/PUSHA/POPA/IRET 
takes only 221 clock ticks. 
The other major performance booster 

is the use of IOPL = 3. By definition, the 
CPL of a V86-mode task is always 3, so if 
IOPL is less than 3, instructions that 
modify the interrupt flag like CLI/ 
STI/PUSHF/POPF/ INTnn/IRET will 
cause GP traps so that the IF can be vir-
tualized. If IOPL = 3, these operations 
are no longer privileged, allowing the 
VPC application programs to have direct 
access to the CPU's IF, thus minimizing 
the number of traps that must be taken. 

This leads right into another emula-
tion problem: system security. What if a 
bug causes a DOS application to crash 
after it turns off external interrupts with 
a CLI? Any timer tick-based multitask-
ing would cease to function, and it would 
be time to reach for the big red switch. 
To determine the appropriateness of 

using IOPL = 3, you must look at what the 
system is being used for. In a Unix sys-
tem, where security and reliability are 
very important, it would not meet the 
needs of other system users if a VPC 
could bring down the house. But with 
Windows/386, a single-user system, it 
might be appropriate because perfor-
mance is more important than security, 
and the user can't hurt anyone else with a 
bogus program. 

For the Stellar MS-DOS implementa-
tion, I defined the shared memory inter-
face between the 386 kernel and Stellix 
as the security point. If the 386 were to 
crash for some reason, it would not affect 
any Stellix applications that were run-
ning; thus, the 386 could be rebooted 
without anyone other than the MS-DOS 
user noticing. To this end, I have in-
stalled a hardware assist—a watchdog 
timer that issues a nonmaskable interrupt 
to the 386 if it is not reset periodically by 
the normal timer-tick ISR. This guaran-
tees that the 386 kernel will be able to re-
cover from the above scenario and termi-
nate the offending DOS application with 
no further side effects. 

The Future of VMs 
OS/2's DOS compatibility box on 286 
systems can be considered a VM by any 

continued 
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STATISTICS 
8( GRAPHICS from: StatSoftnA 
CSS/3 (Complete Statistical System). A comprehensive 
statistical data analysis system • Over 1,000 presentation-quality graphs fully 
integrated with all statistical procedures (on-screen graph customization) • 
Exploratory techniques, multi-way tables with banners, nonparametrics, 
distribution fitting, multiple regression, unconstrained nonlinear estimation 
methods, Logit and Probit analysis, general ANOVA/ANCOVA/MANOVA/MANCOVA 
with contrast analysis, log-linear analysis, multidimensional scaling, 
canonical correlation, item analysis/reliability, survival analysis techniques, 
time series techniques with modeling and forecasting, quality control 
methods, expermental design (with Taguchi), and much more II 
Menu/mouse or command user-interface II Exchanges data and graphics 
with all industry standard applications (including Excel, Lotus 3, and dBASE 
IV) • Data files of unlimited size, extended precision, unmatched speed • 
Optimized user interface, macros, mouse support, 50 lines per screen 
display U Runs on DOS compatible computers; expanded and extended 
memory and coprocessors supported but not required II Price: $595. 

Quick CSS. Contains all basic statistical modules of CSS/3 (including 
data management) and the full, presentation-quality graphics capabilities of 
CSS/3 Price: $295. 

CSS:GRAPHICS. A comprehensive graphics/charting system with 
data management • All graphics capabilities of CSS/3 and, in addition, 
extended on-screen drawing facilities, 20 scalable fonts, special effects, and 
multi-graphics management • Hundreds of types of graphs • Over 30 
categories of fully customizable and interactively rotatable 3-dimensional 
graphs with animated stratification (cross sections) II Facilities to 
custom-design new graphs and to add them permanently to the main menu 
• Expanded and extended memory and coprocessors supported but not 
required • Price: $495. 

CSS:STATISTICA. A fully integrated system that combines all the 
capabilities of CSS/3 and CSS:GRAPHICS into a single extremely 
comprehensive data analysis package la Price: $795. 

STATISTICA/Mac. A CSS:STATISTRA-compatible data analysis and 
graphics system designed specifically for Apple Macintosh 111Comprehensive 
selection of statistical methods with fully integrated, color-shaded, 
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presentation-quality graphics (including EDA graphs, multigraphs, a wide 

selection of interactively rotatable 3-dimensional graphs, and MacDraw-style 
tools integrated with all graphical procedures • Data files of unlimited size, 
extended precision, unmatched speed • Exchanges data with Excel and 
other applications • Price: $395 

MEGAFILE MANAGER (Analytic data base manage-
ment for large data sets). Complete data base management for 
huge sets of data: over 8 megabytes (up to 32,000 fields) per record, 
unlimited number of records • Maintain large archival data sets; create 

subsets for use with other 
applications U Merge 
multiple files from various 
applications; download files 
from mainframes, scanners, 
or data acquisition 
equipment • Exchange files 
with dBASE IV, all versions of 
Lotus, Symphony, Excel, CSS, 
SAS, SPSS, NF, SYLK, all 
ASCII; relational merge, split 

Spreadsheet-like 
operations (move/copy/transpose blocks, rom, columns, nested sorts, 
search/replace, etc.) can be quickly performed on megabytes of data • 
Unlimited transformations and recoding of all types of data Powerful 

numerical data analysis facilities (e.g., correlation matrices of unlimited 
size, descriptive statistics, frequencies, modeling, simulations) II 

Presentation-quality tables II Powerful programming language with 
integrated editinWdebu ng environment • Optimized user interface, 
macros, mouse support, 50 lines per screen display, super-fast operation 
Megafile Manager is included in CSS/3 (separately: $295). 

Shipping and handling add $7.00 per product 
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Circle 39 on Reader Service Card (RESELLERS: 40) 

CREATING VIRTUAL PCS 

A Breakthrough in 
Technology CONVERTER 

NOW 
Communicate with 
RS485 Devices 
Through 
Conventional 
RS232 Modems! 

Cincinnati Time's state-of-the-art IC Converter: 
• has the UNIQUE capability to accommodate RS485 

multi-drop half-duplex communication at the receiving 
end of a common RS232 modem. 

• controls communications in either direction 
AUTOMATICALLY or by the use of the request-to-send 
(RIS) signal from the RS232 side of the converter. 

For a limited time only! 
$ 199•00 Offer expires December 31, 1990. • 

For immediate delivery. 
Call toll- free for credit card orders: 

1-800-241-TIME 
In Ohio or Canada call ( 513) 241-5500 

1733 Central Ave. • Cincinnati, OH 45214 

BACKPACK. 
IT'S A DRIVE OF A 
PIFFERENT COLOR. 

MIMIMIMM=11 

Add a disk drive without hors- laptops. It's available in 5.25 
ing around inside your corn- and 3.5" and comes complete 
puter — just plug Back- terernisnit with everything you need. 
pock into your parallel PI el! So see your dealer or 

get it straight from the 
horse's mouth and call us 
about Backpack today! 

port! Connect your 
printer to the Backpack 
drive. No tools. No hassles. ' 
No interface cards. Back-
pack works with IBM and 
compatibles including PCs, 
XTs, Ais, P5/2s, PS/ls, and 

MicroSolutions 
Computer Products 

132 W. Lincoln Hwy., DeKalb, IL 60115 
815-756-3411 Fax: 756-2928 

of the definitions used here. It is a combi-
nation of software and hardware that lets 
most DOS applications believe that they 
are running under standard MS-DOS on 
a PC. OS/2 2.0 is a native 386 version 
with even greater performance and func-
tionality. Its multiple DOS compatibility 
boxes are much simpler than the contor-
tions that had to be used to make a single 
compatibility box work on the 286. Seg-
ment sizes for protected-mode applica-
tions are essentially unlimited, making 
more sophisticated applications possi-
ble—the VPCs for this system are imple-
mented as applications just as VP/ix was 
implemented for Unix. Page-based vir-
tual memory allows multiple VMs to run 
more efficiently than is possible with 
286-style segment swapping. 
Rumors of multiprocessor i486-based 

systems that run a "new technology" 
portable OS/2 are just starting to get 
around in the development community. 
The Motorola 88000 RISC CPU is ru-
mored to have enough microcode space 
left on its die to implement and decode 
the full 386 instruction set. Clone chips 
like the Nexus F86 chip set will provide 
full 386 binary compatibility with much 
greater performance than can be had 
from a single-chip microprocessor. 

Even if none of these rumors is borne 
out, the future is promising for soft co-
processor technologies, such as the ones 
that Insignia Solutions and Phoenix 
Technologies offer. These software-only 
VMs are similar to language translators 
in that they compile or interpret an 8086 
instruction stream. Like the hardware-
based VPCs that I have described here, 
they must also emulate I/O devices to be 
fully PC compatible. Future generations 
of CPUs, such as the i860 and MIPS 
R6000, both with horsepower in the 40-
to 60-mi I 1 ion- instruction-per-second 
range, will be able to run MS-DOS on 
these soft VPCs at least as fast as the cur-
rent 8- to 10-MHz 286-based AT sys-
tems. But by then I'm sure we'll find 
nothing less than 20-MHz 386 DOS per-
formance acceptable. • 
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CACHE486 Geis Your 
Heart Racing! 

4̀eIrlit 

Punch the accelerator of your new CACHE486-33 and watch the 
MIPS-ometer peg at 15! Diagnostics flash by. Applications scream into 

view. Your heart pounds. You're thrown back in your seat. 
Your hair is on fire! Well, almost ... 

Available with Intel's 25 or 33MHz 80486, these 
boards are built for speed. Add up to 128K of 
external cache and the 16-bit ISA "AT" bus 
or the new 32-bit EISA bus for the ultimate in 
graphics workstations, network file servers 
or multiuser/multitasking platforms. 

As your "one-stop shop," Cache offers a 
complete line of high-performance system 
boards backed by our commitment to 
product excellence, "Made in America" 
reliability and great customer service. 

CACHE386-33 
• 25 or 33MHz 386 
• 64K or 128K of cache 
• 16MB of onboard SIMMs 
• "AT" or Baby "AT" form factor 

CACHE386-25 
• 20 or 25MHz 386 with cache 
• 16MB of onboard SIMMs 
• 32K, 64K, or 128K cache 

5X386-20 
• 16 or 20MHz 386SX on a 

"Baby AT" form factor 
• Up to 8MB onboard SIMMs 
• Two year warranty! 

Call today for 
a test drive. 
If you dare ... 

cache 
Computers Inc 

46714 Fremont Boulevard 
Fremont, CA 94538 
Phone: (415) 226-9922 
FAX: (415) 226-9911 
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Professional developers require 
1'771.-E:11/32 & Lahey Ergo 
by Lahey Computer 
Systems. Inc. 

Write and port programs as large 
as 4 Gigabytes on 386/486s with 
this fast and powerful 32-bit 
Fortran compiler. Full ANSI 77, 
VAX and IBM VS extensions, fast 
compilation, excellent diagnostics, 
debugger, editor, make utility, and 
video graphics. New custom Lahey 
Ergo OS/386 includes: virtual 
memory, DESOview compatibility, 
free unlimited runtime licenses. 
Another outstanding product from 
the Fortran experts. 

?go PS Prico. $ 1055 
fil0Faxt, 3.14-023 

386 DEVELOPMENT TOOLS 
Cost 

386 Max 5_0 $109 

3861ASM/L:NK by Pharlap 485 

DESQview 386 189 
F77-EM32 Lahey Ergo 1055 

FoxBASE+ 386 479 

Metaware Nigh C 386/486 919 

NDP Fortran w/VM 829 
NDP C - 386 829 

OEMfvf 386 95 

VM-386 229 

WATCOM C8.0 386 Prof. 1155 

WATCOM C8.0 386 Stand 795 

Zortech C++ 386 Dey. 865 

AI-LANGUAGES 
ARITY Combination Package 

LISPC 

PC Scheme LISP 

TransLISP PLUS w/source 
PDG Prolog Compiler 

ASSEMBLERS 
MS MASM 

Turbo Debugger & Tools 

Visible Computer-80286 

BASIC 8z ADD-ONS 
BAS-C Commercial 

dB/LIB Professional 

MS QuickBASIC V4.5 

OBase 

QuickPak Prof. V3.16 

989 

269 

85 

99 

229 

105 

119 

85 

439 
179 

69 

139 

139 

C LANGUAGE COMPILERS 
Instant C 

Lattice C - 6.0 Compiler 

tecrosoft C 6.0 

Microsoft QuickC 

WATCOM C8.0/286 Prof. 

WATCOM C8.0.286 Stand. 

769 

189 

349 

69 

429 

359 

CASE & PROTOTYPERS 
Dan Bricklin Demo It 185 

EasyCase Plus 275 

EasyCase Plus Prof. Pack 365 

EasyFlow 135 

Instant Replay III 119 

Matrix Layout 179 

MetaDesign by Meta Software 295 

Pro-C 2.0w/Workbench Combo735 

ProtoFinish by Genesis 279 

Show Partner F/X 279 

Visible Analyst 585 

COBOL 
MS COBOL V3.0 

Realia COBOL 

COMMUNICATIONS 
ADD-ONS 
C Asynch Manager 3.0 

Essential COMM by S. Mtn. 

Greenleaf Comm Library 

QuickComm 

DBASE 
Clipper 5.0 

dBASE IV 

dBFAST/PLUS 

dBMAN V 

dBXL 

FoxPro 

FoxBASE + V2.1 

QuickSilver 

DBMS 
Cause Professional 

CLARION Prof. Dey. V2.1 

D the data language 

Magic PC 

Paradox V3.0 

R:BASE 3.1 

639 

859 

139 

259 

329 

129 

550 

499 

325 

275 

209 

495 

279 

399 I 

719 

549 
359 

349 

479 

499 

DBMS TOOLS & 
LIBRARIES 
AdComm for Clipper 279 

Artful.Lib 200 

BALER Spreadsheet Compiler 349 

CLEAR + for dBASE 179 
dBASE BlackBox 

dBASE Online 

BRIEF w/dBRIEF 

dBX1dBport 

dGE 4.0 

dOUERY MU 

dSalvage Professional 

FLIPPER Graphics Library 

FUNCky.LIB 

Genifer - code generator 

Net Lib 

Pro Clip 

R&R Relational Reportwriter 

R&R Code Generator 

Scrimmage 

SilverComm Library 

SilverPaint 

Steve Straley's Toolkit 

Sunshow Adv. Image Toolkit 

65 

129 

Call 

549 

279 

179 

195 

179 

179 

269 

229 

149 

139 

129 

139 

179 

100 
169 

239 

The UnMouse - 
More Speed in Less Space 
by MicroTouch 

The UnMouse is a touch-sensitive 
tablet that gives you faster cursor 
speed - - in a fraction of the space 
a mouse takes up. Plus you can 
slip templates under its glass to 
access up to 60 Power KeyPad 
functions or use its stylus to draw, 
trace or input graphics. 

LIST: 5235 PS Price: $219 
l'asiFaxis 2918-002 

The Shadow 
by Groundhog Graphics 

Groundhog Graphics is setting n 
standards in the graphics arena 
with The Shadow ... the industry's 
hottest 1MB VGA Card. Displays 
an incredible 1024x768 in a 
brilliant 256 colors! Built-in cache 
memory FIFO's for the ultimate in 
speed and performance. 
Interlaced and non- interlaced in 
one configuration. Ships free with 
ColoRIX Junior and Lightning 
Zoom! Multiple Viewpoint Driver. 
Includes an unprecedented Seven 
Year Warranty. 
LIST: $399 PS Price: $319 
FagFaxls 2871-001 

RM/FORTRAN 
by Language Processors. Inc. 

RM/FORTRAN is a high resolution 
ANSI 77 FORTRAN compiler for 
DOS and OS/2. It includes RM/ 
Forte, an advanced programming ; 
environment giving you instant 
access to editing, compiling, 
linking, debugging, and file 
management utilities at a single 
keystroke. You easily move 
between tasks and the tools you 
need, productively developing you 
solutions. 
LIST: $595 PS Price: $409 
FastFaxis 437-009 

THE PROGRAMMER SHOP 

Aini Professional 
by Samna Corporation 

Ami Professional is the award 
winning word processor for 
Windows. Designed for the power 
user, Ami features ease of use 
combined with high-end features 
like macro programming, a 
thesaurus, tables, integrated 
drawing and charting capabilities 
and much more! Ami Professional 
has won most industry awards, 
including the #1 rating from 
Software Digest, PC Magazine's 
Editor's Choice, and PC Week's 
Poll of Corporate Satisfaction. 
l.IST: 5495 PS Price: $399 

1-800-421-8006 
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Database Professional Fast 
Screen Utilities 
by Sun Country 

Clipper, dBASE Ill+, FoxBASE+, 
and others are image databases 
with the Database professional 
Fast Screen Utilities. Add images 
to existing applications. Examine, 
convert and manipulate image files 
and modes. Support for TARGA, 
PCX, PIC, GIF, and TIP: CGA, 
EGA, VGA or even SVGA (up to 
1024 x 768). Device drivers for 
many popular scanners and image 
capture boards. 
LIST Price 5250 PS Price: $239 
FastFaxts 1629-002 

GENIFER 
by Bytel 

Gender builds complete business 
applications in dBASE, Clipper, 
FoxPRO, FoxBASE+, dBXL, and 
Quicksilver. "The generated code 
is very clear, modular, and well 
documented...Genifer serves as 
an excellent example of modular 
design and error handling." - 
InfoWorld. FREE Demo Disk 
available! 
LIST Price $395 PS Price $269 
FastFaxis 670-003 

PC-INTERLINK 
by Softworx 

Use PC-INTERLINK to connect 
up to four PC's to simply and 
easily share printers, transfer files 
and send messages. Installation 
uses standard telephone cable 
and requires no tools or external 
power to have you up and running 
in minutes. The complete four 
user kit, including intergated print 
spooler, comes with everything 
you need to connect four PC's 
and their attached printers. 
I 1ST. Sr9 tiPs Price: $ 199 
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PerF()RM Designer & 
Filler 2.1 
by Delrina 

Save money by automating your 
forms with this award winning 
forms processor. 
• Design, fill-in and print 

professional looking forms. 
• Imports, exports and looks up 
ASCII or dBASE files. 

1.1ST Price:  $ 295 
PS Price:  $ 239 
Less Delrina rebate:  S 30 

Your Final Price: $ 209 
FastFaxis 209,1-001 

Tom Rettig's Library 

U12 Developer's Release 

DEBUGGERS/ 

DISASSEMBLERS 

C-DOC 
DASM 

Dis Doc Pro 

Multiscope for DOS 

Periscope IV 

RE:Source by Genesoft 
Soft Probe 86/TX 

Sourcer 486 w/BIOS pre-proc. 129 
Trapper 189 

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS 

ASMFLOW 89 

CLEAFI+ for C 169 

Codan 349 
Buzzwords dANALYST 269 

The Documentor 245 
INSIDE! 119 

MKS Lex 8i Yacc 199 
MKS RCS 175 

PC- Lint 120 

Plink/LTO 439 
PolyMake 159 

PVCS Professional 439 

ROM-Link 339 

.RTLINK - by Pocket Soft 279 

.RTLINK Plus 419 

Source Print 97 

TLIB 89 

Zortech C++ Tools Call 

139 

225 

229 
149 

Varies 

119 

345 

EDITORS 

BRIEF 

Cheetah 

EDT+ 5.0 

Epsilon 

KEDIT 

QEdit TSR 

Sage Professional Editor 

SPF/PC - V2.1 

Vedit + 

Call 

195 

275 

119 

139 

89 

249 

129 

139 

EXPERT SYSTEMS 

Eclipse 386 560 

Exsys Professional 695 

Logic Gem by Sterling Castle 89 

Personal Consultant Plus 1999 

FILE ADD-ONS 

Accsys for Paradox 

CBTREE 

C-Data Manager 

CodeBASE 4 

COL - w/ source 

c-tree by Faircom - source 
C-TRIEVE 

db_FILE/RETRIEVE - SU 

Faircom Toolbox Prof. 

Faircom Toolbox Special 

WKS Library 

XQL 

FORTRAN 

FOR_C w/source 

Lahey FORTRAN F77L 

Lahey Personal FORTRAN 

MS Fortran Opt. Compiler 

RM/FORTRAN 

w/source 739 

179 

279 

279 

359 

329 

229 

229 

889 

539 

149 

649 

789 

549 

Call 

309 

499 

85 GENERAL ADD-ONS 

479 C Tools Plus - V6.01 

C Utility Library 

Greenleaf SuperFunctions 

Opt-Tech Sort 

Turbo C Tools by Blaise 

GRAPHICS 

Code Master II w/source 

Essential Graphics v3.0 

GraphiC 
graphics-Menu 

GSS Graphics Dev't Toolkit 

Halo 

HSC Sunscan 

LaserControl 

MetaWINDOWS 

MetaWINDOW/PLUS 

PCX Programmer's Toolkit 

98 

189 

239 

119 

109 

369 

349 

319 

165 

525 

279 

289 

139 

209 

289 

229 

HARDWARE 

ALL Chargecard 399 
Capital Equipment Corp. 

OS/RAM32 OM 225 

OS/RAM8 OM 299 
OS/RAM4 OM 179 

DigiCHANNEL COM/8i 875 

DigiCHANNEL MC/81 949 
DPT 

SmartCache ST506 1099 

SmartCache RLL 1099 

SmartCache ESDI 1099 

Disk Mirroring Module 685 

Emerson UPS 

Model 10 UPS 169 

Model 20 UPS 319 

Model 40 UPS 699 

AccuCard 209 

AccuSaver 69 

EtherCard Plus 239 
EtherCard Plus/A 349 

Erasable Optical Drive Call 

IIT Adv. Math Coprocessors 
3C87-25 450 

3C87-33 559 

2C87-20 329 
2C87-12 279 

Intel Math Coprocessors 

80387-25 555 
80387-33 675 

J T Fax 9600 595 

KickStart I 179 

KickStart II 399 
KickStart III 689 

LANStor LAN150S 1599 

LaserStor WORM Drive 3295 

Personal Modem 2400 179 

QX/12K Modem 699 
QX/V.32c Modem 1349 

Seagate 5T-125-1 20M 299 

Seagate 5T-4096-1 80M 639 

Seagate 5T-251-1 40M 339 

SentinelScout (kit of 10 keys) 265 

SpeedStor AT 320S 1999 

Smartmodem 2400 ( Ext.) 459 
The Shadow SVGA1024K 319 

VGA WONDER 512K 359 

NETWORKS 

dBXL/LAN 

Btrieve Dey. Kit 

519 

479 
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Netware SQL 519 

Netware C Interface 239 

OBJECT-ORIENTED/C++ 

Intek C++ 80386 469 
Smalltalk/V 85 

Smalltalk/V-286 185 

Turbo C ++ 159 
Turbo C ++ Prof. 259 

Zinc Interlace Library 179 

Zortech C ++ w/ source 269 

Zortech C++ Debugger 150 

Zortech C ++ Dey. Edition 399 

OS SUPPORT 

DESQview 

OS,286 

OTHER LANGUAGES 

Modula-2 Dev. System 

RPG II Dev. Systems 

TopSpeed Modula-2 

StonyBrookProf. Modula-2 

OTHER PRODUCTS 

Carbon Copy Plus 

COTERM/220 

Dan Bricklin's PageGarden 
Fast! 

File Shuttle 

Flow Charting It Plus 
HEADROOM 

HiJaak 

LapLink Ill 

109 

619 

229 

1469 

189 

249 

159 

219 

89 
89 

109 
179 

89 

139 

129 

Link & Locate ++ - ROM MSC 349 

Math Advantage 475 

Norton Utilities Advanced 119 

PAGINATE by AccuMatics 89 

pcANYWHERE III 129 

PC Tools Deluxe 6.0 109 

PC-KWIK Power Pak 119 

Pre Cursor 96 

Remote2 139 
SpinRite II 89 

Systat & Sygraph Combo 839 

System Sleuth 89 
The Duplicator Toolkit-Pro 3.0 119 

Time$heet Prof. 135 

TURBO PASCAL 

MetaWare Pascal 386/486 839 

Turbo ASYNCH PLUS 119 

Turbo Pascal 5.5 by Borland 109 

Turbo POWER TOOLS PLUS 98 

N1 inch) \ 1 \ 1\1 

by Candlci Are 
WindowsMAKLH generates 
structured code for complete 
Windows 3.0 applications. 
Prototype the entire user interface 
(menus, icons, buttons, controls, 
etc.) in a WYSIWYG editor, then 
generate MS C code for Windows 
Preserves custom code during 
regeneration. It handles message 
processing, memory management. 
compiler settings, child windows, 
debugging, MDI, and much more 
Saves you time and money; 30 day 
money-back guarantee. 
1.IST: $ 795 PS Price: $715 
I- a ll-i, th 2001-002 

Turbo Professional 109 

TEXT SCREEN ADD-ONS 

AEWINDOS 

C Communications Toolkit 

C Worthy w/Forms w/ARCH 

Greenleaf DataWindows 

HI-SCREEN XL Professional 

MEWEL Window System 

POWER SCREEN by Blaise 

Vitamin C - source, menus 

VC Screen - painter 

Vermont Views Obj. + source 

459 

129 

359 

339 

289 

169 

103 

169 
119 

819 

UNIX/XENIX 

C++ Compiler for Unix 386 439 
C++ for Unix 469 

db_ FILE/RETRIEVE 569 

Edix - editor 409 

ESIX Systems 

ESIX/V 386 Dey. (2 user) 569 

ESIX/V 386 Dev. unitd 769 

Guidelines C++ for 386 V2.0 479 
Informix SQL 929 

Interactive Systems 

Architect Wrkstn Platform 1199 

Architect Wrkstn Developer 1850 

Norton Utilities for Unix 279 

Oregon C++ by Oregon SW 979 
Recital Standard SU 699 

WordTech Quicksilver Diamd. 839 

XENIX 386 Dev. Sys. 689 

WINDOWS & OS/2 

Actor 3.0 639 

Brief for OS/2 Call 

Case: W 905 

Case: PM (for Cor C+++) 1469 

C_talk/Views 419 

C-Trieve/Windows 329 
dBFAST/Windows 329 

Graphics Server SDK 455 

Instant Windows 895 

KnowledgePro Windows 589 

MKS Toolkit 229 
MS Windows 3.0 119 

MS Windows Dev. Dr. Dev. Kit 365 

MS Windows Soft. Dev. Kit 365 
Multiscope OS/2 Debugger 375 
Multiscope Windows Debug. 315 
Object/1 895 
OS/2 PM Toolkit 369 
RimStar PM:Editor 190 

Smalltalk/V PM 469 

THE pRoGRAmmiaCs snot) 

Clarion Prof. 1)c\ 2.1 
by Clarion Soltm.are 
A powerful, easy-to- use DBMS 
application developer, can cut 
development time by 50%. 
Imports/exports dBase, BASIC. 
and DIE files; interfaces with 
routines from C and Assembler. 
Includes Report Writer for creatinr: 
ad-hoc reports and queries. Built 
in LAN support: no run-time 
system required for distribution. 
Recent winner of PCWeek poll cif 
corporations using programmabli , 
databases. 
I 1ST Price. 55-1S PS Price 54) 
/ (101 

(11iX1. 

by WordTech 
A superior alternative to dBASE. 
dBXL relational database is an 
easy to use interpretive environ-
ment adding extended language 
(XL) features to the dBASE 
language. It includes WordTech 
R&R Relational Report Writer, full 
dBASE compatibility (files & 
syntax), and special menus for first 
time database builders. Also has 
memory swapping, advanced 
memo field handling, macros, true 
windowing multi-dimensional 
arrays. graphing and EMS support. 
Requires 440K memory. 
I ISTi $ 2-19 PS Price: $209 
fawn:xis 971-003 

ZORTECH C++ V2.1 

UNIX 386 Compiler 

by fortech. Inc. 
Zortech's C++ V2.1 386 compiler 
for UNIX makes it easy to port 
applications among DOS. DOS 
386, OS/2, and SCO UNIX 386. 
With the same tight, fast, globally 
optimized code of the DOS and 
OS/2 versions, the compiler takes 
full advantage of the 386. 
Included is an ANSI/UNIX/Zortech 
C++ compatible library. 

LIST: $500 PS Price: $439 

FastFaxis 1108-045 

Vitamin C 

by Creative Programming 
Easily create a spectacular user 
interface with the most versatile 
and powerful C library available. 
Functions include overlapping 
virtual windows, data entry fields 
and forms, multi-level pop-up and 
pull-down menus, context 
sensitive help, a pop-up text 
editor, and much more! Even 
library source is included, and 
applications are royalty free. 
Available for DOS, OS/2, Unix, 
Xenix and VAX. 
LISE: $225 PS Price: $ 169 

Fin:Fart% 0031-007 

1-800-421-8006 



your for solutions! 
LOTUS MAGELLAN 2.0 
by Lotus Development Corp. 

Lotus Magellan 2.0 is the fastest 
way to organize and use PC 
information. It combines the most 
requested utilities in an easy-to-
use package. Magellan 2.0 works 
the way you do, focusing on the 
information in your files rather than 
the files themselves. A simple, 
powerful viewing environment lets 
you look at the contents of a file 
right alongside its name--without 
loading the application that created 
it. And this includes word 
processing files, spreadsheets, 
databases, graphic files, and more. 
LIST: $ 139 PS Price: $119 
FastFaxts 1917-012 

BALER 
by Baler 

The BALER Spreadsheet Compiler 
turns .WK1 worksheets into 
tamper-proof, standalone 
executable programs. BALER is 
easy to use—if you can use Lotus 
1-2-3, you can use BALER. It is 
compatible with nearly all the 
commands and functions of your 
spreadsheet, including all of the 
Lotus Advanced Macro com-
mands. Save time with the speed 
of executable files. Save money 
since users don't need the original 
spreadsheet program. And 
BALER is royalty free! 
LIST: $495 PS Price: $399 
FastFaxts 0808-002 

.RTLinklPlus 
by PocketSoft 

PocketSoft's . RTLink/Plus is the 
premier linker for professional 
developers. With typical image 
reductions of 33-67%, Code View 
support, smart overlay caching 
and optimized source code with 
built-in CPU profiles, . RTLink/Plus 
beats the competition. Rated top 
linker in recent pc Week poll. 
LIST Price $495 PS Price $419 
FastFaxis 1277-003 

What is FastFaxts? 

Sage Professional Editor 
by Sage Software 

The Sage Professional Editor is 
designed to create the 
applications of the 90's. It's highly 
configurable and has an 
advanced windowed user 
interface with integrated mouse 
support, on-line help and menu-
driven commands. Has 
emulations for Brief, Vi, EMACS/ 
Epsilon and WordStar, and a 
virtual memory system for large 
files. Includes MS-DOS, OS/2 
and Dual Mode versions on 3.5" 
and 5.25" diskettes. 
LIST: $295 PS Price: $249 
FastFaxts 0111-060 

THE 
PROGRAMMER'S SHOP 

CATALOG is the definitive 
source book for serious software 

development professionals. 

Over 1,700 development products listed, including: 

• applications 

• books/training 

• communications 

• hardware 

• languages 

• LANs 

• libraries 

• operating systems 

• tools 

• UNIX/XENIX 

• utilities 

Call today for this 
valuable guide to 
programming productivity. 

You now have access to literature on any of our products via FAX machine. 
FREE! 

1. Call 617-740-0025 from your FAX machine's phone. 
2. Follow the voice computer's instructions and enter your product's code number 

(listed in each product box or in our catalog). 
3. Hang up the phone and await your instant print out of product literature. 

Call 617-740-0025 from any fax phone! 

800-421-8006 
5 Pond Park Road, Hingham, MA 02043 • Canada 800-446-3846 • Mass. 617-740-2510 • FAX: 6 I 7-749-2018 
Credit card orders processed only when product is shipped. All prices subject to change. Intl, prices will vary. BY10901 



This Noisy World Is 
Out To Crash Your Data 

New BLAST Solves Your 
Connectivity Problem 

Now with new, easier-to-use, 
more compatible BLAST you can 
have the same robust, professional 
software used by the most 
demanding data communications 
managers and VARs. 

BLAST guarantees fast, 100% 
error-free file transfer and terminal 
emulation to connect UNIX and 
XENIX systems with PCs, Macs, 
VAXs, and mainframes. With 
BLAST you have one easy-to-use 
interface, one set of commands, one 
protocol, and one scripting language 
common to all systems. 

YES!!! I want to know what I can do about dirty phone lines. 
Please send my free booklet to: 

Name.  

BLAST Clears Your 
Data's Path 

Data communications is a dirty 
business — but you have to do it. 
Whether you send critical financial 
data, access your company's mini or 
mainframe, or simply tap into your 
favorite bulletin board, today's dirty, 
noisy phone lines conspire to 
distort, delay, and destroy your data. 

BLAST communications 
software is engineered for high 
speed, error-free performance over 
today's real-world phone lines. It 
gets your data through when other 
programs have given up. 

Company. 

Address:  City.   

State:  Zip:  Phone.  
Mail to: Communications Research Group 

5615 Corporate Boulevard, Baton Rouge, LA 70808 

You'll Appreciate BLAST 
Every Time You Use It 

To learn more about noisy 
phone lines, how they can affect 
your data communications, and 
what you can do about it, give us a 
call at 800-24-BLAST in the U.S.; 
504-923-0888 outside the U.S. 
Or, send in the coupon for your free 
copy of our booklet: 

"Everything You Always Needed To 
Know About Dirty Phone Lines 
But Were Afraid To Hear." 

BLAST 
Call 800-24-BLAST 
504-923-0888 FAX 504-926-2155 

Communications Research Group 
A U.S. Robotics Company 

BLAST a a registered trademark o Gornmunrcabons Research Group Other 

product names are used for elentificatice purposes only and may be trade-
marks and or registered trademarks of Meir respective companies. 

United Kingdom: 44-71-987-9021 • France: 33-01-6930-7172 • Germany: 49-02018-20190 
Rely: 39-02-837-8341. Netherlands: 31-040-416-355 • Australia: 61-03-528-2711 

Circle 29 on Reader Service Can! 
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NOTEBOOK PCs 
SET THE PORTABLE 
STANDARD 

Today's state-of-the-art totable computers pack 
AT-class power into about 6 pounds 

Paul Schmidt 

T 
he portable computer 
market is an exciting, dy-
namic arena. It seems 
that every new model in-
troduction advances the 

state of the art. Portables are receiving 
more development attention as sales in-
crease; they are becoming a very impor-
tant segment of the PC market. Accord-
ing to International Data Corp., about 9 
percent of PC sales in 1987 
were portables; by 1992 that 
market segment should jump 
to 15 percent. 

But what defines the state 
of the art in portable technol-
ogy? What sets a portable 
ahead of all the others in its 
price bracket? The factors 
that are most often evaluated 
are form factor (i.e., its physi-
cal design and dimensions), 
weight, screen quality, and 
battery life. 
I will focus on a class of 

portables known as notebook 
PCs. These represent the fast-
est growing segment of the 
portable computing market. 
They range in size from about 
8 by 11 by 11/2 inches to 10 by 
12 by 2 inches, and weigh 41/2 
to 8 pounds. Notebook PCs 
pack most of the utility of an 
AT-class desktop into the 
smallest possible package. 
Although seemingly a narrow 

niche, notebook PCs offer a lot of variety 
in terms of power (9-MHz 8088 to 12.5-
MHz 286 CPUs), features, and price 
($1800 to $5000). The photo shows some 
popular notebook models. 

Other classes of portable PCs include 
hand-helds, laptops, and luggables. No 
"official" classifications of portable PCs 
exist; I use these terms for the benefit of 
this article. Hand-held PCs are battery-

powered, weigh about 1 pound, and can 
fit in a coat pocket. The best examples of 
this genre are the Poqet PC and the Atari 
Portfolio. 

Laptops are either battery- or AC-
powered. They weigh between 8 and 17 
pounds, almost always use more power-
ful 386SX or DX CPUs, and measure up 
to 15 by 16 by 4 inches. The Compaq 
SLT and the Toshiba T5100 are popular 

laptops. 
Luggables are sometimes 

referred to as " lunchbox" 
PCs because of their shape, 
but not all luggables have that 
form factor. All luggables are 
AC-powered and provide the 
greatest performance in terms 
of CPU (386 or i486), mass 
storage, RAM, and video. 
The heaviest units (some of 
which have color LCDs) 
weigh up to 27 pounds—more 
than some desktop PCs. The 
Dolch-P.A.C. 486-25 and the 
IBM Model P70 are examples 
of luggables. 

Notebook Limitations 
The screen and keyboard are 
the limiting variables in the 
design of notebook PCs. The 
current state of the art in key-
boards is an 84-key design, 
with a numeric keypad em-
bedded in the alphanumeric 

continued 
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keys (external keypads are common op-
tions). Control, Shift, Alt, and similar 
keys are standard size and in their famil-
iar locations. Keys that you use infre-
quently (e.g., Print Screen and Scroll 
Lock) are sometimes smaller and in less 
familiar locations. A standard keyboard 
requires 11 inches; however, some ven-
dors "squeeze" this to achieve a smaller 
form factor. 
The amount of key travel needed to 

provide good feel dictates the thickness 
of the keyboard. Around 0.15 inch—the 
same as a standard AT-style desktop key-
board—is best. Half that thickness is 
acceptable if strong tactile feedback is 
present; otherwise, you might feel like 
you are banging your fingers on a hard 
surface when you type. Nearly all note-
book makers use membrane-type, rather 
than mechanical, keyboards to minimize 
thickness. A membrane keyboard uses a 
rubber grommet with carbon contacts 
under the key caps. Pressing a key causes 
the contact to complete a circuit with a 
polyester sheet that is embedded with 
conductive material. 

Display Technology 
Readability limits the display size. The 
display must provide adequate visual res-
olution to someone who views it at a typi-
cal operating distance. Preferably, it 
should have a 1-to- 1 aspect ratio (i.e., the 
display shows the true shape of the text 
and graphics, not a compressed version 
to compensate for a shortened screen). 
The current panels are around 11 inches 
diagonally and are 11 to 12 inches wide 
to accommodate the display circuitry. 
The overall thickness of the panel is be-
tween 'A and 'h inch. VGA, with a reso-
lution of 640 by 480 pixels, is rapidly be-
coming the standard display mode. 
The display portion of the laptop can 

also be extremely power-hungry, nearly 
rivaling the electronics in its appetite. 
Some display panels draw extremely low 
current, but they are also the least pleas-
ing to view. Because of this trade-off, the 
display design is one of the most difficult 
aspects of laptop engineering. 

Various types of LCDs are by far the 
most prevalent panels used today. The 
only exception is the gas-plasma display; 
however, the power it consumes (20 to 30 
watts) is greater than most battery-oper-
ated systems will tolerate, so it's usually 
relegated to AC-only laptops. 

All LCD panels have similar construc-
tion. The liquid crystal material is sand-
wiched between two plates of glass, 
which are, in turn, sandwiched between 
two polarizing filters. Each glass plate 
carries transparent conductors made of 

indium tin oxide—one aligned vertical-
ly, the other horizontally. By passing 
current along one pair of intersecting 
horizontal and vertical electrodes, the 
liquid crystal material at the intersection 
becomes polarized and blocks the light at 
that point. The display electronics se-
quentially scans each pair of conductors, 
addressing all points of the display. 

Because of the small size of the con-
ductors, only a limited amount of current 
can be delivered at any given time. This 
limits the rate at which the liquid crystals 
become polarized and increases the time 
each pair of conductors must remain 
powered. As a result, the image appears 
to smear when text or graphics move 
rapidly across the screen. 

It is also difficult to restrict the area of 
liquid crystal that becomes polarized. 
The pixels can become ill-defined 
around the intersection of the address 
lines, exacerbating the smearing. This 
becomes more acute as the resolution in-
creases; adjacent pixels are closer togeth-
er, and conductor size decreases, further 
limiting the polarizing current. Fortu-
nately, this problem can be controlled 
somewhat by reverse-biasing adjacent 
electrodes. 
The twisted-nematic display was most 

commonly used in machines built from 
1984 to 1986. It was inexpensive and 
consumed relatively little power—usu-
ally under 1 W. This was normally a 
small text-only display and rarely dis-
played the full 25 rows by 80 columns 
we've come to expect. The twisted-ne-
matic display is almost never used today, 
as this material has an extremely narrow 
viewing angle and a low contrast ratio 
that make it difficult to read in some situ-
ations, even when viewed straight on. 

Supertwist LCDs are the current stan-
dard for low-end notebook PCs. They 
make a much more pleasing display than 
the twisted-nematic, with a significantly 
higher contrast ratio (about 4 to 1) and a 
much wider viewing angle, maintaining 
a reasonable contrast at a 50-degree 
viewing angle. (The contrast ratio is the 
difference in brightness between the 
screen's background and the characters 
printed on it; the viewing angle tells you 
how far to the left or right you can clearly 
view the screen.) Supertwist LCDs are 
also available with a range of graphics 
resolutions; some provide monochrome 
EGA capability. 
While the quality of the supertwist 

display is higher, the materials and con-
struction of the unit bring a disagreeable 
blue or yellow cast to the image. Unit 
costs are somewhat higher than those of 
twisted-nematic panels. Power consump-

tion is also somewhat higher (slightly 
over 1 W), but supertwist LCDs do not 
require backlighting—although it is fre-
quently used to enhance readability. 

Dual supertwist is the standard dis-
play on today's midrange and high-end 
notebook PCs. It is constructed using 
two separate LCD panels. The active 
bottom panel uses the standard super-
twist material, while the passive top 
panel uses a different liquid crystal mate-
rial that compensates for the color distor-
tion that the bottom layer creates. This 
produces a highly readable paper-white 
display, with contrast ratios of around 14 
to I. While the viewing angle is not 
markedly widened, the contrast at its 
lowest limit is still around 5 to 1, instead 
of the 2 to 1 that supertwist and twisted-
nematic panels have. Generally, these 
supertwist displays are high-resolution 
VGA displays with 16 gray-scale levels. 
The first flat-panel color displays use 
this technology. 

You can measure the drawbacks to this 
type of display in both dollars and battery 
life. Because the unit has two supertwist 
panels, material and assembly costs are 
higher than those of a standard super-
twist display. Obviously, two panels 
draw more current than one, but the dual 
supertwist also requires brighter back-
lighting than the twisted-nematic and su-
pertwist displays, thus incurring a power 
penalty of another 8 W. However, newer 
panel and backlight combinations have 
reduced power consumption, down to as 
little as 1.5 W. 
A significant improvement on the dual 

supertwist display is the film double-
twist display. Film double-twist uses a 
polarizing plastic film instead of the 
compensating LCD panel. This design 
cuts panel power consumption signifi-
cantly and does not require high-power 
backlighting like the conventional dual 
supertwist display. 
A few manufacturers are currently de-

veloping active-matrix LCD panels. This 
type of unit uses a switching transistor at 
each pixel location and provides power 
and ground planes across the entire sur-
face. This allows a much higher polariz-
ing current; the addressing conductors 
carry only the low-current switching 
signal. 

Because the polarizing current is both 
higher and better controlled, the visual 
contrast ratio is extremely high—on the 
order of 100 to 1. Power consumption is 
on a par with the dual supertwist panels. 
The main drawback of the active-matrix 
display is a relatively low manufacturing 
yield; a million or so transistors must be 
placed evenly across 30 or 40 square 
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Three popular notebook PCs (from left to right): The Zenith MinisPort, the Compaq LTE, and the NEC UltraLite. The 
MinisPort and LTE weigh in at over 6 pounds each, while the UltraLite weighs only 41/2 pounds. 

inches of glass, and any single failure 
ruins the display. 

Power Management 
By carefully selecting a display, an engi-
neer can design a computer that is pleas-
ing to use yet operates for a reasonable 
period of time on battery power. But sim-
ply choosing the right low-power compo-
nents is not enough for a state-of-the-art 
laptop. Today's machines also manage 
power on the fly by selectively turning 
off unneeded portions of the machine. 

Because the LCD and its backlighting 
consume large amounts of power, these 
components have been targets for dy-
namic power management. The idea is to 
shut down the display and backlighting 
whenever you aren't using them. The 
most convenient way to do this is to let 
the computer control the power automati-
cally. 

Special logic circuits can monitor the 
CPU address lines and capture memory 
accesses to the screen. When custom 
hardware is not available, the BIOS or a 
TSR-like program can monitor the dis-
play interrupt service routine. Because 
many applications bypass the BIOS and 
write directly to the screen, the software 
also monitors the keyboard hardware in-
terrupt routine. Regardless of the method 
used, if the monitor does not see any ac-
tivity within a given time period, it turns 
off the display subsystem. Any subse-
quent keystroke or screen write restores 
power. 
The latest hard disk drives have 2-inch 

platters, hold 20 megabytes of data (40 
MB by the end of the year), and easily fit 
into a shirt pocket. The size of the drive 
is obviously important with small com-
puters, but careful power management is 
crucial for battery operation. 

Unlike displays, hard disk drives never 
operate on a constant basis; an applica-
tion is loaded and a data file is read in, 

but after that, almost all processing takes 
place in memory. There may be some 
occasional disk activity, but the disk is 
not needed again until you want to update 
a file. If the drive is off when you don't 
need it, you can save a significant 
amount of power. 
While you can monitor and control 

drive activity with software, several hard 
disk drives now have specialized power 
management electronics. These drives 
use programmable internal timers to de-
cide when to drop back to a low-power 
state. When a drive switches into this 
mode, it removes power from portions of 
the drive electronics and, optionally, the 
spindle motor. When the CPU attempts 
to access the disk, it must be held off for a 
short time (at worst, only a few seconds) 
while the drive returns to an active state. 
The PrairieTek hard disk drive is a 

good example. It has three operating 
modes: active, power save, and standby. 
In the power-save state, it powers down 
some electronic components. In standby, 
it turns off the spindle motor. The BIOS 
boot code programs the drive to automat-
ically switch between states by setting 
timers in the drive to the desired values. 
After this initial programming, no fur-
ther CPU intervention is required. 

This can achieve considerable battery 
savings; when the drive is active, it draws 
from 1.2 to 3.5 W of power (the latter 
during platter spin-up). In the power-
save state, the drive draws 0.9 W; in the 
standby state (motor stopped), it draws a 
mere 0.06 W. This power savings barely 
affects performance: It takes only 3 sec-
onds to spin up the platter from standby 
to active, and only 100 milliseconds to 
get from power save to active. 

With the increasing efficiency of hard 
disk drives and display panels, the power 
drain from the notebook's electronic 
components becomes an increasingly 
significant fraction of overall power con-

sumption. One design goal to limit this 
consumption is to reduce the number of 
ICs required. 
The most effective way to cut the chip 

count is to use a special set of IC chips 
that replace the functions formerly pro-
vided by numerous discrete logic compo-
nents. Several manufacturers have vari-
ous chip sets that have reduced costs in 
PC-compatible desktops. Other forms of 
integration, such as application-specific 
ICs, and surface-mount technologies 
also help reduce size and power require-
ments. 

Because the amount of power that the 
computer's electronics consumes is pro-
portional to the rate of logic switching, 
slowing the clock speed brings corre-
sponding power savings. Virtually all 
chip sets provide programmable system-
clock dividing circuits, allowing the 
CPU to slow itself down. The trick is to 
decide when to slow down the clock. If 
an application is simply waiting for key-
board input, then the CPU can slow down 
drastically (or even stop) with no dis-
cernible impact on performance. Unfor-
tunately, current techniques cannot de-
tect the difference between a genuinely 
idle condition and a complex spreadsheet 
recalculation; in the latter case, both the 
screen and the hard disk drive are inac-
tive for a time even though the CPU is 
working furiously. Despite this deficien-
cy, CPU speed management is a popular 
feature of notebook PCs. 

Several new chip sets have been intro-
duced recently (e.g., Genesis and 82340 
from Intel, and LEAP from Chips & 
Technologies). In addition to saving on 
power and chip count, they monitor and 
control various system activities (e.g., 
video access) in hardware. 

Suspend/resume features are also a 
type of power management. This utility 
preserves the state of the system and then 

continued 
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• Good news from the BIX community: 

You can read and talk with Jerry Pournelle 

about the unedited text of his Comput-

ing At Chaos Manor column—weeks 

before BYTE hits the newsstands—on 

your computer. (Why settle for writing 

letters to him after the fact, when you 

have a shot at influencing his thinking— 

and maybe the content of the column 

itself?) You can also take part in a variety 

of other discussions with Jerry—on such 

subjects as computers, science, space 

exploration and habitation, cognitive 

psychology, natural and man-made disas-

ters, education, and mathematics. Any 

of which discussions could work its way 

into his next column or book. You can 

even cast your vote with Jerry for the 

best and worst products of the year. 

And download 147 programs—free. All 

it takes is a subscription to BIX. Call our 

special Customer Service number for 

more information: 1-800-227-2983 (in 

NH, call 603-924-7681). 
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shuts down the CPU, support electron-
ics, and peripherals. Later, you can re-
sume the session where it left off. You 
can invoke Suspend in several ways: by 
pressing a key or a special button, clos-
ing the computer's lid, or leaving the ma-
chine idle for an extended period. The 
system may also be suspended if the bat-
tery reaches a critically low level. Sev-
eral methods can preserve the system 
state; one uses the main DRAM memory 
in a slow refresh mode. Other systems 
use low-power battery-backed CMOS 
RAM or write the information to disk. 

Battery Technology 
Since batteries are a significant fraction 
of a computer's weight, laptop designers 
are closely examining new battery tech-
nologies. The perfect battery would be 
small and lightweight and would supply 
endless power. In an effort to approach 
this ideal, manufacturers are refining 
existing battery chemistries, as well as 
combining new materials. 

Lead/acid batteries (the same type 
found in your automobile) are found in a 
few portable PCs. You can easily mea-
sure their state of charge and recharge 
them. These batteries have a significant 
power-to-weight problem: They are too 
heavy for the amount of power they pro-
duce. The sulfuric acid-based electro-
lyte poses its own problems. Very few 
new portables feature these batteries (the 
Macintosh Portable is a notable excep-
tion). 
The current standard laptop battery is 

the nickel cadmium. It is relatively light-
weight, small, and available in a wide 
range of configurations. One of its great-
est advantages is that its output voltage is 
nearly constant regardless of its state of 
charge. This makes the design of the lap-
top voltage regulators and associated 
electronics easier, but it also makes it 
difficult to determine the battery's state 
of charge. However, recent advances in 
power measurement techniques are elim-
inating this drawback. 

Another problem with nickel-cadmi-
um batteries is that they exhibit "mem-
ory" in their charge/discharge cycle. If 
you routinely recharge the battery after 
using it only a short while, it soon be-
comes incapable of delivering more than 
a portion of its normally available power. 
Several vendors have found ways around 
this, and since its other flaws are minor, 
the nickel-cadmium battery will remain 
in popular use for the next few years. 
An emerging battery that is a cousin of 

nickel cadmium is nickel hydride. It 
promises to provide about twice the 
energy of a similar-size nickel-cadmium 

battery, and it will not have nickel cad-
mium's recharging problems. These bat-
teries are still in the prototype stage, 
have not yet measured up to expecta-
tions, and will cost more than nickel cad-
miums. Production quantities should be 
available next year. 

Lithium batteries have been available 
for many years, but they have significant 
drawbacks. They are not rechargeable 
and are more expensive than nickel cad-
miums. Also, all but the smallest sizes 
show a tendency to explode when shorted 
or overheated. Some new chemistries 
have alleviated this problem, but lithium 
batteries are still subject to hazardous-
materials shipping restrictions. 
The future of lithium batteries is look-

ing up, however, as different chemistries 
have produced rechargeable designs. 
Their big advantages are that they are 
only one-third the size and one-quarter 
the weight of nickel cadmiums of similar 
capacity and that they will survive more 
charge/discharge cycles than other avail-
able chemistries. Unfortunately, the re-
chargeable lithiums are still explosive 
under the right conditions; if this prob-
lem is solved, they will be widely used. 
A new kind of battery based on poly-

mers is under development, and it could 
prove to be a notable success by the latter 
half of the decade. This battery is com-
posed of either vanadium oxide or titani-
um sulphate attached to a polymer sub-
strate. All component chemicals are 
solids, and because of their plastic base, 
they can be formed into nearly any 
shape. Polymer batteries should be ex-
tremely light and small; they may be as 
little as one-fifth the size of current bat-
teries with the same power capacity. 
They will also have a much longer life 
span—it is claimed that they survive as 
many as 1500 charge/discharge cycles 
(versus 200 for nickel cadmium) and 
have a longer shelf life. Polymer batteries 
are still in the research stage and are un-
likely to become commercially available 
for several years. However, they may be-
come the new standard notebook power 
source for the late 1990s. 

Getting Small in the Future 
Because of recent technological ad-
vances, it is difficult pick a single note-
book PC as today's standard. The mar-
ket is still young, but it will stabilize 
quickly over the next few years. I expect 
that within the next five years, it will be 
as mature as the desktop-clone market is 
today. 

Notebook PCs in 1995 will not be 
much smaller than today's models, due 
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The new look of power. 

286 processing in a computer that notebook size, 
1.4" thin and 4.4 lbs. light. 

Introducing the TI 
TravelMate" 2000 
notebook computer — 
from the company 
that pioneered portable 
computing solutions. 

Since inventing the first portable data 
terminal in 1969, TI has led the way in 
packing more and more functionality into 
smaller and smaller products. Now TI 
brings you the next generation in por-
table computing — the TravelMate 2000. 

This sleek, 4.4-lb. notebook 
computer gives you the power of a 
PC-AT® in an ultrathin 81/2" x11" 
package. It's designed to fit your 
workstyle — wherever you work — in the 
office, at home or on the road. Just slip 
it in your briefcase with your file folders, 
journals and other business materials, 
and you're ready to go. 

Large VGA screen with 
leadership display technology. 

You'll appreciate the technology behind 
the 10" diagonal VGA display. It's a 
remarkable feature for a computer that's 
notebook size. The high-resolution 
640 x 480 supertwist screen easily 
handles demanding windowing and 
graphics applications. 

Circle 190 on Reader Service Card 

More features to meet 
your application needs. 

The TM 2000 has the power to run your 
favorite software — 12 MHz 80C286 
processor, 20MB hard disk drive and 
1MB of RAM. A built-in, rechargeable 
battery lets you work up to two hours. 
With an optional add-on battery, you 
can work up to five hours — enough for 
coast-to-coast flights. 

You also get a full-function AT 
enhanced keyboard, so you can work 
with the same feel of your desktop PC. 

In addition, we've loaded 
MS-DOS'e and LapLinkrm in ROM, 
and preformatted the hard disk. 

For more information call 
1-800-527-3500. 

TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS 

©1990T1 66063 
TravelMate is a trademark of Texas Instruments. AT is a registered trademark ot International Business Machines Ci.irporanon. MS.DOS is a reet•ii 
LapLink is a trademark of Traveling Software, Inc. 
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to limitations in keyboard and display 
size—roughly 8 by 10 inches will be the 
standard flat dimension. However, these 
notebook PCs will be significantly thin-
ner. Recent advances in displays (6- to 7-
mm panel thickness) and hard disk drives 
(less than M inch high) indicate a trend 
toward devices in a 1-inch-thick package. 
The CPU will be a CMOS version of 

the 1994 standard CPU (which might be 
a 586SX). A single support chip will pro-
vide timers, DMA, serial ports, a disk 

drive controller, a video controller, and a 
memory controller. I expect that 8 MB 
will be the standard memory configura-
tion, with 32 MB and 64 MB available as 
options. 

You'll still be using floppy disk drives 
in 1995, but only as a distribution and 
transfer medium; both 31/2 - and 2-inch 
disks will be available, with capacities in 
excess of 20 MB. Magnetic hard disk 
drives with capacities of 300 MB and up 
will be standard; some high-end laptops 

LEM° PS/2® 
FAILED? 

CSS Has The Quick Fix! 

Use Our 24 Hour 
Advance Exchange 

Quick exchange is the key. It takes five minutes to pull 
your PS/2 planar board. Now place a one minute call 
  to CSS. We'll reach into our Parts 
  Vault and express a replace-

ment board right from stock. 
(Just send us your bad board in 
our own shipping package.) In 
24 to 48 hours, most customers 
are back in business. 

• No expensive service calls 

• New low prices on PS/2 
board exchanges 

  • 120 day warranty 

Call the Parts Vault for any of your parts needs. 
CSS...We're dedicated to extending the life of your 
computer with people, parts, and packages 

Call our Technical Help-Line 

In the US: 1 800 255-7815 
International 32 • 52-46 1748 US 1 603-437- 0634 

Model 

8530 

8530-286 

8530-286 

8550 

85502 

8560 

8570 

8570 

8580 

8580 

Part - 

61X8907 

27F4069 

34F0046 

72X8516 

90X9533 

72X8538 

90X9355 

90X8623 

72X6668 

33F8416 

Price 

$290 

$390 
$390 

$390 
$430 

$490 

$540 
$590 

$590 

$590 

COMPUTER SERVICE SUPPLY 
C 0 R P 0 R A T I 0 N 

P 0 Box 673 • Londonderry, NH USA 03053 

IBM and PS 2 are Registered Trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. 

and luggables will offer optical drives 
boasting capacities of nearly a gigabyte. 

Recent industry standards for both 
hardware interface and software have 
been announced for battery-backed IC 
memory cards. These cards contain no 
moving parts to consume battery life, 
and they weigh considerably less than 
conventional mass storage devices. The 
Poqet PC and the NEC UltraLite are the 
best known examples of small computers 
that use this technology. The drawbacks 
to using this medium are high cost (up to 
$500 or more per megabyte) and a lim-
ited selection of commercial software. 
By 1995, as production quantities in-
crease, prices will drop dramatically 
(perhaps to less than $50 per megabyte). 
This should become a popular software 
distribution medium, since most major 
hardware and software manufacturers in 
the small computer market seem com-
mitted to the standard. 
The popular display will be VGA- or 

MVGA-compatible color active-matrix 
LCD; the quality will be identical to that 
of today's CRTs. Developers are intro-
ducing various prototype heads-up dis-
plays (e.g., Reflection Technology's Pri-
vate Eye virtual monitor), but people 
who are not touch-typists may find them 
awkward to use. Keyboards will be es-
sentially unchanged; they will become 
thinner while retaining a comfortable 
feel. Handwriting and voice-recognition 
algorithms are improving each year, but 
I don't expect that in 1995 they will be 
ready for the noisy, bumpy environment 
of trains and airplanes. 
The 1995 portable PC will use either 

nickel hydride or variations of the lithi-
um battery. The batteries will be in sizes 
that fit the 1-inch thin notebook case. 
Because of improved power management 
techniques, you will be able to run the 
average notebook PC for 12 to 24 hours 
before recharging the batteries. A sus-
pended machine will be able to retain its 
state for many months. 

In 1995, a notebook PC will appear 
similar to some of today's models—un-
til you turn it on. Available processing 
power, display quality, and amount of 
mass storage will exceed those of all but 
the most advanced desktops today. The 
era of portable computing has been her-
alded for some time, and it will certainly 
be in full swing by the middle of this 
decade. u 

Paul Schmidt is a member of the technical 
staff at Interleaf, Inc. (Cambridge, MA). 
When he wrote this article, he was a se-
nior editor at Phoenix Technologies. You 
can reach him on BIX as "p.schmidt." 
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Until now, now, }Du've only seen a tulip standing in a vase. Until now, 
there's only been one way of looking at data. Now there's Thinx'‘ 
software. The revolutionary Windows program that finally links 
graphic images with databases and spreadsheets and lets you see 
data in a whole new way. 1-8,00-6884469. 

Bell Atlantic *Windows i a trademark of Microsoft Corr, ra; 

©Bell Atlantic 
We're More Than Just Talk. 
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The ITT Advanced Math Coprocessor is the only 
Math Coprocessor with the power of 4X4. 

The Future is Now - Ask for the Math Coprocessor with Certified 4X4 Power 
See what EVOLUTION COMPUTING and SCHROFF DEVELOPMENT say about the power of 4X4: 

• "Evolution Computing agrees with I1T — The future is now. The ability of FastCADe3D/FastCAD Render Man and all IIT 

math coprocessors to support matrix transformations provides the user with unparalleled speed and performance." 

— EVOLUTION COMPUTING 

• " SilverScreen will benefit greatly from the coprocessor's ability to move matrix transformation onto the chip itself," says 

Jeff Howe, Schroff Manager of R&D. "We did not have to change any of SilverScreen's code to be able to run with any 

of the IIT math coprocessors. With the implementation of the 4X4 instruction set by the IIT products, SilverScreen now 

offers the user the ultimate in 3-D performance! Workstation functionality is now available at the DOS level." 

— SCHROFF DEVELOPMENT 

The Most Advanced Math Coprocessor 
The 4X4 matrix transformation instruction is an exceptionally 

powerful addition to a floating point processor when work-

ing with three-dimensional CAD. Plug in the IIT Advanced 

Math Coprocessor for remarkably increased productivity. 

IIT Sets New Standards 
• Built-in 4X4 matrix instruction set 

• Advanced CMOS technology 
for higher reliability 

• Fewer cycles to execute 
existing instructions 

• 3C87 instruction set in the 2C87 

• Twenty-four additional 80-bit 
numeric registers 

Full Line of 2C87 and 3C87 
Math Coprocessors 
• Completely compatible with 
existing 287 and 387 sockets 

Sr Marketed by: 

c
SPECIALTY SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT CORP. 
1001 Capital of Texas Highway So., Bldg. I 
Austin, Texas 78746 • 512/327-8608 

Warranted Compatibility 
• Software and socket compatible 

• Backed by one of the strongest 5-year limited warranties 

in the industry/Made in USA 

• Benchmark software included 

Look for the 4X4 Symbol - 
Plug in the Power 
These software innovators are some 

of many developers to incorporate the 

strength of 4X4, the most powerful 

number-crunching tool available. Call 

your local dealer and ask for the ¡ IT 

Advanced Math Coprocessor, the one 

with the power of 4X4. Or call 

Specialty Software Development 

Corp. at (512) 327-8608 for the 

name of the dealer nearest you. 
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LOOKING AT 
THE GRAPHICAL 
USER INTERFACE 
Graphics capability is reaching a critical mass stage, 

with a number of high-quality choices 

Bill Nicholls 

raphics, like the year of 
the LAN, will sneak up 
on us. In the next few 
years, most larger sys-
tems will use a graphical 

user interface. By then, the rationale for 
a GUI will be obvious, yet today the GUI 
is a hotly debated issue, and the outlook 
for its success is far from certain. To 
understand why I think this will change 
requires a look into the com-
ponents of the GUI, espe-
cially the enabling graphics 
technology. 
The question of graphics is 

broad, spanning a range of 
issues from the user who is 
the object of the graphics to 
the technology used to deliver 
the graphics. The various 
components are the display, 
the controller, the software 
environment, the application, 
and the user—two hardware, 
two software, and one jelly-
ware. 

Hardware has been the pri-
mary constraint on the broad 
availability of graphics, since 
the other components have 
been available for varying 
lengths of time and with vary-
ing degrees of capability. Re-
cent developments in all the 
component areas have made 
the success of graphics, and of 
the GUI, almost inevitable. 

Hardware 
Starting with display technology, we can 
see two tracks: the traditional CRT and 
the newer flat-panel (FP) technology. 
The CRT represents a mature technology 
that is being pulled by consumer demand 
and pushed by its competition to lower 
prices and raise performance. 
The once-expensive EGA display has 

been replaced by VGA-capable displays 

that cost less than a CGA display I got in 
1984. Super VGA (800 by 600 pixels) 
displays are an incremental cost increase 
over VGA, and displays supporting 1024-
by 768-pixel resolution are now under 
$1000 at mail-order prices. We can ex-
pect higher-resolution displays to follow 
VGA down the cost curve. 
FP technology is currently on the 

warm-up track, replacing the CRT where 
the FP advantages in size, 
power, and ruggedness out-
weigh its cost and perfor-
mance disadvantages. With 
the exception of units like 
IBM's large plasma display, 
FP displays do not replace the 
CRT. Rather, they supple-
ment the CRT and are usually 
sold as an integral part of a 
portable system. 

Because FP technology is 
just beginning to mature and 
CRTs are near the peak of 
their maturity, I expect the 
penetration of FP displays to 
begin to increase. FP technol-
ogy will probably show up 
first in mass-market TV sets 
and will later displace CRT 
units in the computer environ-
ment. 

Graphics display control-
lers are on the fast track. 
From the basic Hercules chip 
to the VGA "Tower of Babel" 

continued 
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to fully programmable controllers, price 
decreases and performance increases are 
coming with astonishing frequency. 
With the dominance of Texas Instru-
ments' TMS34010 chip, the acceptance 
of the Texas Instruments Graphics Ar-
chitecture (TIGA) standard for software, 
the establishment of the Video Electron-
ics Standards Association (VESA) Super 
VGA standard, and the agreement of an 
IBM 8514/A register standard, choices 
in terms of both cost and performance 
have never been better. 

Standard VGA cards cost about $ 150, 
and Super VGA-capable cards are not 
much higher. VGA cards have become a 
commodity. The price difference be-
tween an 8-bit standard VGA card and a 
16-bit Super VGA card mostly reflect the 
differences in production and marketing 
cost, with little added for hype. 

Given the advantages of the VGA in-
struction set and its wide support, even 
monochrome displays should be driven 
by VGA. Super VGA cards are an easy 
choice if you do graphics, even if your 
current display can't show the card's full 
resolution. Among the several varieties 
of cards, the ones to buy have 16-bit bus 
interfaces and room for 512K bytes of 
memory for the display. These represent 
what I consider the low end for future 
graphics and GUI support. 
The middle of the market, which as re-

cently as a year ago was considered the 
high end, is in a real state of flux. The 
1024- by 768-pixel resolution level can 
be reached by a few Super VGA cards 
and all the cards that are driven by either 
a TMS34010 chip or the IBM 8514/A 
controller. The Super VGA cards are 
pushed to the limit here and are limited 
in performance and colors compared to 
the others. 

This many pixels (786,432) demands 
a graphics processor for good perfor-
mance, especially if you are using 256 
colors (8 bits per pixel). Either the IBM 
8514/A or the TMS34010 can provide a 
performance boost, leaving more cycles 
for applications to use. In a GUI environ-
ment, I consider this assist necessary. 

Similar to VGA cards, prices are being 
aggressively reduced for cards driven by 
the TMS34010. At Fall Comdex in 1989, 
the $ 1000 list price barrier was broken, 
and by the end of the show, vendors were 
talking about $795 cards. By the time 
you read this, I expect to see $595 (list 
price) cards driven by a TMS34010. IBM 
8514/A cards lag behind TMS34010 
cards because the chip set is not as ma-
ture. But this year's Fall Comdex should 
show the IBM 8514/A repeating the 
same experience/cost curve. 

The graphics hardware is here today 
for almost any graphics application or 
GUI, but the transition to a GUI is not 
happening fast. The major factors slow-
ing this transition are the limited number 
of applications available, the installed 
base of PC- and XT-class machines, and 
the choice of a GUI environment. 

Software 
The magic word for graphics success is 
standards. Why is this so important? 
Simply put, only companies the size of 
Lotus and Microsoft have the resources 
to support every possible system and dis-
play in graphics mode, and it is not easy 
even for them. But reduce the number of 
graphics environments to a reasonable 
number, and smaller software compa-
nies can support a large enough user base 
to make a profit. Since the great majority 
of software comes from smaller compa-
nies, this should lead to an explosion of 
GUI-compatible software. 

We're not quite there. For IBM, with 
Windows, OS/2 Presentation Manager 
(PM) 2.0 with full 386 support, GEM 
and Desqview with an X.11 graphics 
window, Hewlett-Packard's NewWave 
enhancement to Windows, and other op-
tions, 286 and higher systems have a va-
riety of GUI choices. 

Atari has GEM, the Amiga has Intu-
ition, and the Macintosh has its Toolbox 
and standards that create the Mac user 
interface (UI). Unix has X.11 from 
MIT, with Open Look and Motif GUIs 
and Open Desktop as a graphics organiz-
ing tool. 
While this is probably too many GUIs, 

it is a step in the right direction. Win-
dows has been around long enough to es-
tablish a broad base of software, and 
X.11 has taken the Unix world by storm. 
Those two GUIs, along with the Mac, 
will clearly be among the winners of the 
GUI competition. Desqview's user base 
is big enough (over 1 million), and its 
choice of an X.11 window on Unix serv-
ers is an interesting alternative. 
GEM, PM, and NewWave are less ob-

vious, but NewWave's features make it a 
good choice for integrated DOS/Unix 
networks. For Unix, Open Look and 
Motif will both succeed, and they may in 
time merge in capability. 

Another straw in the wind is the recent 
appearance of two companies, Glocken-
spiel and Advanced Programming Insti-
tute, that offer multi-GUI systems, re-
quiring only a recompile for different 
GUIs. 

Applications are the final technical 
issue. Those requiring graphics (e.g., 
desktop publishing and CAD) have long 

been available, but until recently, DTP 
was the only one available in a GUI envi-
ronment. Now, CAD and word process-
ing join DTP under Windows and other 
GUI environments. Other applications 
will soon cover a user's major needs. 
One of the major reasons for the slow 

development of GUI applications has 
been the major shift in program dynam-
ics—away from the applications driving 
the user toward the user driving the ap-
plications. Most programs outside CAD 
and DTP have traditionally led the user, 
but this technique fails to provide the 
kind of flexibility needed for the future, 
and users are becoming more insistent 
about being in control of the application. 
From a programming point of view, 

this user-driven perspective requires a 
dramatic change in program structure 
and is not easily retrofitted into an exist-
ing program. The need for new calls to 
the GUI for a wide variety of services 
also contributes to the conversion time. 
Once restructured, however, a program 
can be more easily ported to other GUIs. 
I expect the current slow start in GUI ap-
plications to become a rush as tools ar-
rive and companies get past the first 
conversion. 

Jellyware 
Why use a GUI? Beyond having easier 
access to graphics applications, there are 
a number of less obvious benefits. Ease 
of use and reduced training are two of the 
most compelling. 
To achieve these goals, the GUI im-

poses a set of restrictions on the methods 
for program and user interaction, with a 
suggested set of standards based on expe-
rience and UI research. Not only is this 
usually better designed than the ad hoc 
UI of current applications, it is consistent 
across the application spectrum. Learn-
ing a new application under a GUI bene-
fits from the transference of previous 
learning because of UI consistency. Ex-
cept for the initial learning curve for the 
GUI and the first application, this is a 
significant benefit. The Mac is the best 
example of this. 

Another benefit of a GUI is the en-
hanced interapplication capabilities, 
such as Windows' Dynamic Data Ex-
change and NewWave's links. The provi-
sion of standard facilities for interappli-
cation communications in the GUI and 
the support of those by the applications 
provide new capabilities for the user. We 
don't have to wait for the application de-
signer to provide a specific function, nor 
do we need a special program. We can 
now link one tool to another, generating 
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"When I bought my TARGA® board 
back in '85, it was the 

most sophisticated product 
on the market. It still is." 

ti 

Graphic created by Jonathan Herbert, using the TARGA board 

with TIPS*. RIO- and TOPAS-. For more information contact 

Jonathan Herbert at (718) 383-1251. 

Just look at us now. Today's TARGA+ supports multiple platforms, 

including PS/2, and multiple display resolutions in both interlaced and 

non-interlaced modes. And, with our new VGA overlay feature, you can 

superimpose VGA graphics directly onto your non-interlaced output. Looks 

like we've done it again. 

Introducing the Truevision TARGA+. The next generation TARGA for the 

next generation TARGA user. 

•TRuEvis., 
Providing Solutions With Vision -

Jonathan Herbert 
Computer 
Illustration 
New York, New York 

-19TrS 

the first TARGA 
boards ever 
made. Now, 
there are lots of 
other boards on 
the market, but 
I've never given 
them a second 
look." 

Call 
800-858-TRUE 

7340 Shadeland Station, Indianapolis, IN 46256 

INTERNATIONAL: Canada 416/940-8727 France 33-1-3-952-6253 Italy 39-2-242-4551 

Switzerland 41-1-825-0949 U.K. 44-628-77-7800 West Germany 49-89-612-0010 Other 817/229-6900 

RIO and TOPAS are trademarks of AT&T 
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something new, without special pro-
gramming. 

This new user programming has the 
same kind of potential that spreadsheet 
programming brought to numeric ana-
lysts. It enables problem solving by any-
body who wants to learn the basics of 
linking two tools together. The major 
difference here is that the range and 
value of user-created solutions will be 
much greater than the range of spread-
sheet applications. Instead of moving the 
three-year application backlog from the 
mainframe to the PC, we can empower 
the end users to provide their own solu-
tions and (mostly) eliminate the backlog. 

The Dilemma of Decision 
Along with the opportunity of choice 
comes the dilemma of decision. The ben-
efits of a GUI don't come free—there are 
hardware and software upgrades, and 
basic training is needed. 

Choosing a GUI involves a complete 
reassessment of your system and your 
needs. Every item, from the hard disk 
drive to the display, will be affected by 
this change. More important, however, 
is that the way you work will also have to 
change to make best use of the GUI. I'll 
now look at what those changes will in-
volve. 

Hardware Upgrades 
Consider first that a GUI is more com-
pute-intensive. A screen display, multi-
tasking, and bigger applications simply 
can't be supported well with less than a 
fast 286-based machine and plenty of 
memory. And while the screen display 
issue gets most of the attention, multi-
tasking will become the key element in 
the GUI success. This is already her-
alded by the success of DOS multitask-
ing. Once users experience not having to 
wait on anything, from a printer to a slow 
recalculation, there will be no going 
back. Real productivity gains will also 
come from users being able to respond to 
interruptions without losing track of 
what they were doing. 

Starting with the base platform, we 
must face the final obsolescence of PC-
and XT-class machines. With adequate 
peripherals and power, a $200 mother-
board upgrade to a 12-MHz 286 system 
and $ 100-200 for additional memory is a 
minimal cost for enabling technology. A 
$300 CPU upgrade will get you a 16-
MHz 286 processor with hardware EMS 
4.0 built in. There is no longer any 
reason to handicap people with obsolete 
technology. 

For more demanding needs, a 16- to 
20-MHz 386- or 386SX-based system 

with 2 to 6 megabytes of memory, with 
room for more, should be adequate. For 
the power-hungry, people whose appli-
cations always run too slowly, a 25- or 
33-MHz 386 with 8 MB should ease even 
their impatience. Along with all this will 
be the need for more hard disk drive ca-
pacity—more than you might expect. 
Consider 60 MB as a minimum, and 
100-200 MB as more typical. Although 
these systems may seem large for the 
simple use of a word processor, the GUI 
benefits are good reasons for increasing 
capacity, and the hardware is no longer 
priced out of reach. 

Getting the graphics in front of the 
user is next. A basic VGA and display 
gets you minimum resolution for graph-
ics work. But if you are upgrading, you 
can get Super VGA capability for only a 
small increase in cost. Match the display 
against your processor capability—con-
sider the sum of the processing power of 
the CPU and the display controller, mea-
sured against the combined processing/ 
graphics load. 

For example, a 25-MHz 386 machine 
will drive a Super VGA display to the 
limit of the controller's capability and 
still have quite a few cycles left for com-
putation. A 12-MHz 286 will be slowed 
quite a bit by Super VGA, so use standard 
VGA, upgrade the processor, or off-load 
the graphics to a graphics processor on 
the controller board. 
TMS34010 and IBM 8514/A cards of-

fer an alternative to upgrading the whole 
system. You may choose to upgrade the 
controller to a graphics processor first, 
and wait on a processor upgrade. The 
higher your planned graphics resolution, 
the more processor power you need for 
equivalent performance. As a rule of 
thumb, an AT slower than 12 MHz 
should limit its display to 640 by 480 
pixels. Processors that are 16 MHz and 
faster are needed for Super VGA (800 by 
600 pixels), and by the time you reach 
1024 by 768 pixels, a graphics processor 
is almost a necessity. 

Software Upgrades 
The environment you choose will depend 
in great part on the applications you are 
running and those you want to add. A 
DOS application user's simplest move is 
to Windows or, less easily, OS/2 (which 
requires more in platform resources but 
offers more capability). For many users, 
Windows is a logical choice because of 
lower platform requirements and a larger 
application base. OS/2 may be consid-
ered an evolutionary step beyond that. 

Another option for DOS users with 
minimal resources is Desqview. This is 

multitasking without the graphics over-
head, yet you can still run most graphics 
applications. Desqview offers its own set 
of interface calls, but the requirement for 
a standard UI is not there. Desqview is 
most functional on a 386, less so on a 286 
with EMS 4.0 support, and least flexible 
without EMS. Each application still has 
its unique UI, which can be confusing. 

Unix is in a different ballpark. First, 
the required resources start where OS/2 
starts, but they grow larger in many 
cases. Second, the applications do not 
overlap the DOS environment very well, 
and running DOS emulation should be 
limited to a few necessary tasks. Third, 
Unix requires technical support not eas-
ily found in many businesses. 
Why then would Unix be of any inter-

est? For use with a powerful workstation 
with X.11 graphics or for special appli-
cations, Unix excels with large and com-
plex tasks, particularly in networking. 
Networking (i.e, the sharing of files, de-
vices, and peripherals—even CPU cy-
cles) is part of the standard Unix soft-
ware. For uses like a database server, 
Unix offers a broader and more powerful 
set of platforms. Currently, it is more 
likely that you would network into a Unix 
server than run a Unix workstation on 
your desk, but that may change as more 
powerful hardware and applications 
make Unix attractive. 

Success of the GUI 
Success ultimately will be determined by 
what best serves the user, as the user's 
needs are what justifies the cost of com-
puter use. User needs drive the whole 
process, from applications to new display 
technology. As we evolve into networked 
environments that feature increased 
complexity and more powerful applica-
tions, there will be a greater need for the 
user to respond to ad hoc questions with-
out custom programming. 

Something must be done to prevent that 
complexity from requiring all computer 
users to be software gurus just so they 
can accomplish their workday tasks. 
That something is the " single system 
image" concept, where the complexities 
of the environment are hidden behind a 
user-oriented interface. That something 
is a GUI. 

Current problems with cost/perfor-
mance issues will be resolved quickly by 
improved implementations and faster, 
less expensive technology. New display 
and controller technology is an impor-
tant part of making that happen. The 
other part of the picture is the user/ 
software interface. User productivity 

continued 
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macro during your drawing session, so 
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tablet from the table to the 
screen. As the industry's first 

fully automated, user-
definable interface, 
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mands so naturally, 
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in a whole 
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Suddenly, you realize how productive you are. Soon, you 
wonder how you could have worked any other way. 
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...Token Ring Network  GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE 

Breakthrough 
Sim Ware's new SAM (Single-station Action Access 
Module). Innovative. Flexible. Cost effective. Now you 
can create or expand Token Ring networks one port at a 
time as needed. Here are some of the ways SAM will cut 
your costs: 

• Connect two PCs together to form a two station 
Token Ring 

• Add a ninth port to a single populated MAU with-
out purchasing another MAU 

• Create a Token Ring Network without a MAU 
• Expand an existing network by using Token Ring 

Concentrators and SAN1s instead of MAU and patch 
Cables 

Send for brochure SAM 9905 today. Sim Ware, Inc. 
11881 Belden Court, Livonia, MI 48150, or call 
(313) 422-5470 

Sim Ware is a leading U.S. manufacturer of IBM compatible components, 
including a full line of passive and active MAUs. 
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will be enhanced by the GUI ease of 
use—the dynamic and user-built links 
and data access through networks that 
are transparent to the user. 

In short, quicker learning and much 
greater functionality will drive the tran-
sition to a GUI. It will be aided by reduc-
ing the effort and complexity required 
to generate new solutions. Thus, as the 
computer penetrates further into busi-
ness and home, the non-computer-liter-
ate population is the new audience. The 
GUI will broaden the base of people able 
to produce results from computers with 
these new tools. 
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expansion is made easy! 
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V' SIMPLE INSTALLATION 
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1 Executive Summary and Introduction 

In 1991, an exciting new product from Quarterdeck Office Systems will become available --
DESQview/X. DESQview/X, a third DESQview in the DESQview suite of multitaskers, ex-
tends the power of PCs by bringing the complete X Window System to DOS. 

This booklet is intended to provide end users and developers with an understanding of the 
capabilities and implementation of this new product, along with the DESQview DOS multitas-
ker and the X Window System. 

Definitions 

X Window System  

The X Window System is a hardware-independent and operating system-independent 
graphics standard designed to operate over a network or within a stand-alone machine. 
Developed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1984, it has subsequently become 
an industry standard employed by companies such as AT&T, DEC, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, 
Sun Microsystems and others. 

X Server 

An X Server is a special X Window System graphics application that controls a computer's 
display screen, drawing windows, text, lines, pictures, circles, polygons and the like accord-
ing to the requests (messages) from an application. An X Server can handle the screen draw-
ings for multiple applications concurrently - each application typically displaying 
information with one or more windows on the screen. 

X Client  

An X Window System application program (such as a spreadsheet or drawing program) 
that communicates with an X Server is called an X Client. A well-defined messaging system 
links the two participants. This messaging system may occur over a network or within a 
single machine. 

DESOview/X: 

• Is a third DESQview (DESQview, DESQview 386 and now DESQview/X), adding dis-
tributed graphics and remote computing capabilities to Quarterdeck's multitasking DOS 
environment. 

III Brings the X Window System to DOS — thereby enabling DOS users to participate in the 
many graphical and multimedia advances available today only on workstation platforms. 

• Allows DOS PCs to participate in industry standard, multivendor, multi-operating sys-
tem, distributed processing (cross-platform computing). 

• Gives users of Unix X Window workstations access to many off-the-shelf DOS software 
programs. 

• Gives DOS users access to Unix X Window Clients. 

• Gives DOS users access to more powerful DOS programs that are not capable of being 
run on their own machine (remote DOS computing). 

• Provides developers with an industry standard "open", graphical development environ-
ment and choice of user interface. 

• Provides X Client developers and manufacturers access to the huge installed base of DOS 
machines. 

1 



Specifically, it: 

• Adds a graphical 3D look and feel to DESQview. 

al Gives users a choice of interfaces (window managers) - the DESQview, OSF/Motif or 
OPEN LOOK interfaces are prime examples. 

• Allows users to run many off-the-shelf DOS applications in graphic windows side-by-
side with local or remote X Window Clients. 

• Runs either stand-alone or as a networked system. 

• Allows local users to display and use many off-the-shelf DOS applications that are run-
ning on another machine on a network. 

• Allows local users to display and use Unix graphical applications (X Clients) that are run-
ning on another machine on a network. 

• Allows local users to display and use DOS Clients written for X (graphical applications) 
that are running on another machine on a network 

• Allows X Window Unix users to display and use many off-the-shelf DOS applications 
that are running on another DOS machine on a network. 

• Provides developers a platform to port X Clients from Unix to DOS. 

• Allows developers to create X Clients in a DOS environment for later porting to other 
operating systems using the X Window System. 

• Gives developers a choice of application styles - OSF/Motif, OPEN LOOK and others - or 
the freedom to design their own. 

The purpose of this booklet is to explain how the features of DESQview/X are possible. It 
provides coverage of the DESQview DOS multitasker, the X Window System and the integra-
tion of both of these technologies. This booklet also describes the development processes neces-
sary to create X Client graphical applications for DOS. 

The intended audience for this document includes the following: 

• End users and devlopers seeking an overview of the DESQview/X architecture. 

• Developers wishing to port X Clients to a DOS environment. 

• Developers wishing to create X Clients in a DOS environment for later porting to other X 
systems (typically Unix). 

• Developers wishing to create large applications in a DOS environment (up to 16MB in 
size for a 286 processor machine, 4 Gigabytes for a 386/486 processor). 

• Developers wishing to create DOS applications using a standard graphical user interface 
(GUI). 

• System Analysts interested in integrating DOS machines and other X Window machines 
on the same network. 

• System Analysts interested in gaining access to X Clients available on other architectures 
from a DOS-based machine. 

• System Analysts interested in gaining access to DOS applications from X Terminals, X Ser-
vers and any machine (including other DOS systems) on a network. 

• System Analysts interested in integrating different types of machines, with different ar-
chitectures from different vendors on the same network, each machine being able to util-
ize programs on other machines. 

Note that planned availability of products is first quarter 1991. 
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2 DESQview and PC Fundamentals 

This section descibes the fundamentals of the DESQview multitasking software and basic PC 
concepts. Readers familiar with these topics are still encouraged to read the information 
presented here. 

2.1 Introduction 

DESQview is a program that extends DOS (either PC-DOS or MS-DOS) into a fully pre-emptive 
multitasking system. Contrary to popular belief, DESQview can perform multitasking on all 
classes of processor - 8088,8086 (PC-XT), 286 (PC-AT), 386 and 486. In addition, the technical 
advances of the later processors empower DESQview with greater capabilities. 

DESQview has an extremely high compatibility rate with current PC software - typically 95% - 
better than the vast majority of other operating environments. DESQview can even run 
Microsoft Windows 3.0 and Windows programs. It can also run GEM-based programs. 

Each program in the DESQview environment may run occupying the whole display screen, or 
can appear in a small window, framed by a border. Multiple applications may appear on the 
screen simultaneously, each in its own window. 

Certain applications may run in a small window and in "background", depending on how the 
program has been written and the type of processor being used - a table later in this section 
summarizes specific capabilities. 

2.2 The PC Memory Map 

A brief explanation of the architecture of a PC's memory map is beneficial to the understanding 
of this document. A PC's memory is laid out as follows: 

EMS 4.0 or EEMS memory 

Conventional 
Memory 

2.2.1 Conventional Memory 

Conventional Memory is memory that resides from OK to 1024K (1MB). DOS, "I'SRs (Ter-
minate and Stay Resident programs) and device drivers are loaded at the bottom of this 
memory with video RAM being located between 640K and 768K. Between the top of DOS and 
the bottom of video memory is the Application Area. Above the video area and below the top 
of conventional memory (1024K) is the System Area. The System Area contains, for example, 
special system code such as the machine's BIOS (Basic Input/Output System) or RAM for a 
hardware card. Typically, this area is not contiguous, but contains portions of unused address 
space, sometimes more than 128K in size. 



2.2.2 Extended Memory  

Extended Memory is memory that resides from 1MB and upwards (up to 16MB on a 286 or 4 
Gigabytes on a 386/486). It is available on machines that use a 286 processor or better and 
hence is not available on 8088/8086 machines. To be able to directly access this memory the 
processor must be in a special mode called protected mode. This mode is incompatible with 
DOS and DOS applications which run in real mode 

2.2.3 Expanded Memory 

Expanded Memory is memory that acts as a "pool" of memory which, under the control of a 
special program ( the Expanded Memory Manager), can be "mapped" into one or more conven-
tional memory areas. Mapping is a process whereby a portion of expanded memory "appears" 
at a specific memory location through the use of special hardware (or in certain circumstances 
via software control - see the section titled "Software Emulation of EMS Memory"). Note that 
no transfer of data is actually performed - EMS memory is a bank-switch type of system (and 
hence very fast). 

Unlike extended memory, expanded memory is available for all processor types. There are 3 
different types of expanded memory, EMS 3.2, EEMS and EMS 4.0. 

2.3 EMS 3.2 

EMS 3.2 can only map four 16K pages of memory (64K) into conventional memory at a time, 
typically into a 64K area within the System Area called the EMS Page Frame. EMS 3.2 
memory is essentially limited to enhancing the data handling capabilities of a program and has 
been superseded by the other two types of expanded memory 

2.4 EEMS and EMS 4.0 

EEMS and EMS 4.0 memory can map multiple pages of varying size into conventional 
memory enhancing both data access and program execution capabilities - a far more flexible 
scheme than EMS 3.2. Note, however, that some EMS 3.2 memory boards were packaged with 
a 4.0 Expanded Memory Manager. Unfortunately, this gives the user an impression that EMS 
4.0 memory is available with these boards, when only 3.2 capabilites are. 

Note that for the remainder of this document, all references to EMS 4.0 memory are also ap-
plicable to EEMS memory. 

2.5 Software Emulation of EMS memory 

Due to the technical capabilities of the 386 and 486 processors, an Expanded Memory Manager 
like Quarterdeck's QEMM-386 can "convert" extended memory into EMS 4.0 memory. This is a 
better solution than using EMS 4.0 memory boards - expanded memory is much more expen-
sive than extended memory, due to the cost of the extra hardware needed to support the map-
ping capability. In the case of programs like QEMM-386, it is the Expanded Memory Manager 
that performs the mapping through software control. 

2.6 Multitasking more than 640K 

Despite DOS normally being limited to 640K for its programs, DESQview can run more than 
640K concurrently by using expanded memory. Programs are loaded first into the Application 
Area and when this is exhausted, DESQview will load programs into EMS 4.0 memory. As 
DESQview task switches from one application to another, it first maps the application from 
EMS memory into the Application Area and then runs it. 

Note that EMS 3.2 memory is not used in this way due to the limitations of the specification; 
EMS 3.2 memory can only map a maximum of 64K and hence the available partition size is too 
small to contain the majority of programs. 
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On 8088/86 and 286 based systems, it is essential to disable the motherboard memory to as low 
a value as possible (typically 256K) when using EMS 4.0 memory and DESQview. Due to 
hardware limitations of these processors, EMS 4.0 memory cannot be mapped on top of other 
memory (RAM or ROM) that is present in the system. If motherboard memory cannot be dis-
abled, DESQview cannot multitask applications in EMS 4.0 memory. In this case, EMS 4.0 
memory can act like EMS 3.2 memory to store "swapped" programs (see the "Program Swap-
ping" section for details), but may still have the LOADHI capability outlined next. 

2.7 LOADHI capability 

Since DESQview uses the Application Area below 640K to perform its multitasking "magic", it 
follows that the larger this area is, the larger the applications can be that run under DESQview 
(unless an application is a DOS Extended application - see the "DOS Extender" section for 
details). 

Any TSRs (Terminate and Stay Resident programs) or drivers (such as mouse or network 
drivers) that are loaded before DESQview, occupy space in conventional memory on top of 
DOS and reduce the amount of memory available to the Application Area. It is therefore ad-
visable to keep the number of TSRs and device drivers using conventional memory to a mini-
mum to ensure a maximum amount of space for applications. 

One solution is available with the Quarterdeck QRAM, QEMM-50/60 and QEMM-386 
products - the LOADHI capability. With this utility, TSRs and device drivers can be loaded into 
the unused regions of the System Area, thus freeing up more space below 640K and enabling 
larger applications to be run inside of DESQview. 

2.8 Program Swapping 

When all of the Application Area and EMS 4.0 memory has been used to store programs, any 
further loading of applications will cause DESQview to swap applications already running 
onto either a hard disk, a network drive, a RAM drive or expanded memory (even EMS 3.2 can 
support this type of operation). Any programs "swapped out" in this way will be suspended 
from running. Despite being suspended, any swapped applications can be swapped back in at 
the request of the user with only a short delay. Doing this will force one of the currently run-
ning programs to be swapped out in order to make room if there is not enough memory for the 
incoming program. 

2.9 Switching and Windowing 

Because DESQview can multitask multiple DOS applications, a user can switch from one ap-
plication to another using two or three keystrokes or mouse clicks. Because of this switching 
capability, there is a concept in DESQview of one foreground application and multiple back-
ground applications. 

Some applications may be running in windows smaller than the screen size and others may oc-
cupy the whole screen. In addition, some applications may be running in background, while 
others are suspended. These capabilities are dependent on the video behavior of the program 
and the machine's processor type. 

2.10 Application Video Behavior 

DOS applications may be written to produce display output in either of two ways. They may 
call DOS and BIOS routines to perform the output, or alternatively may write directly into the 
video area. The latter method is usually employed for speed reasons. 

Applications that use the DOS and BIOS routines are termed well-behaved and others that 
write directly to the video area are ill-behaved. Typically, graphical applications are ill-be-
haved, text-based applications may be either. 
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2.10.1 Well-Behaved Applications  

Since DESQview can easily intercept DOS and BIOS calls, well-behaved applications may run 
in a small window or in background on any machine regardless of processor type. When a 
well-behaved application makes a video BIOS or DOS call, DESQview intercepts and executes 
the call, but places the relevant information in a special save area called the logical window 
buffer as well as clipping and shifting the information to appear within a small window on the screen. 

2.10.2 Ill-Behaved Applications 

Since ill-behaved applications write directly to the video RAM, DESQview cannot run them in 
a small window or in background unless the processor is a 386 or a 486 (see the "Virtualization" 
section for details). These applications, when run on an 8088/86 or 286 PC, can only run full 
screen in the foreground. Application developers should note that in many cases it is very easy 
to make an ill-behaved text application well-behaved, simply by adding a single subroutine call 
- see 'The SHADOW Call' section for details. 

2.10.3 Virtualization 

Due to the sophisticated memory handling capabilities of the 386 and 486 processors, 
DESQview can redirect an application that writes directly to video RAM to a portion of 
memory that DESQview calls the logical window buffer. DESQview copies the information 
from this buffer to the actual video RAM, clipping and shifting it as necessary to appear within 
a small window. In this way, DESQview coupled with QEMM-386 and a 386 or 486 processor 
can vinualize ill-behaved applications (including graphics ones) in small windows and run 
them in background. 

The only exception to this process are graphical DOS Extended applications - see the "DOS Ex-
tenders" section for more information. This is because the virtualization process uses a special 
processor mode that is incompatible with the DOS Extender. 

2.10.4 Loaders 

For machines that do not have a minimum of a 386 processor, a loader may be available to run 
an ill-behaved text program in a small window and in background. Loaders are utilities that 
alter a program's operation while it is running and coerce it into being well-behaved. Quarter-
deck supplies several loaders with DESQview for use with programs such as Lotus 1-2-3. 

2.11 Application Types 

There are three types of application which exist in the DESQview multitasking environment: 
DESQview-oblivious, DESQview-aware and DESQview-specific. 

DESQview-oblivious 

DESQview-aware 

DESQview-specific 

DESQview-oblivious programs know nothing about DESQview - 
they include programs like Lotus 1-2-3, Microsoft Word or 
AutoCAD. 

DESQview-aware program have been modified slightly to make 
them run more efficiently in DESQview. Paradox, dBASE and 
Word Perfect are examples of DESQview-aware programs. 

A DESQview-specific program has been written to take ad-
vantage of the DESQview API (Application Program Interface). 
Consequently, these programs can run only when DESQview is 
present. 



2.12 DESQview API 

Every copy of DESQview includes the DESQview API (Application Program Interface). This 
interface allows programs to call the DESQview subroutines and functions in order to start and 
close down other applications; move, resize and scroll their windows; perform intertask com-
munication and many other functions. 

This interface is callable by Assembler, C, BASIC, Pascal, Clipper and dBASE programs. 

2.12.1 The SHADOW Call  

One API call of particular significance is the SHADOW call. This call may be made when 
DESQview is either present or not. 

An ill-behaved text application will typically determine the kind of system present 
(monochrome or color) and load a variable with the corresponding video RAM value for the 
system (either BOOOH or B800H). From then on, the application will use the variable in order to 
access video RAM. 

If during a program's initialization, a register is loaded with the desired video RAM value and 
the SHADOW call is performed before storing it, then this will enable the program to become 
well-behaved under DESQview. When using the SHADOW call, DESQview returns the logical 
window buffer for that application, whereas under DOS the value remains unchanged. 

Since the application stores the returned value and uses it whenever video RAM access is re-
quired, the application is writing directly into the DESQview logical window buffer instead of 
to the screen. DESQview shadows from the logical window buffer to the screen, clipping and 
shifting as necessary, so that the otherwise ill-behaved text application can run in a small win-
dow and in background on all processor types. This process is fast enough to be rarely notice-
able by the user. Word Perfect, Dbase and Paradox are examples of commercially available 
programs that do this. 

2.13 Processor Types and Modes 

Since the original PC was introduced in 1981, various processors have been used, each one su-
perseding the previous version and providing greater functionality. This functionality was al-
ways gained with the advantage of backward compatibility with all the previous processors. 

2.13.1 The 8088/8086 and Real Mode  

When the PC was first introduced, it used an Intel 8088 microprocessor. This is a 16-bit architec-
ture processor with a segmented memory scheme capable of addressing 1MB. The 8088 used 
an 8 bit external data path unlike its otherwise functionally equivalent bigger brother, the 8086 
which used an external data path of 16 bits. The mode of operation of these two processors is 
termed real mode 

2.13.2 The 286 and Protected Mode  

The 286 processor supplies a real mode capability, but improved upon the 8088/86 by provid-
ing a new mode called protected mode. In protected mode, the 286 can access up to 16MB of 
memory (again by using a segmented addressing scheme), however certain operations avail-
able in real mode (such as segment arithmetic) are prohibited in protected mode. In addition, 
protected mode also has the hardware necessary for an operating system to "protect" an applica-
tion from crashing the system or overwriting another application. 

Unfortunately, protected mode is sufficiently different from real mode that DOS and regular 
DOS applications cannot operate in protected mode. For a long time this limited applications 
to running in real mode and hence constrained them to the 1MB limit. Thankfully, a solution 
has become available that addresses this called the DOS Extender - see the "DOS Extenders" sec-
tion for details. 
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2.13.3 The 386 and V8086 Mode 

After the 286, the 386 processor was introduced next. In providing backward compatibility, the 
386 has both a real mode and protected mode capability. In addition to this, Intel added a third 
mode called Virtual 8086 Mode that can operate under the auspices of protected mode. This 
mode supplies a virtual 1MB 8086 style environment while running in protected mode. This 
elegant solution enables regular DOS and real mode applications to run under protected mode 
without modification. The 386 also has an effective addressing range of 4 Gigabytes. It sup-
ports a flat memory model as well as a segmented addressing mechanism. 

Also included in the 386 were memory mapping capabilities, a 32-bit architecture and hooks for 
a paged virtual memory system as opposed to a somewhat meager segmented virtual memory 
system that became available in the 286. 

Note that 386 technology has been realized in two processors - the 386SX and 386DX. The 
386SX processor uses the 386 32-bit architecture internally, yet has a 16-bit external data path. 
The 386DX processor (basically a renamed version of the original 386 and often referred to as 
the 386 processor) uses an internal 32-bit architecture and a 32-bit external data path. 

These two processors are functionally equivalent and are referred to by the 386 moniker for the 
rest of this document. 

2.13.4 The 486 

The latest member of the 80x86 family to be introduced has been the 486 processor. Basically 
this is similar to a 386 processor with the inclusion of a math coprocessor (an optional external 
component with all the other previous processors) and an internal memory cache. It is also 
faster due to improved instruction execution. 

2.14 DOS Extenders 

Since DOS cannot run in protected mode, a way was devised for protected mode applications 
to run under DOS and use other real mode services. Protected mode applications are desirable 
since they have access up to 16MB of memory on a 286 and 4 Gigabytes on a 386/486. 

A DOS Extender is a special utility that is linked in to a protected mode application. Whenever 
the application makes a DOS call or any other request that requires real mode, the DOS Ex-
tender copies down any necessary data into the 1MB conventional memory area and switches 
into real mode. It then calls the requested function and on return switches back into protected 
mode, returning any results to the protected mode application. 

Note that there are two types of DOS Extenders - 286 DOS Extenders and 386 DOS Extenders. 

• 286 DOS Extenders run 16-bit protected mode applications on a machine with a mini-
mum of a 286 processor. They have access to a 16MB address space. 

• 386 DOS Extenders run 32-bit protected mode applications on a machine with a mini-
mum of a 386 processor. They have access to a 4GB address space. 

Most DOS Extenders also have a virtual memory option. That is, a DOS Extended application 
may run in less memory than is normally available, by using virtual memory techniques. 

In essence, the DOS Extender becomes the system's control program. This would normally 
have posed a problem to DESQview as protected mode allows only one control program in a 
system. Since DESQview multitasks applications, multiple DOS Extended applications would 
conflict with each other because each expects to be the control program. This is compounded 
by the fact that DESQview 386 (DESQview plus QEMM-386) is also a control program. 

To obviate this problem, Quarterdeck and Phar Lap (one of the companies that produce DOS 
Extenders) developed the VCPI (Virtual Control Program Interface) specification which has 
been adopted by all major 386 DOS Extender manufacturers - see the "VCPI Specification" sec-
tion for details. 



It should be noted that VCPI is a specification for 386 and 486 processors, yet 16-bit protected 
mode applications may be run on 286 machines. In order for DESQview to multitask multiple 
16-bit protected mode programs on a 286 so that they do not assume control of the same blocks 
of extended memory, their individual 286 DOS Extenders must use a new memory specifica-
tion, XMS (Extended Memory Specification). Most DOS Extenders either have been updated to 
use XMS services or are in the process of being updated. A utility program called QEXT.SYS 
supplies the necessary XMS services for 286 DOS Extenders running under DESQview on a 286 
machine whereas QEMM-386 supplies the services for DESQview 386. 

Note that a DOS Extended application consists of two parts. A real mode portion of the DOS 
Extender resides in conventional memory and interfaces with the protected mode portion that 
resides with the protected mode application in extended memory. When DESQview performs 
a task switch to a DOS Extended application, it ensures that the real mode portion of the ap-
plication is mapped into the conventional memory Application Area and that the protected 
mode portion is "visible in extended memory. Since the majority of the application resides in 
extended memory and only a small portion (the real mode part) need occupy the Application 
Area, DOS Extended applications tend not to be constrained by the size of the Application Area 
as regular real mode applications are. 

2.15 VCPI Specification 

The VCPI specification was developed so that multiple protected mode control programs can 
coexist and interact within a single 386 (or 486) system. The specification consists of two parts - 
a VCPI server and several VCPI clients. The VCPI clients request memory and mode switching 
services from the VCPI server. 

In a DESQview 386 system, the VCPI server is implemented within QEMM-386 and the DOS 
Extended applications become VCPI clients. Whenever a DOS Extended application requires 
memory services it calls upon the VCPI server to perform them. When QEMM-386 is not 
present, the DOS Extender performs all services for itself. The end result is that DESQview is 
able to run a mix of real mode and DOS Extended (protected mode) applications concurrently 
on a 386/486. 

As mentioned earlier, 286 machines may run multiple 286 DOS Extended applications only if 
the DOS Extenders utilize XMS services. 

2.16 DESQview Capabilities 

DESQview's ability to window an application and run it in the background is a function of the 
machine's processor and the type of application. Here are the possible combinations: 

DESQview Capabilities 8088/8086 286 386/486 

Well-behaved Text Application 
or Ill-behaved Text Application 
with Loader 

Ill-behaved Text Application 

Graphics Application 

Real Mode 
16-bit Protected 
32-bit Protected 

Real Mode 
16-bit Protected 
32-bit Protected 

Real Mode 
16-bit Protected 
32-bit Protected 

W 

Application can run in a window and in background. 
Application can only run full screen and not in background. 

WF Dependent on individual application - most run as W, some may run as F. 
Processor cannot support this type of application. 

VVF 
WE 

Note that the majority of DOS applications operate in real mode. 
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3 An Introduction to X 

The basic concepts of the X Window System are described in this section. Readers familiar with 
X may elect to skip this section. 

The X Window System is a powerful concept that utilizes machine and device independence as 
well as providing a graphical interface to users with both keyboard and mouse support. 

3.1 Traditional Graphics Output 

In traditional systems, if an application 
wishes to produce graphical output on a 
computer's display device, it will typi-
cally call a library or system software 
graphic subroutine. This subroutine per-
forms the task requested (in the example 
shown, draw a line) and once the task 
has completed, control returns to the ap-
plication 

Traditional Graphics Output 

Application 

CALL DRAW LINE 

3.2 X Servers, Clients and Protocol 

4— 

System 
Software 

In an X Window system, the system software is replaced by an application called the 
X Server - it is this application that has complete control of the display screen. An application 
that wishes to produce graphical output instructs the X Server to perform a specific task by 
sending it an information "message" that describes the task required. Sending a message to an 
X Server returns control immediately to the application and may or may not provoke a 
response from the Server. 

The different types of messages are col-
lectively called the X Protocol. One 
message draws a line, another a circle 
and yet another may print some text. 

Any application that displays graphical 
output by sending X Protocol messages 
is labelled an X Client in contrast to an 
application that uses some other means. 

In return the X Server may send back to an X Client special messages, such as event messages 
or error messages. These special messages are also part of the X Protocol. 

X Clients typically create windows for their output. It is quite feasible (and generally the case) 
that a single X Client will create and utilize several windows on the X Server's screen simul-
taneously. 

Note that an X Server may handle the graphics output for multiple X Clients concurrently and 
only understands X Protocol requests as a means to produce graphical output - it usually does 
not produce graphics output any other way. 

3.3 An Event-Driven System 

X Window Graphics Output 

— X Client 

DRAW_LINE 
X Protocol 

 e 

X Server 
Application 

Status Message 

X is an event-driven system. That is, X Clients are typically suspended until an action occurs 
on the X Server for which they have a vested interest. X Clients are restarted by the X Server 
sending them special X Protocol messages. These event messages include ones that instruct an 
X Client to redraw its window (for example, if a part of its window becomes uncovered by the 
movement of another window), that a window's size has changed or that a key has been 
pressed. An X Client processes these messages, producing whatever output may be necessary 
and then returns to a suspended state until another message is received. 
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This is in direct contrast to the way traditional applications have been written. Those applica-
tions are procedure-oriented and are written to assume an active role in the interrelationship 
between the user and the program. Typically, the program will steer the user through the execu-
tion of the task at hand, forcing the user down a narrow set of predefined procedures. The pro-
gram only accepts input (be it keystrokes or mouse clicks) from the user at predictable times. 
An order entry application is a good example of a procedure-oriented program. 

Event-driven applications take a more passive role in that they respond to input from the user 
or the system at unpredictable times. This type of application can provide a more flexible 
framework within which a user may operate. Typically there are no predefined procedures and 
many ways to complete a task - a user is free to use whatever tools the application provides 
and in any manner desired to achieve the final result. A drawing/designing program is a good 
example of an event-driven application. 

3.4 A Distributed System 

Since the X Client communicates with the X Server through information messages, it is possible 
for the X Protocol requests to be sent over a network to an X Server running on a different 
machine. 

In fact the X Window System was 
designed around a system of mes-
sages specifically to be a net-
worked graphical system. 

In the diagram shown to the right, 
an X Client executing on machine 
A is being displayed on machine 
C's screen (using the X Server on 
C) and an X Client executing on 
machine C is being displayed on 
machine B's screen (using 
machine B's X Server). 

Consequently, the X Window Sys-
tem is an ideal display system for 
truly distributed processing. Machine C 

Machine A 

Network 

 -CP  SERVER 

X Terminal 

3.5 Operating System and Architecture Independence 

None of the machines need be from the same vendor or running the same operating system, 
since all communication between X Clients and Servers is performed over a network using a 
well-defined message protocol (the X Protocol). Naturally, a program cannot be copied to a dif-
ferent type of machine on the network and subsequently run - it would have to be recompiled 
for a different machine's architecture/operating system. Despite this, there is now a fully in-
tegrated, distributed, open system! And graphical too! 

3.6 X Terminals 

In the previous diagram, one of the clients running on machine A is being displayed by a spe-
cial machine that only has an X Server running on it - in effect acting as a remote graphics ter-
minal to machine A. This type of machine is called an X Terminal and its sole purpose is to 
display graphics from X Clients running on remote machines. 

Typically, the majority of PC implementations of the X Window System have been as X Ter-
minals. PCs are notorious for memory limitations and hence an X Server application would 
normally occupy all of the PC's memory. With the advent of DESQview/X, however, PCs 
can run X Servers, DOS applications and X Clients simultaneously. 
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3.7 A Stand-Alone System 

In the previous diagram, machine B's X Server was displaying output from an X Client running 
on machine C, and is also displaying graphics from an X Client running on itself. In this case, 
the X Protocol messages are not sent out over the network to another X Server, but are routed 
within the machine to the local X Server. 
This concept can be extended to include a scenario where the machine is not connected to a net-
work - all X Clients run locally and are displayed by the local X Server. Naturally, this requires 
a multitasking operating system - such as DOS with DESQview. 

3.8 The Window Manager 

The X Server only produces graphical output according to X Protocol requests and does not pro-
vide functions for the user to control the size, position and stacking order of the displayed win-

dows. 
These functions could have been implemented within each X Client, but would have led to 
much redundant programming. They could have been implemented within the X Server itself, 

but the designers of the X Window System took a more flexible approach. 

A special X Client is run (either locally or 
remotely) for each X Server, called the 
window manager. This program is 
given special privileges and is allowed to 
.. supervise" all of the windows being dis-
played by the X Server. The window 
manager will typically place some form 
of window decoration around the out-
side of each X Client window that in-
cludes resize and move buttons as well 
as a title bar. It then becomes a function 
of the window manager to resize, move, 
rearrange a window according to the 
wishes of the user by mouse clicks on a 
window's decoration or selections from a 
window manager menu. Resize Button 

At present, there are several managers for the X Window system, the most prominent of which 
are the OSF/Motif, OPEN LOOK and the Tab (previously known as Tom's) Window Managers. 
DESQview/X also supplies its own window manager, DWM. 

Due to the design of the X Window System, a window manager may be closed down and 
another may be subsequently started ... without affecting any of the X Clients being displayed 
on the screen! The old window decorations disappear from the screen and are replaced by new 
decorations created by the incoming window manager. 

Note that the window manager only creates the "look and feel" of an X Client with regards to its 
window decoration. Whatever an X Client chooses to display in its output window is inde-
pendent of the window manager. Program libraries are available to X Client developers that 
allow them to create an application with a specific look - either an OPEN LOOK or OSF/Motif 
look, for example. These program libraries are called toolkils and are explored in the next sec-

tion. 

Window Decoration 

1 'Title Bar  

Control Buttons 

3.9 X Development Layers 

X Client Output Window 

In order to create an X Client, a developer will call upon a variety of program libraries for assis-
tance. For DESQview /X, these libraries are presently linked into each X Client, though they 
may become a shared resource among all X Clients on a system. 
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3.9.1 Xlib 

For an X Client to be able to communicate with an X Server, it needs to generate X Protocol re-
quests for transmission to the Server. Building these requests can be cumbersome and hence a 
library was created called Xlib. Xlib is (generally) the lowest level interface that an X Client 
uses to communicate with the X Server. It is a set of C subroutines that, for the most part, are a 
one-to-one mapping from C to X Protocol requests, though some Xlib functions can generate 
multiple X Protocol requests. 

For example, if an X Client uses the function XDrawLine 
it calls the appropriate code inside Xlib which builds a 
PolySegment request and transmits it to the X Server: 

Note that the Xlib library imparts no specific "look and 
feel" to an X Client - it merely consists of requests to cre-
ate a window, draw a line, print some text, etc. The ap-
pearance of an application is generally determined by 
another program library - a toolkit. 

X Clients may be written so that they use only Xlib and 
no other program libraries (toolkits). 

3.9.2 Toolkits 

X Client 

XDrawLine(...); 

XIlb 

X▪ D- rawLine 

--I PolySegment He» 

Since Xlib is rudimentary in the scope of its capabilities, another program layer may exist on 
top of Xlib - the toolkit. Toolkits generally have routines for building menus, push buttons, 
slider controls and the like. Since the toolkit generates these basic window components for the 
X Client, it is the toolkit which creates the actual "look" of an application. 

An individual toolkit function may call several Xlib func-
tions, which in turn can create multiple X Protocol requests. 

For example, if the X Client wishes to make a popup win-
dow appear, it could call (using one specific toolkit) Xt-
Popup to perform the function. XtPopup in turn makes 
several Xlib calls which may generate multiple X Protocol 
requests. 

An X Client may still (and often does) call Xlib functions 
even if it uses a toolkit. 

Some of the more prominent toolkits that are generally 
available are: 

Athena Toolkit A fairly rudimentary toolkit supplied by MIT. 

OSF, Motif Tool kit This toolkit is supplied by the Open Software Foundation and provides a 
sculptured 3D look. This toolkit (and its complementary window 
manager) is promoted by a consortium of companies (the OSF) that in-
clude DEC, Hewlett-Packard and Microsoft. 

Xol Toolkit A toolkit conforming to the OPEN LOOK* graphical user interface stand-
ard, soon to become 3D in apperance. This toolkit and its OPEN LOOK 
window manager is supplied and promoted by AT&T. 

Xview Toolkit A toolkit conforming to the OPEN LOOK* graphical user interface stand-
ard, but with a different programming interface (SunView) than Xol. 
This toolkit is supplied and promoted by Sun Microsystems. 

*Note that OPEN LOOK is not a toolkit or window manager in itself - it is merely a design 
specification for the appearance of a user interface. Xol and Xview are toolkits that adhere to 
this specification and hence create the same look and feel. 
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A fifth toolkit is of particular interest in that applications written using its routines may be 
ported to other non-X Window systems, such as Apple's Macintosh, Windows or OS/2. Unlike 
the previous toolkits which only call Xlib, it accomplishes display output by using libraries that 
map generic toolkit calls into the functions used by the desired target system (Xlib or otherwise). 

XVT Toolkit Programs generated with this toolkit may use either the Xlib, OSF/Motif 
or OPEN LOOK libraries to produce applications with an OSF/Motif or 
OPEN LOOK appearance. In addition to this, XVT applications may be 
linked with Macintosh, Windows or Presentation Manager (0S/2) 
libraries to produce applications that run under those display systems. 

The following screen shots should help to illustrate the concepts of a Window Manager, 
Toolkits and the like. 

E X P 

Ifl ap Editor 

The X Clients in the above picture are: 

00S Background An X Client written using only Xlib. A Toolkit was not used since it only 
creates a simple output window. 

XMEDITOR.EXP This text editor was written using the OSF/Motif Toolkit. The X Client is 
Text Editor currently displaying two windows - an editor and a "Save As" window. 

Pixmap Editor OPEN LOOK has characteristic buttons with rounded ends. This pix-
map editor, which uses the Xol toolkit, has these rounded buttons. This 
X Client is currently displaying three windows - the editor with mag-
nified pixmap, the pixmap (actual size) and an "Open File" box. 

Xeyes This X client uses the Athena Toolkit to display a pair of eyteat follow 
the mouse around the screen. 

All of these X Clients are running under the control of the Tab window manager. The window 
manager has placed a frame around many of the windows on the screen, along with controls 

such as resize and iconify buttons. 

If the Tab window manager is closed down and the OSF/Motif window manager is started, the 
following display appears: 
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Despite a change in window managers, the X Clients' window contents remain the same. Only 
the window decoration has changed - in this case to an OSF/Motif 3D effect. 

With the OSF/Motif window manager active, the X Client built using the OSF/Motif toolkit 
(XMEDITOR.EXP) blends well into the environment, since it has the same appearance style as 
the window manager. 

If the OSF/Motif window manager is replaced by Xol's OPEN LOOK window manager, the fol-
lowing display appears. 

j-D 
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Once again a change in window managers does not change the contents of the X Clients' win-
dows - only the window decoration has altered. 

In a similar fashion to the OSF/Motif-style editor and the OSF/Motif window manager, it can 
be seen in the previous picture that the Pixmap Editor's windows complement the Xol window 
manager's window decoration. This is because both products were built using the Xol Toolkit 
and hence have an OPEN LOOK appearance. 

Although it is unlikely that a user would want to run X Clients without a window manager, the 
following picture shows how this would appear. 

As can be seen above, the usefulness of having no window manager is debatable, but by no 
means impossible. Having no window manager active would most probably occur when only 
one X Client is being run on an X Server. 

These pictures highlight the concept of a window manager as being a special X Client that 
decorates the outside of all other X Clients' windows and allows a user to control their size, 
position and ordering on the screen. The pictures also show how a toolkit influences the look 
and feel of an X Client and how its appearance is independent of the active window manager. 

3.9.3 Intrinsics and Widgets 

Some toolkits may only be regarded as a single entity, but others 
are conceptually split into two parts. One of these parts is termed 
the Intrinsics Library and the other part, a Widget Library. 

The Widget Library 

Widgets are abstract data objects such as buttons, scrollbars and 
other such objects. An X Client can be easily constructed from a 
number of widgets. The X Client does not have direct control of 
the actual appearance of a widget - only its general form, size or 
contents. The appearance is determined by the toolldt. 

A Widget Library uses both function calls in the Intrinsics 
Library as well as Xlib. 
a 

X Client 

Widget 
Library 

Intrinsics 

Xlib 



The Intrinsics Library 

The Intrinsics Library provides an object-oriented framework on which a Widget Library 
depends. It handles the creation, deletion and management of widgets as well as their event 
message handling. 

It is possible for an X Client to call the Intrinsics Library directly as well as the Widget Library 
(and of course, Xlib). 
The Athena, OSF/Motif and Xol Toolkits consist of a Widget Library and an Intrinsic Library. 
In the case of OSF/Motif and Xol, they use a modified form of the Athena Toolkit's Intrinsics 
library, Xt. 

3.9.4 Xt Intrinsics 

In some cases, an X Client may only call 
the Xt Intrinsics and Xlib libraries. This 
type of application dispenses with a 
widget library, supporting its own unique 
set of abstract data objects (widgets) that 
are manipulated and managed by Xt. 

An application that does this is able to pro-
vide its own look and feel, all the while 
saving its developer time and effort by 
using the object oriented functions of Xt. 

3.10 X11 

X Client 

Xt 
Intrinsics 

Xlib 

MIT in association with a consortium of companies who have a vested interested in the X Win-
dow System (The X Consortium) releases MIT X distribution tapes containing the Xlib and Xt 
libraries as well as sample X Clients and an X Server. It is these tapes on which all other 
toolkits and X products are based. 

The current release of these distribution tapes is the X11 release, revision 4 of the X Window Sys-
tem, otherwise known as X11 R4. 

3.11 Toolkit Summary 

Here follows a table of the Toolkits discussed in this document in summary form for quick refer-
ence: 

Toolkit Supplier/Promoter API Interface 

Athena MIT Xt 

OSF/Motif OSF Modified Xt 

Xol AT&T Modified Xt 

Xview Sun SunView 

XVT XVT XVT 

(rudimentary) 

OSF/Motif 

OPEN LOOK 

OPEN LOOK 

(various) 
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4 DESQview/X 

rhis section describes how the X Window System is integrated into the DESQview environment 
and highlights the capabilities of the combined system. 

4.1 General Structure 

The general structure of a stand-alone DESQview /X system is shown below: 

N 

X Server 

DV 

Standard 

DOS 

Application 

1 

Standard 

DOS 

Extended 

Application 

DVX Translation S/W 

Standard 

DOS 

Graphical 

Application 

X Client DOS 

Extended 

X Client 

DOS 

4 Gb (386486) 

16 Mb ( 286) 

640K 

OK 

DESQview is loaded on top of DOS, the first program booted into the computer. Multitasking 
within DESQview can be several program partitions. In the case of DESQview/X, one contains 
an X Server. 

4.2 The X Server 

Display output for the system is provided by the X Server product. The X Server is run within 
a DESQview partition and is multitasked along with all of the other programs in the system. 

The X Server controls the display screen (for the most part) and hence the display resolution of 
the system and compatible display types are determined by the X Server and not by DESQview. 
Currently EGA, VGA, Extended VGA, 8514 and DGIS displays are supported. 

The X Server may be run as either a real mode application (up to 640K) or as DOS Extended ap-
plication (up to 16MB). Typically the DOS Extended application version is run - this gives the X 
Server more workspace to perform its display functions and enables it to handle more windows 
concurrently. 

4.3 Standard DOS Applications 

If a standard DOS application (for example Word Perfect or Lotus 1-2-3 release 2) is running 
within the system, its display output is translated dynamically (that is on-the-fly) by special 
DESQview/X Translation Software into X Protocol requests and routed to the X Server for out-
put. 

In effect, a DOS application is made to appear like a regular X Client. 
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DESQview/X does this for well-behaved applications by trapping the BIOS and DOS calls they 
make and converting them into the equivalent X Protocol requests. 

In the case of ill-behaved applications DESQview/X virtualizes the application. DESQview/X 
remaps the application's video RAM to an unused portion of memory and scans this logical 
window butter for any changes, producing X Protocol requests from the scanning process. 
Note, however, that this process requires a minimum of a 386 processor - the 286 and 
8088/8086 processors lack the necessary hardware to perform the remapping operation. 

On a 286 or 8088/8086 machine, DESQview/X will run any ill-behaved applications inde-
pendently of the X Server, each occupying their own full screen, with the user being able to 
switch between the X Server screen and the ill-behaved DOS application screens. 

Note that an ill-behaved application that has a corresponding loader program becomes well-be-
haved with respect to DESQview/X (for example Lotus 123). 

4.4 Standard DOS Extended Applications 

If a standard DOS Extended application (for example Lotus 1-2-3 release 3 or Paradox 386) is 
running within the system, it is treated much the same as a standard DOS application. The 
major difference being that DOS Extended applications have a far greater workspace available 
to them than do regular DOS applications (up to 16MB on a 286, 4GB on a 386/486). 

4.5 Standard DOS Graphical Applications 

Translating a DOS application's graphics screen into X Protocol requests is theoretically pos-
sible, but would be too slow in operation to be realistically useful. 

Consequently, DESQview/X bypasses the regular translation process for standard DOS graphi-
cal applications (like Ventura Publisher), and places the information inside the relevant win-

dow being displayed by the X Server. 

Since graphical DOS applications are ill-behaved DOS applications, they are subject to the same 
constraints; they are only windowable on 386/486 systems, otherwise they must run inde-
pendently as full screen applications. 

DOS graphical applications that are DOS Extended may run only as full screen applications 
even with the availability of a 386/486 processor. In order to remap their video RAM (as is 
needed in the case of an ill-behaved application) DESQview 386 requires the use of a special 
processor mode (virtual 8086) that is incompatible with the DOS Extender. 

4.6 X Clients 

X Clients may be running on a DESQview/X machine in one of three forms. If small enough to 
fit within the conventional memory Application Area, they may run in real mode. If larger, 
they require a DOS Extender to reside in the system. If the X Client is a 16-bit protected mode 
application, it requires a mimimum of a 286 processor and may be as large as 16MB. If it is a 32-
bit protected mode application, the X Client may (theoretically) be as large as 4GB on a 386/486 
system. 
Since X Clients already produce X Protocol requests (unlike DOS applications), they need no 
translation software. Instead, their X Protocol requests are routed directly to the X Server for 
display output. 
These X Clients may be ported from other X platforms (such as many Unix machines) or else 

may be developed directly under DESQview/X. How an X Client is either ported or 
developed to function under DESQview /X is described in the section "Development Issues". 

It is important to remember that an X Client is similar to a DOS graphical application in that it 
produces graphical output, but is very different in the way it achieves this. DOS graphical ap-
plications usually write directly to the video RAM; an X Client uses X Protocol requests to an X 
Server to produce the same effect. As a result, windowing of an X Client is always possible. 
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4.7 The Window Manager 

Since a user will want to control the windows displayed on the screen by the X Server, a mini-
mum of one X Client will normally be run in a DESQview/X system - the window manager. 
The window managers available include: 

DWM 

OSF Motif 

Tab (formerly Tom's) 

Xol's OPEN LOOK 

Xview's OPEN LOOK 

The DESQview Window Manager provides a 3D sculptured look 
and has a menu system very similar to the regular DESQview 
menu system. One of its most important characteristics is that 
it is under 50K in size. 

Using a 3D sculptured look, this manager is a DOS Extended X 
Client, approximately 650K in size. 

A fairly simple window manager (appearance-wise), ap-
proximately 300K in size. 

This window manager implements the OPEN LOOK graphical 
user interface. It currently consists of 3 separate X Clients - a 
window manager, a workspace manager and a file manager, 
totalling 1.5MB in size. 

A window manager that also implements the OPEN LOOK 
graphical user interface. It has been written using the Xview 
Toolkit. 

4.8 The Network Connection 

When a DESQview/X system is connected to a network, the structure is identical to that of a 
stand-alone system, but with the inclusion of network software: 

1 

X Server 

DV 

Standard 

DOS 

Application 

Standard 

DOS 

Extended 

Application 

DVX Translation SAY 

Standard 
DOS 

Graphical 
Application 

X Client DOS 

Extended 

X Client 

Net 

DOS 

4 Gb (386/486) 

16 Mb (286) 

640K 

OK 

Currently DESQview/X can communicate over networks using the TCP/IP protocol - others 
may be available soon. 
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When an X Client (or DOS application translated to X Protocol requests) is started under 
DESQview/X, a parameter is supplied that specifies which screen the program's output should 
be displayed on. (This is standard procedure for any X Window System.) If the display 
specified is not the local DESQview/X screen, DESQview/X will route the X Protocol requests 
to the correct machine on the network via the network software. If, on the other hand, the out-
put should appear on the local screen, DESQview/X will route the X Protocol requests directly 
to the local X Server as is the case of the stand-alone system. 

Likewise, if another machine on the network sends X Protocol requests to the DESQview/X sys-
tem for display on its screen, DESQview will accept the messages and route them to its X Serv-
er. 

In the previous diagram, the X Client and the Standard DOS Application (after translation) are 
sending X Protocol requests out over the network while the other three applications are being 
displayed on the local display. X Protocol requests are also being received from remote X 
Clients over the network and are being routed to the local X Server. 

When connected to a network, DESQview/X provides some additional features: the remote 
shell feature and remote clients. 

4.8.1 Remote Shell 

A remote shell is one method for starting up applications on remote (other) machines 
anywhere on the network. This may at first appear to have limited use - why, for example, 
would a DESQview /X user want to start up an application on another machine, be it Unix or 
DESQview/X? Or conversely, why would a Unix user want to start up an application on a 
DESQview/X (DOS) machine? 
The fact that X Protocol requests produced by an X Client may be routed to any X Server on the 
network provides the answer to these questions. A user seated at one machine (be it 
DESQview/X or Unix) may use the remote shell feature to start up an application on another 
machine, yet have its output appear on the user's local machine (or any other display on the 
network). The user is now able to operate and use the X Client that is running remotely. X 
Clients that are run this way are termed remote clients. 

4.8.2 Remote Clients 

Remote clients open up a wealth of possibilities for users connected over a network. All of 
the X Clients on an X network can be started up and used by any X Window user on the system. 

Since regular DOS application screens are dynamically converted to X Protocol requests by 
DESQview/X, the DOS applications appear on a network as X Clients. Because of this, non-
DOS users on a network may use the DOS applications available on a DESQview/X machine. 
DOS applications that may not be used this way are those which cannot be translated into X 
Protocol requests on the host DESQview/X system. That is, ill-behaved applications when the 
host processor is only an 8088/86 or 286 and standard DOS graphical applications. 

In effect, any DESQview/X machines on a network appear somewhat as Unix machines run-
ning multiple X Clients. 

The reverse is also applicable - a networked DESQview/X machine may use X Clients available 
on other non-DOS machines (for example, a Sun or SCO Unix system). 

Shown on the next page is an example of one instance of a multivendor network with 
DESQview/X machines. 
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Machine No. 1 
System Type DESQview/X 
Displaying Lotus 123 (local) 

Uniplex(3) 
FrameMaker (5) 

Running Lotus 123 [local] 
WordPerfect [5] 
Lotus 123 [5] 

Machine No. 2 
System Type DESQview/X 
Displaying AutoCAD (local) 

Xterm (3) 
Paradox 386 (4) 

Running AutoCAD [local] 
Obese IV [3] 

Machine No. 
System Type 
Displaying 

Running 

3 
SCO Unix 
Xclock (local) 
Dbase IV (2) 
Procomm (4) 
Xclock [local] 
Uniplex [1] 
Xterm [2] 

Machine No. 4 
System Type DESQview/X 
Displaying PageMaker (local) 

FileManager (5) 

Running PageMaker [local] 
Paradox 386 [2] 
Procomm [3] 

Machine No. 5 
System Type Sun Sparcstation 
Displaying Island Paint (local) 

WordPerfect ( 1) 
Lotus 123 ( 1) 

Running Island Paint [local] 
FrameMaker [1] 
FileManager [4] 

Numbers in parentheses 0 indicate the host machine on which an application is running 
Numbers in brackets 11 indicate the target machine where an application's output is destined 
All applications listed are a trademark or registered trademark of their respective manufacturers 

4.9 Stand-Alone or Networked? 

DESQview/X may be run either as a stand-alone system or networked. 

If run as a stand-alone system, applications typically run on the system will be the X Server (for 
display output), a window manager (to control the windows), multiple DOS applications and 
multiple X Clients. 

If a DESQview/X machine is networked, the minimum required running is the X Server. The 
window manager and any X Clients (be they regular X Clients or dynamically translated DOS 
applications running on another DESQview/X machine) may all be run remotely on other 
machines on the network. Usually, some local applications will also be run. 

4.9.1 Unix Machines and DOS programs 

Assume a network to primarily consist of Unix machines and/or X terminals. If a DOS 
machine with a powerful processor (such as a 386 or 486) is added to the network, all of the 
Unix X Window users on the network would then be able to use many of the DOS applications 
that are available on the DOS machine, if it is running DESQview/X. 

4.9.2 DOS Machines and Unix Programs 

The converse of the above situation is also true. On a DOS-based (DESQview /X) network, the 
addition of a Unix machine provides the DOS users access to any X Clients on the Unix 
machine. Large, powerful applications now become feasible that previously were not available 
to DOS users and which would have suffered running under a slower processor. 

4.9.3 16- bit DOS Machines and 32-bit DOS Programs 

Another scenario of interest involves a network of 286 (or even possibly 8088/8086) DOS 
machines. Adding a powerful 386 or 486 DESQview /X system to this network would enable 
all users to run 32-bit protected mode programs - applications that normally are not capable of 
being run on this class of machines. 
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4.10 A User's View 

It is not important to the user whether an application being used is running locally or remotely. 
It is possible with DESQview /X to hide all of these details, so that a user sees a screen much 
like the following: 

8 &rimed Turbo C.. ( local) • 
iririEtrilliC3 

IF1:: 

: Arc : public Circle I 
int StartAngle. EndAngl 

blic: . 
// cuestructur.. 
Arc(int InitX. int Ina' 0 int initEndAngle): 

.- ' 1----- I •'-r ---,U7,71970MMMIIM 

The above screen shot shows a DESQview /X system with the DESQview Window Manager. 
Some applications are labelled "remote" or "local" for illustration purposes only, though a user's 
implementation of this system may elect not to show this kind of information. 

In the picture, DOS 128K (COMMAND.COM) and Lotus 123 are DOS applications running on 
a remote DESQview/X machine; Borland Turbo C++ and Application Manager (whose win-
dow is labelled "Main") are local applications (Application Manager being a DOS compiled X 
Client); and Xclock and Xterm are remote X Clients running on a SCO Unix system. In addition 
to these programs are several other applications running either remotely or locally listed as 
icons down the right side of the screen. 

4.11 A Consistent Growth Path 

DESQview/X is built on the existing technology of DESQview and DESQview 386 - two time-
proven DOS multitaskers that are popular with many DOS users worldwide. 

Because of this, Quarterdeck can provide users with an excellent and consistent growth path 
that starts with DESQview: 

4.11.1 DESQview 

DESQview provides the DOS user with a multitasking environment on machines with as little 
as 640K, a hard disk, a monochrome monitor and an 8088 processor. DESQview is a character-
based environment, but can also run graphics applications. Features include windowing and 
program swapping as well a keyboard macro program, a help system, a DOS Services utility 
and easy-to-use keyboard or mouse control. 



4.11.2 DESQview 386  

In addition to DESQview's features, DESQview 386 provides the 386/486 DOS user with a mul-
titasking environment that incorporates excellent memory handling coupled with superior win-
dowing features and program protection. 

4.11.3 DESQview/X and DWM  

DESQview/X and the DESQview Window Manager - the graphical DESQview! DESQview /X 
incorporates all of the functionality of DESQview and DESQview 386, yet sports a graphical in-
terface that is consistant with the menuing system used by those products. Because of its com-
plete X Window capability, DESQview/X also gives users the capability to run local X Clients 
as well as access to DOS applications and X Clients on remote machines (using the appropriate 
network software). 

4.11.4 DESQview/X and OSF/Motif,OPEN LOOK Window Managers 

When DESQview/X is joined by either the OSF/Motif or an OPEN LOOK window manager, 
users will have a consistent look and feel across all machines on a network, from DOS machines 
(DESQview/X) to X Terminals, Unix workstations, minis and mainframes. 

4.12 DESQview/X System Capabilities 

The capabilities of a DESQview/X system outlined in the preceding sections is dependent on 
the machine's processor. Consequently, here is a table of the DESQview/X capabilities versus 
processor type: 

DESQview/X Capabilities 8088/8086 286 386/486 

Remote X Client or 
DESQview/X DOS Application 

Local X Client 

Local Well-behaved DOS Text 
Application or 
Local Ill-behaved DOS Text 
Application with Loader 

Local Ill-behaved DOS Text 
Application 

Local DOS Graphical Application 

Real Mode 
16-bit Protected 
32-bit Protected 

Real Mode 
16-bit Protected 
32-bit Protected 

Real Mode 
16-bit Protected 
32-bit Protected 

Real Mode 
16-bit Protected 
32-bit Protected 

WF 
WF 

W* 

Application can be displayed in an X window and can act as a remote X Client 
for another X Server on a network. 
Application can only be displayed full screen and cannot act as a remote X Client 
for another X Server on a network. 

WF Dependent on individual application - most run as W, some may run as F. 
W' Application can be displayed in a local X window only. 

Processor cannot support this type of application. 
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4.13 System Configuration 

A minimum of a 286 processor and 2MB of memory is recommended to run DESQview /X. 

Note, however, that it is possible to configure a DESQview/X system with less than these re-
quirements. 
For a 286 system, the mix of extended memory versus expanded memory depends on the ap-
plications that will be run locally on the system. As a rough guide, real mode applications use 
expanded memory while 16-bit protected mode (DOS Extended) applications use extended 

memory. 
For 386/486 systems, the memory calculation is vastly simplified - only extended memory is re-
quired. A quick calculation would be: 

Total memory in system 
(including motherboard) 

1MB 
= (for system software) 

total amount of memory 
needed to run required 

applications concurrently 

The DESQview /X system software consists of DESQview, QEMM-386, the X Server product, 
the DWM window manager and other supporting software. 

4.14 Summary of DESQview/X 

The preceding sections show that DESQview/X has many worthwhile features which are sum-

marized below. 

DESQview/X: 

• Adds a graphical 3D look and feel to DESQview. 

• Gives users a choice of window managers (look and feels). 

• Provides a growth path from character mode DOS to industry standard graphical user in-

terfaces. 

• Runs most regular DOS applications. 

• Runs DOS Extended applications up to 16MB (286) or even 4GB (386/486). 

• Can display DOS applications within graphical windows. 

• Provides access to the wealth of DOS applications by other machines (DOS or non-DOS) 
on a network. 

• Multitasks DOS applications and X Clients either locally or remotely. 

• Provides DOS users with access to powerful X Window applications available on larger 
machines. 

• Provides X Client developers with a user base of millions of DOS machines. 

II Provides a simple port of applications from other X systems to DESQview /X and vice 

versa. 

• Gives developers a choice of application apperances, based on toolkit chosen. 

• Supports toolkits that provide features required by the serious developer - push buttons, 
scroll bars, pop up dialogue boxes and the like. 

• Supports a wide range of PC hardware. 
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5 Development Issues 

As discussed in an earlier section, there are three different types of applications that may be 
generated for a DOS system - real mode, 16-bit protected mode and 32-bit protected mode 
programs. The latter two types (the protected mode programs) require a DOS Extender in 
order to run within a DOS system. 

This section outlines the development procedures for the different program types, takes a look 
at the more popular DOS Extenders available and examines how both of these subjects relate to 
the development of X Clients under DESQview /X. 

5.1 Real Mode Applications Development 

In order to generate a real mode application for 
DOS, a developer will follow the traditional steps, 
shown on the right, to produce an application: 

First, all necessary source files are compiled using a 
standard DOS compiler to create real mode object 
files. Next, a standard DOS linker is used to link 
those object files with real mode library modules to 
produce a runnable application. 

Typically the compiler, linker and library modules 
are supplied by a single manufacturer as a complete 
package. 

Real Mode—>  
Library Modules  

5.2 Protected Mode Applications Development 

Source Files 

Standard DOS 
Compiler 

Real Mode Object Files 

Standard DOS 
Linker 

Real Mode Program 

To generate a protected mode application for DOS, a developer will require the use of a DOS Ex-
tender package and normally follows one of two paths: 

Protected Mode 
and Real Mode   
Library Modules 

Source Files 

I-- — I 

Standard DOS 
Compiler 

Real Mode Object Files 

Linker 

I Converter 

— I 
Protected Mode Program 

Protected Mode 
Compiler 

Protected Mode Object Files 

Protected Mode 
Linker 

Protected Mode Program 

Protected Mode 
Library Modules 

5.2.1 Using a Protected Mode Compiler and Linker  

If a protected mode compiler is used, it will generate protected mode object files. (Note that the 
words "protected mode" in the name "protected mode compiler" are referring to the kind of out-
put the compiler generates, not the kind of program the compiler may be - it could actually be a 
real mode program or a protected mode program running under a DOS Extender!) 

These protected mode object files are then linked with protected mode library files and DOS Ex-
tender modules to create a protected mode application that is runnable from DOS. 

Typically the compiler, linker and library modules are supplied by a single manufacturer as a 
complete package. 
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• If a 16-bit protected mode application is required, then a 16-bit protected mode compiler, 
linker and library modules must be used. 

• For a 32-bit protected mode application, a 32-bit protected mode compiler, linker and 
library modules must be used. 

Note that a trend in protected mode compilers is to offer a DOS Extender as part of the com-
piler package, obviating the need to choose and purchase a DOS Extender separately. 

Previously, there was not as big a selection of 16-bit and 32-bit protected mode development 
packages as there are today. To address this situation, many DOS Extender manufacturers 
supply an alternate route: using standard DOS compilers. 

5.2.2 Using a Standard DOS Compiler  

If a standard DOS compiler is used, this will create real mode object files. This may seem incon-
sistent, however real mode is very similar to 16-bit protected mode code, save for a few con-
straints. Note that if generating code for a 32-bit environment, using a standard (16-bit) DOS 
compiler will result in code that will not take advantage of the 32-bit architecture of the proces-
sor. 

At this point either a standard DOS linker may be used or a protected mode linker. 

Whatever linker is used, it will typically link in real mode library routines and some protected 
mode modules as well in addition to the DOS Extender modules. The real mode library 
routines are ones supplied by the standard DOS compiler manufacturer that do not violate 
protected mode guidelines and hence may be used in a protected mode environment. Any 
library modules that do violate those guidelines are replaced by modules that have been rewrit-
ten by the DOS Extender manufacturers and are linked in as protected mode modules. 

Sometimes it is necessary to run a conversion program after the linking stage to create the final 
protected mode program. 

Note that a need for protected mode linkers has become apparent because many standard DOS 
linkers have certain limitations when creating protected mode programs (since they were not 
designed to produce these kinds of programs). 

5.3 DOS Extenders 

There are several DOS Extenders on the market. Ones of particular note are: 

286 DOS Extenders ( 16-bit protected mode) 

D16M 
0S286 

Rational Systems Inc, Natick, Massachusetts, USA 
Ergo Computing Inc, Peabody, Massachusetts, USA 

386 DOS Extenders (32-bit protected mode) 

386 DOS Extender 
0S386 

Phar Lap Software, Cambridge, Massa( h LI ts, 

Ergo Computing Inc, Peabody, Massachusetts, USA 

l'articular notes to be aware of when evaluating DOS Extenders are listed next. 

Compilers: Compilers are not included by the DOS Extender manufacturer. 
Carefully check the compilers and linkers supported by the 
manufacturer. 
Different compiler/linker combinations can produce different maximum 
code sizes. 
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Linkers: Sometimes linkers are supplied by the DOS Extender manufacturer. 

Debuggers: Debuggers may be supplied by the DOS Extender manufacturer or the 
compiler manufacturer. 
Debuggers vary greatly in capabilites - some are symbolic, some source 
level. 

Miscellaneous: Overlay technology may or may not be available. 
Virtual Memory is usually an optional extra. 
Costs vary greatly. 

As a final note, Quarterdeck will supply a list of possible compiler and DOS Extender combina-
tions with the relevant DESQview/X Development Kits (see the product section for details). 

5.4 X Client Development for DESQview/X 

Developing or porting X Clients to the DESQview/X 
platform requires a developer to follow the general 
steps outlined in the previous section. 

Depending on the size of the resultant X Client, a 
developer will create either a real mode, 16-bit 
protected mode or 32-bit protected mode application. 
Typically, X Clients that are ported from another en-
vironment (usually Unix) will be implemented the Xlib 
easiest as a 32-bit protected mode application. 

In order to create an X Client as opposed to a regular (Toolkit) 
DOS or DOS Extended application, the X Client object Regular 
files are linked with Xlib and/or Toolkit function Libraries 
libraries in addition to the usual program libraries: 

5.5 X Program Libraries 

••••11› 

X Client Source Files 

Compile 

X Client Object Files 

Link 

DOS-based X Client 

The program libraries and versions that will be.supplied in the DESQview/X development 
package are as follows: 

Library Real Mode 
16- Bit 32-Bit 

Protected Mode Protected Mode 

X11* 

OSE Motif 

Xol 

Xview 

XVT 

Y 

N Y Y 

N Y Y 

N Y Y 

Y Y Y 

*The X11 library consists of the Xlib and Xt lntrinsics programming libraries. 

OSF/Motif, Xol and Xview libraries will not be supplied for use by real mode applications due 
to the size of their libraries. 

Other libraries, in addition to the ones listed above, may become available from Quarterdeck Of-
fice Systems. 
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6 DESQview/X Products 

There will be several products available in the DESQview /X suite of system software - an end 
user product, development kits and a network software product. 

All products have a planned availability date of first quarter 1991. 

6.1 The DESQview/X End User Product 

The end user product will enable a single user to implement a DESQview/X graphical environ-
ment system for running DOS and/or DOS-based X Clients. It will include the X Server 
product, a window manager and several graphical utilities such as an application manager. 

Three versions will be initially available: 

• DESQview/X and the DWM window manager 

• DESQview/X and the OSF/Motif window manager* 

• DESQview/X and an OPEN LOOK window manager* 

*The DWM window manager will also be induded with these products. 

Additional window managers may also be supplied by Quarterdeck Office Systems. 

6.2 The DESQview/X Development Products 

The DESQview /X development environment consists of two classes of product - a base 
development product and additional toolkit libraries. 

The base development kit consists of the following: 

• DESQview/X End User Product and the X11 (Xlib and Xt Intrinsics) libraries 

Hence, the base development product will include the X Server product, the DWM window 
manager and several graphical utilities, in addition to the X11 libraries. This product allows a 
developer to create DOS-based X Clients using a third party compiler and, for clients larger 
than 640K, a DOS Extender. 

Toolkits, which will allow programs to produce a specific look and feel, will be available in ad-
dition to the base product. Available toolkits will include: 

• OSF/Motif - the OSF/Motif libraries and window manager 

• Xol - the Xol libraries and window manager (OPEN LOOK) 

• Xview - the Xview libraries and window manager (OPEN LOOK) 

• XVT - the XVT libraries 

Note that applications generated with the XVT Toolkit can also be used with Unix-based 
OSF/Motif and Xol Toolkits or Windows, Presentation Manager and Macintosh libraries to 
produce applications that run under non-DESQview/X systems. These additional toolkits and 
libraries are supplied by companies other than Quarterdeck Office Systems. 

6.3 The Network Software Product 

The network software product enables a DESQview/X system to communicate with other X 
machines over a network. 

Versions of the product will be available for the following networks: 

• Ethernet (TCP/IP) using FTP software 

• Novell (IPX) 

Note that these packages provide DESQview/X with the capability to communicate with other 
DESQview/X and X Window machines over a network. They are not a substitute for and do 
not replace the standard network software that is required to form a network. 
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IBM SPECIAL ISSUE 

LAYING OUT 
THE FUTURE 

Increased capabilities and color 
should give desktop publishing a rosy future 

Matt and Mary Page 

ur perspective on the fu-
ture of desktop publish-
ing is that of a small busi-
ness, specifically an ad-
vertising agency. Our 

capital expenditures for computer equip-
ment have to be carefully researched, as 
the difference between a good and a bad 
buying decision can ultimately mean the 
difference between staying in business as 
a profitable entity and strug-
gling month to month. Dis-
cussing some current issues 
facing DTP is a good starting 
point for leading into what the 
future holds for DTP. 

First, Some Background 
Back in November 1987, we 
started Page After Page, a 
small, full-service advertis-
ing agency in Rutland, Ver-
mont. Most of our business 
comes from small- to medi-
um-size companies. DTP can 
be lucrative; we've doubled 
our sales each year and added 
two more people to our staff. 
We help our clients plan 

their marketing and advertis-
ing strategies, as well as de-
sign, develop, and produce 
everything from print ads, 
brochures, newsletters, and 
corporate identity programs 
to radio and TV spots and 
books. Recently, designing 

and writing software documentation has 
become a major portion of our business. 
An important production tool in the 
daily operations is DTP, and it has surely 
added to our company's success. 

Hardware/Software 
We have grown up with and currently use 
IBM PC compatibles, as well as two 
Macs. Table 1 has a list of the equipment 

we're using. It's a mix of the new and thé 
old—a mix that we think is typical of 
small DTP services. 

But times are changing, and we'd like 
to keep current. As money and the busi-
ness permit, we're planning strategic up-
grades to enhance the performance of the 
software we have and to add new capabil-
ities. Color figures heavily into the up-
grade equation, as do beefier processors 

and higher display resolution. 
Table 2 shows our planned 
upgrades and our wish list. 

Eek! A Mouse! 
The transition from keyboard 
to mouse was the first hurdle 
to get over when we started 
with DTP. The nature of our 
business compelled us to in-
vestigate the Mac because of 
its command of the graphics 
environment. 

With the type of work we 
do, keeping current in both 
environments is essential for 
serving our customers and 
keeping a competitive edge. 
The ability to exchange disks 
with our clients has been an 
important asset. And the fact 
that most businesses use IBM 
PCs or compatibles ensures 
that we will maintain and, 
hopefully, progress with DTP 
trends on both platforms. 

continued 
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Table 1: Our current flock of hardware and software, typical of many DTP 
environments. 

COMPUTERS AND OTHER HARDWARE 

IBM XT enhanced with 12-MHz 286 Sota mothercard, 1 MB of RAM, monochrome VGA, 
and 30-MB hard disk drive 

ALR 386 running at 16 MHz with 2 MB of RAM, a 66-MB hard disk drive, and a Corner-
stone SinglePage monitor 

Mac II with 4 MB of RAM, a 65-MB hard disk drive, and a Cornerstone DualPage mono-
chrome monitor 

Mac SE/30 with 2 MB of RAM and a 40-MB hard disk drive 

NEC 690 Silentwriter PostScript laser printer 

20-MB removable Bernoulli drive, used for backups 

Microtek International MSF-300C 2- bit scanner (1987 technology) 

Orchid fax/modem 

MAJOR SOFTWARE 

Aldus PageMaker for Macs and PCs 

Arts & Letters Graphics Editor 2.0 

Microsoft Word for Windows 

Microsoft Word for Macintosh 

MultiMate Advantage II version 1.0 for the PC 

EyeStar Plus scanning software for Microtek International scanner 

Ventura Publisher 1.1 for the PC 

Adobe Illustrator 88 

DeskDraw and DeskPaint by Zedcor 

Mind Your Own Business accounting software by Teleware 

Reports by Activision for HyperCard (we created an invoicing system with HyperCard 
and Reports) 

Microsoft Windows 

TOPS AppleTalk network for all computers 

Table 2: Planned expansions and a few items that, while not critical, would 
be wonderful to have. 

High-resolution PostScript-output laser printer—possibly the LaserMax 1000 

Abaton or Hewlett-Packard gray-scale scanner with ColorSet by Studiotronics (turns a 
gray-scale scanner into color) or Microtek International MSF-300Z scanner for color and 
gray scales 

RasterOps 24-bit color board with 14-inch monitor (Sony or NEC) 

Aldus PrePrint 

SyQuest 44-MB removable cartridge drive 

Network upgrade (we will need a faster network in the future, and it will probably be an 
Ethernet with a dedicated file server) 

Additional PostScript fonts on an as-needed basis 

9600-bps modem when a real standard emerges 

KEEPING OUR FINGERS CROSSED 

Polaroid Bravo Slide Maker 

Radius Two-Page 24- bit color display with QuickDraw accelerator 

Mac Ilfx 

OMS ColorScript printer 

Linotronic L300 lmagesetter 

PC World Issues 
Many of our concerns in the PC environ-
ment revolve around memory issues— 
specifically, the memory limitations of 
the Windows/DOS world—and the non-
graphical nature of DOS. For instance, 
we use Arts & Letters as our primary 
drawing and clip-art package for the PC. 
We like it, but it's painfully slow when 
working with a complex drawing, and it 
takes forever to print. In comparison, we 
use several drawing packages on the 
Mac, including Adobe Illustrator 88. For 
the most part, the functionality of A&L 
and Illustrator is comparable. But since 
the Mac's operating system was designed 
to be graphically based, Illustrator on the 
Mac prints much faster than A&L under 
Windows, and the Mac maintains a con-
sistent interface between packages. 
We've seen Windows 3.0, and we're 

pleased with the performance increase 
and the improved memory support. But 
now we must wait and be prepared to 
pay: Which software packages will be 
compatible with Windows 3.0, and at 
what cost? 
The lack of graphics standards in the 

PC world poses other concerns, too; it's 
easy to be confused by all the different 
file formats. If you are not sure which 
package you will ultimately be placing a 
graphic into, or if you want to bring it 
into another graphics package first to 
change something—good luck! No two 
software packages seem to read or inter-
pret these formats the same way. 

Drawing on PostScript 
It will be great if IBM's endorsement of 
PostScript means that we'll finally be 
able to see fonts correctly on-screen. But 
while screen appearance is important, 
the biggest issue with PostScript is lack 
of speed. Fortunately, this is being ad-
dressed by some printer vendors. Newer 
printers have faster processors and reso-
lutions higher than 300 dots per inch. 
We are currently considering the pur-

chase of a high-resolution, plain-paper 
device. We've looked at the Varityper 
VP600, the NewGen Systems PS400, 
and the LaserMaster LaserMax 1000; 
the latter two are PostScript clones. New-
Gen's PS400 seems to have some incom-
patibilities, but so far the LaserMax 
looks pretty good. Presently, a high-res-
olution service bureau and traditional 
typesetting have enabled us to get the 
high print quality we need. 

Desktop publishers have made a huge 
investment in PostScript—not only in 
equipment, but also in fonts. With this in 
mind, reinvestment in another standard 

continued 
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We'll take your stats 
and make you the 

most valuable player 
in your league. 
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Data analysis software 
from SPSS gives your PC 
a winning advantage. 
It doesn't matter which field you play 
hardball in. With the right combination of 
equipment and ability, you can be a hero. 
You get that ability with SPSS. 

Whether your equipment runs on 
MS-DOS' or PC-DOS 7 OS/21" or a 
Macintosh 7' So you turn raw data into 
useful facts. And yourself into a smarter 
decision maker. 

With SPSS and its options, you can 
interface directly with data from your 
database, spreadsheet or other 

CAREER HIGHLIGHTS: 
1983 

Proposed remap of sales territories based on 
SPSS analysis of economic and consumer 
trends. Increased new-customer revenues 38% in 2 years. 

1985 
Used SPSS dato entr)f/tabulation system to 
administer employee benefits more efficiently. 
Eliminated outside costs of more than $75,000. 

1986 
Identified current customers likely to need 
added services, increasing average billings by more than 20%. 

1988 

ReWorded with special corporate recognition and bonus. 

application software. Then manipulate it 
in countless ways. From data entry to 
advanced statistics, forecasting, 
cresentation and more. 
Voted #1 by the fans. 
When the readers of PC Week chose 

the top statistical software for " user 
satistaction" ( 12/5/88), their choice was 
SPSS. And no wonder. 
SPSS is designed not only for your 

computer's operating system, but also 
for its operator. With menu and help 
systems, plus an on-line statistical 
glossary. So you're always in control. For 
market research, sales analysis, quality 
contfol and more. 

And you can always count on the 
training, support, and ongoing 
upgrades of SPSS. The team that's 
come through for over 1 million users 
since 1968. 

Find out how SPSS can make you first 
in your micro league, by calling 

[3121 329-3315. 
We'll give you the numbers to really 

stand out in your field. 

SPSS inc. 
Best in the final analysis. 

444 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611 
SPSS International BV: Avelingen West 80, 

P.O. Box 115,4200 AC Gorinchem, 
The Netherlands 

SPSS is a regr.tered trademark of SPSS Inc. PC-D03 and OS/2 are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation MS.DOS is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. 
Macintosh is a registerec trademark of Apple Computer. Inc Not all options are available on all operating systems 
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seems out of the question unless someone 
develops a truly outstanding language 
and offers customers some sort of trade-
in incentive. 

Microsoft's new font technology is in-
teresting. In our opinion, however, for it 
to gain market share quickly, it must be 
able to overcome the speed difficulties 
PostScript currently has, while keeping 
the ability to handle current PostScript-
based applications and fonts. Again, we 
feel forced to take a "show me" stance. 
Will we have to update our software 
again with this new technology? And at 
what cost? 

In Living Color 
Color is a huge issue for us in advertis-
ing. The costs can be astronomical. Be-
ing able to see what a Pantone Matching 
System (PMS) color will look like on the 
screen is great for layouts and composi-
tions; however, the next question from 
our client would be, "Can I have a copy 
to show so-and-so?" So we're not just 
talking about a color monitor and display 
board—we'd need a color printer, too. 
You can see where this is leading. 

In any case, we have investigated color 
technology and think that the current 
costs are prohibitive. However, our fu-
ture purchase plans include a 24-bit color 
board and a color monitor. Even without 
a printer, there still is value in being able 
to switch PMS colors on the screen and 
allow our clients to view the different 
versions. 
We would use Aldus Separator and 

PrePrint for spot color only. Traditional 
methods of producing four-color separa-
tions are better for four-color photo-
graphs. Doing the same job with com-
puter software is truly labor-intensive, 
and the output we have seen is substan-
dard. For example, when you see a color 
scanner demonstrated, its output looks 
impressive on a computer screen, but the 
output printed on a PostScript printer 
looks nothing like it does on-screen. The 
color gradations have a linear, stepping 
effect. Besides, we would need to have a 
substantial amount of color work all the 
time to justify the costs of having a full-
time color specialist, a color scanning 
device and software, and an adequate 
output device. 

Back to the Drawing Board 
There are other subissues as well. First, 
look at how you create a color layout. For 
us and many other graphic designers, it is 
simply uncomfortable to create layouts 
on a computer. The techniques of using a 
pen, paintbrush, marker, or airbrush 
cannot be duplicated to our satisfaction. 

When artists draw, they look simulta-
neously at their hands, their tools, and 
what they are creating. Blending, shad-
owing, showing light on a subject from a 
certain angle, and showing reflections 
are all difficult techniques to duplicate 
electronically. Working on the computer 
is frustrating and, frankly, too slow. We 
can have a few layouts done manually in 
the time it takes to orchestrate one on the 
computer, so it usually does not make 
sense to use the computer for that partic-
ular process. And since designs are typi-
cally billed on an hourly rate, we would 
be doing our clients a disservice. 

But have faith—we're sure that some-
one will develop a true designer's draw-
ing board for microcomputers with the 
necessary tools: a larger, horizontal 
touchscreen with levels of pressure sensi-
tivity, and styli that resemble markers, 
pens, and airbrushes. The analogy of 
paper on a drawing board is fundamental 
to designing and should be the basis of 
the design of an effective input device. 
Affordability would be key, "too, for 
folks like us, or even for the freelance 
designer market. 

It's when the layout is completed that 
DTP truly has value. Trying different 
typefaces—slanted, outlined, justified, 
or centered—and moving text and graph-
ics around to get different effects are just 
a few of the time- (and money-) saving 
features. Previewing the output before 
committing it to the printer has saved 
many a disaster. 

Dots per Inch 
For many of the pieces that we produce, 
300-dpi output is sufficient. Newspaper 
ads (they massacre everything anyway), 
newsletters, direct-mail letters, and so on 
all look just fine at 300 dpi. But for some 
of the more sophisticated multicolored 
collateral material and books, we send 
our files to an output service for 1800-
dpi resolution. 

There are desktop laser printers that 
do better than 300 dpi, but we weren't 
truly impressed until the LaserMax 1000 
printer, with 1000 by 1000 dpi, became 
available for about $8000. Without a 
loupe, it's difficult to tell the difference 
between its output and that of a higher-
resolution device (offering 1200 to 1800 
plus dpi). Even 7-point type is readable 
and not fuzzy. Sure, it would be wonder-
ful to have a Linotronic Imagesetter and 
be able to print out 1800-plus dpi in our 
shop. But at over $30,000 (plus the costs 
of paper, supplies, chemicals, and main-
tenance), it would be hard to justify the 
$22,000 differential for what we think is 
a minimal increase in quality. 

Where Do We Go from Here? 
In terms of page-layout packages, Page-
Maker 4.0 should answer many of the 
complaints that we have with PageMaker 
3.0. Most of these complaints revolve 
around text editing. Because we need 
both IBM and Mac versions, we'll wait 
until we hear when the IBM version is to 
be released before we update. 
The documentation work we've been 

involved in lately has confirmed the need 
for a true object-oriented DTP package 
with good text-editing capabilities. This 
would alleviate much repetitive work 
when editing copy related to one topic; it 
would also reduce errors. Also, in sup-
plying documentation via electronic me-
dia, it would be beneficial to be able to 
find any or all references to a particular 
topic and browse through them. 

Synergy, if not total integration, of 
DTP and multimedia already exists. As 
with any new technology, educating peo-
ple about its benefits and capabilities 
takes time, so the process of market pen-
etration is slow. Only a limited number 
of our customers would use this new 
form of communication. We give it a year 
or so before it truly catches on. 

Staying technologically current makes 
sense only if you can afford to, or can't 
afford not to. As a small company, we 
try to keep down our expenses for new 
equipment and technology. But as com-
puter enthusiasts, it's fun to investigate 
and to hope that if something is terrific, 
it will become affordable. 
Our philosophy has been to embrace 

technology where it makes sense. We've 
stuck with traditional methods of design 
and production when moving up would 
be too expensive or labor-intensive. We 
use DTP, not because it lets us work 
faster, but to give us more control over 
how the final product looks and when it 
will be delivered. DTP's biggest failing 
is the initial learning curve. The time 
savings come only after many hours (or 
years) of learning and making mistakes. 

Communication and professional pre-
sentation are essential to the success of 
any business, and that is what DTP is all 
about. As we see it, DTP can't help but 
increase its market share and mature and 
expand its focus. • 

Matt and Mary Page own and operate 
Page After Page, a small DTP company 
in Rutland, Vermont. Prior to starting 
their own company, Mary was the direc-
tor of product management and Matt was 
the director of operations at MultiMate 
International, creator of the MultiMate 
word processor. They can be reached on 
BIX do "editors." 
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Our VT240 terminal emulator has 
changed the meaning of portability 

Smart Terminal Emulator 
and Communications Program 

What does VT240 portability mean to you? 

Portable across operating systems! Our ZSTEM 240 
software runs under both MS-DOS and Unix 386 System V, 
making your PC look and act like a VT240/340 terminal 
on either operating system. 
Portable across machines! ZSTEM 240 runs on IBM PCs, XTs, 
ATs, PS/2s and compatibles, from AT&Ts to Zeniths! 
Portable across portables! ZSTEM 240 runs on portable 
PCs, letting you connect to your office systems when 
you're on the road. 
Portable across video adapters! ZSTEM 240 supports 
all standard video adapters: VGA, EGA, CGA, MCGA, 
AT&T, Hercules and many extended adapters. No matter 
what adapter/monitor combination you use, ZSTEM 240 
displays double-high/double-wide characters, 132 columns, 

BMW' 

and VT340 ReGIS, sixel and Tektronix graphics. 
• Portable across networks! ZSTEM 240 connects to your 

favorite networks, including Novell, 3COM, TCP/IP, 
Ungermann-Bass, Excelan, Wollongong, FTP, Sun and 
DEC's CTERM and LAT. 

Of course, ZSTEM doesn't really come with a handle. What it 
does come with is our top-notch technical support and 
documentation, plus a solid warranty, so you can be assured 
of quality products backed by quality people. Call today 
about our complete line of VT emulation products. 

KEA Systems Ltd. Toll-Free Order Desk 
3738 North Fraser Way, Unit 101 1-800-663-8702 
Burnaby, B.C., Canada V5J 5G1 
Iblephone: (604) 431-0727 
FAX: (604) 431-0818  niel-ge1-171 

:STEM and the KEA and ZSTEM logos are trademarks of KEA Systems Ltd. All other brand and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. 
©Copyright KEA Systems Ltd.,1989. All rights reserved. 
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1,000 Words On Quality. 

See the picture of quality for yourself. Discover 
the unsurpassed picture crispness, brilliance, 
and infinite range of color of the CTX monitors. 

Compare the superlative quality with the rest. 
Then check the affordable prices. 

1,000 words won't do it justice. 

Available from CTX is a full range of powerful 
14" color monitors: from the top-of-the-line 
Multiscan to a Super VGA and Deluxe and 
Standard VGAs as well as EGAs and CGAs. 

Mutt scan Super VGA Deluxe VGA Standard VGA 

Model 3436 5468 
Resolution 1024 x 768 1024 x 768 
Horiz. Freq. 15.75-38 KHz SO-38 1(1Iz 
CRT Dot Pitch .28 mm .28 nun 

5432 5439 
640x480 640x480 
31.& KHz 31.5 KHz 
.2e mm .39 mm 

Add to all these features complete IBM and 
Macintosh compatibility, handy up-front controls, 
non-glare direct etch screens, detach-
able tilt/swivel bases, and reliable 
nationwide servicing, and you will agree 
that the CTX monitors are the best 
deal available on the market. 

—Tbchnological Excellence. 
—Unbeatable Performance. 
—Exceptional Pricing. 

For a real picture of quality, see your local CTX 
dealer or contact: 
CTX INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
161 Commerce Way, Walnut, CA 91789 
714/595-6146, FAX 714/595-6293 

CTX SOUTH, INC. 
6090-F Northbelt Parkway, Norcross, GA 30071 
404/729-8909, Fax 404/729-8805 

Factory: 
CHUNTEX ELECTRON. IC CO., LTD. 
6F, No. 2, Alley 6, Lane 235, Pao Chiao Rd. 
Hain Tien, 23115 lhipei %en. Rewan, R.O.C. 
886-2-9475055, Fax 886-2-9172136 

Watch for CTX's new 17" and 21" Large Screen 
Displays coming soon. 

CTX 
WHERE MONITORS ARE CTICELLENT 

IBM is a registered trade mark of International Business Machines. Macintosh is a registered trade mark of Apple Computer, Inc. 
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COLOR 
FOR THE DESKTOP 

New printer technologies offer 
color at a price 

Rick Cook 

T 
he average color printer 
is about four times as 
complicated as a mono-
chrome printer with the 
same resolution. Color 

brings with it a whole raft of difficulties 
that you don't have in designing a mono-
chrome printer. 

Because of the problems and added 
costs, color printers are not likely to 
sprout up on everyone's desk 
in the next few years. They 
are getting less expensive and 
more flexible, however, and 
new computers and new kinds 
of software are making them 
more attractive all the time. A 
color printer also increases 
the scope of a computer sys-
tem, so some users are willing 
to pay extra for them. Thus, 
color printers for desktop 
systems represent a fast-grow-
ing segment of the printer 
market. 

There are three major tech-
nologies used to build color 
printers for desktops: dot ma-
trix, ink jet, and thermal wax. 
A fourth technology, dye sub-
limation, is beginning to show 
up in small computer applica-
tions, and several other meth-
ods, such as color laser and 
dye transfer, will probably 
appear during the next two or 
three years. 

The Challenge of Color 
The basic problem with color printers 
grows out of the way they print color. All 
existing color printers build up reflective 
colors by applying primary-color inks to 
the paper. In printing, those colors are 
cyan (blue-green), magenta, and yellow. 
All other colors can be blended from 
them. Since it is hard to get a good, solid 
black by mixing colors, almost all print-

ers include black as a fourth color. This 
is called the CMYK system, K being the 
printers' designation for black. 
The mechanical problems that this 

blending causes are obvious. The printer 
has to have four print heads or make four 
passes to lay down all the primary colors. 
To get the colors in the right place, the 
paper alignment with the print head, or 
registration, has to be tightly controlled. 

This is particularly true of 
page printers that use thermal 
wax or sublimation processes, 
in which the sheet of paper is 
run through the mechanism 
four times. 
Beyond mechanical consid-

erations, however, there is a 
whole other class of problems 
that grows out of the nature of 
color itself. For example, 
one-color printers are judged 
almost entirely on resolution. 
Resolution is important in 
color printers, too, but it 
doesn't tell the whole story. A 
sublimation printer at 160 
dots per inch has a much bet-
ter apparent resolution than a 
300-dpi thermal wax printer, 
because a thermal wax printer 
produces visible dots and a 
sublimation printer doesn't. 
On a one-color printer, 

black is black, pretty much. 
Gray scales are also pretty 
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Photo 1: The Hewlett-Packard PaintJet XL ink-jet printer. 

much the same from printer to printer. 
On color printers, things are not nearly 
that uniform A medium yellow on one 
printer doesn't necessarily look anything 
like another printer's medium yellow, or 
like the medium yellow you saw on the 
screen. 

Finally, ink and paper technology is 
much more important in color printing 
than in monochrome printing. Getting an 
ink that stands up to the rigors of the 
printing process, blends well with other 
colors, doesn't smear in paper handling, 
and is absorbed into the paper properly is 
not an easy job. In fact, most of the ink 
formulations used in conventional print-
ing simply will not work. Besides, most 
printer inks are made with solvents you 
don't want in the air in your office. 
As for paper, everything from absor-

bency to thermal characteristics plays a 
role. Papers differ in these characteris-
tics, even among batches of the same 
kind of paper from different manufac-
turers. Ideally, users would like to be 
able to print on "plain paper"—which 
translates into "any paper I want." Some 
color printers, notably dot-matrix and 
ink-jet printers, come close to this ideal. 
Some, like sublimation and dye-transfer 
printers, cannot do this because they de-
mand specially treated paper. 

Dithering 
Desktop printers can manage 300 dpi of 
resolution—but, because of the charac-
teristics of color printing, 300 dpi isn't 
really 300 dpi. In fact, it can be more like 
35 dpi. The problem is that colors must 
be mixed to get shades, and most desktop 
color printers on the market today have 

fixed dot sizes. In other words, they put 
down either no ink or a fixed amount of 
ink in a particular color. This is very dif-
ferent from ordinary color printing, 
where the photoengraving process pro-
duces a range of dot sizes. 

With the primary colors and fixed-
size dots, you can actually get only eight 
colors in a single dot: paper white, black, 
cyan, magenta, yellow, red, green, and 
blue. The last three are made by placing 
two dots of the appropriate complemen-
tary colors on top of each other. With 
most technologies, the other colors are 
produced by dithering. 

Dithering originally meant introduc-
ing a small amount of random noise into 
a system to smooth out artifacts (system-
induced features). This is analogous to 
what color printers do. 

Color printers dither by combining 
dots into blocks and then varying the 
number of dots of each color within the 
blocks to get the right shade. In effect, 
each block becomes a superpixel whose 
color is determined by the number of dots 
of the primary colors laid down in the 
block. The most common sizes of blocks 
are 4 by 4, 5 by 5, 6 by 6, and 8 by 8 dots. 

Dithering is effective, but it imposes a 
trade-off. The smaller the block size, the 
higher the resolution but the fewer shades 
you can have in that block. It also intro-
duces a couple of problems of its own. 

At first glance, you would think that 
dithering takes us back to the dark ages 
of desktop printers. A 4- by 4-dot dither 
pattern on a 300-dpi printer gives a reso-
lution of 75 dithered blocks per inch. 
That implies that a 300-dpi color printer 
is no better than a coarse dot-matrix 

printer. In fact, this isn't as much of a 
problem as it seems. 

Dithering reduces the effective resolu-
tion of the color image, but not as much 
as simple division suggests. Once you get 
about 6 inches away from the picture, 
your eye starts integrating the dots into 
areas of solid shade. Also, because each 
block contains several separately ad-
dressable pixels, antialiasing is built in. 
This eliminates the jaggies caused by low 
resolution. The result is a lack of appar-
ent sharpness, rather than the effects 
normally associated with low resolution. 
However, there are other problems 

with dithering besides low resolution. 
The pattern of colored dots within each 
block can produce unwanted effects. The 
most extreme are the moiré (watered 
silk) patterns you get with a large area of 
very regularly patterned dots. Another is 
the banding of an area that is supposed to 
be smoothly shaded. Other problems in-
clude lack of perceived sharpness over 
and above the lack of sharpness that 
comes from the superpixels in the first 
place, and muddy colors. 
Many different dithering patterns can 

be used to print color from dots. Most 
color printers have several patterns avail-
able, and some, like Hewlett-Packard's 
PaintJet (see photo 1) and some Tek-
tronix models, examine the image and 
automatically choose the most appropri-
ate dithering pattern for it. 

Dot-Matrix Printers 
Far and away the most numerous color 
printers are the dot-matrix printers. 
Many dot-matrix printers from compa-
nies such as Epson and Citizen can pro-
duce color output simply by using a rib-
bon with the primary colors on it. 
As almost anyone who has ever used a 

computer knows, a dot-matrix printer 
uses wire-like elements driven by indi-
vidual solenoid hammers to press an 
inked ribbon against paper to produce an 
image. In almost all desktop models, the 
print head has between 9 and 24 wires 
and is mounted in a carriage that moves it 
across the paper. 

Dot-matrix printers are the most pop-
ular color printers on today's desktop. 
They are simple, cheap, and reliable, and 
they do a good job on graphs and most 
other kinds of simple presentation mate-
rial—the major part of the market for 
color desktop printers today. 
The biggest problems with dot-matrix 

printers are resolution and color quality. 
Nominally, some dot-matrix printers go 
as high as 180- by 360-dpi resolution. In 
practice, the resolution tends to be some-
what lower because of perceptual factors 
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and because of the size of the print-head 
wires. 

Given multirow print heads, it is pos-
sible to lay down dots on 1/300-inch cen-
ters, but this isn't the same as having true 
300-dpi printing. The other limiting fac-
tor is the diameter of the wires in the 
print head. Thinner print-head wires are 
more delicate and can't take the pound-
ing of the solenoid hammer. Also, it gets 
harder to keep the wires from binding in 
the head as the mechanism heats up in 
use. For these reasons, the printing ele-
ments tend to be larger than the nominal 
resolution of the printer in high-resolu-
tion units. The printer may produce 300 
dpi, but the dots overlap, and the image 
doesn't look as sharp as a true 300-dpi 
image. 

Colors on a dot-matrix printer tend to 
be muddy. This is partly because of the 
inks used, and partly because the ribbon 
tends to become contaminated by other 
colors as it makes multiple passes across 
the paper. 
The other problem is that, while dot-

matrix printers can do color, they lack 
the specialized features built into other 
kinds of color printers. For example, 
dot-matrix printers usually do not have 
the processing power needed to support 
elaborate dithering algorithms. It is hard 
to avoid banding, moiré patterns, and 
other artifacts, especially in large areas 
of color. Photographic and other continu-
ous-tone images suffer particularly. 

Ink-Jet Printers 
An ink-jet printer can be thought of as a 
dot-matrix printer without the wires. In-
stead of using hammers to press wires 
through an inked ribbon, ink-jet printers 
spray drops of color onto the page. At low 
resolution, the result looks like dot-ma-
trix printing. However, ink-jet printers 
are capable of higher resolution than dot-
matrix printers. They also avoid some of 
the problems of dot-matrix color print-
ers, at the expense of adding some prob-
lems of their own. 
Some color ink-jet printers use solid 

ink (melted before spraying onto the 
paper); others use solvent-based ink. But 
most ink-jet desktop printers use water-
based ink. 

There are three main types of ink-jet 
printers, classified by the way they gen-
erate the droplets of ink. Some large ink-
jet printers (but no desktop models) use a 
pressurized ink feed combined with fast-
acting valves to produce ink drops. An 
electrostatic system steers the drops to 
the paper. Desktop ink-jet printers use 
either a piezoelectric crystal or a burst of 
heat from a resistor in the print head to 

Figure 1: An image created on an HP PaintJet XL ink-jet printer. Resolution is 
180 dpi, and the original shows a lack of sharpness in areas such as the feather 
edges. Hewlett-Packard and others are developing 300-dpi ink-jet printers. 

generate ink drops. The heating print 
head ("thermal ink jet" in Hewlett-Pack-
ard parlance, and "Bubble-Jet" to 
Canon) can be made small. But the ink in 
a heating ink-jet printer has to be able to 
withstand the heat, and that further 
limits the ink choices. 

Although some large, expensive ink-
jet printers have resolutions as high as 
those of laser printers, the models on 
desktops are more comparable to dot-ma-
trix printers. The limiting factor on ink-
jet resolution is not the print head but the 
interaction of the ink and paper. 
The thermal/Bubble-Jet ink-jet heads 

are fabricated using techniques for build-
ing ICs, and they can be made small 
enough to put 1000 ink-dot orifices side 
by side. Piezo mechanisms tend to be a 
little bigger, but there are methods (e.g., 
staggering the orifices) of making a 
1000-dpi head with that technology, as 
well. The trouble comes when all those 
droplets of ink hit the paper. Unlike the 
ink in thermal printers, which is fluid 
only because it is heated, the ink in ink-
jet printers is a liquid that soaks into the 
paper; adjacent dots can bleed together if 
they are close enough. Because of the 
characteristics of the printer, ink-jet ink 
has to flow freely. That is one of the rea-
sons ink-jet printers work best on more 
absorbent papers. 

Hewlett-Packard has been doing ex-
tensive research in the area of ink-jet-
printer inks for several years. One result 
was the HP DeskJet, a 300-dpi one-color 

ink-jet printer that sells for less than 
$1000 and produces nearly laser-quality 
print. But the DeskJet also illustrates the 
problems of high-resolution ink-jet print-
ing. The main complaint about it is that 
its ink is extremely water-soluble, even 
after it has dried. Anything printed on a 
DeskJet has to be kept dry or it becomes 
illegible. Hewlett-Packard had a lot of 
trouble finding an ink that would work at 
300 dpi, and the DeskJet ink is the best 
the company could come up with. The 
problem is worse with color, because dif-
ferent colors can bleed together and 
change shade noticeably (see figure 1). 
One way around this is to use special 

paper with controlled characteristics. 
Hewlett-Packard says it could have intro-
duced a 300-dpi color ink-jet printer 
more than a year ago if it had been will-
ing to take that approach. Instead, the 
company is concentrating its efforts on 
making a printer that will work with any 
common kind of paper. Although Hew-
lett-Packard isn't saying, observers are 
betting that it will be at least two years 
before the company can bring such a 
printer to market. 
One possible method of getting better 

resolution and color from an ink-jet 
printer is to vary the dot size. This has 
the effect of mixing the colors right on 
the paper. 

In multidot printing, the basic unit of 
ink is much smaller than one full dot's 
worth, and dots are built up with multiple 

continued 
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Photo 2: Some thermal wax printers, such as the QMS ColorScript 100, are 
PostScript compatible. 

units. The printer combines many tiny 
dots of the appropriate colors to produce 
a full-size dot of the finished color. This 
works especially well with ink-jet print-
ers because the inks they use are very 
transparent and mix easily. Some very 
expensive ink-jet printers, such as ones 
from Iris, use this system. Its application 
on the desktop is more difficult. 

For one thing, the orifices in the ink-
jet head have to be much more precisely 
manufactured because they are smaller. 
That is hard to do in a printer inexpensive 
enough to sit on your desktop. 

There is also the problem of mixing 
colors on the fly. The printer needs the 
processing power to figure out the best 
way to mix each drop of ink to get the 
proper color, and it has to make that cal-
culation for each of the million or so dots 
on a page. 

Furthermore, the process is limited by 
the quantization of the amounts of ink 
that can be applied. Compared to conven-
tional printing, which can vary the 
amount of ink applied to a dot smoothly 
over a wide range, a multidrop printer 
would have a fixed, limited number of 
ink units per dot. This puts limits on 
color matching without going back to 
dithering and superpixels. 

Thermal Wax Printers 
If you want quality that goes beyond what 
an ink-jet or dot-matrix color printer can 
give, a thermal printer will probably be 

your choice. At $5000 to $ 15,000, they 
are expensive but not totally out of reach. 
Colors are bright and saturated, and most 
models have a resolution of 300 dpi. 
A thermal printer has an array of indi-

vidually heated wire-like print elements. 
Heating an element melts a dot of wax-

Figure 2: Thermal wax prints, printed 
on a Tektronix Phaser PX thermal wax 
printer, show the printer's 300-dpi 
resolution and highly saturated colors. 
What is less obvious in this reproduction 
is the way the dithering of the dots 
reduces the effective resolution. 

like ink onto the paper. Because the ele-
ments don't have to move, as dot-matrix 
printing elements do, they can be thin-
ner, allowing higher resolutions. 
One thermal wax printer, the $200 

Okimate 20, uses a moving head and car-
tridge ribbon like a dot-matrix printer. 
However, its print quality is poor for a 
thermal wax printer. The professional 
models, such as the Tektronix Phaser PX 
(see figure 2) and the QMS ColorScript 
100 (see photo 2), use a fixed sheet-wide 
print head and a sheet-wide ribbon. 
One advantage of thermal wax print-

ing is that it puts less demand on the inks 
than some other technologies do. Basi-
cally, the ink only has to melt at a given 
temperature and adhere to the paper. Be-
cause the ink requirements are less cl-
manding, thermal wax printers tend to 
have more saturated primary colors than 
other common kinds of color printers. 
This translates into a wider range ("gam-
ut" in printer talk) of available colors, al-
though not as wide as with sublimation or 
some other advanced technologies. 

Although thermal wax printers can 
print on plain paper, they produce their 
best results on special, smooth-surfaced 
papers. Thermal printing doesn't work 
well on textured surfaces, and even the 
way the paper responds to heat has an ef-
fect on how the image appears. 

Like most other color printers, a ther-
mal wax printer can't print a bleed page 
in which the color runs to the edge of the 
paper on all sides. At least one edge is 
covered by the gripping mechanism that 
moves the paper through the printer. 

Unlike in ink-jet and dye-sublimation 
printing, the dots from a thermal printer 
don't spread on the paper at all. At its 
worst, this produces an effect similar to 
that of the rotogravure process used to 
print the Sunday comics: You get the 
same sort of red-speckled flesh tones you 
see in the comics (see figure 3). 

Just don't expect cheap prints. With 
the exception of the remarkable little 
Okimate 20, the materials are expensive. 
Thermal-printer ribbons are typically 
more than $100 each, and each ribbon 
can be used only once. As a result, prints 
from a thermal printer cost between 25 
cents and $1 apiece. 

Color Laser Printers 
Color laser printers exist, but they are ex-
pensive. They have remained in the 
$50,000 to $ 100,000 category, although 
there are now a few edging down into the 
$25,000 bracket. 
The fundamental problem with a color 

laser printer is that the paper has to pass 
through the print engine four times to 
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complete the image. Not only does this 
cause the usual problems in registration, 
but laser printers have some special 
problems as well. 
One of them is the toner. A color laser 

printer has to lay toner over toner in order 
to produce mixed colors. The whole pro-
cess is roughly equivalent to trying to 
paint over wet paint and keep the colors 
separate. It is also hard to avoid contami-
nating the toner and getting flecks of 
misplaced color on the image. 

All these problems have solutions, but 
so far the solutions haven't come cheaply 
or in a small package. A small color laser 
printer is pricey and is about the size of a 
compact refrigerator. Thus, they are not 
popular as small system peripherals. 

This is beginning to change. Tradi-
tionally, laser printer technology has 
been driven by copier technology. In the 
last several years we have begun to see 
cheaper, better-quality color copiers. As 
the technology shakes out, we can expect 
to see more color laser printers. 

Other Technologies 
Several other color printing technologies 
seem to be making their way toward 

continued 

Figure 3: In spite of the 300-dpi 
resolution, the dot pattern of thermal 
wax printers looks coarse, because the 
colors are produced by dithering. In the 
original printout, produced on a QMS 
ColorScript 100 printer, this effect is 
most noticeable on the woman's skin 
and the water in the pool. 
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desktops. So far, only dye sublimation is 
a competitor to thermal wax, ink jet, and 
dot matrix, but others have at least the 
potential to show up on desktops. 

Sublimation printers are first cousins 
to thermal wax printers. They, too, use a 
thermal print head composed of an array 
of wires. But instead of turning liquid 
under the heat of the printing head, the 
inks in sublimation printer ribbons va-
porize. The vapor crosses a small air gap 
to the specially treated paper, to which 
the color is fixed. 

Superficially, a sublimation printer 
looks like a thermal wax printer. Indeed, 
one company, Mitsubishi, packages its 
thermal wax and sublimation printers in 
the same case. Paper handling and elec-
tronics tend to be very similar as well. 
But the print engines are very different. 
The printing elements in a sublimation 

printer are heated to as much as 400°C 
(752 °F), much higher than the elements 
of a thermal wax printer. Because of the 
high heat, and because the ribbon isn't 
actually in contact with the paper, the 
resolution tends to be lower than with 
thermal-transfer printers. Most desktop 
models are around 150 to 160 dpi. 

But this means less than you might 
think. The most remarkable thing about 
a sublimation printer is that the image 
shows no dots. The inks blend on the 
paper to produce smooth, even tones 
with no need for dithering. A print looks 
like a color photograph. 

It also costs like a color photograph. 
Sublimation printers cost about $ 12,000 
and up. The ribbons and treated paper 
are also expensive—typically, prints cost 
$5 a copy. 

Another printing technology is Mead 
Imaging's Cycolor process. It uses dyes 
in microcapsules similar to the ones used 
on carbonless forms. The "ribbon" is a 
special paper or film coated with micro-
capsules, each of which contains a dye 

and a compound that hardens the capsule 
when it is exposed to light of the proper 
color. The paper is then impregnated 
with an acid resin that develops the dye 
that comes in contact with it. 

Exposing the sheet with the dye cap-
sules to colored light hardens those cap-
sules that aren't needed to produce the 
color. Then the color sheet and the re-
ceiving sheet are pressed together by 
pressure rollers. The unhardened cap-
sules rupture, their contents mix with the 
resin on the paper, and the image forms. 

Cycolor printing does a very good job 
of capturing fine gradations in color. It is 
expensive, however, and the color satu-
ration isn't as good as in some other pro-
cesses. The materials are also photosen-
sitive, which means that they must be 
handled like lithographic film. 

Finally, there are several color print-
ing methods that use techniques much 
like color photography. They include 
photographs produced by color film re-
corders, Honeywell's dry-silver process, 
and several others. All of them use spe-
cial media, and usually the media are 
light-sensitive. In most cases, the medi-
um contains layers of dyes that are acti-
vated when light of the proper color 
strikes them. The processes differ in how 
the image is developed. The Honeywell 
process uses heat; some others use chem-
ical solutions. 
As a class, these processes are charac-

terized by saturated colors and excellent 
handling of fine gradations in tone. They 
are generally expensive and, in some 
cases, cumbersome for desktop use. 

Color for the Future 
One thing you can always safely predict 
about computer equipment is that the 
price will drop. In the last three years, 
the price of the cheapest color thermal 
printers has fallen by about half. 

But there are limits to how low prices 

can go. By its nature, a color printer has 
to be more precisely constructed than a 
monochrome printer of the same resolu-
tion. The mechanical components that 
are needed to move and position paper 
don't follow the same price curve as elec-
tronics, and, in general, the more mecha-
nisms a device needs, the higher its price 
will remain. 
On the electronics side, there is a lot 

more to a color printer than to a mono-
chrome one. This is especially true of 
RAM. Like a laser printer, a thermal 
wax printer needs 1 megabyte of RAM to 
store a full-page image at 300 dpi in one 
color. That means 4 MB to store a color 
image, and, unlike a monochrome laser 
printer, a thermal wax printer can't 
economize by storing only part of a page 
at once. Because it makes multiple 
passes to print the image, it has to have 
all of the image in memory at the same 
time. Still, you can reasonably expect 
that over the next two years 300-dpi color 
printers will drop into the same price 
range as medium-price ($2000 to $3000) 
desktop laser printers. 
The first contenders for "low-cost" 

3043-dpi color printers will probably be 
ink-jet models. Late this year or early 
next year, 300-dpi color ink-jet printers 
will probably hit the market. The first 
ones will probably cost $5000 to $8000 
and will require special paper. Follow-
on models will drop in price and be capa-
ble of printing on most kinds of paper. 

There is a definite trend toward plain-
paper printers. This works in favor of 
technologies like ink jet and laser, and 
against thermal, sublimation, and some 
other forms of dye-transfer printers. But 
the trend shouldn't be over-emphasized. 
If someone comes out with a good subli-
mation printer that sells for $ 1000 less 
than a thermal or ink-jet printer of the 
same quality and that uses special paper, 
most users will probably learn to live 
with the paper issue. 

Theoretically, a color laser printer has 
a lot of advantages, not least of which is a 
combination of high resolution and plain-
paper printing for a fairly low cost per 
copy. In the next several years, color 
laser printer prices may drop to as low as 
$10,000. Something like an LCD shutter 
or LED-type printer might go lower yet. 
No matter what technology is used, 

color printers aren't for everyone. But as 
they get better and cheaper, you'll un-
doubtedly find one for your desktop. • 

Rick Cook is a freelance writer special-
izing in computers and high-technology 
subjects. He can be reached on BIX as 
"rcook." 
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IBM SPECIAL ISSUE 

THE MIGRATION 
OF THE X 

WINDOW SYSTEM 
A standard windowing system may be 

in everyone 's future 

David Moore 

indowing systems used to 
be novel; now they are 
commonplace. Working 
with a windowing envi-
ronment was once a treat; 

working without one is now a burden. 
But the windowing systems in use on per-
sonal computers today are all different, 
and it's hard to move an application pro-
gram from one system to another. Devel-
opers can't afford to support 
all the windowing systems; 
neither can they afford to re-
strict their market to users of 
one system. Consequently, 
few applications take advan-
tage of any of the existing 
windowing environments. 

For window-based applica-
tions to become the norm, a 
standard windowing system is 
needed. This is particularly 
important in the personal 
computer world, where there 
are at least three incompatible 
windowing systems—GEM, 
Microsoft Windows, and 
OS/2 Presentation Manager 
(PM). Ideally, the standard 
should run on a variety of ma-
chines, rather than just on 
personal computers, so that 
familiar application products 
will rapidly support hardware 
advances (e.g., fast RISC-
based machines). 

Manufacturers of popular 

personal computers view the prospect of 
increased competition from alternative 
hardware platforms with trepidation. It's 
easy for them to see increased competi-
tion decreasing their market share. It is 
much more difficult for them to see their 
sales increasing overall because of an ex-
pansion in the size of the market. You 
cannot look to them for a standard win-
dowing environment. 

Fortunately, MIT has been working 
on the X Window System for many 
years. This system began as a windowing 
environment for Unix, but it is spreading 
to other platforms, including MS-DOS. 

The Origins of X 
When Unix first became widespread in 
the mid- 1970s, users worked at teletype-
writers and simple video terminals. On 

the earliest video terminals, 
text appeared at the bottom of 
the screen and scrolled up and 
off the screen as more text was 
written. These video termi-
nals, commonly called "glass 
teletypes," were simply more 
convenient replacements for 
the terminals that printed on 
rolls of paper. 
The modern video termi-

nal responds to a variety of 
commands that control how 
and where text is displayed on 
the screen. This allows a 
modern Unix application to 
format screen output. There 
are numerous makers of ter-
minals—many with incom-
patible command sets—but 
Unix can automatically han-
dle these differences. An ap-
plication programmer does 
not have to be familiar with 
every type of terminal in exis-
tence. Instead of writing to 

continued 
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the terminal directly, the programmer 
talks to the terminal through a library of 
software routines. 
While Unix can run several programs 

at once, it has no standard facility for or-
ganizing their output. Early windowing 
systems used the capabilities of intelli-
gent text-based terminals to separate the 
output into windows. As terminals be-
came more powerful, graphics terminals 
appeared. 

Unfortunately, as with text-based ter-
minals, each make of graphics terminal 
had its own set of commands, and differ-
ent models of the same make had slightly 
different specifications, requiring slight 
differences in the code that drove them. 
Workers in the MIT Athena project were 
faced with having to individually pro-
gram hundreds of different graphics ter-
minals. 
The X project was conceived to ad-

dress this problem. X produced a win-
dowing environment that was more so-
phisticated than the environment of text-
based terminals. As the design of X 
progressed, so did the goals of the proj-
ect. The result is a windowing system 
that is far more capable than any of the 
proprietary systems found on personal 
computers. The present version of X not 
only supports a windowing environment 
on a range of graphics terminals, it also 
supports distributed execution of appli-
cations. A graphics terminal does not 
have to be connected directly to the ma-
chine that runs a program; it can be any-
where on a network. 
X can display output from several pro-

grams at once, and these programs can 
run simultaneously on different ma-
chines. X allows you to access any ma-
chine on a network as if it were directly 
connected to your terminal. The ma-
chines do not have to be the same type or 
run the same operating system. Every-
thing in X is treated as a window, even 
drop-down menus and radio buttons. 

How X Works 
X defines two sorts of programs: servers 
and clients. An X server is the program 
that actually manipulates images on a 
terminal. Clients are user applications 
that use X facilities and X utility pro-
grams. 
A client talks to a terminal's server 

rather than writing directly to the termi-
nal. The server is customized to work 
with a particular type of graphics termi-
nal. It can perform various primitive 
graphics operations and display text in a 
variety of fonts. Consequently, many of 
the messages from the client to the server 
are quite short, containing only a high-

level command and some parameters, 
rather than the pixels required to draw an 
object. In addition to commands flowing 
from the clients to the server, keyboard 
and mouse actions (events) cause mes-
sages to flow from the server to clients. 
These events normally go to the applica-
tion that owns the window in which the 
mouse is positioned. So, when running 
several applications at once, you input to 
an application by first moving the mouse 
pointer into one of the application's win-
dows. If a special client called a window 
manager is running, it determines which 
window receives input and how the win-
dows are stacked, and gives you the tools 
to move and resize them. Without a win-
dow manager, X can be manipulated 
only by the application and a handful of 
command-line utilities. 

Selecting a window manager has little 
impact on client programs, but it can 
change the way windows look on the 
screen, and it affects the way you manip-
ulate windows. For example, if you don't 
like having windows disappear under 
other windows, you can select a window 
manager that "tiles" windows, so that 
they never overlap. The Motif graphical 
user interface, for instance, has a win-
dow manager that gives all windows a 
distinctive "chiseled" border. 
X provides several utility programs 

that run as X clients. The most common-
ly used of these is xterrn, which makes a 
window look like either a DEC VT102 
text terminal or a Tektronix graphics ter-
minal. Under xterm, a user can run any-
thing that will run on a conventional text-
based terminal. The xterm utility 
captures all the output from the program 
and redirects it to X; it also captures all 
of the program's attempts to read from 
the keyboard and directs these requests 
to X. 

You gain several advantages running 
under xterm rather than on a simple ter-
minal: Multiple copies of xterm can run 
simultaneously, allowing many pro-
grams to run at once; xterm can use any 
of X's fonts, so you can tailor the style 
and size of the text to your liking; and 
you can scroll back through text that has 
disappeared from your screen. 
A cut-and-paste facility allows you to 

move text between windows. You do not 
have to run an application to do a paste; 
you can cut a line out of a help file in one 
window and execute it as a system com-
mand in another. Other utility programs 
include such things as a bit-map editor, a 
scientific calculator, a manual browser, 
and programs that let you see how X is 
performing. In addition to the standard 
X utilities, a given implementation is 

likely to have several utilities that were 
contributed by X users. 

Motif and Open Look 
One of the original goals of X was to im-
pose no style of interface on its users. 
The designers recognized that no one in-
terface would be suitable for all applica-
tions and did not want to produce a win-
dowing system that was good for only 
some applications. 

Other windowing systems, such as 
those of the Mac and OS/2's PM, do 
much more than just manipulate win-
dows. They define guidelines for how 
applications should interface with the 
user, and they provide libraries that sup-
port (and enforce) these interfaces. 
Under X, a layered graphical user inter-
face (GUI) provides similar facilities. 
An X GUI consists of a window man-

ager that imposes consistent appearance 
and behavior characteristics on X top-
level windows, and a software library 
that supports the creation of applications 
that adhere to the style guidelines of the 
GUI. The libraries support the various 
objects that you would expect in a win-
dowing environment: menus, dialog 
boxes, selection lists, and radio buttons. 
There is also likely to be a resource com-
piler, so you can define the contents of 
your objects outside your compiled code. 
Two GUIs have gained wide support: 
Motif and Open Look. Motif is produced 
by The Open Software Foundation. 
Open Look is the result of the combined 
efforts of AT&T and Sun Microsystems. 
Motif has been adopted as part of a stan-
dard version of Unix in Europe, where 
computer companies see Unix as a bul-
wark against the inroads foreign com-
puter manufacturers are making into 
their market. 
The existence of two competing GUIs 

should not have a major impact on users. 
While it is possible to produce applica-
tions that critically depend on the win-
dow manager being used, this is poor 
practice. If applications are written cor-
rectly, it should be possible to run an 
Open Look application under Motif and 
a Motif application under Open Look. 
There may, however, be some problems 
for developers if a particular machine 
does not have an implementation of their 
chosen GUI. 

Workstations and Terminals 
For some time after the introduction of 
X, the only way to run it was on an ex-
pensive graphics workstation. A recent 
development is the availability of X ter-
minals. These terminals are working 
computers in their own right, but dedi-
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cated to a single task: running an X 
server. The terminal must be attached— 
either through a network or through a 
serial cable—to one or more hosts on 
which the X clients will be run. The ter-
minal itself cannot run client programs. 

It would seem logical that any com-
puter advanced enough to run an X 
server should be capable of managing 
other tasks as well. This thinking led to 
the birth of PC X server software. 
A PC X server, in effect, turns your 

PC into an X terminal for as long as it 
runs. True to its "terminal" image, it is 
incapable of executing X clients. What's 
more, most PC X servers can't run other 
DOS programs while X is running; X 
must be suspended until the DOS pro-
gram is finished. 

Quarterdeck Office Systems, maker 
of the Desqview multitasking environ-
ment that runs under MS-DOS, is work-
ing on an implementation of X for Desq-
view. What's unusual about this project 
is its goal: to provide not only an X 
server that runs alongside DOS, but an 
environment under which X client pro-
grams can be written and executed on 
DOS systems. Quarterdeck intends to 
support both Motif and Open Look and 
will make developer's packages available 
for both of these environments, as well as 
for the basic X interface. 
I was fortunate enough to see an early 

version of this software running on one 
of Quarterdeck's development ma-
chines. Despite the developer's warnings 
that this was still an early version, the 
software ran wonderfully. 
When I sat down at the demonstration 

machine, four programs were running— 
each with its output displayed on a sepa-
rate, Motif-style window. Only two of 
the programs were running on the PC; 
the other two were actually running on a 
networked Unix box in another room. 
Quarterdeck's implementation can also 
run applications on other networked MS-
DOS machines running Quarterdeck's 
version of X. Only a seasoned X user 
would fail to be impressed by this level of 
functionality. For each application, 
Desqview maintains information on 
where the program is and which direc-
tory it is to run in. When running the X 
environment, you can specify a machine 
name in addition to a directory name. 
Once this is done, starting the applica-
tion is completely transparent to the user. 
Of course, as with standard Desqview, 

you can run all your existing MS-DOS 
applications in the new environment. You 
can also run all your existing Desqview-
specific software. You can use any of the 
standard window managers with Quar-

The 
X Window System 

promises to become the 

standard windowing 
environment. 

terdeck's X system. In addition, a win-
dow manager that looks and behaves like 
the standard Desqview window manager 
has been implemented. This window 
manager is much smaller than the stan-
dard ones. 

Quarterdeck is attempting to make the 
process of transferring software from 
Unix to X under Desqview as easy as 
possible. To minimize the changes pro-
grammers have to make to their code, 
Quarterdeck is even implementing a 
number of Unix C calls that have no real 
equivalents in MS-DOS. 
I am told that the Desqview environ-

ment will support virtual memory on 
both the 286 and 386 and will support 
programs written using the protected 
mode available on these processors. Ap-
plication developers will not have to 
shoehorn large Unix applications into 
DOS's 640K-byte memory, although 
they may have to use a DOS extender to 
make that extra memory available. The 
entire environment, including Quarter-
deck's window manager, will fit in less 
than a megabyte of memory, so it will be 
possible to use Desqview/X on a 2-MB 
machine. This compares well with OS/2 
PM, but with memory costing around 
$100 per megabyte, memory use is only 
an issue if your machine lacks expansion 
capability. If you want to do serious mul-
tiprogramming, I recommend 4 MB. 

Quarterdeck intends to release a run-
time-only version of its X implementa-
tion, so developers will be able to sell to 
all MS-DOS users, not just those who 
use Desqview/X. This software makes it 
easier for Unix developers to move their 
software to MS-DOS. Without a compat-
ible environment, this process is prohibi-
tively expensive for most developers. Not 
only does it require considerable work to 
move the software to a foreign platform 
the first time, but much of the work must 
be repeated each time there is a new 
release. 
The process will also work the other 

way: Developers of MS-DOS software 

will implement under X so that they can 
later move up to the Unix workstation 
market with little extra effort. 

X—An Emerging Standard 
X promises to become the standard win-
dowing environment. It is the only win-
dowing environment that is not tied to a 
single operating system, and its distribu-
tion is not subject to the commercial in-
terests of any one supplier. Anyone who 
wants to port X to a new system can get 
the source code free from many loca-
tions; you can also buy it from MIT for 
the cost of duplication. Any machine that 
supports multitasking and interprocess 
communication and has a C compiler can 
support X. Although MIT retains the 
copyright on X software, it allows the 
software to be freely distributed, pro-
vided that MIT's copyright notices are 
maintained. 
X is already the standard on Unix 

workstations. It is available under AIX 
on the PS/2s, Interactive Systems' 
386/ix, and The Santa Cruz Operation's 
Unix System V/386. For larger systems, 
it can be run on VAXes, Crays, and Data 
General's MV series, among others. You 
can also expect to see third-party imple-
mentations on OS/2, and probably even 
on the Mac under System 7.0. 

Should developers write to plain MS-
DOS, or should they embrace a window-
ing system? MS-DOS has given good ser-
vice for a number of years, but it must 
gradually become obsolete. For all but 
the largest software companies, making 
the wrong decision could be fatal. X pro-
vides a neat way to avoid this dilemma, 
and you can expect many developers to 
embrace it. If some of the larger MS-
DOS developers also adopt X, its future 
as a standard will be ensured, and pro-
prietary windowing systems will come 
under severe scrutiny. On the other 
hand, if the large companies do not sup-
port X, they could face difficulties as the 
distinction between personal computers 
and workstations becomes increasingly 
blurred. 

In any case, the likelihood is that users 
will demand the ease of use and cross-
platform compatibility that only X can 
deliver. No matter how apparently com-
mitted particular vendors are to some 
proprietary windowing interface, the 
drive for standards will eventually push 
them toward X. 

David Moore is a programmer working 
on FORTRAN for Yarc Systems' (Agoura 
Hills, CA) AMD 29000 RISC-based com-
puters. He can be reached on BIX as 
"damoore." 
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IBM SPECIAL ISSUE 

SCSI: 
THE I/O STANDARD 

EVOLVES 
Now in its second revision, the SCSI standard is about to become 

the universal interface for microcomputer peripherals 

Bruce Van Dyke 

o ver the years, microcom-
puters have grown to 
meet the demands of the 
information industry. 
New software allowed 

them to meet these demands. For exam-
ple, microcomputers couldn't perform 
CAD jobs until someone wrote CAD 
software. This is partly because micro-
computers' processing power has grown 
to meet the demands of cer-
tain jobs (e.g., file servers 
managing network cards and 
large hard disks). 

Although the PC's process-
ing power has grown, I/O 
throughput hasn't. Many file 
servers don't function at max-
imum performance because 
they are I/0 bound (i.e., wait-
ing for I/O to a peripheral de-
vice to complete). In addition, 
microcomputers continue to 
evolve into increasingly com-
plex configurations; this fur-
ther complicates the perfor-
mance issue. Today's desktop 
PC frequently has one or 
more hard disk drives, a tape 
backup unit, a network card, 
a scanner, and a laser printer. 
Add to that the prospect of 
emerging storage technolo-
gies, such as CD-ROM and 
optical storage drives, and 
system complexity grows ex-
ponentially. 

Trying to get all these devices to coop-
erate can be a user's nightmare. That's 
because each peripheral might have a 
different hardware interface or use a 
driver that can conflict with other drivers 
or software. ,System users must consider 
these diverse peripherals and help them 
work synergistically. This is where SCSI 
comes in. SCSI is a PC interface that 
boosts I/O performance, while eliminat-

ing the difficulties of attaching periph-
eral devices and reducing software 
problems. 

Although SCSI might be somewhat 
new to PCs, its origins are much older. 
SCSI is based on the same architecture as 
the block-multiplex channel found in 
early IBM mainframe systems. This I/O 
bus could deal with several peripherals 
simultaneously. 

In the early 1980s, ANSI 
started work on a microcom-
puter I/O bus standard based 
on the block-multiplex chan-
nel functions. This work 
evolved into a SCSI specifica-
tion in 1984 and was approved 
as a standard in 1986 (ANSI 
X3. 131-1986). For further 
details on SCSI, see the two-
part article "The SCSI Bus" 
in the February and March 
BYTE. 

Certain microcomputer 
vendors adopted the SCSI bus 
some time ago. Apple first 
used an embedded SCSI bus 
on its Mac Plus in 1986; every 
Mac introduced since then 
has one. Commodore offered 
a SCSI adapter board for its 
Amiga 2000 in 1987 and 
made it an embedded bus on 
the Amiga 3000. Many work-
station vendors also use the 
SCSI bus to connect to both 

continued 
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A TYPICAL SCSI CONFIGURATION 
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Figure 1: The SCSI bus standard allows the bus to extend beyond the microcomputer 
chassis via a 50-pin cable. Its protocols allow connections to different I/O devices. 

internal hard disk drives and external 
peripherals. Interestingly, IBM (which 
normally set the standards in the micro-
computer industry with its IBM PC and 
the Industry Standard Architecture bus) 
just adopted the SCSI bus as standard 
equipment in the PS/2 Model 80 and 
Model 60 SX last March. 

The SCSI Advantage 
Like Micro Channel, VME, and NuBus, 
SCSI is a true bus: It defines standard 
physical and electrical connections for 
devices. The fundamental—and distin-
guishing—difference between SCSI and 
the other buses is that SCSI facilitates the 
use of many diverse peripherals. Its com-
munication protocols treat peripherals as 
logical devices that use a defined set of 
commands, which eliminates hardware 
incompatibilities. 
The SCSI specification outlines sev-

eral commands for many device types: 
hard disk (random access), tape (sequen-
tial access), printers, and others. The 
specification includes mandatory, op-
tional, and vendor-unique commands. 
The SCSI bus treats a hard disk as a de-
fined-capacity random-access device 
that responds to standard format, read, 
and write commands The actual hard-
ware might be a hard disk drive that uses 
an MFM, RLL, ESDI, or even a propri-
etary interface. A built-in SCSI control-
ler translates the commands into inter-
face-specific control signals. 

Furthermore. SCSI lets the physical 

bus exceed the bounds of a typical micro-
computer chassis. You can " stretch" the 
SCSI bus via a cable of up to 6 meters in 
length by using single-ended drivers, or 
via a cable of up to 25 meters in length by 
using differential drivers. This elimi-
nates the problem of trying to pack every 
peripheral into the computer. It also 
allows you to connect large peripheral 
devices, such as scanners, that wouldn't 
fit anyway (see figure 1). 

This combination of connectivity and 
economy of hardware delivers many ca-
pabilities to users with demanding I/O 
needs. SCSI's standard connectors allow 
easy connection to many peripherals, 
while its standard command set simpli-
fies the system design. This lets the end 
user select SCSI peripherals from several 
different vendors with the assurance that 
they will be compatible. It's significant 
that SCSI's versatile nature has helped it 
to emerge as a standard on most compa-
nies' system-level and storage peripheral 
products. 
To see how SCSI's role as a peripheral 

I/O bus standard evolved, you must first 
examine the various elements of the SCSI 
ANSI specification, which include a 
hardware specification, a signal-timing 
specification, and a device-independent 
command-set description. 

SCSI Hardware 
The SCSI hardware specification de-
scription details the physical characteris-
tics: the cable, signal pin-outs, connector 

types, and so on. There are two common-
ly used types of SCSI connectors: a stan-
dard 50-pin ribbon cable header for con-
necting internal peripherals, and a Cen-
tronics-style 50-pin cable for connecting 
external devices. Apple chose instead to 
use an external 25-pin high-density con-
nector using single-ended drivers for the 
Mac. (Recent Macs use the standard 50-
pin ribbon SCSI connector for internal 
hard disk drives while still using the ex-
ternal 25-pin connector.) Both the Ami-
ga and the NeXT Computer use Apple's 
external connector and signals; this lets 
them access devices and cables made for 
the Mac. To further complicate matters, 
when IBM announced its SCSI host 
adapters for the Micro Channel, it chose 
a 60-pin connector. 

Although this seems like a failure of 
the SCSI hardware specification, these 
peripherals use the standard 50-pin SCSI 
connectors. Most of the time, you just 
connect the first SCSI peripheral to the 
host computer with an adapter cable and 
then use standard cabling to chain to the 
other SCSI peripherals. 
As with any standard bus, the wires 

in a SCSI cable resemble transmission 
lines, which can generate undesirable ef-
fects, such as signal reflection and un-
even loading of the line drivers. To re-
duce these effects, you must have ter-
mination resistors at the two physical 
endpoints of the SCSI cable. Termination 
resistors are usually located at the begin-
ning of the SCSI bus (typically inside the 
computer) and on the last device attached 
to the cable (typically using a plug-in re-
sistor pack). Improper termination of the 
SCSI bus results in erratic device opera-
tion or general bus failure. 

Signal Transmission 
The SCSI signal specification defines 
delays, minimum pulse widths, and hold 
times for the SCSI bus. However, you 
don't need to worry about these because 
the SCSI protocol chips manage the ma-
jority of the timing constraints. Some of 
these protocol chips include Adaptec's 
AIC-6250 (found on SCSI host adapters 
made by Adaptec and IBM) and NCR's 
5380 and 5390 (used in the Mac and 
other computers). 

SCSI uses an interlocked handshake to 
transfer information across the bus. The 
communication protocol is based on this 
request-acknowledge handshake. SCSI 
bus states are called phases. There are 
eight possible bus phases (see table 1); all 
but one use an asynchronous transfer 
mode. In the data phase, information can 
be handshaked in one of two modes: syn-
chronous or asynchronous. Synchronous 
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data transfers occur only after both the 
host and the target device agree to such a 
transfer. Data is transferred in parallel 
across the bus, 1 byte at a time, using 
eight data lines. The typical asynchro-
nous transfer rate is about 2 megabytes 
per second; the synchronous transfer rate 
can reach a maximum of 5 MBps. 

What's Your ID? 
Every device on the SCSI bus requires a 
SCSI ID number. These IDs are general-
ly configured with jumpers, although 
some external Mac peripherals have a 
thumbwheel for setting them. The SCSI 
ID serves two purposes: It uniquely de-
fines each peripheral's device address, 
and it determines the device's priority on 
the bus during the arbitration phase. The 
arbitration phase determines which de-
vice will own the bus when two or more 
devices simultaneously request to use it. 
During arbitration, each data line repre-
sents a single device, so there can only be 
a maximum of eight devices on a SCSI 
bus. ID 7 has the highest priority, and ID 
0 has the lowest. Logical unit numbers 
are secondary addresses associated with 
each SCSI ID. There can be up to eight 
LUNs for each target ID. 
The initiator is the SCSI bus controller 

that selects the target device at which 
commands are directed. The target is the 
SCSI bus controller that receives com-
mands from the initiator. The initiator is 
generally located in the host computer; 
the target is typically a peripheral device 
(e.g., a disk drive or tape drive). Once 
the initiator selects the target, the target 
is in complete control of the bus. The 
data transfer direction is always defined 
with respect to the initiator. See figure 2 
for a typical sequence of SCSI bus phases 
during an I/O operation. 
The SCSI bus allows multiple I/O op-

erations to run concurrently between dif-
ferent devices on the bus. The disconnect 
and reconnect (D-R) capabilities defined 
in the standard allow this to happen. D-R 
lets a device relinquish control of the bus 
while it is conducting a lengthy operation 
(e.g., a seek on a disk drive or a tape re-
wind). This allows other devices to use 
the bus while that device is busy. When 
the SCSI bus is free and the device is 
ready to complete its command, it can re-
connect to the bus. This combination of 
high throughput with multiple device 
support gives SCSI the potential for han-
dling large applications that require lots 
of processing power. 
IBM is using SCSI to maximize per-

formance and peripheral connectivity in 
the Micro Channel architecture. More-
over, SCSI is expected to become the pe-

SCSI BUS PHASES 

Table 1: The various bus states (phases) defined in the SCSI standard. 
These phases are used to communicate with peripherals, control access 

to the bus, and transfer data. 

Phase Purpose 

BUS FREE 
ARBITRATION 
SELECTION 
RESELECTION 
COMMAND* 
DATA' 
STATUS' 
MESSAGE' 

Bus is available. 
Device obtains control of bus via arbitration. 
Target device is selected by the initiator. 
Target device selects initiator and reconnects to the bus. 
Target device requests command information. 
Data is sent to or from target device. 
The target device requests to send status data. 
Messages are sent to or from the target device. 

'These phases are termed the " information transfer phases." 

+BSY 

+SEL 

+C/D 

+I/0 

+MSG 

+REQ 

+ACK 
+ATN 

+RST 

+DB7-DBO, 

DBP 

A SCSI TRANSACTION 

 A 

 / 

 A 

AI\ 

BUS FREE SELECTION DATA IN 
(repeated) 

MESSAGE 
IN 

ARBITRATION COMMAND STATUS 
(repeated) 

o ID bits of o IDs of initiator ow Command Data o Status III Message 
contending and target byte byte byte byte 
devices 

Figure 2: SCSI bus timing. During a transaction, the signals and phases can occur 
in the sequence shown. The ARBITRATION phase, which was optional in the 
original SCSI standard, is now mandatory in the new SCSI-2 standard described 
in the text. The target may disconnect during a lengthy operation, freeing the bus 
for other devices. The device reconnects later by use of a RESELECTION phase 
(not shown). 

ripheral I/O interface for other architec-
tures, such as EISA. Almost every major 
peripheral device manufacturer now of-
fers SCSI products. Some devices (e.g., 
CD-ROM) rarely have other interfaces. 

Enter SCSI-2 
The first SCSI peripherals suffered from 
compatibility problems. These problems 
existed not because there was an inade-
quate standard or a faulty device design, 
but because there was too much flexibil-

ity in the specification. The original 
specification (SCSI- 1) allowed so many 
variations in a SCSI controller imple-
mentation that the early SCSI peripherals 
weren't compatible. For example, the 
use of parity on the bus was an option: 
SCSI peripherals that used parity obvi-
ously wouldn't work with devices that 
didn't. Also, there were numerous per-
mutations of the SCSI commands; this 
led individual device manufacturers to 

continued 
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WHAT DOES THE SCSI-2 STANDARD ACCOMPLISH? 

Table 2: The new SCSI-2 standard adds features while remaining compatible 
with the existing SCSI standard. 

Refined physical specifications to promote plug-and-play: 
• Better definition of who supplies terminator power (the initiator) 
• Use of parity required on bus 
• Arbitration required 

Refined message specifications to promote device compatibility: 
• Synchronous protocol better defined 
• Number of mandatory commands expanded 
• Sense codes for error recovery added 

New features added: 
• New devices and commands defined 
• Fast synchronous protocol doubles transfer rate to 10 MBps 
• Optional "B cable" expands SCSI bus from 8 to 16 or 32 bits, allowing a possible 
transfer rate of 40 MBps 

try to differentiate their products, which 
ultimately led to software incompatibil-
ities. 
An initial first step to solving the 

problem was an industry-wide effort to 
adopt a minimum command set that all 
SCSI devices must support. This led to 
the definition of the Common Command 
Set (known today as CCS 4B). 

Since 1986, ANSI has been working 
on a second SCSI standard, called SCSI-
2 (which should be approved by the time 
you read this). The goal of the SCSI-2 de-
sign is to maintain backward compatibil-
ity with the SCSI-1 bus while adding new 
features (see table 2). SCSI-2 precisely 
defines some existing specifications so 
that there are no ambiguities in SCSI con-
troller implementations; for example, the 
use of parity is now required. The SCSI-2 
specification also provides insight into 

SCSI 
Specification 
rr he SCSI specification is available 

for $25 from ANSI, 1430 Broad-
way, New York, NY 10018, (212) 642-
4900. 

The X3T9.2 committee working doc-
uments, Common Access Method 
(CAM) committee documents, and the 
most current draft of the SCSI-2 specifi-
cation are available for downloading 
from the SCSI BBS at (316) 636-8700 
(300, 1200, or 2400 bps; 24 hours). 
A paper copy of the SCSI-2 draft 

specification is available for $60 from 
Global Engineering Documents, 2805 
McGaw Ave., Irvine, CA 92714, (800) 
854-7179 or (714) 261-1455. 

command use in its 600-plus-page docu-
ment. (The SCSI-1 specification docu-
ment had 212 pages.) 

SCSI-2 has adopted the CCS 4B speci-
fication and has added new device type 
commands. A minimum set of manda-
tory commands for all devices has been 
established. The list includes TEST 
UNIT READY, INQUIRY, REQUEST 
SENSE, MODE SELECT, and MODE 
SENSE. Some of the new device com-
mand sets include support for CD-ROM, 
optical drives, communications devices 
(SCSI-to-LAN), scanners, and "juke-
box" storage systems. 
The SCSI-2 specification also incor-

porates standardized error recovery and 
error codes. The improvements in error 
handling are hidden from the user, since 
these changes occur mostly at the device 
microcode level. Some changes have an 
impact on the drivers as well, but you can 
program a device to run in SCSI-1 mode 
to ensure backward compatibility. 
A new "fast" SCSI mode uses the 

standard 50-pin cable and doubles the 8-
bit SCSI bus's maximum transfer rate to 
10 MBps. It accomplishes this by cutting 
the synchronous transfer timings in half. 
There is also a "wide" SCSI option that 
uses a second 68-conductor cable (called 
the B cable). This cable contains an addi-
tional 24 data lines that allow 16-bit and 
32-bit data transfers. (The other 8 bits 
are handled by the standard 50-pin A 
cable.) A negotiation process similar to 
synchronous negotiation in SCSI-1 en-
ables both wide and fast SCSI. This 
allows SCSI devices with different data 
bus widths and data transfer rates to co-
exist on the same bus. Using both the fast 
and wide SCSI capabilities of SCSI-2, it's 
possible to achieve a 40-MBps transfer 
rate. 

Generally, all SCSI-2 improvements 
are backward compatible with SCSI- 1. 

Existing SCSI-1 devices that adhered 
closely to the standard should be able to 
share a bus with SCSI-2 devices, but they 
will reject extensions in the SCSI-2 pro-
tocols. The new device support and fast 
SCSI option are welcome additions to the 
standard. However, the two-cable wide 
SCSI implementation isn't expected to 
find wide acceptance in the PC market. 
That's because it costs more and requires 
more space to provide a second connec-
tor. And there's no room at all for a sec-
ond connector on certain peripherals, 
such as 31/2 - and 5%-inch internal hard 
disk drives. 

Implementing the fast and wide capa-
bilities of SCSI-2 will probably require 
silicon changes to today's SCSI protocol 
chips. It's expected that in the future, 
manufacturers will start by supporting 
8-bit fast SCSI that uses the existing 50-
pin cable. You should be careful in your 
purchase of SCSI-2 peripherals. It's pos-
sible that you could buy a SCSI-2 device 
(say, a hard disk drive using the fast SCSI 
capability) only to find that the adapter 
card in your PC doesn't support this 
option. 

SCSI Software 
SCSI software compatibility has been an 
industry-wide problem. On the periph-
eral side of the bus, the SCSI-2 command 
set goes a long way toward solving com-
munication problems. However, there 
are also problems on the initiator's side 
of the bus, especially for software driv-
ers that use SCSI adapter cards in the 
host. All too often, the program that uses 
the SCSI peripheral (e.g., the scanning 
software for a SCSI scanner) won't work 
with a particular SCSI adapter, or it 
won't share the adapter with another pe-
ripheral's program (perhaps the backup 
program for the tape drive). The end re-
sult is that you usually fill up your com-
puter's slots with a SCSI adapter card for 
each peripheral—hardly what the SCSI 
designers had in mind when the standard 
was made. 
A Common Access Method committee 

met to implement a common SCSI inter-
face across different machines. Adaptec 
has developed the Advanced SCSI Pro-
gramming Interface software specifica-
tion—now a working document of the 
CAM committee—that addresses this 
problem. ASPI defines a standard soft-
ware interface to the SCSI bus; this inter-
face is independent of the host bus adapt-
er manufacturer's hardware implemen-
tation. It provides a protocol that allows 
multiple SCSI device drivers and pro-
grams to submit I/O requests to one 
adapter card, independent of the card 
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manufacturer's implementation. 
The ASPI architecture reduces the 

number of software drivers required to 
support a host adapter and its peripherals 
under various operating systems. ASPI's 
modular design lets you use only the 
drivers that go with your SCSI periph-
erals. As you add more devices, you add 
the corresponding interface modules. 
ASPI also facilitates the addition of new 
devices without disturbing the existing 
drivers or peripherals. 

A more 
radical approach 

that is being considered 
is implementing 

the SCSI bus by using 
optical driver 

technology. 

Microsoft has adopted a software ar-
chitecture for OS/2 that is similar in ap-
proach to ASPI. Its layered device drive 
architecture, called LADDR, defines an 
application programming interface that 
is independent of the host adapter. This 
approach simplifies support for multiple 
host adapters and allows up to seven 
SCSI devices per adapter. 

The Future: SCSI-3 
As SCSI-2 nears completion, work is 
under way for a SCSI-3 standard. Al-
though it is in its early stages, the pro-
posed features for SCSI-3 include a 16-
bit data path on a single 68-pin con-
nector; more than eight SCSI IDs on a 
SCSI bus; longer cable lengths; bus fair-
ness; more command sets (e.g., digital 
audio tape and file server); and a fiber-
optic option as an alternative data trans-
fer medium. 

SCSI-3 will probably be the first to 
implement wide SCSI. SCSI-3 uses the 
SCSI-2 high-density 68-pin connector 
(the B cable) for the primary cable in-
stead of the standard 50-pin A cable de-
fined in SCSI-2. You can connect both 
the 68-pin and 50-pin devices to the same 
cable because there are nine new signals 
added to each side of the 50-pin connec-
tor. This connector will provide periph-

eral manufacturers with a smaller foot-
print while adding the flexibility to 
either implement 16-bit wide SCSI or re-
main in standard 8-bit mode. 

Since SCSI-3 proposes a 16-bit data 
path on a 68-pin cable and a 32-bit data 
path with a second 68-pin cable, 32 de-
vices or IDs can be supported on the bus. 
A proposed "fairness" scheme would 
periodically give the bus to devices with 
lower IDs that have not been able to win 
arbitration. 

Placing 16 devices on a 6-meter, sin-
gle-ended cable will be a difficult task, 
because most of the devices may be lo-
cated in an external cabinet. The indus-
try expects that improvements in termi-
nator designs and driver technology will 
be required to facilitate this change and 
to support fast SCSI. Single-ended driv-
ers may not be able to support fast SCSI 
(10 MBps) at the maximum 6-meter 
cable length. However, internal devices 
on a properly terminated short cable 
should work. Differential drivers should 
provide the signal quality necessary to 
drive a cable of more than 6 meters at fast 
transfer rates. 
A more radical approach being consid-

ered is implementing the SCSI bus by 
using optical driver technology. This 
could stretch the SCSI cable well beyond 
its current length limits while still main-
tain high-speed data transfer. A fiber-
optic implementation would use informa-
tion packets for data transmission—a 
dramatic departure from the current ar-
chitecture. 

It might seem premature to consider 
what's beyond the SCSI-2 standard, es-
pecially since it will take time for SCSI-2 
features to show up in today's periph-
erals. Nevertheless, this shows the suc-
cess of the SCSI standard itself. Even 
IBM has adopted SCSI for its periph-
erals; that makes the SCSI bus more uni-
versal than either the Mico Channel or 
EISA. It promises not only to establish an 
I/O bus standard on microcomputers, but 
to make peripheral devices accessible to 
all computer users, no matter what plat-
form or operating system they use. 
Hardware standards provide defini-

tions that allow different machines and 
technologies to connect and communi-
cate, and SCSI seems to have succeeded 
in this area. However, as existing tech-
nologies become faster and new technol-
ogies evolve, then the standards must 
evolve as well. SCSI is evolving to meet 
these new demands. • 

Bruce Van Dyke is an applications engi-
neer at Adaptec, Inc. (Milpitas, CA). He 
can be reached on BIX do "editors." 
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DATA 
TO THE DESKTOP: 
THE SQL ADVANTAGE 

The plethora of SQL implementations 
limits data exchange 

Robert J. Crutchfield 

hile the 1980s will be re-
membered as the era of 
the microcomputer revo-
lution, the 1990s are 
shaping up as the age of 

the database explosion. The battle for the 
desktop has been won. Microcomputers 
are more powerful than ever, and the in-
creased processing power is being used 
for applications traditionally reserved 
for minicomputers and main-
frames, like database man-
agement. The desktop has 
become a window to access 
corporate information. 

Broader Access 
Indeed, we have undergone an 
information revolution. Users 
now have access to more in-
formation than ever. This is 
due to the changing computer 
environment—that is, moving 
from host-based to network-
based systems. The decen-
tralization or flattening out of 
the corporate structure, cou-
pled with the desire to move 
information closer to the peo-
ple, has greatly changed the 
data-processing shop. The 
data center has evolved from 
single-vendor computing to a 
decentralized multivendor 
environment. 

During the 1980s, spread-
sheet vendors like Lotus and 

VisiCalc turned a generation of middle 
managers into accountants and, at the 
same time, created one of the most wide-
ly used PC applications of the decade. In 
the 1990s, developers of advanced 
fourth-generation languages and com-
puter-automated software engineering 
tools have the potential to turn today's 
users into programmers. Granted, there 
will always be a need for professional 

software developers. However, the appli-
cations backlog is forcing many users to 
develop applications using 4GLs. And 
many of these applications are used in 
conjunction with databases. 
Over the last decade, database man-

agement has evolved from a mundane, 
"glass room" process into a process that 
offers companies a competitive advan-
tage through applications like on-line 

transaction processing, deci-
sion support, and executive 
information systems. Struc-
tured Query Language (SQL) 
based relational databases, 
the client/server architecture, 
improved user interfaces, and 
distributed computing are all 
allowing users greater access 
to almost instantaneous infor-
mation to make mission-criti-
cal business decisions. 
The relational model of 

data was introduced by Dr. 
Edgar F. Codd in 1969. The 
IBM Research Labs devel-
oped SQL in 1974 to support 
the Codd model; it was de-
signed to interrogate and pro-
cess data in a relational data-
base. 
SQL is rapidly becoming 

the preeminent database 
structure because of its func-
tionality and its flexibility. 
SQL-based relational data-

continued 
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DATA TO THE DESKTOP: THE SQL ADVANTAGE 

THE STANDARDS ORGANIZATIONS 

ANSI SQL 
formed 

1980 1982 

ISO/RDA 
Committee 
formed 

ANSI 
SQL 

level 1 

SQL Access 
specification 
completed 

SQL Access 
Group 
formed 

SQL Access 
interoperability 
demonstration 

1984 1986 

X/Open 
Consortium 
formed 

1988 1990 1992 

X/Open 
joins 

SQL Access 

Figure 1: The time line shows the development of SQL standards organizations. 

bases are arranged as tables, with pieces 
of information residing under columns or 
fields. SQL commands are used to 
search data by its field and database. 
SQL can also be used to write informa-
tion into an existing table. With SQL, 
users can create, access, and update data 
within a database. 
SQL-based relational database man-

agement systems gained in popularity 
and acceptance throughout the 1970s and 
into the 1980s. During that time, SQL 
was implemented in some form by a 
number of RDBMS developers and hard-
ware vendors. 

Although SQL was invented in 1974, 
it did not become a formal standard until 
late 1986. From 1974 until 1986, various 
vendors developed SQL-based systems— 
IBM, Oracle, Hewlett-Packard, Ingres, 
Informix, Gupta Technologies, Sybase, 
Teradata, Tandem, and Digital Equip-
ment, to name a few. 
Some vendors implemented a subset of 

SQL, while others developed extensions 
to it or altered it to suit their computing 
environments. For example, although 
the SQL standard specifies certain data 
types, most vendors implemented data 
types with some extensions or variations. 
Most of these systems were developed as 
single-node RDBMSes; some were en-
hanced to provide distributed access to 
their data or hosts. Some vendors ex-
tended their versions of SQL with gate-
ways to DB2 or IMS. Even end users 
were using SQL and beginning to write 

their own RDBMSes. With the prolifera-
tion of SQL, ANSI, a quasi-governmen-
tal body made up of vendors and users 
who set standards, formed a SQL com-
mittee in 1980. 

After six years of work, the ANSI 
committee released ANSI SQL level 1, 
its first attempt to develop a set of SQL 
standards (see figure 1). In 1987, the In-
ternational Standards Organization, 
which is made up of national standards 
organizations like ANSI from throughout 
the world, formed the ISO/Remote Data 
Access Committee. The ISO/RDA Com-
mittee is defining a standard interface 
between a program (client) and a data-
base (server) on different systems. 

Since 1987, both the ANSI and ISO 
committees have been meeting and refin-
ing their standardization efforts. ANSI 
SQL level 2 should be published in 1991; 
the RDA work will not be completed 
until 1992. This means that the industry 
cannot achieve heterogeneous access to 
multiple databases until at least 1993. 

Along with the national and interna-
tional standards organizations, a number 
of vendor-driven associations are work-
ing on standards issues in the areas of 
SQL, Unix, networking, and open sys-
tems. These groups include the X/Open 
Consortium, Unix International, the 
Open Software Foundation/UniForum, 
and the SQL Access Group. 

Most of these vendor-driven associa-
tions have been formed to react quickly 
to the dramatic changes occurring in the 
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Forging a Standard 

Client/server computing is rapidly 
advancing information manage-

ment. This architecture benefits users 
while creating challenges and opportu-
nities for MISes, database administra-
tors, hardware vendors, and software 
developers alike. 

With many companies using multiple 
relational database management system 
products on multiple hardware plat-
forms, it will be a major challenge to 
manage information that is scattered 
across an organization under different 
RDBMSes and various computing envi-
ronments. And although advances in 
multivendor integration enable different 
systems to be networked together in 
a distributed computing environment, 
Structured Query Language (SQL) 
based RDBMSes and application tools 
from different vendors still do not have 
the ability to interoperate. 

Recognizing this problem, a group of 
companies, including Ingres, Sun Mi-
crosystems, Digital Equipment, and 
Tandem Computers, began meeting in-
formally to discuss how to achieve 
interoperability and portability of SQL-
based RDBMSes. These vendors deter-
mined that while standards organiza-
tions like ANSI and the International 
Standards Organization (ISO) had made 
progress toward standardizing SQL, 
their work did not go far enough to solve 
the RDBMS interoperability problems 
in multivendor environments. 
Out of these early meetings, the SQL 

Access Group was formed. The group's 
mission is to develop a technical speci-
fication that will allow one vendor's 
SQL application to access data in other 
vendors' SQL servers, thus enabling 
RDBMSes and application tools from 
different vendors to work together. 

The SQL Access Group published its 
technical specification last March and 
plans to demonstrate a working proto-
type in early 1991, running on the hard-
ware and software of the various mem-
ber companies. The work is based on 
existing standards developed by ANSI 
and ISO, as well as guidelines published 
by the X/Open Consortium's Portabil-
ity Guide. 
The group's work is in response to the 

growing need for users to create appli-
cations that will operate with multiple 
RDBMSes, regardless of the platform 
the data resides on. The group is tack-
ling two major technical barriers that 
currently prevent intervendor SQL ac-
cess; eliminating them would allow 
users to operate more than one heteroge-
neous SQL RDBMS at a time. 

First, each brand of SQL is different. 
While the ANSI committee sets stan-
dards, many areas of ANSI SQL (SQL 
1, 1986) are left up to the user or vendor 
to define. The SQL Access Group is 
standardizing many of the implementer-
defined items in the application pro-
gramming interface, including: 

• Association management 
statements (connect, set connect, 
and disconnect) 

• Three-level object names 
• Standardized system catalog name 
• New catalog tables (SQL languages 
and server defaults) 

Second, because of the different cli-
ent communication protocol, one ven-
dor's SQL client cannot connect to 
other vendors' SQL servers across the 
wire because of the different client/ 
server protocol and client/server mes-
sage formats. Standardization of SQL 

communication is handled by the ISO's 
Remote Data Access committee. The 
SQL Access Group is making the fol-
lowing contribution to the ISO/RDA 
Formats and Protocols work: 

• Mapping of SQL statements to 
RDA services 

• Encoding of SQL data (including 
ASCII and EBCDIC) 

• Authentication and access control 
• Diagnostic messages 
• Choice of communication protocol 
• Extended Get Diagnostics 
statement 

• Inclusion of Dynamic SQL (RDA 
currently doesn't allow it) 

The SQL Access Group will make its 
technical specification available to the 
X/Open Consortium for inclusion in the 
1991 edition of its Portability Guide. 
The SQL Access Group (996 Redon-

do Ave., Suite 515, Long Beach, CA 
90804, (213) 438-5788) is a nonprofit 
association and is open to all vendors of 
RDBMS or server products. There are 
two levels of membership: reviewers 
and producers. Reviewers have access 
to the technical specification and pro-
vide feedback to the group. Producers 
must also provide technical resources, 
in the form of software developers and 
equipment, to help develop the techni-
cal specification. 
The group was founded in 1989; its 

members include Ashton-Tate, Bull, 
Cincom Systems, Digital Equipment, 
Fujitsu America, Hewlett-Packard, In-
focentre, Informix, Ingres, Metaphor, 
Microsoft, NCR, Oracle, Progress Soft-
ware, Retix, Sun Microsystems, Sy-
base, Tandem Computers, Teradata, 
Unify, and X/Open. 

market and to respond to user needs. As 
more power is moved closer to the user, 
companies are changing the way they al-
locate computer resources. The trend 
over the last several years has been to-
ward decentralization. Now, instead of 
companies keeping all their data on cen-
tralized mainframes, they distribute the 
information throughout the enterprise to 
minicomputers and workstations. Large 
corporations often have one brand of 
mainframe and other brands of mini-
computers and workstations. In fact, 

large computing environments usually 
have a mix of on-line transaction pro-
cessing software, application develop-
ment tools, RDBMSes, and hardware, 
along with user-developed applications 
and off-the-shelf software. 

Decentralized or distributed comput-
ing is an excellent way to put information 
closer to the user. Over the last few 
years, the client/server architecture has 
enabled companies to access and manage 
their data more efficiently. Today, work-
stations perform many database opera-

tions that were once relegated to mini-
computers or mainframes. They let users 
update, store, and send data without hav-
ing to rely on a host computer. 

In client/server computing, the client, 
or workstation, sends requests for data to 
the server (which is usually a minicom-
puter or mainframe) and then receives 
data. The server receives requests and 
sends data. SQL-based RDBMSes play 
an important role in client/server com-
puting. On the client, or front end, a 

continued 
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THE SOLUTIONS 
Now: Connections = 

(number of clients) x (number of servers) 

Clients 

Servers 

SQL Access connections = 
(number of clients) + (number of servers) 

Clients 

Servers 

Figure 2: Without a SQL standard, a separate gateway has to be written for each client and server in use. The SQL Access 
Group technical specification, when adopted by the industry, will enable SQL software interoperability, as well as portability 
of SQL applications. 

program is written using 4GL tools to 
write applications that access data from a 
SQL-based RDBMS on the server, or back 
end. And because each brand of SQL is 
different, users must single-source their 
SQL software. This prevents them from 
achieving true intervendor SQL inter-
operability—the ability of SQL-based 
RDBMSes and application tools from 
multiple vendors to work together. 

SQL Tower of Babel 
Graphical user interfaces and distributed 
networking don't guarantee a user the 
ability to interoperate with multiple het-
erogeneous databases. Currently, two 
problems prevent intervendor SQL ac-
cess. First, each vendor's implementa-
tion or brand of the SQL standard differs 
enough that one vendor's SQL client can-
not access data in other vendors' SQL 
servers, rendering the different SQL dia-
lects incompatible. According to indus-
try estimates, there are more than 140 
implementations of SQL RDBMSes in 
use. Second, because of different client 
communication protocols and message 
formats, one vendor's SQL client cannot 
connect to other vendors' servers. 

Users are requesting connectivity be-
tween multiple databases on disparate 
personal computers, minicomputers, and 
mainframes. They would like to build 
applications with interoperable compo-
nents to run on personal computers and 
workstations that access databases on 
mainframes and minicomputers. This 
kind of access is called heterogeneous 
access, because it involves at least two 
different RDBMSes. 
To allow access to multiple heteroge-

neous databases, two items must be con-
sidered: the Application Programming 
Interface, which allows SQL dialects to 
understand each other, and the Formats 
and Protocols Standard, which deter-
mines how SQL is sent over a network. 
The API, seen only by an application 
programmer, consists of SQL and the 
syntax for the protocol services. The 
FAP defines message formats for SQL 
requests and replies, and for connection 
to a SQL server. It also defines data 
types, lengths, and representations. 

Until these items are addressed, users 
can't move applications from one client/ 
server platform (e.g., DOS/Unix) to an-
other (e.g., Unix/MVS). The inability to 
access multiple databases is very limit-
ing to users who need information from 
different back-end databases through a 
single front end. 

For the most part, users have to ac-
quire their SQL client and server soft-
ware from a single vendor. They can't 
mix and match client software and server 
software; nor can they write vendor-
independent applications. Thus, users 
can't implement different clients and 
servers that are best suited for their jobs. 

In multivendor computing environ-
ments, having access to multiple hetero-
geneous SQL RDBMSes is more critical 
than ever, as is the ability to mix and 
match front ends. For example, you may 
have a checking account, a credit card, 
overdraft protection, and a loan all at the 
same bank. Information for each of these 
bank services could very well reside on 
different databases. If you move and sub-
mit an address change, the chances are 
that all the records will have to be up-

dated individually, because each bank 
service's information likely resides on a 
different heterogeneous database. 

Recognizing the industry's need for 
access to multiple clients and servers, 
many vendors and industry associations 
are working toward the interoperability 
of multiple heterogeneous RDBMSes. 
Although most database vendors support 
SQL, there are differences in syntax, 
functionality, schema, and data type. 
For example, some vendors support dec-
imal numbers, while others don't. Also, 
there are differences in how tables and 
columns are supported. 

Gateways 
Most vendors who address the problem of 
interoperability do so through gateways. 
For example, a 4GL developer can write 
gateways so that his or her programming 
toolset works with different RDBMSes. 
Conversely, a database vendor can write 
gateways so different 4GLs work with 
that particular database. The drawback 
is that a separate gateway has to be writ-
ten for each client and server in use (see 
figure 2). Thus, if you are working with 
four clients and four servers, gateways 
must be written for every device (number 
of clients x number of servers). Also, 
users can't transparently access data 
from each RDBMS being addressed. 

Another alternative is to develop a 
technical specification, to be adopted by 
the industry, that will enable SQL soft-
ware interoperability and portability of 
SQL applications. In the above example, 
instead of multiple gateways, only one 
gateway would be needed for each client 

continued 
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MetaWare. 
The only compiler you need. 

The industry is full of new technologies, fast chips, 
and cutting-edge platforms. Professional developers 
know that superior code quality and portability is 
more than a luxury — it's a matter of survival. 
They've come to trust MetaWare as the essential 

source for reliable and robust development tools. 
MetaWare's High C and Professional Pascal give 

demanding programmers an edge with state-of-the-art 
global optimizations. Accurate and informative diag-
nostics cut turn-around time by identifying potential 
problems early in the development cycle. 

Join serious developers such as Autodesk, Intel, 
Phar Lap, and IBM — companies who trust MetaWare 
to provide quality tools for the industry's latest directions. 

MetaWare 
INCORPORATED 

Compiler Products for 
Professional Software Developers 

High C • Professional Pascal Tryi 

2161 Delaware Ave. • Santa Cruz, CA - 95060-5706 • 408/429-6382 • Fax 408/429-9273 
MetaWare and High C are registered trademarks. and Professional Pascal is a trademark. of MetaVVare Incorporated. Other names are trademarks of their respective companies. 
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and server (number of clients + number 
of servers). 

Vendors doing notable work in this 
area include Gupta Technologies, Ora-
cle, Ingres, Sybase, Teradata, and Infor-
mation Builders. All these companies 
provide interoperability among their sys-
tems on different hosts, both for hetero-
geneous hardware and homogeneous 
database software. These vendors tend to 
use private protocols that prohibit them 
from exchanging data using SQL tools. 
Gupta, Oracle, Ingres, and Teradata pro-
vide import/export of data with DB2 and 
IMS, again using proprietary tools. 
IBM's LU 6.2 is another protocol for 

remote server invocation, sending and 
receiving data, client/server authoriza-
tion/authentication, transaction manage-
ment, and maintenance services. Devel-
oped in the early 1980s, it is widely used 
in IBM mainframe environments. 
The SQL Access Group is not compet-

ing with the standards organizations or 
individual companies. It is basing its 
technical specification on ANSI SQL, 
ISO/RDA, and ISO SQL, as well as on 
emerging guidelines from consortia like 
X/Open. The group has taken the work of 

the standards organizations a step fur-
ther. For example, in ANSI SQL, many 
areas were left user-definable (e.g., col-
umn length and table name lengths). The 
SQL Access Group is bringing defini-
tions and conventions to the ANSI and 
ISO standards work by contributing to 
the syntax and communications protocols 
the two organizations have developed. 
The SQL Access Group is developing a 

technical specification to accomplish the 
interoperability and portability of SQL 
RDBMSes and application tools. The 
technical specification, which was com-
pleted last spring, is vendor-indepen-
dent, not a proprietary implementation of 
an individual company's product offer-
ing. A benefit of the specification is that 
it will allow 4GL vendors to build, pack-
age, and market software independently 
of back-end RDBMSes. Conversely, 
RDBMS vendors will be able to package 
and market database servers indepen-
dently of front-end vendor applications. 
When the SQL Access technical spec 

ification is implemented, users will be 
able to mix and match the clients and 
servers that best suit their applications, 
and to access data from multiple hetero-

geneous databases without building mul-
tiple gateways. 

SQL Evolution 
Client/server computing is changing in-
formation management, and SQL will 
continue to play a major role in bringing 
data closer to the user. As the SQL stan-
dard evolves, through the efforts of indi-
vidual vendors and consortia, users will 
have access to more information and the 
ability to interoperate across multiple 
heterogeneous RDBMSes. 

Clearly, we are in an information rev-
olution, and a major challenge facing the 
industry is to achieve true SQL portabil-
ity. By achieving it, the industry will en-
able users to mix and match RDBMSes 
and application tools from multiple ven-
dors, giving them more choices and, 
hopefully, fewer gateways and easier ac-
cess to information. Through this, the in-
dustry will experience true "open" com-
puting in the database area. • 

Robert J. Crutchfield, a former journal-
ist, is a consultant to the SQL Access 
Group in Long Beach, California. He can 
be reached on BIX do "editors." 
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1E-411 is a MS-DOS PC/XT/AT-based voice messaging system 
that allows you or your company to dynamically maintain a voice 
information database. It features: 

Automatic answering of telephone line with call 
transferring capabilities; 

• Quick, clear voice prompts that guide a caller to the 
information and messages they need and want; 

v• Multiple user access to information from any touch tone 
telephone; 

Remote configuration of system parameters and voice 
information; 

e• Software that is clear, simple and to the point. 

Call or write for our Infopack and catalog of our other specialty 
hardware/software products: 

• Solid state disk drives • XT/AT BIOS source code in C 
• Custom database design • Software security products 

PC, XT, and AT are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corp-
oration. All other product or brand names are trademarks of their respective holders. 

Intelligent Exact Engineering 
1115 East Ridge Road, Suite 231 (219) 844_4689 
Griffith, IN 46319 

A LIFETIME OF PROTECTION 

Tripp Lite's GOLD SEAL Warranty protects your ISOBAR' 
and protected equipment for their lifetime? 

The ISOBAR* is the most advanced surge suppressor 
available. Only ISOBAR has: 

• Isolated filter banks to protect equipment from interfer-
ing with each other 

• "Cascade Circuitry:' which allows you to choose the 
level of protection you need for all your equipment 

• All-metal construction provides superior line noise 
and RFVEMI filtering 

UL 1449 APPROVED; as low as 330 volt let-through; meets 
UL 1283 for noise suppression and isolation 

*Call or write 
for full details. 

500 N. Orleans St 
Chico», IL 60610-4188 

(3121329-1777 
Fax (3121644-6505 

'THE POWER PEOPLE' 
bl 1009-1 
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MEMORY UPGRADES 

URCE 
INTERNATIONAL, INC. j 

WE ACCEPT PURCHASE ORDERS FROM UNIVERSITIES, 
QUALIFIED FIRMS AND GOVERNMENT AGENCIES. 

WE ACCEPT INTERNATIONAL ORDERS 
3 day Internat,onal delivery available via Federal Express or DHL! 

CALL ;714) 588-9866 -- DAY FAX (714) 588-9872 
e  

VISA 

.i AMERICAN 
EXPRESS 

WE WILL BEAT ANY ADVERTISED PRICE 
IBM PS/2 MEMORY 

Models 30-286. Exp. Board 1497259 
5126 Kit 30E5348   $54.00 
2MB Kit 30E5360   $179.00 

Models 70-E6t121,55SX,65SX 

1MB 6450603 .. $99.00 
Models 70-E61121,50Z,55SX,65SX 

2MB 6450604 5189.00 
Models 55SX, 4-55X, 34F3077 d 34E3011 

4101 30F2933 $585 00 
Model 70-A21 

2MB 6450608.. $199.00 
Model 80-141 

1MB 6450375 $145.00 
Models 80-111 311 

2MB 6450379 $259.00 
Models 80-A21 A31 

4MB 6451060 $659.00 
All Models 70 and 80 

2 8MB Boar] w/WA 

6450605  $499.00 
2-1411AB Baud w/2M 

34F3077  $599.00 
4-16MB Ebard vi/4M 

34F3011   $999.00 
Models 50,502,55SX & 80 

2-8MB 1497259 5599.00 

LASER PRINTER MEMORY 

Hewlett-Packard LagerJet IIP S Ill 

IMB 33474B.... $129.00 
2MB 334759 .... $ 179.00 
4MB 33477B $339.00 

Hewlett-Packard LaserJet Il & IlD 
I MB 33443B  $129.00 
2MB 33444B  $189.00 
4MB 334458 $345.00 

Apple Lasenvriter II and Il/NIX 
1MB M6005   $89.00 
4MB M6006   $349.00 

IBM Laser 4019 and 4019e 
1MB 1039136 $209.00 
2MB 1039137 $375.00 
3 5MB 1038675 $489.00 

Canon LBP-811, 811R, 8117 
1MB S63-1300  $129.00 
2MB S63-1880 . $189.00 
4MB Pan C N/A $345.00 

Epson EPL600C 
2MB IBS401   
4MB Part 

$375 00 
$745.00 

APPLE MEMORY 
Apple MacIntosn SE, 6E30. II, Ilex and Ilx 

1M5 Kit 190218 $95.00 

2M-3 Kit 150219 $145.00 
Apple Macintosh fici 
4M4 Kit 1410292U-A  $285.00 
16MB Kit F-art NiA   $1445.00 

Apple Macintosle lits 
4M5 KO M0376LL A 
16MB Ka Part # N A 

$319.00 
$1450.00 

ZENITH MEMORY 
Zenith Z-386.20.25,33 & 33E 

1MB ZK1B 3800ME 
4MB ZA3BOOMK 

Zenith Z-38612025 & 33 
2MB ZA3600MG 

Zenith Z-386 SX 
2MB Z-6C5 1 

$99 00 
5579 00 

$189.00 

$267.00 

COMPAQ MEMORY 
DeskPro 286-E,386-20/20E125 

1MB 113131 001 , $139.00 
OMB 113132-001  $385.50 

DeskPro 386S/16 

1MB 113646-001 $139.00 
4MB 112534-001   $385.00 

DeskPro 286N, 386N and 386SX awl 20 
MB 118688-001 ---------$105.00 
4MB 118690-001 .... $589.00 

DeskPro 386N, 386SX and 20 
2MB 118689-001 $189.00 

DeskPro 386-33. 486-33 & SyslemPro 
211B 115144-001 5200.00 
8HB 116561-001 $1899.00 

DeskPro 386-20e and 25e 
MB Board 113644 001 $22500 

411B Board 113645-001 556900 
DeskPro 3865 

1MB Board 113633-001 $22500 
4MB Board 113634-001 $569.00 

DeskPro 386/16 (Populate In this ceder) 
1MB Kit 108071-001 $165.30 
1MB Board 108069-001 $369.00 
2MB Board 108069/71-001 $579.00 
4MB Board 108070-001 $1049.130 
8MB Board 108070/72-001 $1499.05 

AST MEMORY 
Prermurn Workstation 286 386SX 
Bravo 286 

51)6 Kit 500510 010  $59.09 
Premier,' Workstation 286/386SX 
Bravo 286 
Advantage Premium /2 

2MB Kit 500510-002  $169.00 
Premium 386C and 386-16 

I MB Kit 500510-007  $95.0o 
4MB Kit 500510-008  $349 Or' 

Premium 386-20 
1MB Kit 500510-003   5129.0(1 
4MB Kit 500510-004  $369.Ce 

Bravo 386-SX 
2MB Kit 500510-002  $179.00 
4N1B Kit 500510-008.... $349.05 

Premium 386-33 8486-33 
Premium 386-25 8386SX-16 
Premium 486-25T/25TE/25/25E 

1MB 500718-002 $95.00 
Premium 486 

21*3 500718-004 $342.0C 

First Source International can customize 

special configurations according to your 

AST memory needs, call fo, details! 

HEWLETT-PACKARD MEMORY 

Vectra 06/16S and ES/12PC 
2MB Kit D1354A   $175.00 

Vectra OS/16S 
1MB Kit 01540A   $99.0C 
4M3 KIt 015424 $349.00 

Vectra OS/20PC, RS/25PC and 20C 
1348 Kit 01640A $105.00 
41413 Kit D1642A   $349.0: 

Weft. 486 PC 
1E43 Kit 021505   $104.00 
4MI3 Kit 021515  $592_00 

Vectra 486PC and 386/25 PC 
8MB Kit D2152A   $1199.00 

Vectra 386/25 PC 
2MB Ka 07181 A 5266.00 

LAPTOP MEMORY 

TOSHIBA 
Model 1000SEJXE 

1MB  0329.00 
2MB  04%.00 

Model 112000E 
2MB   

Model 11600 
2MB   

Model 73100E 
2MB   

5249.00 

5249.00 
Model T3100SX 

2MB  5249.00 
4MB  5683.00 

Model 73200SX 
2MB 0249.0) 
4MB    5689.00 

Model 75100 
2MB 

Model 15200 08500 
2MB 
8MB 

1243.00 

$249.04 
51300 00 

COMPAQ 
Portable 386 

I MB Kit 
4MB Extension Bel. 
4MB Expansion 13-0 

Portable Ill 
512K KA   
2MB Kit   $325.00 

%noble LTE 286  
1MB 
2MB 

31.7-286 
1MB 
4MB 

SLT-386 
1MB 
2MB 

$3325.00 
$ S049.00 
$1549.00 

$69 00 

$189.00 
5269.00 

5239.00 
$1325 00 

$3325 00 
5494 00 

SuperSpor1 286 & 286E 

1MB  $189.00 
2MB  $449.00 

9uperSport SX 
2MB Alpha  6649.00 

2MB Beta  5549.00 

NEC 
ProSpeed 286 

1MB  5'85.00 
4MB 5101 00 

ProSpeed 386 
2MB 5150 00 
8MB 52750 00 

IMIE17211. 
Apple Macintosh Portable 

1MB  $299.00 
2MB $875.20 
3MB $133000 
4MB $1750.00 

FIRST SOURCE WILL 

NOT BE UNDERSOLD! 

EXPANSION BOARDS 
All BocaRam Boards shown include 

PrintSpooler and Ram Disk software. 

BocaRam/XT 
Up to 2MB of expanded memory for any IBM PC 
XT.AT arte 8-brt PC bus compabbles wrung at CPU 
speeds up lo 12MHz UM EMS 40 companble 
Uses 256601 Dram 

Order Now: SIMXT00 $119.00 

with 2MB: SIMX TO2 $279.00 

BocaRam/AT 
Up to 2MB orul .,, parr.rurr lo 4AAB for IBM AT and 
16-bd compatibles running al CPU speeds up to 
16MHz Provides convenbonal expanded and., 
extended mernory. LIM-EMS 40 Uses 256Kol 
Dram 

Order Now: SIMA TOO  $129.00 
with 2MB. SIMA T02 $269.00 

BocaRam/AT Plus 
Up to 8MB lor any AT or 16 On compatible machines 
running up to 33MHz Offers convenhonal 
exparded andor extended memor5. proviar• 
mammon or 2MB LIMiEMS 4C Uses 1o , 

Order Now: SIMA T80 $139.00 

with 2MB: SIMAT82 $279.00 

BocaRam 50Z 
Up to 2MB zero-wait-state expanded endor 
extended memory board designed for IBM P5/2 
Models 50, 502, 60. and true MCA compatibles 
Uses Is1Dram OS-2 compatible 

Order Now: SIMMC20 $155.00 

with 2MB: SIMMC22  $290.00 

Orchid 16/32 
Up to 8MB re, • a- 'or PS/2 Models 50, 502. 
60. 70. anc 80 mu tat, •,upport 16 and 32-bol 
memory access Includes 1 senal and 1 parallel fx••• 
plus a tree senal cable LIM EMS 4 0 and OS•2 
rornpal.blv 11,, 2SOK and IA.48 SIMIAS 

Order Now: SIM1603-90 $299.00 

IBM TYPE 
DRAM 
1MX1 

4Mx9-80 $410.00 1MX1-12  $6.50 
1k4x9-12 $69.00 1MX1-10   $7.00 
1Mx9-10.   $73.50 1MX1-80  $7.50 
1 Mx9-80   $79.00 1MX 1-70  $8.00 
pa.o.70   $8900 1MX 1-60  $8.50 

256x9-12   $20.00 256KX4 
256x9-10   $23.50 
25649-80   $26.00 256KX4-12  $6.85 

256.9-60 $35.00 256KX4-10  $7.00 
245KX4-80  $7.20 

APPLE-MAC 256KX1 
4M.8 80 5335.00 
1Mx8.12  $61.00 256KX1-12 

13Ax8.10 
1M03-80 
25608-12  $23.40 

256KX1-60  $3.50 
256x8-10 $24.00 
256x8-80 . 524.70 64KX4 

64K04-12 $2.30 
SIPPS AND 646X4-10 $2.40 

STATIC 6410(4-80 $2.60 

COLUMN 64KX1 

 d65.00 
$68..00 256KX1-80 

 $2.00 
 $2.20 
 $2.50 

64KX1-15 St. 10 
AVAILABLE 64KX1-12 $1.70 

64KX1-10 $1.90 

TOLL FREE FROM ANYWHERE IN THE U.S. OR CANADA! 

ORDER NOW: 1-800-535-5892 
TERMS AND Co NDITIONS 

6/ NO SURCHARGE ON MC OR VISA 
VTerms: MC, Visa, AmEx (Add 4%), COD, 
Cash, Net 30 days on purchase orders from 
qualified firms. 

V20% Restocking fee on all non-defective 
returns & refused orders. RMA # required. 

V Manufacturers part numbers are for your 
convenience, all products third party. 

V PRICES AND AVAILABILITY SUBJECT 
TO CHANGE. 

First Source International, Inc. 
36 Argonaut, Suite 140 

Aliso Viejo, California 92656 
Tel. (714) 588-9866 
FAX (714) 538-9872 

Order Desk -tours-
Monday thru Friday 8:00-5:00 

Saturday 10:00-3:00 
Please use our 24 hour-a-day voice mail or FAX! 

Wolv SHOULD YOU BUY FROM F.S.L? 
✓ We will meet or beat any advertised price! 

✓ Limited Lifetime Warranty available. 

✓ Al products guaranteed 100% compatible in 

form. fit and function or your money back. 

✓ Advanced replacement available on defective 

rourns. 

WE ARE THE ONLY SOURCE!" 

PLEASE SEND ALL P 0 SAND MAIL ORDERS TO 

First Source International, Inc. 

P.O.Box 3676 

Laguna Hills, CA 92653 
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Mission Critical Workstation 1448: 
9 option slots and 2 drive bays. 

Pretty. 
A PC that looks good in your 
office won't look good for long 
out in the plant. 

Heat murders microproces-
sors. Dust decimates disk 
drives. Vibration victimizes 
video cards. 

Any or all can wreck your 
entire operation. 

Texas Microsystems line of 
rugged, reliable ISA Bus products and systems are specifi-
cally engineered for those brutal industrial environments that 
eat pretty PCs for breakfast. 

To ensure maximum reliability we design and manufac-
ture from scratch practically everything that goes into our 
systems, like passive backplanes which we pioneered for 
microcomputers in 1983. These backplanes accommodate a 
full compliment of convenient, plug-in components, all com-
patible with IBM®. They're why our Mean Time To Repair 
(MITIO is a phenomenal 10 minutes. 

You won't find passive backplanes — or lower Min — 
in any of the leading office PCs. 
We also build industrial-strength option cards to handle 

myriad functions, in addition to our 286, 386m and 486m 
CPU cards in a full range of processor speeds. Our CPU card 
designs use Very Large Scale Integrated circuits and pro-
grammable array logic devices to reduce component counts 
by 50-60% which enhances reli-
ability and resistance to physical 
stress. Ultimately, the design 
contributes to our remarkably 
long Mean Time Between Fail-
ures (MTBF): 70,000-100,000 
hours, calculated against the MIL Standard Handbook 217E. 

You won't find that kind of card selec-
tion — or MTBF — among the leading PC 
makers. 

You won't find them torturing their 
systems like we torture ours, either. 
Not only do we perform extensive 
"shake, rattle and roll" tests on each 

• "-. new design, we pretest all our sys-
  tems before they leave our dock. We 
Mission Critical Benchtop 2003: burn them in at 55°C/131°F for 48 
10 option slots and 2 drive bays. 

hours straight just to make sure they 
can take the heat at your plant. 

Ultru-fast 32-bit (80386) Ar 
equivalent CPU board 83865. 
Available at 16, 20, 25. 33 MHz. 



Pretty tough. 
What's more, we shock-mount our disk drives to stand up 

to vibrations surpassing Richter scale proportions and we use 
only high-reliability power supplies that can go 100,000 hours 
MTBF. 

With all that reliability designed into our products, is it 
any wonder that we guarantee better support than the other 
leading PC makers? Every system we offer comes with a full 
one-year, on-site warranty. Theirs don't. We also offer a toll-
free number for technical and sales information, a regional 
network of sales engineers, engineering support for systems 
integration and a guarantee to meet shock specs. Of the lead-

It's- No- Comparison 
Texas Microsystems COMPAQ IBM 

PS/2 

Passive Backplane Yes No No 

100,000-hour MTBF power supply Yes No No 

Shock-mounted desk drixes Yes No No 

Maximized MTBF Yes No No 

Positive pressure, filtration Yes No No 

Operation at 55°C ' 131°F Yes No No 

48-hour burn-in at 55°C/131°F Yes No No 

Maximum expansion slots available 14 5 5 

1-year, on-site warranty Yes No No 

Toll-free support rumbee Yes No No 

Regional sales support Yes No No 

"Shake, rattle and roll" testing Yes No No 

ing PC makers, Texas Microsystems has the longest history of 
design using Intel microprocessors: 15 years in all. You' II 
find our systems hard at work in harsh operating environ-
ments at 70 of the Fortune 100 companies. 

Granted, the leading office PCs may 
be prettier than ours, but our in-
dustrial-strength systems are de-
signed to be more reliable. That 
re:iability makes our systems 
look a lot better where it really 
counts: 

Your production line. 

For technical or sales information, call 

Mission Critical Rack-mount 2001: 
10 option slots and 3 drive bays. 

1-800-627-8700 
TUAS 

1111!iyin 
Texas Microsystems, Inc. 

• 1990, Texas Microsystems, Inc. " Mission Critical Micro" is a trademark 

of Texas Microsystems, Inc. Other trademarks mentioned are registered, 
trademarked or service marked by their respective manufacturers. 
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PERISCOPEIV 

THE 
Version 

  5 
REAL-TIME 

SOURCE-LEVEL DEBUGGER 

W ith Periscope Model IV, you 
can debug your software while it runs 
at full speed, something no software-
only debugger can do. 

You can also examine the execution 
history of a hardware interrupt in 
Periscope IV's real-time trace 
buffer, something else no 
software-only debugger can 
do. 

IWhen Periscope 
The Going IV helps 
Gets you debug 
Tough... most any pro-
gram, but is specially designed to 
debug programs that software-only 
debuggers can't. Model W users use it 
to debug TSRs, ISRs, device-drivers, 
DOS, BIOS, communications software, 
real-time data acquisition programs, 
multitasking software, network soft-
ware, keyboard drivers, disk caching 
software, systems software, spread 
sheets, EMM products, and so forth. 

"Periscope is my #1 favorite pro-
gram... I would rather change my editor 
than my debugger," writes Phil Mayes, 
who used Periscope W to track down 
some very elusive bugs causing 
intermittent corruption. 
Periscope IV provides source-level 

support for popular PC compilers and 
linkers, such as those produced by 
Microsoft, Borland, and others, and it 

The Periscope manual, software, break-
out switch and quick-reference card are 
included with Model IV 

"The Model IV 
hardware really 
makes Periscope 
shine, especially 
when you've got 
timing-related 
problems. I can 
now track down 
changing pointers 
and altered buffers 
on my 386. I've 
been using it to 
debug Crosstalk' 
Mk. 4 and there's 
just no better way 

to do it." 

JEFF GAR13ERS 

Director of Software 
Development 

Crosstalk Communications 

runs on most any 80286 or 80386 at 
speeds up to 25MHz. 

The new Remote Debugging 
feature lets you use Periscope IV to 
debug programs running on IBM 
PS/2s and compatibles. The 

optional Plus board keeps Peri-
scope from using any of the 

lower 640K, so Periscope 
can't be overwritten 
and doesn't use the 
memory your program 

needs. 
You can try FREE 

for ten days at Evaluation 
Periscope W 10-day 

I 

no charge before you buy it. Call 
our toll-free number for details. 

Periscope W prices range from 
$1995 for a 16 MHz 80286 system 
to $2395 for a 25MHz 80386 
system. The optional 512K Peri-
scope PLUS board is $400. 

Given the value of your time, can 
you afford not to try it? 

Call Toll-Free Today for 
More Information or to 
Order Your Periscope: 

800-722-7006 

In the UK call Roundhill Computer 
Systems at 0672 84 535. In Germany call 
H+B EDV at 07542 6353 or ComFood at 
02534 7093. In Sweden call LinSoft at 013 
124780. 

The 

Periscope 
Company, Inc. 

1197 Peachtree St., Plaza Level 
Atlanta, GA 30361 
404 875-8080 • FAX 404/872-1973 
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IBM SPECIAL ISSUE 

MAKING THE 
MICRO-To-MAINFRAME 

CONNECTION 
A guide to linking up with the Big Iron 

Sharon Fisher 

communications proto-
col can be crowned a 
"standard" in one of 
three ways: If a standards 
body passes it (i.e., de 

jure), if public use demands it (i.e., de 
facto), or if IBM says so. 

Protocols that a single vendor defines 
and supports are called proprietary pro-
tocols. These days, with the move toward 
standards, proprietary proto-
cols are not really politically 
wise. However, because so 
many users need to communi-
cate with IBM mainframes, 
people tend to look at IBM 
proprietary protocols as a 
necessary evil. 

If you want your PC to 
communicate with an IBM 
mainframe, you're probably 
going to have to do it IBM's 
way. And IBM's way consists 
of a group of arcane, some-
what technically outdated 
protocols that are only slowly 
becoming more modern. 

Playing Dumb 
The glacial pace of these up-
grades is due to the massive 
installed base of IBM main-
frame applications designed 
for use with dumb terminals. 
Some of these applications 
have been in use for 20 years. 

Despite the rapid increase 

in the PC's power, the mainframe is go-
ing to be around for a long time—it still 
provides a cost-effective way to connect 
many users and to store vast amounts of 
data. 

While you can upgrade an organiza-
tion's dumb terminals to intelligent PCs 
relatively quickly, upgrading the applica-
tions to use the PC's intelligence isn't so 
easy. It requires completely redesigning 

and rewriting the applications—a luxury 
that most companies don't have. The ap-
plications backlog in many organizations 
is measured in months or years. There's 
little point in rewriting these applications 
when firms don't have the time to fix ap-
plications that are "broken." 

Consequently, many PCs communi-
cate with a mainframe and its applica-
tions by pretending to be dumb termi-

nals. This can produce some 
ironic effects (e.g., paying 
more than $500 for a board 
that turns a $2000 PC into a 
$1000 terminal), but it lets 
you gain the advantages of an 
intelligent PC while retaining 
backward compatibility with 
mainframe applications. 

This process is called ter-
minal emulation. When you 
talk about communicating 
with an IBM mainframe, it's 
called 3270 terminal emula-
tion (after the family of IBM 
terminals that the PC is pre-
tending to be). The actual ter-
minal being emulated may be 
a 3279 or 3278, depending, 
for example, on whether or 
not the PC supports color. 
Several models of terminals 
(models 2 through 5) are de-
fined based on screen size— 
from 25 to 48 rows, and either 
80 or 132 columns. 

continued 
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MAKING THE MICRO-TO-MAINFRAME CONNECTION 

In addition, the PC can support one of 
two modes: control unit terminal or dis-
tributed function terminal. CUT is sim-
pler but more limited; it supports only 
one simultaneous mainframe session. 
DFT supports multiple simultaneous 
mainframe sessions. A PC with an at-
tached printer can usually emulate an 
IBM printer as well. 
Some IBM minicomputers (e.g., the 

System/3X) emulate a 5250 terminal 
rather than a 3270; this requires different 
hardware and software. However, more 
recent IBM minicomputers (e.g., the 
AS/400) support 3270 terminal emula-
tion as well. 

Gateways 
Until a few years ago, the only way you 
could provide 3270 terminal emulation 
was to take the following three steps: In-
stall an adapter card into each PC that 
might require mainframe communica-
tion, string cable from each PC to the 
mainframe, and run terminal-emulation 
software on each PC. Aside from being 
expensive—it isn't uncommon for the 
micro-to-mainframe hardware and soft-
ware to cost more than the PC itself—this 
method was inefficient. You needed indi-
vidual terminal-emulation hardware and 
software even if you communicated with 
the mainframe only occasionally. 

With the advent of LANs, you now 
have another solution. In the same way 
that LANs let many users share a laser 
printer or a hard disk drive, they allow 
several users to share terminal-emula-
tion hardware. The network may be able 
to link PCs by using cabling (e.g., un-
shielded twisted-pair) that is cheaper and 
easier to manage than the coaxial cabling 
traditionally used for micro-to-main-
frame connections. 

For example, if 10 PC users each need 
to communicate with a mainframe for a 
few hours per day, the organization can 
provide five micro-to-mainframe links 
in a network server. The 10 users can 
share these links by running software on 
their PCs. The server with the micro-to-
mainframe connections is a micro-to-
mainframe gateway. This server can be a 
PC dedicated to this task or one that per-
forms other functions as well. 

There are many advantages to install-
ing a LAN. The reduced number of ter-
minal-emulation boards required, com-
bined with the reduced amount of cabling 
and mainframe connections needed, can 
result in dramatic cost savings—up to 75 
percent by some estimates. Some ana-
lysts say that some organizations are in-
stalling LANs for this purpose alone. 
Gateway performance can be as little 

You'll need 

a communications 

scheme so that the PC 

and mainframe can talk 

to each other. 

as half that of an individual link. Factors 
that can affect gateway performance in-
clude the type of PC that you use for the 
gateway itself, the speed between the 
gateway and the mainframe (a 4-mega-
bit-per-second Token Ring link provides 
better performance than a 9600-bps mo-
dem link), the amount of traffic on the 
LAN, and the amount and type of data 
being transmitted to the mainframe. 

On the Mainframe Side 
In addition to hardware and software on 
the PC side, you'll need to add some 
hardware to your mainframe. And you'll 
also need a communications scheme so 
that the PC and mainframe can talk. 

Generally, PCs link to the mainframe 
through a cluster controller (also called a 
control unit or establishment controller). 
The cluster controller most readily avail-
able is an IBM model known as the 3174. 
Other vendors make cluster controllers 
that are compatible with the 3174. An 
older type of controller is the 3274. 
These devices group the PCs or termi-
nals and link them to the mainframe. 
On the mainframe side, the controller 

can be connected directly to the host or 
through another device called a front-end 
processor (also called a communications 
processor). The one most readily avail-
able today is the 3745 or compatible (al-
though older models like the 3720 and 
3725 also exist). Stand-alone PCs can 
also be linked to front-end processors 
without an intervening cluster controller. 
Some front-end processors can support 
links to multiple hosts at speeds of up to 
1.5 Mbps. 
These front-end processors support 

the following types of communications 
methods: local, remote, and via a LAN. 
In a local connection, the cluster control-
ler is directly connected to the PCs and 
terminals via coaxial cable and is also 
connected to a high-speed channel con-
nection on the mainframe. 

In a remote connection, the PCs are di-
rectly connected to the cluster controller 
via coaxial cable, but the cluster control-

ler itself communicates with the main-
frame via a special kind of high-speed 
modem called a synchronous modem. 
(The more standard kind of modem used 
by PCs is called an asynchronous mo-
dem.) The cluster controller communi-
cates over the modem by means of a pro-
tocol called synchronous data-link con-
trol. The mainframe communicates with 
the modem via a front-end processor. 
Stand-alone PCs can also communicate 
with mainframes via a synchronous mo-
dem, SDLC, and a front-end processor. 

Another way that PCs can communi-
cate with remote mainframes is by using 
an asynchronous ASCII connection. This 
method uses the more typical asynchro-
nous modem and is best suited for users 
who don't require a great deal of main-
frame communication. In this method, 
the mainframe needs an additional de-
vice called a protocol converter, which 
converts the asynchronous transmission 
to synchronous for communication with 
the mainframe. 
The third method of communication is 

via a LAN. IBM has been recommending 
that organizations use this approach, and 
consequently this method is supported in 
many ways. 

For example, in a small LAN, one PC 
can emulate a DFT and support up to five 
workstations. The PC is linked to a clus-
ter controller that attaches to the main-
frame. In a large LAN, one PC can emu-
late a cluster controller and communicate 
with the mainframe over SDLC and syn-
chronous modems. 
When running IBM's Token Ring 

LAN your options increase, thanks to the 
Token-Ring Interface Coupler. With a 
TIC, you can connect a Token Ring LAN 
to a 3725 or 3745 front-end processor, a 
3174 cluster controller, or a 9370 main-
frame or AS/400 minicomputer. 
The cluster controller (or front-end 

processor, if used) is linked directly to 
the mainframe. This method supports 
the full 4- or 16-Mbps speed of the 
Token Ring LAN. Alternatively, the 
cluster controller can communicate with 
the mainframe via synchronous modems 
and SDLC. 
When using LAN gateways, you need 

to consider whether to have each PC indi-
vidually configured on the mainframe as 
a "logical unit" or to have a group of 
mainframe sessions that the PCs can 
share. The former provides more securi-
ty because each PC's privileges can be 
individually set up, and it is easier to 
manage the PCs. PCs that are directly 
connected via TICs are individually con-
figured in this way. 

But on the other hand, individually 
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configuring a large number of PCs is te-
dious and requires more mainframe re-
sources. Some organizations do both: 
They individually configure some PCs 
(perhaps those that are used the most or 
that are used for different functions), and 
they create a pool of mainframe sessions 
that other users can share. 

Talking the Mainframe Talk 
In the same way that LANs require both 
adapter cards and network operating-sys-
tem software to function, micro-to-
mainframe communication has both 
hardware and software components. If 
you just want your PCs to act as termi-
nals to the mainframe, all you need is 
terminal-emulation software. If you wish 
to write programs for the PCs that com-
municate with programs on the main-
frame, you need additional software. 
The type of software that organiza-

tions use depends on what kind of appli-
cation programming interface they want 
for the mainframe. There are three kinds 
of APIs, which require increasingly 
more programming on the mainframe 
side than the one before it. 
The first type is High-Level Language 

API (HLLAPI). With software that sup-
ports this interface, you can write appli-
cations that communicate with main-
frame applications as though they were 
terminals. The mainframe applications 
don't need to be modified to communi-
cate with the PC applications. You would 
use this type of interface for programs 
that transfer files between the PC and the 
mainframe. 

In earlier software releases, IBM also 
supported Entry-Emulator HLLAPI. 
This provided a subset of HLLAPI and 
was designed for use with smaller, sim-
pler LANs. EEHLLAPI is no longer 
available. 
The second type of API is Server-Re-

quester Programming Interface (SRPI). 
With software supporting this interface, 
you can write applications that treat the 
mainframe as a server by communicat-
ing with relational databases on the 
mainframe. However, to provide this 
function, the mainframe also requires 
another type of software, Enhanced Con-
nectivity Facility (ECF). This type of in-
terface is used for programs that extract 
data from a mainframe database. 
The third type of API is Advanced 

Program-to-Program Communication. 
APPC differs from the other two APIs. 
In other types of communication, the 
mainframe "master" transmits and re-
ceives data from a PC "slave." With 
APPC, the mainframe and the PC are 
peers, and either one can request infor-

mation from the other. You would use 
this type of interface for client-server ap-
plications, where both the PC and the 
mainframe do some of the processing. 
However, to support APPC, you must 
write programs on the mainframe; you 
cannot use the existing applications that 
were written for dumb terminals. 
APPC also uses a different type of 

communications protocol than the other 
two APIs. While HLLAPI and SRPI can 
communicate with the mainframe by 
using 3270 protocols, APPC uses a type 
known as Logical Unit 6.2 (LU 6.2). 
LU 6.2 supports peer-to-peer commu-

nication on the hardware level; APPC 
provides it on the software level. How-
ever, the two terms—APPC and LU 
6.2—are often used interchangeably. 

Another term often associated with 
APPC is System Network Architecture. 
IBM is attempting to migrate its users to-
ward a certain group of strategic commu-
nications protocols; it uses the term SNA 
to refer to these protocols. APPC/LU 6.2 
are in SNA; 3270 communications proto-
cols are not. 

The Software Connection 
The type of software you need depends 
on the APIs you choose and what operat-
ing system your PCs run. For example, 
many vendors offer 3270 terminal-emu-
lation software for use with MS-DOS and 
OS/2. This software generally supports 
HLLAPI and other basic programming 
interfaces. If you want to support APPC, 
you need additional DOS software. 
IBM recommends that OS/2 users who 

want both 3270 terminal emulation and 
support for APPC should move to OS/2 
Extended Edition. Extended Edition in-
cludes a communications manager that 
provides both of these functions. An-
other advantage of Extended Edition is 
that it supports Ethernet LANs as well as 
Token Ring networks. 
The two major vendors for PC com-

munications hardware and software are 
IBM and Digital Communications Asso-
ciates. These vendors provide products 
like 3270 terminal-emulation boards, 
terminal-emulation software, and gate-
way hardware and software. But more 
than a dozen other vendors also provide 
some subset of these products. 

At present, Extended Edition/Com-
munications Manager is available only 
from IBM. However, IBM announced in 
November 1989 that it would make its 
Communications Manager functions 
available to other vendors for incorpora-
tion into their products. IBM has not yet 
said how or when it will do this. 
Some organizations wish to make their 

micro-to-mainframe programs user-
friendly, yet don't have time to rewrite 
the entire application. Many vendors 
have released products that let you de-
velop icon- and menu-driven interfaces 
for their applications without requiring 
changes in the mainframe application. 

Futures 
At this point, IBM and the marketplace 
are pushing users toward communica-
tions methods that take advantage of the 
PC's intelligence (e.g. ,Token Ring con-
nections and APPC) for writing new ap-
plications. The new crop of client-server 
OS/2-based applications demonstrate the 
value of this method. 

Moreover, in response to user de-
mand, IBM is beginning to support types 
of communication other than those it has 
developed itself. For example, OS/2 Ex-
tended Edition supports Ethernet LANs 
as well as Token Ring networks. 
IBM has said that it will support Open 

Systems Interconnection protocols, 
which are intended to be used by all ven-
dors to let you set up heterogeneous net-
works of computers. In addition, IBM is 
already beginning to support TCP/IP, a 
set of older communications methods 
that many vendors support and many 
products provide now. 
On the other hand, the mainframe 

isn't likely to go away. While new micro-
to-mainframe communications possibili-
ties are opening up, the huge installed 
base of mainframe applications will 
guarantee that older terminal-emulation 
protocols and the applications that sup-
port them will continue to be used for the 
foreseeable future. • 

Editor's note: For more information on 
micro-to-mainframe communications, 
contact Attachmate (13231 Southeast 
36th St., Bellevue, WA 98006, (800) 426-
6283 or (206) 644-4010) and ask for the 
"Evaluator's Guide to 32 70 Micro-Main-
frame Products." Although Attachmate 
produces its own line of 3270 products, 
most parts of this guide are fairly bias-
free and do a good job of presenting the 
information. 
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Largest Variety of Templates Available 
And The Most Inexpensive! 

At present, FuncKey Enterprises has 36 color-coded templates for 70 of the most popular PC software 
programs, in BOTH 10 key and 12 key versions. We are continually updating the templates so that you 
always get the latest version of a program, plus older versions on one template. The major software 
manufacturers (Borland, Ashton-Tate, SPC, Microsoft, Dac-Easy, etc.) provide us with advanced copies 
of new releases, so that FuncKey always has the largest selection of low-cost, current program 
templates. The background color ink is formulated to diffuse light and reduce glare. The thin profile 
(only 12/1000 of an inch thick) lets you stack several templates on the keyboard for quick changes 
between programs. The removable reference card shows shortcuts, speed keys, and other useful 
conventions. FuncKey templates are excellent training tools or handy for occasionally used programs. 
Best of all, a 10 key template is only $2.98 and a 12 key template is only $3.98. 
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DON'T WORRY, 
USE HLLAPI 

Cooperative applications development that involves both 
microcomputers and mainframes draws on the strengths of each 

Mike Fichtelman 

O-
ne of the biggest sur-
prises of the last decade, 
at least to IBM, was the 
phenomenal success of 
the IBM PC. IBM's orig-

inal sales projections for the PC indi-
cated that only about a quarter-million of 
the little machines would be sold. Of 
course, these projections may have been 
skewed by IBM's interest in mainframe 
computers—IBM makes a 60 
percent profit on every main-
frame. Therefore, just about 
everything that IBM does, 
makes, or sells is traditional-
ly geared toward bolstering 
the sale of mainframes. 

Despite IBM's predilection 
for mainframes, sales of PCs 
grew far beyond the original 
projection. People all over the 
world, in homes, offices, and 
factories, are using PCs to do 
just about everything that a 
"real" computer can do. In 
fact, the balance has shifted 
so dramatically that last year 
sales of PCs eclipsed sales of 
mainframes for the first time. 
The reasons for this are 

simple. Given a choice be-
tween a mainframe terminal 
and a personal computer, 
people will almost always 
choose the latter. A personal 
computer is under your con-
trol. Response time and per-

formance are usually excellent, because 
you're not competing with hundreds of 
other users for the machine's attention. 

Personal computers are also easier to 
use. Applications can be built using vir-
tually endless levels of help screens, win-
dows, and other techniques that make 
using the application more intuitive. 

These kinds of things can't be done on 
a mainframe without enormous expendi-

ture and effort. It's like giving people a 
choice between a black-and-white TV 
and a color TV. Just as most people will 
take the color TV, most people will take 
a personal computer over a mainframe 
terminal. 

In the mid- 1980s, IBM began to real-
ize that mainframe sales were ebbing 
away to the less profitable but enormous-
ly popular PC. But wait a second. What 

about all that information on 
the mainframe, all those huge 
data files? What about the tre-
mendous investment that 
companies all over the world 
have made in mainframes and 
mainframe data communica-
tions networks? 
To keep the PC people in 

the game, protect customer 
investment, and salvage its 
bread-and-butter business, 
IBM began to produce alter-
natives that were needed to 
provide connectivity between 
PCs and mainframes. Enter 
Systems Application Archi-
tecture (SAA). 

You don't SAA 
PCs weren't the only reason 
for IBM's sagging sales. An-
other culprit was IBM's dis-
jointed product line. IBM 
produces a large portfolio of 
software products that run on 

continued 
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a plethora of hardware platforms. IBM's 
product picture is so big that its own staff 
has trouble getting a handle on it; forget 
about the customers. Customers were 
having some problems integrating these 
products because of dissimilar protocols, 
file structures, operating systems, nam-
ing conventions, user interfaces, and so 
forth. 

Meanwhile, competitors like Digital 
Equipment were promoting tightly inte-
grated product lines that allowed users to 
port applications unchanged (theoreti-
cally) from a microcomputer to a main-
frame and back again. This approach 
permitted the development of systems 
that distributed the work load across plat-
forms, allowing different machines to do 
the part of the work that each did best. 
IBM confronted the problems of per-

sonal (distributed) computing and its 
fragmented product line by announcing 
SAA in 1987. SAA is an attempt by IBM 
to pull everything it produces under a 
single umbrella of standardization. 
SAA is not a product, but rather a set 

of guidelines that IBM and third-party 
vendors will adhere to in order to provide 
both users and vendors with the benefits 
that usually come from standardization. 
Along with SAA, IBM also announced 
the PS/2 family of microcomputers, the 
OS/2 operating system, and the Micro 
Channel architecture. These hardware 
and software components form part of 
the foundation of SAA, which is still 
under construction. 

There are three primary components 
of SAA. Common User Access is a set of 
standards for the design and development 
of user interfaces. Today, a microcom-
puter's user interface is very different 
from a mainframe's. In the future, CUA 
says, they should be the same—or at least 
as similar as they can be. 
The Common Programming Interface 

specifies the set of languages and ser-
vices that can be used so an application 
will qualify as an SAA application. C 
and REX X are SAA; JCL (Job Control 
Language) is not. Theoretically, CPI 
will improve maintenance and portabil-
ity of program code. 
The last component, Common Comm-

munications Support, specifies a stan-
dard set of protocols and communica-
tions conventions to provide connectivity 
between applications running on sepa-
rate systems. CCS is the springboard to 
the development of cooperative process-
ing applications. Cooperative or distrib-
uted processing will allow developers to 
split up the work between workstations 
and host machines to derive maximum 
power and flexibility. 

AA is a 

great idea, but it won't 

happen overnight, and 

it won't come cheap. 

Needless to say, SAA is an ambitious 
proposition. It's a great idea, but it won't 
happen overnight, and it won't come 
cheap. The chronic delays and relatively 
high cost associated with the develop-
ment and implementation of IBM's first 
SAA application, OfficeVision, under-
score this fact. 

Hello, HLLAPI 
The High-Level Language Application 
Programming Interface (HLLAPI—pro-
nounced "ha-lap-pee") is a valuable pro-
gramming tool. HLLAPI lets program-
mers develop applications that deliver 
what SAA only promises. It can quickly, 
easily, and relatively inexpensively pro-
duce cooperative-processing applica-
tions between PCs and mainframes that 
draw on the strengths of both: PCs are 
great for fast, friendly user interfaces; 
mainframes can't be beat for storing and 
retrieving gigabytes of information reli-
ably and efficiently. 

Before I get involved in describing the 
particulars of HLLAPI, I'll provide 
some background. 

Shortly after the first PCs rolled off 
the assembly line, an idea occurred to a 
number of enterprising people: Take this 
new machine, which is already consum-
ing a considerable amount of desktop 
real estate, and make it do double duty. 
Instead of installing a 3270 terminal next 
to the PC to provide access to an IBM 
mainframe, make the PC act as a termi-
nal. Save on desk space. Save money. 

Most terminal emulators are similar in 
concept and function. An adapter card, 
installed in a PC, is connected to an 
existing 3274 cluster controller via co-
axial cable. One of the pioneers of termi-
nal emulation was the now-famous 
IRMA coax adapter marketed by Digital 
Communications Associates (Alphar-
etta, GA). 

Naturally, it wasn't long before IBM 
entered the terminal-emulation market 
as well. In 1983, IBM introduced the 
3270PC, which was essentially an IBM 
XT with built-in terminal-emulation 
hardware and software. 
The 3270PC is no longer manufac-

tured; this dedicated approach was re-
placed by the 3278/3279 coax adapters. 
These adapters can be purchased for both 
the PC and Micro Channel buses. 
The emulation software changed as 

well. The 3270PC control program gave 
way to two different programs. The full-
blown workstation program provides 
support for four mainframe sessions, a 
PC session, and a lot of other features. 
The stripped-down version is called the 
3270PC entry-level emulation program. 
The entry-level program provides one 
mainframe and one PC session; it meets 
the requirements of most users. 

Various terminal-emulation products 
provided access to mainframe applica-
tions. Some even provided file transfer 
between the PC and the mainframe, but 
they weren't really programmable. With 
the introduction of HLLAPI, IBM has 
provided a mechanism for effectively 
controlling the interaction between the 
PC and the mainframe. 
HLLAPI is exactly what the name pur-

ports: an interface to the low-level func-
tions of the terminal-emulation program 
that can be accessed by applications writ-
ten in a high-level programming lan-
guage like C or Pascal. These functions 
are invoked in the typical manner of the 
particular programming language, by 
linking the application program with a 
language interface module (LIM). 

Spread a Little HLLAPIness 
The HLLAPI program itself is a TSR 
program, as is the terminal-emulation 
program. HLLAPI comes in two flavors, 
depending on the IBM terminal emulator 
being used. 

Users of the entry-level emulation pro-
gram must use the Entry-Level Emula-
tion High-Level Language Application 
Programming Interface. EEHLLAPI is 
included when you purchase the emula-
tion software and is a fairly comprehen-
sive subset of the HLLAPI functions. 
For users of the workstation program, 
the API HLLAPI is a separate product 
and must be purchased separately. 

Central to the operation of HLLAPI is 
the concept of the presentation space. 
The presentation space is a block of 
memory in the PC that maps to the termi-
nal display of the mainframe session. 
The presentation space is the window 
through which the HLLAPI program 
controls interaction with the mainframe 
application. 
You can invoke HLLAPI functions 

that will move information either to or 
from the presentation space under the di-
rection of your application requirements. 

continued 
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Keystrokes can be sent to the mainframe, 
automating the actions of a human opera-
tor. The mainframe display can be 
searched, tested for an update, copied to 
a file, or sent to the printer. Data can be 

entered into a mainframe CRT form or 
extracted and processed by another PC 
program. 

In addition to these and other presenta-
tion services, HLLAPI provides func-

HLLAPI FUNCTIONS 

HLLAPI functions are executed by passing the function number as an 
argument to the TSR program's interface function, HLLC. 

Function 
Function 
number Description 

PRESENTATION SERVICES 
Connect presentation space 
Disconnect presentation space 
Query cursor location 
Query field attribute 
Search field 
Find field position 
Find field length 
Copy field to string 
Copy string to field 
Copy 01A 

Copy presentation space 

Copy presentation space to string 
Copy string to presentation space 

Search presentation space 

Define presentation space 
Switch presentation space 
Display cursor 
Display presentation space 
Delete presentation space 

OPERATOR SERVICES 
Query system 
Query sessions 
Query session status 
Set session parameters 
Send key 
Wait 
Pause 
Start host notification 
Query host update 

Stop host notification 
Reset system 

DEVICE SERVICES 
Start keystroke intercept 
Get key 
Post intercept status 
Stop keystroke intercept 
Get 3270 AID key 

Reserve 
Release 

COMMUNICATION SERVICES 
Send file 
Receive file 

SYSTEM SERVICES 
Invoke DOS program 
DOS redirect 

UTILITY SERVICES 
Convert position or RowCol 

Storage manager 

1 Establish connection. 
2 Break connection. 
7 Find the cursor. 
14 E.g., is current field highlighted? 
30 For presence of specified data. 
31 Locate a specified field. 
32 Get the length of a field. 
34 Move field contents to a string. 
33 Move string contents to a field. 
13 Move 3270 operator information 

area to a string. 
5 Copy entire mainframe display to 

string. 
8 Copy all or part of mainframe display. 
15 Move a string to a specified location 

in the mainframe display. 
6 Search the mainframe display for the 

presence of specified data. 
35 Create dummy presentation space. 
36 Switch to defined space. 
37 Put the cursor in a specific location. 
38 Either dummy or real. 
39 Scratch the defined space. 

20 E.g., for HLLAPI version. 
10 Number of sessions and their type. 
22 Information on a specific session. 
9 Change default session options. 
3 Send keystrokes to mainframe session. 
4 Wait until mainframe is ready for input. 
18 Wait a specified period of time. 
23 Set up query host update. 
24 Determine if mainframe display has 

changed. 
25 Concludes query host update. 
21 Reinitialize the HLLAPI TSR. 

50 Filter keystrokes. 
51 Process filtered keystrokes. 
52 Filtered keystroke status. 
53 End keystroke filtering. 
54 Used with defined presentation 

space. 
11 Lock out manual keyboard input. 
12 Unlock reserved keyboard. 

90 Send PC file to mainframe. 
91 Receive a mainframe file. 

92 Start another application. 
93 Use redirection and piping. 

99 Convert mainframe display position 
to/from row/column coordinates. 

17 Allocate blocks of memory for other 
functions. 

tions that perform support tasks, such as 
session status generation, connecting to 
and disconnecting from the mainframe, 
and system reset. The table provides a list 
of all the HLLAPI functions, as well as 
the function codes and a brief description 
of each. 

Across the Great Divide 
The primary problem that I encountered 
when I began exploring HLLAPI was a 
dearth of information. IBM provides 
documentation on all the functions in a 
terse manual, and the functions just 
weren't intuitive. Once I started to build 
a library of the functions in C, however, 
it was relatively simple to combine the 
functions to satisfy a variety of require-
ments. 

Since a picture is worth a thousand 
words, I've included listing 1 as an anno-
tated example of a program that uses 
HLLAPI. The program is short, but it 
ties together several important HLLAPI 
functions to automate a routine function. 
While the program is not terribly sophis-
ticated, I think it illustrates the potential 
power and flexibility of HLLAPI. 

Assume, for example, that you work in 
a company that updates its general ledger 
file with a program that runs on a main-
frame system overnight. Once the main-
frame general ledger file is updated, it is 
important to capture an extract of the file 
and pass the extract to a PC application 
for further processing. This should be 
done as soon as the file is available. 

For the purposes of this example, as-
sume as well that the mainframe general 
ledger program runs on an IBM VM sys-
tem ( it could just as easily be an MVS 
system). In this example, the virtual ma-
chine responsible for processing the gen-
eral ledger will transmit a notification to 
the virtual machine of my automated op-
erator when general ledger processing is 
completed. My HLLAPI program auto-
matically logs onto the mainframe in the 
middle of the night and waits patiently 
until it detects this notification of com-
pletion. It then proceeds to download the 
extract file to the PC for further pro-
cessing. 

Here's a Little Code I Wrote 
Taking the BYTEAPI code step by step, 
the first thing to do is declare the re-
quired HLLAPI parameters as global 
variables. These parameters are passed 
to and from the HLLC function in the 
HLLAPI LIM. Next, declare the func-
tions used to invoke HLLAPI within the 
program. 

Then, in the main routine, initialize 
continued 
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Attention 
U.S. 
BYTE 

Subscribers 

Watch for the next BYTE 
DECK mailing that will be 
arriving in your mailbox soon! 

Use this as a fast, convenient tool 
to purchase computer products 
and services. It's loaded with 
essential hardware and software 
products that you should be aware 
of when making your buying 
decisions. and it's absolutely 
FREE! 

If you have a computer product or 
service, and would like to reach 
275,000 influential BYTE magazine 
subscribers, please give Ed Ware 
a call today at (603) 924-2596. 

Here's what a BYTE Deck adver-
tiser has to say: 

"Ten years ago we advertised in the 
very first BYTE Deck—the number 
of sales leads we received was 
enormous! The BYTE Deck was so 
successful for us, that we have 
continued to use it over the past ten 
years!" 

Lisa Tarpoff 
Marketing Manager 

Heath Company 
Benton Harbor, MI 

EWE 

DON'T WORRY, USE HLLAPI 

Listing 1: BYTEAPL C, a little HLLAPI program. 

enclude < stdio.h> 

/* HLLAPI parameters */ 
int API FUNC, API__LEN, API__RETC; 

char API__STRING[255); 

/************ HLLAPI DECLARATIONS 
void connect_host(); 
void disconnect_host(); 
void pause ( int API__LIN); 
void receive__file (); 
void reset_system(); 
void search_pres(char *API__STRING,int API__RETC); 
void send__key(char *API__STRING); 
void wait(); 

**************/ 

main( ) 

reset_system (); /* initialize HLLAPI TSR program */ 
connect_host(); /* connect to mainframe presentation space */ 

/* perform the log-on process */ 
puts("Logging On To Mainframe VM System"); 
send_key ("IC"); /* clear the screen */ 
wait(); /* wait until mainframe is ready for input */ 
send_key ("LOGON useridIE"); /* enters user ID */ 
wait(); 
pause(20); /* pause for 20 half-seconds */ 
send_key ("passwordIE"); /* enters the password */ 
wait(); 

/* search the presentation space for the signal from another user */ 
/* ID that it is time to download the file */ 

strcpy(API__STRING,"OK TO PROCEED");/* move search string to string parameters! 
API LEN = 0; /* initialize length parameter */ 
/* loop until the search string is found in the presentation space 

( as long as API__LEN = 0 or until a key is hit a-
while ( API__IEN == 0 && ! kbhit() ) 

clrscr(); /* clear the PC screen */ 
puts("Searching Presentation Space For Message To Proceed"); 
search__pres(API__STRING,1); /* invoke the search function */ 

/* when the signal is received, begin download process */ 
puts("Proceeding To Download File From Host"); 
disconnect_host /* must disconnect before receive */ 
/* invoke the receive function with parameters for the PC filename, 

the mainframe filename, file type, and mode; convert the file to ASCII; 
carriage return/linefeed marks the end of records */ 

receive__file("GLFILE GENERAL LEDGER * ( ASCII CRLF"); 
connect_host(); /* reconnect to mainframe presentation space */ 
send_key ("QC"); /* clear the screen */ 
wait(); 

/* send a message to the other user ID that the file has been downloaded */ 
send_key ("MSG otherid GL FILE RECEIVED @E"); 
wait(); 

/* reinitialize and exit */ 
reset_system 
exit(0); 

/* Connect to Host Session*/ 
void connect_host () 

API__FUNC . 1; /* function code */ 
strcpy(API__STRING, "E" ); /* connect to session E fq 
API__LEN = 1; /* length of string is 1 */ 
/* call Language Interface Module */ 
HLLC(UPI__FUNC,API__STRING,&API__LEN,&API__RETC); 
if (API_RETC != 0) /* handle the return code */ 

puts("Warning : could not connect to Host." ); 
printf("Return Code : %d\n" , API__RETC); 
return; 

I; 

/* Disconnect from Host Session*/ 
void disconnect__host () 

API__FUNC = 2; 
continued 
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"Do you know what the underground bargain C compiler of this year is? It's 
the Mix Power C compiler. For under $25 with shipping. it is one heck of a 
good compiler." 

Victor Schneider 
Dr. Dobb's Journal, June 88 ( Letter to the editor) 

"Overall, Power C's performance is remarkable for the price. Quite 
compatible with the Microsoft C and Turbo C "standards", Power C is a 
heavyweight contender in the educational, hobbyist, and perhaps even the 
professional market — at a bantamweight price." 

Stephen Davis 
PC Magazine, September 13, 88 ( Review) 

"Power C is an unbelievable product for $19.95, and is very competitive with 
Turbo C, Microsoft C, and Microsoft's new Quick C in both features and 
performance. It is excellent for the beginner who wants to learn C, or for the 
experienced programmer who wants to develop professional applications. The 
manual alone is worth the price of this package, and the generous library 
source code and assembler offer adds to the value of it. If you have any 
desire to program in C, or want a more powerful C compiler, get a copy of 
Power C!" 

Michael Cortese 
Computer Shopper, August 88 ( Review) 

"The Ctrace debugger is where Mix really shines. It is magnificent. It's not 
only better than the stripped down debugger Microsoft includes with Quick C, 
it's better than the full debugger Microsoft provides with its high-end 
compiler (Codeview)." 

David Weinberger 
Computer Shopper, November 88 ( Review) 
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Subscription 
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HLLC(KAPI__FUNC,API__STRING,KAPI__LEN,KAPI__RETC); 
if itPI_FiETC 1= 0) 

puts("Warning : could not disconnect from Host." ); 
printf("Return Code : %d\n" , API__RETC); 
return; 

1; 

/* Pause for host event, APILEN in half-seconds */ 
void pause ( int API__LEN) 

API__FLINC = 18; 
HLLC(KAPI__FUNC,API__STRING,KAPI__LEN,KAPI__RETC); 

/*Receive File*/ 
void receive__file(char *API__STRING) 

API_FUNC = 91; 
API__LEN = strlen(API__STRING);/*length of API string*/ 
API__RETC = 3; /*receive.com located on c: drive*/ 
HLLC(KAPI__FUNC,API__STRING,&API__LEN,KAPI__RETC); 
if (API__RETC != 3) 

puts("Warning : could not receive file." ); 
rintf("Return Code : %d\n" , API__RETC); 

else 

puts(" "); 
puts("File Received."); 

} 

/* Reset System */ 
void reset_system () 

API_FUNC = 21; 
HLLC(&API__FUNC,API__STRING,KAPI__LEN,KAPI__RETC); 

/*Search presentation spaced/ 
void search_pres(char *API__STRING,int API__RETC) 

API_FUNC = 6; 
API__LEN = strlen(API__STRING);/*length of API string*/ 
HLLC(&API__FUNC,API__STRING,KAPI__LEN,KAPI__RETC); 
if (API_RETC !. 0) 

puts("Warning : Could 
printf("Return Code : 
}; 

/* Send Key*/ 
void send_key ( char *API__STRING) 

API_FUNC = 3; 
API__LEN = strlen(API__STRING);/*length of API string*/ 
HLLC(KAPI__FUNC,API__STRING,&API__LEN,KAPI__RETC); 
if (API__RETC != 0) 

puts("Warning : could not send keystrokes." ); 
printf("Return Code : %d\n" ,API__RETC); 
return; 

not find string in presentation space." 
%d\n" , API__RETC); 

/* Wait for mainframe to catch up a-
void wait () 

API_FUNC = 4; 
HLLC(KAPI__FUNC,API__STRING,KAPI__LEN,KAPI__RETC); 

); 

the HLLAPI TSR program using reset 
system. It's the safe thing to do and re-
sets everything to default values. Next, 
connect to the mainframe presentation 
space. The send key function clears the 
screen and enters the log-on ID. Certain 
keystrokes are preceded by an @ sign, 
such as @C (the Clear key) and @E (the 
Enter key). These are known as atten-

tion/interrupt keys because they initiate 
some kind of action on the part of the 
mainframe system. 

Next, use pause to let 10 seconds pass 
and let the mainframe session catch up 
before entering the password. The differ-
ence between pause and wait is subtle. 
The wait function waits until the 

continued 
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Group scheduling 
with online notification 

--I in 1.4 KBytes! 
CaLANdar provides group scheduling of appointments 

and tasks, a group mail/notebook facility and the 
industry's best RSVP and notification system. 

• NOTIFICATION & ACCESS 
On-line notification and "hot key" access to 
all of CaLANdar's features - without exiting 
from your application programs - even 
GRAPHICS programs! And one computer 
can monitor up to 10 schedules. 

• TINY RAM OVERHEAD 
CaLANdar's full function TSR occupies 
1.4 KBytes of main memory on systems 
with EMS - less than 7 KBytes w/o EMS. 
The pop-up only mode occupies less than 
4 KBytes. And when used with 'high loaders' 
it occupies 0 bytes of main memory! 

• SCHEDULE RESOURCES TOO 

We treat people like people and resources 
like resources. And our Resource Manager 
facility provides extended control for the 
people who are responsible for corporate 
resources. 

• SENSIBLE REPORTS 
CaLANdar provides several useful printouts 
- like our Daily Organizer, which help you 
organize your daily, weekly and monthly 
activities. 

• ON-LINE NOTIFICATION 
For new appointments, tasks and mail, 
RSVPs, appointment time and Quick 
Reminder. 

• PEOPLE GROUPS 

CaLANdar's groups make it easy for you 
to maintain both system-wide and personal 
lists of people. When creating an 
appointment, task or mail, simply select 
a group name. CaLANdar will automatically 
notify each member of the group. 

• RESOURCE GROUPS/POOLS 

CaLANdar supports system-wide and local 
resource groups and pools. Resource groups 
include resources which are frequently used 
together. Resource pools are groups of 
similar resources. When you select a 
resource pool for an appointment, CaLANdar 
automatically assigns one of the resources 
within the pool. 

Status 
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Appointment, Task 
and Mail Windows 

FREE DEMO 

Command 
Key Help 

For more information and a free demo copy - 
call, write or FAX today. Or call our BBS 
to down-load your demo copy ... TODAY! 

VOICE: 508/626-8511 

FAX: 508/626-8515 

BBS: 508/875-8009 

NW 

CALAN DAR' 
A Microsystems Software Ii.\\I WORKS Product 

Microsystems Software, Inc. 
600 Worcester Road Framingham, MA 01701 
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DON'T WORRY, USE HLLAPI 

communication line is no longer busy; 
this doesn't necessarily mean that the 
previous action you requested has been 
completed. The pause function waits for 
the length of time you specify. 
To find out when it's safe to start the 

download, the automated operator will 
repeatedly search presentation space 
until it detects the notification string 
"OK TO PROCEED," or until some-
body presses a key. Obviously, the noti-
fication string could have been anything. 
Please be aware that there are more so-
phisticated (and more complicated) ways 
of handling this kind of notification de-
tection. 
Once the automated operator gets the 

OK to continue, the download process 
begins. However, you must first discon-
nect from the presentation space; this is 
mandatory. The receive file function 
accepts the following parameters for re-
ceiving a file from a VM mainframe sys-
tem: the PC filename (GLFILE), the 
VM filename (GENERAL), the VM file 
type (LEDGER), the VM file mode (*), 
and the conversion parameters (ASCII 
CRLF). When the file has been down-
loaded, reconnect to the presentation 

space, clear the screen, and send a mes-
sage to the other virtual machine saying 
that the file was received. 

If you examine the functions them-
selves, you'll notice that they are modu-
lar. They can be mixed as necessary to 
create the desired result. There could 
have been other functions added to make 
this application more robust. 
Once you've written your HLLAPI ap-

plication program, you must compile it 
and link it with the appropriate LIM. In 
the case of C, there are three LIMs. For 
the small, medium, and large memory 
models, use HLLC_S.OBJ, HLLC_M 
.OBJ, or HLLC_L.OBJ, respectively. 
The following is a batch file imple-

mentation that could be used to compile 
and link the BYTEAPI program using 
Turbo C. 

REM compile and link byteapi . 
using turbo c 

tcc -IC: Ito' include -LC: I tcl lib 
byteapi . c hllc_s . obi 

To execute BYTEAPI, first run the ter-
minal-emulation program from the DOS 
command line: C> pc3270 for the entry-

level program, and C> indcipl for the 
workstation program. Next, execute the 
IBM HLLAPI program: C> EEHLLAPI 
for the entry-level version, and C> 
HLLAPI for the workstation version. Fi-
nally, execute the application program: 
C> BYTEAPI. That's all there is to it. 

Take a Mainframe to Lunch 
The ways in which you can use HLLAPI 
are limited only by your imagination. 
You needn't stretch too far to see the po-
tential of a PC database that uses 
HLLAPI to pass data back and forth be-
tween a mainframe database and a PC 
database, or a PC front end to a main-
frame-based application that provides a 
graphical user interface, or perhaps an 
expert- system shell that invokes a 
HLLAPI program to perform main-
frame problem determination and resolu-
tion without human intervention. 

All kinds of things are possible. Get 
your SAA the inexpensive way...start 
today. • 

Mike Fichtelman is the systems planning 
officer at EAB in New York, New York. 
He can be reached on BIX do "editors." 

ABC Flowcharter for Windows 
"Simply the easiest way to document procedures." 

ABC Flowcharter" makes drawing and editing 

flowcharts easier than ever. It's loaded with 

features that help you make and edit charts in 
a fraction of the time needed with other 
flowcharting or drawing programs. 

ABC Flowcharter's advanced link feature lets 
you break complicated procedures into smaller, 

more manageable steps. Just click on a shape to 

display a sub-chart or procedure. It's that easy 

Ask your dealer for a demonstration or call 

1-800-227-0847 for more information. See for 

yourself why ABC Flowcharter is quickly 
becoming the standard flowcharting tool for 

the Fortune 1000. Retail price $ 295. 

2215 Filbert St. 
San Francisco, CA 94123 

415-563-9175 
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IBM SPECIAL ISSUE 

ADDING VALUE TO 
YOUR DATA 

Whatever way you choose to share data, 
the process is essential 

George Bond 

D 
ata sharing is one of 
those phrases whose 
fuzziness masks the im-
mense value of what it 
describes. Its meanings 

and uses span a wide range. Moving data 
from one computer to another is so cen-
tral an issue that it is impossible to over-
state its importance. 

Data sharing can mean slipping the 
answers to today's quiz to the 
kid across the aisle in an ele-
mentary-school history class. 
Or it can refer to the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration computer's 
pulling weather data from 
sensors and broadcast gear in 
a satellite miles above the 
earth and feeding it into a net-
work that your local TV 
weatherperson uses to pre-
pare the 6 p.m. report. 

In down-to-earth, real-
world terms, data sharing can 
mean maintaining a central 
file of procedures and func-
tions for use by a program-
ming team, the pooling of 
mortality statistics by insur-
ance companies, or providing 
a statewide master card cata-
log for libraries. 
You can even share data 

with yourself by cutting and 
pasting between applications, 
doing mail merges, importing 

information, or using Dynamic Data Ex-
change (DDE) procedures. You can share 
data with others through something as 
simple as a null modem (or a peer-to-
peer, zero-slot LAN). 

Despite its importance, the world of 
data sharing is far from robust. The lack 
of hardware and software standards has 
caused enough problems to drive many 
users back to their isolated PCs after ten-

tative and often unsuccessful attempts to 
talk with the world. Users have needless-
ly rekeyed millions of characters instead 
of having them read from a file. 

Thousands and thousands of people 
use databases, telephone directories, and 
accounting systems that don't really 
meet their needs. They do so because it 
takes too much work to manually tran-
scribe years of data from an old program 

to a new and improved one. 
What follows is a discussion 
of basic ways that you can 
share data and of what tools 
are available that you can use 
today. 

Footpower Transfers 
The "sneakernet" is the sim-
plest way to share data be-
tween one computer and an-
other. You store data on a 
floppy disk in computer A, re-
move the disk, carry it to 
computer B, insert it in a disk 
drive, and read it. It is simple, 
fast, and cheap. 
Of course, this method of 

sharing data assumes that 
both computers use compat-
ible disk formats and sizes 
(your PS/2 will have problems 
reading a disk from your DEC 
Robin). It also assumes that 
the programs that generate 
the data are compatible (for 

continued 
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ADDING VALUE TO YOUR DATA 

example, WordStar 4.0 is not happy try-
ing to digest a raw WordPerfect 5.1 file). 
If you experience compatibility prob-
lems, there are solutions. 
When all your data is stored in ASCII, 

all is well on the network. Of course, not 
everything is stored in ASCII. Page-
Maker stores data one way, dBASE an-
other, and SuperCalc a third. WordPer-
fect 5.1 stores its data differently than 
WordPerfect 4.0. An early Lotus work-
sheet is different from a current Lotus 
worksheet. 

There are several ways to deal with 
this problem. When you're working with 
Microsoft Windows applications, you 
can use DDE to move data around auto-
matically. Smart clipboards, such as the 
ones in Windows and Desqview, can 
handle data from diverse programs and 
do the necessary conversion. Many pro-
grams now have very good import/trans-
lation programs built in. Excel, for ex-
ample, can read files generated by many 
other spreadsheet programs. Most of the 
major word processors can read each 
other's files. And dBASE formats have 
become a virtual lingua franca of data-
bases. 

Slide-in, Slide-out Data 
The Bernoulli Box, an early, removable-
media, high-capacity disk drive that was 
introduced a decade ago by Iomega, has 
become a dependable data-sharing medi-
um. It uses removable high-capacity 
disks protected by a hard shell. Bernoulli 
Boxes are available in both 8- and 5 '4-
inch formats and operate with most 
microcomputers. The 5 '4-inch drives 
can be mounted internally. The 8-inch 
drives are available with capacities of 10 
megabytes and 20 MB, and the 5 '4-inch 
units are available with 20 MB and 44 
MB. A Bernoulli Box can read data re-
corded on any other Bernoulli Box of the 
same size. 

Photo 1: One way to share 
data is with a removable hard 
disk system like this Sysgen 
45-MB device. With a setup 
like this, you can snap out 
the disk pack, plug it into 
another system, and use the 
information somewhere else. 

Removable hard disk drives are an-
other option. These devices are like stan-
dard hard disk drives, but they come in 
two parts: a docking section installed in 
the computer, and a separate disk pack 
(see photo 1). You can unplug the disk 
portion from the docking section and 
plug it into another computer. 

In other words, you could work on a 
spreadsheet all day at the office, store it 
on a removable hard disk drive, and, at 

Tape 
storage uses recording 
tape instead of floppy 

disks to store or 

transfer information. 

The principle is 
the same, but the 

medium is different. 

the end of the day, snap out the disk and 
cart it home. After dinner, you could 
plug it into the docking socket in your 
home computer and continue working. 
Or you could ship it across the country so 
your partner in Boston could check your 
work before submitting it to the bank to 
document your qualifications for a loan. 
Such widely known manufacturers as 
Plus Development, SyQuest, and Sys-
gen, as well as lesser-known vendors like 
Axonix and Mega Drive Systems, are of-
fering removable hard disk subsytems. 

Dis and DAT 
Tape storage, a variant of the sneakernet, 
uses recording tape instead of floppy 
disks to store and/or transfer informa-
tion. The principle is the same, but the 
medium is different. Tape is available 
in three configurations: cassette, car-
tridge, and open-reel. 
As a computer-data medium, cassettes 

are unreliable and difficult to use. A 
caveat: If you are considering using cas-
settes to transfer your data, discuss your 
needs with someone who owned a Tandy 
Model I "ith a cassette drive. 

Digita audio tape (DAT) recorders 
modified for data use are beginning to 
show up on the market. You will find 
them handy for backing up LANs, be-
cause they have advantages such as their 
capability to store more than a gigabyte 
of data on a cartridge about the size of a 
standard audiocassette. 

However, DAT devices are expen-
sive—about $2000 and up. If all you want 
to do is share data, they aren't very cost-
effective. But if you're interested in this 
technology and can justify the expense, 
they're available from Jasmine Technol-
ogies, GigaTrend, and Tallgrass Tech-
nologies. 

Generally, traditional magnetic car-
tridge tapes and drives make a lot more 
sense. They are available in several form 
factors and are growing in popularity as 
backup devices for small-computer hard 
disks. These drives are relatively inex-
pensive and compact. You can install 
them internally in many PCs, saving 
valuable desktop space. 
The cartridges themselves are inex-

pensive, small, and easy to store. They 
are available in capacities of up to 320 
MB (data compression techniques are 
generally used to attain such higher-ca-
pacity figures). Standards for this type 
of cartridge have been set and adopted by 
the industry. They are published by the 
Quarter-Inch Cartridge (QIC) commit-
tee, but not by ANSI, the International 
Standards Organization (ISO), or any 
other internationally recognized stan-
dards organizations. 
The granddaddy of data-tape systems 

is open-reel. This is a configuration, 
usually called "9-track," that stores data 
at 800, 1600, 3200, or 6250 bits per inch 
on a 1/2 -inch tape in nine parallel tracks. 
The data is read nine tracks at a time, 
making data transfers very fast. 

Nine-track drives are common on 
mainframes, and you can install them on 
most PCs. They are more expensive than 
cartridge systems, and because they use 
large reels, they also present storage 

continued 
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It's easy to see why LANtasticTM PC 

Network sales have skyrock-

eted — enough for 39th in Inc 
Magazines "Inc 500". 

Linking anywhere from 

two to 300 PCs, it lets users 

share disks, files, databases, programs 
and printers. So they zoom 
through their days by 
replacing time consuming 
legwork with a few simple 

keystrokes. 

PC 
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PI 11111(11 
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And while LANtastic was designed 
to turbocharge productiv-
ity, it was also designed to 
fit comfortably inside 

limited budgets. For as 

little as $252* per PC - software and 

adapters - it delivers a hefty 
price-performance payload: 
Disk caching to boost speed. 

E-mail to cut paper trails. 
Yr. 28 MO 

LANIum  Security to stop space 

invaders. Audit trails to track network 

LAN TIMES 
RECOMMENDED 
NETWORKING 

gic MAGAZINE 
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activity. Multiple printer sharing. Voice 
mail options. Just to name a few. 

So whether you run LANtastic AE-2 
Ethernet adapters, LANtastic 2Mbps 

adapters or others, you get a tremendous 
amount of LAN bang for the buck. 

No wonder LANtastic sales have 
skyrocketed making it not only an 
Editors' Choice but a people's choice as 
well. 

Call 602-293-6363 and join 

LANtastic's growing crowd. 
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BERNOULLI BOXES 

Iomega Corp. 
1821 West 4000 South 
Roy, UT 84067 
(801) 778-1000 
Inquiry 1079. 

CARTRIDGE TAPE 
SYSTEMS 

Colorado Microsystems 
800 South Taft Ave. 
Loveland, CO 80537 
(303) 779-1532 
Inquiry 1080. 

Mountain Computer, Inc. 
360 El Pueblo Rd. 
Scotts Valley, CA 95066 
(408) 438-6650 
Inquiry 1081. 

Sysgen, Inc. 
556 Gibraltar Dr. 
Milpitas, CA 95035 
(415) 490-6770 
Inquiry 1082. 

COMPUTER-TO-
COMPUTER DIRECT 
CONNECTION 

FIfth Generation Systems 
10049 North Reiger Rd. 
Baton Rouge, LA 70809 
(800) 873-4384 
(504) 291-7221 
Inquiry 1083. 

Traveling Software, Inc. 
18702 North Creek 
Pkwy. 
Bothell, WA 98011 
(800) 662-2652 
Inquiry 1084. 

DAT DRIVES 

GigaTrend, Inc. 
2234 Rutherford Rd. 
P.O. Box 4298 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 
(619) 931-9122 
Inquiry 1085. 

Tallgrass Technologies 
11100 West 82nd St. 
South Overland Park, KS 
66214 
(913) 492-6002 
Inquiry 1086. 

MODEMS 

Eurolink Corp. 
17130 Dallas Pkwy., 
Suite 160 
Dallas, TX 75248 
(214) 248-2931 
Inquiry 1087. 

Hayes Microcomputer 
Products, Inc. 
P.O. Box 105203 
Atlanta, GA 30348 
(800) 635-1225 
Inquiry 1088. 

Microcom 
500 River Ridge Dr. 
Norwood, MA 02062 
(800) 822-8224 
(617) 551-1000 
Inquiry 1089. 

USRobotics, Inc. 
8100 North McCormick 
Blvd. 
Skokie, IL 60076 
(800) 342-5877 
(708) 982-5010 
Inquiry 1090. 

problems. But if you need to exchange 
data with a wide variety of computers, 9-
track may be the way to go. Most 9-track 
drives can read tapes written by other 
drives at the same density. Some 9-track 
vendors are Flagstaff Engineering, 
Overland Data, Contech, and Qualstar. 

Peer-to-Peer Data Sharing 
The simplest way to share data is by 
stringing a wire between the computers' 
RS-232C ports (using a " null modem"). 
Null modems really aren't modems at 

ZOOM Telephonics, Inc. 
207 South St. 
Boston, MA 02111 
(800) 631-3116 
(617) 423-1072 
Inquiry 1091. 

9-TRACK TAPE 
SYSTEMS 

Contech Computer Corp. 
P.O. Box 153 
Tarzana, CA 91356 
(818) 343-6505 
Inquiry 1092. 

Flagstaff Engineering 
1120 Kaibab Lane 
Flagstaff, AZ 86001 
(602) 779-3341 
Inquiry 1093. 

Overland Data 
5600 Kearney Mesa Rd. 
San Diego, CA 92111 
(800) 729-8725 
Inquiry 1094. 

REMOVABLE DISKS 

Axonix 
1214 Wilmington Ave. 
Salt Lake City, UT 84106 
(800) 866-9797 
Inquiry 1095. 

Data Technology Corp. 
500 Yosemite Dr. 
Milpitas, CA 95035 
(408) 262-7700 
Inquiry 1096. 

all. They are simply cables that have 
some of their connector pins cross-
wired. For example, pin 2 at the sending 
computer may be tied to pin 3 at the re-
ceiving computer. Sender pin 6 may be-
come receiver pin 20. The actual config-
uration depends on the serial ports in-
volved. 

Getting two computers to talk to each 
other over a null modem used to be a 
challenge—to say the least. You had to 
make your own cable, configure a serial 
port, and write or diddle software to get 

Plus Development Corp. 
1778 McCarthy Blvd. 
Milpitas, CA 95035 
(800) 826-8022 
(408) 434-6900 
Inquiry 1097. 

l'ELECOMMUNICATIONS 
SOFTWARE 

Datastorm 
Technologies, Inc. 
P.O. Box 1471 
Columbia, MO 65205 
(314) 443-3282 
Inquiry 1098. 

DCA/Crosstalk 
Communications 
1000 Alderman Dr. 
Alpharetta, GA 30201 
(800) 241-4762 
(404) 442-4000 
Inquiry 1099. 

Forbin Project, Inc. 
P.O. Box 702 
Cedar Falls, IA 50613 
(319) 232-4516 
Inquiry 1100. 

Future Soft 
Engineering, Inc. 
1001 South Dairy 
Ashford, Suite 101 
Houston, TX 77077 
(713) 496-9400 
Inquiry 1101. 

the computers to communicate. How-
ever, the advent of the laptop computer 
has changed all that. 
The need to move information on a 

regular basis between portable and desk-
top computers created a sizable market 
for software and hardware to handle this 
job. Although such programs were de-
signed for laptop-to-desktop connec-
tions, they also work with desktop-to-
desktop connections. These programs 
often include hydra-headed cables that 
connect to just about any port on a PC, 
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and they are a breeze to configure. 
LapLink, Brooklyn Bridge, and File 

Shuttle are examples of available prod-
ucts in this market. Some of these trans-
fer programs have become so sophisti-
cated that they are virtually a LAN for a 
pair of computers; besides doing all the 
error checking needed to transfer both 
text and binary files, they allow you to 
use remote printers and disks. Unlike a 
full-featured LAN, however, these pro-
grams operate in a master/slave config-
uration. When you are using a disk on the 
remote computer, that computer cannot 
be used from its keyboard. 

Plugging into the World 
The next step up from a null-modem con-
nection is a real, physical modem con-
nection. Although you lose speed with a 
real modem, you gain distance. Null 
modems have a limit of 50 to 100 feet for 
serial connections and about 12 feet for 
parallel connections. 

Null-modem serial connections allow 
data transfers at speeds exceeding 115K 
bytes per second; parallel connections 
allow for much faster transmission. Con-
sumer modem speeds top out at 19,200 
bps. But real modem connections can 
span continents and oceans if necessary 
(as long as the modem on the receiving 
end is compatible with that on the send-
ing end). 
The two basic types of external mo-

dems are acoustic-coupled and direct-
connect. Acoustic modems make no per-
manent connection with the telephone 
system. Instead, they use transducers 
that press against a telephone handset's 
mouthpiece and earpiece. 

Acoustic couplers don't handle high 
data speeds well. They are mostly relics 
today, but they still have some valuable 
uses. For instance, if you're stuck in a 
hotel room where the telephone cable is 
anchored into the wall the way Excalibur 
was anchored into the stone, acoustic 
couplers are essential. A 300-bps trans-
mission through electronic earmuffs on 
the phone is better than no transmission 
at all. And technology is changing 
things, as usual. For example, a new mo-
dem from Eurolink comes with an acous-
tic coupler that the company says sup-
ports speeds of up to 4800 bps with MNP 
level 5 data compression. 
You can obtain both external or inter-

nal direct-connect modems. External 
modems have one or two phone jacks and 
one serial connector. You plug a phone 
cord into one of the jacks in the modem, 
and the other end into the telephone wall 
outlet, just as you would plug in a phone. 
The jacks are generally Ri-11 and accept 
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a standard Bell Telephone extension 
cable. Often, the modem has a second 
jack to allow connecting a telephone to 
the line. Internal direct-connect modems 
also come as self-contained cards that fit 
into a bus slot and provide their own 
serial connection. 
The slowest standard modem these 

days operates at 300 bps. I've seen these 
modems advertised for as little as $25, 
and selling for $2 to $5 at swap meets. 
Unless you're on an absolutely rock-bot-
tom budget, don't bother with them. Get 
at least a 1200-bps modem ($50 to $ 100) 
or, better yet, a 2400-bps unit ($75 to 
$200). If you need to move large amounts 
of data, consider 9600-bps or faster mo-
dems ($600 and up). The 1200-bps 
modems are probably the most common 
today, but as prices fall, 2400-bps units 
are catching up fast. 

Both the acoustic and direct-connect 
modems require a serial card that you 
can configure as a communications port 
on your computer. COM1 and COM2 are 
the most common, but you can often use 
COM3 and COM4 as well. 
There are some amazing telecom-

munications software packages on the 
market today—public domain and share-
ware as well as commercial. You really 
have to look hard to find a bad one. You 
may find an interface you don't like, but 
the program is likely to do what it says it 
will do, and do it well. 

Sophisticated packages like Crosstalk 
for Windows and DynaComm can sup-
port DDE while running in the back-
ground and can feed numeric data direct-
ly into an Excel spreadsheet. Kermit, a 
public domain program, can interact 
with everything from mainframes to 
microcomputers. With shareware pro 
grams (e.g., Telix, Qmodem, and Pro-
comm) that include command languages, 
you can automate much of your telecom-
munications activity. If you choose other 

Photo 2: One way of 
sharing data is on a BBS. 
Shown here is a screen 
from BIX, which has 
several hundred different 
interactive conferences 
covering a huge variety 
of subjects. 

software (e.g., Remote2 and Carbon 
Copy), you can set up one computer as a 
host and and control it remotely from an-
other computer. For example, you could 
run Remote2 on your office desktop 
while you travel and have access to all 
your files from the field. 

Data telecommunications with on-line 
systems may be the best way to share 
data. No one knows for sure how many 
public computer BBSes exist today, but 
estimates for the U.S. alone begin at 
6000 and go as high as 15,000. Most of 
these are free services run by individuals 
or companies. 

Their content ranges from civil rights, 
freedom-of-the-press, and National Ri-
fle Association gun policy support to 
product support. There are specialized 
BBSes for pilots, doctors, health-food 
fanciers, Buddhists, channelers and mys-
tics, children, senior citizens, members 
of Alcoholics Anonymous and other 12-
Step groups, and science fiction fans. 
You name it... there's probably a BBS 
group somewhere that addresses issues 
that interest you. Thousands of mega-
bytes of text and program code are avail-
able for the price of a phone call. 
Many commercial BBSes exist as well. 

Among those that provide information at 
moderate prices are BIX, CompuServe, 
GEnie, Delphi, Dow Jones, and a dozen 
or so others (see photo 2). High-end ser-
vices that cost $25 per hour and up (e.g., 
Nexis and Dialog) provide specialized 
information on demand. This may be the 
ultimate in data sharing. When you use 
one of these services, you literally have 
the collected wisdom of the world sitting 
in data banks waiting for you to drop by 
and collect it. • 

George Bond is a communications con-
sultant with more than 20 years' experi-
ence and a cofounder of BIX. You can 
reach him on BIX as "gbond." 
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Intelligent 
multiport, 

supports RS-422 

SmartLynx AT' intelligent 
4-port serial adapter for PC-AT 
and compatibles supports 
RS-422 and most multi-user 
operating systems. On-board 
processor takes burden off CPU. 

For order info, call: 

1-800-553-1170 

CLUATECH 

662 Wolf Ledges Parkway 
Akron. OH 44311 

PC-AT is a trademark of IBM Corporation 

Circle 240 on Reader Service Card 

Synchronous 
Communication 
Boards for AT 

Quatech synchronous/ 
asynchronous serial boards for 
PC-AT and compatibles support 
RS-232, RS-422, and RS-485 
communication. 

Call for our free 
PC Interface Handbook: 

1-800-553-1170 

GUATECH 

662 Wolf Ledges Parkway 
Akron, OH 44311 

PC-AT and PC are registered 
trademarks of IBM Corp. 

Circle 243 on Reader Service Card 

Joystick 
Adapter 
for PS/2 
GPA-1000 works with 

IBM Micro Channel for PS/2 
Models 50, 60, 70, and 80. Connect 
two joysticks or four paddles. Also 
compatible with IBM Game 
Control Adapter for PC-XT and AT 

Call our toll free order line: 

1-800-553-1170 

CIUATECH 

662 Wolf Ledges Parkway 
Akron. OH 44311 

IBM, Micro Channel, PS/2, PC-XT, AT, 
and Game Control Adapter are trademarks 

or registered trademarks of IBM Corp. 

Eight Serial 
Ports 

One Board 

Quatech's ES-100 provides eight 
RS/232 serial ports in a single AT 
slot. Ri-11 modular connectors. 
16450 UARTS are standard. Optional 
buffered 16550 UARTS. PC-AT, ISA, 
or EISA compatible. Priced below 
$500! Quantity Pricing Available! 

Call for our PC Interface Handbook: 

1-800-553-1170 

CIUATECH 

662 Wolf Ledges Parkway 
Akron, OH 44311 

PC-AT is a trademark or 
registered trademark of IBM Corp. 

Circle 241 on Reader Service Card 

Communications 
Data 

Acquisition 

"PC-AT (ISA) Interfaces" 

auurEcii 

"PS/2 Micro Channel Interfaces 

Phone: (216) 434-3154 • FAX: (216) 434-1409 
TELEX: 510-101-2726 

PC-AT, PS/2 and Micro Channel are 
registered trademarks of IBM Corporation 

Circle 244 on Reader Service Card 

2 parallel, 
2 serial, 1 board 

Quatech DSDP-402 for PC-AT 
has two parallel ports, and two 
serial ports for any combina-
tion of RS-232, 422, and 485 
communication. DSDP-100, 
two parallel and two RS-232 
ports, available at lower cost. 

For order info, call: 

1-800-553-1170 

ClUATECH 

662 Wolf Ledges Parkway 
Akron, OH 44311 

RS-422/ RS-485 
Boards for AT, 
Micro Channel 

RS-422/RS-485 asynchronous 
serial communication boards from 
Quatech' available in 1 to 4 ports 
for PC-AT and compatibles and 1 
to 4 ports for PS/2 Micro Channel. 

Call for our free 
PC Interface Handbook: 

1-800-553-1170 

GUATECH 

662 Wolf Ledges Parkway 
Akron, OH 44311 

PC-AT, Micro Channel, and PS/2 are trade-
marks or registered trademarks of IBM Corp. 

Circle 242 on Reader Service Card 

Digital 
I/O Board 

Single-slot Quatech PXB-721 for 
PC-AT has 72 digital I/0 lines. 
Connect three choices of data 
acquisition modules. Supports 
Labtech Notebook 

Call for our free 
PC Interface Handbook: 

1-800-553-1170 

ClUATECH 

662 Wolf Ledges Parkway 
Akron, OH 44311 

LabTech Notebook is a trademark of 
Laboratories Technologies Corp. 

Circle 245 on Reader Service Card 

Wave Form 
20M1-lz - 32K 

$1290 

The WSB-100 Wave Form Synthe-
sizer Board from Quatech has the 
best set of numbers in the market. 
With speed to 20MHz and a 32K 
memory at $1290, it's making 
waves in more ways than one. The 
WSB-100 is also a star performer 
as a digital pulse/word generator 
with the optional digital module. 

Call for our free 
PC Interface Handbook 

1-800-553-1170 

GlUATECH 
662 Wolf Ledges Parkway 

Akron, OH 44311 

Circle 246 on Reader Service Card Circle 247 on Reader Service Card Circle 248 on Reader Service Card 
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THE BUYER'S MART 
A Directory of Products and Services 

THE BUYER'S MART is a monthly advertising section which enables readers 
to easily locate suppliers by product category. As a unique feature, each 
BUYER'S MART ad includes a Reader Service number to assist interested 
readers in requesting information from participating advertisers. 

Effective January 1, 1990. 
RATES: ix-$590 3 x -$550 6x-$525 12x-$475 24 x -$450 
Prepayment must accompany each insertion. VISA/MC Accepted. 

AD FORMAT: Each ad will be designed and typeset by BYTE. Advertisers must 

furnish typewritter copy. Ads can include headline (23 characters maximum), 
descriptive text (250 characters is recommended, but up to 350 characters can 
be accommodated), plus company name, address and telephone number. Do 
not send logos or camera-ready artwork. 
DEADLINE: Ad copy is due approximately 2 months prior to issue date. For ex-
ample: November issue closes on September 8. Send your copy and payment 
to THE BUYER'S MART, BYTE Magazine, 1 Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, 
NH 03458. For more information call Brian Higgins at 603-924-3754. 

ACCESSORIES 

RADIOACTIVE? 
Plot it on your PC with The RM-60 RADIATION MONITOR 

Serial or writer port Detects ALPHA• BETA• GAMMA • X-RAY 
MicroR. 1000 times the resolution of standard geger counters 

Excellent for tracking RADON GAS Find sources 
Plot • Background • Cosmic Rays • Clouds • Foods 
Cal/Write for PC MAGAZINE review • TSR • GM Tube 
VISA/MASTER Phone Orders Not Satisfied, Full refund 

Tel: (302) 655-3800 
Aware Electronics Corp. 

PO Box 4299 Wilmington DE 19807 5149.50 

Inquiry 701. 

BIG SAVINGS ON RIBBONS! 
Get 50 better-than-new ribbons for each one you 
buy with our new Wet Ribbon Re-inker. Easy to use. 
Fits most cartridges. Printer safe Satisfaction 
Guaranteed 

SPECIAL OFFER! CALL TODAY! 

BLUE RIBBON INK, LTD. 
3773 Cherry Creek North Drive, Suite 500 

Denver, CO 80209 

(800) 477-3465 (303) 377-4695 

nquiry 702. 

CUT RIBBON COSTS! 
Re-ink your printer ribbons quickly and easily. Do all 
cartridge ribbons with lust one inker! For crisp, black 
professional print since 1982. You can choose from 3 
models: Manual E-Zee lnker - $39.50 

Electric E-Zee lnker - $94.50 
Ink Master (Electric) - $189.00 

1000s of satisfied users. Money-back guarantee. 

BORG INDUSTRIES 
525 MAIN ST. JANESVILLE. IA 50647 

1-800-553-2404 In IA: 319-987-2976 

nquiry 703. 

80C31 DEVELOPMENT BOARD 
Space for 32k EPROM, 2k SRAM, 8 Bit Latched Outputs, 

RS232 Serial Port, 12 I/0 Lines, 5V Only, Ad CMOS 
USE FOR DEVELOPMENT OF ALL MICROCONTROLLERSASED PROJEMS 
Currently used as the controller for he following plug -on boards Keyboard 
LCD Interface. Serial Cartridge Storage Module Thermal Label Printer Dot 

Marna Label Pnnte Send Data Comerter Remote Scoreboard and many mare, 
JUST $109 with EPROM or $ee Without EPROM 

CUSTOM FIRMWARE AVAILABLE 

COMPUTER ADVICE 
515 Calle San Pablo. Camarillo. CA 93012 

805-482-2002 FAX: 805-389-3679 

nquiry 704. 

COMPANION AND EXTENDER 
Place a keyboard and monitor up to 600' from your CPU 
with EXTENDER and COMPANION products Keep a 
second Keyboard/Mondor at the CPU with COM-
PANION Supports MDA, CGA, EGA, VGA, PS2 Uses 
single 4" cable 

Prices start at $14900 for EXTENDER and $21900 for 
COMPANION 25 ft unit complete 

CYBEX CORPORATION 
2800-H Bob Wallace. Huntsville, AL 35805 

205-534-0011 International Fax #205-534-0010 
See our ad on page 130 

ACCESSORIES 

DOZENS USEFUL PROGRAMS 
IBM Crnptble, in ASCII, 5V.i disk, practcal o educational 
CATEGORY FINANCIAL: Progr's for wages, retirement pay, 
investg/mortg's, taxes, buy vs lease, inflation, etc 
CATEGORY PRINT: File/sort/find/print addrsses in dill ways, 
forms-tables, printer control 8 capability, etc. 
CATEGORY GRAPHICS: Little green men rung over screen, 
hung o retrieving pictures, xy-drawing 8 grids, etc. 
$29 for 1 category. $39 for 2. $49 for all 3(52 prog) Cheque/ 
M DIMt. (number o expiry date) - Catalog $2 

L G M SYSTEMS 
P-Box 983, Guelph, Ont Canada N1H 651 t519) 821)6344 

nquiry 706. 

HEWLETT PACKARD 
Buy - Sell - Trade 

Laser Jet MD Colo, Pro ( 7440) 
Genuine HP 2 Meg/4 Meg HP-7550A 
Desk Jet Draft Pro DXL/EXL 
Rugged Writer Draftrnaster I/II 
Eledrostatic Plotters C1600 ID SizepC 1601 (E Size) 

Science Accessories Corporation Sonic Digitizers 
36' 1 a 48- ( 27501 60- e 72" (31751 

T. E. Dasher & Associates 
4117 Second Ave S, Birmingham. AL 35222 

Phone: (205) 591-4747 Fax: (205) 591-1108 
(800) 638-4833 

nquiry 707. 

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 

NeuralWorks Explorer 
NeuralWorks Explorer is a neural net tutorial 
that provides the novice user with a method of 
learning neural net theory as well as an environ-
ment in which to build practical real time applica-
tions such as targeted marketing, stock prediction, 
process control and more. PC and MAC. Price $199. 
Visa/MC accepted 

NeuralWare, Inc. 
412-787-8222 

nquiry 708. 

muLlSP® 87 for MS-DOS 
Fast, compact, efficient LISP programming environ-
ment muLISP programs run 2 to 3 times faster & 
take V2 to V3 the space of other LISPs. 450 Com-
mon LISP functions, multi-window editing & debug-
ging, flavors, graphics primitives, lessons & help, 
demo programs, comprehensive manual. 

Soft Warehouse, Inc. 
3615 Harding Ave Suite 505. Honolulu. I-11 96816 

(808) 734-5801 

nquiry 709. 

The Knowledge Engine: 
Hypermedia for the rest of us! 

The K',oe OCIO Erg s a r, t-ar art. Taciamod a pro 
g er, tu. MS DOS co-Puleas Mucn more ' Ilan a nypeCard' clore The 
iincealedge Engine allows ezeo non programmers to create breatotak rigia 
powerful Mpermedia appixmons s inpy re, pointing and clef ng Features 
api,,pe fun graphics support for COO EGA VGA Super VGA and 8514A 
PCx foe sapperr memory feeder', graphics snapsnm program graphics 
painter an matron editor powerful program. ng language aro much more 
A runt me library allows The Knowledge Engine to be embedded Into 
PiA crosor and Turto C programs Only $495 for MS DOS versions also 
available for UNIX and 03/400 Demo disk $25 

Software Artistry, Inc. 
3500 DePauw Blvd Suite 1100 Indianapolis IN 46268 
Phone (317) 876-3042 Fax (317) 876-3258 

BAR CODE 

LABELING SOFTWARE 
On EPSON, IBM, OKI dot matrix or LaserJet. Flexible 
design en one easy screen. Any format/size. Up to 120 
fields/label. 18 text sizes to 3"-readable at 100'. AIAG, 
MIL-STD, 2 of 5, 128, UPC/EAN, Code 39. File Input F. 
Scanned loges/symbols (PCX)-$279. Other programs 
from $49. 30-day $$ back. 

Worthington Data Solutions 
417A Ingalls Sr.Santa Cruz CA 95060 

(408) 458-9938 (800) 345-4220 

BAR CODE READERS 
For PC, XT, AT, S. PS/2, Macintosh, and any RS-232 
terminal. Acts like 2nd keyboard, bar codes read 
as keyed data. With steel wand-$399. Top rated 
in independent reviews. Works with DOS, Xenix, 
Novell, Alloy, -ALL software. Lasers, magstripe, & 
slot badge readers. 30-day $$ back. 

Worthington Data Solutions 
417A Plqa., Sr Santa Cruz CA 95060 

(408) 458-9938 (800) 345-4220 

PORTABLE READER 
Battery-operated, handheld reader with 64K static RAM, 
2x16 LCD display, 32- key keyboard, Real-Time-Clock 
Wand or laser scanner Program prompts and data 
checking through its own keyboard. Easy data transfer 
by RS-232 pon or PC, PS/2 keyboard. Doubles as On-
Line Reader 30-day $$ back. 

Worthington Data Solutions 
417 A Ingalls Or, Santa Cruz, CA 95060 

(408) 458-9938 (BOO) 345-4220 

PRINT BAR CODES/BIG TEXT 
FROM YOUR PROGRAM 

Add bar codes and big graphics characters to your pro-
gram. Print from ANY MS-DOS language. Bar codes 
UPC, EAN, 2 of 5, MSI, Code 39. Epson, Oki, IBM dot 
matrix text up to 1/2 ". LaserJet up to 2". Font cartridges 
not required. $179-$239. 30-day $$ back. 

Worthington Data Solutions 
4178 Ingalls St, Santa Cruz CA 95060 

(408) 458-9938 (800) 345-4220 

BAR CODE READERS 
Keyboard emulation for PC/XT/AT & PS/2's, all 
clones and any RS-232 Terminal. Transparent to 
your operating system, Available with Steel 
wands, Lasers. Slot 8. Magstripe Readers. Same 
day shipping, 30-day money-back guarantee 
One-year warranty Reseller discounts available 

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS 
2190 A Regal Parkway, Eubess, TO 76040 

(800) 648-4452 (817) 571-9015 FAX (817) 685-6232 

nquiry 705. 
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THE BUYER'S MART 

BAR CODE 

BAR CODE PRINTING SOFTWARE 
• MS/PC DOS SYSTEMS 

• 9 & 24 PIN DOT MATRIX 

• H-P LASER JET/PLUS/SERIES II 

• MENU-DRIVEN or MEMORY RESIDENT 

• CODE 39, I 2/5, UPC AJE, EAN 8/13 

• BIG TEXT & BAR CODE SOFTFONTS 

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS 
2190 A Regal Parkway. Eubess, TX 76040 

(800) 648-4452 (817) 571-9015 FAX (817) 685-6232 

PC-Wand Bar Code Solutions 
Bar codes are easy with a FULL line of readers & 
printers. They plug & play with your existing systems, 
most all makes of CPU/printer/terminal/software in your 
office, store, truck, factory or warehouse Our bar code 
DOS programs print on matrix or laser printers 30 day 
refund. 1 year warranty 

International Technologies & Systems Corp. 
655-K North Berry St, Brea, CA 92621 

TEL: (714) 990-1880 FAX: (714) 990-2503 

nquiry 711. 

BAR CODE READERS Only $285 
• Complete Bar Code Systems Available 
• Acts like a 2nd Keyboard for IBM XT/AT, PS/2 and Clones, 
Macintoshes and any RS- 232C Terminal 
• Wand/Laser scanner/Si« reader/Magnetic card reader connedroy 
• POS Special Keyboard with Ber Code/Magnetic Card Readers 
• No software or hardware modification needed 
• 30-day Money-back Guarantee 

KASCO TECHNOLOGY, INC. 
4E16 Casita Way, Los Altos. CA 94022 

Tel: (415) 949-0969 FAX: (415) 949-3814 

nquiry 712. 

LsbelSott • 
LABELING 8. BARCODING SOFTWARE 
WYSIWYG label design • scalable font • Eight 

popular barcodes, variable densities, ratios, heights 
• Imports/exports data, includes built-in data base • 

Menu-driven batch creation/printing • Lines, 
reverse, rotation, increments • Dot matrix, laser, 

thermal printers • PC's & compats • $259 and up. 

PERRYSBURG SOFTWARE CORPORATION 
P.O. Box 748, Perrysburg, Ohio 43551 

Phone (419) 874-8502 Fax (419)874-9313 

nquiry 713. 

PC BAR CODE SPECIALISTS 
Bar code readers designed for fast, reliable, cost-
effective data entry. They emulate your keyboard, 
so scanned data looks lust like it was typed in! 
Choose from stainless steel wand, laser gun, card 
slot reader, and magnetic stripe scanner. Also. 
powerful Bar Code and Text printing software Great 
warranty. Generous dealer discounts. 

Seagull Scientific Systems 
15127 N.E. 24th, Suite 333, Redmond, WA 98052 

206-451-8966 

VARIANT MICROSYSTEMS 
BAR CODE READERS DELIVER 

WAND/LASER/MAGNETIC CARD CONNECTIVITY 
• Keyboard wedges ( Internal/External) for IBM PC/7(7/AT PS/2 
and portables 
• RS232 wedges for WYSE. Link, Kimtron terminals 
• Bar code and label printing software 
• Full two-year warranty 

• 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee 
• Extensive VAR/Dealer Discounts 
3140 De La Cruz Blvd. Suite 200/Santa Clara. CA 95054/1408)980-1880 
800-666-4BAR FAX: (415) 623-1372 

BASIC CLIP MUSIC 

300 Songs & Sounds + WO Pg. Book 
Besides being a fun tukebos, The ENTER-bill« teaches Dos 
exsic BAT file & display tricks Many exciting musical protects, Its 
geared for beginners, yet teaches pros how to run music behind 
OB or C apps Source code, no royalties Money-back guarantee 
3.5" or two 5 25" disks. Needs BASiC 2 0 or later $29.95+5350 s8 h 
(Europe Canada 8 Mexico s/h.57, others-Ell, 1st class air) For 
fast visamc orders - call' 

(800) 727-4140 Price soon going up to $45! 
PSI Music Software 1511 48th St Boulder CO 80303 1303) 440-4140 

nquiry 715. 

BRAILLE 

BRAILLE PUBLISHING 
Whether you have occasional word-processed memos or I WI-
length textbooks, a Duxbury Translator enables conversion 
to properly contracted and formatted braille The choice of 
professional publishers worldwide since 1975. Duxbury soft-
ware for MSDOS. Macintosh, Unix and other systems sup-
ports: English Braille and Computer Braille ( bidirectionallyl 
Textbook Format. French, Spanish, Arabic, and others 

Duxbury Systems, Inc. 
435 King Si.Pa Box 1504, Littleton, MA 01460 USA 

508-486-9766 

Inquiry 716. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

PRIME SPACE SOUTHERN NH 
• 50% Below current market includes HEAT 8. TAXES 
• AIR CONDITIONED • AMPLE PARKING • up to 
46,000 S/F on floor • upgraded building (floor now oc-
cupied by SCI) • Ideal for LT MFG/Distribution Center 
• Has 10,000 S/F Finished Executive Offices • Loading 
Docks, High Ceilings • Great Central Location 

ONE DOW COURT, INC. 
MANCHESTER, N.H. 

(603) 625-8933 (603) 625-8337 

nquiry 717. 

FREE $$$ 
There's no such thing but if you want to work at home 
a minimum of 9 hrs per week, own a computer and 
printer, the public needs you. $695 investment that can 
make $300 first week part-time. $800x- full time 
GUARANTEED Our national organization offers an en-
joyable lifetime career with great repeat business. No 
selling, travel or exp. req. 

FAMILY SERVICES 
1406 E. 14th St., Des Moines, Iowa 50316 

1-800-288-7437 

nquiry 718. 

CABLE CONVERTERS 

Cable TV Converters 
Attention Cable Viewers 

Jerrold, Zenith, Oak, Hamlin, 

Scientific Atlantic, Tocom, 

and many others. 

BEST PRICES!! • 1-800-826-7623 
Visa, American Express MasterCard 

B&B INC., 4030 Beau-D-Rue Dr. Eagan. MN 55122 

Inquiry 719. 

CAD 

Electro-CAD $99 
Designed specifically for schematics and double-sided board 
layouts. Electro-CAD produces high quality board images on 
standard dot-matrix printers up to 11 by 15 inches Virtually 
instantaneous screen replots, rubber-banding, user definable 
images. and many other features make Electro-CAD the best 
tool for the lob or your money back 

Call us for more information and fast delivery 

AEROUX Engineering 
32 West Anapamu Suite 228. Santa Barbara, CA 93101 

(805) 962-9695 

CAD/CAM 

PC-B ARTWORK MADE EASY! 
Create end Revise Printed-Circult-Artwork 

on your IBM or Compatible 
• Menu Driven • Supports mice 
• User Printer Artwork • Libraries 

Requirements IBM or Compatible PC. 384K RAM. 000 30 or later 
LAYOUT • AUTO-ROUTER • SCHEMATIC 

$9900 ea DEMO PKG, $1000 

PCBoards 
2110 14th Ave. South, Birmingham, AL 35205 

(205) 933-1122 

nquiry 721 

CD-ROM 

CD ROM PLAYERS 
FOR AS LOW AS $499.00 

Alde offers Chinon player, cable, card, 

and DOS extensions bundled with a disc at 

lowest prices. Aide carries a complete line of 

CDROM titles. Write, call or fax for complete 

product information. 

ALDE PUBLISHING INC. 
FN.], 1190, Glen Lake, MN 55345 

800/72 --9724 (Voc) 612/934-2824 (Fax) 

nquiry 722 

Largest Selection and Best Price 
Microsoft Programmers Library & Drive 8949. 

Computer Llbrary $695 • Public Domain S/W 649. 
NEC PC or Mac Drive Kit $749 • Bookshell-Best Price! 

Drives mm $499 Hundreds of titles from $29 
MCNISA/AMEX/COD, Money-back Guarantee. 

Call or write for free 120-page catalog. 

Bureau of Electronic Publishing 
141 New Road, Parsippany, NJ 07054 

800-828-4766 

THE SOURCE FOR CD-ROM 

Inquiry 723 

CD ROM, Inc. 
CD-ROM, WORM, MAGNETO-OPTICAL DRIVES. CD-ROM OiSCS 

FOR IBM ONO MAC. OPTICAL CONSULTING SERVICES 

' PUBLISHING ' DISTRIBUTION NETWORKING 

QUALITY PRODUCTS AND SERVICES on COMPETITIVE PRICES 
FREE CATALOG 

TEL. 303-231-9373 
1667 Cn T BLVD . SUITE 400, GOLDEN. CO 80401 

F 303-231-9581, CIS: 72007,544 
VISA/MC/AMEX/GOV T POs 

nquiry 72, 

BIRDS COME TO LIFE 
Listen & feel Audubon's Birds of America come to life. 
Full color lithographs, detailed descriptions, and now 
sound. Imagire hearing birds as you see them. Now 
available on GO-ROM, for only $99 Sherlock Holmes, 
Shakespeare & medical journal titles available, both PC 
& Macintosh versions. Software licensing for CD-ROM 
publishers Call today. 

CMC ReSearch, Inc. 
7150 SW Hampton # 120, Portland. OR 97223 

800/262-7668 

Inquiry 72,`. 

YOUR SALES MESSAGE 
about the special computer product or service 

that you provide belongs in print. 

THE BUYER'S MART 
can help you reach computer professionals and 
produce valuable inquiries for your company! 

Call Brian Higgins for more information 
603-924-3754 

or 

Fax: 603-924-2683 

Inquiry 714. nquiry 720. Inquiry 726. 
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CD-ROM 

CD-ROM Developer's Lab 
Multimedia production resource or Mac & PC developers 8 
managers Proven design, management, data prep, program-
ming. premastering, and manufacturing techniques 8 specs 
from 18 leading companies Demos of off-the- shelf tools for 
imaging, audio, animation (Mac) Real applications using 
Media—Miser source tools CD-ROM XA PC or Mac $795. 
Transportable $845 Visa or MasterCard 

Software Mart, Inc. 
3933 Spicewood Springs Rd, E-100, Austin, TX 78759 

512-346-7887 

nquiry 727. 

COMMUNICATIONS 

C COMMUNICATIONS TOOLS! 
Don't spend months developing and debugging the com. 
municatrons part of your application C Communications 
Toolkit makes it last and easy! 

XMODEM, XMODEM1k, YMODEM, YMODEM-g, Kermit. 
VT100, VT52, ANSI. FAX support, flow control and lots more 

Full source, 99.9% C. 600-page manual. 
ONLY 8149.95 

Magna Carta Software, Inc. 
PO Box 475594, Garland, TX 75047 

TEL (214) 226-6909 FAX (2141 226-3086 BBS (214) 226-8086 

nquiry 728. 

PC SIDLC SUPPORT 
Use Sangoma hardware and software to provide 

a cost effective, robust and easy to use SDLC link 

from MS-DOS, XENIX, AIX, PICK, PC-MOS, etc. 

All real time communication functions performed 

by intelligent co-processor card. 

X.25 support also available. 

Sangoma Technologies Inc. 
(416) 474-1990 

7170 Warden Name 02. Markham, Ontano. Canada L3R 882 

nquiry 729. 

COMPUTER INSURANCE 

INSURES YOUR COMPUTER 

SAFEWARE provides full replacement of hardware, 

media and purchased software. As little as $49 a 

year provides comprehensive coverage. Blanket 

coverage; no list of equipment needed. One call 

does it all. Call 8 am-10 pm ET. (Sat. 9 to 5) 

TOLL FREE 1-800-848-3469 
(Local 614.262-0559) 

SAFE WARE, The Insurance Agency Inc. 

nquiry 730. 

COMPUTER UPGRADE 

THE COMPLETE XT UPGRADE 
The K-311 Upgrade Kit converts your XT to full 32-bil. 20MHz 
80386 CPU and high speed disk performance The K-311 Kit 
includes 20MHz 80386 w/1Mb RAM, 16- bit Adaptec 11 con-
troller. 63Mb 28Ms Mitsubishi disk drive, choice of 1 2 or 
1 4Mb diskette drive. Key Tronic 101 Plus keyboard, 200 W 
PS, new drive cables Matches or exc.ds the performance 
of a new system but at far less cost Top quality, easy installa-
tion, 1 year warranty $ 1,795 

5G Corporation 
4131 Spicewood Springs Road A-4, Austin TX 78759 

800-333-4131 512.345-9643 Far 512.345-9575 

nquiry 731. 

GET RESULTS 
Advertise your computer products in 

THE BUYER'S MART 
Call Brian Higgins 

for more information 

603-924-3754 

CROSS ASSEMBLERS 

CROSS ASSEMBLERS/SIMULATORS 
New unique lull-function simulators for the 8096 and 
80C196 controllers, featuring ALL MODES of interrupts, 
plus the HSI, HSO, and A/D functions 

We also support the 8048/49, 8080/85, 8051/52. and Z80 
controllers with excellent, reasonably priced Cross 
Assemblers and Simulators 

Lear Corn Company 
2440 Kipling St Ste 206 Lakewood CO 80215 

(303) 232-2226 FAX: (303) 232-8721 

nquiry 733. 

CROSS ASSEMBLERS 
%locatable 
Macros GUARANTEED, 
PC Compatible SUPPORTED 

DEBUG SIMULATORS • DISASSEMBLERS 
EPROM PROGRAMMERS 

MICRO COMPUTER TOOLS CO. 
Phone Toll Free (800) 443-0779 

In CA (415) 825-4200 
912 HastingS Dr, Concord. CA 94518 

Inquiry 734 

CROSS DISASSEMBLERS 

PROFESSIONAL PC SOFTWARE 
• CROSS-DISASSEMBLERS 

'Vibe's Automatic Label Generation 
• CROSS-ASSEMBLERS 

Pelaatable, Macro, Universel Linker t Librarian 

• C CROSS COMPILERS 
• SOURCE TRANSLATION UTILITIES 

Support for Intel, Motorola, Zilog, TI, RCA 

Order Today (408) 773-8465 
PO 80x 61929, Sunnyvale. CA 94086 LoGisoFT FAX (408) 773-8466 

Inquiry 735. 

DATA CONVERSION 

CONVERTING YOUR DISKETTES? 
ENTRUST THEM TO US! 

2500 Word Processor B Computer formats. 3`.2". 5'.". 8" 
Disks, Meg Tapes. Mau Cards, Cartridges B Cassettes. Custom 

Conversions. Programming e. Applications Development 

DISK DUPLICATION 
OCR SCANNING SERVICES 

HIGH VOLUME LASER PRINTING 

Call us or Quality. Best Prices and Quickest Turnaround Time 

COMPANY COMPENDIA, INC., 55 E Washington St, 
0237, Chicago. IL 60602 TEL 312-419-8771 FAO 312.419.1390 

nquiry 736. 

DATA RECOVERY 

CRASHED? 
Your valuable data can be recovered , 

• 95% success rate • Fast turnaround 

• Servicing Novell, DOS, Macintosh, Unix, Sertis 

OS/2, Bernoulli and more! 

ONTRACK DATA RECOVERY, INC. 
Keeping you in business is our business 

1-800-872-2599 

nquiry 737. 

DATA/DISK CONVERSION 

BILLIONS OF BITS CONVERTED! 

Disk Interchange Service Company special-
izes in transferring files between incompati-
ble computers. Our direct disk-to-disk 
conversion service is fast, efficient, and 
cost effective. 

Disk Interchange Service Company 

2 Park Drive•Westford, MA 01886 (508) 692-0050 

DATA/DISK CONVERSION 

QUALITY CONVERSIONS 
to or from virtually 

ANY TAPE OR DISK FORMAT! 
Horan Data Services converts over 2000 formats incl 

9-track tape. 3480 Cartridge and 8", 51/4 " or 31/2 " disk-
ettes. All densities 8 most operating systems supported 
Formats include EBCDIC. ASCII, databases, spread-

sheets, and dedicated or PC word processors 

Call 1-800-677-8885 
Hours 800AM to 530 PM Eastern Time 

817 Main Street, Third Floor, Cincinnati OH 45202 

nquiry 739. 

IBM PC ØTOØ HP FILE COPY 
FASTER EASIER TO USE 
Update version uses windows, Call for free demo! IBM 

PC < to> HP File Copy allows IBM PCs, PS/2, 

compatibles to interchange files with Hewlett-

Packard Series 70, 80, 200, 300 1000, 9000s. 

Oswego Software 
Box 310 708/554-3567 
Oswego, IL 60543 FAX 708/554-3573 

nquiry 740. 

CONVERSION SERVICES 
Convert any 9-track magnetic tape to or from over 
2000 formats including 31/2", 51/4", 8" disk formats & 
word processors. Disk-to-disk conversions also 
available. Call for more info. Introducing OCR Scan-
ning Services 

Pivar Computing Services, Inc. 
165 Arlington Hgts Rd Dept #B 

Buffalo Grove, IL 60089 (800) Convert 

DATABASE MGMT SYSTEMS 

dBASE file access from C 
Code Base 4 is a library of C routines which 
gives complete dBASE or Clipper func-
tionality and file compatibility. Use DOS, 
Unix, OS/2 or MS Windows. 

$295 with Source! FREE DEMO 

Sequiter Software Inc. 

Call (403) 448-0313 Fax (403) 448-0315 

nquiry 741. 

DISASSEMBLERS 

80x86 .EXE/.COM to .ASM 
• Accurately reconstruct, study 8 modify [64K+( programs with 
a minimum of input or editing of output 
• Assembly language output is MASM 5 a-compatible 
• Exhausti flow-trace distinguishes code trom data 
• Best formats for each Commented BIOS calls/DOS f uno-
irons SEGMENT/PROC/other vital pseudo-opt 

PC-DISnCIATa (51/4" disk & manual) $165 

PRO/AM SOFTWARE 
220 Cardigan Road, Centerville, OH 45459 

(513) 435-4480 (9 A.M.-5 PM. EST M-F) 

nquiry 742. 

NO Source? .. NO Problem 

for DISIDOC PROFESSIONAL 
Automatically Disassembles ESE, COm, BIN, SYS. PGM files 
and ROM or RAM memory with interactive ability to change 
code, data or comments online Disassembles 8086 to 80486 
with no file size restrictions Built in utility program ESE Un. 
pucker. for unpacking packed files and BIOS Admission for 
disassembling BIOS's are included 

To order call (600) 338-1961 or into (203) 953-0236 

Or writer RJSWANTEK INC. 
178 Brookside Rd., Newington, CT 06111 

' Only $249 95 MCNISA accepted 

nquiry 732. 
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DISK DRIVES 

B EST BUY!!! 
HD Kits for AT: Drive, Controller, Rails & Cables 

40MB - MFM - $ 339 
65MB - RLL - 459 
80MB - MFM - 689 
150MB - ESDI - 1099 

NEW, ONE YEAR WARRANTY 

jb TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 
5105 Maureen Lane, Moorpark, CA 93021 

(805) 529-0908 Fax (805) 529-7712 

Inquiry 744. 

PS/2 DRIVES FOR PCs ATs 
CompatiKit/PC $279 
CompatiKit/AT  $219 

Built-in floppy controllers— no problem. 
Supports multiple drives and formats. Lets your 
computer use IBM PS/2 1AM diskettes plus more! 
Call for further information or to place an order. 

VIS4/MCICOD/CHECK. 

Micro Solutions Computer Products 
in Hwy . DeKalb. IL 60115 815/756-3411 

See our ad on page 148 

Inquiry 745. 

DISK DUPLICATION 

SOFTWARE PRODUCTION 
• Disk duplication • Warehousing 
• All formats • Drop shipping 
• EVERLOCK copy • Fulfillment 
protection • 48-hour delivery 

• Label/sleeve printing • Consultation & 
• Full packaging guidance 

services 
Star-Byte, Inc. 

2880 Bergey Rd . Hatfield. PA 19440 

215-997-2470 800-243-1515 

nquiry 746. 

ENTERTAINMENT 

WHERE ADULTS COME TO PLAY! 
ACCESS LAI BBS 

• Designed for Adult modem users • Low cost local access 
numbers covering 850 cities, • Live online chat with other 
users, • Large software file library, • " Bulletin board" • style 
Forums, Interactive online games, • Matchmaker dating 
database! • And much, much more 24 hours a day! 

We also can provide your company with national BBS ser. 
vices Call (8181 358-0936 for details, 

Information and Signup By Modem 

(818) 358-6968 [3/12/24 Baud, WW1, Must be over 181 
Voice Information ( 818) 357-9570 

nquiry 747. 

NEMESIS Go Mastee' 
Go, a game of strategic elegance, has been a way of life in 
the Orient for over four thousand years Many consider Go 
to be the secret of the Japanese businessman's success 
While chess e a game of war. Go is a game of market share" 
[President of Nikko Hotels] 

Chaos Manor 1990 User's Choice Award 
BYTE 4/90, p.62 

Toyogo, Inc. The Leader in Computer Go. 
PO Boo F. Dept Y. Kaneohe, HI 96744 

(808) 254-1166 or 1-800-TOYOGO-9 

nquiry 748. 

Win $10,000 CASH Prize 
In WORDLOK Puzzle Contest! 

Each contestant's goal is to obtain the highest scoring 

word puzzle solutions Easy-to-use solution software for 

IBM/compatibles is provided free of charge to all 

entrants Winner receives $10.000 Cash Prize, 

Virtual Solutions, Inc. 
4925 University Dr NW, Suite 176-211. Dept la 

Huntsville, AL 35816 

FAX COMMUNICATIONS 

FaxReply' 
Fa,Repi, ,s a 24 hour automatic telephone fax document retneval system 
for your PC Callers are guided to desired information using touch ove en 
tries in response to voice prompts After entering in their fax phone number 
and making selections faaReply will dial and defer the regueSted informa 
bon immediately or during any time trame you speuly Access can be passatai 
prOlected and the number d documents limited if clewed System messages 
can be re recorded in your own voice and language Call us regarding other 
fax applications lo order, hear demo. or to request more Information can 

(614) 870-3838 
Versicom Communications' 
1115 Wimbeidon Boulevard, Columbus OH 43228 

nquiry 750. 

FLOW CHARTS 

WINDOWS FLOWCHAFITER 
RFFlow is a professional drawing tool for flowcharts 
& org charts ( requires Microsoft' Windows). 75 
shapes automatically adjust in size. Move, copy. 
delete groups of objects. 7 levels of zoom. Move 
flowcharts to other applications via the Clipboard. 
Supports Windows printers, plotters, and cartridge 
or soft fonts. Call for free trial disk. 

RFF ELECTRONICS 
1053 Banyan Cud, Loveland, CO 80538 

Phone: (303) 663-5767 FAX: (303) 669-4889 

nquiry 751 

GRAPHICS 

YOUR SALES MESSAGE 
about the special computer product or service 

that you provide belongs in print. 

THE BUYER'S MART 
can help you reach computer professionals and 
produce valuable inquiries for your Company! 
Call Brian Higgins for more information 

603-924-3754 
or 

Fax: 603-924-2683 

Inquiry 752, 

EGAD Screen Print 
Prints contents of VGA, EGA, CGA displays on variety 
of dot-matrix and laser printers. Prints in gray tones 
or color Crop box lets you print any region of the 
screen. Enlarge graphics 1 to 4 times ( reduction too). 

Setup program for picking printer colors, etc. $35.00 
Postpaid. Call or write for free catalog. 

LINDLEY SYSTEMS 
4257 Berwick Place, Woodbridge, VA 22192-5119 

(703) 590-8890 

nquiry 753. 

IMAGE CAPTURE BOARD 
Capture Images from any VCR or Camcorder Resolution up 
to 512 a 480 pixels, 65.536 colors or 256 shades of grey Im-
ages saved in GIF, PCX, TIFF formats and more For %PAT/ 
PS2 Includes user friendly software and user's guide One 
year warranty VGA required Can capture from live video 
(eliminates need for expensive digital video) Ideal for Desktop 
publishing, CAD. Animation. and Pictorial Databases 

9749 VISA/MC/AMEX/C.O.D. 

PEGA Micrographics 
PO Box 713 Westerville, OH 43081. (6141 885-1007 

1-800-477-PEGA 

Inquiry 754. 

HARD DRIVE REPAIR 

Beat the cost of replacement! 

HARD DISC and FLOPPY DRIVES 

FULL WARRANTY PROTECTION 
Fast Turnaround • Data Recovery 

jb TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 
5105 Maureen Lane, Moorpark. CA 93021 

(805) 529-0908 Fax (805) 529-7712 

HARD DRIVE REPAIR 

HARD DISC DRIVES 
Sales • EXCHANGE • Repair 

Trade in your °effective drive for NEW, with FULL WARRANTY, 

TREMENDOUS SAVINGS, 

TECHNICAL SUPPORT OF COURSE , 

Larçe Inventory Hard and Floppy Drives 

jb TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 
5105 Maureen Lane, Moorpark, CA 93021 

(805) 52F.-0908 Fax (805) 529-7712 

nquiry 755. 

DATA RECOVERY 
SALES of new, remanufactured and 

removable disk drives 

FULL TECHNICAL SUPPORT 

ROTATING MEMORY SERVICE 
1506 Dell Avenue, Campbell. CA 95008 

(408) 370-3113 

nquiry 7E7. 

HARDWARE 

FREE CATALOG 
Protect you computer power from black-outs, brown-
outs, audie ideo hash and surges, Complete line of low-
cost Emery vicy Power Supply units. Line Conditioners 
and Surge Suppressors prevent damage and loss of 

valuable clea Prevent errors, malfunctions and false 
printouts! Send for money-saving catalog today 

INDUS-TOOL 
73u W Lake St, Chicago, IL 60606 

Phone 312-648-2191 

nquiry 7E8. 

FREE INTERFACE CATALOG 
InterfaceE for IBM compatibles. Digital I/O 

(8255) a id Analog input 8 bit resolution 
(0-255). Control relays, motors, lights, measure 
temperature, voltage. Sample interconnect 
circuits, BASIC programs, and I/O map are 

included. 

John Bell Engineering, Inc. 
4)0 Oxford Way, Belmont, CA 94002 

(415( 59243411 yam to 4pm Pacific Time 

Inquiry 759. 

LATEST AWARD BIOS 
User defhable hard drives, 101/102 keyboard 
and 3.5' 1.44Mb floppy support are now 
available in Award BIOS Ver. 3.1 for the IBM AT, 

286 and 386 compatibles. 

KOMPUTERWERK, INC. 
851 Parkview Blvd , Pittsburgh, PA 15215 

Orders: 800-423-3400 

Tech: ( 412) 782-0384 

Inquiry 760. 

HARDWARE COMPUTERS 

EMBEDDED SYSTEMS COMPUTERS 
SC/FOX`PCS (Parellel Coprocessor Syetern) and PCS32 are 
PC/XT/AT plussn boards. 16 and 32 bit 15 MIPS average 50 MIPS 
burst PCS uses the Harris PTO 2000,6-bn realPme CPU waft 
1-cycle multgrer. la prionhaed interrupts. 3 Wow/tour., 8-channel 
I/0 bus PC5.32 uses the new SC32 32-lart Eons CPU 
SC/FOX SBC (Single Board Computer) is an 18 MIPS average 
60 MIPS burst. Eurocardeue RT% 2000 standalone computer 
SC/FOX SCSI I/0 Plug-on board for PCS or SOC wrth SCSI. flop 
py. 56K-Saur sonar 16-bit parallel ports, and software drivers 
Forth s/yr In. laded. C also evadable ideal lor embedded real-time 
control, data acguartion, robotics, and signal processing 

SILICON COMPOSERS INC. (415) 322-8763 
208 California Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94306 

Inquiry 749. nquiry 755. Inquiry 731. 
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HARDWARE/COPROCE 

DSP32C PCIAT COPROCESSOR BOARD 
25 MFLOP 32 bit Floating point DSP 

• High speed NUMERICS and GRAPHICS 
• 640K DUAL PORTED on board memory 
• 32 bit parallel and serial 10 headers 
• 15 ms 1024 point FFT from high level C 
• Assembler, monitor, and math libraries 

Base board and ALL software $950, 640K $300 

SYMMETRIC RESEARCH 
15 Central Way 09, Kirkland, WA 98033 

(206) 828-6560 

nquiry 762 

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT 

dFELLER Inventory 
Business invent,' , orillen in moo'dBASE 

source code 
dFELLER Inventory $150.00 

Requires dBASE II or Ill. PC-DOS/CPU 
dFELLER Plus $200.00 

with History and Purchase Orders 
Requires dBASE Ill or dBASE Ill Plus For Stock-noms) 

Feller Associates 
550 CR PPA Route 3 Ishpeming MI 49849 

(906) 486-6024 

Inquiry 763. 

LANS 

The $25 Network 
Try the 1St truly lOw-COS1 LAN 

Connect 2 or 3 PCs, XTs, ATs 
Uses serial ports and 5- wire cable 
Runs at 115K baud 
Runs in background. totally transparent 
Share any device, any file, any time 
Needs only 14K of RAM 

Skeptical? We make believers! 

Information Modes 
PO Drawer F. Denton, TX 76202 

817-387-3339 Orders 800-628-7992 

nquiry 764. 

LAPTOP COMPUTERS 

Laptop Savings 
Laptops: Toshiba • Zenith • NEC • Sharp 

• Epson • Mitsubishi • Compaq 
Also Laptop Accessories: Modems, Fax Modems, 
External Drives, Portable Printers, Memory, Key 
Pads, Hard Drives, Batteries, and Auto Adapters. 

Computer Options Unlimited 
12 Maiden Lane, Bound Brook, NJ 08805 

Phone: 201-469-7678 (Fax: 201-469-7544) 

Hours: 9am/10pm 7 days Worldwide sales 

nquiry 765. 

New Laptop Products for: 
Palmtops: Atari Portfolio, Poquet 
Notebooks: Compaq LIE. NEC-UL. Tandy 100/102 
Tandy 1100, TI- M12. Toshiba SE/XE, Zenith-MS 
PC-Laptops: All major brands and models 
Accessories: Auto Adapters. Batteries. Carry Cases, Keypads 
Peripheral.: Portable Printers, Hard Disks, 360K/1 2M Onves 
Keyboard Covers Moderns. Parcode Wands. Laptop Software. no 

For e free newsletter & catelogue, please call or write: 

ULTRASOFT INNOVATIONS INC. 
1 Transborder Drive, PO Box 247. Champlain. NY 12919 

Tel ( 514) 487-9293 Fax ( 514) 487-9295 9-6 EST 

Canadian Orders 8 Dealer Inquiries are Welcome 

nquiry 766. 

LAPTOP PERIPHERALS 

TOSHIBA LAPTOP ENHANCEMENTS 

FAX/MODEMS. 9600/2400 bps. software, acoustic port 

MODEMS, INTERNAL: 2400 bps, acoustic or serial port 

MODEM, DEDICATED: 2400 bps (T1200, 11600. T3200SX) 
SERIAL 10 CARDS: RS232, RS422. SCSI, HPIL, Barcode 

BATTERY PACKS: 12V external battery o vehicle adapter 

Contact us for more information' 

PRODUCT R&D Corporation (Calif). 
805/546-9713, Fax 805/546-9716 

MEMORY BOARDS 

S.S.T. MEMORY UPGRADES 
IBM PS/2 

2MB module-Model 50, 70 
2-8MB expel bds-Model 55. 70 
COMPAQ 

4MB module-DESKPRO 386/20E, 25, S 
4MB expon brd-DESKPRO 386/20E, 25, S 
8MB single slot module-SYSTEMPRO 
H P LASER JET 

2MB upgrades 

1-800-688-8993 5 YR. WARRANTY 

$230 
6520 

$460 
$540 
$1600 

$229 

nquiry 768 

MEMORY CHIPS 

PRICE MEETING & BEATING! 
DRAMS 
64K te 1.12.10 
64K e 4-80 
256K o 1-15.12.10, 80, 70, 60 
256K e 4-80 
1MEG o 1-10, 80, 70,60 
INTEL/CYRUS/HT MATH COS 

80287-8.10 
80387.SX. 16.20 25. 33 

CALL DRAM COMPANY (tiow 488-DRAM 
PO Box 590127 • S F CA 94159 (415) 398 2987 

SIMMS/SIPPS 
256K o 9-10. 80. 70.60 
1MEG o 6-10.80. 70 
1MEG x 9-10, BO. 70, 60 
4MEG o 8-60 
4MEG o 9-80 
PS/2 TYPE SIMMS 

Model 30 286 
Model 50. 55. 60. 70. BO 

nquiry 769. 

MOUSE DRIVES 

MOUSE DRIVERS 
We have developed great new inexpensive Menuing and 
Mouse Drivers for Lotus 1-2-3 2.01 & 2.2, WordPerfect 
5.0 & 4.2; dBASE Ill+ & IV; WordStar 5.0, 5.5, & 60: Turbo 
C & Pascal; PlanPerfect 5.0 and MultiMate &Ivan. II. 
Others to follow shortly. All are simple-to-use and make 
traversing your application a snap! Each driver is $40.00 
Call or send your order to. 

Mostly Mice Software, Inc. 
125 Gates Ave. Montclair, NJ 07042 

1-800-926-6873 (1-800-92 MOUSE) 

nquiry 770. 

MULTILINGUAL APPLICATIONS 

DTP/WP/Forms and Sign Making 
Apple MAC 8. IBM PC Available languages Russian. E Euro-
pean. Turkish, Greek 8 Indian It's a DA on MAC, works with 
virtually any application program It's a TSR on PC, for GEM 
based graphical WP PerFORM 8 Ventura in WYSIWYG 
Keybd remapping Postscript, dot matrix, deskiet 
laseriet fonts Vinyl cutting sys for sign making for any of 
the languages Prices start at $250, demo $25 MC/Visa 

Solustan, Inc. 
378 Hillside Ave Needham MA 02194 

Ph 617.449-7666 Fey 617 449 7759 

nquiry 771 

NEURAL NETWORKS 

BrainMaker: 
"The most fascinating computer soft-

ware I've ever Seen learn about this 

stuff "John Dvorak, PC Mag. Predicts stocks, 

bonds, sales, inventories. Comprehensive 

documentation. Menus. Only $195! 

Certified by Intel and Micro Devices 

Free Brochure: 916/477-7481 
California Scientific Software 

nquiry 772 

PROGRAMMERS' TOOLS 

HYPERINTERFACE' II 
Menu Creator - An interactive WYSIWYG editor tO 
generate a menu-driven user interface for your software 
Screen Creator' - An interactive WYSIWYG editor for 
quick and easy screen design and a screen database 
manager for your software Advanced Library - Ex-
tended Capability for data entry for your programs FOR-
TRAN, Pascal, C, BASIC supported. 

Avarspra Corp_ 
PO Bou 969, Pacific Palisades, CA 90272 

(213) 454-3866 

PROGRAMMERS' TOOLS 

WINDOWS 7 -XT EDITOR 
SPEEDEDIT is a professio. level text editor available 

for Windows ao, P.M. & XV. indows as a true windows 
application. Also DOS, OS/2, UNIX & MPE character 
versions Includes user customization: DOE, regular ex-
pressions; language sensitivity; keyboard macros, multi-
ple file access; compilation & testing from within. 

BRADFORD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. 
23151 Verdugo Drive, Suite 114, Laguna Hills, CA 92653 

TEL (714) 859-4428 FAX (714) 859-4508 

nquiry 774. 

PD/Shareware Libraries 
Massive collections of files for PC professionals only. 66 disk 
Dbase language. 17 disk AutoCAD $99 50 44 disk Ven-
tura/DTP $79,50. 31 disk C. 23 disk TPascal, 17 disk 123. 14 
disk ASM. 30 disk WordPerfect, 24 disk Novell, 26 disk DOS, 
35 disk games, Windows $4950. Indexed with search pro-
gram and ZIPed to minimize disk count, 30 day money back 

guarantee 
4505 Buckhurst Ct. 

EMS 
(301) 924-3594 

Olney, MD 20832 USA 

Fax: (301) 963-2708 

nquiry 775. 

Bsupport for Btrieve 
The ' Norton Utilities" for Btneve users 
Bedit . DISPLAY. UPDATE, COPY, and DELETE. 
EXPORT SDF to dBASE 8, LOTUS RECOVER damaged tiles 
Edit/Insert using Data Dictionary 
Eibug, TSR Bee. debugger Displays into in pop-up window 
Brun . BUTIL replacement with Run-Time and C source 
BeditiBbug $120 Brun $150 VISA/MC/COD/PO 

800/359-2721 FAX: 517/887-2366 
Information Architects, Inc. 
PO Box 4184 East Lansing, MI 48826-4184 

nquiry 776. 

For GuickBaslc programmers 

SMART''' . plus SMARTOOLS cuts your 
development time by more than 60% by giving you an 
integrated user interface that easily configures to your 
applications Dialogue boxes, pop-up & pull-down 
menus, as well as "fill the form" type entries For OB 
40 or later Libraries, tools & manual are $99 -• S8(H 

K L.:T" E 
PO Box 2166, Martinez. CA 94553 (415) 370-1920 

nquiry 777. 

Dazzle Your Users... 
.. by including a full-featured pop-up 
calculator with memory, a 100-line scrollable 

tape and more in your application. Takes 

minutes and costs as little as $395 with no 
royalties. Demo disk and manual $5.00. Specify 

language. 

Liaison Systems, Inc. 
PO Box 82720, Kenmore, WA 98028 

(206) 486-4996 - 30-day money back guarantee 

nquiry 778. 

FREE BUYER'S GUIDE 
Programmer's Connection is an independent dealer 
representing more than 440 manufacturers with over 
1200 software products for IBM and Macintosh personal 
computers We have serviced the professional program-
mer since 1984 by offering sound advice and low prices. 
Call on write today to receive your FREE comprehen-
sive Buyer's Guide 

Programmer's Connection US 800-336-1166 
7249 Whipple Ave NW Canada 800-225-1166 

North Canton. OH 44720 International 216-494-3781 

nquiry 767. 
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PROGRAMMERS' TOOLS 

SPEED FORTRAN DEVELOPMENT 
AND CUT MAINTENANCE COSTS 

FORWARN—Fads common programming errors such as mismatched 
parameter lists and common blocks, and uninitialized variables Pnnts 
detailed cross-references and call- tree diagrams $329 

FORTRAN DEVELOPMENT TOOLS—incluOes Pretty Iindents. renumbers. 
changes GOTOs to IFTHEN,ELSES. etc ) and 6 more tools $129. 

For IBM PC Also for UNIX— ask tor details 

Ou'bus Enterprises, Inc. 
3340 Marble Terrace, Colorado Springs, CO 80906 

(719) 527-1384 

nquiry 780. 

PUBLIC DOMAIN 

15 FULL DISKS — FREE 
SOFTWARE FOR IBM COMPUTERS 

TRY US, 15/51/4 " or 6/31/2 " disks full of our best sellers— 
FREE! Games Business, Education, Graphics, Ufilities 
Finance. Desktop publishing, more 

PAY ONLY $ 5.00 FOR SHIPPING 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! 

INTERNATIONAL SOFTWARE LIBRARY 
ORDER TODAY — CALL 

(610) 942-9098 

Visa 8 MasterCard accepted 

nquiry 781 

325 MEGABYTES Virus Free Share Ware 
DealerMSysops/Educalors Instant IBM Shareware Library tor your 
Customers user group or Students Distributed in 25 Megabyte in-
crements on HD 12O 4 diskettes $3900 Or tirsi 25 Megabytes then 
add $40 00 or each 25 Megabyte increment 

Odd $300 postage for each 25 Megabyte .ncrarnerm 
004 $4 00/25 Meg Increment tof raz ffiskenes 

Orders Only: 1-800-876-8496 
Info/Tech: 1-405-524-5233 

SHARE-NET 
P013 12368, Okla City, OK 73157 
No Surcharge for Visa/MesarCerd 

We gladly accept POS from Educational. FedfStea Agencies 

nquiry 782. 

SS SAVE YOUR CASH $$ 
AAA RATED IBM SHAREWARE 

FREE 150+ PAGE DISK CATALOG 

FREE 5 OUTSTANDING UTILITIES 

FREE DISKETTES—LOWEST PRICE 

300. NEW PROGRAM SELECTIONS 

SOFTHOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
3515 Pecan. Irvine, CA 92714 

1-800-441-1079 24 hours-7 days 

nquiry 783. 

SDK85 (8 bit) and SDK86 (16 blt) 
NOW AVAILABLE ONLY FROM URDA, INC which has an 
exclusive, worldwide, manufacturing and marketing license 
from Intel. Inc The URDA SDK85 and SDK86 educational 
trainers and microprocessor development systems are now 
furnished fully assembled and boxed with manuals Call 
URDA, Inc for new low prices and delivery schedules Other 
8 16 and 32 bit systems are available 

Phone URDA, Inc. 
1-800-338-0517 or 412-683-8732 

nquiry 784. 

REPAIR SERVICES 

PRINTER PROBLEMS! 
Printhead problems and ribbon problems are the chief causes 
of printer failure MATRIX can rebuild any dot matrix printhead 
to perform like new Apple. Epson. Okidata, IBM, Panasonic 
etc can be repaired quickly and with a 6 month warranty. 

Printhead and ribbon prices start at $55 and $4 each respec-
tively Please call or write to us for pricing and a copy of our 
bulletin -How to triple the life of your Printer" 

MATRIX PRINTER SERVICES, INC. 
'3033 Pond Springs Road Suite 201 Austin, Texas 78729 
Phone 512-331-5154 FAX 512-331-1460 

SCHEDULING 

SCHEDULE PLUS 
REDUCE SCHEDULING TIME UP TO 90%! 

Automatic Scheduling • Rotations • Pnonty • 24 Hour • Holiday 
Vacation • Overtime • BanqueVMeeting • Financial Reports 

• Schedule Listings • 
Several versions to meet your needs 

Basic Advanced Restaurant. Law Enforcement, Casino. Telemarketinc 
Gusto rrli,lg Available Working Demo includes Manual $25 

CYCLESOFT INCORPORATED 
2816 E 125th St • Burnsville. MN 55337 

Call 612-894-8738 or FAX 612-890-8828 

nquiry 786. 

SECURITY 

THE ULTIMATE COPY PROTECTION 
Completely Menu Driven 
Defeats all Hardware/Software Copiers 
No Source Code Changes 
Multiple Layering 
No Damaged Media 
Full Hard Disk Support 
Unlimited Metering 
FREE Demo Disk 

Quite 
Simply 

The Best 
Ways To 
Protect 

Your Valuable 
Software Investment 

STOPVIEW . STOPCOPY PLUS' 

BD) COMPUTER SYSTEMS' (301) 871-1094 
14105 Mardage Oa Sloe' SprIng MD 2090E FAO ( 301) 460-7545 

nquiry 787. 

COP's Copyiock II 
• Protects on standard diskettes 
• Cannot be copied by any device incl Option Board 
• Fully hard disk installable 
• Normal back-up of protected programs 
• LAN-support 
• Creates sale demo version of your software 

Standard Version $975, Automatic Version $1950 

DANCOTEC Computer 
5 2835 Serra Ra Sr Jose CA 95132 488-729-8162 or 1-880-344-2545 
Oreo Ragsvard Denmark Phone • 45-44441322 rae. --44440722 

nquiry 788. 

RID YOUR SYSTEM OF VIRUSES FOR EVER 
VIRUSAFE'" 

Tn. most ellecove ant,erus system evadade 
• n.ognizes over 110 viruses—regularly updated • Protection 
against existing and future viruses II Seeks. identihes and removes 
known viruses resident in memory and programs U Checks in, 
tegnty of specified programs for virus related changes U Boot 
°Penned memory resident program constantly on guard against new 
virus attacks 

Price $80 Visa/MC 30.day money-back guarani. 

EllaShlm Microcomputers Inc. 
520 IN 81gwy 436, suite #1180-30. Anemona Spcngs, FL 32714 

TEL (4071 682-1587 FAO 1407) 8691409 

nquiry 789. 

COPY PROTECTION 
wr he world's leading software manufacturers depend 

on Softguarc1 copy protection systems Your FREE 

DISKETTE introduces you to SuperLock--invisible copy pro-

techon tor IBM-PC land compatibles) and Macintosh 

• Hard disk support • No source code change, 

• Customized versions • LAN support 

• New upgrades available 

(408) 773-9680 

SOFTGUARD SYSTEMS, INC. 
710 Lakeway. Suite 200. Sunnyvale, CA 94086 

FAX (1081 773-1105 

nquiry 790. 

SOFTWARE MARKETING 

The "Software Success Reference Book ( 1987-1988)" is a 
MUST READ if you want to market your software products 
successfully . Written by David H Bowen, publisher of Soft-
ware Success7 the monthly newsletter on successfully run-
ning a software business, the Reference Book is a 268-page 
guide, organized by topic Covers Lead Generation, Promo-
tion, Pricing, Distribution. Support. etc Only 525 Check or 
Credit Card (Visa/MC/AEX) 

100% Money Back Guarantee 

Software Success 
PO Box 9006, San Jose, CA 95157 

(408) 446-2504 FAX (408) 255-1098 

SOFTWARE/ACCOUNTING 

dBASE BUSINESS TOOLS 
• GENERA_ LEDGER • PURCH ORDIINVNTORY 

• ORDER ENTRY • ACCOUNTS RECVABLE 

• JOB COSTING • JOB ESTIMATING 

• PBAILYLOLFIMATLS • SALES ANALYSIS 

RO •  ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 

$99 ea -a SOH 

dATAMAR SYSTEMS cred Card-Check-COD 

4876-B Sarre Monica Ave 

San Diego, CA 92107 (619) 223-3344 

nquiry 792. 

SOFTWARE/BUSINESS 

StaffAol incler' 
Staff Administration Software — A must for all managers1 
tamed lar ' ' • . • 
banes Ibe Ion 55,5g 
• MellanCe tracking and analysis • Salary innee avid 00.5 IrdClury-• 
• Walton Nanning and scheduling • Cone:fence reporting 
• Skills reenlory • EmPlome irdermation 
StaffMinder provides numerous informative reports Free serial 
mouse included with each order Simple point and click interface 
allows tor easy implementation Source code avelable. 

List price 5395 Ask for detalle on current special pricing' 

NEXT GENERATION SOFTWARE 
Suite 14e., 3340 Peachtree Road Atlanta GA 30326 

CALL (800) 966-0707 

nquiry 793 

SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING 

MIDNIGHT ENGINEERING-
A new publvatiOn for entrepreneurial hardware and software 
engineers that will encourage and challenge you to personally 
develop and market your own products 

• PRACTICAL ARTICLES 
• INSIGHTFUL INTERVIEWS 
• DETAILED PRODUCT REVIEWS 

call or write for a FREE copy of 
Midnight Engineering 

Midnight Engineering 
111 E Drake Rd , Suite 7041, Fort Collins. CO 80525 

303-491-9092 

Inquiry 794. 

SIMULATION WITH GPSS/PC-
GPSSiPC • is an MS-DOS compatible version of the 
popular mainframe simulation language GPSS 
Graphics, animation and an extremely interactive en-
vironment allow a totally new view of your models II 
you are contemplating the creation or modification of 
a complex system you need GPSS/PC to help you 
11-ediCt its behavior Call now 

MINUTEMAN Software 
PO Boo 171/Y, Stew, Massachusetts, USA 

(508) 897-5662 ext. 540 (800) 223-1430 ext. 540 

nquiry 795. 

TUTSIM•", USA's Cl Program for Linear and Non 

Linear Continuous System Simulation now has 

PERSONAL Prices for PERSONAL Use: $129.50 
Full Featured 999 block program. full text and examples 

An analog computer in your "IBM compatible" 

Until March 1991: $97.50 . $5 Sel o (in CA) Stale Tax 

/Same program as our $595 professional version) 

TUTSIM Products, 200 California Ave., 4212, 
Palo Altc CA 94306; (415) 325-4800 

Personal TUTSIM is not licensed tor corporate use, governrnem 
agencies w classr.rn instruction No PO's. COD's No fooling. 

nquiry 796. 

SOFTWARE/GEOLOGICAL 

GEOLOGICAL CATALOG 
Geological software for log plotting, griddingicon-

touring, hydrology, digitizing, 3-D solid modelling, 

synthetiz seismogram, fracture analysis, image pro-

cessing, scout ticket manager, over 50 prograrrs 

in catalog. Macintosh too! Please call, or write, for 

Free Catalog! 

RockWare, Inc. 
4251 Kipling St Suite 595 Wheat Ridge CO 80033 USA 

(303) 423-5645 Fax (303) 423-6171 

Inquiry 785. Inquiry 791 
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SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS 

SE G S 2.1 
Scientific Engineering Graphics System 

ie Logarithmic, Time/Date & Linear Axes. 
o Easy Curve Fitting and Data Smoothing. 
o 1-2-3 Interface 8. Numeric Spreadsheet. 
• Supports all Video & Device Standards. 
• 10 Curves with up to 16,000 points each. 

Advanced Micro Solutions 
3817 Windover Dr 405-340-0697 
Edmond OK 73013 800-284-3381 

Cellular Automata 
Want to explore an entirely new way to compute" With 
Autodesk s Cellular Automata Lab and your IBM' PC 
creating dazzling animations, simulating complex physical 
systems. exploring massively parallel computation, and ex-
perimenting with artificial life is just the beginning CA Lab' 
is your passport to the frontiers of computing Includes a 
250-page introduction to cellular automata by award-winning 
author Rudy Rucker $5995 

Autodesk, Inc. 
2320 Mannship Way, Sausalito, CA 94965 

(800) 223-2521  

nquiry 797. 

QuIckGeometry CAD/CAM Developer's Kit 
Third party and custom developers: get your products 
to market sooner—eliminate 90% of development time 
and expense. 

Just call functions for: reading and writing DXF files, 
vectorized geometry display for any graphics resolution, 
geometric operations (rotate, scale, move, copy, mirror, 
intersect, etc ) for lines, arcs. ellipses. NURB splines 

C soume mailable for MS/DOS, Macintosh, UNIX, VAX other 

Call (617) 628-5217 today for Noe Mie or to order. 

Building Block Software, PO Box 1373. Somerville. MA 02144 

nquiry 798. 

FRACTAL GRAFICS 
is a radical new drawing program for your PC Create 
breathtaking images and scientific models interactive-
ly with your mouse Add dramatic effects to any PCX 
image. On-line tutorial, extensive Guidebook, and 200+ 
hands-on examples help you use and understand frac-
tals and Chaos Only $79, FREE Brochure , 

Cedar Software 
RI Box 5140 Morrisville, VT 05661 

(802) 888-5275 

nquiry 799. 

RAINDROPTM 
FAST, compact PrtScrn Utility for end users AND 
developers. Hardcopy as fast as 10 secs. Average binary 
size - 6 kby1e. 14 video graphic standards Scale, rotate, 
colorize and more 'CALL from user-written programs 
Complete 9- 8. 24-pin dot-matrix, inkjet, and laserjet 
library $44.954-$3 s/h. 

ECLECTIC SYSTEMS 
8106 Sr David CI, Springfield VA 22153 

(703) 440-0064 

nquiry 800 

PEN PLOTTER EMULATOR 
FPLOT turns your dot matrix or laser printer into 
an HP pen plotter Fast hi-res output. No jagged 
lines. Vary line width, color Works with Aclocad, 
Drafix, etc. Supports NEC P5/P6, IBM Proprinter, 

Epson LO/FX, Toshiba, HP Laser(et, Okidata 
29x/39x, Hercules/CGA/EGANGA $64 check/m.o./ 
VISA/MC 

Fplot Corporation 
24-16 Steinway St, Suite 605, Astoria, NY 11103 

718-545-3505 

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS 

GRAPHICS PRINTER SUPPORT 
AT LAST, Use the PrtSc key to make quality scaled BILW 
or color reproductions of your display on any dot matrix, 
inkjet, or laser printer (Ind Postscript) in up to 64 shades 
of gray or 256 colors GRAFPLUS supports all versions 
of DOS with IBM ) incl. EGA, VGA, Super VGA). Her-
cules, or compatible graphics boards Linkable/OEM 
versions available $5995 

Jewell Technologies, Inc. 
4740 - 44th Ave SW Seattle WA 98116 

(800) 359-9000 x527 (206) 937-1081 

nquiry 802. 

FORTRAN PROGRAMMER? 
Now you can call 2-D and 3-0 graphics routines within 
your FORTRAN program. 

GRAFMATIC: screen routines $135 
PLOTMATIC plotter driver 135. 
PRINTMATIC: printer driver 135. 

For the IBM PC, ST, AT 8. compatibles We support a 
variety ot compilers, graphics bds.. plotters and printers. 

MICROCOMPATIBLES 
301 Prelude Dr . Dept B. Silver Spring. MD 20901 USA 

(301) 593-0683 

nquiry 803. 

GRAPHIC TOOLS LIBRARY 
XGLIB: Very fast Window/vp. Thick lines 8 arcs. Figure 

drawing. SplineS Plots and charts User coordinates Text 
scale. rotate Mouse functions Screen print from function call 

and TSR utility All functions work in Super VGA modes Sup-

ports modes up to 800x600x256 and 1024x768x16 $195. Most 

'C". Pascal, Fortran, MS Basic 4 0 71 

NOVA INC. 
2500 W Higgins Road, 0114d CAL: 708-882-4111 
Hoffman Estates. IL 60195 FAX 708-882-4173 

nquiry 804. 

IMAGE TOOLS LIBRARY 
PCX10: Source Library avail. in -C" or Assembler for 
last read/write & display of PCX files at any point on 

screen or memory. Examine headers, palettes, com-
press data and clip images. Greyscale & Color Map-
ping Read image files created in non-compatible 

graphic modes. Readable, easily modifiable. 8295. 

NOVA INC. 
2500 W Higgins Road, 01144 CALL 708-882-4111 
Hoffman Estates, IL 60195 FAX 708-882-4173 

nquiry 805. 

SOFTWARE/LANGUAGES 

DRUMA FORTH-83 
Break the 64K barrier without speed/apace penalty. 
Powerful, attractively priced. '63 Standard. 
• 1Mtso automated memory management 
• Full OS interface, extensive utilities 
• Online documentation, ASCII/block files 
• Other products: windows, modules, profiler 
• IBM PC/XT/AT including 386 compatibles 

FREE learn/utility disks with purchase 

DRUMA INC. 
6448 Hwy 290 East E103, Austin TO 78723 

Orders: 512-323-5411 Fax: 512-323-0403 

nquiry 806. 

FINAL LIQUIDATION!! 
IBM • Compilers, SAVE UP to 80%1 

Title Retail Sale 

COBOL 52.0 (31/,' & 514') $900 $100 
Prof. FORTRAN V13 (31/2 " d 5'4") 5795 $ 90 
C Compiler (39k" or 51/4 ") $395 $ 50 
BASIC Compiler 52.0 (31/2 ") $495 5 50 
Macro Assembler 52.0 (31/2 " or 51/4 ") $195 5 40 
VISA. MC, Check accepted, Sand H fee 510 per order 

THE COMPUTER PLACE, INC. 
12105 Darnestown Rd k9A Tel: (3011 330-6016 
Gaithersburg, MD 20878 Fax: (301) 926-3415 

SOFTWARE/LOTTO 

PC-LOTTO Club BBS 
1-604-479-7189 

Winning numbers, Wheeling, Shareware or 

registered copy of PC-LOTTO ver 2.84 and PC-

LOTTOprint. ( Print official Bet Slips on your printer) 

Lottoware 
870 Gladiola Ave., Victoria, BC Canada VOZ 2T6 

voice 604-479-8536 

nquiry 808. 

SOFTWARE/MATHEMATICS 

MATH EDITING FOR THE PC 

= E,7.0 k?" CD] +   

• MathEdit constructs math equations to be inserted into 
WordPerfect, Word, WordStar, and others 

• WYSIWYG interface—no codes need to be learned 

• MathEdit—$199 

K-TALK 
COI.luNiCATiONS 

30 West First Manua. suite 100 
CMumeos Ono 43201 
(614) 294-3535 

nquiry 809. 

DERIVE' 
A Mathematical Assistant 
Makes math more inspiration and less perspiration , 
Combines the power of computer algebra with 20 & 
3D plotting and a friendly menu-driven user inter-
face Does equation solving, calculus, trigonometry 
vector & matrix algebra, and more Derive require, 
a PC compatible computer /3 512K memory 

Soft Warehouse, Inc. 
3615 Harding Ave, Suite 505, Honolulu, HI 96816 

(808) 734-5801 

nquiry 810. 

SOFTWARE/SCANNERS 

Optical Character Recognition 
PC OCR' software will convert typed or printed pages 
into editable text files for your word processor Works with 

HP ScanJet, Canon, Panasonic 8 most other scanners 
Supplied with over 20 popular fonts User trainable, you 
can teach PC-OCR' to read virtually any typestyle. Inc' 
forego fonts Proportional text, matrix printer output. Xerox 
copies OK From $99 Check/VISA/MC/AmExp/COD 

Essex Software Publishing, Inc. 
PO Box 391, Cedar Grove, NJ 07009 

(201) 783-6940 

nquiry 811 

INCREDIBLE OCR 
A total solution to all your OCR needs Recognizes many common 
text typefaces. and can quickly learn most oMers Supports all the 
major word processors Faster and more accurate than systems 
costing hvice as much Amazingly n works with virtually every brand 
of handhold scanner, most fur-page scanners. and all ECnar 
boards More Man 15.000 satisfied users 

AO for only $180 including shipping 
'International include $25 fer airmail shIppng 

Check, money Order. VISA. MC. and COD accept, 

PAI OCR 
611 Tucker Street, Raleigh, NC 27603 

800-762-5542 FAX: 919-828-5196 

nquiry 812. 

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC 

DI-GRAPHT" 
Scientific Plotting Package for IBM PC's 

Hi-res, 2D, 3D, Contour, Polak Smith chart. - ASCII HPGL 
tiles. Greek/Super-sub - Microsoft Word/WordPerfect Epson 
d Laserjet II printer, HP pen plotter. others OuickBasic/8086 
5119 95 or $169 95 incl source 

Dl-MAN'-FAST Protected mode FRACTAL GRAPHICS 
IBM486/386/387-2MB-VGA $29 95/549 95 source 

DAMASKOS, Inc. 
Box 469, Concordville, PA 19331 - 215-358-0200 

nquiry 801. 
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SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC 

FREE CATALOG 

800-942-MATH 
MicroMath Scientific Software 

Salt Lake City, UT 84121-0550 
Look for our ad on page 124 

nquiry 814. 

SOFTWARE/SORT 

OPT-TECH SORT/MERGE 
Extremely last Sort/Merge/Select utility Run as an MS-
DOS command or CALL as a subroutine Supports most 
languages and file types including Btneve and dBASE 
Unlimited file sizes, multiple keys and much morel MS-

DOS $149. OS/2. XENIX. UNIX $249. 

(702) 588-3737 
Opt-Tech Data Processing 
PO Box 678 - Zephyr Cove, NV 89448 

Inquiry 815. 

SOFTWARE/UTILITIES 

Duplicate Disks Fast! 
DiskDupe duplicates, formats and compares disks 
amazingly fast-up to 200 disks an hour! Its unique 
RELAY feature lets you quickly duplicate lots of master 
disks effortlessly And you can protect your masters by 
storing disk images on your hard disk. Also supports 
high-density formats-plus a whole lot more! $79-sS/H, 
Money Back Guarantee. 
M icro System Designs, Inc_ 

1309 El Cupola Blvd., Lafayette, CA 94549 

(415) 944-9994 Order today! 

nquiry 816. 

SOFTWARE/VOICE 

MULTI-VOICE® TOOLS 
Multi-Voice Tools is a complete development Toolkit for 
Pascal or "C" to access all the features of the WATSON 
or DIALOGIC Speech Boards. It is also a high level library 
of procedures to build MULTI-LINE VOICE RESPONSE 
systems in minutes A powerful TELEPHONE ANSWERING 
program is given as an example with source code 
DIALOGIC. RHEIDREX, VBX $599, WATSON 599. Visa/MC 
Now available Fax Tool Kit 

ITI Logiciel 
1705 Sr Joseph E. Suite 4 Montreal, PO, Can H2J 1N1 

(514) 861-5988 
We tan also write your Voice Response application programs 

nquiry 817. 

STATISTICS 

STATISTICAL SOFTWARE PACKAGE 
Complete statistics package, menu driven with 
comprehensive user's guide. Options include full 
edit capabilities, probability analysis, major 
statistical indicators, confidence intervals, regres-
sion analysis, ANOVA and forecasting. Ideal for 
research, education and financial analysis. Im-
port/Export ASCII. $125. 

SOFTWARE SYSTEMS, Attn: Larry Jones 
2612 Sr Regis Lane, Virginia Beach, VA 23456 

(804) 455-7085 

nquiry 818. 

TERMINAL EMULATION 

TEK 4207/410514014 Emulation 
PC-PLOP, is a complete communications program 
which includes file transfer, script files. VT-100/200 
emulation plus Tektronix graphics terminal emulation. 
Supports COM1-4 plus support for DECnet. NETBIOS. 
U-B Nett Graphics screenprint. $225 Free Catalog. 

MicroPlot Systems Co. 
1897 Red Fern Dr, Columbus. Ohio 43229 

614-882-4786 614-882-3399 (BBS/FAX) 

UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER 

HOW TO PROTECT YOUR COMPUTER 
And Make It Last Longer 

FREE money-saving literature tells you how to protect your con, 
purer and make it last longer with an uninterruptible power supply 
500VA through 18KVA models from the world's largest manufac 
turer of single-phase UPS 

Best Power Technology, Inc. 
PO Box 280. Necettah. wl 54646 

Toll-Free (800) 358-5794, Ext. 3860 

Telephone. 16081 505.7200. Est. 3560 

See Our Ad on page 236 

nquiry 820. 

UTILITIES 

A Difference That Must be Seen! 

Diff . It ." 
,S Unlimited file sizes . ' ; e compare algorithp 
A Scrollable split screen aspi, ' Dsplay in ascii or he, 
A 25. 43 and 50 line display modes A Command line interface 
A Pop up menu interface. A Line. Word and Hex compare 

Difference output to a disk file A Batch tile dnve able 
PeQuerss IBM PC o. 100% compellIels. 14606 memory. DOS 20 or See, 
Soppy or Nod disk. 30 day mossy lysck estranges slags 

Double R Software, Inc. 
(215) 666-8100 

Rd1 Fifth Ave Valley Forge Manor, Phoenixville, PA 19460 

nquiry 821. 

O K Ram Menu Systems 
Batch 'in 

Ba) chin helps you write professional batch file 

menu systems with sub-menus and full color 

screens for ANSI.SYS. Convenient for experts, 

easy enough for complete novices. Only $40.00! 

MC LEBER ENTERPRISES VISA 
13091 693-0634 Boo 9281 Peoria, IL 61612.9281 

nquiry 822. 

COPY AT TO PC-BRIDGE-IT 3.5 
"CPYAT2PC" RELIABLY writes 360KB floppies on I 2 MB drives, saving a 
skit for a second hard disk or tape back-up Only $79.00 • SM 
"BRIDGE-IT 35" is a DEVICE DRIVER supporting 31/2 ' 720KB/144MB 
drnes for PCPCPAT wthout upgrading DOS/1310S. Only $39.00 o S/H 

BRIDGE-IT 35 BUNDLED WITH INTERNAL 1.44MB DRIVE AT 
$12903 • S/H vISANC/COD UPS ele 

MICROBRIDGE COMPUTERS 
655 Sky Way Suite 220, San Carlos, CA 94070 
1-415-593-8777(CA) 1-415-593-7675 (FAX) 
1-416-855-1993 (CANADA) 1-800-523-8777 
0908-280-188 (UK) 4711 4020 (FRG) 

nquiry 823. 

UNIX under DOS !!! 
Get the Feel & Power of UNIX 

Include awk, cb, cp. cliff, ed, find, grep, Is, make, more. mv, 
rem, sect, sort 8 17 others All V3 and BSD 43 options 
included. Thorough documentation. 

THE BERKELEY UTILITIES 8200.00 order now 800-542-0938 

OPENetwork 
POWER TOOLS FOR POWER USERS 

215 Berkeley Pl. (B-2), Brooklyn, NY 11217 
See Our ad on page 20 

nquiry 824. 

Recover deleted files fast! 
Disk Explorer now includes automatic file recovery You 
type in the deleted file's name. Disk Explorer finds and 
restores it Disk Explorer also shows what's really on disk: 
view, change or create formats, change a file's status. 
change data in any sector MS-DOS $75 U.S. Check/ 
Credit card welcome 

QUAID SOFTWARE LIMITED 
45 Charles St. E. 3rd FL 

Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4Y 1S2 
(416) 961-8243 

UTILITIES 

COPYWRITE 
CopyWrite 
Removes 
Copy Protection 
No more diskettes, 
manuals or US S75 
codevsneels 
1000's of products copied 

QUAID SOFTWARE LIMITED 
45 Charles St E 3rd FI, Dept B 
Tororto, Ontario. Canada M4Y 1S2 
(416) 961-8243 Fax (416) 961-6448 

REMOVE HARDWARE LOCKS 
Software utility allows for the removal of hardware locks Don't wart 
tor your lock or key device to fail or be stolen 
Guaranteed lo stork! The following packages are available 
PCAD $19900 CADKEY S 99 00 
MICROSTATU)N $9000 PERSONAL DESIGNER 519900 
MasterCAM 5250 00 SmartCAM 5250W 
TANGO PCB $ 9900 CADVANCE $99 00 

PLUS SHIPPING AND HANDLING 
PHONE 12041 669.4639 FAX (2041 668-3566 

VISA and MASTERCARD Welcome 

SafeSoft Systems Inc. 
191 KirlysIOne Way, Winnipeg, MB, Canada. R2G 386 

See our ad on pa e 234 

nquiry 825. 

Why You Want BATCOM! 
BATCOM is a batch file compiler that transforms your 
.bat files to .exe files to make them faster. BATCOM 
extends DOS with many new commands so you can 
read keyboard input, use subroutines. and much more 
In addition, BATCOM protects your source code. No 
royalties! Only 55095. Order today! 

Wenham Software Company 
5 Burley St , Wenham, MA 01984 

(508) 774-7036 

Inquiry 826 

VOICE MAIL/AUTO ATTENDANT 

Complete PC CAM- Users! 
Upgrade to a 4- line Voice Express • ! 

This system picks up where the CAM leaves off 
with these added features, 

Call ( 614) 870.3838 

Verslcom Communications' 
1115 Wimbeldon Blvd , Columbus, OH 43228 

nquiry 827. 

WORD PROCESSING 

FARSIIGREEK I ARABIC I RUSSIAN 
Hebrew. all European, Scandinavian. plus either Hindi, Pun-
jabi. Bmgali, Gujarati, Tamil, Thai, Korean. Viet. or IPA. Full-
feature multi- language word processor supports on-screen 
foreign characters and NLO printing with no hardware 
modifications Includes Font Editor $355 dot matrix: $150 
addl Ix laser: $19 demo Sm in U.S. med. Req. PC, 640K, 
graph Is. 30-day Guarantee MCNISNAMEX 

GAMMA PRODUCTIONS, INC. 
710 '.Vilshire Blvd, Suite 609, Santa Monica, CA 90401 

213/394-8622 Tin 5106008273 Gamma Pro SNM 

nquiry 828. 

DuangJan 
Bilingual word processor for English and Armenian. 
Bengali, Burmese, Euro/Latin/African. Greek, Gujarati, 
Hints, Khmer, Lao, Punjabi, Russian, Sinhalese, Tamil. 
Telugu, Thai, Ukranian, Viet, Only $ 109 -1-$5 s/h 
(foreign o $12 s/h). Font editor included. For any IBM 
compatibles with dot-matrix 8 LaserJet printer. Demo 
$9* $1 s/h Visa/MC 

MegaChomp Company 
3438 Cottman Ave. Philadelphia, PA 19149-1606 

(215) 331-2748 FAX: (215) 331-4188 

nquiry 819. Inquiry 829. 
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ro AutoCAD(''' Users ri 
YOU NEED THIS UTILITY!!! 

FastBreak 
FastBreak'" - Cookie-cu:, hatch, break and/or 'trim' thousands of AutoCAD® 

entities: 3DFACES, 3DPOLYLINES, 3DLINES, SOLIDS, TRACES, ARCS, CIRCLES, 
LINES, POLYLINES, exploded SURFACES, MESHES, and 3D-CONSTRUCTION... 
.ind ALL within seconds in a single 'window' or 'crossing' point and pick. 

YES! YES! YES! - 3DFACES, SOLIDS, TRACES, surfaces, splines, 3D-meshes, and 
any 2D or 3D-construction can be broken and/or trimmed using FastBreak"!!! 

AutoCAD® will not 
break or trim 3DFACES 
and other 3D-construc-
tion. 

FastBreak" can do 
the job - quickly, ac-
curately, and reliably in 
any UCS. The drawing 
shown is SITE-3D.DWG 
with four enlarged insert 
clips added. All four in-
serts were made on a 386-
PC using FastBreak in 
less than two minutes!!! 

ClipView". - is integrated into FastBreak and performs Automatic clipping or 
trimming of the above entities to create inserts. Options include: Box or Bubble 
boundaries, Inside or Outside ( makes a hole) trim, and borders. 

FastBreak". and ClipView'0 are integrated into DOS executeable code, run 
,nteractively in AutoCAD shells from 256K, use fast block binary database, virtual 
memory paging, user friendly AutoLISPO interface, and perform FAST, FAST, FAST 
in any AutoCAD Rel. 9 through Rel 10-386. 

FastBreak'" and ClipView n. are licensed in a single user package. Contact your 
dealer or buy direct (credit or money order, for UPS Next Day add $6. shpg. fee) from: 

BZ Technical 
P.O.Box 10, Bothell,WA 98041 

Phone: 206/258-1568 or FAX: 206/487-1357 

Retail price: $399.95 Demo: $25.00 

NOT Copy protected, NOT AutoLISPOD encrypted, FULL documentation, technical 
support, 3.5 " and 5.25" media. 

"Quality software development located near the home of MICROSOFT® in Bothell's 
High Technology Corridor." 
AutoCAD and AublISP ••• f•p.st•f•cl trad•frearloi of AutocinIg1ne Fast13.••M and CàpVlor trodernork• of BZ Techntral 

9-Track? 
Just call us. 

It doesn't get any easier than this. A wide variety of 
PC-9-Track tape subsystems are available to you by 

phone, including tape drives, cards, and software: 

• DOS, UNIX, XENIX, PICK, NOVELL Support 
• 486, 386, 286 & PS/2 Compatible 
• Menu-Driven Software 

• 2 Year Warranty on Controller Cards 
• 800, 1600, 3200, 6250 bpi 

• 24 Hour Delivery 
• Excellent for Hard Disk Backup 

We invented the first PC-9-Track controller 
ten years ago, and have been on top 

ever since with the world's best 
selling cards. It's easy to find out 

why: just call us. 

1-800-PUTMAK 
DO , OVERLAND DATA 

5600 Kearny Mesa Rd. San Diego, CA 92111 

1-800-729-8725 US 8 Can. • 1-619-571 5555. FAX 1-619-571 0982 

r(q COMPUCOM 
9,600-38,400 bps 

MODEM+FAX...$279 
NOW you can afford a SPEEDMODEM. Raw speed of 300 - 9600 
bps and 4:1 data compression push throughput up to 38,400 bps. 
Dynamic Impedance Stabilization - provides robust performance on 

noisy telephone circuits. A 9600 bps send/receive. full-featured FAX 
is included on the same card. Total communications capability—only 
$279. It comes with a 30-day money back guarantee and a 5-year 
warranty. BYTE magazine said our 2400 bps modem was "a real 
dear...well we've done it again... our COMBO- is setting a new 
standard for value and performance. See for yourself... '3/891)102 

(408)732-4500 CALL NOW 800 ACT ON IT (800)228-6648 

48 CHANNEL 25IVIHz LOGIC ANALYZER 

r-

PA480 $1595 + POD PRICE 

*New WINDOWS 3.0 Compatible Software 

la 48 Channels @ 25 MHz x 4K word deep 
Ill 16 Trigger Words/16 Level Trigger Sequence 
• Storage and Recall of traces/setups to disk 
• Disassemblers available for: 68000, 8088, 8086, 6801, 

6811, Z80, 8085, 6502, 6809, 6303, 8031. 

NCI D 6438 UNIVERSITY DRIVE 
HUNTSVILLE, AL 35806 • (205) 837-6667 
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Quatitti Haut Dùtie, Remit 7 . 7-10 Working Days 
• 6-month Warranties 

' • I-year Warranty on Refurbished Drives 
• 24-hour Turn-around Time Available 

We Specialize in Data Recovery 
As well as Buying & Selling Hard Drives 

AT Portable Computer 
Gas Plasma 286 
• 286 12 MHz Clock Speed 
• 1 Meg RAM Memory 
• 360K "A" Drive 
• 1.44 Meg "B" Drive 
• 20 Meg Hard Drive 
• 1:1 Interleave Controller 
OR: 
386 SX Gas Plasma Portab 
Same as above except with 1.2 
Meg Floppy and 40 Meg Hard Drive 

1695 

$2195 

Is your old PC too slow? Don't replace it!!! 
Upgrade it to a true 286. 12 MHz AT for as low as 
$399, installation included. Give us a call!!! 

404-366-1600 
H&W Micro Labs 

528-C Forest Parkway • Forest Park, GA 30050 

A COMPLETE 386 SYSTEM 
WITH VGA COLOR AND 40 MB HARD DRIVE 

. Intel 80386SX-16 MHZ CPU 
• 1 MB RAM Expandable to 8 MB 

. 40 MB Hard Drive 
• VGA Color Monitor (.31) and 16-bit Card 
• 1.2 MB Floppy 

. 2 serial, 1 parallel 

. 101 Keyboard 
• Case with power supply 
• 2 Year Warranty 

Other systems with the same configuration: 
286-12 $ 1,199 / 386-20SX: $ 1.599 / 386-25: $ 1.899 / 386-33: $2349 

All upgrade options are available 

SPE IAL 
LAPTOP SPECIAL 

286 LAPTOP $ 1499 
• 1 MB RAM 

• 20 MB Hard Drive 

. 1.44 MB Floppy 

• LCD, CGA Display 

. Serial, Parallel Ports 

• Battery Pack • Battery Pack 

• AC adapter • AC adapter 

Prices subject to change without notice. Quantities are limited. 

Both Laptops include: FREE MS-DOS, 1 year warranty 

Coll for special sate on 286, 386 & 486 Mother Board and other components. 

386SX LAPTOP $2599 
. MB RAM 

. 40 MB Hard Drive 25 ms 

. 1.44 MB Floppy 

• Paper White VGA Display 

• Serial, Parallel Ports 

First Computer Systems, Inc. 
3951 Pleasantdale Road, Suite 224, Atlanta, GA 30340 

Tel. (404) 441-1911 Toll Free (800) 325-1911 Fax (404) 441-1856 

MEMORY 
UPGRADES 
5 YEAR WARRX.NTY! FREE DELIVERY! 

ISM PS/2 & LaserPrnter 
2MB Module Model 80's SCALL 
2MB Module 

Mod. 70-E61;-121 $185 
Mod. 70-A21;B21;A61;B6-i $3110 

2-8MB Exp Boards SCALL 
Models 50, 60, 70 & 80 

1, 2, 3.5MB Memory Boards SCALL 
LaserPrinter 4019 & 4019 

Toshiba Laotop;. 
2MB Upgrades SCALL 

Models 1000SE, 1600, 31)0e, 
3100SX, 3200SX, 5100, 5200 

Apple Mac & NT; 
4MB Memory Kit $CALL 

Macintosh Ilfx 
Laser Writer Il/NIX 

1MB Memory Kit 
Laser Writer Il/NIX 

$173 

COMPAQ Memory 
DeskPro 386/20,25,20e,25e 

1MB Add-On Module $153 
4MB Add-On Module $387 
DeskPro 486/25,386/33,SystemPro 
2MB Module (386, 486, SP) $336 
8MB Module (486, SP) $2000 

PORTABLES 
1, 2MB Modules - LTE/286 $CALL 
1, 4MB Module - SLT $CALL 

1113 LaserJet Memory 
1MB Upgrade - II; IID; IIP; 1.1 $ 182 
2MB Upgrade - II; IID; IIP; Ill $CALL 
4MB Upgrade - II, IID $CALL 

NEC Memory 
1-2MB Memory Board s311 

PowerMate SX Plus 
1, 2MB Memory Upgrades SCALL 

ProSpeeds 286, 386 

Apple, AST, AT&T, DEC Dell, Epson, NEC, SUN, Zenith, Others 

I Scytheville Roy .• P.O. Box 1790 • New London, NH 03257 
Call for latest pricing 

TOLL FREE: (800) 446-4525 
NH (603) 526-69(19 FAX (603) 526-6915 

Established - 1980 

SIG MA DATA 

Santa got his wish... 
Caller ID+Plus! 

The Comolete Caller Identification 
and Contact Management System 

Because your businesi needs to be well organized but retain a 

personal touch, you need Caller ID+Plus. Know who is calling 

before you answer. 'instantly display caller records. Record 

notes on each contact. Memory resident. Import/export data. 

For more information contact: 
Rochelle Communications, Inc. 
8716 N. Mopac, Suite 200 
Austin, TX 78759 

Call: l -800-542-8808 

Outside U.S.: + 1-512-794-0088 

See us at COMDEX Booth B 1536 
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MEMORY UPGRADES 
IBM PS/2, APPLE 

AST , COMPAQ 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
ZENITH , SUN MICRO 

STANDARD SIMMS 
LAPTOP MEMORY 

(NEC, TOSHIBA, APPLE, COMPAQ) 
LASER PRINTER MEMORY 
( HP, CANON, TEC ENGINE) 

NO RISK, BEST PRICE, BEST QUALITY 

ADD ON 
A DIVISION or F4D1414CORPORADON 

413 N LIATNILDA AVE SUNNYVALE. :A 9ICBS 
TEL (4013) 746•1590 FAX MOO) 74E0543 

1-800-292-7771 
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OICE MAIL MONEY-MAKER 

'ress I for sales, 
2 for customer 

support, 3 to speak 
to a Live 
operator... 

,Alabe 

Generale hundreds of dollars 
monthly in your spare time 
by installing a BigMouth 
voice mail card and our 
menu-driven software 
package in your own 
IBM-clone computer. 

Use it to rent voice 
mailboxesandpocket 
pagers, advertise 
mail order products. 
or operate a pay-per-

call audiotext service 
using credit cards, passwords, 

or a nationwide 900 number. 
Add the optional Goldmine module and your BigMouth will 
automatically generate outboundtelephone callsto friends. 
existibg clients, or new business prospects for sales and 
telemarketing purposes.' 

Your BigMouth arrives complete with all software, exter-
nal speaker, third-party peripherals directory, a detailed 
installation manual and start-up guide. 

IDe 1840 Bigmouth 4299.. • 113S 1841 Goldmlne 
Entrepreneurs Toolkit Ices-died rrn Mum purchases, 

, 24-Hr Info & Order Hotline 
j 1-800-283-4759 

Reseller 8. OEM Impales Webame 

DuinoSourle 
11646 Corbel Avumc • Nordmdgc, CA 91324 

iNdomeftb.,BAerermpachvem,mm 
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EZ-WRITER 
(E)EPROM MULTIPROGRAMMER 

Best Portable (E)EPROM 
Programmer Money Can Buy. 

Modesrdm 

° 

Y Marie n USA 

• Stand-alone 

• Remote Control 
• 40-pin Micro option 

• All models with 40 char. LCD 

• GANG/SET (E)EPROM option 
• RAM expandable to 16 Megabit 
• Model KF. with Parallel Port for fast UpiDownload 
• Universal (E)EPROM support including 40•Pin Devices 
• Model K3/C3. easy 3 key Operation 

COMM 
Corporation 

800-523-1565 
FL: (407) 994-3520 

Fax: (407) 994-3615 
CA: (408) 437-2414 

Telex 4998369BYTEK 

$1995 for 1600/3200 BPI 
$4995 for 1600/6250 BPI 
$6995 for 800/1600/3200/6250 BPI 
CALL 1-800-289-4TAPE 

Laguna Conversion Systems 
1401 South Pacific Coast Highway 

Laguna Beach, CA 92651 
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ICS PROMPT DELIVERY!!! 
SAME DAY SHIPPING USUALLYI 

vencen ONE 'vICES SHOWN IO 5EPT 9.1990 

g 

g 

OPE 

OUTSIDE OKLAHOMA NO SALES TAX 

DYNAMIC RAM 
4M Board for hp US w 2MB $175.00 
SIMM 2M IBM PS/2 Model 70 225.00 

SIMM 1M AST Prem386 33Mhz 150.00 
SIMM 1Mx9 80 ns 63.00 
SIMM 
1Mbit 
1Mbit 
41256 
41256 

41256 
4464 

41264* 

256Kx9 100 ns 22.00 
Iwo 60 ns 11.95 
imxi 80 ns 6.50 

256Kxl 80 ns 2.95 
256K4 1 100 ns 2.15 
256Kx 1 120 ns 
64K04 100 ns 
64Kx4 100 ns 
EPROM 

27C1000 128Kx8 200 ns 
27512 64Kx8 200 ns 
27256 32Kx8 200 ns 

27128 I6Kx8 250 ns 
STATIC RAM 

62256P-to 32Kx8 100 ns 
6264P-12 8Kx8 120 ns 

1.95 

2.25 
5.95 

$17.50 
7.25 
5.50 
3.75 

$7.50 

SAT DEL ON 
FED-EX ORDERS 
RECEIVED BC 

Ile It 111.B4 
5: Al meat 
COD AVAILABLE 

7 30*, 

MasterCard VISA or UPS CASH COD 

MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED IN( 

i'eMssoPre,'•(918) 267-4961 
No mmirnum order • , • • 

RE 8 
no 

04> 
1, 

lOrm SHIP VIA FED-EX ON SAT. 
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PCS 486 WORKSTATION 

Landmark 155 MHz 

FAST! Norton SI 101 
Power Meter 15.2 MIPS 

Intel 80486 25/33 MHz 
processor 

• 8K Internal/64K ext cache 

• 4 Mbytes basic memory 

• 1.2 Mbyte 51/4 " floppy 

Options 

• 25/33 MHz Weitek 4167 
co-processor 

• Up to 16 Mbytes memory 

• Hard disk- 100 Mbytes 
to 1 GByte 

• Removable hard disk 

• Non-stop power supply 

n u 
PROFESSIONAL 
c nTii ( 408) 263-0222 

= •= SYSTEMS 

550 Valley Way. Milpitas, CA 95035 

Hardware Locks 
Getting you Down?? 

Software programs that will 
eliminate the need to use 

hardware locks. Don't wait for 
your lock to fail, get stolen or 

become lost, 
ORDER YOURS TODAY!! 

Tango PCB 

CadKey 

MasterCam 

99.00 

99.00 

250.00 

PADS 

PCAD 

SmartCam 

99.00 

199.00 

250.00 

Microsta t ion 99.00 MaxRoute 99.00 

PH: (204)669-4639 FAX: (204)668-3566 

SAFESOFT SYSTEMS 
191 Kirlystone Way 

Winnipeg, MB 

R2G 3B6 

Canada 

II,,,e,it ii,,l 
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REPAIR 
YOUR OWN 
IBM PC,XT,ATorClone 

With Professional 

TROUBLESHOOTING FLOWCHARTS 

And TECHNICAL TIPS 

These are the documents that your 
Computer Serviceman 

does NOT want you to havel 

Send only $6.95 plus $ 1.50 postage 
and handling per set to: 

A I. M Enterprises 
Box 2712, Waterloo IA 50704 

IOWA RESIDENTS ADD 4.1 lux 

Circle 8 on Reader Service Card 

• Intel 80386 25/33 MHz processor 
• Intel 82385 25/33 MHz cache 

controller 

• optional 25/33 MHz co-processor 
• Up to 32 MB page mode memory 
• 8 MHz I/O speed 

• Phoenix/AMI/Award/Quadtel BIOS 

• Passive backplane with seven 
expansion slots 

PROFESSIONAL 
g..COMPUTER (408)26 

.-=.SYSTEMS 

550 Valley Way, Milpitas, CA 95035 
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-EF-C1id We refer to 
NSTL publications as 
the ' Consumer Reports' 
of PC computing 
Steven Boyle, Manager 

, MIS Technical Support 
Virginia Employment 
Commission  gigi 

▪ /V MIMO. 
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OVERALL USABILITY 
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more efficient, network... 
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Your 
NO-RISK-TRIAL 

subscription includes: 
LO • 12 issues of LAN Reporter 
• • 12 supplemental issues of Buyers' Alert 
e • • 4 quarterly indexes 
1E • 1 FREE binder with dividers for storing it all 
LV 

D LAN Reporter 
covers it all for you. 

• SQL servers • 486 servers • file servers 
• bridges • multiuser databases - routers 
• token ring adapters • arcnet adapters• 
ethernet adapters • multiple servers • 
E-mail • network monitoring • network 
backup•diskless workstations- low- end 
LAN operating systems • and more ... 

... we test all leading products in all 
product categories. Independently. 
Methodically. And as thoroughly as 
possible. 

Then we tell you which products 
deliver the usability, compatability, 
and expansion capabilities you need 
for your network. 

o Packed cover to cover 
with test results and 
product ratings. 

Don't expect ads, feature articles or 
fancy pictures in LAN Reporter. Count 

on getting e easy-to-read, easily 
accessible format with lots of 
charts, tables and ratings, including: 

Front Cover Summary 
Right up front you'll see a roundup 
of the issue's test results. 
Product Reports 
Quick reacing summaries of each 
individual product's strengths and 
limitations that can save you time, 
money and trouble right now - 
and down the road. 
Versatility and Performance Charts 
No more last minute surprises. LAN 
Reporter tests and verifies every 
single product feature and identifies 
products that will work best for your 
specific applications. 
Buyer's Alert 
Concise, late-breaking reports on 
emerging technologies and tests of 
updated and upgraded products - 
all included with every issue of 
LAN Reporter. 

Niçrz. NATIONAL SOFTWARE TESTING LABORATORIES 
  Publishers  of Software Digest and PC Digest Ratings Reports 
A Divis.on of Datapro Research Group o Dlymouth Corporate Center, Plymouth Meeting. PA 19462 

How can you be absolutely sure which networking 
products you read about in this magazine are 
best for you? 

How can you minimize your risk when making 
vital buying decisions and reduce the time and 
money spent on research? 

Easy! 

Get your hands on LAN Reporter Issue after 
issue, it brings you independent, compara-
tive ratings information based on our 
comprehensive, real-world product testing. 

So you can buy with more confidence. 
And build more effective, more efficient 
networks. 

See yourself. Uy your first issue FREE. 

1. Copy this page and FAX to 1-215-941-9950 

7 Clip and mail coupon to NSTL. Box 1000, 
Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462 

3. Call toll-free 1-800-223-7093 

Ree=-4  for FREE issue and no-risk-trial subscription! 
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o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
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o 

YES rush me a FREE issue of LAN Reporter, and enter my no-risk trial subscription 
for 12 additional issues of LAN Reporter plus 12 issues 
of the Buyer's Alert supplement for $185-a savings of 
$110 off your regular rate of $295. If I'm not 100% 
satisfied. I'll owe nothing and the first issue is mine 
to keep. 
D Bill company D Bill me 

O Check for $185 enclosed. (Make payable to NSTL) 

D Charge to o MasterCard D VISA o American 
Express 

Acct. No   

Expiration Date  

Signature  

Name  

Title  
Company 
Name  

Phone No 
Street 
Address  

(No. PO. Boxes) 
City  

(Needed for quick order processing) 

State Zip  
MAIL TO: NSTL, Box 1000, Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462 
Otter valid in U.S. only. Prices subject to change without notice. 

80861(0 



DIGITAL 
FM TELEMETRY 
Ideal for ECG, physioloe, 

6 channels, for PC/AT compatible. 
Adaptable interface. 

Dual antennae, digital error check. 

CMETeleinetrix 
554 Parkside Dr., Waterloo, Ont. 
519-886-8440 Fax 519-886-8442 
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DOS IN ROM! 
ALWAYS WAITING 
FOR A PROMPT , 
SPEED UP toi Tet 
NOS ROM DRIVE. 
-BOOT 0.1 SEC 
-1/2 SIZE CARO 
-ANY PONS. 009 
-LANS, CONTROL 
Gne  695 
360K 200 
1 . 4414. . .  300 
NOS 

(508) 792 950T 

8088 SINGLE 
BOARD COMPUTER 
PC ON A CARO. • 
1.0EBUG ON PC 
¿TEST SOC RAM 
3.BURN EPSOM 
-BATTERY,90LAR—  
-SYR WARRANTY  
-62 PIN PC BUS 11111.1, 
-2PAR,39ER,MTC 
-LCO/KBO PORTS 
MVS8C1.. $95 
MOS109....60 
PC CABLE. . 50 
PC CARO...85 
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9-Track Tape 
For Your 

IBM PC/XT/AT/PS-2 
Read 1600 bpi 9-track 

tapes from a micro, mini or 
mainframe in EBCDIC or 
ASCII as mirror image or 
by individual files. 

Use the 2000 PC'" for 
disk backup, data inter-
change or archival storage. 
PC/XT/AT/PS-2 are trademarks of IBM. 
2000 PC is a trademark of Digi- Data. 

DIGI-DATA CORPORATION • dip dip 8580 Dorsey Run Road 
Jessup, MD 20794-9990 
(301) 498-0200 

.,,g 800-782-6395 
fm FAX (301) 498-0771 

IlMfilffler, _ Finit In Poilue 

486/25MHz 
GIANT MEMORY Series 

"'"• Gansinww• 
• In 

I • 

I R  ... r •.» 

L-

limpu - 

• 

rj are,   
  • - 

GM Series Expanrls to 32Mb On-Board 
64K External Cache/Expand to 128K 
TEXAS INSTRUMENT 486 Chip-Set 

SX,386/33,486/33Cache GM SERIES-Cs11 

(800)627-6998/SALES 
(713)589-7100/INFO 

HOMESMART COMPUTING 
VISA • MCARD • A M X • COD 
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HELLO, MY NAME IS 

PHRED 

At last, your PC can talk! Phred is completely 

self-contained, and connects to any PC-compatible 
with a simple RS-232 serial cable. Program Phred to 

ay anything — anytime! High quality voice 
nthesizer, built-in speaker, even a headphone jack 

kcludes manual and demo disk. 

Cive your computer a voice of its own. 

Only $395.00 (Includes shipping) 
VoiceDemoCusette-S10.00(Appliestowardspurchase) 

Send cheque or money order to: 

Mello Engineering 

26 Willow St. N. 

Acton, Ontario, 

Canada L7J 1Z7 
FOI mon: inftemallon, rail ( 4)6)053-4014 
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SONY re- - FFF 
DISKETTES 
10/Box  • 
3.5" DS/DD 1MB $ .82 ea 

3.5" DS/HD 2MB $1 .53 ea 

3.5"DS/DD 1MB $. 59 ea 
#S8-2DD 50/ pack Sony logo on shutter 

NEW Sony Digital Data Tapes 

(4mm & 8mm) Call for price. 

1-800 -258 -0028 
Call for free 60 page catalog! 

tArt order $25.00. S&H, FOB Grand Rapids MI. 
C011 addl $5.50. MI residents 4% trx. 
%COS subtect to change. 

IEJ II 
Precision Data Productsr° 
P 0 Box 8 367 
Grand Rapids, MI 49518 
616 698 2242 FAX 616-698-9047 

COORDINATED 

MOTION CONTROL 
Indexer LPT 
• Powerful 

• Easy To Use 

• Economical $199 

Software easily converts printer port into multi 
axis step motor controller. 

D Use IBM type personal computer to control 
movement of cameras, positioning stages, valves, 
robotics, optics, custom plotters, machine tools, or 
other motion or positioning appliations. 

(1) Accepta ' plain English' commands from any 
language or program :bat can write to a file including 
BASIC, C. Pascal, spreadsheet and database macros, 
high level laboratory software, and even from DOS 
batch files! HPGL convener available. 

El Full fonctions for up to six axes including step, 
direction, reduced current, power, limit switches, 
home, accelleration, position tracking, hoe drawing and 
more. 
D Super Manuel coven everything. Easy to read. 

Easy to use. Numerous exemples. 
Whyfigist with RS-232 and cryptic commands ANDpay 
5500 or more per axis? 
Inquire about Indexer LPT today ! 

Ability Systemscorp. 
1422 Arnold Ave. Roslyn, PA 19001 (215)657-1338 

Cincle 9 on Reader Service Card 

VIDEO FRAME GRABBERS 

•"" 

MODEL RESOLUTION 
HRT 256-4 256 x 256 x 4 495 
HRT 256-8 256 x 256 x 8 795 
HRT 512-8 512 x 512 x 8 995 
HRT 512-24 512 x 512 x 24 1995 

IBM PC/XT/AT COMPATIBLE 
DIGITALIZE IN REAL TIME 
COMPOSITE VIDEO IN 
24 BIT ROB OUT except model HRT 256-4 

16 level gray scale out 
- SOFTWARE LIBRARY OF IMAGE ANALYSIS ROUTINES 
- FREE SOFTWARE UPGRADES TO REGISTERED OWNERS 
- FULL CREDIT ON UPGRADE PURCHASE IN FIRST YEAR 
RETURN OLD BOARD AND JUST PAY DIFFERENCE 

HIGH RES TECHNOLOGIES 

HRT PL.B0 11SOT (0 N7,6 N 
PHONE 416-497-6493 FAX 416-497-1988 

Circle 98 on Reader Service Card 

How to Protect 
Your Computer 

And Make It Last Longer 
FREE money-making literature. What you need 
to know about UPS — uninterruptible power 
systems. How to get complete protection from 
power line problems. 500 VA to 18 KVA models 
ICom the world's largest manufacturer of 
single-phase UPS. 

Best Power Technology, Inc. 
P.O. Box 280 Necedah. WI 54646 

Toll-Free (800) 356-5794, ext. 1878 
(608) 565-7200, ext. 1878 

Circle 64 on Reader Service Card Circle 152 on Reader Service Card Circle 23 on Reader Service Card 
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ro KE 
COMPUTERS $ 199 

BACKLIT NOTEBOOK 
* 9.5 Mhz-20MB $ 1295 $34/mo 

only 6lbs 

POQET $ Call$ 

ATARI Portfolio$359-$ 1 5/mo 

PALMTOP 80088, MS DOS compatible, 

Lotus 123 file compatible, Word Proces-
sor, Address Book, Appointment Diary. 

Phone Dialer, Up/Download thru parallel 

pod to printers/ PCIXTIATI386.0 

SHARP Notebook 

PC 6220 $79moi 
* 286-12Mhz 

* 20MB hard drive 

* Backlit super twist VGA-LCD 

* Weighs 4.4 lbs. - 11x8.5'x14' 

imitownedire ese-

64 
1220 

Ot 
TOSHIBA 

.rd• 314 

EPSON FAX 
118 

n000/1200 SE/XE F2003 
1M8/2MB Call/5299 F3000 
11600/3100/3200/ 
5200 2MB $295 

1M13/4M8 $ 199/Col 
Z386-20/25/33 
i me $145 
2M8 $249 
4MB $849 
231165X 
2MB $199 

COMPAQ 

LIE 283 
1M8/2M8 $295/475 
DeekPro 286-
20/2CE/25/263E 
15,413/4M13 S los/mo 
DeskPro 3860 
1MB/4MB $ 165/495 
DeskPro 386/33 
2MB $295 

NW= 
512K/28/18 $75/225 
Mc1170-E61/121 
1MB $125 
skit 70 A-21 
2vie $245 
Mot 80 141 
I me $199 
MdI80 111/211 
2MB $299 
4019 Loser 1MB $299 

1M8/2MB $ 145/209 
1-HP 11P/111 
1N4E1/2MB $ 145/245 

MATH COs 
we 

$125 
$195 
$204 
$269 
$295 
$389 

80287-8 
80287-10 
80287-12 
80387-16 
80387-20 
130387-25 
80387-33 

FAX 
15/mo 
TOSHIBA 

0311 

$550 T3600 

$699 13750 

CANON FAX 
00 plc., 

Faze... 15 $419 
Fax eion. 20 $629 

Fax paon.23 $749 
Fax ph.. 25 S929 
Fax 35 $865 
Fax 222 $1149 
Fax 270 $1495 
Fax 350 $1595 
Fax 450 $1845 
Fax 630 $1995 
Fax 705 $2479 
Fax 850 $3089 

PANASONIC 
•4.- Portoee 12 • 

KXF 100 

KXF 120 

KXF 220 

KXF 320 

KXF 50 SCALL 

KKF 90 $CALL 

IC< 110 SCALL 

117ani 
UF 170 $925 

POE 120E $495 

POE 160E $679 

POE 170E S979 Ouocilat 

Hayes JI 9603$459 
9600 FAX + 2400 
Modem card $299 
Complete 
PC 9600 $394 
9600 Fax cardS184 

$585 

$749 

$1045 

$1335 

$659 

$748 

RICOH 
4•. 

RF860 S625 

RF910 $579 
RF920 $799 
Fax 15 $715 
Fax 25 $1039 

Fax 35 VIM 

Fax 80 $1205 

Fax 95 S1795 

Fax 105 $1819 

Fax 1010 $2799 

Fax 10XX $3095 

FO 230 $599 

117311 
M1400 $528 
M1800 $568 
M1850 $698 

F25 $769 
F37 $849 

F40 $1110 

F45 $1299 
Guis 110/2204499 

Samsung 101(5399 

FO 333 

FO 510 

FO 550 

FO 750 

FO 800 

FO 5203 

UX 110 

UX 181 

Audiovox 

1 10/220v 

AF2000 

FAX CARDS 

$699 

$769 

$1299 

$1599 

$1995 

$2499 

$479 

$639 

$499 

MODEMS 

•rell n 
2400 ext 
9600 int 
9600 ex/ 

$Call 
$395 
$Cati 

800-383-3199 
orders only 

714-898-8628 
cultomer service/foreign orders 

F: 714-891-1202 
M-F: .m.-6p.m. Sat/Sun 7 a.m.-2p.m 

LAP-
TOPS 

TOSHIBA 
MONTHLY PAYMENTS 

TOSHIBAT1000 $599 

T1000 SE Notebook 

11000 XE/1200 XE Notebook 

T1200 H3 20PAB $1599 
T1600286 20MB $2399 

T161M 286 40M6 $2585 

T1600 X 40MB 

T3100 E 286 40MB 5961mo 
13100 SX 40MB/BOMB $3585/CALL 

13200 SX 40MB $CALL 

15100 386 100MB $4199 $1121mo 

15200 316 40MB $4479 $1191mo 
15200 346 100MB $4879 stso/mci 

SHARP 
PC 6220Notebook 20MB $79/mo 

PC 8081 BOMB Color VGA $$169/mo 

PC 4741 SCaIl 

PC 574140MB VGA $93/mo 

LEADING EDGE 
386SX tuth 20MB $1995 $521mo 
386SX vath 40MB $2095 $571mo 

TEXAS INSTR. 
TI 12 286 20MB Note $1895 $511mo 
T I 25/45 286 $2224912349 $65/631mo 

Notebook 286 20MB VGA-485 $CALL 

ZENITH LAPTOPS 
Mew, NOTEBOOK $Call 

Superspod 184-2 $1695 
Superspod 286 20MB $2499 

Supersport 286 40MB $2699 
Superspod 286E 20/40MB $Call 

386SX 40MB $3899 

NEC LAPTOPS 
Ultralde 2MB NOTE BOOK $Call 

Prospeed 286 20MB $Call $67 'Imo 

Prospeed 286 40MB $Call $78 "Imo 

Prospeed 386SX SCal $102Jmo 
Prospeed 386 40MB $3499 5921mo 

MITSUBISHI 
MP 286.210 2 FD $1265 $35/mo 
MP 286-220 1 FD, 20iso $1639 545/mo 

MP 286-2401 FD, 40sra $2139 $581mo 

COMPAQ LAPTOPS 
LIE 201t113 $2139 558/mo 
LIE 286 20MB $2999 $80/mo 

LIE 285 40MB 53250 187/mo 

COMPAD SU 20MB/40MB SCalt 

COMPAD SLT 40MB SLOW 
SLT 3/XiSX VGA SCall 

EPSON LAPTOPS 
286E 211MB removable $2198 $60/mo 

286E 41:1113 removable $2349 $65/mo 
386SX 20MB removable $3159 $851mo 

386SX cOMB $3299 $89/mo 

$231mo 

$CALL 

$CALL 

$58imo 
$64/mo 

$69/mo 

$CALL 

GOLDSTAR 
GS500 286 20MB $1495 $40/mo 

GS520 386SX VGA $Call 

HYUNDAI 
114-28E 20MB VGA $50/mo 
115-388SX 20MB $641mo 

NB-28620MB $711mo 
Tendon LT28611.7386 40MB $Call 

Panasonic CF150 B $599 $23+. 

Mina 386N SX Notebook • $Call 

SCANNERS 
Sharp JX 100 $665 
Sharp JX 300 $2779 

Sharp JX 450 $4779 

Chinon DS 3C00 $599 
Chinon DS 3000/OCR $745 
Epson Color SCaii 

HP Scanjet $1385 

Oscam 400dpi full pg + 
doc feed + OCR $668 

Panasonic 505U $784 

Panason ic SOÓL) S 1078 

Panasonic 307U $989 
Complete PC 1,2 pa $ 165 

Complete PC full pg $499 

Logitech 5" ScanMan 

+ OCR $299 

DEST 81/2  Scan + pop $696 
Mars acouo 433000 0CR $179 

Mars 8031011 5" 1-landScan 

+ OCR $299 

104 
386-20 Goldstar 

$1.895 
tom =weer.  
386SX Goldstar 

$999 $251m. 
5033344 ,0 614' 1 2113 Rage cee • 1.1 Memo 
wee«. • 

Goldstar XT 

$399 
$1 6/mc. 
Ol,If1I6I,l 01,-1111 414e 7500 WU* 
F0 Cr V, ofll,441 12 II 

486-Call fir confIg $ 9110,pymt 

Magnavox XT 
20MB $599 $21/m 
MON 18116 XT Loneddle. 7001 RANI. I 51: 36019 
60. Coeinere crud 

386-33Mh7, 
401.18 mono 41895 

IBM PS/2 
Model 25 Mono/color $97511229 
BM 8530 -286 20MBOOMB 5169511885 

BM 8555 SX-30MB $2695 
BM 8555 SX-60MB 53025 

BM 8560 286 44MB 13175 
BM 8571E611061 $3495/3895 

BM 8570 A61 $5845 

Potable 70 60MB1120MB sCrdi 

BM 8570-121 20Mhz 386 $4450 
BM 8570-A21 25Mhz 386 $6195 

8580-041 16Mhz 386, 40MB $4195 
8580-111 20Mhz 386, 115MB $5795 

COMPAQ 
Deskpro 286E 20MBI4OMB $2099/2399 

$Call 
$4275 

34799 

$5495 

$6195 

38495 
$7245 

Deskpro 386S 
Deskpro 386/20E 40MB 

Deskpro 386120E110MB 

Deskpro 386/25E 84MB 

Deskpro 386/25E 110MB 
Deskpro 386125E 300MB 

Deskpro 386/33 84MB 

Model 486125N 
120MB1320MF31650MB WALL 

Portable Ill 20MB/40MB $3396/3998 

Portable 386 4010BilOOMB $4793/5599 

APPLE MACINTOSH 
Portable $3899 

Mac SE 30140M8 $2950 

Mac IIX 40MB $4150 

MORE LAPTOPS 
FORA 386SX with 40MB VGA $2395 

PACKARD BELL 286-VGA20 $1995 
Age NOTEBOOK 5Call 

PSION $Call 

Samsung GS 5200 $1495 

Bondwell 310 286 40MB $1695 

«MONK 
Panasonic KXP-1191 
Pinnaces KXP-1124 
Foresee 10(P-1895 st 
Panasonic IC(P-1824 st 
KXP-4,20 LASER st 
KXP-4,30i LASER $1299 
KXO 4+55 LASER al 
Dcone 150 plus 8 
Dame 300 
Sharp -mar 50-9500 
NEC 2•90 
NEC 5200 
NEC 5300 
Olodata ML 182 
Cadet M1 320 
Ckolei NIL 321 
°keel MI 330 24pe 

Meats 1.41340o 24 pit 1:55 
OloclatalAL 391 24 el 19 
Oknata ML 393 24 con 959 
Meats ML 393C 24981029 
Pinata ML 2410 246 $ 1sse 
Toishlbs 301 
%Mite 311 
F.00 140.10 
HPOOS10/OH Ph. 
HP 2P Laser poser 
HP Ill Laser conter 
HP 20 Laser port« 
HP lesente 
Epson 10510 
Epson Laser 6000 

Comer 100148 25tra 

Vag 
kiéé 
tee 

795 
295 
89 



TM 

GraphiC 
"gives you all the C 
language routines you 
need to write an impres-
sive scientific graphing 
program of your own. 
Highly recommended.*" 
— PC Magazine 

Orbits correspond to J constant contours 

IBM PC (with source code) $395 
Circle 169 on Reader Service Card 

Macintosh® (no source code) $295 
Circle 170 on Reader Service Card 

Licensed for personal use only 

0.) 

TM 

DEC® VT220/102/52 
& Tektronix® 

4010/4014/4105 
Terminal Emulator 

for IBM® PCs 
Circle 171 on Reader Service Card 

VTEK-HP has added full 
VT220 emulation to VTEK 
New High Performance features: 

me TIFF export 

Color PostScript® and viewable EPS 

in> HP-GL/2TM and PaintJet XLTM support 

lie Full national character set support 

,ne Telephone dialer 

le faster and uses less memory 

ni* requires '286 or '386 and VGA/EGA 

VTEK-HP $245 VTEK $195 

Scientific Endeavors 
508 North Kentucky Street 
Kingston, TN 37763 USA 
(615) 376-4146 FAX:(615) 376-1571 

BYTE BACK ISSUES 

FOR SALE 
1987 1988 1989 1990 

Issues 
Available 

January 

February 

March 

April 

May 

June 

July 

August 

September 

October 

November 

December 

Inside the 
IBM PCs 

Rates (postage and handling included): 
1987-'90 BYTE Issues $6.00* BYTE 1988 Index $4.00 
BYTE ' 83-'84 Index $4.00 1985 Inside The IBM PCs $4.00 
BYTE 1985 Index $4.00 1988 Inside The IBM PCs $6.00 

*June 1988 (Benchmarks) $3.00 

*December 1988 $3.00 

The above prices include postage in the US. Please add $. 50 per copy for Canada and 
Mexico; and $2.00 per copy to foreign countries (surface delivery). European cus-
tomers please refer to Back Issue order form in International Advertising section of 
book. 

Please indicate which issues you would like by checking (se) the boxes. 
Send requests with payment to: 

BYTE Back Issues, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458 (603) 
924-9281 

E Check enclosed Charge: E VISA D MasterCard 

Card #   

Exp. Date   

Signature   

Name  

Address   

City   

State   Zip   

All orders must be prepaid. Please allow four weeks for delivery. 
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PS/2 model 30/286-30 meg  1795 
PS/2 model 50Z/286-60 meg  2395 
PS/2 model 55SX/386SX-60 meg 3295 
PS/2 model 70/386-120 meg  5595 
PS/2 model 80/121-120 meg NEW 

*— Monitor Extra —* 

compAa 
Compaq 286E-40 meg 2150 
Compaq 386/20E-100 meg  4150 
Compaq 386S-100 meg 3595 
Other Models  CALL 

*— Monitor Extra *** 

Macintosh 
Mac SE/30-40 meg  3195 
Mac-IICX-80 meg  4595 
Mac Portable-40 meg  4795 
Other Models  CALL 

*** Keyboard & Monitor Extra • It dr 

.JE STOCK CITIZEN 
OKIDATA 
EVEREX 

GOLD STAR 

Intel 
Coprocessors 

8087-3 105 
8087-2 145 
80287-8 225 
80287-10  249 
80387-16  395 
80387-20 425 
80387-25 495 
80387-33 599 

MONITORS 

Nec Multisync IIA • 499 

Nec Multisync 3D  599 

Magnavox EGA  339 

Nec Multisync 5D . 2350 

Samsung EGA 359 

Sony 1302  619 

TOSHIBA 
NEC 
WYSE 
HITACHI 

011 
a RICE 
LEADER 

SINCE 1983 

LAPTOP 
Compaq LTE/286-20  2975 
Sharp 286/40  2490 

CALL FOR OTHER BRANDS 

LAPTOP 
ACCESSORIES 

Memory 
1 meg Toshiba 1000SE  325 
2 meg Toshiba 3100SX  390 
2 meg Toshiba 32COSX 399 
2 meg Toshiba 5200  415 
1 meg Compaq SU T  390 
Modems 
2400 Int. for Laptops  225 

PRINCETON GRAPHICS 
SONY 
ACER 

HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS 

SOFTWARE SPECIALS 
dBase IV   455 

Wordperfect 5.1 260 

Aldus Pagemaker 495 

Ventura Publisher 525 

Clipper   435 

WordStar 5.5   150 

EasyExtra 40 

PACIFIC 
DATA PRODUCTS 

P. Page II  459 

P. Page IIP 365 

P. 1-2-4 Mem II 159 

P. One Meg IIP   180 

P. 25 in One III 325 

P. Headlines 245 

NOVELI 
Authorized 

Dealer 

LAN BOARDS 

8 bit Arcnet   110 
16 bit Arcnet  220 
8 bit Ethernet  190 
16 bit Ethernet 275 
8 port Active Hub  325 
Token Ring Card  399 
Tokenhub 4- port  355 

Call for other 
LAN Accessories 

Everex System 1 
Everex Step 286/12 - 1meg 
40 meg VGA card and monitor 

Everex System II 
Everex Step 386SX - 2 meg 
40 meg VGA card and monitor 

Everex System Ill 
Everex Step 386/33 - 4 meg 
150 meg VGA card and monitor 

" CALL FOR MODELS & CONFIG 

-VEREX-

1995 

2495 

5395 

AGI Computer 
AGI 386SX-1 meg 1695 
40 meg VGA card and monitor 

AST 386SX - 2 meg 2395 
40 meg VGA card and monitor 

CALL FOR OTHER MODELS 

[DYSAN 51/4 HD / 31/2 HD MAXELL 51/4 HD / 31/2 HD 
Min 10 Boxes Order 

AMDEK PC MOUSE 
HAYES MICROSOFT MICE 

SAMSUNG LOGITECH 
CALCOMP MITSUBISHI 

SPECIAL:. 

HP Scan Jet 1425 

HP Paint Jet 965 

Lotus Ver. 30  355 

Kodak 150P   370 

Complete Fax 

Board  499 

Okidata 391  625 

Epson L0105C  660 

Panasonic 1124  319 

HP-7475 Plottu  1595 

SummaGraphi:  365 

ALL QUOTED PRICES ARE CASH PRICES ONLY. 
Visa and MasterCard 3% higher American Express 5% higher 

EXPORTS COMPUTERLANC  Available 

HOURS: 
M-F 9-6 
S 10-6 

CORPORATE ACCOUNTS WELCOME 
CALL FOR VOLUME DISCOUNTS 
CONSULTANTS CALL FOR PRICING 

1-800-526-3482 (Outside CA) 
(818) 884-8644 (ln CA) 
(818) 884-8253 (FAX) 

DISKS 
13/26 
12/25 

IRWIN & ARCHIVE 
TAPE BACK 
TAXAN 

MAGNOVOX 

LASER PRINTERS 

HP Laser IID  2750 

HP Laser 2P  995 

HP Laser III   1695 

Panasonic 4450 1395 

Brother HL-8-E   1895 

Nec LC 890  3195 

Toshiba Laser 6  1095 

MODEMS 
Everex 2400 Int/Mnp 179 
Hayes 2400B  315 
Hayes 9600B  875 
USRobotics Hst/Dual 1150 

More in Stock  Call 

22107 ROSCOE BLVD. 
CANOGA PARK 

1/2 BLOCK W OF TOPANGA 

CA 91304 
Compaq is a Registered Trademark of Compaq Prices subject to change without notice 

Quantities are limited IBM is a RegUtered Trademark of International Business Machines •  
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DYNAMIC RAMS 
4Mx9 8Ons $365.00 
PS2 ,nn 604/608 $ 165.00 
imxg 8Ons $ 59.00 
1Mx8 8Ons $ 55.00 

256x4 1Wns $ 5.75 
fr° 1 M X1 10Ons S 5.50 

41464 loons $ 2.75 
, 41256 12Ons MISia 

51258 8ons $ 3.45 
4164 12Ons $ 1.85 

. ,gn-gxmi p.m. SIPP Neel Caa I 

• MATH COPROCESSORS 
80387.33 smo 00 
80387.25 5435 00 
00387.20 .. • -. 5350 00 
80387.16 •• $305 00 
0038780 ,,,, $280 00 

3C17 11,,CYRIX $ CALL 
2C1740 20.Hz 8255.00 
2C137.12 I2mHz $19840 
2C87- t0 10mHz $18000 
$5974 tOmHz $15540 
a V-20 8/10mM, $6 5/15 

I.C. EXPRESS 1.1.,„,,, h ., NI, I City 4 Imlusby.CA 91/44 
dk I/01916912X 

ORDER: (800) 877-8188 (1.10..F. 8-5 Pe) 
(>O W8 CUHFIENT PRICES d. VOLUME DISODUt66. 

Pm. kno.mk• ca. amamor-auddea add. rk.k. ar• dummy to e.g.. 
9..93, owler 110 00 0..p3.3 4 93193939 UM (3449 /400. MY rp 03 0 131 
Al I 1.10991.4901. ts Ion. GUARANTEED Wrill PROW, DELIVE Fre 

Circle 104 on Reader Service Card 

SPEECH MASTER 
Automated Speech Control Software 

for the Information Age 

NEW FOR THE WU 

SpeechSoft, maker of 
the most sophisticated 
speech systems, 
presents 
SPEECH MASTER. 

The top four speech 
application8 integrated 
into one full- featured, 

high-performance 
software package' 

SPEECII MASTER 
requires no mogramming, 
sets up quickly, and 
is easy to use. 
Its km price kis you afford 
the benefits of speech 
automation. 

DIALOGIC hardware 
1 to 24 lines, 
same low price. 

DIAL. 

tif 

AUDIOTEX 

VOICEMAIL 

ATTENDANT 

OUTCALL 

$ 895 

Unconditional 30 day 
money back guarantee 
The sensible, no-risk way I, I 
buy speech software. 

WE MAKE SPEECH !UPPER 

(201)461 - 8117 Fax-8145 
1605 John Street 
Fort Lee. NJ 07024 

Circle 177 on Reader Service Card 

Introducing 
ITR VISION 
e Software 

'695" 
Special Offer 

The Software Solution 
To Image Compression 
• IBM Compatible MS-DOS 3.0 or Higher 
• Uses EMS 3.2 or above to Handle 
Large Images 
• Variable Compression—Up to half a bit 
per pixel 
• No Extra Hardware Needed 
• Uses High Resolution TGA Files 
• Includes Proposed JPEG Standard 
Compression Modes 

CALL NOW TO ORDER 

1-800-966-4487 
MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 

EZ-ROUTE VERSION II 

SCHEMATIC TO PCLAYOUT $500 
INCLUDES AUTO ROUTER 

EZ-ROUTE Version II from ANS for IBM PC. PS/2 and Com-
patibles is an integrated CAE System which supports 256 
layers, trace width from 0.001 inch to 0.255 inch, flexible 
grid. SAID components and outputs on Penplotters as well 
as Photo plotters and printers 
Schematic Capture $ 100. PCB Layout $250. Auto Router $250 

FREE EVALUATION PACKAGE 
30 DAYS MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

1-800-972-3733 or (305) 975-9515 

ADVANCED MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS. INC. 
1321 N W 65 Place- Ft Lauderdale, FL 33309 

Circle 17 on Reader Service Card 

There is a Difference. 
Lifetime Free Updates 

EP-1 
$349 

11104, 19041194,11,111 

(9 

_ • ki 

A progranuner is not just another programmer. That 
is why BP Microsystems is commited to bringing our 
customers the highest quality programmers at an 
affordable price. A good example of this commitment 
is the EP-1 EPROM Programmer. The EP-1 supports 
virtually every 24- or 28-pin E/EPROM. And, all of 
our programmers include lifetime free software 
updates and an unconditional money back guarann, 

BP MICROSYSTEMS 
1-800-225-2102 

ale aiii.a.so 

Circle 31 on Reader Service Card 

Infra-Red 

Remote Control 
OCTACOMM®/IR 

Change TV channels from your PC. Control 
DOS programs from a hand-held remote. 

Use a PC to send and receive the infra-red sig-
nals used by hand-held remote controllers like 

those used with TVs, VCRs and other devices. 

Maintains a database of1R signals learned from 

your own hand-held remote controller. Hard-

ware attaches to the serial port of the IBM-PC. 
Software for DOS 2.0 and greater. 

Price: $395.00 
Houston Computer Services, Inc. 

11331 Richmond A, enue / Suite 101 / Houston. Texas 77082 

(713)493-9900 
111/C • Visa - Discover - AmEx - COD 

OCTACOMM ts reg.oed trademark 

llou‘ton Computer Ser,..c.. 

Motherboards for 
AT Upgrades 

486-25 11.1MIPS $2190 
386-33 8.3MIPS 1075 
386-25 4.6MIPS 599 
386SX 3.7MIPS 329 

NASCENT 

Circle 129 on Reader Service Card 

(RESELLERS: 130) 

Technology Inc. 

356 S. Milpitas Blvd. 

Milpitas, CA 95035 (800) 899-1889 

There is a Difference. 
lifetime Free Updates 

EP- 1140 
S895 

.1 programmer is not just another prognunnicr. bati• 
why BP Microsystems is commited to bringing our 
customers the highest quality programmera at an 
affordable price. This commitment is evident in our 
EP-1140 E/EPROM programmer supporting thousand, 
of 24,28-, 32- and 40 pin devices. A 32-pin model, 
EP-1132, is available also for S695. And, all of our 
programmers include future chip support at no charge 
and an unconditional money back guarantee. 

1313MICROSYSTEMS 
1-800-225-2102 

17131 461 -9030 

Circle 32 on Reader Service Card 

BLACKJACK COMPUTER 

The ultimate card-counting 
weapon, operated under complete 
concealment within the casinos. 
CPU, "magic" shoes, I/O switches, 
sensors, power supplies, extensive 
training and support provided. Win 
consistently with the latest genera-
tion of the technology every casino 
fears the most. 

Contact 
(714) 865-1191 

Circle 108 on Reader Service Card Circle 101 on Reader Service Card Circle 27 on Reath - Service Card 



OVERSTOCKED BELOW DEALER COST SALE 
• • Dais Wheel Printer..S149 40Meg Seagate ST2 5 1-1..S269 

"We guarantee lowest pricing on Seagate, Everex, Panasonic, OTK Systems, Samsung, all memory expansions, 
and many more name brand products. Also, NEVADA COMPUTER specializes in over stock, discontinued, excess, 
liquidation, bankrupt, etc. INVENTORIES, of which we purchase large quantities under dealer cost and offer 
to you at a fraction of everybody elses pricing. Savings up to 90% off! All new with at least 90 day warranties." 

IBM PS2 (BOARDS & MODULES) COMPAll  
Equiv. Compaq For 

Description Part Model 0 
1MB Add-on Module 113131-001 386/20/25/20e/286E 

Deskpro 386S 
388/20/25/20E/2868 

Deskpro 386S 
Deskpro 386/20e 
Deskpro 386S 

Deskpro 386/20e 
Deskpro 386S 

286E 
286E 

SLT/286 
386/16 

1MB Md-on Module 113646-001 
4148 Add-on Module 113132.001 
4MB Add-on Module 112534-001 
1MB Memory Exp. Bd 113644-001 
1MB Memory Exp. Bd 113633-001 
4MB Memory Exp. Bd 113645-001 
4MB Memory Exp. Bd 113634-001 
1MB Memory Exp. Bd 117428-001 
4MB Memory Exp. Bd 117429-001 
1MB Upgrade Bd 110235-001 
4MB Upgrade Bd 108070-001 

Your 
Low Price 

179« 
189°. 
359« 
499.° 
299.. 
309.. 
799« 
799" 
469.. 
1299°. 
399.. 
1299« 

HP LASER JET II, lID, IIP & Ill 
IMeg 134« 2Meg 189« Meg 339°° 

HP IIP 1049« HP LASER JET I. 1499« iii 1799« 
All memory boards expandable to 4 Meg Speedy Machine 

EVEREX   , ............ 
RAM 3000 DELUXE Up to 3 Meg. (EMS) 4.0 OS/2. Back up base 
memory and expanded and/or extended memory Uses 
256K 0-RAM 9900 
RAM 8000 Up to 8MG capacity/support to base extended or expanded 
memory in any combination. Fully compatible with Lotus. Intel, 
Microsoft, EMS 4.0 EFMS. Supports Mufti-Taslong and DMA Multi-Tasking 
in hardware software configurable (no dip switches to set) Full 16MG 
window for future expansion. Zero wait state. uses 1MG 
D-RAM . . 19900 
RAM 10000 Up to 10 M8 extended or expanded memory 
Compatible with Lotus. Intel, Microsoft. EMS 4 O. Uses 
1 MB D-RAM. 17900 

[Vse? e 
• pollos5 
Description 
256 x 9 IBM 
1Meg x 8 Apple 
1Meg 0 9 IBM 
4Meg x 9 IBM 

LILL 

MEMORIES...   
SIMM MODULES 

Pt «Ili 
I'I UU 

12ONS 
190. 
85.. 

8 Bit 
8087 5MHz or less no 
8087-2 8MHz 11848 
8087-1 10MHz or less 149« 

16 Blt 
80287 6MHz 149.. 
80287-8 8MHz 1898. 
80287-10 10MHz 218« 
80C287-12 Laptop 278« 

100NS 
29.. 
95« 
6400 

8ONS 
33.. 
99« 
69« 
399-

32 Bit 
80807-16 16MHz 

80387-20 20MHz 

80387-25 25MHz 

80387-33 33MHz 

803W-SS 

80287XL 

 notÀ AT PLUS 

EONS 
59.. 

499« 

I I I i 

309.. 

359°. 

459.° 

559« 

299.. 

228.. 

16 BIT MEMORY BOARD FOR 286. 386 AT 
OK.8Meg Board • 40 LIM Compatible • New 5 Year Warranty 

• Conventional. Expanded and Extended Memory 
• Supports DOS, OS/2. LIM/EMS & EEMS 
• Operates with CPU Speeds to 33 MHz 
OK - 129« 2 Meg - 269•1 
4 Meg - 389« 8 Meg - 649« 

386/25/33 1 Med 
2 Mee 

ZENITH  
1090. Super 1 Meg 359.. 
299.0 Super 286 4 Meg 1159 00 

Description 
512K Upgrade 
2M13 Upgrade 
1MB Module 
ZelB Module 
2MB Module 
1MB Mem. Board 
2MB Mem. Board 
2MB Exp. 8MB 
4MB Module 
2MG Module 
4MG Board 
2-8MG Board 

. . . . I 

Egon/ IBMPS2 
Part • 

30F 5348 
30F 5360 
6450603 
8450804 
6450608 
6450375 
6450379 
6450605 
34F 2933 
6450572 
6451060 
140 -25 5 

For 
Model • 
30/286 
30/286 

70-E61 8 121 
70481 8 121 

70-421 
80-041 

80-111 8 311 
70/80 
70/80 

70 8 80 
8QA21 8 0.111 
50.55 8 60 

-4RAM CHIPS 
Description 15080 
64 x 1 %e els vs 
64 x 4 le„, ste 211 
256 x 1 bbi'02 V. 
256 x 4 el. vigs - 
1 Meg x 1 

12ONS 
1.° 
2« 
1.1 

Your 
Low Price 

59« 
189°. 
104°. 
199°° 

209« 
149« 
319« 
599« 
599« 
449« 
699« 
499« 

10ONS BONS 7ONS 

3« 
211 

800 900 
500 4« 

TOSHIBA 
2MG Card Toshiba Portable T1600 
2MG Card Toshiba Portable T3100SX 
4MG Card Toshiba Portable 13100SX 
512K Card Toshiba Portable 73100e 
2MG Card Toshiba Portable 13100e 
2MG Card Toshiba Portable T3200SX 
4MG Card Toshiba Portable T3200SX 
3MG Card Toshiba Portable 13200 
2MG Card Toshiba Portable 15100 
2MG Module Toshiba Portable T5200 
3MG Module Toshiba Desktop 18500 

300 

2., 
10« 
50, 

4,, 
13., 
5,0 

298« 
298.° 
798" 
148 00 
298°0 
298« 
698.° 
498« 
298« 
298.° 
348°. 

ÀNÔN FurBED:scANNEei 
• 300 DPI • 16 Secs per page • 32 Level Gray Scale 
• 1 year warranty • Ready to go Interface card and cable included 

List 1595 Your Price 49900 
OPTIONS: OCR 199« PC Paint By Z-Soft 165 

Sheet Feeder ( also works with HPI 
7944 
299« 

- SALE SALE SALE - f-t Bidn/d#009ARD by Xerox I I 

WHILE SUPPLIES LAST - WITH 1 YEAR WARRANTY • Automatic Group III Digital Fax • Background operation e s." • Send test. screen images, scanned pages 
I 2 •2 1.41:es compa.tlIce, mordeemtebleuiplthoonne•coFradx .96CONJ. .f0a0/04°800,y 1.4100ed 

Left List 695 Your Price 14900 

WANGTEK TAPE BACKUPS 
• 6.5MB per minute 
• Wangtec 5099E624 drive cel• 
• Wangtec 8 bit Oic60 controller se te  
• Software • Menu driven s"- -- I 
• 00600 cartridge • Easy installation IBM 

List 99900 Your Price 39900 
40MB backup works otf floppy controller 189.. 

• 'I' PRINTER. :DAISY WHEEL . .. 
• 14CPS Letter Quality 

• Manufactured by Silver Reed 
• IBM Centronics Parallel Interlace 

• New 90 day warranty 

List 114908 Your Price 14900 
12 CPS version for 119« 

FULL PAGE SCANNER BY AT&T 
• IBM Interlace 8 Cable 
• PagePower Software 

A complete draw 

- • 1 Scan.fax packages 
• 2001/Pl • Automatic Sheet Feeder 

List eee00 Your Price 29900 

 MODEMS \Ne",   
MANUFACTURED BY ZOOM PC 2400 HC INTERNAL MODEM 
• Fully Hayes Compatible • Monitor Speaker with Volume Control 
• 2400/300 Baud Transmission Rate • Addressable COM 1,2,3,4 

• Compatible with IBM PC, XT, AT and Compatibles 
• Full Duplex Operation • Complete with ProConim Software 
• Two Year Manufacturer's Warranty • Auto Dial/Auto Answer 

List 199« Your Price 79« Each 
2400 BAUD EXTERNAL MODEM List 299« Your Price 99« 

YE-P-0 • 
sterinm." • ÉMÉXi. bOEMS 

EV-923 EverCom 12 300/1200 bps Bitcom Software 
EV-941 EverCom 24 2400 Baud Int. Bitcom Software 
EV-945 External 2400 Baud 
EV-942 2400 PS2  199" Level 5 MNP 

s 4E» 
00;e" 

3604( Vt Ht. 5V. 
1.2 Meg 5,4 
720K 31/2 " Drive w/51/2 " mounting 
1.44 Ned Jet 'Drive w151/4 " mounting   
360K Tandon TM100-2 Full Ht (The original IBM) 

We also carry Sony. Tear 8 others Please Call 

FLOPPY DRIVES 
MITSUMI 

69« 
139« 
199« 

Add 3900 

59« 
79.0 
69.0 
89« 
89.0 

poek eiriétià 
IBM DIRECT REPLACEMENT 

150 WATT XT Comp. • UL Appr. • 110/20i/ input switch • 4 drives 49« 

200 WATT AT comp • tit Appr • 110/2206 input switch 69« 

SAMSUNG M (*Sim RS . . . . 
12" Amber w/Tilt & Swivel se   89.° 
14" Color 640 o 200, 16 cm's   209« 

14" EGA 640 x 350. 64 colors/31   369.. 
VGA 800 x 600 Multisync Compatible 449« 
14' VGA Demo looks new, .31 Dot Pitch 284« 

EVEF1EX VIDEO CARDS 
EGA EV659. 640 x 350. Auto Switch 

VGA Viewpoint 16 Bit 256 Exp 512k 

ACC VIDEO CARDS... 

MonoGraphics ( Hercules Compatible) with Par Port 
Color Graphics (Hercules Compatible) with Par Port 

Mono Card Text Only 
VGA Card 1024 o 768 (256K Exp 512K) 

SIB mono/color card 

rjArlitkititfkiMbiev'E' '  
AT KIT XT KIT 

ST125-0 20mB 40msec 3.5" $249 $299 
$T125-1 20mB 28msec 3.5" 5269 5319 
ST138-0 30mB 40msec 3.5" S289 5339 
ST138-1 30mB 28msec 3.5^ $309 $359 
ST225 20mB 65msec 5199 $249 
ST238R (RLL) 30mB 65msec $219 $279 
ST251-1 42m8 28msec $268 $339 
ST2Z7R-1 (RLL) 65mB 28msec $339 $389 
514096 80mB 28msec S549 5599 
$74144 (R11) 120mB 28mser $649 $699 

XT kits Include cables, software (over 32MB) controller 
AT kits include cables, rails. software (over 32M13) 

HARDDRIVE SPECIALS • 
99« 10 Meg 80 Mil. Sec 89« 20 Meg 60 Mil Sec 159.. 
179« 40 Meg Ill •.' Sec. 229« 

29.. -CONTROLLERS 
390. FOR HARDORIVES 
goo 8 Bit WD Controller 59" 

16 Bit WD Controller 21 109« 16 Bit Everex HD/Flopp., " 99« 
FOR FLOPPYS 

290. Super Floppy Controls 1 2. 360K, 720K 8 1 44 Drives 69« 

109.. 

ITECHNICAL / CUSTOMER SERVICE / ORDER STATUS 

ORDERS ONLY 

800-654-7762 
702-294-0204 
FAX 702-294-1168 

lroderne99 ore Repclen0 ode, yea 9991.9999 Coo N,999 S99999, ,9 

AH Products 90 Ory Warranty unless staled otherwise. 

• WE ACCEPT INTERNATIONAL ORDERS 

• WE ALSO PURCHASE EXCESS 
INVENTORY-FAX OR CALL 

• NO SOFTWARE RETuRNS 

'APPLIES Tt) ADVERTISED PRICES 
IN THIS MAGAZINE ONLY' 

NO SURCHARGE FOR MCNISA/AE 

TERMS: 
MC • VISA • COD CASH • NET 
Purchase Orders from Dualllied Firms 

Personal Checks • COD add 55.00 
203/4  Restocking Fee on Returns Within 15 Days 

No Refunds After 30 Days 
ALL PRICES FINAL 

1000 Nevada Hwy • Unit 101 
Boulder City, NV 89005 

SE HABLA ESPANOL 

H±:.] 

1116 

SHIPPING- inn 8,11 UPS 
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The Crop. 

There are plenty of places to get information in this 
industry. Too many. But if you want the best quality 
information, there's only one that rises to the top: 
BYTE WEEK. 

BYTE WEEK is a weekly newsletter from the same 
professionals who produce BYTE Magazine. Each 
week, the most important news and information 
from the previous week is presented in a readable 
and concise manner. BYTE WEEK offers you what no 
other publication can: timely news on the rapidly. 
evolving computer industry as it happens with the 
interpretation and evaluation that only BYTE's 
experienced editorial staff can provide. 

Clap Coupon Here 

Subscribe now and take advantage of a special 
subscription rate of $395 ($495 outside the U.S. and 
Canada). Your subscription to BYTE WEEK also 
includes a free subscription to BIX, BYTE% exclusive 
on-line conferencing system. Don't miss this 
opportunity! 

For fastest service, call toll-free 1-800-258-5485 (in 
N.H., call 603-924-9281) and charge to a major credit 
card or we'll bill you. 

EVIL wee. i 
One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. 

BYTE WEEK offers a money-back guarantee if you are not completely satisfied. 

YES! Sign me up as a subscriber to the Cream of the Crop, BYTE WEEK at the special subscription 
rate of $395 a year for 50 issues ($495 a year outside the U.S. and Canada). 

Name  
Title   
Company   
Mail Address   
City/State/Zip   
Business Phone   

EvirEwEEK POenteerrPohrooeuneix,1 NH 0L3a Milne45 8 

D MasterCard 
U Check enclosed 

D VISA 
D Bill me 

Card #   
Exp.  
Signature   

242 Fall 1990 • BYTE IBM Special Edition 



Circle 65 on Reader Service Card 

St9erSound 

-e-5•11),A4--

Easy to Use! 

SoundCard -

ea 

_ • 
- 

I 

— -.—e ism MM. 
SoundFX "" Series Editors • I WM 

IBM-PC DIGITAL VOICE / SOUND 
from $20 i. to $469  

Quality Software / Hardware 
- in use worldwide! 

30 Day Money-Back Guarantee If not Satisfied 
JUST LIKE HAVING A TAPE RECORDER IN A PC 
Fastest. easiest Editors with the most features for the price 
Quick, simple hardware softwere instillation. 
Use for Animal!Human communications ****** 
For Business. Tatung side Snows Works weh Grasp OB C 
For Engineering Fur,CrtV Or Gee Vpoe Alarms Storage Scope 
For Fun Create VD, One Mac re Boct ..PS,ous Peer You, Ve ce 

Orders.800•969-4411 by SIBCCID Shack FAX: 40B-374-4412 

5120 Campbell Ave. # 112, San Jose, CA 95130. 

Technical: 408-446-4521 
ssli for FREE PRODUCT ('4TALOG of IRM-PC sound products. 
Developers: Ask about TurboSound - PC voice sound engine 

Circle 174 on Reader Service Card 

UNIPRO, 
the PC/XT/AT/386 based universal program-
mer/tester programs PROMs, EPROMs, 
EEPROMs up to 4MB and 32-bit wide, PALs, 

PLDs, GALs, EPLDs, PEELs, and Micro Con-
trollers. JEDEC file compatibility and Test Vec-
tor verification allow the use of most popular 
PLD compilers. The unit also tests TTL/CMOS 
Logic ICs and Dynamic/Static RAMs. 40-pin 
Gold ZIF socket, built-in protection 
for short circuit and over current, 
high speed parallel inter-
face to the PC, and menu-
driven software are included 
at $585. 

ireo:0 

XELTEK p 
764 San Ales° Ave 

Sunnyvale, CA 94086 

TEL (408)727-6995• FAX (408)727-6996 

Circle 215 on Reader Service Card 

MOTION CONTROL 
The RTMC16 Card and Software Package 
digitizes and plays back free-form motion 
on up to 16 axes at a time. Use the 
Graphic Move Editor to "sweeten" joystick 
moves, or create complex moves directly 
on-screen with curve-fit and curve-drawing. 

• Non-Cartesian Robotics 
• Remote Manipulators 
• Animated Puppets 
• Special Effects 
• Realtime Contouring 
• Perfect Repeatability 
• 16 Quadrature Joystick Inputs 
• 16 Step & Direction Outputs 
• 254 khz Pulse Streams 

IBM Card and Software: just $1,295.00 

Kuper Controls 
11200 Montgomery NE Suite 8 

Albuquerque, NM 87111 

505-263-5949 FAX: 505-298-3272 

Get on the PC BUS 

_doe. 

ROM or Disk based AT Systems 
Cards $299, Systems $399 

It's easy to run your compatible applications 
on our single board computer! Develop code 
on a PC, and follow our ten easy steps to 
place your .exe files and DOS in ROM. 

CPU Card: V50 CPU, 8086 Code Compatible 
1 MB Ram, 256kB Rom, 4.5" x 7 
5 Serial Ports.. CMOS (2 watt) 

Expansion Backplanes for PC'AT cards 
Piggyback card with: Floppy. 
SCSI. Printer,and Keyboard ports 

Software: BIOS, Utilities. Monitor, & Source code 

/VIA 
303-444-7737 tax 303-786-9983 

655 Hawthorn Ave Boulder CO eo3r 

Circle 111 on Reader Service Card 

LOGIC, 
the universal PLO programmer supports extensive 
library of industry-standard logic types, including 
latest EPLDs, PLAs, GALs, FPLs, and PEELs. The 
pull-down menu driven software accepts JEDEC 

files from most PLO 
design softwares. The full 

screen editor for Fuse Maps 
and Test Vectors is included 

at $395. Tango-PLO, the 
logic design software 

generates JEDEC files by 
schematic entry, logic 

minimization, logic 
simulation, and 

design compilation 
at $495. 

LOGIC and Tango 
PLO are bundled 

for $745. 

XELTEK 
764 San Ales() Ave 

Sunnyvale, CA 94086 

TEL (408) 7276995 • FAX (408) 727-6996 

Circle 216 on Reader Service Card 

TWIX PC CASH REGISTERS 
NEW MODELS, LOW PRICES 

• NEW 3011/12 "REGISTER HEADS": Receipt printer, 
register keyboard, cash drawer & monitor in a 
sleek package for hook-up to a ST/AT or PS- 2. 

• NEW 3041 "REGISTER TERMINAL": TV950 terminal 
emulation for multi-user oper. systems with built In 
controls for drawer, receipts, scanners & more. 

• NEW 3081 "REGISTER COMPUTER": Standalone 
"Ar' compatible wihard 8. floppy drives, 1 MB Ram. 

• NEW "TWIX ADVANTAGE" RETAIL POS Software: 
Advanced features, network, scanner interface. 

TWIX INTERNATIONAL CORP. 
4401 S. BROADWAY, ENGLEWOOD, CO 80110 

(303)789-5333 FAX (303)788-0670 

Author.. Dostribulor Magnet, Med. D.r.,0 

514. ED 

595 Pl 

BO , 

31; DS 

8g 
in iv 

BO  

Ca11011 
Lap-t4 
LASER BEAM PRINTER 

5 14 HE 

1.025 

3 12- HD 

1795 PE P 
BO\ 

OUR PRICE IS SO LOW THAT THE 
MANUFACTURER WOULD BE VERY 
UPSET IF WE WERE TO PUBLISH IT. 
SO WE CAN ONLY SAY "THE PRICE 
IS LOW & INCLUDES ONE TONER 
CARTRIDGE & UPS TWO DAY AIR 
DELIVERY" 

CALL FOR PRICE 

Disnkette-i-
UtilfetiCut 

NORTHEAST & CANADA 
1-800-451-1849 

PO BO% 10247 WILMINGTON DE 19850 

SOUTHEAST 
1-800-940-4600 

PO BOX 4163 DEERFIELD BEACH FL 13442 

MIDWEST 
1-800-654-4058 

PO BOX 1674 BETHANY OK 73006 

WEST - HAWAII & ALASKA 
1-800-621-622/ 

PO BOX 12396, LAS VEGAS, NV 89112 

Minimum Order $20.00 NO SURCHARGE on VISA / MC 
COD orders add $3.50 Shipping charges determined by 

items end delivery method required by zusromer. 
I Prices are subject to change without notice ) 

FAX 405 495-4598 V/S4 
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EDITORIAL INDEX BY COMPANY 
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189 TELEPHONE PRODUCT CTR . 237 

Inquiry No. Pegs No. 

962 MISCELLANEOUS 

6 A & M ENTERPRISES  234 
219 FUNCKEY ENTERPRISES . 206 
102 H&W MICRO LABS 233 
211 TWIX INTERNATIONAL CORP 243 

963 ON-LINE SERVICES 

• BIX  156 
• BIX  194 

221 EVENT HORIZONS  126 
220 HARD FACTS  209 

964 OPERATING 
SYSTEMS 

109 KADAK PRODUCTS  44 
22 BELL ATLANTIC   159 

• Correspond directly with company. 

BYTE ADVERTISING SALES STAFF: 
Steven M. Vito, Associate Publisher/V.P. of Marketing, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458, tel. (603) 924-9281 
Arthur Kossack, Eastern Advertising Director, Two Prudential Plaza, 180 North Stetson Ave., Chicago, IL 60601, tel. (312) 616-3341 
Jennifer L. Bartel, Western Advertising Director, 14850 Quorum Drive, Suite 380, Dallas, TX 75240, tel. (214) 701-8496 
Liz Coyman, Inside Saks Director, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458, tel. (603) 924-2518 

NEW ENGLAND 
ME, NH, VT, MA. RI, CT, ONTARIO 
CANADA & EASTERN CANADA 
Dan Savage (617)8604344 
MaryAnn Goulding (603) 924-2464 
McGraw-Hill Publications 
29 Hartwell Avenue 
Lexington, MA 02173 
FAX: (617) 860-6999 

EAST COAST 
NY, NYC. NJ, DE, PA 
Kim Norris (212) 512-2605 
Ariane Casey (212)512-2368 
Patricia Payne (603) 924-2654 
McGraw-Hill Publications 
1221 Avenue of the Americas-
28th Floor 
New York, NY 10020 
FAX: (212)512-2075 

SOUTHEAST 
NC, SC, GA, FL, AL, TN, VA. 
MS. AR, LA. DC, MD, WV, KY 
John Y. Schilin (404)843-4782 
Patricia Payne (603) 924-2634 
McGraw-Hill Publications 
4170 Ashford-Dumvoody Road 
Suite 520 
Manta, GA 30319 
FAX: (404) 252-4056 

MIDWEST 
IL. MO, KS, IA, ND. SD, MN, 
WI, NE, IN, MI, OH 
Kurt Kelley (312)616-3328 
MaryAnn Goulding (603) 924-2664 
McGraw-Hill Publications 
Two Prudential Plaza 
180 North Stetson Ave. 
Chicago, IL 60601 
FAX: (312) 616-3370 

SOUTHWEST, 
ROCKY MOUNTAIN 
CO, OK, TX, 
Alison Keenan (214) 701-8496 
Patricia Payne (603) 924-2650 
McGraw-Hill Publications 
14850 Quorum Drive 
Suite 380 
Dallas, TX 75240 
FAX: (214) 991-6208 - 

NORTH PACIFIC: San Francisco, CA 
NORTHERN CA, OR, ID, MT. 
WY, NORTHERN NV 
Roy J. Kops (415) 954-9728 
McGraw-Hill Publications 
425 Battery Street 
San Francisco, CA 94111 
FAX: (415) 954-9786 

NORTH PACIFIC: Campbell, CA 
SILICON VALLEY, HI. WA, AK, 
W. CANADA 
Bill McAfee (408) 879-0381 
Leslie Hupp (408) 879-0381 
McGraw-Hill Publications 
1999 South Bascom Ave. 
Suite P210 
Campbell, CA 95008 
FAX: (408) 879-9067 

SOUTH PACIFIC: Los Angeles, CA 
WS ANGELES COUNTY. AZ, 
NM. SOUTHERN NEVADA 
Alan El Faye (213) 480-5243 
Jonathan Sawyer (603) 924-2665 
McGraw-Hill Publications 
3333 Wilshire Boulevard 0407 
Los Angeles, CA 90010 
FAX: (213) 480-5249 

SOUTH PACIFIC: Costa Mesa, CA 
ORANGE COUNTY 
SAN DIEGO COUNTY, UT 
Ron Cordek (714) 557-6292 
Jonathan Sawyer (603) 924-2665 
McGraw-Hill Publications 
3001 Red Hill Ave. 
Building NI—Suite 222 
Costa Mesa, CA 92626 
FAX: (714) 557-2219 

BYTE MS (2a3) 
Mark tone (603) 9244830 
BYTE Publications 
One Phoenix Mill Lane 
Peterborough, NH 03458 

The Bayer's Mart (1a2) 
Brian Higgins (603) 924-3754 
BYTE Publications 
One Phoenix Mill Lane 
Peterborough, NH 03458 

Regional Advertising 
James Bail (603)924-2533 
Barry Echavarria (603)924-2574 
Larry Levine (603)924-2637 
BYTE Publications 
One Phoenix Mill Lane 
Pererhorough, NH 03458 

Catalog Showcase/Outserts 
Scott Gagnon (603)920-2651 
BYTE Publications 
One Phoenix Mill Lane 
Peterborough, NH 03458 

BYTE Deck 
Ed Ware (603)920-2596 
BYTE Publications 
One Phoenix Mill Lane 
Peterborough, NH 03458 

BYTE International Postcards 
Ellen Perham (603) 920-2598 
BYTE Publications 
One Phoenix Mill Lane 
Peterborough, NH 03458 

Peterborough, NH Office 
Inside Sales FAX: 603-924-2683 
Advertising FAX: 603-924-7507 

International Advertising Sales Staff: 
Uwe Kretzschmar, European Advertising and Marketing Manager, BYTE Publications, 
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Wimbledon Bridge House, One Hartfiekl Road, Wimbledon, London, SW19 MU, England, Tel: 44 81 543 1234, Fax: 44 81 540 3833 

GERMANY 
Uwe Kretzschmar (44-81-545-6268) 
UNITED KINGDOM 
Roz Weyman (44-81-545-6269) 
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co. 
Wimbledon Bridge House 
One Hartf kid Road 
Wimbledon, London SWI9 3RU 
England 
Tel: 44 81 543 1234 
FAX: 44 81 540 3833 
TELEX: 892191 

BENELUX 
Frank Tanis 
Batenburg 103 
3437 AB Nieuwegein 
The Netherlands 
Tel: 31 3402 49496 
FAX: 31 34 02 37944 

FRANCE, ITALY 
Zena Coupé, Amanda Biaskett 
AZ International Sales Ltd. 
4 Ashmount Road, Hornsey Lane 
Highgate, London N19 3BH 
England 
Tel: 44 71 281 4116 
FAX: 44 71 281 8224 

ISRAEL 
Dan Ehrlich 
Ehrlich Communication International 
P.O. Box 11297 
Tel Aviv 61112 
Israel 
Tel: (972) 3 449823 
FAX: (972)3 5468168 

JAPAN 
Masaki Mori 
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co. 
Overseas Corp. 
Room 1528 
Kasumigaseki Bldg. 
3-2-5 Kasumigaseki, 
Chiyoda-Ku 
Tokyo 100, Japan 
Tel: 81 3 581 9811 
FAX: 81 3 581 4018 

SWEDEN 
Media Marketing AB 
Karlbergsvagen 89A 
S- 1003I Stockholm 
Sweden 
Tel: 468 301280 

HONG KONG 
Stephm Marcopoto 
Seams Ltd. 
503 Wilson House 
19-27 Wyndham St. 
Central, Hong Kong 
Tel: b52-868-2010 
Telex: 60904 SEVEX HX 
FAX: 852 810 1283 

SINGAPORE 
Jocelyn Domingo 
Sewn Ltd. 
400 Orchard Road, 010-01 
Singapore 0923 
Republic of Singapore 
Tel: 65 734 9790 
Telex: RS35539 SEAVEX 
FAX: 65 732 5129 

TAIWAN 
Anita Chen 
Acer TWP 
977 Min Shen E. Road, 1-4 Flr. 
Taipei 10581, Taiwan ROC 
Tel: 886 2 763 0052 
Fax: 886 2 765 6874 
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REQUEST FREE PRODUCT INFORMATION BY FAX 
Just fax this page to 1-413-637-4343. Save time because your request for information will be 
processed immediately. 

o Circle the numbers below which correspond 

to the numbers assigned 

to advertisers and pro-

ducts that interest you. 

Fill out this coupon carefully. PLEASE PRINT. 

la Check off the answers to 

questions "A" through "E". 

Name 

Title 

Company 

Address 

City 

State/Province Zip 

Country 

( )  

Phone Number 

(  )  

Fax Number 

Inquiry Numbers 1-495 

1 

12 

23 

34 

45 

56 

67 

78 

89 

100 

111 

122 

133 

144 

155 

166 

177 

188 

199 

210 

221 

232 

243 

2 

13 

24 

35 

46 

57 

68 

79 

90 

101 

112 

123 

134 

145 

156 

167 

178 

189 

200 

211 

222 

233 

244 

3 

14 

25 

36 

47 

58 

69 

eo 

91 

102 

113 

124 

135 

146 

157 

168 

179 

190 

201 

212 

223 

234 

245 

4 

15 

26 

37 

48 

59 

70 

81 

92 

103 

114 

125 

136 

147 

158 

169 

180 

191 

202 

213 

224 

235 

246 

5 

16 

27 

38 

49 

60 

71 

82 

93 

104 

115 

126 

137 

148 

159 

170 

181 

192 

203 

214 

225 

236 

247 

6 

17 

28 

39 

50 

61 

72 

83 

94 

105 

116 

127 

138 

149 

160 

171 

182 

193 

204 

215 

226 

237 

248 

7 

18 

29 

40 

51 

62 

73 

84 

95 

106 

117 

128 

139 

150 

161 

172 

183 

194 

205 

216 

227 

238 

249 

19 

30 

41 

52 

63 

74 

85 

se 

107 

118 

129 

140 

151 

162 

173 

184 

195 

206 

217 

228 

239 

250 

9 

20 

31 

42 

53 

64 

75 

86 

97 

108 

119 

130 

141 

152 

163 

174 

185 

196 

207 

218 

229 

240 

251 

10 

21 

32 

43 

64 

65 

76 

87 

98 

109 

120 

131 

142 

153 

164 

175 

186 

197 

208 

219 

230 

241 

252 

11 

22 

33 

44 

55 

66 

77 

ee 

99 

110 

121 

132 

143 

154 

165 

176 

187 

198 

209 

220 

231 

242 

253 

254 

265 

276 

287 

298 

309 

255 

266 

277 

288 

299 

310 

320 321 

331 332 

342 343 

353 354 

364 365 

375 376 

386 387 

397 398 

408 409 

419 420 

430 431 

441 442 

452 453 

463 464 

474 475 

485 486 

256 

267 

278 

289 

300 

311 

322 

333 

344 

355 

366 

377 

388 

399 

410 

421 

432 

443 

454 

465 

476 

487 

257 

268 

279 

290 

301 

312 

323 

334 

345 

356 

367 

378 

389 

400 

411 

422 

433 

444 

455 

486 

477 

488 

258 

269 

280 

291 

302 

313 

324 

335 

346 

357 

368 

379 

390 

401 

412 

423 

434 

445 

456 

487 

478 

489 

259 

270 

281 

292 

303 

314 

325 

336 

347 

358 

369 

380 

391 

402 

413 

424 

435 

446 

457 

468 

479 

490 

260 

271 

282 

293 

304 

315 

326 

337 

348 

359 

370 

381 

392 

403 

414 

425 

436 

447 

458 

469 

480 

491 

261 

272 

283 

294 

305 

316 

327 

338 

349 

360 

371 

382 

393 

404 

415 

426 

437 

448 

459 

470 

481 

492 

262 

273 

284 

295 

306 

317 

328 

339 

350 

361 

372 

383 

394 

405 

416 

427 

438 

449 

460 

471 

482 

493 

263 

274 

285 

296 

307 

318 

329 

340 

351 

362 

373 

384 

395 

406 

417 

428 

439 

450 

461 

472 

483 

494 

264 

275 

286 

297 

308 

319 

330 

341 

352 

363 

374 

385 

396 

407 

418 

429 

440 

451 

462 

473 

484 

495 

Print your name, 

address, and fax number 

clearly on the form. 

A. What is your primary job 

function/principal area of responsibility? 

(Check one.) 

0 MIS/DP 

2 U Programmer/Systems Analyst 

3 U Administration/Management 

4 III Sales/Marketing 

5 U Engineer/Scientist 

6 U Other 

B. What is your level of management 

responsibility? 

7 0 Senior-level 

s D Middle-level 

9 U Professional 

C. Are you a reseller (VAR, VAD, Dealer, 

Consultant)? 

to CI Yes nO No 

Inquiry Numbers 496-990 

496 

507 

518 

529 

540 

551 

562 

573 

584 

595 

606 

617 

628 

639 

650 

661 

672 

683 

694 

705 

716 

727 

738 

497 

508 

519 

530 

541 

552 

563 

574 

585 

596 

607 

618 

629 

640 

651 

662 

673 

684 

695 

706 

717 

728 

739 

498 

509 

520 

531 

542 

553 

564 

575 

586 

597 

608 

619 

630 

641 

652 

663 

674 

685 

696 

707 

718 

729 

740 

499 

510 

521 

532 

543 

554 

565 

576 

587 

598 

609 

620 

631 

642 

653 

664 

675 

686 

697 

708 

719 

730 

741 

500 

511 

522 

533 

544 

555 

566 

577 

588 

599 

610 

621 

632 

643 

654 

665 

676 

687 

698 

709 

720 

731 

742 

501 

512 

523 

534 

545 

556 

567 

578 

589 

600 

611 

622 

633 

644 

655 

666 

677 

688 

699 

710 

721 

732 

743 

502 

513 

524 

535 

546 

557 

568 

579 

590 

601 

612 

623 

634 

645 

658 

667 

678 

689 

700 

711 

722 

733 

744 

503 

514 

525 

536 

547 

558 

569 

580 

591 

602 

613 

624 

635 

646 

657 

668 

679 

690 

701 

712 

723 

734 

745 

504 

515 

526 

537 

548 

559 

570 

581 

592 

603 

614 

625 

636 

647 

658 

669 

680 

691 

702 

713 

724 

735 

746 

505 

516 

527 

538 

549 

560 

571 

582 

593 

604 

615 

626 

637 

648 

659 

670 

681 

692 

703 

714 

725 

736 

747 

506 

517 

528 

539 

550 

561 

572 

583 

594 

605 

616 

627 

638 

649 

660 

671 

682 

693 

704 

715 

726 

737 

748 

749 

760 

771 

782 

793 

804 

815 

826 

837 

848 

859 

870 

881 

892 

903 

914 

925 

938 

947 

958 

969 

980 

750 

761 

772 

783 

794 

805 

816 

827 

838 

849 

860 

871 

882 

893 

904 

915 

926 

937 

948 

959 

970 

981 

751 

762 

773 

784 

795 

806 

817 

828 

839 

850 

861 

872 

883 

894 

905 

916 

927 

938 

949 

960 

971 

982 

752 

763 

774 

785 

796 

807 

818 

829 

840 

851 

862 

873 

884 

895 

906 

917 

928 

939 

950 

961 

972 

983 

753 

764 

775 

786 

797 

808 

819 

830 

841 

852 

863 

874 

885 

896 

907 

918 

929 

940 

951 

962 

973 

984 

754 

765 

776 

787 

798 

809 

820 

831 

842 

853 

864 

875 

886 

897 

908 

919 

930 

941 

952 

963 

974 

985 

755 

766 

777 

788 

799 

810 

821 

832 

843 

854 

865 

876 

887 

898 

909 

920 

931 

942 

953 

964 

975 

986 

756 

767 

778 

789 

800 

811 

822 

833 

844 

855 

866 

877 

888 

899 

910 

921 

932 

943 

954 

965 

976 

987 

757 

768 

779 

790 

801 

812 

823 

834 

845 

856 

867 

878 

889 

900 

911 

922 

933 

944 

955 

966 

977 

988 

758 

769 

780 

791 

802 

813 

824 

835 

846 

857 

868 

879 

890 

901 

912 

923 

934 

945 

956 

967 

978 

989 

759 

770 

781 

792 

803 

814 

825 

836 

847 

858 

869 

880 

891 

902 

913 

924 

935 

946 

957 

968 

979 

990 

Remove this page or 

copy this page clearly 

and fax it to the number 

above. 

D. What operating systems are you currently 

using? (Check all that apply.) 

12 O PC/MS-DOS 

13 U DOS + Windows 

14 O OS/2 

is LI UNIX 

160 MacOS 

170 VAX/VMS 

E. For how many people do you influence the 

purchase of hardware or software? 

isf11 1-25 

190 26-50 

zo 0 51-99 

21 CI 100 or more 

Inquiry Numbers 991-1479 

991 992 993 994 995 996 997 998 999 1000 1001 

1002 1003 1004 1005 1006 1007 1008 1009 1010 1011 1012 

1013 1014 1015 1016 1017 1018 1019 1020 1021 1022 1023 

1024 1025 1026 1027 1028 1029 1030 1031 1032 1033 1034 

1035 1036 1037 1038 1039 1040 1041 1042 1043 1044 1045 

1046 1047 1048 1049 1050 1051 1052 1053 1054 1055 1056 

1057 1058 1059 1060 1061 1062 1063 1064 1065 1066 1067 

1068 1069 1070 1071 1072 1073 1074 1075 1076 1077 1078 

1079 1080 1081 1082 1083 1084 1085 1086 1087 1088 1089 

1090 1091 1092 1093 1094 1095 1096 1097 1098 1099 1100 

1101 1102 1103 1104 1105 1106 1107 1108 1109 1110 1111 

1112 1113 1114 1115 1116 1117 1118 1119 1120 1121 1122 

1123 1124 1125 1126 1127 1128 1129 1130 1131 1132 1133 

1134 1135 1136 1137 1138 1139 1140 1141 1142 1143 1144 

1145 1146 1147 1148 1149 1150 1151 1152 1153 1154 1155 

1156 1157 1158 1159 1160 1161 1162 1163 1164 1165 1166 

1167 1168 1169 1170 1171 1172 1173 1174 1175 1176 1177 

1178 1179 1180 1181 1182 1183 1184 1185 1186 1187 1188 

1189 1190 1191 1192 1193 1194 1195 1196 1197 1198 1199 

1200 1201 1202 1203 1204 1205 1206 1207 1208 1209 1210 

1211 1212 1213 1214 1215 1216 1217 1218 1219 1220 1221 

1222 1223 1224 1225 1226 1227 1228 1229 1230 1231 1232 

1233 1234 1235 1236 1237 1238 1239 1240 1241 1242 1243 

1244 1245 1246 1247 1248 1249 1250 1251 1252 1253 1254 

1255 1256 1257 1258 1259 1260 1261 1262 1263 1264 1265 

1266 1267 1268 1269 1270 1271 1272 1273 1274 1275 1276 

1277 1278 1279 1280 1281 1282 1283 1284 1285 1286 1287 

1288 1289 1290 1291 1292 1293 1294 1295 1296 1297 1298 

1299 1300 1301 1302 1303 1304 1305 1306 1307 1308 1309 

1310 1311 1312 1313 1314 1315 1316 1317 1318 1319 1320 

1321 1322 1323 1324 1325 1326 1327 1328 1329 1330 1331 

1332 1333 1334 1335 1336 1337 1338 1339 1340 1341 1342 

1343 1344 1345 1348 1347 1348 1349 1350 1351 1352 1353 

1354 1355 1356 1357 1358 1359 1360 1361 1362 1363 1364 

1365 1366 1367 1368 1369 1370 1371 1372 1373 1374 1375 

1376 1377 1378 1379 1380 1381 1382 1383 1384 1385 1386 

1387 1388 1389 1390 1391 1392 1393 1394 1395 1396 1397 

1398 1399 1400 1401 1402 1403 1404 1405 1406 1407 1408 

1409 1410 1411 1412 1413 1414 1415 1416 1417 1418 1419 

1420 1421 1422 1423 1424 1425 1426 1427 1428 1429 1430 

1431 1432 1433 1434 1435 1436 1437 1438 1439 1440 1441 

1442 1443 1444 1445 1446 1447 1448 1449 1450 1451 1452 

1453 1454 1455 1456 1457 1458 1459 1460 1461 1462 1463 

1464 1465 1466 1467 1468 1469 1470 1471 1472 1473 1474 

1475 1476 1477 1478 1479 

/ subscribe to BYTE. III l do not subscribe to BYTE. E Please send me one year of BYTE Magazine for $24.95 and bill me. Offer valid in US. and possessions only. 
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PRODUCT INFORMATION 
Want More Information About the Products and Advertisers Featured in this Issue? 

Cli Circle numbers on reply card 
which correspond to numbers 
assigned to items of interest to you. 1151 Check all the appropriate 

answers to questions "A" 
through "E". 

Print your name and address 
and mail. 

Fill out this coupon carefully. PLEASE PRINT. 

Name 

Title Phone 

Company 

Address 

City 

Inquiry Numbers 1-493 

State Zip 

2 3 

18 19 20 

15 36 37 

52 53 54 

69 70 71 

86 87 28 

103 104 105 

120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 

137 138 139 140 111 142 143 144 145 146 147 

154 155 156 157 158 159 160 161 162 163 164 

171 172 173 174 175 176 177 178 179 190 181 

188 199 190 191 192 193 194 195 196 197 198 

205 206 207 208 209 210 211 212 213 214 215 

222 223 224 225 226 227 228 229 230 231 232 

239 240 241 242 243 244 245 246 247 248 249 

256 257 258 259 260 261 262 263 264 265 286 

273 274 275 276 277 278 279 280 281 282 283 

290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297 298 299 300 

307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314 315 316 317 

324 325 326 327 328 329 330 331 332 333 334 

341 342 343 344 345 346 347 348 349 350 351 

358 359 360 361 362 363 364 365 366 367 368 

375 376 377 378 379 380 381 382 383 384 3135 

392 393 394 395 396 397 398 399 103 401 402 

409 110 411 412 413 414 415 416 417 418 419 

426 427 428 429 430 431 432 433 434 435 436 

443 444 445 446 447 449 449 450 451 452 453 

460 461 462 483 464 465 466 467 468 469 470 

477 478 479 480 481 182 483 484 485 486 487 

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 18 

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 

38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 

55 56 57 58 59 69 61 62 63 64 65 86 67 

72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 93 81 82 83 84 

89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 

106 107 108 109 110 Ill 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 

17 

34 

51 

68 

as 
102 

119 

131 132 133 134 135 136 

148 149 150 151 152 153 

165 166 167 168 169 170 

182 183 184 185 186 187 

199 203 201 202 203 204 

216 217 218 219 220 221 

233 234 235 236 237 238 

250 251 252 253 254 255 

267 268 269 270 271 272 

284 285 286 287 288 289 

301 302 303 304 305 306 

318 319 320 321 322 323 

335 336 337 338 339 340 

352 353 354 355 356 357 

369 370 371 372 373 374 

386 387 388 389 390 391 

403 404 405 406 407 408 

420 421 422 423 424 425 

437 438 439 440 441 442 

454 455 456 457 458 459 

471 472 473 474 475 476 

488 489 490 491 492 493 

494 495 496 197 

511 512 513 514 

528 529 530 531 

545 546 547 548 

562 563 564 565 

579 580 581 582 

596 597 598 599 

1313 614 615 616 617 618 819 620 621 622 623 624 625 626 627 628 629 

630 631 632 633 634 635 636 637 638 639 640 641 642 643 644 645 646 

647 648 649 650 651 652 653 654 655 656 657 658 659 860 661 682 663 

664 665 666 667 668 669 670 671 672 673 674 675 676 677 678 679 680 

681 682 683 684 685 686 687 688 ass 930 691 692 933 694 695 esee 697 

698 699 700 701 702 703 704 705 706 707 708 709 710 711 712 713 714 

715 716 717 718 719 720 721 722 723 724 725 7213 727 729 729 730 731 

732 733 734 735 736 737 738 739 740 741 742 743 744 745 746 747 748 

749 750 751 752 753 754 755 756 757 758 759 760 761 762 763 764 765 

766 767 768 769 770 771 772 773 774 775 776 777 778 779 780 781 782 

783 784 785 786 787 788 789 790 791 792 793 794 795 796 797 798 799 

IS30 931 802 803 934 995 806 807 808 929 810 811 812 813 814 815 816 

817 818 819 820 821 822 823 824 825 826 827 828 829 830 831 832 833 

834 835 836 837 838 839 840 841 842 843 844 845 846 847 848 849 650 

851 852 853 854 855 856 es7 858 659 860 861 862 863 864 865 868 867 

868 869 870 871 872 873 874 875 876 877 878 879 880 881 882 883 884 

885 866 887 888 889 890 891 892 893 894 895 896 897 18313 899 90C 901 

902 903 904 905 906 907 908 909 910 911 912 913 914 915 916 917 918 

919 920 921 922 923 924 925 926 927 922 929 933 931 932 933 93, 935 

336 937 938 939 940 941 942 943 944 945 946 947 948 949 950 95 952 

953 954 955 956 957 958 959 960 961 962 963 961 965 966 967 960 969 

970 971 972 973 974 975 976 977 978 979 980 981 982 983 984 9t6. 996 

A. What Is your primary Job function/principal 

area of responsibility? (Check one.) 

MIS/DP 

2 11 Programmer/Systems Analyst 
3 E Administration/Management 

4 1: Sales/Marketing 
5 D Engineer/Scientist 

6 E Other 

B. What is your level of management responsibility? 
7 L Senior- level 9 D Professional 

8 LI Middle- level 

C. Are you a reseller (VAR, VAD, Dealer, Consultant)? 
O Yes tENo 

Inquiry Numbers 494988 

498 499 500 501 502 503 504 505 506 507 

515 516 517 518 519 520 521 522 523 524 

532 533 534 535 536 537 538 539 540 541 

549 550 551 552 553 554 555 556 557 558 

566 567 568 569 570 571 572 573 574 575 

583 584 585 586 587 588 589 593 591 592 

600 601 602 603 604 605 606 607 608 609 

508 509 510 

525 526 527 

542 543 544 

559 560 561 

576 577 578 

593 594 595 

610 611 612 

D. What operating systems are you currently using? 

(Check all that apply.) 

12 L PC/MS-DOS 15 L UNIX 

13 E. DOS + Windows SL MacOS 

14 7. 05/2 17 E VAX/VMS 

E. For how many people do you influence the 

purchase of hardware or software? 

s L. 1-25 20 E 51-99 
19 Li 26-50 21 E. 100 or more 

E Please send me one year of BYTE Magazine fin. 
$24.95 and bill me. Offer valid in US. and 

possession, onl, IBM 

IRSD002 
Inquiry Nurnberg 987-1479 

967 988 989 990 991 992 993 994 995 906 907 998 999 1000 1001 1032 1003 

1004 1005 1006 1007 1008 1009 1010 1011 1012 1013 1014 1015 1016 1017 1018 1019 1020 

1021 1022 1023 1324 1025 1326 1027 10213 1029 1030 1331 1032 1333 1034 1335 1036 1037 

1038 1039 1040 1041 1042 1043 1044 1045 1046 1047 1048 1049 1050 1051 1062 1063 1054 

1055 1056 1057 1058 1059 1060 1061 1062 10E3 1064 1065 1066 1067 1068 1» 1070 1071 

1072 1073 1074 1075 1076 1077 1078 1079 1080 1081 10821083 10134 10(15 1086 1087 1068 

10091%0 1091 1092 1083 1094 1095 10061097 10%1099 1100 1101 1102 1103 1104 1105 

11061107110811091110 1111111211131114111511161117111811191120 11211122 

1123 1124 1125 1126 1127 1128 1129 1133 1131 1132 1133 1134 1135 1136 1137 1138 1139 

1140 1141 1142 1143 1144 1145 11461147 11481149 1150 1151 1152 1153 1154 1155 1156 

1157 1158 1159 1160 1161 1162 1163 1164 1165 11661167 1168 1189 1170 1171 1172 1173 

11741175117611n 7178117911eo 11811182 1113311841185 1186118711881189 1190 

1191 1192 1193 1194 1195 1196 1197 1198 11%12001201 1202 1203 1204 1205 1206 1207 

1208 1209 1210 1211 1212 1213 1214 1215 1216 1217 1218 1219 1220 1221 1222 1223 1224 

1225 tee 1227 122e Ins 12301231 1232 12331234 1235 1236 1237 1238 1239 1240 1241 
124212431244 12451246 12471248 124912501251125212531254 1255125612571258 

1259 1260126112e 1283 1261 1265 1266 12137 1268 7269 1270 1271 1272 1273 1274 1275 
1276 1277 1278 1279 1280 1281 1282 1283 1284 1285 1286 1287 1288 1289 1290 1291 1292 

1293 1291 12%12911 1297 1296 1299 1300 1301 1302 1303 1304 1305 1306 1307 1308 1309 

1310 1311 1312 1313 1314 1315 1316 1317 1318 1319 1320 1321 1322 1323 1324 1325 1328 

1327 1326 1329 1393 1331 1332 13331334 1335 1336 1337 1338 1339 1340 1311 1342 1343 

1344 1345 1346 1347 1348 1349 1350 1351 1352 1353 1354 1355 1356 1357 1358 1359 1360 

1381 1362 1363 1364 1365 1366 1367 13681369 1370 1371 1372 1373 1374 1375 1376 1377 

1378 1379 1380 1381 1382 1383 13841385 13861387 13881389 1390 13911392 13931394 

1395 1396 1397 1398 1399 1400 1401 1402 14031404 14051406 1407 1408 1409 1410 1411 

1412 1413 1414 1415 1416 1417 1418 1419 1120 1421 1422 1423 1424 1425 1426 1427 1428 

14291430 1431 1432 1413 1434 1435 1436 1437 1438 1439 14401441 1442 1443 14441445 

1446 1447 14481449 1450 1451 1452 1453 1454 1455 1456 1457 1458 1459 1180 1461 1462 

1463 1464 1465 1486 1467 1468 1489 1470 1471 1472 1473 1474 1475 1476 1477 1178 1/79 
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through "E". 
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IN THE 
UNITED STATES 

Fill out this coupon carefully. PLEASE PRINT. 

Name 

( 
Phone Title 

Company 

Address 

City State Zip 

Inquiry Numbers 1-493 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 28 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 

35 38 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 48 47 48 49 50 51 

52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 88 

66 70 71 72 73 74 75 78 77 78 79 80 81 82 &3 B4 85 

193 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 

103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 III 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 

120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 

137 138 139 140 141 142 143 144 145 146 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 

154 155 156 157 158 159 160 161 182 163 184 185 166 167 168 169 170 

171 172 173 174 175 176 177 178 179 180 181 182 183 184 185 186 187 

188 189 190 191 192 193 194 195 196 197 198 199 200 291 202 203 204 

205 206 207 208 209 210 211 212 213 214 215 216 217 218 219 220 221 

332 223 224 225 226 227 228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 238 

239 240 241 242 243 244 245 248 247 248 249 250 251 252 253 254 255 

256 257 259 259 280 261 262 263 264 265 266 287 288 289 270 271 272 

273 274 275 278 277 278 279 280 281 282 283 284 265 288 287 288 289 

290 291 292 293 294 2115 296 297 208 299 300 301 302 303 304 305 306 

307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314 315 316 317 318 319 320 321 322 323 

324 325 326 327 328 32$ 330 331 332 333 334 335 336 337 338 339 340 

341 342 343 344 345 346 347 348 349 350 351 352 353 364 355 356 357 

338 359 380 361 362 383 364 365 366 367 368 369 370 371 372 373 374 

375 376 377 378 379 380 381 382 383 384 385 386 387 388 389 390 391 

392 303 set 385 396 397 398 399 400 401 402 403 404 405 406 407 408 

409 410 411 412 413 414 415 416 417 418 419 420 421 422 423 424 425 

426 427 428 429 430 431 432 433 434 435 436 437 438 439 440 441 442 

443 444 445 446 447 148 449 450 451 452 453 451 455 456 457 456 459 

480 481 482 463 464 465 486 467 468 489 470 471 472 473 474 475 476 

477 478 479 460 481 482 483 494 485 486 487 488 489 460 491 492 493 

A. What is your primary job function/principal 

area of responsibility? (Check one.) 
1E MIS/DP 

2 13 Programmer/Systems Analyst 

3 0 Administration/Management 

4 D Sales) Marketing 

5 D Engineer/Scientist 

6 n Other 

B. What in your level of management responsibility? 

7 D Senior-level 9 0 Professional 

8 O Middle- level 

C. Are you a reseller (VAR, VAL), Dealer, Consultant)? 

io [7 Yes liDNo 

Inquny Numbers 491.986 

494 495 496 407 498 499 MO 501 502 503 504 505 506 507 508 

511 512 513 514 515 516 517 518 519 520 521 522 523 524 525 

528 529 530 531 532 533 534 535 536 537 538 539 540 541 542 

545 546 547 548 549 550 551 552 553 554 555 556 557 558 559 

562 563 564 565 586 567 568 569 570 571 572 573 574 575 576 

579 533 581 582 583 584 585 586 587 588 589 590 591 592 593 

596 597 598 599 600 601 602 603 604 605 606 607 808 809 610 

613 614 615 618 817 818 

630 631 632 833 834 635 

647 648 649 650 651 852 

664 665 666 667 668 669 

681 682 683 684 685 886 

698 699 700 701 702 703 

715 716 717 718 719 720 

732 733 734 735 736 737 738 739 740 

749 753 751 752 753 754 755 756 757 

786 767 768 769 770 771 772 773 774 

783 784 785 786 787 788 7192 790 791 

800 831 802 803 651 805 806 807 808 

817 818 819 820 821 822 823 824 825 

834 635 836 837 838 839 840 811 842 

651 852 853 854 855 856 857 858 859 860 861 882 863 864 865 866 867 

868 889 870 871 872 873 874 875 876 877 878 879 880 881 882 883 884 

985 886 887 888 889 890 891 892 893 894 895 896 897 898 899 900 901 

902 903 904 905 906 M7 906 909 910 911 912 913 914 915 916 917 918 

919 920 921 922 923 924 925 926 927 928 929 930 931 932 933 934 935 

936 937 938 939 940 941 942 943 944 945 948 947 948 948 950 951 962 

953 954 955 956 957 958 959 960 981 962 963 964 965 968 987 938 980 

970 971 972 973 974 975 976 977 978 979 960 961 942 963 994 986 

509 510 

526 527 

543 Su 

566 561 

577 578 

594 595 

811 812 

619 820 621 622 623 624 ea ea 627 828 629 

636 837 938 639 640 641 642 643 844 845 848 

853 854 655 656 657 658 659 660 861 662 863 

670 871 672 673 674 675 8713 677 678 679 680 

687 688 689 6.0 991 692 693 694 695 698 697 

704 705 7013 707 708 709 710 711 712 713 711 

721 722 723 724 725 728 727 728 729 733 731 

741 742 743 744 745 746 747 748 

758 759 710 761 762 763 764 765 

775 778 777 778 779 780 781 782 

792 793 794 795 796 797 798 799 

809 810 811 812 813 814 815 816 

826 827 828 829 830 831 832 833 

843 844 845 846 847 848 849 850 

D. What operating systems are you currentb using? 

(Check all that apply.) 

12 [_= PC/MS-DOS 15 E UNIX 

13 0 DOS + Windows 160 MacOS 

140 OS/2 170 VAX/VMS 

E. For how many people do you influence the 

purchase of hardware or software? 

Il 0 1-25 20 0 51-99 
190 26-50 21 100 or more 

0 Please send me one year of BYTE Magazine for 

$24.95 and bill me. Offer wild in U.S. and 

possessions only. IBM 

I RSD002 
Inquiry Numbers 4871479 

987 988 989 990 991 992 993 994 995 996 997 996 999 1030 1001 1032 1003 

1004 1005 1006 1007 1008 1009 1010 1011 1012 1013 1011 1015 1018 1017 1018 1019 1020 

1021 1022 1023 1024 1025 10213 1027 1028 1021 1030 1031 1532 1033 1034 1035 1038 1037 

1038 1039 1040 1041 1042 1043 1044 1045 1046 1047 1048 1549 1050 1051 1052 1053 1054 

1055 10561057 1058 1059 1060 1081 10e2 1063 1064 1068 1068 1067 10681009 10701071 

1072 1073 1074 1075 1076 1077 1078 1079 1080 1061 1082 10831084 1065 1086 1097 1088 

108O 1090 1091 1092 10931094 1M 1096 1097 1090 1099 1100 1101 1102 1103 1104 1105 

1106 1107 1108 1109 1110 1111 1112 1113 1114 1115 1116 1117 1118 1119 1120 1121 1122 

1123 1124 1125 1126 1127 1128 11291130 1131 1132 1133 1134 1135 1136 1137 1138 1139 

1140 1141 1142 114311441145 1148 1147 1148 1149 1150 1151 1152 1153 1154 1155 1156 

1157 1158 1159 1160 1161 1162 1163 1184 1165 1166 1167 1168 1169 1170 1171 1172 1173 

1174 1175 1176 1177 1178 1179 1180 1181 1.182 1183 1184 1185 1186 1187 1188 1189 1190 

1191 1192 1193 1194 1195 1196 1197 1198 1199 12001201 1202 1203 1204 1205 1206 1207 

1208 1209 1210 1211 1212 1213 1214 1215 1216 1217 1218 1219 1220 1221 1222 1223 1224 

1225 1228 1227 1228 1229 1230 1231 1232 1222 1234 1235 1233 1237 1238 1239 1240 1241 

12421243 1244 1245 12481247 1248 1249 12501251 1252 1253 1254 1255 1258 1257 1250 

1259 1280 1281 12821283 1284 1285 1286 1287 1268 1293 1270 1271 1272 1273 1274 1275 

1278 1277 1278 1279 1280 1281 1282 1283 1284 1285 1286 1287 1M 1289 12:70 1291 1292 

1293 12$4 1285 1298 1297 12981290 1300 1301 13321303 1304 1335 1306 1307 1308 1309 

13101311 1312 1313 1314 1315 1316 1317 1318 1319 1320 1321 1322 1323 1324 1325 1326 

1327 1328 1329 1333 1331 1322 1333 1334 1335 1333 1337 1338 13391340 1341 1342 1343 

1344 1345 1346 1347 1348 1349 1350 1351 1352 1353 1354 1355 1356 1357 1358 1359 1360 

1381 1362 1363 1364 1365 1386 1387 1368 1369 1370 1371 1372 1373 1374 1375 1376 1377 

1378 1379 1380 1381 1382 1383 1384 1385 1386 1387 1388 1389 1390 1331 1392 1393 1394 

1395 1396 1397 1398 1399 1480 1101 1402 1403 1404 1405 1406 1407 1408 1403 1410 1411 

1412 1413 1414 1415 1418 1417 1418 1419 1420 1421 1422 1423 1424 1425 1426 1427 1428 

1429 1430 1431 1432 1433 1434 1135 1436 1437438 1439 1440 1441 1442 1443 1414 1445 
1446 1447 1448 1449 1450 1451 1452 1453 1454 1455 1456 1457 1458 1459148014811182 

1443 1484 1465 1466 1467 1469 1489 1470 1471 1472 1473 1474 1475 1476 1477 1478 1478 



I*  2233 BRANHAM LANE, SAN JOSE CA 95124 

TI MICROLASER-
-FAST, AFFORDABLE 

• AAID EXPANDABLE! 

k EXPANDABLE PRINTER HAS TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS QUALITY AND 

• -c:::-,==r."! RELIABILITY IN A COMPACT SIZE, 
UPGRADEABLE TO 4.5MB AND 
POSTSCRIPT® • 300 DPI • 6 PPM 
OUTPUT • 250 SHEET DRAWER 

• MANUAL FEED • 40 ENVELOPE AUTO FEED • 5MB RAM 
BASE UNIT • EMULATES HP LASERJET II 

M1CROLASER $1495.00 

M1CROLASER-PS 62495.00 
WITH35 FON- (T1STSCRIPTe AND 1.5MB RAM 

TEFA X-FA X, COPIER, 
SCANNER. PHONE & 

PRINTER 
• G3 02 FAX MACHINE • 8.5" 
SCAN WIDTH • 200 DPI SCAN-
NER • SAME SIZE COPIER 
• FAX SOFTWARE FOR IBM 8 MAC • AUTO FAX SEND 

TEFAX $995.00 

JDR'S AN AUTHORIZED EPSON 
DEALER-CALL US FOR QUOTES 

NEW SUPERSET* HAS THE CAPABILITIES 
OF THESE CARTRIDGES, PDP'S 25 IN 
ONE. HP'S MASTERTYPE "PROCOLLEC-
TOW HP'S -MICROSOFT CARTRIDGE, 
HEADLINE FONTS 8 18 PTS AND JET-
WARE'S 12)30 • FOR HP LASER-JET 
SERIES IL IID. IIP. III AND PCL COMPATI-
BLE • PRINTER DRIVERS FOR WORDPERFECT. MS WORD, MS 
WINDOWS, EXCEL. PAGEMAKER, WORD, AMI PROFESSIONAL. 
VENTURA PUBLISHERS, WORDSTAR AND LOTUS 1-2-3. 

SUPERSET 

RAM CARD FOR HP LASERJET 
• FOR HP LASERJET II PRINTERS • USER EXPANDABLE 
TO 1 2 4MB ( Cd< INSTALLED) • USES 1MB 120 NS DRAMS 

MCT-RAMJET 689.95 
MCT-RAMJET-P   $89.95 

2 45,113 •- P. USES 1MB DRAMS 

CITIZEN 200GX 
COLOR PRINTER 

E. I LZEN EXPANDS 9 WIFE 
TECHNOLOGY TO THE CUTTING 

EDGE! OPTIONAL COLOR KIT 
PROVIDES VIVID COLOR OUTPUT 

UNRIVALLED IN ITS PRICE RANGE! 
• 5 RESIDENT FONTS • 240 X 216 DPI • 213 CPS DRAFT 

MODE; 40 CPS LETTER QUALITY • PARALLEL 
INTERFACES • 8K PRINT BUFFER 

CTZ-2000X 6199.96 

CTZ-200GXCOLOR COLOR ON COMMAND KIT $59.95 

KODAK DICONIX 150+ 
PORTABLE PRINTER 
THE PEFECT COMPANION FE- , 
LAPTOP OR OUR CARRY-1 PC , 
WEIGHS 5LBS AND MEASURES JUST 
6.5" X 11" X 21! 

./ • QUIET NON-IMPACT INK-JET TECHNOLOGY 
• UP TO 180 CPS • DRAFT. NLO, QUALITY AND CONDENSED 
MODES • USES CUT-SHEET OR CONTINUOUS FORM PAPER 
• SUPPORTS EPSON FX-80 8 IBM PROPRINTER COMMANDS 

DICONIX-150  $399.95 
FUJITSU COLOR PLOTTER 
COMPACT PLOTTER • HP7475A COMPATIBLE • .025M'M RES 
FPG-315 $799.00 

OUTSTANDING SOFTWARE VALUES 

THE NORTON UTILITIES  $69.95 

SPINRITE $79.95 

QA PLUS $89.95 

P.C. TOOLS $99.95 

DESQVIEW 386 $149.95 

QEMM-386  639.95 

VGA DIMMER $29.95 

QUATTRO-PRO $359.95 

PARADOX 3.0  6469.95 

TURBO C++  $199.95 

».171DDIJC"f" DJ 

9600 BAUD V.32 MODEM $699 
WITH SEND/RECEIVE FAX 
THIS NEW EXTERNAL MODEM IS V.32 AND V 42 COMPATIBLE, 
THE EMERGING 9600 BPS STANDARDS. PLUS IT NOW HAS 
FULL GROUP 3 FAX SEND AND RECEIVE CAPABILITY. THIS 
MACHINE TRANSFORMS YOUR PC INTO A COMPLETE 
PERSONAL INFORMATION CENTER 

• 9600,48002400 1200 BPS DATA MODEM 

• CCITT V.32 , V.42 ERROR CORRECTION COMPATIBLE 

• MNP-5 ERROR CORRECTION AND DATA COMPRESSION 
FOR THROUGHPUTS UP TO 19200 BPS 

• 9600 BPS GROUP Ill SEND AND RECEIVE FAX 

• INCLUDES PRO-COMM COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE 

• INCLUDES FAX- IT FAX SOFTWARE 

• 2 YEAR WARRANTY 

PRO-96EF 5 
INTERNAL FAX MODEMS 2299 
• 2400 1200 300 BPS DATA MODEM 

• 9600 BAUD SEND/RECEIVE FAX CAPABILITY 

• 8088.286. 386 COMPATIBLE CARD 

PRO-MAXI 

THIS TINY EXTERNAL MODEM PACKS A BIGGER PUNCH THAN 
YOU'D EXPECT, NOT ONLY IS IT A FULL FUNCTION 240i, BPS 
DATA MODEM BUT IT ALSO OPERATES AS A SEND-ONLY FAX 
AT A REMARKABLY LOW PRICE , 

• 2400 1200'300 BPS DATA MODEM 

• CCITT V.22 V.22BIS. BELL 103,212A COMPATIBLE 

• 4800 BPS GROUP Ill SEND ONLY FAX 

• MEASURES JUST 6.25 X 38 X 2 INCHES 

• 8 STATUS LEDS 

• INCLUDES PRO-COMM COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE 

• INCLUDES FAX- IT FAX SOFTWARE 

• 2 YEAR WARRANTY 

PRO-EFXM 

MINI.MODEM WITH 9600 BPS FAX-SEND SPEED 
PRO-EFXM96  $169.95 

2400BPS MINI MODEM 119 
As ABOVE bu I WI I HOW I AX CAPASE.! 1 

MCT-24E 

TERMS. Minimum order $ 10.00. For shipping & handling include $4.00 for ground and $5 50 for alr Orders over 
1 lb and foreign orders may require adddlonal shipping charges-contact our Sales Dept for the amount. CA 
residents must include applicable sales tax Prices subject to change without notice. We are not responsible for 
typographical errors. We reserve the right to limit quantities and to substitute manufacturer All merchandise 
subject to peor sales A lull copy of our terms is evadable upon request Items pictured may only be representative 
JDR. the JDR logo JDR M.crodevIces, and the MCI logo are regIstered trademarks of JDR MICRODEVICES. INC 

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE FROM JDR! 

• 30-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

• 1 YEAR WARRANTY 

• TOLL-FREE TECH SUPPORT 

INTRODUCING THE AMAZING 
CARRY-1 BOOK SIZE PC 

THIS HIGH PERFORMANCE 8088 BASED 
COMPUTER COMPETES WITH FULL-SIZE 
PC'S STAND IT UPRIGHT. SIT IT UNDER 
A MONITOR-ITS COMPACT SIZE IS THE 
PERFECT SOLUTION FOR A CROWDED 
DESKTOP, A COST-CONSCIOUS 
SCHOOL DISTRICT OR A CONVENIENT 
TRANSPORTABLE HOME COMPUTER. 

• 10MHZ 4 77MHZ 8088-1 CPU 

• AMI BIOS ASSURES COMPATIBILITY 

• 256K RAM EXPANDABLE TO 640K 

• BUILT-IN CGA. MGA DISPLAY ADAPTOR 

• BUILT-IN SERIAL. PARALLEL AND 
GAME ADAPTORS 

• BUILT-IN 3.5 720K FLOPPY DRIVE 

• WORKS WITH ANY STANDARD KEYBOARD 

• INCLUDES CARRYING CASE. POWER ADAPTOR, 
MINI-UPRIGHT STANDS 

CARRY-1  $299.95 
CARRY-1B $399.95 
ENHANCED VERSION. INCLUDES 2 FLOPPY DFUVES (720K) 
AND 640K RAM 

CARRY-1K ' Y CARRY-1 KEYBOARD ._ $49.95 

$29995 

COLOR HAND SCANNER! 

JUST 
7.4" X 9.4" X 1e 

• 400 DPI 16-COLOR DITHER MODE 
• 200 DPI 16-SHADE GRAYSCALE 

• TRUE 400 DPI MONO MODE 
• 3 SWITCH-SELECTABLE 64-SHADE 
DITHER PATTERNS 

• SCAN EXERCISER SOFTWARE 
AND ZSOFT PAINTBRUSH VI PLUS 

CHS-400 6599.00 

DFI LOW COST ETHERNET CARD 
• 100% HARDWARE COMPATIBLE VVI TH 
NOVELL NE- 1000 ETHERNET CARD 

• FOR THICK OR THIN ETHERNET 
• 15-PIN ETHERNET CONNECTOR 
• BNC CONNECTOR FOR THIN ETHERNET 

DFINET-300 8-BIT VERSION .. $199.95 
DFINET-400 16-BIT VERSION .$239.95 

AN ECONOMICALLY PRICED EXTERNAL MODEM THAT NOW 
INCLUDES MNP-5 ERROR CORRECTION AND DATA 
COMPRESSION CAPABILITY 

• 2400 1200 300 BPS DATA MODEM 

• CCITT V 22 V.22131S, BELL 103 212A COMPATIBLE 

• DATA COMPRESSION BOOSTS THROUGHPUT UP TO 
4800 BPS 

• 8 STATUS LEDS 

• AT COMMAND SET COMPATIBLE 

• AUTO DIAL AND AUTO ANSWER 

• 2 YEAR WARRANTY 

PRO-24EMNP 

PRO-24E EXTERNAL 2400 BAUD MODEM-NO MNP VI 49.95 

INTERNAL MNP MODEM 
IF EuG N CARD MODEM HAS SAME FEATURES AS ABOVE 
MODEL FOR 8088. 286,386 COMPUTERS 

PRO-24MNP 

PRO-241 INTERNAL 2400 BAUD MODEM-NO MNP $99.95 

MON.-FRI. 7 A.M. TO P.M., SATURDAY, 9 A.M. TO 3 P.M. (PST) 

ORDER TOLL-FREE 800-538-5000 
NET 
CODE 
#10 

Copyright 1990 JDR MICRODEVICES. 

Circle 6 on Reader Service Card (RESELLERS: 7) 



IBM SPECIAL ISSUE 

DOS UNBOUND: 
USES OF 

PROTECTED MODE 
32-bit MS-DOS is alive and well 

Andrew Schulman 

lthough Microsoft and 
IBM never announced it, 
there really is such a 
thing as 32-bit MS-DOS. 
True, DOS itself is a 16-

bit real-mode operating system, designed 
when 64K bytes was a lot of memory. Yet 
a few small but important aspects of 
DOS's architecture make it almost infi-
nitely extensible. Consequently, you can 
extend DOS to run 32-bit pro-
tected-mode programs. 

There are several 32-bit 
protected-mode MS-DOS ex-
tensions, including the 3861 
DOS-Extender from Phar 
Lap Software, OS/386 from 
Ergo (formerly Eclipse Com-
puter Solutions and A.I. Ar-
chitects), and X-AM from In-
telligent Graphics. MS-DOS 
products such as Interleaf 
Publisher, FoxBase+/386, 
AutoCAD 386, Paradox 386, 
and Mathematica exploit 
these extensions to shatter the 
640K-byte limit. For an over-
view of DOS extenders, see 
"Gateways to Protected 
Mode" in the April BYTE. In 
this article, I will present a 
hands-on tutorial on C pro-
gramming for DOS extenders 
and show you how to produce 
32-bit protected-mode appli-
cations that run under MS-
DOS. 

Why do such a thing? After all, such 
applications will only run on a DOS-
compatible computer with an Intel 386 or 
i486 processor. While these machines 
are fashionable, older XTs and ATs still 
dominate the marketplace. There had 
better be an overwhelming reason to pro-
duce DOS applications that require a 386 
or i486 CPU and can't run on XTs or 
even ATs. 

The "Fast XT" Tragedy 
From a technical standpoint, it is a waste 
to use 386 and 486 computers to run 16-
bit software; you're using your 386 PC or 
PS/2 not as a 32-bit computer, but merely 
as a fast XT. For example, the computer 
in front of me is a 16-MHz Compaq 
Deskpro 386, but the word processor that 
I am using also runs—although more 
slowly—on an original IBM PC: It is 

8088 software, not 386 soft-
ware. 
A Compaq 386, or any 386 

PC, will run old 8088 soft-
ware. In fact, this is a remark-
able piece of reverse alche-
my—akin to turning gold into 
lead. To run 16-bit software, 
the 386 has to pretend to be 
considerably less powerful 
than it actually is. Technical-
ly, the 386's ability to behave 
like an 8088 is known as emu-
lation (a term first used in 
1967 by Stewart Tucker of 
IBM when he was providing 
the System 360 with the abil-
ity to run old 7090 code). A 
better description is the Irish 
phrase "poor mouth," which 
refers to acting lower than 
your actual social status. 
When the Intel 386 is pre-

tending to be impoverished, it 
is running in what is known as 
real mode. This simulates a 
machine with 1 megabyte of 
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memory, 64K-byte segments, and 16-bit 
registers: an 8086, in fact. Intel intended 
this impoverished mode to be used solely 
for initialization of the 386's native pro-
tected mode. In protected mode, the pro-
grammer sees the 386 as it truly is: a ma-
chine with potentially multiple gigabytes 
of memory, segments of up to 4 giga-
bytes, and 32-bit registers. 

In 1986, Intel stated that " most appli-
cations of the 386 will use real mode for 
initialization only," and in 1989 it stated 
that " the primary purpose of real mode 
is to set up the processor for protected-
mode operation." But in fact, most appli-
cations of the 386 use real mode exclu-
sively, because the 386 is largely used to 
run old 16-bit MS-DOS software. 

This strategy is like buying a top-of-
the-line sound system and then using it to 
play only old 45s or 78s. DOS applica-
tions that run on the 386 were designed 
with a 640K-byte memory limitation and 
a 64K-byte segment limitation. These 
limitations do not disappear when these 
applications run on a 386; the programs 
just get around the limitations faster. For 
example, many naive users are aston-
ished when, after adding 2 MB of mem-
ory to their 286 or 386 computer, all 
their DOS applications are still limited to.-
640K bytes. These users are right to be 
astonished. The 386 has 32 address lines 
to memory, allowing access to 232 bytes 
(more than 4 gigabytes) of memory, but 
when it runs in 16-bit-emulation mode, 
all address lines above 22° ( 1 MB) are 
masked out. Techniques such as bank-
switched expanded memory work around 
limitations that the 386 is only emulat-
ing—that is, only pretending to have. 
Such insanity is the price of using the 286 
and 386 as fast XTs. 

Eliminating these simulated limita-
tions requires retargeting an application 
for protected mode, thereby junking 
8088 compatibility. More and more ap-
plications can afford to lose this back-
ward compatibility. 

Large Memory 
What does this retargeting entail? Most 
programs ported to run in 32-bit pro-
tected mode will probably be fairly 
large, since the primary benefit of using 
a DOS extender is gaining access to more 
memory than is available under plain-va-

nilla DOS. I can't present a realistic 
large program in the context of this arti-
cle, but, to illustrate some of the mechan-
ics of working with a DOS extender, I 
can use a small program that allocates a 
lot of memory. 

Listing 1 shows MEM.C, a tiny pro-
gram that runs the C memory allocation 
function calloc ( ) in a loop, allocating 
all available memory. If you compile this 
program for real-mode MS-DOS using 
compact model (which is perfect for this 
tiny amount of code that manipulates a 
large amount of memory) and run it on a 

ost 

applications of the 386 

use real mode 

exclusively, because 

the 386 is largely used 

to run old 16-bit 
MS-DOS software. 

Compaq 386 with 4 MB of memory, the 
program allocates 525K bytes. It is 
oblivious to most of the memory in the 
machine (see table 1). 

You can compile this real-mode ver-
sion with Microsoft C 6.0, for example, 
using the command line cl -AC mem.c. 
The cl driver program first runs the C 
compiler and then runs the Microsoft 
linker to produce an executable program, 
MEM.EXE, which can then be run from 
the DOS command line. 

Unfortunately, you can't use standard 
C compilers for MS-DOS to produce a 
386-specific version of this program. 
While Microsoft C provides the -G2 op-
tion to generate 286-specific code, it 
doesn't have an equivalent -G3 switch. In 
a compiler producing code for real 
mode, this hypothetical -G3 switch could 
only use 386-specific instructions and 
perhaps the 386's 32-bit registers. With-

out protected mode, it couldn't use the 
386's large address space. 
To produce a true 32-bit protected-

mode version of the program in listing 1, 
you need a 32-bit C compiler (e.g., Meta-
Ware High C or Watcom C/386). How-
ever, you don't need to change the source 
code. For Watcom C/386 7.0, you would 
use the command line wc1386 -mf mem.c. 
This compiles for the 386 flat memory 
model, in which the program is given a 
single segment analogous to the "tiny" 
model in the 8088 world (.COM files), 
except that the maximum size for the one 
segment is 4 gigabytes rather than 64K 
Dytes. With the MetaWare High C 1.6 
compiler (whose target code runs under 
xhat MetaWare calls " MS-DOS 386/ 
486"), you would use the command line 
lc386 mem.c. In both cases, the driver 
programs first run their respective C 
compilers and then run the Phar Lap 
linker (3861LINK.EXE) to produce a 
32-bit protected-mode executable, MEM 
.EXP (the file extension . EXP generally 
indicates a protected-mode executable). 
On the same Compaq 386 with the 

same source code, the resulting program 
Low allocates 2.9 MB of memory (see 
tible 1). Although the nearsighted real-
node version will always be stuck at 
around 525K bytes regardless of how 
nuch memory you add to the machine, 
ne 32-bit protected-mode version will 
actually use any memory that you added 
to the machine. 

In contrast to EMS and the Extended 
Memory Specification (XMS), which re-
quire programs to access extra memory 
indirectly, a program using a DOS ex-
tender can use a normal malloc ( ) or 
ealloc Q, pointer dereference (* p) and 
trray indexing (p[size-1]) to access 
tremory. The distinction between con-
ventional memory and other memory 
d; sappears. This transparent access to 
large amounts of memory alone makes 
protected-mode development enticing. 

Running Protected-Mode Programs 
Under MS-DOS 
But how can you run this . EXP file under 
MS-DOS? That's the job of the DOS ex-
tender itself. For example, Phar Lap's 
3 6IDOS-Extender is actually an execut-
atle file, RUN386.EXE. RUN386 re-

continued 
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AVAILABLE MEMORY UNDER REAL MODE AND EXTENDED DOS 

Table 1: DOS-extended programs running in 32-bit protected mode can use 
every scrap of RAM in the machine; with virtual memory enabled, the size of 
the hard disk becomes the limit. 

Configuration 
Compaq 386/20e 
4 megabytes of memory 
DOS 4.0 
Novell NetWare 2.15 
386Max 4.03 
CED 

Memory allocated 
Real-mode small model 
Real-mode compact model 
OS/386 up real-mode compact model 
OS/386 up after giveameg 
OS/386 32-bit protected mode 
OS/386 virtual memory 
Phar Lap 32-bit protected mode 
Phar Lap virtual memory 

Real-mode compiler 
Microsoft C 5.1 

DOS extenders 
Phar Lap 386IDOS-Extender 2.2d 
Eclipse Computer Solutions OS/386 2.1.01 

Protected-mode compiler 
Watcom C 386/7.0 

61K bytes 
525K bytes 
617K bytes 
998K bytes 

2996K bytes 
11,499K bytes* 
3028K bytes 

14,001K bytes' 

'Depends on available disk space 

ceives the name of your 32-bit protected-
mode program, plus any arguments, on 
the DOS command line: run386 mem. 

Ergo's OS/386 makes more of a sepa-
ration between the memory-resident 
DOS-extender kernel and the program 
that actually spawns your protected-
mode applications. To run MEM.EXP 
under OS/386, you would first install its 
TSR kernel by typing os386 on the DOS 
command line. Then you would actually 
run the program by typing up mem. The 
word up stands for "uniprocessor"; Ergo 
also has a 386 coprocessor called the 
HummingBoard. 
While Ergo has its own protected-

mode executable file format, OS/386 can 
also run the flat-model Phar Lap execut-
ables that 32-bit DOS compilers produce 
by default. Phar Lap defined the EASY 
OMF-386 format for 32-bit object files 
and produces the industry-standard tools 
3861 ASM and 386 ILINK, used even 
with their competitors' DOS extenders. 

In both cases, the DOS extender starts 
in 16-bit real-mode DOS, sets up a 32-bit 
protected-mode environment, switches 
the processor into protected mode, and 
spawns your executable. The DOS ex-
tender also hooks a number of hardware 
and software interrupts. Whenever your 
program calls for MS-DOS (INT 21h) or 
other real-mode services (e.g., INT 

10h), the DOS extender's interrupt han-
dler catches the request. It either handles 
the request itself or translates it into 16-
bit real-mode terms and then reflects the 
call back to the previous interrupt han-
dler (which is running in real mode). 

Thus, 32-bit protected-mode DOS ex-
tenders use essentially the same tech-
nique for extending DOS that has been 
used for years by memory-resident pro-
grams such as ASSIGN or CED: hook 
INT 21h and then make the new INT 21h 
handler act as a replacement for, or a 
front end to, the previous INT 21h han-
dler. There are only two differences: 1) 
In addition to chaining interrupts, the 
protected-mode DOS extender must also 
switch between real and protected 
modes; and 2) to hook a software inter-
rupt in the first place, the DOS extender 
places the address of its interrupt han-
dler, not in the low-memory vector table, 
but in the protected-mode interrupt de-
scriptor table (IDT) that it sets up for 
your application. 

In other words, a DOS extender is not 
a library of routines, nor is it an environ-
ment like Microsoft Windows or Desq-
view. It is a program loader and a set of 
interrupt handlers that manage the fic-
tion of a protected-mode MS-DOS for a 
single program. 

Extending DOS this way to run 32-bit 

protected-mode programs and allow 
these programs to make DOS and BIOS 
software interrupts is all very clever, but 
you probably don't want this mechanism 
to be so visible to your customers. There-
fore, all DOS extender vendors provide 
some sort of BIND utility to join the DOS 
extender to your program and produce an 
executable that you can run directly from 
the DOS command line: 

C: \ PHARLAP > bind386 run386b mem 
C: \ PHARLAP > mem 
3028 allocs: 3100672 bytes 

or, with OS/386: 

C: \ 0S386 > bind -o mem.exe -1 up . exe 
-k os386.exe mem. exp 

C: \ 0S386>mem 
2996 allocs: 3067904 bytes 

Both Phar Lap and Ergo charge an addi-
tional fee for their BIND utilities, and 
both charge run-time royalties for appli-
cations that incorporate their DOS ex-
tenders. 
You now have a 32-bit protected-mode 

application that can run directly from the 
DOS command line on any 386 PC or 
PS/2 compatible. The program can no 
longer run on ATs or XTs, however. If 
you try to run this MEM.EXE on an AT, 
you will receive an error message such as 
"System does not have a 386 processor." 
What if you start the program on a 386 

that is not running in real mode? More 
and more 386 users have learned to make 
better use of their machines by running 
programs like 386Max or QEMM, 
which not only emulate EMS memory 
but also move TSRs and device drivers 
out of the lower 640K bytes. If you start 
up a 32-bit DOS-extender application on 
such a machine, it is no longer running in 
real mode but in the 386's virtual 8086 
(V86) mode, which acts somewhat like a 
protected-mode 1-MB 8086 machine. 
Fortunately, DOS-extender applications 
can still be run in this configuration, be-
cause of the Virtual Control Program In-
terface that Phar Lap and Quarterdeck 
have developed. Even more sophisticated 
cooperation between protected-mode 
DOS applications and multitaskers like 
Desqview or Windows 3.0 will soon be 
available with DOS Protected-Mode In-
terface (DPMI). 

Breaking the 64K-byte Barrier 
There are also 286-based DOS extenders 
(e.g., Rational Systems' DOS/16M and 
Ergo's OS/286). Programs that use these 
286-based extenders (e.g., Lotus 1-2-3 
release 3.0) can also run on ATs, so what 
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Listing 1: A sample program that allocates all available memory. 

/* MEM.0 */ 
/* syntax: roes [ count] [size] */ 

Ninclude < stdlib.h> 
Ninclude < stdio.h> 

main(int argc, char *argv[]) 

unsigned long allocs = 0; 
unsigned count . ( argc > 1) ? 

atoi(argv[1]) : 1; 
unsigned size = ( argc > 2) ? 

atoi(argv[2]) : 1024; 
char *p; 

while ( p = calloc(count, size)) 

*p = ' x'; 
p[(count * size)-1] = ' x'; 
if ( size >= sizeof(unsigned long)) 

*((unsigned long *) p) = Ox12345678I4 
allocs++; 

printf("%lu allocs: %lu bytes\n", 
allocs, allocs * count * size); 

is the benefit to using a 386-based (32-
bit) rather than a 286-based ( 16-bit) pro-
tected-mode DOS extender? 
An optional command-line argument 

to the MEM demo program shows one 
benefit of using a 32-bit DOS extender. 
By default, MEM allocates memory in 
1K-byte blocks. Providing a command-
line argument helps you determine the 
largest block of memory that can be allo-
cated at one time: 

C: \ > mem 63 
7 allocs: 451584 bytes 
C: \ > mem 64 
O allocs: 0 bytes 

Even though a 286-based DOS-extender 
version of MEM can allocate megabytes 
of memory, it suffers from the real-mode 
inability to use 64K bytes or more at a 
time. This is an inherent limitation of 16-
bit code: Since the CPU registers are 
used to hold offsets in memory segments, 
and since the largest possible 16-bit num-
ber is FFFFh (64K bytes), it follows that 
the largest addressable segment in 16-bit 
mode is 64K bytes. This 64K-byte barri-
er is at least as important as the better-
known 640K-byte limitation of DOS. A 
workaround, known as huge model, is 
available for real mode and 16-bit pro-
tected mode, but it can seriously reduce 
program performance. It is particularly 
tragic to use this when using a 386, since, 
again, it gets around a merely simulated 
limitation. 
The 386 is a 32-bit CPU. While PC 

programmers are familiar with 16-bit 
registers like BX, BP, and IP, the 386's 
registers are 32 bits wide and have names 

like EBX, EBP, and EIP. When 16-bit 
software is run on this 32-bit CPU, the 
top half of the registers are inactive. 
Therefore, programs suffer from the 
same 64K-byte limitation as a 286 or 
even an 8088 has. But if you use the 386's 
32-bit registers in protected mode, then 
the largest possible offset is FFFFFFFFh 
(4 gigabytes); it is limited only by the 
amount of memory actually present. For 
example, you can allocate memory in 1-
MB blocks without resorting to kludges 
(e.g., huge model): 

C: \ PHARLAP > run386 mem 1024 
2 allocs: 2097152 bytes 

It is useful to examine the assembly 
language output from a 32-bit C compiler 
(shown in table 2) to see how the pointer 
dereferencing *p and p [ ( count * 1024) 
-1] works. With registers such as ESI to 
form offsets into memory, it is clear that 
you can generate enormous offsets—so 
enormous that, in fact, you only need one 
segment. Notice the absence of any refer-
ence to segments in the 32-bit code in the 
table: We are working in a Motorola-like 
linear address space. Note how 32-bit 
quantities can be handled in one fell 
swoop, rather than piecemeal. Finally, 
note how the return value from calloc ( ) 
appears in the EAX register rather than 
in a register pair such as DX:AX. This is 
what is meant by 32-bit code. 

In contrast, the 16-bit output from 
even a fine compiler like Microsoft C is 
positively grisly, as shown in table 2. All 
32-bit quantities (e.g., the far pointer re-
turned in DX:AX by calloc O) are han-
dled 16 bits at a time. No segment can be 

Listing 2: Peeking at the BIOS 
timer caul. 

/* TICKS.0 */ 

Minclude < stdio.h> 

main( ) 

printf("ticks: %lu\n", 
*((unsigned long far *) 
Ox46CL)); 

greater than 64K bytes, and since you 
will then need a lot of segments, you 
need to use the LES instruction and the 
ES: override prefix. All this happens 
even when this code runs on a 386, which 
has perfectly good 32-bit registers just 
waiting to be used. 
The key to a 32-bit compiler's advan-

tage over a 16-bit compiler is that size-
of ( int) is 4, not 2. Likewise, sizeof 
(void near *) is 4, not 2. This means 
that it can handle much larger quantities 
with " simple" types and that, converse-
ly, large quantities only require the use 
of a "simple" type. This becomes clear 
in table 3, in which an assignment involv-
ing an unsigned long needs two MOVs 
in 16-bit code, but only one MOV in 32-
bit code. In addition, the 386 allows far 
more regular use of registers for address-
ing: Whereas earlier Intel processors 
only allowed the use of the base (BX and 
BP) and index (SI and DI) registers for 
addressing, registers such as [EAX] are 
legal on the 386. 

Note that you can use some of the fea-
tures of the 386 in real mode. For exam-
ple, the 32-bit code (may dword ptr 
[eax], 12345678h) shown in table 3 is 
perfectly legitimate in real mode, as long 
as EAX is less than FFFFh. You can use 
small assembly routines, or in-line as-
sembler with a compiler such as Turbo 
C, to take advantage of some 386-spe-
cific features in real mode. 

There is one interesting sidelight to the 
4-byte near pointers such as [EBX] used 
in 32-bit protected mode: A far pointer 
such as ES:[EBX] is a 6-byte quantity. 
The expression sizeof ( void far *) 
evaluates to 6 in a 32-bit C compiler, but, 
since such an FWORD PTR is an un-
usual quantity in C, some compilers ma-
nipulate these pointers awkwardly. For 
example, the DOS-specific macro MK_ 
FP(), which forms a far pointer from a 
segment and an offset, is tricky to imple-
ment. Fortunately, with flat models and 
offsets as large as FFFFFFFFh, seg-
ments are never used for normal address-
ing, so neither are far pointers. However, 

continued 
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ALTERNATE IMPLEMENTATIONS OF POINTER DEREFERENCING 

Table 2: 32-bit registers support enormous offsets; this greatly simplifies 
pointer arithmetic. 

Implementations of 
if (P = calloc(...)) 
p= 
r[(count 1024)- 1] = 

32-bit flat model 
call _calloc 
test eax, eax 
je done 
mov byte ptr eax, 'x' 
mov esi, _count 
shl esi, 10 
mov byte ptr - l[esi+eax], 'x' 

16-bit large model 
call far ptr _calloc 
mov word ptr [bp - 4], ax 
mov word ptr [bp - 2], dx 
or dx, ax 
je done 
les bx, dword ptr [bp - 4] 
mov byte ptr es:[bx], 'x' 
mov si, word ptr _count 
mov cl, 10 
shl si, cl 
les bx, dword ptr [bp - 4] 
mov byte ptr es:[bx - 'x' 

;result in EAX 
;if ( D) 

;*p ='x' 

;tmp = count'1024 
;p[tmp-1] = 

result in DX:AX 
bottom half of p 
top half of p 
if ()) 

;mem - > ES:BX 
; ` pi = 'x' 

mp = count ' 1024 
again! 
p[tmp - 1] = 'x' 

WORKING WITH 4-BYTE QUANTITIES 

Table 3: On the 386, larger "simple types" can be manipulated with single 
instructions. 

Implementations of 
'((unsigned long ') p) = Ox12345678L; 

32-bit code 
mov dword ptr [eax], 12345678h 

16-blt code 
les bx, dword ptr [bp-4] 
mov word ptr es:[bx], 5678h 
mov word ptr es:[bx+2], 1234h 

low-level system code will need to ma-
nipulate these 6-byte pointers (e.g., to 
address the real-mode BIOS data area at 
0040:0000). 

Just as sizeof(int) is 4, so is the 
ANSI C identifier size_t. This has 
many ramifications for programming in 
32-bit C. Standard library functions like 
malloc(), fwrite(), and strncpy() 
take size_t parameters; strlen() re-
turns a size_t. These functions deal in 
quantities between 0 and UINT_MAX. 
In 16-bit code, UINT_MAX is OxFFFF 
(65,535), yielding the familiar 64K-byte 
limit on PC array lengths, string lengths, 
and malice blocks. In 32-bit code, how-
ever, UINT_MAX is OxFFFFFFFF 
(4,294,967,295): the upper limit of 4 

gigabytes. In the native mode of the 386, 
this is the upper bound on array lengths, 
string lengths, and malloc blocks. 

But how does this work when a 32-bit 
program makes a DOS or BIOS call? It's 
all very well that you can ask malloc 
to allocate a 10-MB segment, or ask 
fwrite() to write out a 500-MB file 
(this might be handy for a CD-ROM 
mastering system)—but how can this 
work with MS-DOS? After all, although 
I've been using C for this discussion be-
cause it's the de facto standard for PC 
programming, DOS extenders as such 
have nothing to do with C and work as 
well with any other programming lan-
guage (including, of course, assembly). 
Again, the DOS extender does not exist 

as a set of library routines geared to any 
one language, but as a program loader 
and a set of interrupt handlers. 
How, then, does a call to fwrite() a 

1-MB file work with a 32-bit DOS ex-
tender? Under MS-DOS, the C function 
fwrite () must eventually call the DOS 
write function, INT 21h (AH --=- 40h). Via 
the protected-mode IDT, a 32-bit DOS 
extender hooks INT 21h and supports 
the INT 21h interface even for objects 
that MS-DOS can't handle by itself. 
Table 4 shows the standard real-mode 
MS-DOS description for the write func-
tion, in which the 16-bit CX register 
holds the number of bytes to write. The 
manuals for the Phar Lap and Ergo DOS 
extenders present a slightly altered de-
scription of the write function (also 
shown in table 4), in which the 32-bit 
ECX register holds the number of bytes 
to write. Since the DOS extender hooks 
INT 21h, it can convert a request to write 
1 MB to disk into a series of smaller re-
quests and then chain it to the previous 
INT 21h handler (which may be MS-
DOS itself, or some other DOS extension 
such as CED). The DOS extender also 
copies the buffer to somewhere in the 
lower 640K bytes, where real-mode MS-
DOS can address it. 
The DOS extender often replaces DOS 

instead of acting as a front end to it. For 
example, a request to allocate 1 MB of 
contiguous memory would have to be 
honored from memory that DOS can't 
access. The DOS extender services this 
request entirely in protected mode with-
out reflecting the call back to MS-DOS 
(which is running in real mode). 

Just as a DOS extender hooks DOS 
and BIOS software interrupts in order to 
handle application requests, it also hooks 
many important external hardware inter-
rupts (e.g., the clock, serial port, and 
keyboard). For time-critical interrupts 
like those for serial communications, 
DOS extenders allow you to install both 
protected- and real-mode interrupt han-
dlers. That way, it can service the inter-
rupt, no matter which mode the process 
is in, without an expensive mode switch. 
As you've seen from compiling a pro-

gram for 32-bit DOS without any source 
code changes, all this activity can occur 
transparently, without the application's 
intervention. Normally, the perfor-
mance boost from using 32-bit code 
more than compensates for any penalty 
from all this behind-the-scenes activity. 

Virtual Memory, Virtual Machines 
There are two other ways that you can 
run the tiny MEM program. Just as the 
word transparent refers to things that 
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exist but seem not to, the word virtual re-
fers to things that seem to exist but don't. 
The 386 provides a V86 mode that 
creates the illusion of an 8086 machine 
located in an arbitrary place in the 386 
address space. The 386's segmentation 
and paging provide hardware assistance 
for virtual memory; this allows it to pre-
tend that it has more memory than is 
physically present. 

While V86 mode is generally used by 
multitaskers such as Desqview and Win-
dows or memory managers such as 386-
Max or QEMM, Ergo's OS/386 makes a 
novel use of V86 mode. It uses it as a 
quick-and-dirty way to provide simple 
DOS applications (normally limited to 
something less than 640K bytes) with 
several hundred kilobytes more memory. 
Ergo's up program, which runs . EXP 
files, can also run real-mode . EXE files. 
As table 1 shows, when up runs under 
OS/386 in this configuration, the real-
mode MEM program now allocates 
617K bytes. 

OS/386 also provides a utility called 
giveameg. When this utility runs on 
simple programs like MEM, it can pro-
vide up to 1 MB of memory in V86 
mode. (This only works on the 386.) Be-
cause the resulting program isn't really 
running at the memory location that it 
thinks it's running at, this technique 
won't work if you need to address abso-
lute memory locations such as B8000h or 
400h. But compilers and other stdio text 
processors may find that the few hundred 
extra kilobytes can be quite handy. This 
technique just takes a real-mode exetut-
able and runs it in a funny way. To take 
full advantage of the 386, though, you 
have to switch to a 32-bit compiler. 

Something that at first seems like a 
free lunch is virtual memory. Both Phar 
Lap and Ergo provide VM options for 
their 32-bit DOS extenders. From table 1 
you can see that, on the same machine 
with 4 MB of memory, and with the 
same source code ( and, in fact, the same 
MEM.EXP), the tiny program can allo-
cate 13 MB of memory when it runs 
under VM. The 13-MB limit was merely 
the amount of free disk space I had. 

For Ergo OS/386, using VM requires 
installing the os386vm TSR instead of 
os386. By default, this uses "only" 8 
MB of VM (i.e., disk space), but you can 
reconfigure it. The 3861VMM option to 
Phar Lap's 3861D05-Extender is a pro-
tected- mode executable, VMMDRV 
.EXP, which you can bind into your exe-
cutable or, during development, run on 
the DOS command line: run386 -vin 

vmmdrv. exp mers. 

While this shows that you can use VM 

TWO VERSIONS OF THE DOS WRITE FUNCTION 

Table 4: DOS extenders alter the normal DOS protocol; the source buffer can 
hold 4 gigabytes of data. 

Real-mode MS-DOS 
Int 21h function 40h 
Write file or device 
BX = handle 
CX = number of bytes to write 
DS:DX = segment:offset of buffer 

32-bit protected-mode DOS extender 
lnt 21h function 40h 
Write file or device 
BX = handle 
ECX = number of bytes to write 
DS:EDX = segment offset of buffer 

without a program's knowledge and 
without any source code changes, almost 
all genuine programs that use VM re-
quire some recoding to get decent perfor-
mance. For example, if a program allo-
cates 13 MB of memory (of which only 3 
MB is physical memory), and if the pro-
gram frequently loops over, say, 4 MB at 
any one time, the program will thrash 
horribly. To be usable, the program 

Something 

that at first seems like 

a free lunch 
is virtual memory. 

would need to be tweaked until its " lo-
cality of reference" fell within 3 MB. 

Protection Violations 
So far, I haven't described anything re-
sembling the sort of work you might ex-
pect when porting code to a new environ-
ment. Unlike OS/2, for example, which 
presents an entirely new world view, 
DOS extenders try to preserve as much of 
your old source code as possible. Theif 
relationship to MS-DOS is somewhat like 
that of early DOS to CP/M. The use of 
INT 21h is, of course, the prime exam-
ple: 32-bit protected-mode operation' 
have been made to look like plain-vanilli 
DOS operations. 

But for most commercial DOS appli-
cations, the MS-DOS application pro-
gramming interface does not consist en-
tirely of INT 21h calls, or even of BIOS 
calls such as INT 10h or INT 13h. In re-

ality, the DOS API includes the follow-
ing: absolute memory locations, port ad-
dresses, undocumented DOS calls and 
data structures, interrupt handlers, DOS 
extensions (e.g., the mouse or NetBIOS), 
and even the vagaries of real mode itself 
(e.g., a segment ID corresponds to its ab-
solute physical address divided by 16). 
Such code may represent less than 5 per-
cent of all code in a real DOS applica-
tion. Some of it may have been written to 
get around the 640K-byte or 64K-byte 
DOS barriers, so you can simply ditch it 
when you work in 32-bit protected mode. 
But what about graphics code, interrupt 
handlers, and telecommunications or 
networking code? How can you make 
such low-level code work in 32-bit pro-
tected mode? 

Most of the work in porting to pro-
tected mode will be confined to small 
portions of your code. The best way to 
proceed with such a port is to get all your 
modules to compile and link for 32-bit 
protected mode and then try to run the 
thing. The chances are good that the pro-
gram will, in some way, break one of the 
rules of protected mode. Because of 
these rules, protected mode is sometimes 
regarded as an unfair and stern task mas-
ter, forcing you to change all your pro-
gramming habits in exchange for extra 
megabytes of memory. In fact, you 
should look on protected mode as a 
friend that will help you incrementally 
port your program. Because of protec-
tion, it's fairly difficult to crash the ma-
chine. Instead, you just run your pro-
gram until it violates protection, fix the 
problem, and then let the program run 
until it hits the next protection violation. 
The CPU itself, running in protected 
mode, will find most of your problems 
for you. 
What does a protection violation look 

like? For an example, look at TICKS, the 
continued 
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small program shown in listing 2. When 
it is in real mode, it peeks at the BIOS 
timer count located at 0040:006C, but 
when it runs in protected mode under the 
Phar Lap DOS extender, it produces the 
following message: 

C: \ PHARLAP>run386 ticks 
Abnormal program termination: 
Memory protection fault CS:EIP = 

000C: 0000000C. 

What causes a protection violation? In 
protected mode, the CPU checks point-
ers. The following will all generate pro-
tection violations: trying to load a seg-
ment register with an invalid selector, 
using an offset past the end of a segment, 
trying to write into code, and trying to 
execute data. In response to these viola-
tions, the CPU generates an ¡NT ODh 
(GP fault). DOS extenders, and pro-
tected-mode operating systems such as 
OS/2, install ¡NT ODh handlers; they 
generally respond by shutting down your 
errant application. 

At this point, you would run your pro-
gram under a debugger. The state of de-
bugging on the 386 has been poor, but by 
the time you read this, Watcom C/386 
8.0's source-level debugger should be 
available. In any case, if you want to see 
the actual assembly statement that causes 
a GP fault, you can use a debugger such 
as Phar Lap's SYMDEB-like 3860E-
BUG. The GP fault message said that 
the TICKS program violated protection 

at 000C: 00000000C; what instruction 
does that correspond to? 

0002 
0005 
0007 
000c 

xor ax, WC; AX = 0 
mov fs,ax 
MOV eax,0000046cH 
push fs: [ elm] 

Note that loading 0 into FS (one of two 
additional segment registers on the 386) 
did not cause a GP fault. You use selector 
0 to create null pointers in protected 
mode. Loading these pointers is always 
legal; however, if you try to dereference 
one, it causes a GP fault. That's what 
happened with PUSH FSIEAXJ. Fur-
thermore, an equivalence between 0040: 
006C and 0000:046C was assumed, and 
this doesn't hold in protected mode. 

So how can you peek at memory loca-
tion 0040:006C? You often hear state-
ments like "you can't do that in protected 
mode." But rather than take these as in-
junctions, you should just regard them as 
problems to solve. Obviously, you can 
execute data in protected mode: other-
wise, how would executables ever get 
loaded and executed? Likewise, there 
must be some way to peek at arbitrary 
physical memory locations: otherwise, 
how could anyone write graphics code? 

There are several ways to read the 
BIOS data area at real-mode segment 
40h. Phar Lap executables (whether run 
under the Phar Lap or the Ergo DOS ex-
tender) provide a protected-mode selec-
tor, 34h, that maps to the first megabyte 
of physical memory. (Note how the entire 
DOS address space occupies a tiny por-
tion of one 32-bit protected-mode selec-
tor.) So you could peek at the tick count 
by using the C expression *( unsigned 
long far *) MK_FP ( 0x34,0x46C). 
You can also allocate your own selec-

tors that map to absolute physical mem-
ory locations. Phar Lap and Ergo provide 
small APIs for performing this and other 
protected-mode operations. To call Ergo 
functions from protected mode, you use 
¡NT 21h AH = E0h through AH = F6h. 
To call Phar Lap functions from pro-
tected mode, you use INT 21h AH = 25h, 
with subfunctions in the AL register; 
since the MS-DOS Set Vector call (INT 
21h AH = 25h) had to be changed for pro-
tected-mode operation anyway, Phar Lap 
chose to make this the entry point for its 
DOS-extender services. In general, a 
DOS extender can't simply take over the 
Set Vector and Get Vector (AH = 35h) 
calls, because you must indicate whether 
you're talking about real- or protected-
mode interrupt handling. 

Other special DOS-extender services 
let you do several things. You can create 

an executable alias selector for a data 
segment or a writable data selector to a 
code segment. You can call a real-mode 
service (software interrupt or far call) 
not transparently handled by the DOS 
extender (e.g., NetBIOS or undocument-
ed DOS calls like INT 21h AH = 52h). 
Or you can query virtual-memory statis-
tics. These APIs are quite small, but 
they're proof that you don't need 500 
functions to provide a powerful API. 

Future Directions 
Now is a good time to get into 386 devel-
opment. There is healthy competition be-
tween the two major 32-bit C compiler 
manufacturers, MetaWare and Watcom. 
The new release of Watcom's compiler 
includes not only the first source-level 
debugger for 32-bit DOS extenders, but 
also a superb execution profiler. Micro-
soft itself finally has a 32-bit C compiler 
(C 5.2) targeted for OS/2 2.0. Several 
C + + compilers are available for 32-bit 
DOS. Meanwhile, the entire DOS ex-
tender " industry" is working together in 
a committee with Microsoft and others to 
put together the DPMI specification. 
Windows 3.0 incorporates the DPMI 
specification, and OS/2 2.0 is expected 
to. Perhaps it will even find its way into a 
future version of MS-DOS itself. 

All these developments should ensure 
a long life for 32-bit DOS applications, 
and they should ensure that the 386 won't 
remain a code museum for ancient 8088 
code. Now is the time to stop finding 
workarounds for limitations that the 386 
is only pretending to have. • 
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